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PART ONE

SELECTIONS OF THE WORDS OF GOD
ON THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM

WHAT IT MEANS TO TRULY BELIEVE IN GOD
Though many people believe in God, few understand what faith in God means,
and what they must do to conform to God’s will. This is because, though people are
familiar with the word “God” and phrases such as “the work of God,” they do not know
God, and still less do they know His work. No wonder, then, that all those who do not
know God are muddled in their belief of Him. People do not take belief in God
seriously, and this is entirely because believing in God is too unfamiliar, too strange
for them. In this way, they fall short of God’s demands. In other words, if people do
not know God, and do not know His work, then they are not fit for God’s use, and still
less are they able to satisfy His will. “Belief in God” means believing that there is a
God; this is the simplest concept as regards believing in God. What’s more, believing
that there is a God is not the same as truly believing in God; rather, it is a kind of
simple faith with strong religious overtones. True faith in God means the following:
On the basis of the belief that God holds sovereignty over all things, one experiences
His words and His work, purges one’s corrupt disposition, satisfies the will of God,
and comes to know God. Only a journey of this kind may be called “faith in God.” Yet
people often see belief in God as a simple and frivolous matter. People who believe
in God in this way have lost what it means to believe in God, and though they may
continue to believe until the very end, they shall never gain God’s approval, because
they tread upon the wrong path. There are still those today who believe in God
according to letters and in hollow doctrine. They do not know that they lack the
essence of belief in God, and they cannot receive God’s approval. Still they pray to
God for blessings of safety and sufficient grace. Let us stop, quiet our hearts, and
ask ourselves: Can it be that believing in God really is the easiest thing on earth?
Can it be that believing in God means nothing more than receiving much grace from
God? Are people who believe in God without knowing Him or who believe in God and
yet oppose Him really able to satisfy the will of God?
God and man cannot be spoken of on equal terms. His essence and His work are
most unfathomable and incomprehensible to man. If God does not personally do His
work and speak His words in the world of man, then man would never be able to
understand the will of God. And so, even those who have devoted their entire lives
to God would not be able to receive His approval. If God does not set to work, then
however well man does, it will all be for naught, because God’s thoughts will always
be higher than the thoughts of man, and God’s wisdom is beyond man’s
comprehension. And so I say that those who claim to “fully understand” God and His
work are an inept lot; they are all overweening and ignorant. Man should not define
the work of God; moreover, man cannot define the work of God. In the eyes of God,
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man is as insignificant as an ant; so how can man fathom God’s work? Those who
like to spout, “God does not work in this or that way,” or “God is like this or that”—are
they not speaking arrogantly? We should all know that man, who is of the flesh, has
been corrupted by Satan. Mankind’s very nature is to oppose God. Mankind cannot
be on par with God, much less can mankind hope to advise the work of God. As for
how God guides man, this is the work of God Himself. It is fitting that man should
submit, without professing this or that view, for man is but dust. Since it is our intent
to seek God, we should not superimpose our notions onto His work for God’s
consideration, still less should we employ our corrupt disposition to its utmost to
deliberately oppose the work of God. Would that not make us antichrists? How could
such people believe in God? Since we believe that there is a God, and since we wish
to satisfy Him and to see Him, we should seek the way of truth, and should look for
a way to be compatible with God. We should not stand in stiff-necked opposition to
Him. What good could possibly come of such actions?
Today, God has done new work. You may not be able to accept these words, and
they may seem odd to you, but I would advise you not to expose your naturalness,
for only those who truly hunger and thirst for righteousness before God can obtain
the truth, and only those who are truly devout can be enlightened and guided by Him.
Results are obtained by seeking the truth with sober tranquility, not with quarrel and
contention. When I say that “today, God has done new work,” I am referring to the
matter of God’s returning to the flesh. Perhaps these words do not bother you;
perhaps you despise them; or even perhaps they are of great interest to you.
Whatever the case, I hope that all those who truly yearn for God to appear can face
this fact and give it their careful scrutiny, rather than jump to conclusions about it; that
is what a wise person should do.
It is not difficult to inquire into such a thing, but it requires each of us to know this
one truth: He who is God incarnate shall possess the essence of God, and He who
is God incarnate shall possess the expression of God. Since God becomes flesh, He
shall bring forth the work He intends to do, and since God becomes flesh, He shall
express what He is, and shall be able to bring the truth to man, bestow life upon him,
and point the way for him. Flesh that does not have the essence of God is decidedly
not the incarnate God; of this there is no doubt. If man intends to inquire into whether
it is God’s incarnate flesh, then he must corroborate this from the disposition He
expresses and the words He speaks. Which is to say, to corroborate whether or not
it is God’s incarnate flesh, and whether or not it is the true way, one must discriminate
on the basis of His essence. And so, in determining whether it is the flesh of God
incarnate, the key lies in His essence (His work, His utterances, His disposition, and
many other aspects), rather than external appearance. If man scrutinizes only His
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external appearance, and as a result overlooks His essence, this shows that man is
benighted and ignorant. External appearance cannot determine essence; what’s
more, the work of God can never conform to the notions of man. Did not Jesus’
outward appearance run counter to the notions of man? Were not His countenance
and dress unable to provide any clues as to His true identity? Did not the earliest
Pharisees oppose Jesus precisely because they merely looked at His external
appearance, and did not take to heart the words in His mouth? It is My hope that
each and every brother and sister who seeks the appearance of God will not repeat
the tragedy of history. You must not become the Pharisees of modern times and nail
God to the cross again. You should carefully consider how to welcome the return of
God, and you should have a clear mind regarding how to be someone who submits
to the truth. This is the responsibility of everyone who is waiting for Jesus to return
riding upon a cloud. We should rub our spiritual eyes to make them clear, and not
become mired in words of exaggerated fantasy. We should think about the practical
work of God, and take a look at the practical aspect of God. Do not get carried away
or lose yourselves in daydreams, always longing for the day when the Lord Jesus,
riding upon a cloud, suddenly descends among you, and takes you who have never
known or seen Him, and who do not know how to do His will. It is better to think upon
more practical matters!
You may have opened this book for the purpose of research, or with the intention
of accepting; whatever your attitude, I hope that you will read it to the end, and will
not put it aside easily. Perhaps, after reading these words, your attitude will change,
but that depends on your motivation and the degree of your understanding. There is,
however, one thing that you should know: The word of God cannot be made out to
be the word of man, and still less can one make the word of man to be the word of
God. A man used by God is not the incarnate God, and the incarnate God is not a
man used by God. In this, there is an essential difference. Perhaps, after reading
these words, you do not acknowledge them to be the words of God, but only as the
enlightenment that man has gained. In that case, you are blinded by ignorance. How
can the words of God be the same as the enlightenment that man has gained? The
words of God incarnate open up a new age, guide all of mankind, reveal mysteries,
and show man the direction he is to take in the new age. The enlightenment obtained
by man is but simple instructions for practice or knowledge. It cannot guide all of
mankind into a new age or reveal the mysteries of God Himself. When all is said and
done, God is God, and man is man. God has the essence of God, and man has the
essence of man. If man views the words spoken by God as simple enlightenment by
the Holy Spirit, and takes the words of the apostles and prophets as words personally
spoken by God, that would be man’s mistake. No matter what, you should never mix
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up right and wrong, or make high out to be low, or mistake the profound for the
shallow; no matter what, you should never deliberately refute what you know to be
the truth. Everyone who believes there is a God should inquire into problems from
the correct standpoint, and accept God’s new work and His new words from the
perspective of His created being; otherwise, they will be eliminated by God.
After the work of Jehovah, Jesus became flesh to do His work amongst man. His
work was not carried out in isolation, but was built upon the work of Jehovah. It was
work for a new age that God did after He had concluded the Age of Law. Similarly,
after the work of Jesus ended, God went on with His work for the next age, because
the entire management of God is always progressing forward. When the old age
passes, it will be replaced by a new age, and once the old work has been completed,
there will be new work to continue God’s management. This incarnation is God’s
second incarnation, which follows upon Jesus’ work. Of course, this incarnation does
not occur independently; it is the third stage of work after the Age of Law and the Age
of Grace. Every time God initiates a new stage of work, there must always be a new
beginning and it must always bring a new age. So too are there corresponding
changes in the disposition of God, in the manner of His working, in the location of His
work, and in His name. No wonder, then, that it is difficult for man to accept the work
of God in the new age. But regardless of how He is opposed by man, God is always
doing His work, and is always leading the whole of mankind forward. When Jesus
came into the world of man, He ushered in the Age of Grace and ended the Age of
Law. During the last days, God once more became flesh, and with this incarnation
He ended the Age of Grace and ushered in the Age of Kingdom. All those who are
able to accept the second incarnation of God will be led into the Age of Kingdom, and
will moreover become able to personally accept the guidance of God. Though Jesus
did much work among man, He only completed the redemption of all mankind and
became man’s sin offering; He did not rid man of all his corrupt disposition. Fully
saving man from the influence of Satan not only required Jesus to become the sin
offering and bear the sins of man, but it also required God to do even greater work
to rid man completely of his satanically corrupted disposition. And so, now that man
has been forgiven of his sins, God has returned to the flesh to lead man into the new
age, and begun the work of chastisement and judgment. This work has brought man
into a higher realm. All those who submit under His dominion shall enjoy higher truth
and receive greater blessings. They shall truly live in the light, and they shall gain the
truth, the way, and the life.
If people remain stuck in the Age of Grace, then they shall never be rid of their
corrupt disposition, let alone know the inherent disposition of God. If people always
live in the midst of an abundance of grace, but do not have the way of life that allows
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them to know God or to satisfy Him, then they will never truly gain Him in their belief
in Him. This type of belief is pitiful indeed. When you have finished reading this book,
when you have experienced each step of the work of God incarnate in the Age of
Kingdom, you will feel that desires you have had for many years have finally been
realized. You will feel that only now have you truly seen God face to face; only now
have you gazed upon His countenance, heard His personal utterances, appreciated
the wisdom of His work, and truly sensed how real and almighty He is. You will feel
that you have gained many things that people in times past had never seen nor
possessed. At this time, you will clearly know what it is to believe in God, and what it
is to conform to God’s will. Of course, if you cling to views of the past, and reject or
deny the fact of the second incarnation of God, then you will remain empty-handed,
acquiring nothing, and ultimately you will be pronounced guilty of opposing God.
Those who are able to obey the truth and submit to the work of God shall be claimed
under the name of the second incarnate God—the Almighty. They will be able to
accept God’s personal guidance, gaining more and higher truths, as well as real
life. They shall behold the vision never seen before by people of the past: “And I
turned to see the voice that spoke with me. And being turned, I saw seven golden
candlesticks; And in the middle of the seven candlesticks one like to the Son of
man, clothed with a garment down to the foot, and girt about the breasts with a
golden girdle. His head and His hairs were white like wool, as white as snow; and
His eyes were as a flame of fire; And His feet like to fine brass, as if they burned in
a furnace; and His voice as the sound of many waters. And He had in His right hand
seven stars: and out of His mouth went a sharp two edged sword: and His
countenance was as the sun shines in its strength” (Revelation 1:12–16). This vision
is the expression of God’s entire disposition, and the expression of His entire
disposition is also the expression of the work of God in His present incarnation. In
the torrents of chastisements and judgments, the Son of man expresses His
inherent disposition by means of utterances, allowing all those who accept His
chastisement and judgment to see the true face of the Son of man, which is a faithful
depiction of the face of the Son of man seen by John. (Of course, all of this will be
invisible to those who do not accept the work of God in the Age of Kingdom.) The
true face of God cannot be fully articulated using human language, and so God
uses the means by which He expresses His inherent disposition to show His true
face to man. Which is to say that all those who have appreciated the inherent
disposition of the Son of man have seen the true face of the Son of man, for God is
too great and cannot be fully articulated using human language. Once man has
experienced each step of God’s work in the Age of Kingdom, then he shall know the
true meaning of John’s words when he spoke of the Son of man among the
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lampstands: “His head and His hairs were white like wool, as white as snow; and His
eyes were as a flame of fire; And His feet like to fine brass, as if they burned in a
furnace; and His voice as the sound of many waters. And He had in His right hand
seven stars: and out of His mouth went a sharp two edged sword: and His
countenance was as the sun shines in its strength.” At that time, you shall know
beyond all doubt that this ordinary flesh that has said so much is undeniably the
second incarnate God. Moreover, you shall truly sense how blessed you are, and
feel yourself to be the most fortunate. Are you not willing to accept this blessing?

THE APPEARANCE OF GOD
HAS USHERED IN A NEW AGE
God’s six-thousand-year plan of management is coming to an end, and the gate
of the kingdom has already been opened to all those who seek His appearance. Dear
brothers and sisters, what are you waiting for? What is it that you seek? Are you
waiting for God to appear? Are you searching for His footprints? How the appearance
of God is to be longed for! And how difficult it is to find God’s footprints! In an age
such as this, in a world such as this, what must we do to witness the day on which
God appears? What must we do to keep pace with the footsteps of God? Questions
of this kind are faced by all those who are waiting for God to appear. You have all
considered them on more than one occasion—but with what outcome? Where does
God appear? Where are God’s footprints? Have you got the answer? Many people
would reply in this way: “God appears among all those who follow Him and His
footprints are in our midst; it’s that simple!” Anyone can provide a formulaic answer,
but do you understand what is meant by the appearance of God or His footprints?
The appearance of God refers to His arrival on earth to do His work in person. With
His own identity and disposition, and in the way that is innate to Him, He descends
among mankind to conduct the work of initiating an age and ending an age. This kind
of appearance is not a form of ceremony. It is not a sign, a picture, a miracle, or some
kind of a grand vision, and even less is it a kind of religious process. It is a real and
actual fact that can be touched and beheld by anyone. This kind of appearance is not
for the sake of going through the motions, or for any short-term undertaking; it is,
rather, for a stage of work in His management plan. The appearance of God is always
meaningful and always bears some relation to His management plan. What is called
appearance here is completely different from the kind of “appearance” in which God
guides, leads, and enlightens man. God carries out a stage of His great work each
time He reveals Himself. This work is different from that of any other age. It is
unimaginable to man, and has never been experienced by man. It is work that starts
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a new age and concludes the old age, and it is a new and improved form of work for
the salvation of mankind; moreover, it is work that brings mankind into the new age.
This is what the appearance of God signifies.
Once you have understood what the appearance of God means, how should you
seek God’s footprints? This question is not hard to explain: Wherever God appears,
there you will find His footsteps. Such an explanation sounds straightforward, but is
not so easy in practice, for many people do not know where God appears, much less
where He is willing to, or where He should, appear. Some impulsively believe that
wherever the Holy Spirit is at work, there God appears. Or else they believe that
wherever there are spiritual figures, there God appears. Or else they believe that
wherever there are people of high reputation, there God appears. For the moment,
let us leave aside whether such beliefs are right or wrong. To explain such a question,
we must first have a clear objective: We are searching for the footprints of God. We
are not seeking spiritual figures, much less are we pursuing figures of renown; we
are pursuing the footprints of God. For this reason, since we are searching for the
footprints of God, it behooves us to search for God’s will, for the words of God, for
His utterances—because wherever there are new words spoken by God, the voice
of God is there, and wherever there are the footsteps of God, God’s deeds are there.
Wherever there is the expression of God, there God appears, and wherever God
appears, there the truth, the way, and the life exist. In seeking God’s footprints, you
have ignored the words “God is the truth, the way, and the life.” And so, many people,
even when they receive the truth, do not believe that they have found God’s
footprints, and still less do they acknowledge the appearance of God. What a grave
mistake! The appearance of God cannot be reconciled with man’s notions, still less
can God appear at the behest of man. God makes His own choices and His own
plans when He does His work; moreover, He has His own objectives and His own
methods. Whatever work He does, He has no need to discuss it with man or seek his
advice, much less to notify each and every person of His work. This is the disposition
of God, which should, moreover, be recognized by everyone. If you desire to witness
the appearance of God, to follow God’s footsteps, then you must first walk away from
your own notions. You must not demand that God do this or that, much less should
you place Him within your own confines and limit Him to your own notions. Instead,
you should demand of yourselves how you ought to seek God’s footprints, how you
ought to accept God’s appearance, and how you ought to submit to the new work of
God: This is what man should do. Since man is not the truth, and is not possessed
of the truth, he should seek, accept, and obey.
Regardless of whether you are American, British, or any other nationality, you
should step outside the confines of your own nationality, transcending your own self,
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and view the work of God from the station of a created being. In this way, you will not
place limitations on the footprints of God. This is because, nowadays, many people
conceive it to be impossible that God will appear in a particular nation or among a
certain people. How profound is the significance of God’s work, and how important is
the appearance of God! How can man’s notions and thinking possibly take their
measure? And so I say, you should break through notions of nationality and ethnicity
in order to seek the appearance of God. Only thus will you not be constrained by your
own notions; only thus will you be qualified to welcome the appearance of God.
Otherwise, you will remain in eternal darkness, and never gain the approval of God.
God is the God of the entire human race. He does not consider Himself the private
property of any nation or people, but goes about doing His work as He has planned
it, without being confined to any form, nation, or people. Perhaps you have never
imagined this form, or perhaps your attitude to this form is one of denial, or perhaps
the nation where God reveals Himself and the people among whom He reveals
Himself just happen to be discriminated against by everyone and just happen to be
the most backward on earth. Yet God has His wisdom. With His great power, and by
means of His truth and His disposition, He has truly gained a group of people who
are of one mind with Him, and a group of people that He wished to make complete—
a group, conquered by Him, who, having endured all manner of trials and tribulations
and all manner of persecution, can follow Him to the very end. The aim of God’s
appearance, which is not limited to any form or nation, is to enable Him to complete
His work as He has planned it. This is just as when God became flesh in Judea: His
aim was to complete the work of the crucifixion in redeeming the entire human race.
Yet the Jews believed that it was impossible for God to do this, and they thought it
impossible that God could become flesh and assume the form of the Lord Jesus.
Their “impossible” became the basis on which they condemned and opposed God,
and ultimately led to the destruction of Israel. Today, many people have committed a
similar error. They proclaim with all their might the imminent appearance of God, yet
at the same time condemn His appearance; their “impossible” once more confines
the appearance of God within the limits of their imagination. And so I have seen many
people break into wild and raucous laughter after coming upon the words of God. But
is this laughter any different from the condemnation and blasphemy of the Jews? You
are not reverent in the presence of the truth, still less do you possess an attitude of
yearning. All you do is study indiscriminately and wait with blithe unconcern. What
can you gain from studying and waiting like this? Do you think you will receive
personal guidance from God? If you cannot discern God’s utterances, in what way
are you qualified to witness the appearance of God? Wherever God appears, there
the truth is expressed, and there the voice of God will be. Only those who can accept
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the truth will be able to hear the voice of God, and only such people are qualified to
witness the appearance of God. Let go of your notions! Quiet yourself and give these
words a careful reading. If you yearn for the truth, God will enlighten you and you will
understand His will and His words. Let go of your opinions about the “impossible”!
The more that people believe something is impossible, the more likely it is to occur,
because the wisdom of God soars higher than the heavens, God’s thoughts are
higher than man’s thoughts, and the work of God transcends the limits of man’s
thinking and notions. The more that something is impossible, the more it has truth
that can be sought; the more something lies beyond man’s notions and imagination,
the more it contains the will of God. This is because, no matter where He reveals
Himself, God is still God, and His essence will never change on account of the
location or manner of His appearance. The disposition of God remains the same
regardless of where His footprints are, and no matter where the footprints of God are,
He is the God of all mankind, just as the Lord Jesus is not only the God of the
Israelites, but is also the God of all the people of Asia, Europe, and America, and
even more than that, He is the one and only God in the entire universe. So let us
seek God’s will and discover His appearance in His utterances, and keep pace with
His footsteps! God is the truth, the way, and the life. His words and His appearance
exist concurrently, and His disposition and footprints are open to mankind at all times.
Dear brothers and sisters, I hope that you can see the appearance of God in these
words, begin following His footsteps as you stride forward into a new age, and enter
into the beautiful new heaven and earth that God has prepared for those who await
His appearance!

BEHOLDING THE APPEARANCE OF GOD
IN HIS JUDGMENT AND CHASTISEMENT
Like the hundreds of millions of others who follow the Lord Jesus Christ, we abide
by the laws and commandments of the Bible, enjoy the abundant grace of the Lord
Jesus Christ, and gather together, pray, praise, and serve in the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ—and all this we do under the care and protection of the Lord. We are
often weak, and we are also often strong. We believe that all of our actions are in
accordance with the teachings of the Lord. It goes without saying, then, that we also
believe ourselves to be on the path of doing the will of the Father in heaven. We long
for the return of the Lord Jesus, for His glorious descent, for the end of our life on
earth, for the appearance of the kingdom, and for everything as it was foretold in the
Book of Revelation: The Lord arrives, He brings disaster, He rewards the good and
punishes the wicked, and He takes all those who follow Him and welcome His return
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up to meet Him in the air. Whenever we think of this, we cannot but be overcome
with emotion, joyful that we were born in the last days and have the good fortune to
witness the coming of the Lord. Though we have suffered persecution, we have
gotten in return “a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” What a blessing!
All of this longing and the grace bestowed by the Lord render us constantly sober
unto prayer and make us more diligent in gathering together. Maybe next year,
maybe tomorrow, and maybe within a space of time shorter than man can conceive,
the Lord shall suddenly descend, appearing among a group of people who have been
waiting for Him with eager solicitude. We rush to get ahead of each other, none willing
to fall behind, all for the sake of being in the first group to behold the appearance of
the Lord, of being among those who are raptured. We have given everything, heedless
of the cost, for the coming of this day; some leaving their jobs, some abandoning their
families, some renouncing marriage, and some even donating all of their savings. What
selfless acts of devotion! Such sincerity and loyalty are surely beyond even the saints
of ages past! As the Lord bestows grace upon whomever He pleases and shows mercy
to whomever He pleases, our acts of devotion and of expending, we believe, have long
since been beheld by His eyes. So, too, have our heartfelt prayers reached His ears,
and we trust that the Lord will give us recompense for our dedication. Moreover, God
had been gracious toward us before He created the world, and the blessings and
promises He has given to us no one can take away. We are all planning for the future,
and as a matter of course have made our dedication and expenditure into counter
chips or capital to exchange for being raptured to meet the Lord in the air. What is
more, we have, without the slightest hesitation, placed ourselves on the throne of the
future, to preside over all nations and all peoples or to reign as kings. All this we take
as a given, as something to be expected.
We disdain all those who are against the Lord Jesus; all of their end will be
annihilation. Who told them not to believe that the Lord Jesus is the Savior? Of
course, there are times when we imitate the Lord Jesus in being compassionate
toward the people of the world, for they do not understand, and it is right that we be
tolerant and forgiving toward them. Everything that we do is in accordance with the
words of the Bible, for everything that does not conform to the Bible is heterodoxy
and heresy. Belief of this kind is deeply rooted in the mind of each one of us. Our
Lord is in the Bible, and if we do not depart from the Bible, we shall not depart from
the Lord; if we abide by this principle, we shall gain salvation. We spur each other
on, each supporting the other, and every time we gather together, we hope that
everything we say and do is in accordance with the will of the Lord and will be
accepted by the Lord. Despite the severe hostility of our environment, our hearts are
filled with delight. When we think of the blessings that are within such easy reach, is
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there anything we cannot set aside? Is there anything we are reluctant to part with?
All of this goes without saying, and all of this lies under the watchful eyes of God.
We, this handful of the needy who have been lifted from the dunghill, are just like all
the ordinary followers of the Lord Jesus, dreaming of being raptured, of being
blessed, and of ruling all nations. Our corruption has been laid bare in the eyes of
God, and our desires and greed have been condemned in the eyes of God.
Nevertheless, all of this happens so normally, and so logically, that none of us
wonders whether our longings are right, much less do any of us doubt the accuracy
of everything that we hold to. Who can know God’s will? Exactly what sort of path it
is that man walks, we do not know to seek or to explore; and even less are we
interested in inquiring. For we only care about whether we can be raptured, whether
we can be blessed, whether there is a place for us in the kingdom of heaven, and
whether we shall have a share of the water of the river of life and the fruit of the tree
of life. Is it not for the sake of gaining these things that we believe in the Lord and
become His followers? Our sins have been forgiven, we have repented, we have
drunk the bitter cup of wine, and we have put the cross upon our back. Who can say
that the Lord will not accept the price we have paid? Who can say that we have not
prepared enough oil? We do not wish to be those foolish virgins or one of those who
are forsaken. Moreover, we pray constantly, asking the Lord to keep us from being
deceived by false Christs, for it is said in the Bible: “Then if any man shall say to you,
See, here is Christ, or there; believe it not. For there shall arise false Christs, and
false prophets, and shall show great signs and wonders; so that, if it were possible,
they shall deceive the very elect” (Matthew 24:23–24). We have all committed these
verses of the Bible to memory; we know them by heart, and we see them as a
precious treasure, as life, and as a letter of credit that decides whether we can be
saved or raptured …
For thousands of years, the living have passed away, taking their longings and
their dreams with them, but as to whether they have gone to the kingdom of heaven,
no one truly knows. The dead return, having forgotten all the stories that once
occurred, and they still follow the teachings and the paths of the forefathers. And in
this way, as years pass and the days go by, no one knows whether our Lord Jesus,
our God, truly accepts everything that we do. All we can do is look forward to having
an outcome and speculate about everything that will come to pass. Yet God has kept
His silence throughout, never appearing to us, never speaking to us. And so,
following the Bible and in accordance with signs, we willfully make judgments about
God’s will and disposition. We have become accustomed to the silence of God; we
have become accustomed to measuring the right and wrong of our conduct by means
of our own way of thinking; we have become accustomed to relying on our
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knowledge, notions, and moral ethics in place of the demands God makes of us; we
have become accustomed to enjoying the grace of God; we have become
accustomed to having God provide assistance whenever we need it; we have
become accustomed to holding out our hands to God for all things, and to ordering
God about; we have also become accustomed to conforming to regulations, not
paying attention to how the Holy Spirit leads us; and, even more, we have become
accustomed to days in which we are our own master. We believe in a God such as
this, whom we have never met face-to-face. Questions such as what His disposition
is like, what He has and is, what His image is like, whether or not we will know Him
when He comes, and so on—none of these is important. What is important is that He
is in our hearts and that we all await Him, and it is enough we are able to imagine
that He is like this or that. We appreciate our faith and treasure our spirituality. We
look on all things as dung, and tread all things underfoot. Because we are believers
of the glorious Lord, no matter how long and arduous the journey, no matter what
hardships and dangers befall us, nothing can halt our footsteps as we follow the Lord.
“A pure river of water of life, clear as crystal, proceeded out of the throne of God and
of the Lamb. On either side of the river, was there the tree of life, which bore twelve
manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month: and the leaves of the tree were
for the healing of the nations. And there shall be no more curse: but the throne of
God and of the Lamb shall be in it; and His servants shall serve Him: And they shall
see His face; and His name shall be in their foreheads. And there shall be no night
there; and they need no candle, neither light of the sun; for the Lord God gives them
light: and they shall reign for ever and ever” (Revelation 22:1–5). Every time we sing
these words, our hearts brim with boundless joy and satisfaction, and tears flow from
our eyes. Thanks be to the Lord for choosing us, thanks be to the Lord for His grace.
He has given us a hundredfold in this life and has given us eternal life in the world to
come. If He were to ask us to die now, we would do so without the slightest complaint.
Oh Lord! Please come soon! Considering how we yearn for You so desperately, and
have forsaken everything for You, do not delay even a minute, a second, longer.
God is silent, and has never appeared to us, yet His work has never stopped. He
surveys the whole earth, and commands all things, and beholds all the words and
deeds of man. He conducts His management with measured steps and according to
His plan, silently and without dramatic effect, yet His footsteps advance, one by one,
ever closer to mankind, and His judgment seat is deployed in the universe at the
speed of lightning, following which His throne immediately descends into our midst.
What a majestic scene that is, what a stately and solemn tableau! Like a dove, and
like a roaring lion, the Spirit comes into our midst. He is wisdom, He is righteousness
and majesty, and He comes surreptitiously into our midst, wielding authority and filled
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with love and mercy. No one is aware of His arrival, no one welcomes His arrival, and,
what is more, no one knows all that He is about to do. Man’s life goes on as before,
his heart no different, and the days go by as usual. God lives among us, a man like
other men, as one of the most insignificant of the followers and an ordinary believer.
He has His own pursuits, His own goals; and, what is more, He has divinity not
possessed by ordinary men. No one has noticed the existence of His divinity, and no
one has perceived the difference between His essence and that of man. We live
together with Him, unconstrained and unafraid, for in our eyes He is but an insignificant
believer. He watches our every move, and all of our thoughts and ideas are laid bare
before Him. No one takes an interest in His existence, no one imagines anything about
His function, and, what is more, no one has the faintest suspicion about His identity.
All we do is carry on our pursuits, as if He has nothing to do with us …
By chance, the Holy Spirit expresses a passage of words “through” Him, and even
though it feels very unexpected, we nevertheless recognize it as an utterance coming
from God and readily accept it from God. That is because, regardless of who
expresses these words, as long as they come from the Holy Spirit, we should accept
them and may not deny them. The next utterance could come through me, or through
you, or through someone else. Whoever it is, all is the grace of God. Yet no matter
who it is, we may not worship this person, for no matter what, this person cannot
possibly be God, nor would we by any means choose an ordinary person like this to
be our God. Our God is so great and honorable; how could such an insignificant
person stand in His place? What is more, we are waiting for God to come and take
us back to the kingdom of heaven, so how could someone so insignificant be up to
such an important and arduous task? If the Lord comes again, it must be upon a
white cloud, so that all the multitudes may see. How glorious that will be! How is it
possible that He can hide surreptitiously among a group of ordinary people?
And yet it is this ordinary person, hidden in the midst of people, who is doing the
new work of saving us. He offers us no explanations, nor does He tell us why He has
come, but simply does the work He intends to do with measured steps and according
to His plan. His words and utterances become ever more frequent. From consoling,
exhorting, reminding, and warning, to reproaching and disciplining; from a tone that
is gentle and mild, to words that are fierce and majestic—all of it confers mercy on
man and instills trepidation in him. Everything that He says hits home at the secrets
hidden deep within us; His words sting our hearts, sting our spirits, and leave us filled
with unbearable shame, hardly knowing where to hide ourselves. We begin to wonder
whether the God in this person’s heart truly loves us and what exactly He is up to.
Perhaps we can only be raptured after enduring these sufferings? In our heads, we
are calculating … about the destination to come and about our future fate. Still, as
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before, none of us believes that God has already assumed flesh to work in our midst.
Even though He has accompanied us for such a long time, even though He has
already spoken so many words face-to-face with us, we remain unwilling to accept
such an ordinary man as the God of our future, and still less are we willing to entrust
control of our future and our fate to this insignificant person. From Him we enjoy an
unending supply of living water, and through Him we live face-to-face with God. But
we are only thankful for the grace of the Lord Jesus in heaven, and have never paid
any heed to the feelings of this ordinary person who is possessed of divinity. Still, as
before, He does His work humbly hidden in the flesh, giving expression to His inmost
heart, as though insensible to mankind’s rejection of Him, as though eternally
forgiving of man’s childishness and ignorance, and forever tolerant of man’s
irreverent attitude toward Him.
Unbeknownst to us, this insignificant man has led us into one step after another of
God’s work. We undergo countless trials, bear innumerable chastenings, and are
tested by death. We learn of God’s righteous and majestic disposition, enjoy, too, His
love and mercy, come to appreciate God’s great power and wisdom, witness the
loveliness of God, and behold God’s eager desire to save man. In the words of this
ordinary person, we come to know the disposition and essence of God, to understand
God’s will, to know the nature and essence of man, and see the way to salvation and
perfection. His words cause us to “die,” and they cause us to be “reborn”; His words
bring us comfort, yet also leave us wracked with guilt and a sense of indebtedness;
His words bring us joy and peace, but also infinite pain. Sometimes we are as lambs
to the slaughter in His hands; sometimes we are like the apple of His eye, and enjoy
His tender love; sometimes we are like His enemy, and under His gaze are turned to
ashes by His wrath. We are the human race saved by Him, we are the maggots in
His eyes, and we are the lost lambs that, day and night, He is bent on finding. He is
merciful toward us, He despises us, He raises us up, He comforts and exhorts us,
He guides us, He enlightens us, He chastens and disciplines us, and He even curses
us. Night and day, He never ceases to worry about us, and protects and cares for us,
night and day, never leaving our side, but spills His heart’s blood for our sake and
pays any price for us. Within the utterances of this small and ordinary body of flesh,
we have enjoyed the entirety of God and beheld the destination that God has
bestowed upon us. Notwithstanding this, vanity still stirs up trouble within our hearts,
and we are still unwilling actively to accept a person like this as our God. Though He
has given us so much manna, so much to enjoy, none of this can take the Lord’s
place in our hearts. We honor this person’s special identity and status only with great
reluctance. As long as He does not open His mouth to ask us to acknowledge that
He is God, we will never take it upon ourselves to acknowledge Him as the God that
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is soon to arrive and yet has long been working in our midst.
God continues His utterances, employing various methods and perspectives to
admonish us about what we should do while, at the same time, giving voice to His
heart. His words carry life power, show us the way we should walk, and enable us to
understand what the truth is. We begin to be drawn by His words, we begin to focus
on the tone and manner of His speaking, and subconsciously we begin to take an
interest in the innermost feelings of this unremarkable person. He spits up His heart’s
blood in working on our behalf, loses sleep and appetite on our account, weeps for
us, sighs for us, groans in sickness for us, suffers humiliation for the sake of our
destination and salvation, and our numbness and rebelliousness draw tears and
blood from His heart. This way of being and of having belongs to no ordinary person,
nor can it be possessed or attained by any corrupted human being. He shows
tolerance and patience possessed by no ordinary person, and His love is not
something with which any created being is endowed. No one apart from Him can
know all of our thoughts, or have such a clear and complete grasp of our nature and
essence, or judge the rebelliousness and corruption of mankind, or speak to us and
work on us like this on behalf of God in heaven. No one apart from Him is endowed
with the authority, wisdom, and dignity of God; the disposition of God and what God
has and is are brought forth, in their entirety, in Him. No one apart from Him can show
us the way and bring us light. No one apart from Him can reveal the mysteries that
God has not disclosed since creation until today. No one apart from Him can save us
from Satan’s bondage and our own corrupt disposition. He represents God. He
expresses the inmost heart of God, the exhortations of God, and God’s words of
judgment toward all mankind. He has begun a new age, a new era, and ushered in a
new heaven and earth and new work, and He has brought us hope, ending the life
we led in vagueness and enabling our whole being to behold, in total clarity, the path
to salvation. He has conquered our whole being and gained our hearts. From that
moment onward, our minds have become conscious, and our spirits seem to be
revived: This ordinary, insignificant person, who lives among us and has long been
rejected by us—is this not the Lord Jesus, who is ever in our thoughts, waking or
dreaming, and for whom we long night and day? It is He! It really is He! He is our
God! He is the truth, the way, and the life! He has enabled us to live again and to see
the light and has stopped our hearts from wandering. We have returned to the home
of God, we have returned before His throne, we are face-to-face with Him, we have
witnessed His countenance, and we have seen the road that lies ahead. At this time,
our hearts are completely conquered by Him; we no longer doubt who He is, no
longer oppose His work and His word, and we fall down prostrate before Him. We
wish for nothing more than to follow the footprints of God for the rest of our lives, and
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to be made perfect by Him, and to repay His grace, and repay His love for us, and to
obey His orchestrations and arrangements, and to cooperate with His work, and to
do everything we can to complete what He entrusts to us.
Being conquered by God is like a martial arts contest.
Each of God’s words strikes at one of our mortal spots, leaving us wounded and
filled with dread. He exposes our notions, our imaginings, and our corrupt disposition.
From all that we say and do, down to every one of our thoughts and ideas, our nature
and essence are revealed in His words, putting us in a state of fear and trembling
with nowhere to hide our shame. One by one, He tells us about all of our actions, our
aims and intentions, even the corrupt disposition that we ourselves have never
discovered, making us feel exposed in all our wretched imperfection and, even more,
completely won over. He judges us for opposing Him, chastises us for blaspheming
and condemning Him, and makes us feel that, in His eyes, we have not one single
redeeming feature, that we are the living Satan. Our hopes are dashed; we no longer
dare to make any unreasonable demands of Him or to harbor any designs on Him,
and even our dreams vanish overnight. This is a fact that none of us can imagine and
which none of us can accept. Within the space of a moment, we lose our inward
equilibrium and do not know how to continue on the road that lies ahead, or how to
continue in our beliefs. It seems as if our faith has gone back to square one, and as
if we have never met the Lord Jesus or gotten to know Him. Everything before our
eyes fills us with perplexity and makes us vacillate indecisively. We are dismayed,
we are disappointed, and deep in our hearts there is irrepressible rage and disgrace.
We try to vent, to find a way out, and, what is more, to continue waiting for our Savior
Jesus, that we may pour our hearts out to Him. Though there are times when we
appear on the outside to be on an even keel, neither haughty nor humble, in our
hearts we are afflicted with a sense of loss we have never felt before. Though
sometimes we may seem unusually calm on the outside, our minds are roiling with
torment like a stormy sea. His judgment and chastisement have stripped us of all our
hopes and dreams, putting an end to our extravagant desires and leaving us unwilling
to believe that He is our Savior and capable of saving us. His judgment and
chastisement have opened a chasm between us and Him, one so deep that no one
is willing to cross it. His judgment and chastisement are the first time that we have
suffered such a great setback, such great humiliation in our lives. His judgment and
chastisement have caused us truly to appreciate God’s honor and intolerance of
man’s offense, compared to which we are exceedingly base, exceedingly impure. His
judgment and chastisement have made us realize for the first time how arrogant and
pompous we are, and how man will never be the equal of God, or on a par with God.
His judgment and chastisement have made us yearn to live no more in such a corrupt
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disposition, to rid ourselves of this nature and essence as soon as possible, and to
cease being vile and detestable to Him. His judgment and chastisement have made
us happy to obey His words, no longer rebelling against His orchestrations and
arrangements. His judgment and chastisement have once more given us the desire
to survive and made us happy to accept Him as our Savior…. We have stepped out
of the work of conquest, out of hell, out of the valley of the shadow of death….
Almighty God has gained us, this group of people! He has triumphed over Satan and
defeated the multitudes of His enemies!
We are just such an ordinary group of people, possessed of a corrupt satanic
disposition, the ones predestined by God before the ages, and the needy ones whom
God has lifted from the dunghill. We once rejected and condemned God, but we have
now been conquered by Him. From God we have received life, the way of eternal life.
Wherever we may be on earth, whatever persecutions and tribulations we endure,
we cannot be apart from the salvation of Almighty God. For He is our Creator, and
our only redemption!
The love of God extends forth like the water of a spring, and is given to you, and
to me, and to others, and to all those who truly seek the truth and await the
appearance of God.
Just as the sun and moon rise in turn, the work of God never ceases, and is carried
out upon you, upon me, upon others, and upon all those who follow the footprints of
God and accept His judgment and chastisement.
March 23, 2010

GOD PRESIDES OVER THE FATE OF ALL MANKIND
As members of the human race and devout Christians, it is the responsibility and
obligation of us all to offer up our minds and bodies for the fulfillment of God’s
commission, for our entire being came from God, and it exists thanks to the
sovereignty of God. If our minds and bodies are not for God’s commission and not
for the righteous cause of mankind, then our souls will feel unworthy of those who
were martyred for God’s commission, and much more unworthy of God, who has
provided us with everything.
God created this world, He created this mankind and, moreover, He was the
architect of ancient Greek culture and human civilization. Only God consoles this
mankind, and only God cares for this mankind night and day. Human development
and progress are inseparable from the sovereignty of God, and the history and future
of mankind are inextricable from the designs of God. If you are a true Christian, then
you will surely believe that the rise and fall of any country or nation occurs according
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to the designs of God. God alone knows the fate of a country or nation, and God
alone controls the course of this mankind. If mankind wishes to have a good fate, if
a country wishes to have a good fate, then man must bow down to God in worship,
repent and confess before God, or else the fate and destination of man will be an
unavoidable catastrophe.
Look back to the time when Noah built the ark: Mankind was deeply corrupt,
people had strayed from the blessing of God, were no longer cared for by God, and
had lost the promises of God. They lived in darkness, without the light of God. Then
they became licentious by nature and abandoned themselves to hideous depravity.
Such people could no longer receive the promise of God; they were unfit to witness
the face of God or to hear the voice of God, for they had abandoned God, had cast
aside all that He had bestowed upon them, and had forgotten the teachings of God.
Their heart strayed farther and farther from God and, as it did, they became depraved
beyond all reason and humanity and became increasingly evil. Then they walked
ever closer to death and fell under the wrath and punishment of God. Only Noah
worshiped God and shunned evil, and so he was able to hear the voice of God and
hear His instructions. He built the ark according to the instructions of God’s word, and
there assembled all manner of living creatures. And in this way, once everything had
been prepared, God unleashed His destruction upon the world. Only Noah and the
seven other members of his family survived the destruction, for Noah worshiped
Jehovah and shunned evil.
Now look upon the present age: Such righteous men as Noah, who could worship
God and shun evil, have ceased to exist. Yet God is still gracious toward this mankind
and still absolves them during this final era. God seeks those who long for Him to
appear. He seeks those who are able to hear His words, those who have not forgotten
His commission and offer up their hearts and bodies to Him. He seeks those who are
as obedient as babes before Him and do not resist Him. If you devote yourself to
God, unimpeded by any power or force, then God shall look upon you with favor and
shall bestow His blessings upon you. If you are of high station, of honorable
reputation, possessed of abundant knowledge, the owner of plentiful assets, and
supported by many people, yet these things do not prevent you from coming before
God to accept His calling and His commission and to do what God asks of you, then
all that you do shall be the most meaningful cause on earth and the most righteous
undertaking of mankind. If you reject the call of God for the sake of status and your
own goals, all that you do shall be cursed and even despised by God. Perhaps you
are a president, a scientist, a pastor, or an elder, but no matter how high your office,
if you rely on your knowledge and ability in your undertakings, then you shall always
be a failure and shall always be bereft of the blessings of God, because God accepts
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nothing that you do, and He does not grant that your undertaking is a righteous one,
or accept that you are working for the benefit of mankind. He will say that everything
you do is done to use the knowledge and strength of mankind to thrust the protection
of God away from man, and that it is done to deny the blessings of God. He will say
that you are leading mankind toward darkness, toward death, and toward the start of
a limitless existence in which man has lost God and His blessing.
Since mankind’s contrivance of the social sciences, the mind of man has become
occupied by science and knowledge. Science and knowledge then have become
tools for the ruling of mankind, and there is no longer sufficient room for man to
worship God, and no more favorable conditions for the worship of God. The position
of God has sunk ever lower in the heart of man. Without God in his heart, man’s inner
world is dark, hopeless and empty. Subsequently many social scientists, historians,
and politicians have come to the fore to express theories of social science, the theory
of human evolution, and other theories that contradict the truth that God created man,
to fill the hearts and minds of mankind. And in this way, those who believe that God
created everything have become ever fewer, and those who believe in the theory of
evolution have become ever greater in number. More and more people treat the
records of the work of God and His words during the age of the Old Testament as
myths and legends. In their hearts, people become indifferent to the dignity and
greatness of God, to the tenet that God exists and holds dominion over all things.
The survival of mankind and the fate of countries and nations are no longer important
to them, and man lives in a hollow world concerned only with eating, drinking, and
the pursuit of pleasure. … Few people take it upon themselves to seek out where
God does His work today, or to look for how He presides over and arranges the
destination of man. And in this way, unbeknownst to man, human civilization
becomes less and less able to hew to man’s wishes, and there are even many people
who feel that, living in such a world, they are less happy than those who have already
passed away. Even people of countries that used to be highly civilized air such
grievances. For without the guidance of God, no matter how much rulers and
sociologists wrack their brains to preserve human civilization, it is to no avail. No one
can fill the emptiness in man’s heart, for no one can be the life of man, and no social
theory can free man from the emptiness with which he is afflicted. Science,
knowledge, freedom, democracy, leisure, comfort: these bring man only a temporary
consolation. Even with these things, man still inevitably sins and bemoans the
injustices of society. These things cannot restrain man’s craving and desire to
explore. This is because man was made by God and the senseless sacrifices and
explorations of man can only lead to more distress and can only cause man to exist
in a constant state of fear, not knowing how to face the future of mankind or how to
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face the path that lies ahead. Man even comes to fear science and knowledge, and
fear even more the feeling of emptiness. In this world, regardless of whether you live
in a free country or one without human rights, you are utterly incapable of escaping
the fate of mankind. Whether you are the ruler or the ruled, you are utterly incapable
of escaping the desire to explore the fate, mysteries, and destination of mankind,
much less are you capable of escaping the bewildering sense of emptiness. Such
phenomena, which are common to all of mankind, are called social phenomena by
sociologists, yet no great man can come forth to solve such problems. Man, after all,
is man, and the position and life of God cannot be replaced by any man. Mankind
does not just require a fair society in which everyone is well-fed and is equal and free;
what mankind needs is the salvation of God and His provision of life to them. Only
when man receives God’s provision of life and His salvation can the needs, the
yearning to explore, and the spiritual emptiness of man be resolved. If the people of
a country or a nation are unable to receive the salvation and care of God, then such
a country or nation will tread the road of decline, toward darkness, and shall be
annihilated by God.
Perhaps your country currently prospers, but if you allow your people to stray from
God, then it shall find itself increasingly bereft of the blessings of God. The civilization
of your country shall be increasingly trampled underfoot and, before long, the people
shall rise up against God and curse Heaven. And so, unbeknownst to man, the fate
of a country shall be ruined. God shall raise up powerful countries to deal with those
countries that have been cursed by God, and may even wipe them from the face of
the earth. The rise and fall of a country or nation is predicated upon whether its rulers
worship God, and whether they lead their people to become closer to God and to
worship Him. And yet, in this final era, because those who truly seek and worship
God are increasingly scarce, God bestows special favor upon countries in which
Christianity is the state religion. He gathers those countries together to form the
world’s relatively righteous camp, while the atheistic countries and those that do not
worship the true God become the opponents of the righteous camp. In this way, God
not only has a place among mankind in which to conduct His work, but also gains
countries that can exercise righteous authority, allowing sanctions and restrictions to
be imposed on those countries that resist Him. Yet despite this, still no more people
come forward to worship God, because man has strayed too far from Him, and man
has forgotten God for too long. There remain on earth only countries that exercise
righteousness and resist unrighteousness. But this is far from the wishes of God, for
no country’s rulers will allow God to preside over their people, and no political party
will gather together its people to worship God; God has lost His rightful place in the
heart of every country, nation, ruling party, and even in the heart of every person.
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Although righteous forces do exist in this world, rule in which God holds no place in
the heart of man is fragile. Without the blessing of God, the political arena shall fall
into disarray and become unable to withstand a single blow. For mankind, being
without the blessing of God is like being without the sun. Regardless of how
assiduously rulers make contributions to their people, regardless of how many
righteous conferences mankind holds together, none of this shall reverse the tide or
alter the fate of mankind. Man believes that a country in which people are fed and
clothed, in which they live together peacefully, is a good country, and one with good
leadership. But God does not think so. He believes that a country in which no one
worships Him is one that He shall annihilate. Man’s way of thinking is too much at
odds with that of God. So, if the head of a country does not worship God, then the
fate of this country shall be a tragic one, and the country shall have no destination.
God does not partake in the politics of man, yet the fate of a country or nation is
controlled by God. God controls this world and the entire universe. The fate of man
and the plan of God are intimately connected, and no man, country or nation is
exempt from the sovereignty of God. If man wishes to know his fate, then he must
come before God. God shall cause those who follow and worship Him to prosper and
shall bring decline and extinction upon those who resist and reject Him.
Recall the scene in the Bible when God wrought destruction upon Sodom and
think also of how Lot’s wife became a pillar of salt. Think back to how the people of
Nineveh repented their sins in sackcloth and ashes and recall what followed after the
Jews nailed Jesus to the cross 2,000 years ago. The Jews were expelled from Israel
and fled to countries around the world. Many were killed, and the entire Jewish nation
was subjected to the unprecedented pain of their country’s annihilation. They had
nailed God to the cross—committed a heinous sin—and provoked the disposition of
God. They were made to pay for what they did and were made to bear all the
consequences of their actions. They condemned God, rejected God, and so they had
but one fate: to be punished by God. This was the bitter consequence and disaster
that their rulers brought upon their country and nation.
Today, God has returned to the world to do His work. His first stop is the exemplar
of dictatorial rulership: China, the staunch bastion of atheism. God has gained a
group of people by His wisdom and power. During this period, He has been hunted
by China’s ruling party by every means and subjected to great suffering, with no place
to rest His head, unable to find shelter. Despite this, God still continues the work He
intends to do: He utters His voice and spreads the gospel. None can fathom the
almightiness of God. In China, a country that regards God as an enemy, God has
never ceased His work. Instead, more people have accepted His work and word, for
God saves each and every member of mankind to the greatest extent possible. We
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trust that no country or power can stand in the way of what God wishes to achieve.
Those who obstruct God’s work, resist the word of God and disturb and impair the
plan of God shall ultimately be punished by God. He who defies the work of God shall
be sent to hell; any country that defies the work of God shall be destroyed; any nation
that rises up to oppose the work of God shall be wiped from this earth and shall cease
to exist. I urge the people of all nations, of all countries, and even of all industries to
listen to the voice of God, to behold the work of God and to pay attention to the fate
of mankind, in order to make God the most holy, the most honorable, the highest,
and the only object of worship among mankind, and to allow the whole of mankind to
live under the blessing of God, just as the descendants of Abraham lived under the
promise of Jehovah, and just as Adam and Eve, whom God created first, lived in the
Garden of Eden.
The work of God surges onward like a mighty wave. No one can detain Him, and
no one can halt His march. Only those who listen carefully to His words, and who
seek and thirst for Him, can follow His footsteps and receive His promise. Those who
do not shall be subjected to overwhelming disaster and well-deserved punishment.

GOD IS THE SOURCE OF MAN’S LIFE
From the moment you come crying into this world, you begin to fulfill your duty.
For God’s plan and for His ordination, you perform your role and start your life’s
journey. Whatever your background, and whatever the journey ahead of you, no one
can escape the orchestrations and arrangements of the Heaven, and no one is in
control of their own destiny, for only He who rules over all things is capable of such
work. Since the day man came into existence, God has ever worked thus, managing
the universe, directing the rules of change for all things and the trajectory of their
movement. Like all things, man is quietly and unknowingly nourished by the
sweetness and rain and dew from God; like all things, man unknowingly lives beneath
the orchestration of God’s hand. Man’s heart and spirit are held in the hand of God,
everything of his life is beheld in the eyes of God. Regardless of whether or not you
believe this, any and all things, whether living or dead, will shift, change, renew, and
disappear in accordance with God’s thoughts. Such is the way in which God presides
over all things.
As the night quietly approaches, man is unaware, for the heart of man cannot
perceive how the night approaches, nor whence it comes. As the night quietly slips
away, man welcomes the light of day, but as for whence the light has come, and how
it has driven away the darkness of the night, man knows even less, and is even less
aware. These recurrent alternations of day and night take man from one period into
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another, from one historical context to the next, while also ensuring that the work of
God in every period and His plan for every age are carried out. Man has walked
through these periods together with God, yet he knows not that God rules the fate of
all things and living beings, nor how God orchestrates and directs all things. This has
eluded man from time immemorial to the present day. As for why, it is not because
the deeds of God are too hidden, nor because the plan of God has yet to be realized,
but because the heart and spirit of man are too distant from God, to the point where
man remains in the service of Satan even as he follows God—and still doesn’t know
it. No one actively seeks out God’s footsteps and the appearance of God, and no one
is willing to exist in the care and keeping of God. Instead, they wish to rely on the
corrosion of Satan, the evil one, in order to adapt to this world, and to the rules of
existence that wicked mankind follows. At this point, the heart and spirit of man have
become man’s tribute to Satan and become Satan’s foodstuff. Even more, the human
heart and spirit have become a place in which Satan can reside and its fitting
playground. Thus does man unknowingly lose his understanding of the principles of
being human, and of the value and meaning of human existence. The laws of God
and the covenant between God and man gradually fade away in man’s heart, and he
ceases to seek or pay heed to God. With the passage of time, man no longer
understands why God created him, nor does he understand the words from the mouth
of God and all that comes from God. Man then begins to resist the laws and decrees
of God, and his heart and spirit become deadened…. God loses the man that He
originally created, and man loses the root he originally had: This is the sorrow of this
human race. In point of fact, from the very beginning until now, God has staged a
tragedy for mankind, one in which man is both the protagonist and the victim. And no
one can answer who the director of this tragedy is.
In the vast expanse of the world, oceans silting into fields, fields flooding into
oceans, over and over. Except for He who rules over everything among all things, no
one is able to lead and guide this human race. There is no mighty one to labor or
make preparations for this human race, still less is there anyone who can lead this
human race toward the destination of light and liberate it from earthly injustices. God
laments the future of mankind, He grieves at the fall of mankind, and is pained that
mankind is marching, step by step, toward decay and the path of no return. No one
has ever given thought to which direction such a mankind that has broken the heart
of God and renounced Him to seek the evil one might be headed. It is precisely for
this reason why no one senses the wrath of God, why no one seeks a way to please
God or tries to draw closer to God, and what is more, why no one seeks to
comprehend God’s grief and pain. Even after hearing the voice of God, man
continues on his own path, persists in straying from God, evading God’s grace and
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care, and shunning His truth, preferring to sell himself to Satan, the enemy of God.
And who has given any thought—should man persist in his obduracy—to how God
will act toward this humanity that has dismissed Him without a backward glance? No
one knows that the reason for God’s repeated reminders and exhortations is because
He has prepared in His hands a calamity like never before, one that will be
unbearable to the flesh and soul of man. This calamity is not merely a punishment of
the flesh, but also of the soul. You need to know this: When God’s plan falls through,
and when His reminders and exhortations are not repaid, what kind of rage will He
unleash? It will be like nothing that has ever been experienced or heard by any
created being. And so I say, this calamity is without precedent, and will never be
repeated. For God’s plan is to create mankind only this once, and to save mankind
only this once. This is the first time, and it is also the last. Therefore, no one can
comprehend the painstaking intentions and fervent anticipation with which God saves
mankind this time.
God created this world and brought man, a living being unto which He bestowed
life, into it. Next, man came to have parents and kin, and was no longer alone. Ever
since man first laid eyes on this material world, he was destined to exist within the
ordination of God. The breath of life from God supports each and every living being
throughout growth into adulthood. During this process, no one feels that man is
growing up under the care of God; rather, they believe that man is doing so under
the loving care of his parents, and that it is his own life instinct that directs his
growing up. This is because man knows not who bestowed his life, or from whence
it came, much less the way in which the instinct of life creates miracles. He knows
only that food is the basis on which his life continues, that perseverance is the
source of his existence, and that the beliefs in his mind are the capital upon which
his survival depends. Of God’s grace and provision, man is utterly oblivious, and
thus does he fritter away the life bestowed upon him by God…. Not a single one of
this humanity that God cares for day and night takes it upon themselves to worship
Him. God only continues to work on man, for whom He holds out no expectations,
as He has planned. He does so in the hope that one day, man will awaken from his
dream and suddenly realize the value and meaning of life, the price God paid for all
that He has given him, and the eager solicitude with which God waits for man to
turn back to Him. No one has ever looked into the secrets governing the origin and
continuation of man’s life. Only God, who understands all of this, silently endures
the hurt and the blows that man, who has received everything from God but is not
thankful, gives Him. Man enjoys all that life brings as a matter of course, and,
likewise, it is “a matter of course” that God is betrayed by man, forgotten by man,
and extorted by man. Could it be that God’s plan is truly of such importance? Could
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it be that man, this living being that came from the hand of God, is truly of such
importance? The plan of God is assuredly of importance; however, this living being
created by the hand of God exists for the sake of His plan. Therefore, God cannot
lay waste to His plan out of hatred for this human race. It is for the sake of His plan
and for the breath He exhaled that God endures all torments, not for the flesh of man
but for the life of man. He does so in order to take back not the flesh of man but the
life He breathed out. This is His plan.
All who come into this world must pass through life and death, and the majority of
them have passed through the cycle of death and rebirth. Those who are living will
soon die, and the dead will soon return. All of this is the course of life arranged by
God for each living being. Yet this course and this cycle are precisely the truth that
God wishes for man to behold: that the life bestowed upon man by God is limitless,
unfettered by physicality, time, or space. Such is the mystery of life bestowed upon
man by God, and proof that life came from Him. Though many may not believe that
life came from God, man inevitably enjoys all that comes from God, whether they
believe in or deny His existence. Should God one day have a sudden change of heart
and wish to reclaim all that exists in the world and to take back the life He has given,
then all shall be no more. God uses His life to supply all things, both living and lifeless,
bringing all to good order by virtue of His might and authority. This is a truth that can
be conceived or comprehended by none, and these incomprehensible truths are the
very manifestation of, and testament to, the life force of God. Now let Me tell you a
secret: The greatness of the life of God and the power of His life are unfathomable
to any creature. It is thus now, as it was in the past, and it will be thus in the time to
come. The second secret I shall impart is this: The source of life for all created beings
comes from God, however different they may be in life form or structure; whatever
kind of living being you are, you cannot turn against the life trajectory set by God. In
any case, all I wish is for man to understand this: Without the care, keeping, and
provision of God, man cannot receive all that he was meant to receive, no matter how
diligently he tries or how arduously he struggles. Without the supply of life from God,
man loses the sense of value in living and the sense of the meaning of life. How could
God allow man, who frivolously wastes the value of His life, to be so carefree? As I
have said before: Do not forget that God is the source of your life. If man fails to
cherish all that God has bestowed, not only will God take back what He gave in the
beginning, but He will make man repay Him double the price of all that He has given.
May 26, 2003
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MAN CAN ONLY BE SAVED
AMIDST GOD’S MANAGEMENT
In the eyes of every person, God’s management is a very unfamiliar thing because
people think of His management as being utterly removed from them. People think
that God’s management is His work alone and that it only concerns Him—and so
mankind is indifferent to His management. In this way, the salvation of mankind has
become vague and indistinct, and is now nothing but empty rhetoric. Although man
follows God in order to receive salvation and enter the wonderful destination, he has
no concern for how God conducts His work. Man cares not for what God has planned,
nor for the part he must play in order to be saved. This is truly tragic. Man’s salvation
cannot be separated from God’s management nor disassociated from His plan. Yet
man thinks nothing of the management of God, and thus grows ever more distant
from Him. This has caused increasing numbers of people who are completely
unaware of issues closely related to the question of salvation—such as what creation
is, what belief in God is, how to worship God, and so on—to join the ranks of His
followers. Hence, we must now discuss God’s management so that each of His
followers clearly understands what it means to follow and believe in Him. Doing so
will help each person more accurately choose the path they should tread, rather than
following God merely to gain blessings, or avoid disasters, or stand out among others.
Although God’s management is profound, it is not beyond man’s comprehension.
This is because all of God’s work is connected to His management and His work to
save mankind, and concerns the life, living, and destination of mankind. The work
that God does among and on man is, it can be said, very practical and meaningful. It
can be seen and experienced by man, and it is far from something abstract. If man
is incapable of accepting all the work that God does, then what is the significance of
His work? And how can such management lead to man’s salvation? Many who follow
God are only concerned with how to gain blessings or stave off disaster. As soon as
God’s work and management are mentioned, they fall silent and lose all interest.
They think that understanding such tedious issues will not help their lives to grow
or provide any benefit. Consequently, although they have heard about God’s
management, they pay it little heed. They do not see it as something precious to be
accepted, much less do they receive it as part of their lives. Such people only have
one simple aim in following God, and that aim is to receive blessings. Such people
cannot be bothered to pay heed to anything else that does not directly involve this
aim. To them, there is no goal more legitimate than believing in God to receive
blessings—it is the very value of their faith. If something does not contribute to this
aim, they remain completely unmoved by it. This is the case with most people who
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believe in God today. Their aim and intention seem legitimate, because as they
believe in God, they also expend for God, dedicate themselves to God, and perform
their duty. They give up their youth, forsake family and career, and even spend years
away from home busying themselves. For the sake of their ultimate goal, they change
their own interests, their outlook on life, and even the direction they seek; yet they
cannot change the aim of their belief in God. They run about for the management of
their own ideals; no matter how far the road is, and no matter how many hardships
and obstacles there are along the way, they remain persistent and unafraid of death.
What power compels them to continue dedicating themselves in this way? Is it their
conscience? Is it their great and noble character? Is it their determination to battle
the forces of evil to the very end? Is it their faith to bear witness to God without
seeking reward? Is it their loyalty in being willing to give up everything to achieve
God’s will? Or is it their spirit of devotion to always forgo extravagant personal
demands? For someone who has never understood the work of God’s
management to still give so much is, quite simply, a miracle! For the moment, let
us not discuss how much these people have given. Their behavior, however, is
highly worthy of our analysis. Apart from the benefits that are so closely associated
with them, could there be any other reasons why people who never understand
God would give so much for Him? In this, we discover a previously unidentified
problem: Man’s relationship with God is merely one of naked self-interest. It is a
relationship between a receiver and a giver of blessings. To put it plainly, it is akin
to the relationship between employee and employer. The employee works only to
receive the rewards bestowed by the employer. There is no affection in such a
relationship, only transaction. There is no loving or being loved, only charity and
mercy. There is no understanding, only suppressed indignation and deception.
There is no intimacy, only an uncrossable chasm. Now that things have gotten to
this point, who can reverse such a course? And how many people are capable of
truly understanding how dire this relationship has become? I believe that wh en
people immerse themselves in the joy of being blessed, none can imagine how
embarrassing and unsightly such a relationship with God is.
The saddest thing about mankind’s belief in God is that man conducts his own
management amidst the work of God and yet pays no heed to God’s management.
Man’s biggest failure lies in how, at the same time as seeking to submit to God and
worship Him, man is constructing his own ideal destination and plotting how to
receive the greatest blessing and the best destination. Even if one understands how
pitiable, detestable, and pathetic they are, how many can readily abandon their ideals
and hopes? And who are able to halt their own steps and stop from thinking only of
themselves? God needs those who will cooperate closely with Him to complete His
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management. He needs those who will submit to Him by devoting their entire mind
and body to the work of His management. He does not need people who hold out
their hands to beg from Him every day, much less those who give a little and then
wait to be rewarded. God despises those who make a paltry contribution and then
rest on their laurels. He hates those cold-blooded people who resent the work of His
management and only want to talk about going to heaven and gaining blessings. He
has an even greater loathing for those who take advantage of the opportunity
presented by the work He does in saving mankind. That’s because these people have
never cared about what God wishes to achieve and acquire through the work of His
management. They are only concerned with how they can use the opportunity
provided by the work of God to gain blessings. They care not about God’s heart,
being wholly preoccupied with their own prospects and fate. Those who resent the
work of God’s management and lack even the slightest interest in how God saves
mankind and His will are only doing what pleases themselves in a way that is
detached from the work of God’s management. Their behavior is neither remembered
nor approved of by God—much less is it favorably looked upon by God.
In the vastness of the cosmos and the firmament, countless creatures live and
reproduce, follow the cyclical law of life, and adhere to one constant rule. Those who
die take with them the stories of the living, and those who are living repeat the same
tragic history of those who have perished. And so, mankind cannot help but ask
himself: Why do we live? And why do we have to die? Who commands this world?
And who created this mankind? Was mankind really created by Mother Nature? Is
mankind really in control of his own fate? … These are the questions mankind has
asked ceaselessly for thousands of years. Unfortunately, the more that man has
become obsessed with these questions, the more of a thirst he has developed for
science. Science offers brief gratification and temporary enjoyment of the flesh, but
is far from sufficient to free man from the solitariness, loneliness, and barelyconcealed terror and helplessness deep within his soul. Mankind merely uses
scientific knowledge that he can see with his naked eye and understand with his brain
in order to anesthetize his heart. Yet such scientific knowledge is not enough to stop
mankind from exploring mysteries. Mankind simply does not know who the Sovereign
of the universe and all things is, much less the beginning and future of mankind.
Mankind merely lives, perforce, amidst this law. None can escape it and none can
change it, for among all things and in the heavens there is but One from everlasting
to everlasting who holds sovereignty over everything. He is the One who has never
been beheld by man, the One whom mankind has never known, in whose existence
mankind has never believed—yet He is the One who blew the breath into mankind’s
ancestors and gave life to mankind. He is the One who provides and nourishes
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mankind, allowing him to exist; and He is the One who has guided mankind up to the
present day. Moreover, He and He alone is the One mankind depends on for survival.
He holds sovereignty over all things and rules all living beings in the universe. He
commands the four seasons, and it is He who calls forth wind, frost, snow, and rain.
He brings mankind sunshine and ushers in the night. It was He who laid out the
heavens and earth, providing man with the mountains, lakes, and rivers and all of the
living things within them. His deeds are omnipresent, His power is omnipresent, His
wisdom is omnipresent, and His authority is omnipresent. Each of these laws and
rules is the embodiment of His deeds, and each one reveals His wisdom and
authority. Who can exempt themselves from His sovereignty? And who can
discharge themselves from His designs? All things exist beneath His gaze, and
moreover, all things live under His sovereignty. His deeds and His power leave
mankind with no choice but to acknowledge the fact that He really does exist and
holds sovereignty over all things. Nothing apart from Him can command the
universe, much less endlessly provide for this mankind. Regardless of whether you
are able to recognize God’s deeds, and regardless of whether you believe in the
existence of God, there is no doubt that your fate is determined by God, and there
is no doubt that God will always hold sovereignty over all things. His existence and
authority are not predicated upon whether or not they are recognized and
comprehended by man. Only He knows man’s past, present, and future, and only
He can determine the fate of mankind. Regardless of whether you are able to accept
this fact, it will not be long before mankind witnesses all of this with his own eyes,
and this is the fact that God will soon bring to bear. Mankind lives and dies under
the eyes of God. Man lives for the management of God, and when his eyes close
for the final time, it is for this management that they close as well. Man comes and
goes over and over again, back and forth. Without exception, it is all part of God’s
sovereignty and His design. God’s management has never ceased; it is perpetually
advancing. He will make mankind aware of His existence, trust in His sovereignty,
behold His deeds, and return to His kingdom. This is His plan, and the work that He
has been managing for thousands of years.
The work of God’s management began at the creation of the world, and man is at
the core of this work. God’s creation of all things, it can be said, is for the sake of
man. Because the work of His management spans thousands of years and is not
done in the space of mere minutes or seconds, or in the blink of an eye, or one or
two years, He had to create more things necessary for mankind’s survival, such as
the sun, the moon, all sorts of living creatures, food, and a hospitable environment.
This was the start of God’s management.
After that, God handed mankind over to Satan, and man lived under the domain
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of Satan, which gradually led to God’s work of the first age: the story of the Age of
Law…. Over several thousand years during the Age of Law, mankind became
accustomed to the guidance of the Age of Law and took it for granted. Gradually,
man left the care of God. And so, while following the law, they also worshiped idols
and performed evil deeds. They were without the protection of Jehovah, and merely
lived their lives before the altar in the temple. In fact, the work of God had left them
long ago, and even though the Israelites still stuck to the law, and spoke the name of
Jehovah, and even proudly believed that only they were the people of Jehovah and
were the chosen ones of Jehovah, the glory of God quietly abandoned them …
When God does His work, He always quietly leaves one place and softly carries
out the new work He begins in another place. This seems incredible to people,
who are benumbed. People have always treasured the old and regarded new,
unfamiliar things with enmity or seen them as a nuisance. And so, whatever new
work God does, from the start to the very end, man is the last, among all things,
to know of it.
As has always been the case, after the work of Jehovah in the Age of Law, God
began His new work of the second stage: assuming the flesh—being incarnated as
man for ten, twenty years—and speaking and doing His work among believers. Yet
without exception, no one knew it, and only a small number of people acknowledged
that He was God become flesh after the Lord Jesus was nailed to the cross and
resurrected. Problematically, there appeared one called Paul, who set himself in
mortal enmity to God. Even after he was struck down and became an apostle, Paul
did not change his old nature, and he continued to walk the path of opposition to God.
During the time he worked, Paul wrote many epistles; unfortunately, later generations
savored his epistles as the words of God, and they were even included in the New
Testament and confused with the words spoken by God. This has been an utter
disgrace since the advent of Scripture! And was not this mistake committed due to
the extreme foolishness of man? Little did they know that, in the records of God’s
work in the Age of Grace, epistles or spiritual writings of man simply should not be
there to impersonate the work and words of God. But this is beside the point, so let’s
return to our original topic. As soon as the second stage of God’s work was
completed—after the crucifixion—God’s work of recovering man from sin (which is to
say, recovering man from the hands of Satan) was accomplished. And so, from that
moment onward, mankind had only to accept the Lord Jesus as the Savior, and his
sins would be forgiven. Nominally speaking, the sins of man were no longer a barrier
to his achieving salvation and coming before God, and were no longer the leverage
by which Satan accused man. That is because God Himself had done real work, had
become the likeness and foretaste of sinful flesh, and God Himself was the sin
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offering. In this way, man descended from the cross, and was redeemed and saved
through the flesh of God—the likeness of this sinful flesh. And so, after having been
taken captive by Satan, man came one step closer to accepting His salvation before
God. Of course, this stage of work was deeper and more developed than God’s
management during the Age of Law.
Such is the management of God: to hand mankind over to Satan—a mankind that
does not know what God is, what the Creator is, how to worship God, or why it is
necessary to submit to God—and allow Satan to corrupt him. Step by step, God then
recovers man from the hands of Satan, until man fully worships God and rejects
Satan. This is God’s management. This may sound like a mythical tale, and it may
seem perplexing. People feel like this is a mythical story because they have no inkling
of how much has happened to man over the past several thousand years, much less
do they know how many stories have occurred in the cosmos and the firmament. And
furthermore, that is because they cannot appreciate the more astonishing, more fearinducing world that exists beyond the material world, but which their mortal eyes
prevent them from seeing. It feels incomprehensible to man because man has no
understanding of the significance of God’s salvation of mankind or the significance
of the work of His management, and does not comprehend how God ultimately
wishes mankind to be. Is it to be utterly uncorrupted by Satan, like Adam and Eve
were? No! The purpose of God’s management is to gain a group of people who
worship God and submit to Him. Although these people have been corrupted by
Satan, they no longer see Satan as their father; they recognize the repulsive face of
Satan and reject it, and they come before God to accept God’s judgment and
chastisement. They come to know what is ugly and how it contrasts with that which
is holy, and to recognize the greatness of God and the evil of Satan. A mankind such
as this will no longer work for Satan, or worship Satan, or enshrine Satan. This is
because they are a group of people who have truly been gained by God. This is the
significance of God’s work of managing mankind. During the work of God’s
management of this time, mankind is the object both of Satan’s corruption and God’s
salvation, and man is the product that God and Satan are fighting over. As God
performs His work, He is gradually recovering man from the hands of Satan, and so
man comes ever closer to God …
And then came the Age of Kingdom, which is a more practical stage of work, and
yet which is also the hardest for man to accept. That is because the closer that man
comes to God, the nearer God’s rod approaches man, and the more clearly God’s
face is revealed to man. Following the redemption of mankind, man officially returns
to the family of God. Man thought that now was the time for enjoyment, yet he is
subjected to a full-frontal assault by God, the likes of which no one could have ever
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foreseen: As it turns out, this is a baptism that the people of God have to “enjoy.”
Under such treatment, people have no choice but to stop and think to themselves,
“I am the lamb lost for many years that God spent so much to buy back, so why
does God treat me like this? Is it God’s way of laughing at me, and revealing me? …”
After years have passed, man has become weather-beaten, having experienced
the hardship of refinement and chastisement. Although man has lost the “glory” and
“romance” of times past, he has, without knowing it, come to understand the
principles of human conduct, and has come to appreciate God’s years of devotion
to saving mankind. Man slowly begins to loathe his own barbarousness. He
begins to hate how feral he is, all of his misunderstandings toward God, and the
unreasonable demands he has made of Him. The clock cannot be turned back. Past
events become regretful memories of man, and the words and love of God become
the driving force in man’s new life. Man’s wounds heal day by day, his strength
returns, and he stands up and looks upon the face of the Almighty … only to
discover that He has always been at my side, and that His smile and His beautiful
countenance are still so stirring. His heart still holds concern for the mankind He
created, and His hands are still as warm and powerful as they were in the beginning.
It is as if man returned to the Garden of Eden, yet this time man no longer listens to
the enticements of the serpent and no longer turns away from the face of Jehovah.
Man kneels before God, looks up at God’s smiling face, and offers his most precious
sacrifice—Oh! My Lord, my God!
The love and compassion of God permeates each and every detail of the work of
His management, and regardless of whether people are able to understand God’s
good intentions, He is still tirelessly doing the work He set out to accomplish.
Irrespective of how much people understand about God’s management, the help and
the benefits brought to man by God’s work can be appreciated by everyone. Perhaps,
on this day, you have not felt any of the love or life provided by God, but as long as
you do not abandon God and do not give up on your determination to pursue the truth,
there will come a day when God’s smile will be revealed to you. For the aim of the work
of God’s management is to recover the people who are under the domain of Satan,
not to abandon the people who have been corrupted by Satan and oppose God.
September 23, 2005
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THE SEVEN THUNDERS PEAL—PROPHESYING
THAT THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM SHALL
SPREAD THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE
I am spreading My work among the Gentile nations. My glory flashes throughout
the universe; all the star-star-dot-dot people bear My will within them, and they are
all steered by My hand and set about the tasks I have assigned. From this point on,
I have entered into a new age, bringing all men into another world. When I returned
to My “homeland,” I commenced yet another part of the work in My original plan, so
that man would come to know Me more deeply. I regard the universe in its entirety
and see that[a] it is an opportune time for My work, so I hurry all about, doing My new
work upon man. This is a new age, after all, and I have brought new work to take
more new people into the new age and to cast aside more of those that I shall
eliminate. In the nation of the great red dragon, I have carried out a stage of work
unfathomable to human beings, causing them to sway in the wind, after which many
quietly drift away with the blowing of the wind. Truly, this is the “threshing floor” I am
about to clear; it is what I yearn for and it is also My plan. For many wicked ones have
crept in while I am at work, but I am in no hurry to drive them away. Rather, I shall
disperse them when the time is right. Only after that shall I be the fountain of life,
allowing those who truly love Me to receive from Me the fruit of the fig tree and the
fragrance of the lily. In the land where Satan sojourns, the land of dust, there remains
no pure gold, only sand, and so, meeting with these circumstances, I do such a stage
of work. You should know that what I gain is pure, refined gold, not sand. How can
the wicked remain in My house? How can I allow foxes to be parasites in My
paradise? I employ every conceivable method to drive these things away. Before My
will is revealed, no one is aware of what I am about to do. Taking this opportunity, I
drive away those wicked ones, and they are forced to leave My presence. This is
what I do to the wicked, but there will still be a day for them to do service for Me. The
desire of men for blessings is much too strong; therefore I turn My body around and
show My glorious countenance to the Gentiles, so that men may all live in a world of
their own and judge themselves, while I go on saying the words that I should say,
and supplying men with what they need. When men come to their senses, I will have
long since spread My work. I shall then express My will to men, and begin the second
part of My work upon men, letting all men follow Me closely so as to coordinate with
My work, and letting men do everything in their ability to carry out with Me the work
that I must do.
a. The original text does not contain the phrase “see that.”
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None have faith that they will see My glory, and I do not compel them, but rather
remove My glory from mankind’s midst and take it to another world. When men once
again repent, then I shall take My glory and show it to even more of those of faith.
This is the principle by which I work. For there is a time when My glory leaves Canaan,
and there is also a time when My glory leaves the chosen. Furthermore, there is a
time when My glory leaves the whole earth, causing it to grow dim and plunging it
into darkness. Even the land of Canaan shall not see the sunlight; all men will lose
their faith, but none can bear to leave the fragrance of the land of Canaan. Only when
I pass into the new heaven and earth do I take the other part of My glory and reveal
it first in the land of Canaan, causing a glimmer of light to shine forth in the whole
earth, sunk in the pitchy darkness of night, that the whole earth may come to the light;
that men all over the earth may come to draw strength from the power of the light,
allowing My glory to increase and appear anew to every nation; and that all humanity
may realize that I have long ago come to the human world and long ago brought My
glory from Israel to the East; for My glory shines from the East and it was brought over
from the Age of Grace to this day. But it was from Israel that I departed and from there
that I arrived in the East. Only when the light of the East gradually turns white will the
darkness across the earth begin to turn to light, and only then will man discover that I
have long ago gone from Israel and am rising anew in the East. Having once
descended into Israel and later departed from it, I cannot again be born into Israel,
because My work leads all of the universe and, what is more, the lightning flashes
straight from East to West. For this reason I have descended in the East and brought
Canaan to the people of the East. I shall bring people from all over the earth to the
land of Canaan, and so I continue to issue forth utterances in the land of Canaan to
control the entire universe. At this time, there is no light in all the earth apart from
Canaan, and all men are imperiled by hunger and cold. I gave My glory to Israel and
then took it away, thereby bringing the Israelites to the East and all of humanity to the
East. I have brought them all to the light so that they may be reunited with it, and be in
association with it, and no longer have to search for it. I shall let all who are searching
see the light again and see the glory I had in Israel; I shall let them see that I have long
ago come down upon a white cloud into the midst of mankind, let them see the
countless clouds of white and fruits in their abundant clusters, and, what is more, let
them see Jehovah God of Israel. I shall let them look upon the Master of the Jews, the
longed-for Messiah, and the full appearance of Me who have been persecuted by kings
throughout the ages. I shall work upon the entire universe and I shall perform great
work, revealing all My glory and all My deeds to man in the last days. I shall show My
glorious countenance in its fullness to those who have waited many years for Me, to
those who have longed for Me to come upon a white cloud, to Israel that has longed
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for Me to appear once again, and to all mankind who persecute Me, so that all will
know that I have long ago taken away My glory and brought it to the East, and it is no
longer in Judea. For the last days have already come!
Throughout the universe I am doing My work, and in the East, thunderous crashes
issue forth endlessly, shaking all nations and denominations. It is My voice that has
led all men into the present. I cause all men to be conquered by My voice, to fall into
this stream, and submit before Me, for I have long since reclaimed My glory from all
the earth and issued it forth anew in the East. Who does not long to see My glory?
Who does not anxiously await My return? Who does not thirst for My reappearance?
Who does not pine for My loveliness? Who would not come to the light? Who would
not look upon the richness of Canaan? Who does not long for the return of the
Redeemer? Who does not adore Him who is great in power? My voice shall spread
throughout the earth; I will face My chosen people and speak more words to them.
Like the mighty thunders that shake the mountains and rivers, I speak My words to
the whole universe and to mankind. Hence the words in My mouth have become
man’s treasure, and all men cherish My words. The lightning flashes from the East
all the way to the West. My words are such that man is loath to give them up and at
the same time finds them unfathomable, but rejoices in them all the more. All men
are glad and joyful, celebrating My coming, as if an infant had just been born. By
means of My voice, I shall bring all men before Me. Thenceforth, I shall formally enter
into the race of men so that they will come to worship Me. With the glory that I radiate
and the words in My mouth, I shall make it such that all men come before Me and
see that the lightning flashes from the East and that I have also descended unto the
“Mount of Olives” of the East. They will see that I have already long been on earth,
no longer as the Son of the Jews but as the Lightning of the East. For I have long
since been resurrected, and have departed from mankind’s midst, and then
reappeared with glory among men. I am He who was worshiped countless ages
before now, and I am also the infant forsaken by the Israelites countless ages before
now. Moreover, I am the all-glorious Almighty God of the present age! Let all come
before My throne and see My glorious countenance, hear My voice, and look upon
My deeds. This is the entirety of My will; it is the end and the climax of My plan, as
well as the purpose of My management: to have every nation worship Me, every
tongue acknowledge Me, every man repose his faith in Me, and every people be
subject unto Me!
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THE SAVIOR HAS ALREADY
RETURNED UPON A “WHITE CLOUD”
For several millennia, man has longed to be able to witness the arrival of the
Savior. Man has longed to behold Jesus the Savior riding a white cloud as He
descends, in person, among those who have pined and yearned for Him for
thousands of years. Man has also longed for the Savior to return and be reunited with
them; that is, longed for Jesus the Savior, who has been separated from people for
thousands of years, to come back, and to once again carry out the work of redemption
that He did among the Jews, to be compassionate and loving toward man, to forgive
the sins of man and bear the sins of man, and even bear all of man’s transgressions
and deliver man from sin. What man longs for is for Jesus the Savior to be the same
as before—a Savior who is lovable, kind, and venerable, who is never wrathful toward
man, and who never reproaches man, but who forgives and takes on all of man’s
sins, and who will even, as before, die upon the cross for man. Since Jesus departed,
the disciples who followed Him, as well as all of the saints who were saved in His
name, have been desperately pining for Him and awaiting Him. All those who were
saved by the grace of Jesus Christ during the Age of Grace have been longing for
that exultant day in the last days when Jesus the Savior descends on a white cloud
to appear before all people. Of course, this is also the collective wish of all those who
accept the name of Jesus the Savior today. Everyone in the universe who knows of
the salvation of Jesus the Savior has been desperately yearning for Jesus Christ to
suddenly arrive to fulfill what Jesus said while on earth: “I shall arrive just as I
departed.” Man believes that, following the crucifixion and resurrection, Jesus went
back to heaven upon a white cloud to take His place at the Most High’s right hand.
In like manner, Jesus shall descend again upon a white cloud (this cloud refers to the
cloud that Jesus rode upon when He returned to heaven), among those who have
desperately yearned for Him for thousands of years, and He shall bear the image and
wear the clothing of the Jews. After appearing to man, He shall bestow food upon
them, and cause living water to gush forth for them, and shall live among man, full of
grace and full of love, vivid and real. All such notions are what people believe. Yet
Jesus the Savior did not do this; He did the opposite of what man conceived. He did
not arrive among those who had yearned for His return, and He did not appear to all
people while riding upon the white cloud. He has already arrived, but man does not
know, and remains ignorant. Man is merely awaiting Him aimlessly, unaware that He
has already descended upon a “white cloud” (the cloud which is His Spirit, His words,
His entire disposition and all that He is), and is now among a group of overcomers
that He will make during the last days. Man does not know this: Despite all the
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affection and love the holy Savior Jesus has for man, how can He work in those
“temples” inhabited by filth and impure spirits? Though man has been awaiting His
arrival, how could He appear to those who eat the flesh of the unrighteous, drink the
blood of the unrighteous, and wear the clothes of the unrighteous, who believe in Him
but do not know Him, and who constantly extort Him? Man knows only that Jesus the
Savior is full of love and overflowing with compassion, and that He is the sin offering,
filled with redemption. However, man has no idea that He is God Himself, who is
brimming with righteousness, majesty, wrath, and judgment, possessed of authority,
and full of dignity. Therefore, even though man eagerly yearns for and craves the
return of the Redeemer, and even their prayers move “Heaven,” Jesus the Savior
does not appear to those who believe in Him but do not know Him.
“Jehovah” is the name that I took during My work in Israel, and it means the God
of the Israelites (God’s chosen people) who can take pity on man, curse man, and
guide the life of man; the God who possesses great power and is full of wisdom.
“Jesus” is Emmanuel, which means the sin offering that is full of love, full of
compassion, and which redeems man. He did the work of the Age of Grace, and He
represents the Age of Grace, and can only represent one part of the work of the
management plan. That is to say, only Jehovah is the God of the chosen people of
Israel, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob, the God of Moses,
and the God of all the people of Israel. And so, in the current age, all the Israelites,
apart from the Jewish people, worship Jehovah. They make sacrifices to Him on the
altar and serve Him in the temple wearing priests’ robes. What they hope for is the
reappearance of Jehovah. Only Jesus is the Redeemer of mankind, and He is the
sin offering that redeemed mankind from sin. Which is to say, the name of Jesus
came from the Age of Grace and came into existence because of the work of
redemption in the Age of Grace. The name of Jesus came into existence to allow the
people of the Age of Grace to be reborn and saved, and is a particular name for the
redemption of the whole of mankind. Thus, the name Jesus represents the work of
redemption, and denotes the Age of Grace. The name Jehovah is a particular name
for the people of Israel who lived under the law. In each age and each stage of work,
My name is not baseless, but holds representative significance: Each name
represents one age. “Jehovah” represents the Age of Law and is the honorific by
which the people of Israel called the God whom they worshiped. “Jesus” represents
the Age of Grace, and is the name of the God of all those who were redeemed during
the Age of Grace. If man still longs for the arrival of Jesus the Savior during the last
days, and still expects Him to arrive in the image He bore in Judea, then the entire
six-thousand-year management plan would have stopped in the Age of Redemption,
and could not have progressed any further. The last days, furthermore, would never
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arrive, and the age would never be brought to an end. This is because Jesus the
Savior is only for the redemption and salvation of mankind. I took the name of Jesus
only for the sake of all the sinners in the Age of Grace, but it is not the name by which
I shall bring the whole of mankind to an end. Although Jehovah, Jesus, and the
Messiah all represent My Spirit, these names only denote the different ages of My
management plan, and do not represent Me in My entirety. The names by which
people on earth call Me cannot articulate My entire disposition and all that I am. They
are merely different names by which I am called during different ages. And so, when
the final age—the age of the last days—arrives, My name shall change again. I shall
not be called Jehovah, or Jesus, much less the Messiah—I shall be called the
powerful Almighty God Himself, and under this name I shall bring the entire age to
an end. I was once known as Jehovah. I was also called the Messiah, and people
once called Me Jesus the Savior with love and esteem. Today, however, I am no
longer the Jehovah or Jesus that people knew in times past; I am the God who has
returned in the last days, the God who shall bring the age to an end. I am the God
Himself that rises up from the end of the earth, replete with My entire disposition, and
full of authority, honor, and glory. People have never engaged with Me, never known
Me, and have always been ignorant of My disposition. From the creation of the world
until today, not one person has seen Me. This is the God who appears to man in the
last days but is hidden among man. He resides among man, true and real, like the
burning sun and the blazing flame, filled with power and brimming with authority.
There is not a single person or thing that shall not be judged by My words, and not a
single person or thing that shall not be purified through the burning of fire. Eventually,
all nations shall be blessed because of My words, and also smashed to pieces
because of My words. In this way, all people during the last days shall see that I am
the Savior returned, and that I am the Almighty God that conquers all of mankind.
And all shall see that I was once the sin offering for man, but that in the last days I
also become the flames of the sun that incinerate all things, as well as the Sun of
righteousness that reveals all things. This is My work in the last days. I took this name
and am possessed of this disposition so that all people may see that I am a righteous
God, the burning sun, the blazing flame, and so that all may worship Me, the one true
God, and so that they may see My true face: I am not only the God of the Israelites,
and I am not just the Redeemer; I am the God of all creatures throughout the heavens
and the earth and the seas.
If the Savior arrived during the last days and were still called Jesus, and were once
again born in Judea and did His work there, then this would prove that I only created
the people of Israel and only redeemed the people of Israel, and that I have nothing
to do with the Gentiles. Would this not contradict My words that “I am the Lord who
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created the heavens and earth and all things”? I left Judea and do My work among
the Gentiles because I am not merely the God of the people of Israel, but the God of
all creatures. I appear among the Gentiles during the last days because I am not only
Jehovah, the God of the people of Israel, but, moreover, because I am the Creator
of all My chosen ones among the Gentiles. I not only created Israel, Egypt, and
Lebanon, but all the Gentile nations beyond Israel. Because of this, I am the Lord of
all creatures. I merely used Israel as the starting point for My work, employed Judea
and Galilee as the strongholds of My work of redemption, and now I use the Gentile
nations as the base from which I will bring the entire age to an end. I did two stages
of work in Israel (these two stages of the work being the Age of Law and the Age of
Grace), and I have been carrying out two further stages of work (the Age of Grace
and the Age of Kingdom) throughout the lands beyond Israel. Among the Gentile
nations, I will do the work of conquest, and so conclude the age. If man always calls
Me Jesus Christ, but does not know that I have begun a new age during the last days
and have embarked upon new work, and if man continues to obsessively await the
arrival of Jesus the Savior, then I shall call people like this the ones who do not
believe in Me; they are people who do not know Me, and their belief in Me is false.
Could such people witness the arrival of Jesus the Savior from heaven? What they
await is not My arrival, but the arrival of the King of the Jews. They do not yearn for
Me to annihilate this impure old world, but instead long for the second coming of
Jesus, whereupon they will be redeemed. They look forward to Jesus once more
redeeming all of mankind from this defiled and unrighteous land. How can such
people become ones who complete My work in the last days? The desires of man
are incapable of fulfilling My wishes or accomplishing My work, for man merely
admires or cherishes the work that I have done before, and has no idea that I am the
God Himself who is always new and never old. Man only knows that I am Jehovah,
and Jesus, and has no inkling that I am the One of the last days who shall bring
mankind to an end. All that man yearns for and knows comes from their own notions,
and is merely that which they can see with their own eyes. It is not in line with the
work I do, but in disharmony with it. If My work were conducted according to the ideas
of man, then when would it end? When would mankind enter rest? And how would I
be able to enter the seventh day, the Sabbath? I work according to My plan and
according to My purpose—not according to the intentions of man.
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THE VISION OF GOD’S WORK (3)
The first time God became flesh was through conception by the Holy Spirit, and
this was relevant to the work He intended to do. The Age of Grace began with Jesus’
name. When Jesus began to perform His ministry, the Holy Spirit began to testify to
the name of Jesus, and the name of Jehovah was no longer spoken of; instead, the
Holy Spirit undertook the new work principally under the name of Jesus. The
testimony of those who believed in Him was borne for Jesus Christ, and the work
they did was also for Jesus Christ. The conclusion of the Old Testament Age of Law
meant that the work principally conducted under the name of Jehovah had come to
an end. Henceforth, the name of God was no longer Jehovah; instead He was called
Jesus, and from here on the Holy Spirit began the work principally under the name
of Jesus. So, people who still today eat and drink the words of Jehovah, and still do
everything according to the work of the Age of Law—are you not blindly conforming
to rules? Are you not stuck in the past? You know now that the last days have arrived.
Can it be that, when Jesus comes, He will still be called Jesus? Jehovah told the
people of Israel that a Messiah would be coming, and yet when He did come, He was
not called Messiah but Jesus. Jesus said that He would come again, and that He
would arrive as He had departed. These were the words of Jesus, but did you see
the way in which Jesus departed? Jesus left riding on a white cloud, but can it be that
He will personally return among men on a white cloud? If that were so, would He not
still be called Jesus? When Jesus comes again, the age will have already changed,
so could He still be called Jesus? Is it that God can only be known by the name of
Jesus? May He not be called by a new name in a new age? Can the image of one
person and one particular name represent God in His entirety? In each age, God
does new work and is called by a new name; how could He do the same work in
different ages? How could He cling to the old? The name of Jesus was taken for the
sake of the work of redemption, so would He still be called by the same name when
He returns in the last days? Would He still be doing the work of redemption? Why is
it that Jehovah and Jesus are one, yet They are called by different names in different
ages? Is it not because the ages of Their work are different? Could a single name
represent God in His entirety? This being so, God must be called by a different name
in a different age, and He must use the name to change the age and to represent the
age. For no one name can fully represent God Himself, and each name is able only
to represent the temporal aspect of God’s disposition in a given age; all it needs to
do is to represent His work. Therefore, God can choose whatever name befits His
disposition to represent the entire age. Regardless of whether it is the age of
Jehovah, or the age of Jesus, each age is represented by a name. At the end of the
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Age of Grace, the final age has arrived, and Jesus has already come. How could He
still be called Jesus? How could He still assume the form of Jesus among men? Have
you forgotten that Jesus was no more than the image of a Nazarene? Have you
forgotten that Jesus was only the Redeemer of mankind? How could He take on the
work of conquering and perfecting man in the last days? Jesus left riding on a white
cloud—this is fact—but how could He return on a white cloud among men and still
be called Jesus? If He really did arrive on a cloud, how would man fail to recognize
Him? Would people all over the world not recognize Him? In that case, would Jesus
alone not be God? In that case, the image of God would be the appearance of a Jew
and would moreover be the same forever. Jesus said that He would arrive as He had
departed, but do you know the true meaning of His words? Can it be that He told this
group of you? All you know is that He will arrive as He departed, riding on a cloud,
but do you know exactly how God Himself does His work? If you were truly able to
see, then how are the words that Jesus spoke to be explained? He said: When the
Son of man comes in the last days, He Himself will not know, the angels will not
know, the messengers in heaven will not know, and all humanity will not know. Only
the Father will know, that is, only the Spirit shall know. Even the Son of man Himself
does not know, yet you are able to see and know? If you were capable of knowing
and seeing with your own eyes, would these words not have been spoken in vain?
And what did Jesus say at the time? “But of that day and hour knows no man, not the
angels of heaven, nor the Son, but My Father only. But as the days of Noah were, so
shall also the coming of the Son of man be. … Therefore be you also ready: for in
such an hour as you think not the Son of man comes.” When that day comes, the
Son of man Himself will not know it. The Son of man refers to the incarnate flesh of
God, a normal and ordinary person. Even the Son of man Himself does not know, so
how could you know? Jesus said that He would arrive as He had departed. When He
arrives, even He Himself does not know, so can He inform you in advance? Are you
able to see His arrival? Is that not a joke? Each time God comes to earth, He changes
His name, His gender, His image, and His work; He does not repeat His work. He is
a God who is always new and never old. When He came before, He was called Jesus;
can He still be called Jesus this time when He comes again? When He came before,
He was male; can He be male again this time? His work when He came during the
Age of Grace was to be nailed to the cross; when He comes again, can He still
redeem mankind from sin? Can He be nailed to the cross again? Would that not be
to repeat His work? Did you not know that God is always new and never old? There
are those who say that God is immutable. That is correct, but it refers to the
immutability of God’s disposition and His essence. Changes in His name and work
do not prove that His essence has altered; in other words, God will always be God,
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and this will never change. If you say that the work of God is unchanging, then would
He be able to finish His six-thousand-year management plan? You only know that
God is forever unchanging, but do you know that God is always new and never old?
If the work of God is unchanging, then could He have led mankind all the way to the
present day? If God is immutable, then why is it that He has already done the work
of two ages? His work never ceases to move forward, which is to say that His
disposition is gradually revealed to man, and what is revealed is His inherent
disposition. In the beginning, God’s disposition was hidden from man, He never
openly revealed His disposition to man, and man simply had no knowledge of Him.
Because of this, He uses His work to gradually reveal His disposition to man, but
working in this way does not mean that God’s disposition changes in every age. It is
not the case that God’s disposition is constantly changing because His will is always
changing. Rather, it is that, because the ages of His work are different, God takes
His inherent disposition in its entirety and, step by step, reveals it to man, so that man
may be able to know Him. But this is by no means proof that God originally has no
particular disposition or that His disposition has gradually changed with the passing
of the ages—such an understanding would be erroneous. God reveals to man His
inherent and particular disposition—what He is—according to the passing of the
ages; the work of a single age cannot express the entire disposition of God. And so,
the words “God is always new and never old” refer to His work, and the words “God
is immutable” refer to what God inherently has and is. Regardless, you cannot make
the work of six thousand years hinge upon a single point, or circumscribe it with dead
words. Such is the stupidity of man. God is not as simple as man imagines, and His
work cannot linger in any one age. Jehovah, for example, cannot always stand for
the name of God; God can also do His work under the name of Jesus. This is a sign
that God’s work is always progressing in a forward direction.
God is always God, and He will never become Satan; Satan is always Satan, and
it will never become God. God’s wisdom, God’s wondrousness, God’s righteousness,
and God’s majesty shall never change. His essence and what He has and is shall
never change. As for His work, however, it is always progressing in a forward
direction, always going deeper, for He is always new and never old. In every age God
assumes a new name, in every age He does new work, and in every age He allows
His creations to see His new will and new disposition. If, in a new age, people fail to
see the expression of God’s new disposition, would they not nail Him to the cross
forever? And by doing so, would they not define God? If God came into the flesh only
as a male, people would define Him as male, as the God of men, and would never
believe Him to be the God of women. Men would then hold that God is of the same
gender as men, that God is the head of men—but what then of women? This is unfair;
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is it not preferential treatment? If this were the case, then all those whom God saved
would be men like Him, and not one woman would be saved. When God created
mankind, He created Adam and He created Eve. He did not only create Adam, but
made both male and female in His image. God is not only the God of men—He is
also the God of women. God enters upon a new stage of work in the last days. He
will reveal even more of His disposition, and it will not be the compassion and love of
the time of Jesus. Since He has new work in hand, this new work will be accompanied
by a new disposition. So, if this work were done by the Spirit—if God did not become
flesh, and instead the Spirit spoke directly through thunder so that man had no way
to have contact with Him, would man be able to know His disposition? If it were solely
the Spirit that did the work, then man would have no way of coming to know God’s
disposition. People can only behold God’s disposition with their own eyes when He
becomes flesh, when the Word appears in the flesh, and He expresses His entire
disposition through the flesh. God really and truly lives among men. He is tangible;
man can actually engage with His disposition, engage with what He has and is; only
in this way can man truly come to know Him. At the same time, God has also
completed the work in which “God is the God of men and the God of women,” and
accomplished the entirety of His work in the flesh. He does not duplicate the work in
any age. Since the last days have arrived, He will do the work that He does in the
last days and reveal the entire disposition that is His in the last days. In speaking of
the last days, this refers to a separate age, one in which Jesus said you will surely
encounter disaster, and encounter earthquakes, famines, and plagues, which will
show that this is a new age, and is no longer the old Age of Grace. Supposing that,
as people say, God is forever unchanging, His disposition is always compassionate
and loving, that He loves man as Himself, and He offers every man salvation and
never hates man, would His work ever be able to come to an end? When Jesus came
and was nailed to the cross, sacrificing Himself for all sinners and offering Himself
upon the altar, He had already completed the work of redemption and brought the
Age of Grace to an end. So what would be the point of repeating the work of that age
in the last days? Would doing the same thing not be a denial of the work of Jesus? If
God did not do the work of crucifixion when He came in this stage, but remained
loving and compassionate, then would He be able to bring the age to an end? Would
a loving and compassionate God be able to bring the age to an end? In His final work
of concluding the age, God’s disposition is one of chastisement and judgment, in
which He reveals all that is unrighteous, in order to publicly judge all peoples, and to
perfect those who love Him with a sincere heart. Only a disposition such as this can
bring the age to an end. The last days have already arrived. All things in creation will
be separated according to their kind, and divided into different categories based on
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their nature. This is the moment when God reveals humanity’s outcome and their
destination. If people do not undergo chastisement and judgment, then there will
be no way of exposing their disobedience and unrighteousness. Only through
chastisement and judgment can the outcome of all creation be revealed. Man only
shows his true colors when he is chastised and judged. Evil shall be put with evil,
good with good, and all humanity shall be separated according to their kind. Through
chastisement and judgment, the outcome of all creation will be revealed, so that the
evil may be punished and the good rewarded, and all people become subject to the
dominion of God. All this work must be achieved through righteous chastisement and
judgment. Because man’s corruption has reached its peak and his disobedience
become exceedingly severe, only God’s righteous disposition, one that is principally
compounded of chastisement and judgment and is revealed during the last days, can
fully transform and complete man. Only this disposition can expose evil and thus
severely punish all the unrighteous. Therefore, a disposition such as this is imbued
with the significance of the age, and the revelation and exhibition of His disposition
is made manifest for the sake of the work of each new age. It is not that God reveals
His disposition arbitrarily and without significance. Supposing that, in revealing the
outcome of man during the last days, God were still to bestow upon man infinite
compassion and love and continue to be loving toward him, not subjecting man to
righteous judgment but rather showing him tolerance, patience, and forgiveness, and
pardoning man no matter how grave his sins, without any jot of righteous judgment:
when then would all of God’s management ever be brought to a close? When would
a disposition such as this be able to lead people into mankind’s appropriate
destination? Take, for example, a judge who is always loving, a judge with a kindly
face and a gentle heart. He loves people irrespective of the crimes they may have
committed, and he is loving to and forbearing with them whoever they may be. In that
case, when will he ever be able to reach a just verdict? During the last days, only
righteous judgment can separate man according to their kind and bring man into a
new realm. In this way, the entire age is brought to an end through God’s righteous
disposition of judgment and chastisement.
The work of God throughout all of His management is perfectly clear: The Age of
Grace is the Age of Grace, and the last days are the last days. There are distinct
differences between each age, for in each age God does work which is representative
of that age. For the work of the last days to be done, there must be burning, judgment,
chastisement, wrath, and destruction to bring the age to an end. The last days refer
to the final age. During the final age, will God not bring the age to an end? To end
the age, God must bring chastisement and judgment with Him. Only in this way can
He bring the age to an end. Jesus’ purpose was so that man might continue to
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survive, to live on, and that he might exist in a better way. He saved man from sin so
that he might cease his descent into depravity and no longer live in Hades and hell,
and by saving man from Hades and hell, Jesus allowed him to go on living. Now, the
last days have arrived. God shall annihilate man and completely destroy the human
race, that is, He shall transform mankind’s rebellion. For this reason, it would be
impossible, with the compassionate and loving disposition of the past, for God to end
the age or to bring His six-thousand-year management plan to fruition. Every age
features a special representation of God’s disposition, and every age contains work
that should be done by God. So, the work done by God Himself in each age contains
the expression of His true disposition, and both His name and the work that He does
change along with the age—they are all new. During the Age of Law, the work of
guiding mankind was done under the name of Jehovah, and the first stage of work
was initiated on earth. At this stage, the work consisted of building the temple and
the altar, and using the law to guide the people of Israel and to work in their midst.
By guiding the people of Israel, He launched a base for His work on earth. From this
base, He expanded His work beyond Israel, which is to say that, starting from Israel,
He extended His work outward, so that later generations gradually came to know that
Jehovah was God, and that it was Jehovah who created the heavens and earth and
all things, and that it was Jehovah who made all creatures. He spread His work
through the people of Israel outward beyond them. The land of Israel was the first
holy place of Jehovah’s work on earth, and it was in the land of Israel that God first
went to work on earth. That was the work of the Age of Law. During the Age of Grace,
Jesus was the God who saved man. What He had and was was grace, love,
compassion, forbearance, patience, humility, care, and tolerance, and so much of
the work that He did was for the sake of the redemption of man. His disposition was
one of compassion and love, and because He was compassionate and loving, He
had to be nailed to the cross for man, in order to show that God loved man as Himself,
so much so that He offered up Himself in His entirety. During the Age of Grace, the
name of God was Jesus, that is to say, God was a God who saved man, and He was
a compassionate and loving God. God was with man. His love, His compassion, and
His salvation accompanied each and every person. Only by accepting the name of
Jesus and His presence was man able to gain peace and joy, to receive His blessing,
His vast and numerous graces, and His salvation. Through the crucifixion of Jesus,
all those who followed Him received salvation and were forgiven their sins. During
the Age of Grace, Jesus was the name of God. In other words, the work of the Age
of Grace was done principally under the name of Jesus. During the Age of Grace,
God was called Jesus. He undertook a stage of new work beyond the Old Testament,
and His work ended with the crucifixion. This was the entirety of His work. Therefore,
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during the Age of Law Jehovah was the name of God, and in the Age of Grace the
name of Jesus represented God. During the last days, His name is Almighty God—
the Almighty, who uses His power to guide man, conquer man, and gain man, and in
the end, bring the age to its close. In every age, at every stage of His work, God’s
disposition is evident.
In the beginning, guiding man during the Old Testament Age of Law was like
guiding the life of a child. Earliest mankind was newly born of Jehovah; they were the
Israelites. They had no understanding of how to revere God or how to live on earth.
Which is to say, Jehovah created mankind, that is, He created Adam and Eve, but
He did not give them the faculties to understand how to revere Jehovah or follow the
laws of Jehovah on earth. Without the direct guidance of Jehovah, no one could know
this directly, for in the beginning man did not possess such faculties. Man only knew
that Jehovah was God, but as for how to revere Him, what kind of conduct could be
called revering Him, with what kind of mind one was to revere Him, or what to offer
up in reverence of Him, man had absolutely no idea. Man only knew how to enjoy
that which could be enjoyed among all the things created by Jehovah, but as for what
kind of life on earth was worthy of a creature of God, man had no inkling whatsoever.
Without someone to instruct them, without someone to guide them personally, this
mankind would never have led a life properly befitting humanity, but would only have
been furtively held captive by Satan. Jehovah created mankind, that is to say, He
created the ancestors of mankind, Eve and Adam, but He did not bestow upon them
any further intellect or wisdom. Although they were already living on earth, they
understood almost nothing. And so, Jehovah’s work in creating mankind was only
half finished, and was far from complete. He had only formed a model of man from
clay and given it His breath, but without bestowing unto man sufficient willingness to
revere Him. In the beginning, man was not of a mind to revere Him, or to fear Him.
Man only knew how to listen to His words but was ignorant of the basic knowledge
for life on earth and of the normal rules of human life. And so, although Jehovah
created man and woman and finished the project of seven days, He by no means
completed the creation of man, for man was but a husk, and lacked the reality of
being human. Man only knew that it was Jehovah who had created mankind, but he
had no inkling of how to abide by the words or the laws of Jehovah. And so, after
mankind came into being, the work of Jehovah was far from over. He still had to fully
guide mankind to come before Him, so that they might be able to live together on
earth and revere Him, and so that they might be able, with His guidance, to enter
upon the right track of a normal human life on earth. Only in this way was the work
that had been principally conducted under the name of Jehovah fully completed; that
is, only in this way was Jehovah’s work of creating the world fully concluded. And so,
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having created mankind, He had to guide mankind’s life on earth for several thousand
years, in order that mankind might be able to abide by His decrees and laws, and
partake in all the activities of a normal human life on earth. Only then was Jehovah’s
work fully complete. He undertook this work after creating mankind and continued it
until the era of Jacob, at which time He made the twelve sons of Jacob into the twelve
tribes of Israel. From that time onward, all the people of Israel became the human
race that was officially led by Him on earth, and Israel became the particular location
on earth where He did His work. Jehovah made these people the first group of people
on whom He officially did His work on earth, and He made the entire land of Israel
the point of origin for His work, using them as the beginning of even greater work, so
that all people born from Him on earth would know how to revere Him and how to live
on earth. And so, the deeds of the Israelites became an example to be followed by
the people of Gentile nations, and that which was said among the people of Israel
became words to be listened to by the people of Gentile nations. For they were the
first to receive the laws and commandments of Jehovah, and so too were they the
first to know how to revere the ways of Jehovah. They were the ancestors of the
human race who knew the ways of Jehovah, as well as the representatives of the
human race chosen by Jehovah. When the Age of Grace arrived, Jehovah no longer
guided man in this way. Man had sinned and abandoned himself to sin, and so He
began to rescue man from sin. In this way, He reproached man until man had been
thoroughly delivered from sin. In the last days, man has sunk to such a degree of
depravity that the work of this stage can only be carried out through judgment and
chastisement. Only in this way can the work be accomplished. This has been the
work of several ages. In other words, God uses His name, His work, and the different
images of God to divide age from age and make the transition between them; the
name of God and His work represent His age and represent His work in every age.
Supposing that the work of God in every age is always the same, and He is always
called by the same name, how would man know Him? God must be called Jehovah,
and apart from a God called Jehovah, anyone called by any other name is not God.
Or else God can only be Jesus, and apart from the name of Jesus He may not be
called by any other name; apart from Jesus, Jehovah is not God, and Almighty God
is not God either. Man believes it is true that God is almighty, but God is a God who
is with man, and He must be called Jesus, for God is with man. To do this is to
conform to doctrine, and to confine God to a certain scope. So, in every age, the work
that God does, the name by which He is called, and the image that He assumes—
the work He does in every stage all the way down to today—these do not follow a
single regulation, and are not subject to any limitations whatsoever. He is Jehovah,
but He is also Jesus, as well as Messiah, and Almighty God. His work can undergo
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gradual transformation, with corresponding changes in His name. No single name
can fully represent Him, but all the names by which He is called are able to represent
Him, and the work that He does in every age represents His disposition. Suppose
that, when the last days arrive, the God that you behold is still Jesus, and He is
moreover riding upon a white cloud, and He still has the appearance of Jesus, and
the words that He speaks are still the words of Jesus: “You should love your neighbor
as yourselves, you should fast and pray, love your enemies as you cherish your own
life, forbear with others, and be patient and humble. You must do all of these things
before you can become My disciples. And by doing all of these things, you may enter
My kingdom.” Would this not belong to the work of the Age of Grace? Would what
He says not be the way of the Age of Grace? How would you feel if you were to hear
these words? Would you not feel that this is still the work of Jesus? Would this not
be duplicating it? Could man find enjoyment in this? You would feel that the work of
God can only remain as it is now and progress no further. He has only so much
power, and there is no more new work to do, and He has taken His power to its limit.
Two thousand years before now was the Age of Grace, and two thousand years later
He is still preaching the way of the Age of Grace, and is still making people repent.
People would say, “God, You have only so much power. I believed You to be so wise,
and yet You know only forbearance and are concerned only with patience. You know
only how to love Your enemy, and nothing more.” In the mind of man, God would
forever be as He was in the Age of Grace, and man would always believe that God
is loving and compassionate. Do you think the work of God will always tread the same
old ground? And so, in this stage of His work He shall not be crucified, and everything
that you see and touch shall be unlike anything you have imagined or heard tell of.
Today, God does not engage with the Pharisees, nor does He allow the world to
know, and those who know Him are only you who follow Him, for He will not be
crucified again. During the Age of Grace, Jesus preached openly throughout the land
for the sake of His gospel work. He engaged with the Pharisees for the sake of the
work of crucifixion; if He had not engaged with the Pharisees and those in power had
never known of Him, how could He have been condemned, and then betrayed and
nailed to the cross? And so, He engaged with the Pharisees for the sake of the
crucifixion. Today, He does His work in secret in order to avoid temptation. In the two
incarnations of God, the work and the significance are different, and the setting is
also different, so how could the work He does be entirely the same?
Could the name of Jesus—“God with us”—represent God’s disposition in its
entirety? Could it fully articulate God? If man says that God can only be called Jesus
and may not have any other name because God cannot change His disposition, these
words are blasphemy indeed! Do you believe that the name Jesus, God with us,
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alone can represent God in His entirety? God may be called by many names, but
among these many names, there is not one that is able to encapsulate all of God, not
one that can fully represent God. And so, God has many names, but these many
names cannot fully articulate God’s disposition, for God’s disposition is so rich that it
simply exceeds man’s capacity to know Him. There is no way for man, using the
language of mankind, to encapsulate God fully. Mankind has but a limited vocabulary
with which to encapsulate all that they know of God’s disposition: great, honored,
wondrous, unfathomable, supreme, holy, righteous, wise, and so on. So many words!
This limited vocabulary is incapable of describing the little that man has witnessed of
God’s disposition. Over time, many others added words that they thought better able
to describe the fervor in their hearts: God is so great! God is so holy! God is so lovely!
Today, human sayings such as these have reached their peak, yet man is still
incapable of clearly expressing himself. And so, for man, God has many names, yet
He has no one name, and this is because God’s being is so bountiful, and the
language of man so impoverished. One particular word or name does not have the
capacity to represent God in His entirety, so do you think His name can be fixed?
God is so great and so holy, yet you will not permit Him to change His name in each
new age? Therefore, in every age in which God personally does His own work, He
uses a name that befits the age in order to encapsulate the work that He intends to
do. He uses this particular name, one that possesses temporal significance, to
represent His disposition in that age. This is God using the language of mankind to
express His own disposition. Even so, many people who have had spiritual
experiences and have personally seen God nevertheless feel that this one particular
name is incapable of representing God in His entirety—alas, this cannot be helped—
so man no longer addresses God by any name, but simply calls Him “God.” It is as
though the heart of man is full of love and yet also beset with contradictions, for man
does not know how to explain God. What God is is so bountiful that there is simply
no way to describe it. There is no single name that can summarize God’s disposition,
and there is no single name that can describe all that God has and is. If someone
asks Me, “Exactly what name do You use?” I will tell them, “God is God!” Is that not
the best name for God? Is it not the best encapsulation of God’s disposition? This
being so, why do you spend so much effort seeking after the name of God? Why
should you cudgel your brains, going without food and sleep, all for the sake of a
name? The day will arrive when God is not called Jehovah, Jesus, or Messiah—He
will simply be the Creator. At that time, all the names that He has taken on earth shall
come to an end, for His work on earth will have come to an end, after which His
names shall be no more. When all things come under the dominion of the Creator,
what need has He of a highly appropriate yet incomplete name? Are you still seeking
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after God’s name now? Do you still dare to say that God is only called Jehovah? Do
you still dare to say that God can only be called Jesus? Are you able to bear the sin
of blasphemy against God? You should know that God originally had no name. He
only took on one, or two, or many names because He had work to do and had to
manage mankind. Whatever name He is called by—did He not freely choose it
Himself? Would He need you—one of His creations—to decide it? The name by
which God is called is a name that accords with what man is capable of
apprehending, with the language of mankind, but this name is not something that
man can encompass. You can only say that there is a God in heaven, that He is
called God, that He is God Himself with great power, who is so wise, so exalted, so
wondrous, so mysterious, and so almighty, and then you can say no more; this little
bit is all you can know. This being so, can the mere name of Jesus represent God
Himself? When the last days come, even though it is still God who does His work,
His name has to change, for it is a different age.
God being the greatest throughout the universe and in the realm above, could He
fully explain Himself using the image of a flesh? God clothes Himself in this flesh in
order to do one stage of His work. There is no particular significance to this image of
the flesh, it bears no relation to the passing of ages, nor does it have anything to do
with God’s disposition. Why did Jesus not allow the image of Him to remain? Why
did He not let man paint His image so that it could be passed on to later generations?
Why did He not allow people to acknowledge that His image was the image of God?
Although the image of man was created in the image of God, would it have been
possible for the appearance of man to represent the exalted image of God? When
God becomes flesh, He merely descends from heaven into a particular flesh. It is His
Spirit that descends into a flesh, through which He does the work of the Spirit. It is
the Spirit that is expressed in the flesh, and it is the Spirit who does His work in the
flesh. The work done in the flesh fully represents the Spirit, and the flesh is for the
sake of the work, but that does not mean that the image of the flesh is a substitute
for the true image of God Himself; this is not the purpose or the significance of God
become flesh. He becomes flesh only so that the Spirit may find a place to reside that
suits His working, the better to achieve His work in the flesh, so that people can see
His deeds, understand His disposition, hear His words, and know the wonder of His
work. His name represents His disposition, His work represents His identity, but He
has never said that His appearance in the flesh represents His image; that is merely
a notion of man. And so, the crucial aspects of the incarnation of God are His
name, His work, His disposition, and His gender. These are used to represent His
management in this age. His appearance in the flesh bears no relation to His
management, being merely for the sake of His work at the time. Yet it is impossible
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for God incarnate to have no particular appearance, and so He chooses the
appropriate family to determine His appearance. If the appearance of God were to
have representative significance, then all those who possess facial features similar
to His would also represent God. Would that not be an egregious mistake? The
portrait of Jesus was painted by man in order that man might worship Him. At the
time, the Holy Spirit gave no special instructions, and so man passed that imagined
portrait on until today. In truth, according to God’s original intention, man should not
have done this. It is only the zeal of man that has caused the portrait of Jesus to
remain until this day. God is Spirit, and man will never be capable of encompassing
what His image is in the final analysis. His image can only be represented by His
disposition. As for the appearance of His nose, of His mouth, of His eyes, and of His
hair, these are beyond your capacity to encompass. When revelation came to John,
he beheld the image of the Son of man: Out of His mouth was a sharp double-edged
sword, His eyes were like flames of fire, His head and hair were white like wool, His
feet were like polished bronze, and there was a golden sash around His chest.
Although his words were extremely vivid, the image of God he described was not the
image of a created being. What he saw was only a vision, and not the image of a
person from the material world. John had seen a vision, but he had not witnessed the
true appearance of God. The image of God’s incarnate flesh, being the image of a
created being, is incapable of representing God’s disposition in its entirety. When
Jehovah created mankind, He said He did so in His own image and created male and
female. At that time, He said He made male and female in the image of God. Although
the image of man resembles the image of God, this cannot be construed as meaning
that the appearance of man is the image of God. Nor can you use the language of
mankind to fully epitomize the image of God, for God is so exalted, so great, so
wondrous and unfathomable!
When Jesus came to do His work, it was under the direction of the Holy Spirit; He
did as the Holy Spirit wanted, and not according to the Old Testament Age of Law or
according to the work of Jehovah. Although the work that Jesus came to do was not
to abide by the laws of Jehovah or the commandments of Jehovah, Their source was
one and the same. The work that Jesus did represented the name of Jesus, and it
represented the Age of Grace; as for the work done by Jehovah, it represented
Jehovah, and it represented the Age of Law. Their work was the work of one Spirit in
two different ages. The work that Jesus did could only represent the Age of Grace,
and the work that Jehovah did could only represent the Old Testament Age of Law.
Jehovah only guided the people of Israel and of Egypt, and of all the nations beyond
Israel. The work of Jesus in the New Testament Age of Grace was the work of God
under the name of Jesus as He guided the age. If you say that the work of Jesus was
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based upon that of Jehovah, that He did not initiate any new work, and that all He did
was according to the words of Jehovah, according to the work of Jehovah and the
prophecies of Isaiah, then Jesus would not be God become flesh. If He had
conducted His work in this way, He would have been an apostle or a worker of the
Age of Law. If it is as you say, then Jesus could not have launched an age, nor could
He have done any other work. In the same way, the Holy Spirit must principally do
His work through Jehovah, and except through Jehovah the Holy Spirit could not
have done any new work. It is wrong for man to understand the work of Jesus in this
way. If man believes that the work done by Jesus was done according to the words
of Jehovah and the prophecies of Isaiah, then was Jesus God incarnate, or was He
one of the prophets? According to this view, there would be no Age of Grace, and
Jesus would not be the incarnation of God, for the work that He did could not
represent the Age of Grace and could only represent the Old Testament Age of Law.
There could only be a new age when Jesus came to do new work, to launch a new
age, to break through the work previously done in Israel, and to conduct His work not
in accordance with the work done by Jehovah in Israel, or with His old rules, or in
conformity to any regulations, but rather to do the new work that He should do. God
Himself comes to launch the age, and God Himself comes to bring the age to an end.
Man is incapable of doing the work of beginning the age and concluding the age. If
Jesus did not bring the work of Jehovah to an end after He came, then that would be
proof that He was merely a man and incapable of representing God. Precisely
because Jesus came and concluded the work of Jehovah, continued the work of
Jehovah and, moreover, carried out His own work, a new work, it proves that this
was a new age, and that Jesus was God Himself. They did two distinctly different
stages of work. One stage was carried out in the temple, and the other was conducted
outside of the temple. One stage was to lead the life of man according to the law,
and the other was to offer up a sin offering. These two stages of work were markedly
different; this divides the new age from the old, and it is absolutely correct to say that
they are two different ages. The location of Their work was different, and the content
of Their work was different, and the objective of Their work was different. As such,
they can be divided into two ages: the New and the Old Testaments, which is to say,
the new and the old ages. When Jesus came He did not go into the temple, which
proves that the age of Jehovah had ended. He did not enter the temple because the
work of Jehovah in the temple had finished, and did not need to be done again, and
to do it again would be to repeat it. Only by leaving the temple, beginning a new work
and launching a new path outside of the temple, was He able to bring God’s work to
its zenith. If He had not gone out of the temple to do His work, the work of God would
have stagnated upon the foundations of the temple, and there would never have been
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any new changes. And so, when Jesus came, He did not enter the temple, and did
not do His work in the temple. He did His work outside of the temple, and, leading
the disciples, went about His work freely. God’s departure from the temple to do His
work meant that God had a new plan. His work was to be conducted outside of the
temple, and it was to be new work that was unconstrained in the manner of its
implementation. As soon as Jesus arrived, He brought the work of Jehovah during
the age of the Old Testament to an end. Although They were called by two different
names, it was the same Spirit that accomplished both stages of work, and the work
that was done was continuous. As the name was different, and the content of the
work was different, the age was different. When Jehovah came, that was the age of
Jehovah, and when Jesus came, that was the age of Jesus. And so, with each
coming, God is called by one name, He represents one age, and He launches a new
path; and on each new path, He assumes a new name, which shows that God is
always new and never old, and that His work never ceases to progress in a forward
direction. History is always moving forward, and the work of God is always moving
forward. For His six-thousand-year management plan to reach its end, it must keep
progressing in a forward direction. Each day He must do new work, each year He
must do new work; He must launch new paths, launch new eras, begin new and
greater work, and along with these, bring new names and new work. From moment
to moment, the Spirit of God is doing new work, never clinging to old ways or rules.
Nor has His work ever stopped, but is coming to pass with each passing moment. If
you say that the work of the Holy Spirit is immutable, then why did Jehovah ask the
priests to serve Him in the temple, yet Jesus did not enter the temple despite the fact
that, when He came, people also said that He was the high priest, and that He was
of the house of David and also the high priest and the great King? And why did He
not offer sacrifices? Entering the temple or not entering the temple—is all this not the
work of God Himself? If, as man imagines, Jesus will come again and, in the last
days, still be called Jesus, and still come on a white cloud, descending among men
in the image of Jesus: would that not be a repetition of His work? Is the Holy Spirit
capable of clinging to the old? All that man believes are notions, and all that man
understands is according to the literal meaning, and also according to his
imagination; they are at odds with the principles of the work of the Holy Spirit, and do
not conform to the intentions of God. God would not work in that way; God is not so
foolish and stupid, and His work is not so simple as you imagine. Based on everything
that man imagines, Jesus will come riding on a cloud and descend in your midst. You
shall behold Him who, riding a cloud, shall tell you that He is Jesus. You shall also
behold the nail marks in His hands, and shall know Him to be Jesus. And He shall
save you again, and shall be your mighty God. He shall save you, bestow upon you
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a new name, and give each of you a white stone, after which you shall be allowed to
enter the kingdom of heaven and be received into paradise. Are such beliefs not the
notions of man? Does God work according to the notions of man, or does He work
counter to the notions of man? Do not the notions of man all derive from Satan? Has
not all of man been corrupted by Satan? If God did His work according to the notions
of man, would He not then become Satan? Would He not be of the same kind as His
own creations? Since His creations have now been so corrupted by Satan that man
has become Satan’s embodiment, if God were to work in accordance with the things
of Satan, would He not then be in league with Satan? How can man fathom the work
of God? Therefore, God would never work according to the notions of man, and would
never work in the ways you imagine. There are those who say that God Himself said
that He would arrive on a cloud. It is true that God said so Himself, but do you not
know that no man can fathom the mysteries of God? Do you not know that no man
can explain the words of God? Are you certain, beyond a shadow of a doubt, that
you were enlightened and illuminated by the Holy Spirit? Surely it was not that the
Holy Spirit showed you in such a direct manner? Was it the Holy Spirit who instructed
you, or did your own notions lead you to think so? You said, “This was said by God
Himself.” But we cannot use our own notions and minds to measure the words of
God. As for the words spoken by Isaiah, can you with absolute certainty explain his
words? Do you dare to explain his words? Since you do not dare to explain the words
of Isaiah, why do you dare to explain the words of Jesus? Who is more exalted, Jesus
or Isaiah? Since the answer is Jesus, why do you explain the words spoken by
Jesus? Would God tell you of His work in advance? Not a single creature can know,
not even the messengers in heaven, nor the Son of man, so how could you know?
Man is too lacking. What is crucial for you now is to know the three stages of work.
From the work of Jehovah to that of Jesus, and from the work of Jesus to that of this
current stage, these three stages cover in a continuous thread the entire gamut of
God’s management, and they are all the work of one Spirit. Since the creation of the
world, God has always been at work managing mankind. He is the Beginning and the
End, He is the First and the Last, and He is the One who begins an age and the One
who brings the age to an end. The three stages of work, in different ages and different
locations, are unmistakably the work of one Spirit. All those who separate these three
stages stand in opposition to God. Now, it behooves you to understand that all the
work from the first stage until today is the work of one God, the work of one Spirit. Of
this there can be no doubt.
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BY THE TIME YOU BEHOLD THE
SPIRITUAL BODY OF JESUS, GOD WILL
HAVE MADE HEAVEN AND EARTH ANEW
Do you wish to see Jesus? Do you wish to live with Jesus? Do you wish to hear
the words spoken by Jesus? If so, then how will you welcome the return of Jesus?
Are you fully prepared? In what manner will you welcome Jesus’ return? I think that
every brother and sister who follows Jesus would like to give Him a good welcome.
But have you considered this: Will you truly know Jesus when He returns? Will you
truly comprehend everything that He says? Will you truly accept, unconditionally, all
of the work that He does? All those who have read the Bible know of Jesus’ return,
and all those who have read the Bible intently await His coming. You are all fixated
upon the arrival of that moment, and your sincerity is laudable, your faith is truly
enviable, but do you realize you have committed a grave error? In what manner will
Jesus return? You believe that Jesus will return upon a white cloud, but I ask you: To
what does this white cloud refer? With so many followers of Jesus awaiting His return,
among which people shall He descend? If you are the first among whom Jesus
descends, will others not see this as grossly unfair? I know that you are of great
sincerity and loyalty toward Jesus, but have you ever met Jesus? Do you know His
disposition? Have you ever lived with Him? How much do you really understand
about Him? Some will say that these words put them in an awkward predicament.
They will say, “I’ve read the Bible from cover to cover so many times. How could I not
understand Jesus? Never mind Jesus’ disposition—I even know the color of the
clothes He liked to wear. Are You not belittling me when You say I do not understand
Him?” I suggest that you do not dispute these issues; it is better to calm down and
fellowship about the following questions: Firstly, do you know what is reality, and what
is theory? Secondly, do you know what are notions, and what is truth? Thirdly, do
you know what is imagined, and what is real?
Some people deny the fact that they do not understand Jesus. And yet I say you
do not understand Him in the slightest, and do not comprehend a single word of
Jesus. That is because each one of you follows Him because of the accounts of the
Bible, because of what was said by others. You have never seen Jesus, much less
lived with Him, and you have not even kept Him company for a short time. As such,
is not your understanding of Jesus nothing but theory? Is it not devoid of reality?
Perhaps some people have seen the portrait of Jesus, or some have personally
visited the home of Jesus. Maybe some have touched the clothes of Jesus. Yet your
understanding of Him is still theoretical and not practical, even if you have personally
tasted the food eaten by Jesus. Whatever the case, you have never seen Jesus, and
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have never kept company with Him in fleshly form, and so your understanding of
Jesus shall always be empty theory that is devoid of reality. Perhaps My words hold
little interest to you, but I ask you this: Though you may have read many works by
the author whom you most admire, can you fully understand him without ever having
spent time with him? Do you know what his personality is like? Do you know what
kind of life he leads? Do you know anything of his emotional state? You cannot even
fully understand a man whom you admire, so how could you possibly understand
Jesus Christ? Everything you understand of Jesus is full of imaginings and notions
and holds no truth or reality. It stinks and is full of flesh. How could such an
understanding qualify you to welcome the return of Jesus? Jesus will not receive
those who are full of fantasies and the notions of the flesh. How are those who do
not understand Jesus fit to be His believers?
Do you wish to know the root of why the Pharisees opposed Jesus? Do you wish
to know the essence of the Pharisees? They were full of fantasies about the Messiah.
What is more, they believed only that the Messiah would come, yet did not pursue
the truth of life. And so, even today they still await the Messiah, for they have no
knowledge of the way of life, and do not know what the way of truth is. How, say you,
could such foolish, stubborn and ignorant people gain God’s blessing? How could
they behold the Messiah? They opposed Jesus because they did not know the
direction of the Holy Spirit’s work, because they did not know the way of truth spoken
by Jesus, and, furthermore, because they did not understand the Messiah. And since
they had never seen the Messiah and had never been in the company of the Messiah,
they made the mistake of clinging to the mere name of the Messiah while opposing
the essence of the Messiah by any means possible. These Pharisees in essence
were stubborn, arrogant, and did not obey the truth. The principle of their belief in
God was: No matter how profound Your preaching, no matter how high Your
authority, You are not Christ unless You are called the Messiah. Is this belief not
preposterous and ridiculous? I ask you further: Is it not extremely easy for you to
commit the mistakes of the earliest Pharisees, given that you have not the slightest
understanding of Jesus? Are you able to discern the way of truth? Can you truly
guarantee that you will not oppose Christ? Are you able to follow the work of the Holy
Spirit? If you do not know whether you will oppose Christ, then I say that you are
already living on the brink of death. Those who did not know the Messiah were all
capable of opposing Jesus, of rejecting Jesus, of slandering Him. People who do not
understand Jesus are all capable of rejecting Him and reviling Him. Moreover, they
are capable of seeing the return of Jesus as the deceit of Satan, and more people
shall condemn Jesus returned to flesh. Does not all of this make you afraid? What
you face shall be blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, the ruination of the words of the
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Holy Spirit to the churches, and the spurning of all that is expressed by Jesus. What
can you gain from Jesus if you are so befuddled? How can you understand the work
of Jesus when He returns to flesh on a white cloud, if you obstinately refuse to realize
your errors? I tell you this: People who do not receive the truth, yet blindly await the
arrival of Jesus upon white clouds, will surely blaspheme against the Holy Spirit, and
they are the category that shall be destroyed. You merely wish for the grace of Jesus,
and merely want to enjoy the blissful realm of heaven, yet you have never obeyed
the words spoken by Jesus, and have never received the truth expressed by Jesus
when He returns to flesh. What will you hold up in exchange for the fact of Jesus’
return upon a white cloud? Is it the sincerity in which you repeatedly commit sins, and
then speak your confession, over and over? What will you offer in sacrifice to Jesus
who returns upon a white cloud? Is it the years of work with which you exalt
yourselves? What will you hold up to make the returned Jesus trust you? Is it that
arrogant nature of yours, which does not obey any truth?
Your loyalty is in word only, your knowledge is merely intellectual and conceptual,
your labors are for the sake of gaining the blessings of heaven, and so what must
your faith be like? Even today, you still turn a deaf ear to each and every word of
truth. You do not know what God is, you do not know what Christ is, you do not know
how to revere Jehovah, you do not know how to enter into the work of the Holy Spirit,
and you do not know how to distinguish between the work of God Himself and the
deceptions of man. You know only to condemn any word of truth expressed by God
that does not conform to your own thoughts. Where is your humility? Where is your
obedience? Where is your loyalty? Where is your desire to seek the truth? Where is
your reverence for God? I tell you, those who believe in God because of the signs
are surely the category that shall be destroyed. Those who are incapable of receiving
the words of Jesus who has returned to flesh are surely the progeny of hell, the
descendants of the archangel, the category that shall be subjected to everlasting
destruction. Many people may not care what I say, but I still want to tell every socalled saint who follows Jesus that, when you see Jesus descend from the heaven
upon a white cloud with your own eyes, this will be the public appearance of the Sun
of righteousness. Perhaps that will be a time of great excitement for you, yet you
should know that the time when you witness Jesus descend from the heaven is also
the time when you go down to hell to be punished. That will be the time of the end of
God’s management plan and it will be when God rewards the good and punishes the
wicked. For the judgment of God will have ended before man sees signs, when there
is only the expression of truth. Those who accept the truth and do not seek signs,
and thus have been purified, shall have returned before the throne of God and
entered the Creator’s embrace. Only those who persist in the belief that “The Jesus
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who does not ride upon a white cloud is a false Christ” shall be subjected to
everlasting punishment, for they only believe in the Jesus who exhibits signs, but do
not acknowledge the Jesus who proclaims severe judgment and releases the true
way and life. And so it can only be that Jesus deals with them when He openly returns
upon a white cloud. They are too stubborn, too confident in themselves, too arrogant.
How could such degenerates be rewarded by Jesus? The return of Jesus is a great
salvation for those who are capable of accepting the truth, but for those who are
unable to accept the truth it is a sign of condemnation. You should choose your own
path, and should not blaspheme against the Holy Spirit and reject the truth. You
should not be an ignorant and arrogant person, but someone who obeys the guidance
of the Holy Spirit and longs for and seeks the truth; only in this way will you benefit. I
advise you to tread the path of belief in God with care. Do not jump to conclusions;
what is more, do not be casual and thoughtless in your belief in God. You should
know that, at the very least, those who believe in God should be humble and
reverential. Those who have heard the truth and yet turn their nose up at it are foolish
and ignorant. Those who have heard the truth and yet carelessly jump to conclusions
or condemn it are beset by arrogance. No one who believes in Jesus is qualified to
curse or condemn others. You should all be someone with sense and who accepts
the truth. Perhaps, having heard the way of truth and having read the word of life,
you believe that only one in 10,000 of these words are in line with your convictions
and the Bible, and then you should continue to seek in that 10,000th of these words.
I still advise you to be humble, to not be over-confident, and to not exalt yourself too
highly. With your heart holding such meager reverence for God, you will gain greater
light. If you carefully examine and repeatedly contemplate these words, you shall
understand whether or not they are the truth, and whether or not they are life.
Perhaps, having only read a few sentences, some people will blindly condemn
these words, saying, “This is nothing more than some enlightenment of the Holy
Spirit,” or, “This is a false Christ come to deceive people.” Those who say such
things are blinded by ignorance! You understand too little of the work and wisdom
of God, and I advise you to start again from scratch! You must not blindly condemn
the words expressed by God because of the appearance of false Christs during the
last days, and you must not be someone who blasphemes against the Holy Spirit
because you fear deception. Would that not be a great pity? If, after much
examination, you still believe that these words are not the truth, are not the way,
and are not the expression of God, then you shall ultimately be punished, and you
shall be without blessings. If you cannot accept such truth spoken so plainly and
so clearly, then are you not unfit for God’s salvation? Are you not someone who is
not blessed enough to return before the throne of God? Think about it! Do not be
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rash and impetuous, and do not treat belief in God as a game. Think for the sake of
your destination, for the sake of your prospects, for the sake of your life, and do not
play yourself. Can you accept these words?

THOSE WHO ARE INCOMPATIBLE WITH
CHRIST ARE SURELY OPPONENTS OF GOD
All men wish to see the true countenance of Jesus, and all desire to be with Him.
I do not think that any brother or sister would say that they do not wish to see or to
be with Jesus. Before you have seen Jesus—before you have seen the incarnate
God—you are likely to entertain all sorts of ideas, for example, about Jesus’
appearance, His way of speaking, His way of life, and so on. But once you have really
seen Him, your ideas will swiftly change. Why is this? Do you wish to know? Man’s
thinking cannot be overlooked, which is true—but more than that, the essence of
Christ does not brook alteration by man. You think Christ an immortal or a sage, but
no one considers Him a normal man possessed of divine essence. As such, many of
those who yearn day and night to see God are actually enemies of God, and are
incompatible with Him. Is this not a mistake on the part of man? Even now you still
think that your belief and loyalty are enough to make you worthy of beholding the
countenance of Christ, but I exhort you to equip yourselves with more things that are
practical! For in the past, present, and future, many of those who come in contact
with Christ have failed or will fail; they all play the role of the Pharisees. What is the
reason for your failure? It is precisely because there is in your notions a God who is
lofty and deserving of admiration. But the truth is not as man wishes. Not only is
Christ not lofty, but He is particularly small; not only is He a man, but He is an ordinary
man; not only can He not ascend to heaven, but He cannot even move about freely
on earth. And this being so, people treat Him as they would an ordinary man; they
treat Him casually when they are with Him, and speak to Him heedlessly, all the while
still waiting for the coming of the “true Christ.” You take the Christ that has already
come for an ordinary man, and His words for those of an ordinary man. For this
reason, you have not received anything from Christ, and have instead completely
exposed your own ugliness to the light.
Prior to contact with Christ, you may believe your disposition to have been entirely
transformed, that you are a loyal follower of Christ, that no one is more worthy of
receiving the blessings of Christ than you—and that, having traveled many roads,
done much work, and brought forth much fruit, you will surely be one of those who
ultimately receive the crown. Yet there is one truth that you may not know: The
corrupt disposition of man and his rebelliousness and resistance are exposed when
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he sees Christ, and the rebelliousness and resistance exposed at this time are more
absolutely and completely exposed than at any other. It is because Christ is the Son
of man—a Son of man who possesses normal humanity—that man neither honors
nor respects Him. It is because God lives in the flesh that the rebelliousness of man
is brought to light so thoroughly and in such vivid detail. So I say that the coming of
Christ has unearthed all the rebelliousness of mankind and has thrown the nature of
mankind into sharp relief. This is called “luring a tiger down the mountain” and “luring
a wolf out of its cave.” Dare you presume to say that you are loyal to God? Dare you
presume to say that you show absolute obedience to God? Dare you presume to say
that you are not rebellious? Some will say: “Whenever God sets me up in a new
environment, I invariably submit without a murmur, and furthermore I entertain no
notions about God.” Some will say: “Whatever God tasks me with I do to the best of
my ability and am never remiss.” In that case, I ask you this: Can you be compatible
with Christ when you live alongside Him? And how long will you be compatible with
Him? One day? Two days? One hour? Two hours? Your faith may well be
commendable, but you do not have much in the way of steadfastness. Once you are
really living with Christ, your self-righteousness and self-importance will be exposed
through your words and actions, bit-by-bit, and so too will your overweening desires,
your disobedient mindset and discontent naturally be revealed. Finally, your
arrogance will become ever greater, until you are as much at odds with Christ as
water is with fire, and then your nature will be completely exposed. At that time, your
notions can no longer be covered up, your complaints, too, will naturally come out,
and your debased humanity will be completely exposed. Even then, however, you
still refuse to acknowledge your own rebelliousness, believing instead that a Christ
such as this is not easy for man to accept, that He is too exacting of man, and that
you would wholly submit if He were a kinder Christ. You believe that your
rebelliousness is justified, that you only rebel against Him when He pushes you too
far. Never once have you considered that you do not look upon Christ as God, that
you lack the intent to obey Him. Rather, you stubbornly insist that Christ work in
accordance with your own wishes, and as soon as He does a single thing that is at
odds with your own thinking, you believe that He is not God but a man. Are there not
many among you who have contended with Him in this way? Who is it, after all, that
you believe in? And in what way do you seek?
You always wish to see Christ, but I urge you not to hold yourselves in such high
esteem; anyone may see Christ, but I say no one is fit to see Christ. Because the
nature of man brims with evil, arrogance, and rebelliousness, at the moment you see
Christ, your nature will destroy you and condemn you to death. Your association with
a brother (or a sister) may not show much about you, but it is not so simple when you
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associate with Christ. At any time, your notions may take root, your arrogance begin
to sprout, and your rebelliousness bear figs. How can you with such humanity be fit
to associate with Christ? Are you truly able to treat Him as God every moment of
every day? Will you truly have the reality of submission to God? You worship the lofty
God within your hearts as Jehovah while regarding the visible Christ as a man. Your
sense is too inferior and your humanity too debased! You are incapable of always
looking upon Christ as God; only occasionally, when it takes your fancy, do you grab
hold of Him and worship Him as God. This is why I say you are not believers of God,
but a posse of accomplices who fight against Christ. Even men who show kindness
to others are repaid, and yet Christ, who has done such work among you, has
received neither man’s love nor his recompense and submission. Is this not
something heartrending?
It may be that in all your years of faith in God, you have never cursed anyone or
committed a bad deed, yet in your association with Christ, you cannot speak the truth,
act honestly, or obey the word of Christ; in that case, I say that you are the most
sinister and malicious person in the world. You may be exceptionally amiable and
devoted toward your relatives, friends, wife (or husband), sons and daughters, and
parents, and never take advantage of others, but if you are incapable of compatibility
with Christ, if you are unable to interact in harmony with Him, then even if you expend
your all in relief to your neighbors or take meticulous care of your father, mother, and
members of your household, I would say that you are still wicked, and moreover one
full of cunning tricks. Do not think yourself compatible with Christ simply because you
get along with others or do a few good deeds. Do you think that your charitable intent
can finagle the blessings of Heaven? Do you think that doing a few good deeds is a
substitute for your obedience? Not one of you is able to accept being dealt with and
pruned, and you all find it difficult to embrace the normal humanity of Christ,
notwithstanding which you are constantly trumpeting your obedience to God. Such
faith as yours will bring down a fitting retribution. Stop indulging in fanciful illusions
and wishing to see Christ, for you are too little in stature, so much so that you are not
even worthy of seeing Him. When you are completely purged of your rebelliousness,
and are capable of being in harmony with Christ, at that moment God will naturally
appear to you. If you go to see God without having undergone pruning or judgment,
then you shall surely become an opponent of God and are destined for destruction.
The nature of man is inherently hostile to God, for all men have been subjected to
Satan’s most profound corruption. If man tries to associate with God from the midst
of his own corruption, it is certain that nothing good can come of this; his actions and
words will surely expose his corruption at every turn, and in associating with God his
rebelliousness will be revealed in its every aspect. Unknowingly, man comes to
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oppose Christ, to deceive Christ, and to forsake Christ; when this happens, man will
be in an even more precarious state and, should this continue, he shall become the
object of punishment.
Some may believe that, if association with God is so dangerous, then it might be
wiser to keep God at a distance. What can people like this possibly gain? Can they
be loyal to God? Assuredly, association with God is very difficult—but that is because
man is corrupted, not because God is unable to associate with him. It would be best
for you to dedicate more effort to the truth of knowing the self. Why have you not
found favor with God? Why is your disposition abominable to Him? Why does your
speech arouse His loathing? As soon as you have demonstrated a bit of loyalty, you
sing your own praises, and you demand a reward for a small contribution; you look
down upon others when you have shown a modicum of obedience, and become
contemptuous of God upon accomplishing some petty task. For receiving God, you
ask for money, gifts, and compliments. It makes you heartsore to give a coin or two;
when you give ten, you wish for blessings and to be treated with distinction. A
humanity such as yours is positively offensive to speak or hear of. Is there anything
praiseworthy in your words and actions? Those who perform their duty and those
who do not; those who lead and those who follow; those who receive God and those
who do not; those who donate and those who do not; those who preach and those
who receive the word, and so on: all such men praise themselves. Do you not find
this laughable? Knowing full well that you believe in God, you nevertheless cannot
be compatible with God. Knowing full well that you are utterly without merit, you
persist in boasting all the same. Do you not feel your sense has deteriorated to the
point that you no longer have self-control? With sense like this, how are you fit to
associate with God? Are you not afraid for yourselves at this juncture? Your
disposition has already deteriorated to the point where you are incapable of
compatibility with God. This being so, is your faith not laughable? Is your faith not
preposterous? How are you going to approach your future? How are you going to
choose which path to take?

MANY ARE CALLED, BUT FEW ARE CHOSEN
I have sought many on earth to be My followers. Among all these followers, there
are those who serve as priests, those who lead, those who are the sons of God,
those who are the people of God, and those who do service. I class them based on
the loyalty they show to Me. When all have been classified according to kind, that is,
when the nature of each type of person has been made clear, I shall number each of
them among their rightful category and place each kind into their fitting place, in order
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to achieve the aim of My salvation of mankind. In groups, I call those whom I wish to
save to My house, and then cause all of them to accept My work of the last days. At
the same time, I classify them according to kind, then reward or punish each one on
the basis of their actions. Such are the steps that comprise My work.
Today, I live on earth, and I live among man. People experience My work, and
watch My utterances, and along with this I bestow all truths upon each of My
followers, that they may receive life from Me and thus obtain a path that they can
tread. For I am God, Giver of life. During the many years of My work, people have
gained much, and forsaken much, yet still I say that they do not truly believe in Me.
For people merely acknowledge that I am God with their mouths, but they disagree
with the truths I speak, and, moreover, do not practice the truths that I ask of them.
Which is to say, people acknowledge only the existence of God, but not that of the
truth; people acknowledge only the existence of God, but not that of the life; people
acknowledge only God’s name, but not His essence. I despise them for their zeal, for
they only use nice-sounding words to deceive Me; none of them truly worship Me.
Your words contain the temptation of the serpent; further, they are conceited in the
extreme, a veritable proclamation by the archangel. What is more, your deeds are
tattered and torn to a disgraceful degree; your immoderate desires and covetous
intentions are offensive to the ear. You have all become moths in My house, objects
to be discarded with loathing. For none of you love the truth; instead, you desire to
be blessed, to ascend to heaven, to behold the magnificent vision of Christ wielding
His power on earth. But have you ever thought how someone like you, someone so
deeply corrupted, who has no idea what God is, could be worthy of following God?
How could you ascend to heaven? How could you be worthy of beholding such
magnificent scenes, scenes without precedent in their splendor? Your mouths are
filled with words of deceit and filth, of betrayal and arrogance. Never have you spoken
words of sincerity to Me, no holy words, no words of submission to Me upon
experiencing My word. What, in the end, is your faith like? There is nothing but desire
and money in your hearts, and nothing but material things in your minds. Every day,
you calculate how to get something from Me. Every day, you count how much wealth
and how many material things you have gained from Me. Every day, you await ever
more blessings to come down upon you so that you may enjoy, in greater quantities
and of a higher standard, the things that may be enjoyed. It is not Me who is in your
thoughts at each and every moment, nor the truth that comes from Me, but rather
your husband or wife, your sons, daughters, and the things you eat and wear. You
think of how you can gain ever greater, ever higher enjoyment. But even when you
have filled your stomach to bursting, are you still not a corpse? Even when, outwardly,
you adorn yourselves in such beautiful apparel, are you not still a walking corpse
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devoid of life? You toil for the sake of your stomach, until your hair is streaked with
gray, yet none of you sacrifice a single hair for My work. You are constantly on the
go, taxing your body and racking your brain, for the sake of your own flesh, and for
your sons and daughters—yet not one of you shows any worry or concern for My will.
What is it that you still hope to gain from Me?
I am never hurried when I work. Regardless of how people follow Me, I do My work
in accordance with each step, in accordance with My plan. So despite all your
rebellion against Me, I still work without cease, and I still continue to speak the words
I must speak. I call to My house those who were predestined by Me, that they might
bear audience to My words. All those who submit to My words, who yearn for My
words, I bring before My throne; all those who turn their back on My words, who do
not obey Me, and openly defy Me, I cast to one side to await their final punishment.
People all live amidst corruption and beneath the hand of the evil one, and so not
many of those who follow Me pine for the truth. Which is to say, most do not truly
worship Me; they do not worship Me with the truth, but try to gain My trust through
corruption and rebellion, by deceitful means. It is for this reason that I say: Many are
called, but few are chosen. Those ones who are called have been profoundly
corrupted and all live in the same age—but those who are chosen are one portion of
them, they are those who believe in and acknowledge the truth, and who practice the
truth. These people are but a very small part of the whole, and from among them I
shall receive more glory. Measured against these words, do you know if you are
among the chosen? What will your end be like?
As I said, those who follow Me are many but those who truly love Me are few.
Perhaps some might say, “Would I have paid such a great price if I did not love You?
Would I have followed to this point if I did not love You?” Assuredly, you have many
reasons, and your love, assuredly, is very great, but what is the essence of your love
for Me? “Love,” as it is called, refers to an emotion that is pure and without blemish,
where you use your heart to love, to feel, and to be thoughtful. In love there are no
conditions, no barriers, and no distance. In love there is no suspicion, no deceit, and
no cunning. In love there is no trade and nothing impure. If you love, then you will not
deceive, complain, betray, rebel, exact, or seek to gain something or to gain a certain
amount. If you love, then you will gladly dedicate yourself, will gladly suffer hardship,
you will be compatible with Me, you will forsake all that you have for Me, you will give
up your family, your future, your youth, and your marriage. If not, your love would not
be love at all, but deceit and betrayal! What kind of love is yours? Is it a true love? Or
false? How much have you forsaken? How much have you offered up? How much
love have I received from you? Do you know? Your hearts are filled with evil, betrayal,
and deceit—and that being so, how much of your love is impure? You think that you
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have already given up enough for Me; you think that your love for Me is already
enough. But then why are your words and actions always rebellious and deceitful?
You follow Me, yet you do not acknowledge My word. Is this considered love? You
follow Me, yet then cast Me aside. Is this considered love? You follow Me, yet you
are mistrustful of Me. Is this considered love? You follow Me, yet you cannot accept
My existence. Is this considered love? You follow Me, yet you do not treat Me as
befits who I am, and you make things difficult for Me at every turn. Is this considered
love? You follow Me, yet you try to fool Me and deceive Me in every matter. Is this
considered love? You serve Me, yet you do not fear Me. Is this considered love? You
oppose Me in all respects and all things. Is this all considered love? You have
dedicated much, it is true, yet you have never practiced what I require of you. Can
this be considered love? Careful reckoning shows that there is not the slightest hint
of love for Me within you. After so many years of work and all the many words I have
supplied, how much have you actually gained? Does this not merit a careful look
back? I admonish you: Those I call to Me are not the ones who have never been
corrupted; rather, those I choose are the ones who truly love Me. Therefore, you must
be vigilant in your words and deeds, and examine your intentions and thoughts so
that they do not cross the line. At the time of the last days, do your utmost to offer up
your love before Me, lest My wrath never depart from you!

YOU SHOULD SEEK THE WAY
OF COMPATIBILITY WITH CHRIST
I have done much work among man, during which time I have also expressed
many words. These words are all for the sake of man’s salvation and were expressed
so that man might become compatible with Me. However, I have gained only a few
people on earth who are compatible with Me, and so I say that man does not treasure
My words—it is because man is not compatible with Me. In this way, the work I do is
not merely so that man can worship Me; more importantly, it is so that man can be
compatible with Me. Man has been corrupted and lives in Satan’s trap. All people live
in the flesh, live in selfish desires, and there is not a single one among them who is
compatible with Me. There are those who say that they are compatible with Me, but
such people all worship vague idols. Although they acknowledge My name as holy,
they tread a path that runs contrary to Me, and their words are full of arrogance and
self-confidence. This is because, at root, they are all against Me and incompatible
with Me. Every day, they seek traces of Me in the Bible and find “suitable” passages
at random which they read endlessly and recite as scriptures. They do not know how
to be compatible with Me nor what it means to be against Me. They merely read
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scriptures blindly. Within the Bible, they constrain a vague God that they have never
seen, and are incapable of seeing, and take it out to look at at their leisure. They
believe in My existence only within the scope of the Bible, and they equate Me with
the Bible; without the Bible there is no Me, and without Me there is no Bible. They
pay no heed to My existence or actions, but instead devote extreme and special
attention to each and every word of Scripture. Many more even believe that I should
not do anything I wish to do unless it is foretold by Scripture. They attach too much
importance to Scripture. It can be said that they see words and expressions as too
important, to the extent that they use verses from the Bible to measure every word I
say and to condemn Me. What they seek is not the way of compatibility with Me or
the way of compatibility with the truth, but the way of compatibility with the words of
the Bible, and they believe that anything that does not conform to the Bible is, without
exception, not My work. Are such people not the dutiful descendants of the Pharisees?
The Jewish Pharisees used the law of Moses to condemn Jesus. They did not seek
compatibility with the Jesus of that time, but diligently followed the law to the letter, to
the extent that—after having charged Him with not following the law of the Old
Testament and not being the Messiah—they ultimately nailed the innocent Jesus to
the cross. What was their substance? Was it not that they didn’t seek the way of
compatibility with the truth? They obsessed over each and every word of Scripture
while paying heed neither to My will nor to the steps and methods of My work. They
were not people who sought the truth, but people who rigidly clung to words; they were
not people who believed in God, but people who believed in the Bible. Essentially, they
were watchdogs of the Bible. In order to safeguard the interests of the Bible, to uphold
the dignity of the Bible, and to protect the reputation of the Bible, they went so far as
to nail the merciful Jesus to the cross. This they did merely for the sake of defending
the Bible, and for the sake of maintaining the status of each and every word of the
Bible in people’s hearts. So they preferred to forsake their future and the sin offering
to condemn Jesus, who did not conform to the doctrine of Scripture, to death. Were
they not all lackeys to each and every word of Scripture?
And what of people today? Christ has come to release the truth, yet they would
rather expel Him from this world so that they may gain entry into heaven and receive
grace. They would rather completely deny the coming of the truth in order to
safeguard the interests of the Bible, and they would rather nail the Christ returned to
flesh to the cross again in order to ensure the everlasting existence of the Bible. How
can man receive My salvation when his heart is so malicious and his nature so
antagonistic toward Me? I live among man, yet man does not know of My existence.
When I shine My light upon man, he still remains ignorant of My existence. When I
unleash My wrath upon man, he denies My existence with even greater vigor. Man
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searches for compatibility with words and compatibility with the Bible, yet not a single
person comes before Me to seek the way of compatibility with the truth. Man looks
up to Me in heaven and devotes particular concern to My existence in heaven, yet
no one cares about Me in the flesh, for I who live among man am simply too
insignificant. Those who only seek compatibility with the words of the Bible and who
only seek compatibility with a vague God are a wretched sight to Me. That is because
what they worship are dead words, and a God that is capable of giving them untold
treasures; what they worship is a God that would lay Himself at the mercy of man—
a God who does not exist. What, then, can such people gain from Me? Man is simply
too lowly for words. Those who are against Me, who make limitless demands of Me,
who have no love of the truth, who are rebellious toward Me—how could they be
compatible with Me?
Those who are against Me are those who are not compatible with Me. Such is also
the case among those who do not love the truth. Those who rebel against Me are
even more against Me and incompatible with Me. I deliver into the hands of the evil
one all those who are not compatible with Me, and I relinquish them to the corruption
of the evil one, give them free rein to reveal their maleficence, and ultimately hand
them over to the evil one to be devoured. I care not how many worship Me, which is
to say, I care not how many people believe in Me. All that concerns Me is how many
are compatible with Me. That is because all those who are not compatible with Me
are evil ones who betray Me; they are My enemies, and I shall not “enshrine” My
enemies in My home. Those who are compatible with Me shall forever serve Me in
My home, and those who go against Me shall forever suffer My punishment. Those
who only care about the words of the Bible and are concerned neither with the truth
nor with seeking My footsteps—they are against Me, for they limit Me according to
the Bible, constrain Me within the Bible, and so are blasphemous in the extreme
toward Me. How could such people come before Me? They pay no heed to My deeds,
or My will, or the truth, but instead obsess over words—words that kill. How could
such people be compatible with Me?
I have expressed so many words, and have also expressed My will and
disposition, yet even so, people are still incapable of knowing Me and believing in
Me. Or, it could be said, people are still incapable of obeying Me. Those who live
within the Bible, those who live within the law, those who live on the cross, those who
live according to doctrine, those who live amid the work I do today—who among them
is compatible with Me? You only think of receiving blessings and rewards, but have
never spared a thought as to how to actually be compatible with Me, or to how to
prevent yourselves from being against Me. I am so disappointed in you, for I have
given you so much, yet I have gained so little from you. Your deception, your
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arrogance, your greed, your extravagant desires, your betrayal, your disobedience—
which of these could escape My notice? You are slipshod with Me, you fool Me, you
insult Me, you wheedle Me, you exact Me and extort Me for sacrifices—how could
such maleficence elude My punishment? All this evildoing is proof of your enmity
against Me and is proof of your incompatibility with Me. Each of you believes yourself
to be so compatible with Me, but if that were the case, then to whom would such
irrefutable evidence apply? You believe yourselves to possess the utmost sincerity
and loyalty toward Me. You think that you are so kindhearted, so compassionate, and
have devoted so much to Me. You think that you have done more than enough for
Me. But have you ever held this up against your actions? I say you are plenty
arrogant, plenty greedy, plenty perfunctory; the tricks with which you fool Me are
plenty clever, and you have plenty of contemptible intentions and contemptible
methods. Your loyalty is too meager, your earnestness too paltry, and your conscience
even more lacking. There is too much maliciousness in your hearts, and no one is
spared from your malice, not even Me. You shut Me out for the sake of your children,
or your husband, or your own self-preservation. Instead of caring about Me, you care
about your family, your children, your status, your future, and your own gratification.
When have you ever thought of Me as you spoke or acted? On frigid days, your
thoughts turn to your children, your husband, your wife, or your parents. On blistering
days, I hold no place in your thoughts, either. When you perform your duty, you are
thinking of your own interests, of your own personal safety, of the members of your
family. What have you ever done that was for Me? When have you ever thought of Me?
When have you ever devoted yourself, at any cost, to Me and My work? Where is the
evidence of your compatibility with Me? Where is the reality of your loyalty to Me?
Where is the reality of your obedience to Me? When have your intentions not been for
the sake of gaining My blessings? You fool and deceive Me, you play with the truth,
you conceal the existence of the truth, and betray the essence of the truth. What awaits
you in the future by going against Me in this way? You merely seek compatibility with a
vague God, and merely seek a vague belief, yet you are not compatible with Christ. Will
not your maleficence beget the same retribution as that deserved by the wicked? At
that time, you will realize that no one who is incompatible with Christ can escape the
day of wrath, and you will discover what kind of retribution shall be wrought upon those
who are against Christ. When that day comes, your dreams of being blessed for your
belief in God and of gaining entry into heaven shall all be shattered. It shall not be so,
however, for those who are compatible with Christ. Though they have lost so much,
though they have suffered much hardship, they shall receive all of the inheritance I
bequeath to mankind. Ultimately, you will understand that I alone am the righteous God,
and that I alone am capable of taking mankind into his beautiful destination.
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ARE YOU A TRUE BELIEVER IN GOD?
You may have walked the path of faith in God for more than one or two years,
and perhaps you have endured much hardship in your life during these years; or
perhaps you have not endured much hardship, and have instead received much
grace. It may also be that you have experienced neither hardship nor grace, but
lived a rather unremarkable life. Regardless, you are still a follower of God, so let
us fellowship on the subject of following God. However, I must remind all who read
these words that the word of God is directed toward those who acknowledge and
follow Him, not toward all people whether they acknowledge Him or not. If you
believe that God speaks to the masses, to all people in the world, then God’s word
will have no effect upon you. Thus, you should remember all of these words in your
heart, and not always exclude yourself from them. In any case, let us speak of what
is happening in our house.
You should all now understand the true meaning of faith in God. The meaning of
faith in God of which I previously spoke related to your positive entry. Today is
different: Today, I would like to analyze the essence of your faith in God. Of course,
this is guiding you from a negative aspect; if I did not, then you would never know
your true face, and would forever boast of your piety and faithfulness. It is fair to say
that if I did not expose the ugliness in the depths of your hearts, then each of you
would place a crown upon your head and keep all the glory for yourselves. Your
arrogant and conceited natures drive you to betray your own consciences, to rebel
against and resist Christ, and to reveal your ugliness, thereby bringing to light your
intentions, notions, extravagant desires, and eyes full of greed. And yet you continue
to prattle on about your lifelong passion for the work of Christ, and repeat again and
again the truths long ago spoken by Christ. This is your “faith”—your “faith without
impurity.” I have held man to a strict standard throughout. If your loyalty comes with
intentions and conditions, then I would rather be without your so-called loyalty, for I
abhor those who deceive Me through their intentions and extort Me with conditions.
I wish only for man to be absolutely loyal to Me, and to do all things for the sake of—
and in order to prove—one word: faith. I despise your use of blandishments to try to
make Me rejoice, for I have always treated you with sincerity, and so wish for you to
also act with true faith toward Me. When it comes to faith, many may think that they
follow God because they have faith, and would not endure such suffering otherwise.
So I ask you this: If you believe in God’s existence, why do you not revere Him? If
you believe in God’s existence, why is there not the slightest fear of Him in your
heart? You accept that Christ is the incarnation of God, so why do you hold Him in
contempt? Why do you act irreverently toward Him? Why do you openly judge Him?
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Why do you always spy upon His movements? Why do you not submit to His
arrangements? Why do you not act in accordance with His word? Why do you try to
extort and rob Him of His offerings? Why do you speak from the place of Christ? Why
do you judge whether His work and His word are correct? Why do you dare
blaspheme Him behind His back? Are these and others what constitute your faith?
In your words and behavior are revealed elements of your unbelief in Christ.
Unbelief pervades the motives and objectives of all you do. Even the character of
your gaze contains the unbelief in Christ. It can be said that minute by minute, each
of you harbors the elements of unbelief. This means that, at every moment, you are
in danger of betraying Christ, for the blood that runs through your body is infused with
unbelief in the incarnate God. Therefore, I say that the footprints you leave on the
path of faith in God are not real; as you walk the path of faith in God, you do not plant
your feet firmly upon the ground—you are merely going through the motions. You
never fully believe the word of Christ and are incapable of immediately putting it into
practice. This is the reason you do not have faith in Christ. Always having notions
about Him is another reason you do not have faith in Him. Forever being skeptical
about the work of Christ, letting the word of Christ fall on deaf ears, having an opinion
on whatever work is done by Christ and not being able to correctly understand this
work, struggling to put aside your notions no matter what explanation you receive,
and so on—these are all the elements of unbelief mingled within your hearts. Though
you follow the work of Christ and never fall behind, there is too much rebellion mixed
in your hearts. This rebellion is an impurity in your belief in God. Perhaps you do not
think this is the case, but if you are incapable of recognizing your intentions from
within this, then you are bound to be among those who perish, for God perfects only
those who truly believe in Him, not those who are skeptical of Him, and least of all
those who reluctantly follow Him despite never having believed that He is God.
Some people do not rejoice in the truth, much less judgment. Instead, they rejoice
in power and riches; such people are called power seekers. They search only for
those denominations in the world with influence, and they search only for pastors and
teachers that come from seminaries. Though they have accepted the way of truth,
they are only half-believing; they are incapable of giving all of their hearts and minds,
their mouths speak of expending themselves for God, but their eyes are focused on
the great pastors and teachers, and they do not spare Christ a second glance. Their
hearts are fixated upon fame, fortune, and glory. They think it out of the question that
such a meager person could be capable of conquering so many, that one so
unremarkable could perfect man. They think it out of the question that these nobodies
among the dust and dunghills are the people chosen by God. They believe that if
such people were the objects of God’s salvation, then heaven and earth would be
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turned upside down, and all people would laugh themselves silly. They believe that
if God chose such nobodies to be perfected, then those great men would become
God Himself. Their perspectives are tainted with unbelief; more than not believing,
they are simply preposterous beasts. For they value only status, prestige, and power,
and they esteem only large groups and denominations. They have not the slightest
regard for those led by Christ; they are simply traitors who have turned their backs
on Christ, on truth, and on life.
What you admire is not the humility of Christ, but those false shepherds of
prominent standing. You do not adore the loveliness or wisdom of Christ, but those
libertines who wallow in the filth of the world. You laugh at the pain of Christ who has
no place to lay His head, but you admire those corpses that hunt for offerings and
live in debauchery. You are not willing to suffer alongside Christ, but you gladly throw
yourself into the arms of those reckless antichrists, though they only supply you with
flesh, words, and control. Even now, your heart still turns toward them, toward their
reputation, toward their status, toward their influence. And yet you continue to hold
an attitude whereby you find the work of Christ hard to swallow and you are unwilling
to accept it. This is why I say that you lack the faith to acknowledge Christ. The reason
you have followed Him to this day is only because you had no other option. A series
of lofty images are forever towering in your heart; you cannot forget their every word
and deed, nor their influential words and hands. They are, in your heart, forever
supreme and forever heroes. But this is not so for the Christ of today. He is forever
insignificant in your heart, and forever undeserving of reverence. For He is far too
ordinary, has far too little influence, and is far from lofty.
In any case, I say that all those who do not value the truth are nonbelievers and
traitors to the truth. Such men shall never receive the approval of Christ. Have you
now identified how much unbelief is within you, and how much betrayal of Christ you
have? I exhort you thus: Since you have chosen the way of truth, then you should
devote yourself wholeheartedly; do not be ambivalent or half-hearted. You should
understand that God does not belong to the world nor any one person, but to all those
who truly believe in Him, all those who worship Him, and all those who are devoted
and faithful to Him.
Today, much unbelief remains within you. Look hard within yourselves, and you
will surely find your answer. When you find the real answer, then you will admit that
you are not a believer in God, but rather one who deceives, blasphemes, and betrays
Him, and one who is disloyal to Him. Then you will realize that Christ is no man, but
God. When that day comes, you will revere, fear, and truly love Christ. Presently,
only thirty percent of your heart is filled with faith, while the other seventy percent is
filled with doubt. Everything Christ does and says is liable to give you notions and
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opinions about Him, notions and opinions that stem from your complete unbelief in
Him. You admire and fear only the unseen God in heaven, and have no regard for
the living Christ on earth. Is this not also your unbelief? You yearn only for the God
who did work in the past, but do not face up to the Christ of today. All this is the “faith,”
forever mixed in your hearts, the faith that does not believe in the Christ of today. I
am in no way underestimating you, for there is too much unbelief within you, too
much of you that is impure and must be dissected. These impurities are a sign that
you have no faith at all; they are a mark of your renouncement of Christ, and they
brand you as a betrayer of Christ. They are a veil to your knowledge of Christ, a
barrier to your being gained by Christ, an obstacle to your compatibility with Christ,
and proof that Christ does not approve of you. Now is the time to examine all parts
of your life! Doing so will benefit you in every way imaginable!

CHRIST DOES THE WORK
OF JUDGMENT WITH THE TRUTH
The work of the last days is to separate all according to their kind, and to conclude
the management plan of God, for the time is near and the day of God has come. God
brings all who enter His kingdom—all who are loyal to Him to the very end—into the
age of God Himself. Yet prior to the arrival of the age of God Himself, God’s work is
not to observe the deeds of man, or to inquire into the life of man, but to judge man’s
disobedience, for God shall purify all those who come before His throne. All who have
followed the footsteps of God to this day are those who come before the throne of
God, and this being so, every single person who accepts God’s work in its final phase
is the object of God’s purification. In other words, everyone who accepts God’s work
in its final phase is the object of God’s judgment.
In the judgment beginning at the house of God spoken of in times past, the
“judgment” of these words refers to the judgment that God today passes on those
who come before His throne in the last days. There are, perhaps, those who believe
in such supernatural imaginings as that, when the last days have arrived, God will
erect a big table in the heavens, upon which a white tablecloth will be spread, and
then, sitting upon a great throne with all men kneeling on the ground, He will reveal
the sins of each man and thereby determine whether they are to ascend to heaven
or be sent down to the lake of fire and brimstone. No matter what man imagines, it
cannot alter the essence of God’s work. The imaginings of man are nothing but the
constructs of man’s thoughts; they come from the brain of man, summed up and
pieced together from what man has seen and heard. Therefore I say, however brilliant
the images conceived, they are but cartoon drawings, and are incapable of
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substituting the plan of God’s work. Man, after all, has been corrupted by Satan, so
how could he fathom the thoughts of God? Man conceives God’s work of judgment
as something fantastic. He believes that since it is God Himself who does the
work of judgment, then this work must be of the most tremendous scale, and
incomprehensible to mortals, and must resound throughout the heavens and shake
the earth; if not, how could it be the work of judgment by God? He believes that, as
this is the work of judgment, then God must be particularly imposing and majestic as
He works, and those being judged must be howling with tears and on their knees
begging for mercy. Such scenes would surely be spectacular, and deeply affecting….
Everyone imagines God’s work of judgment to be miraculous. Do you know, however,
that, at the time when God has long since begun His work of judgment among man,
you remain nestled in lethargic slumber? That at the time when you think God’s work
of judgment has formally begun, God will have already made heaven and earth
anew? At that time, perhaps, you will have only just come to understand the meaning
of life, but God’s merciless work of punishment shall bring you, still deep in sleep,
into hell. Only then will you suddenly realize that God’s work of judgment has already
concluded.
Let us not waste our precious time, and talk no more of these abhorrent and
detestable topics. Let us speak instead of what constitutes judgment. At the mention
of the word “judgment,” you are likely to think of the words that Jehovah spoke to
instruct the people in every region and the words that Jesus spoke to rebuke the
Pharisees. For all their severity, these words were not God’s judgment of man; they
were but words spoken by God within different environments, that is, in different
contexts. These words are unlike the words spoken by Christ of the last days as He
judges man. Christ of the last days uses a variety of truths to teach man, to expose
the substance of man, and to dissect the words and deeds of man. These words
comprise various truths, such as man’s duty, how man should obey God, how man
should be loyal to God, how man ought to live out normal humanity, as well as the
wisdom and the disposition of God, and so on. These words are all directed at the
substance of man and his corrupt disposition. In particular, the words that expose
how man spurns God are spoken in regard to how man is an embodiment of Satan,
and an enemy force against God. In undertaking His work of judgment, God does not
simply make clear the nature of man with a few words; He exposes, deals with, and
prunes over the long term. All these different methods of exposure, dealing, and
pruning cannot be substituted with ordinary words, but with the truth of which man is
utterly bereft. Only methods such as these can be called judgment; only through
judgment of this kind can man be subdued and thoroughly convinced about God, and
moreover gain true knowledge of God. What the work of judgment brings about is
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man’s understanding of the true face of God and the truth about his own
rebelliousness. The work of judgment allows man to gain much understanding of
the will of God, of the purpose of God’s work, and of the mysteries that are
incomprehensible to him. It also allows man to recognize and know his corrupt
essence and the roots of his corruption, as well as to discover the ugliness of man.
These effects are all brought about by the work of judgment, for the essence of this
work is actually the work of opening up the truth, the way, and the life of God to all
those who have faith in Him. This work is the work of judgment done by God. If you
do not regard these truths as important, if you think of nothing but how to avoid them,
or how to find a new way out that does not involve them, then I say you are a grievous
sinner. If you have faith in God, yet seek not the truth or the will of God, nor love the
way that brings you closer to God, then I say that you are one who is trying to evade
judgment, and that you are a puppet and a traitor who flees from the great white
throne. God will not spare any of the rebellious who escape from under His eyes.
Such men shall receive even more severe punishment. Those who come before God
to be judged, and have moreover been purified, shall forever live in the kingdom of
God. Of course, this is something that belongs to the future.
The work of judgment is God’s own work, so it must naturally be carried out by
God Himself; it cannot be done by man in His stead. Because judgment is the use of
the truth to conquer humankind, there is no question that God would still appear in
the incarnate image to perform this work among man. That is to say, Christ of the last
days shall use the truth to teach people across the world and make all truths known
to them. This is God’s work of judgment. Many have a bad feeling about the second
incarnation of God, for people find it difficult to believe that God would become flesh
to do the work of judgment. Nevertheless, I must tell you that the work of God often
goes far beyond the expectations of man, and is difficult for human minds to accept.
For people are but maggots upon the earth, while God is the supreme One who fills
the universe; the mind of man is like a pit of foul water that breeds only maggots,
whereas each stage of the work directed by the thoughts of God is the distillation of
God’s wisdom. People are always trying to contend with God, to which I say it is
self-evident who will lose out in the end. I exhort you all not to think yourselves more
valuable than gold. If others can accept the judgment of God, why can’t you? How
much higher do you stand above others? If others can bow their heads before the
truth, why can’t you, too? God’s work has an unstoppable momentum. He will not
repeat the work of judgment again just because of the “contribution” you have made,
and you will be overcome with regret at letting such a good opportunity slip by. If
you do not believe My words, then just wait for that great white throne in the sky to
pass judgment upon you! You must know that all of the Israelites spurned and
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denied Jesus, and yet the fact of Jesus’ redemption of mankind still extended
throughout the universe and to the ends of the earth. Isn’t this a reality that God
made long ago? If you are still waiting for Jesus to take you up to heaven, then I
say that you are an obstinate piece of deadwood. [a] Jesus will not acknowledge a
false believer such as you, who is disloyal to the truth and seeks only blessings. On
the contrary, He will show no mercy in casting you into the lake of fire to burn for
tens of thousands of years.
Do you understand now what is judgment and what is truth? If you do, then I exhort
you to submit obediently to being judged, otherwise you shall never have the
opportunity to be commended by God or to be brought by Him into His kingdom.
Those who only accept judgment but can never be purified, that is, those who flee
amidst the work of judgment, shall forever be detested and rejected by God. Their
sins are more numerous, and more grievous, than those of the Pharisees, for they
have betrayed God and are rebels against God. Such people who are not worthy
even to do service shall receive more severe punishment, a punishment that is,
moreover, everlasting. God shall not spare any traitor who once evinced loyalty with
words but then betrayed Him. People such as these shall receive retribution through
punishment of the spirit, soul, and body. Is this not precisely a revelation of the
righteous disposition of God? Is this not God’s purpose in judging man, and revealing
him? God consigns all who perform all kinds of wicked deeds during the time of
judgment to a place infested with evil spirits, and lets these evil spirits destroy their
fleshly bodies as they wish, and those people’s bodies emit the stench of corpses.
Such is their fitting retribution. God writes down in their record books each and every
one of the sins of those disloyal false believers, false apostles, and false workers;
then, when the time is right, He casts them amidst the unclean spirits, letting these
unclean spirits defile their entire bodies at will, so that they may never be reincarnated
and never again see the light. Those hypocrites who do service for a time but are
incapable of remaining loyal to the end are numbered by God among the wicked, so
that they fall into cahoots with the wicked and become part of their disorderly rabble;
in the end, God shall annihilate them. God casts aside and takes no notice of those
who have never been loyal to Christ or have never contributed anything of their
strength, and at the changing of the age He shall annihilate them all. They shall no
longer exist on earth, much less gain passage into the kingdom of God. Those who
have never been sincere to God, but are forced by circumstance into dealing with
Him perfunctorily, are numbered among those who do service for His people. Only a
small number of such people will survive, while the majority shall perish along with
a. A piece of deadwood: a Chinese idiom, meaning “beyond help.”
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those who render service that is not up to standard. Ultimately, God shall bring into
His kingdom all those who are of the same mind as God, the people and the sons of
God, and those predestined by God to be priests. They will be the distillation of God’s
work. As for those who cannot be classed in any of the categories set by God, they
shall be numbered among the unbelievers—and you can surely imagine what their
outcome shall be. I have already said to you all that I should say; the road that you
select is your choice alone. What you should understand is this: The work of God
never waits for any that cannot keep pace with Him, and the righteous disposition of
God shows no mercy to any man.

DID YOU KNOW? GOD HAS DONE
A GREAT THING AMONG MEN
The old age has passed, and the new age has come. Year after year and day after
day, God has done much work. He came into the world and then departed. This cycle
has repeated itself through many generations. Today, God continues, as before, to
do the work that He must, the work that He has yet to complete, for to this day He
has yet to enter into rest. From the time of creation to this day, God has done much
work. But did you know that God today does much more work than before, and the
scale of His work is much greater than before? This is why I say that God has done
a great thing among men. All of God’s work is very important, be it to man or to God,
for every item of His work is related to man.
Since the work of God can neither be seen nor touched—much less seen by the
world—how can it be something great? Just what kind of thing would be considered
great? Certainly, none can deny that, whatever work God does, it can be deemed to
be great, but why do I say this of the work God does this day? When I say that God
has done a great thing, this undoubtedly involves many mysteries that man has yet
to understand. Let us speak of them now.
Jesus was born in a manger in an age that could not tolerate His existence, but
even so, the world could not stand in His way, and He lived among men for thirtythree years under the care of God. In these many years of life, He experienced the
bitterness of the world and tasted the life of misery on earth. He shouldered the great
burden of being crucified to redeem all mankind. He redeemed all the sinners who
had been living under the domain of Satan, and finally, His resurrected body returned
to His resting place. Now the new work of God has begun, and it is also the beginning
of a new age. God brings into His house those who have been redeemed to begin
His new work of salvation. This time, the work of salvation is more thorough than in
times past. It is not the Holy Spirit working in man to cause him to change on his own,
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nor is it the body of Jesus appearing among men to do this work, and least of all is
this work done through other means. Rather, it is God incarnate doing the work and
directing it Himself. He does it in this way in order to lead man into the new work. Is
this not a great thing? God does not do this work through a part of humanity or by
means of prophecies; rather, God does it Himself. Some may say that this is not a
great thing and that it cannot bring man ecstasy. But I will say to you that the work of
God is not merely this, but something much greater and much more.
This time around, God comes to do work not in a spiritual body, but in a very
ordinary one. Moreover, not only is it the body of God’s second incarnation, it is also
the body through which God returns to the flesh. It is a very ordinary flesh. You cannot
see anything that makes Him stand out from others, but you can gain from Him
previously unheard-of truths. This insignificant flesh is what embodies all the words
of truth from God, undertakes God’s work in the last days, and expresses the whole
of God’s disposition for man to understand. Do you not desire greatly to see the God
in heaven? Do you not desire greatly to understand the God in heaven? Do you not
desire greatly to see the destination of mankind? He will tell you all these secrets—
secrets that no man has been able to tell you, and He will also tell you of the truths
that you do not understand. He is your gate into the kingdom, and your guide into the
new age. Such an ordinary flesh holds many unfathomable mysteries. His deeds may
be inscrutable to you, but the entire goal of the work He does is sufficient enough to
allow you to see that He is not, as people believe, a simple flesh. For He represents
the will of God and the care shown by God toward mankind in the last days. Though
you cannot hear His words seeming to shake the heavens and earth, though you
cannot see His eyes as a flame of fire, and though you cannot receive the discipline
of His iron rod, nevertheless you can hear from His words that God is wrathful and
know that God is showing compassion for mankind; you can see the righteous
disposition of God and His wisdom, and, moreover, realize God’s solicitude for all
mankind. The work of God in the last days is to allow man to see the God in heaven
living among men on earth, and to enable man to know, obey, revere, and love God.
This is why He has returned to the flesh for a second time. Though what man sees
this day is a God that is the same as man, a God with a nose and two eyes, and an
unremarkable God, in the end, God will show you that if this man did not exist, heaven
and earth would undergo a tremendous change; if this man did not exist, the heavens
would grow dim, the earth would be plunged into chaos, and all mankind would live
amid famine and plagues. He will show you that if God incarnate did not come to
save you in the last days, then God would have long ago destroyed all mankind in
hell; if this flesh did not exist, then you would forever be arch-sinners, and you would
be corpses evermore. You should know that if this flesh did not exist, all mankind
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would face an ineluctable calamity and find it impossible to escape the even more
severe punishment that God metes out to mankind in the last days. Had this ordinary
flesh not been born, you would all be in a state where you beg for life without being
able to live and pray for death without being able to die; if this flesh did not exist, then
you would not be able to gain the truth and come before the throne of God today, but
rather, you would be punished by God because of your grievous sins. Did you know
that were it not for the return of God to the flesh, none would have a chance at
salvation; and were it not for the coming of this flesh, God would have long ago put
an end to the age of old? This being so, are you still able to reject the second
incarnation of God? Since you can derive so many benefits from this ordinary man,
why would you not gladly accept Him?
The work of God is something that you cannot comprehend. If you can neither fully
grasp whether your choice is correct, nor can you know whether the work of God can
succeed, then why not try your luck and see whether this ordinary man may be of
great help to you, and whether God has indeed done great work? However, I must
tell you that in the time of Noah, men had been eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage to such an extent that it was unbearable for God to witness, so He
sent down a great flood to destroy mankind, sparing only Noah’s family of eight and
all kinds of birds and beasts. In the last days, however, those spared by God are all
those who have been loyal to Him until the end. Though both ages were times of
great corruption unbearable for God to witness, and mankind in both ages became
so corrupt and denied that God was their Lord, God destroyed only the people in the
time of Noah. Mankind in both ages caused God great distress, yet God has
remained patient with the men of the last days until now. Why is this? Have you never
wondered why? If you truly do not know, then let Me tell you. The reason that God is
able to accord grace to people in the last days is not that they are less corrupt than
people in the time of Noah, or that they have shown repentance to God, much less
is it that technology in the last days is so advanced that God cannot bring Himself to
destroy them. Rather, it is that God has work to do in a group of people in the last
days, and that God will do this work Himself in His incarnation. Furthermore, God will
choose a part of this group to become the objects of His salvation and the fruit of His
management plan, and bring these people into the next age. Therefore, no matter
what, this price paid by God has entirely been in preparation for the work His
incarnated flesh will do in the last days. The fact that you have arrived at today is
thanks to this flesh. It is because God lives in the flesh that you have the chance to
survive. All this good fortune has been gained on account of this ordinary man. Not
only this, but in the end, every nation shall worship this ordinary man, as well as give
thanks to and obey this insignificant man, because it is the truth, the life, and the way
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He brought that has saved all mankind, eased the conflict between man and God,
shortened the distance between them, and opened up a connection between the
thoughts of God and man. It is also He who has obtained even greater glory for God.
Is such an ordinary man unworthy of your trust and adoration? Is such an ordinary
flesh unfit to be called Christ? Can such an ordinary man not become the expression
of God among men? Does such a man, who has spared mankind from disaster, not
deserve your love and your desire to hold on to Him? If you reject the truths
expressed from His mouth and detest His existence among you, then what will
become of you in the end?
All of God’s work in the last days is done through this ordinary man. He will bestow
everything upon you, and what is more, He will be able to decide everything relating
to you. Can such a man be as you believe Him to be: a man so simple as to be
unworthy of mention? Is His truth not enough to utterly convince you? Is witness of His
deeds not enough to utterly convince you? Or is it that the path He brings is not worthy
for you to walk on? When all is said and done, what is it that causes you to abhor Him
and to cast Him away and give Him a wide berth? It is this man who expresses the
truth, it is this man who provides the truth, and it is this man who gives you a path to
follow. Could it be that you are still unable to find the traces of God’s work within these
truths? Without the work of Jesus, mankind could not have come down from the cross,
but without the incarnation of today, those who come down from the cross could never
gain God’s approval or enter into the new age. Without the coming of this ordinary
man, you would never have the opportunity to see the true countenance of God, nor
would you be qualified to, for you are all objects that should have long ago been
destroyed. Because of the coming of the second incarnation of God, God has forgiven
you and shown you mercy. Regardless, the words I must leave you with in the end are
still these: This ordinary man, who is God incarnate, is of vital importance to you. This
is the great thing that God has already done among men.

ONLY CHRIST OF THE LAST DAYS
CAN GIVE MAN THE WAY OF ETERNAL LIFE
The way of life is not something that anyone can possess, nor is it something
anyone can attain easily. This is because life can only come from God, which is to
say, only God Himself possesses the essence of life, and only God Himself has the
way of life. And so only God is the source of life, and the ever-flowing wellspring of
living water of life. Ever since He created the world, God has done much work
involving the vitality of life, has done much work that brings life to man, and has paid
a great price so that man might gain life. This is because God Himself is eternal life,
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and God Himself is the way by which man is resurrected. God is never absent from
the heart of man, and He lives among man at all times. He has been the driving force
of man’s living, the root of man’s existence, and a rich deposit for man’s existence
after birth. He causes man to be reborn, and enables him to tenaciously live in his
every role. Thanks to His power and His inextinguishable life force, man has lived for
generation after generation, throughout which the power of God’s life has been the
mainstay of man’s existence, and God has paid a price that no ordinary man has
ever paid. God’s life force can prevail over any power; moreover, it exceeds any
power. His life is eternal, His power extraordinary, and His life force cannot be
overwhelmed by any created being or enemy force. The life force of God exists and
shines its brilliant radiance regardless of time or place. Heaven and earth may
undergo great changes, but God’s life is forever the same. All things may pass away,
but God’s life will still remain, for God is the source of the existence of all things and
the root of their existence. Man’s life originates from God, the existence of heaven is
because of God, and the existence of earth stems from the power of God’s life. No
object possessed of vitality can transcend the sovereignty of God, and no thing with
vigor can elude the domain of God’s authority. In this way, regardless of who they
are, everyone must submit under the dominion of God, everyone must live under
God’s command, and no one can escape from His hands.
Perhaps what you now desire is to gain life, or perhaps you desire to gain the truth.
Whatever the case, you wish to find God, to find the God that you can rely on, and
who can provide you with eternal life. If you wish to gain eternal life, you must first
understand the source of eternal life and must first know where God is. I have already
said that only God is immutable life, and only God possesses the way of life. Since
God is immutable life, He is thus eternal life; since only God is the way of life, God
Himself is thus the way of eternal life. As such, you should first understand where
God is, and how to gain this way of eternal life. Let us now engage in fellowship on
these two issues separately.
If you truly wish to gain the way of eternal life, and if you are voracious in your
search for it, then first answer this question: Where is God today? Perhaps you would
reply, “God lives in heaven, of course—He wouldn’t be living in your home, would
He?” Perhaps you might say that God obviously lives among all things. Or you might
say that God lives in each person’s heart, or that God is in the spiritual world. I don’t
deny any of this, but I must clarify the issue. It isn’t totally correct to say that God lives
in the heart of man, but neither is it entirely wrong. That is because, among believers
in God, there are those whose belief is true and those whose belief is false, there are
those of whom God approves and those of whom He disapproves, there are those
who please Him and those whom He detests, and there are those whom He makes
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perfect and those whom He eliminates. And so I say that God lives in but a few
people’s hearts, and these people are undoubtedly those who truly believe in God,
those of whom God approves, those who please Him, and those whom He makes
perfect. They are the ones who are led by God. Since they are led by God, they are
the people who have already heard and seen God’s way of eternal life. Those whose
belief in God is false, those who are not approved by God, those who are despised
by God, those who are eliminated by God—they are bound to be rejected by God,
are bound to remain without the way of life, and are bound to remain ignorant of
where God is. In contrast, those who have God living in their hearts know where He
is. They are the people unto whom God bestows the way of eternal life, and they are
the ones who follow God. Now do you know where God is? God is both in the heart
of man and at man’s side. He is not only in the spiritual world, and above all things,
but even more on the earth upon which man exists. And so the arrival of the last days
has taken the steps of God’s work into new territory. God holds sovereignty over
everything among all things, and He is the mainstay of man in his heart, and
moreover, He exists among man. Only in this way can He bring the way of life to
mankind, and bring man into the way of life. God has come to earth, and lives among
man, so that man may gain the way of life, and so that man may exist. At the same
time, God also commands everything among all things, to facilitate cooperation with
the management He does among man. And so, if you only acknowledge the doctrine
that God is in heaven and in the heart of man, yet do not acknowledge the truth of
God’s existence among man, then you shall never gain life, and shall never gain the
way of truth.
God Himself is life, and the truth, and His life and truth coexist. Those who are
incapable of gaining the truth shall never gain life. Without the guidance, support, and
provision of the truth, you shall only gain letters, doctrines, and, above all, death.
God’s life is ever-present, and His truth and life coexist. If you cannot find the source
of truth, then you will not gain the nourishment of life; if you cannot gain the provision
of life, then you will surely have no truth, and so apart from imaginations and notions,
the entirety of your body shall be nothing but your flesh—your stench-ridden flesh.
Know that the words of books do not count as life, the records of history cannot be
worshiped as the truth, and the regulations of the past cannot serve as an account
of words presently spoken by God. Only that which is expressed by God when He
comes to earth and lives among man is the truth, life, God’s will, and His current way
of working. If you apply the records of words spoken by God during ages past to
today, that makes you an archaeologist, and the best way of describing you is as an
expert on historical heritage. That is because you always believe in traces of the work
that God did in times past, only believe in the shadow of God left from when He
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previously worked among man, and only believe in the way that God gave to His
followers in former times. You do not believe in the direction of God’s work today, do
not believe in the glorious countenance of God today, and do not believe in the way
of truth presently expressed by God. And so you are undeniably a daydreamer who
is completely out of touch with reality. If now you still cling to words that are incapable
of bringing life to man, then you are a hopeless piece of deadwood,[a] for you are too
conservative, too intractable, too impervious to reason!
God become flesh is called Christ, and so the Christ that can give people the truth
is called God. There is nothing excessive about this, for He possesses the essence
of God, and possesses God’s disposition, and wisdom in His work, that are
unattainable by man. Those who call themselves Christ, yet cannot do the work of
God, are frauds. Christ is not merely the manifestation of God on earth, but also the
particular flesh assumed by God as He carries out and completes His work among
man. This flesh cannot be supplanted by just any man, but is a flesh that can
adequately bear God’s work on earth, and express the disposition of God, and well
represent God, and provide man with life. Sooner or later, those who impersonate
Christ will all fall, for although they claim to be Christ, they possess none of the
essence of Christ. And so I say that the authenticity of Christ cannot be defined by
man, but is answered and decided by God Himself. In this way, if you truly wish to
seek the way of life, you must first acknowledge it is by coming to earth that God
performs the work of bestowing the way of life unto man, and you must acknowledge
it is during the last days that He comes to earth to bestow the way of life unto man.
This is not the past; it is happening today.
Christ of the last days brings life, and brings the enduring and everlasting way of
truth. This truth is the path by which man gains life, and it is the only path by which
man shall know God and be approved by God. If you do not seek the way of life
provided by Christ of the last days, then you shall never gain the approval of Jesus,
and shall never be qualified to enter the gate of the kingdom of heaven, for you are
both a puppet and prisoner of history. Those who are controlled by regulations, by
letters, and shackled by history will never be able to gain life nor gain the perpetual
way of life. This is because all they have is turbid water which has been clung to for
thousands of years instead of the water of life that flows from the throne. Those who
are not supplied with the water of life will forever remain corpses, playthings of Satan,
and sons of hell. How, then, can they behold God? If you only try to hold on to the
past, only try to keep things as they are by standing still, and do not try to change the
status quo and discard history, then will you not always be against God? The steps
a. A piece of deadwood: a Chinese idiom, meaning “beyond help.”
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of God’s work are vast and mighty, like surging waves and rolling thunders—yet you
sit passively awaiting destruction, clinging to your folly and doing nothing. In this way,
how can you be considered someone who follows the footsteps of the Lamb? How
can you justify the God that you hold on to as a God who is always new and never
old? And how can the words of your yellowed books carry you across into a new
age? How can they lead you to seek the steps of God’s work? And how can they take
you up to heaven? What you hold in your hands are letters that can provide but
temporary solace, not truths that are capable of giving life. The scriptures you read
can only enrich your tongue and are not words of philosophy that can help you know
human life, much less the paths that can lead you to perfection. Does this
discrepancy not give you cause for reflection? Does it not make you realize the
mysteries contained within? Are you capable of delivering yourself to heaven to
meet God on your own? Without the coming of God, can you take yourself into
heaven to enjoy family happiness with God? Are you still dreaming now? I suggest,
then, that you stop dreaming and look at who is working now—look to see who is
now carrying out the work of saving man during the last days. If you do not, you shall
never gain the truth, and shall never gain life.
Those who wish to gain life without relying on the truth spoken by Christ are the
most ridiculous people on earth, and those who do not accept the way of life brought
by Christ are lost in fantasy. And so I say that those who do not accept Christ of the
last days shall forever be loathed by God. Christ is man’s gateway to the kingdom
during the last days, and there are none who can go around Him. None may be
perfected by God except through Christ. You believe in God, and so you must accept
His words and obey His way. You cannot only think of gaining blessings while being
incapable of receiving the truth and incapable of accepting the provision of life. Christ
comes during the last days so that all those who truly believe in Him may be provided
with life. His work is for the sake of concluding the old age and entering the new one,
and His work is the path that must be taken by all those who would enter the new
age. If you are incapable of acknowledging Him, and instead condemn, blaspheme,
or even persecute Him, then you are bound to burn for eternity and shall never enter
the kingdom of God. For this Christ is Himself the expression of the Holy Spirit, the
expression of God, the One whom God has entrusted to do His work on earth. And
so I say that if you cannot accept all that is done by Christ of the last days, then you
blaspheme the Holy Spirit. The retribution to be had by those who blaspheme the
Holy Spirit is self-evident to all. I also tell you that if you resist Christ of the last days,
if you spurn Christ of the last days, there will be no one else to bear the consequences
on your behalf. Furthermore, from this day onward you will not have another chance
to gain the approval of God; even if you try to redeem yourself, you will never again
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behold the face of God. For what you resist is not a man, what you spurn is not some
puny being, but Christ. Do you know what the consequences of this will be? You will
not have made a small mistake, but committed a heinous crime. And so I advise
everyone not to bare your fangs before the truth, or make careless criticisms, for only
the truth can bring you life, and nothing except the truth can allow you to be reborn
and behold the face of God again.

PREPARE SUFFICIENT GOOD
DEEDS FOR YOUR DESTINATION
I have done much work among you and, of course, have spoken a number of
utterances as well. Yet I cannot help feeling that My words and My work have not
entirely fulfilled the purpose of My work in the last days. For in the last days, My work
is not for the sake of a certain person or certain people, but to demonstrate My
inherent disposition. Yet for a myriad of reasons—perhaps a scarcity of time or hectic
work schedule—people have not gained any knowledge of Me from My disposition.
Thus do I embark upon My new plan, My final work, and open a new page in My
work, so that all who see Me will beat upon their breasts and weep and wail without
cease on account of My existence. This is because I bring the end of mankind to the
world, and from this point on, I lay bare My entire disposition before mankind, so that
all who know Me and all those who do not may feast their eyes and see that I have
indeed come to the human world, have come onto the earth where all things multiply.
This is My plan, and My sole “confession” since My creation of mankind. May you
give your undivided attention to My every move, for My rod once again presses close
to mankind, to all those who oppose Me.
Together with the heavens, I begin the work that I must do. And so I thread My
way through the streams of people and move between heaven and earth, without
anyone ever perceiving My movements or taking notice of My words. Therefore, My
plan continues to progress smoothly. It is only that all your senses have become so
benumbed that you are oblivious to the steps of My work. But there will surely come
a day when you will realize My intentions. Today, I live together with you and suffer
together with you, and I have long since come to understand the attitude that mankind
bears toward Me. I wish to speak no further of this, much less do I wish to bring
shame on you by bringing up further instances of this painful subject. I hope only that
you remember all you have done in your hearts, so that we may tally our accounts
on the day when we meet again. I do not wish to falsely accuse any one among you,
for I have always acted justly, fairly, and with honor. Of course, I also hope that you
can be upstanding, and do nothing that goes against heaven and earth or your own
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conscience. This is the only thing that I ask of you. Many people feel restless and ill
at ease because they have committed atrocious wrongs, and many feel ashamed of
themselves because they have never performed a single good deed. Yet there are
also many who, far from feeling disgraced by their sins, go from bad to worse,
completely ripping off the mask concealing their hideous features—which had yet to
be fully exposed—to test My disposition. I do not care for, nor pay any heed to, the
actions of any one person. Rather, I do the work that I ought to do, be it gathering
information, or traveling the land, or doing something within My interests. At key
times, I proceed with My work among man as originally planned, not a second too
late or too soon, and with both ease and dispatch. However, with every step of My
work, some are cast aside, for I despise their flattering ways and their feigned
subservience. Those who are abhorrent to Me will certainly be forsaken, whether
intentionally or unintentionally. In short, I would that all whom I despise stay far away
from Me. Needless to say, I will not spare the wicked who remain in My house.
Because the day of man’s punishment is near, I do not hurry to cast out all those
despicable souls from My house, for I have a plan of My own.
Now is the time when I determine the ending for each person, not the stage in
which I began to work man. I write down in My record book, one by one, the words
and actions of each person, the path by which they have followed Me, their inherent
characteristics, and how they have ultimately comported themselves. In this way, no
matter what kind of person they are, no one shall escape My hand, and all shall be
with their own kind as I assign. I decide the destination of each person not on the
basis of age, seniority, amount of suffering, and least of all, the degree to which they
invite pity, but according to whether they possess the truth. There is no other choice
but this. You must realize that all those who do not follow the will of God shall also
be punished. This is an immutable fact. Therefore, all those who are punished are so
punished for the righteousness of God and as retribution for their numerous evil acts.
I have not made a single change to My plan since its inception. It is simply that, as
far as man is concerned, those to whom I direct My words seem to be diminishing in
number, as are those of whom I truly approve. However, I maintain that My plan has
never changed; rather, it is the faith and love of man that are ever changing, ever
waning, to the extent that it is possible for each person to go from fawning over Me
to being cold toward Me and even casting Me out. My attitude toward you will be
neither hot nor cold, until I feel disgust and abhorrence, and finally mete out
punishment. However, on the day of your punishment, I will still see you, but you shall
no longer be able to see Me. As life among you already has become tedious and dull
to Me, so, needless to say, I have chosen different surroundings in which to live, the
better to avoid the hurt of your malicious words and steer clear of your unbearably
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sordid behavior, that you may no longer fool Me or treat Me in a perfunctory manner.
Before I leave you, I must still exhort you to refrain from doing that which is not in
accordance with the truth. Rather, you should do that which is pleasing to all, that
which brings benefit to all, and that which benefits your own destination, otherwise
the one who suffers in the midst of disaster will be none other than yourself.
My mercy is expressed toward those who love Me and deny themselves. The
punishment visited upon the wicked, meanwhile, is precisely proof of My righteous
disposition and, even more, testimony to My wrath. When disaster comes, all who
oppose Me will weep as they fall victim to famine and plague. Those who have
committed all manner of wickedness, but who have followed Me for many years,
will not escape paying for their sins; they too, will be plunged into disaster, the like
of which has seldom been seen throughout millions of years, and they will live in
a constant state of panic and fear. And those of My followers who have shown
loyalty to Me will rejoice and applaud My might. They will experience ineffable
contentment and live amid joy such as I have never before bestowed upon
mankind. For I treasure the good deeds of man and abhor their evil deeds. Since
I first began to lead mankind, I have been eagerly hoping to gain a group of people
who are of the same mind with Me. Those who are not of the same mind with Me,
meanwhile, I never forget; I always loathe them in My heart, awaiting the chance
to bring retribution upon them, which I shall relish to see. Now My day has finally
come, and I need no longer wait!
My final work is not only for the sake of punishing man, but also for the sake of
arranging the destination of man. Moreover, it is so that all people may acknowledge
My deeds and actions. I want each and every person to see that all I have done is
right, and that all I have done is an expression of My disposition. It is not man’s doing,
much less nature, that brought forth mankind, but I, who nourish every living being in
creation. Without My existence, mankind will only perish and suffer the scourge of
calamity. No human being will ever again see the beauteous sun and moon, or the
verdant world; mankind shall encounter only the frigid night and the inexorable valley
of the shadow of death. I am mankind’s only salvation. I am mankind’s only hope
and, even more, I am He on whom the existence of all mankind rests. Without Me,
mankind will immediately come to a standstill. Without Me, mankind will suffer
catastrophe and be trampled underfoot by all manner of ghosts, though no one takes
heed of Me. I have done work that can be done by no other, and hope only that man
can repay Me with some good deeds. Though but a few have been able to repay Me,
I will still conclude My journey in the human world and begin the next step of My
unfolding work, because all My rushing to and fro in man’s midst these many years
has been fruitful, and I am very pleased. What I care about is not the number of
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people, but rather their good deeds. In any case, I hope that you prepare a sufficiency
of good deeds for your own destination. Then will I be satisfied; otherwise, none of
you can escape the disaster that will befall you. The disaster originates with Me and
is of course orchestrated by Me. If you cannot appear as good in My eyes, then you
will not escape suffering the disaster. In the midst of tribulation, your actions and
deeds were not considered entirely appropriate, for your faith and love were hollow,
and you only showed yourselves to be either timid or tough. Regarding this, I will only
make a judgment of good or bad. My concern continues to be the way in which each
of you acts and expresses himself, on the basis of which I shall determine your end.
However, I must make this clear: Toward those who showed Me not the slightest
loyalty during times of tribulation, I shall be merciful no more, for My mercy only
extends so far. I have no liking, furthermore, for anyone who has once betrayed Me,
much less do I like to associate with those who sell out the interests of their friends.
This is My disposition, regardless of who the person may be. I must tell you this:
Anyone who breaks My heart shall not receive clemency from Me a second time, and
anyone who has been faithful to Me shall forever remain in My heart.

KNOWING GOD’S WORK TODAY
To know God’s work in these times is, for the most part, to know what the principal
ministry of God incarnate is in the last days, and what He has come to do on earth. I
have previously mentioned in My words that God has come to earth (during the last
days) to set an exemplar before departing. How does God set this exemplar? He
does so by speaking words, and by working and speaking throughout the land. This
is God’s work during the last days; He only speaks, to make the earth a world of
words, so that every person is provided for and enlightened by His words, and so that
man’s spirit is awakened and he gains clarity about the visions. During the last days,
God incarnate has come to earth chiefly in order to speak words. When Jesus came,
He spread the gospel of the kingdom of heaven, and He accomplished the work of
redemption of the crucifixion. He brought an end to the Age of Law and abolished all
that was old. The arrival of Jesus ended the Age of Law and ushered in the Age of
Grace; the arrival of God incarnate of the last days has brought an end to the Age of
Grace. He has come chiefly to speak His words, to use words to make man perfect,
to illuminate and enlighten man, and to remove the place of the vague God within
man’s heart. This is not the stage of work that Jesus did when He came. When Jesus
came, He performed many miracles, He healed the sick and cast out demons, and
He did the work of redemption of the crucifixion. As a consequence, in people’s
notions, they believe that this is how God should be. For when Jesus came, He did
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not do the work of removing the image of the vague God from man’s heart; when He
came, He was crucified, He healed the sick and cast out demons, and He spread the
gospel of the kingdom of heaven. In one regard, the incarnation of God during the
last days removes the place held by the vague God in the notions of man, so that
there is no longer the image of the vague God in man’s heart. Through His actual
words and actual work, His movement across all lands, and the exceptionally real
and normal work that He does among man, He causes man to know the reality of
God, and removes the place of the vague God in man’s heart. In another regard, God
uses the words spoken by His flesh to make man complete, and to accomplish all
things. This is the work that God will accomplish during the last days.
What you must know:
1. The work of God is not supernatural, and you should not harbor notions about it.
2. You must understand the principal work that God incarnate has come to do
this time.
He has not come to heal the sick, or to cast out demons, or to perform miracles,
and He has not come to spread the gospel of repentance, or to grant man
redemption. That is because Jesus has already done this work, and God does not
repeat the same work. Today, God has come to bring an end to the Age of Grace
and cast out all the practices of the Age of Grace. The practical God has come chiefly
to show that He is real. When Jesus came, He spoke few words; He primarily
displayed miracles, performed signs and wonders, and healed the sick and cast out
demons, or else He spoke prophecies in order to convince people and make them
see that He really was God, and that He was a dispassionate God. Ultimately, He
completed the work of the crucifixion. The God of today does not display signs and
wonders, nor does He heal the sick and cast out demons. When Jesus came, the
work He did represented one part of God, but this time God has come to do the stage
of work that is due, for God does not repeat the same work; He is the God that is
always new and never old, and so all that you see today is the words and work of the
practical God.
God incarnate of the last days has come chiefly in order to speak His words, to
explain all that is necessary to the life of man, to point out that which man should
enter into, to show man the deeds of God, and to show man the wisdom,
omnipotence, and wondrousness of God. Through the many ways in which God
speaks, man beholds the supremacy of God, the magnitude of God, and, moreover,
the humility and hiddenness of God. Man sees that God is supreme, but that He is
humble and hidden, and can become the least of all. Some of His words are spoken
directly from the perspective of the Spirit, some directly from the perspective of man,
and some from a third person perspective. In this, it can be seen that the manner of
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God’s work varies greatly, and it is through words that He allows man to see it. God’s
work during the last days is both normal and real, and thus the group of people in the
last days is subjected to the greatest of all trials. Because of the normality and reality
of God, all people have entered amid such trials; that man has descended into the
trials of God is because of the normality and reality of God. During the age of Jesus,
there were no notions or trials. Because most of the work done by Jesus accorded
with man’s notions, people followed Him, and they had no notions about Him. The
trials of today are the greatest ever faced by man, and when it is said that these
people have come out of the great tribulation, this is the tribulation that is referred to.
Today, God speaks to engender faith, love, acceptance of suffering, and obedience
in these people. The words spoken by God incarnate of the last days are spoken in
accordance with the nature and essence of man, the behavior of man, and that which
man should enter into today. His words are both real and normal: He does not speak
of tomorrow, nor does He look back on yesterday; He speaks only of that which
should be entered into, put into practice, and understood today. If, during the present
day, there is to emerge a person who is able to display signs and wonders, cast out
demons, heal the sick, and perform many miracles, and if this person claims that they
are Jesus who has come, then this would be a counterfeit produced by evil spirits
which imitate Jesus. Remember this! God does not repeat the same work. Jesus’
stage of work has already been completed, and God will never again undertake that
stage of work. The work of God is irreconcilable with the notions of man; for example,
the Old Testament foretold the coming of a Messiah, and the result of this prophecy
was Jesus’ coming. This having already happened, it would be wrong for another
Messiah to come again. Jesus has already come once, and it would be wrong if Jesus
were to come again this time. There is one name for every age, and each name
contains a characterization of that age. In the notions of man, God must always
display signs and wonders, must always heal the sick and cast out demons, and must
always be just like Jesus. Yet this time, God is not like that at all. If, during the last
days, God still displayed signs and wonders, and still cast out demons and healed
the sick—if He did exactly the same as Jesus—then God would be repeating the
same work, and the work of Jesus would have no significance or value. Thus, God
carries out one stage of work in every age. Once each stage of His work has been
completed, it is soon imitated by evil spirits, and after Satan begins to follow on the
heels of God, God changes to a different method. Once God has completed a stage
of His work, it is imitated by evil spirits. You must be clear about this. Why is the work
of God today different to the work of Jesus? Why does God today not display signs
and wonders, not cast out demons, and not heal the sick? If Jesus’ work were the
same as the work done during the Age of Law, could He have represented the God
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of the Age of Grace? Could He have completed the work of the crucifixion? If, as in
the Age of Law, Jesus had entered into the temple and kept the Sabbath, then He
would have been persecuted by none and embraced by all. If that were so, could He
have been crucified? Could He have completed the work of redemption? What would
be the point if God incarnate of the last days displayed signs and wonders, like Jesus
did? Only if God does another part of His work during the last days, one that
represents part of His management plan, can man gain a deeper knowledge of God,
and only then can God’s management plan be completed.
During the last days, God has come chiefly in order to speak His words. He speaks
from the perspective of the Spirit, from the perspective of man, and from a third
person perspective; He speaks in different ways, using one way for a period of time,
and He uses the method of speaking to change the notions of man and remove the
image of the vague God from man’s heart. This is the main work done by God.
Because man believes that God has come to heal the sick, to cast out demons, to
perform miracles, and to bestow material blessings upon man, God carries out this
stage of work—the work of chastisement and judgment—in order to remove such
things from the notions of man, so that man may know the reality and normality of
God, and so that the image of Jesus may be removed from his heart and replaced
by a new image of God. As soon as the image of God within man becomes old, then
it becomes an idol. When Jesus came and carried out that stage of work, He did not
represent the entirety of God. He performed some signs and wonders, spoke some
words, and was ultimately crucified. He represented one part of God. He could not
represent all that is of God, but rather He represented God in doing one part of God’s
work. That is because God is so great, and so wondrous, and He is unfathomable,
and because God only does one part of His work in every age. The work done by
God during this age is chiefly the provision of the words for the life of man, the
exposure of man’s nature, essence, and his corrupt disposition, and the elimination
of religious notions, feudal thinking, and outdated thinking; the knowledge and culture
of man must be cleansed through being exposed by God’s words. In the last days,
God uses words, not signs and wonders, to make man perfect. He uses His words
to expose man, to judge man, to chastise man, and to make man perfect, so that in
the words of God, man comes to see the wisdom and loveliness of God, and comes
to understand the disposition of God, and so that through the words of God, man
beholds the deeds of God. During the Age of Law, Jehovah led Moses out of Egypt
with His words, and spoke some words to the Israelites; at that time, part of the deeds
of God were made plain, but because the caliber of man was limited and nothing
could make his knowledge complete, God continued to speak and work. In the Age
of Grace, man once more saw part of the deeds of God. Jesus was able to show
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signs and wonders, to heal the sick and cast out demons, and be crucified, three
days after which He was resurrected and appeared in the flesh before man. Of God,
man knew no more than this. Man knows as much as is shown to him by God, and if
God were to show nothing more to man, then such would be the extent of man’s
delimitation of God. Thus, God continues to work, so that man’s knowledge of Him
may become deeper, and so that man may gradually come to know the essence of
God. In the last days, God uses His words to make man perfect. Your corrupt
disposition is disclosed by the words of God, and your religious notions are replaced
by the reality of God. God incarnate of the last days has chiefly come to fulfill the
words “the Word becomes flesh, the Word comes into the flesh, and the Word
appears in the flesh,” and if you do not have a thorough knowledge of this, then you
will be unable to stand fast. During the last days, God primarily intends to accomplish
a stage of work in which the Word appears in the flesh, and this is one part of God’s
management plan. Thus, your knowledge must be clear; regardless of how God
works, God does not allow man to delimit Him. If God did not do this work during the
last days, then man’s knowledge of Him could go no further. You would only know
that God can be crucified and can destroy Sodom, and that Jesus can be raised from
the dead and appear to Peter…. But you would never say that God’s words can
accomplish all, and can conquer man. Only through experiencing God’s words can
you speak of such knowledge, and the more of God’s work that you experience, the
more thorough your knowledge of Him will become. Only then will you cease to
delimit God within your own notions. Man comes to know God by experiencing His
work; there is no other correct way to know God. Today, there are many people who
do nothing but wait to see signs and wonders and the time of the great disasters. Do
you believe in God, or do you believe in the great disasters? When the great disasters
arrive it will be too late, and if God does not send down the great disasters, is He
then not God? Do you believe in signs and wonders, or do you believe in God
Himself? Jesus did not display signs and wonders when He was derided by others,
but was He not God? Do you believe in signs and wonders, or do you believe in the
essence of God? Man’s views about belief in God are wrong! Jehovah spoke many
words during the Age of Law, but even today some of them have yet to be fulfilled.
Can you say that Jehovah was not God?
Today, it should be clear to all of you that, in the last days, it is principally the fact
of “the Word becomes flesh” that is accomplished by God. Through His actual work
on earth, He causes man to know Him and to engage with Him, and to see His actual
deeds. He causes man to clearly see that He is able to display signs and wonders
and that there are also times when He is unable to do so; this depends on the age.
From this, you can see that God is not incapable of displaying signs and wonders,
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but instead changes His way of working according to the work to be done and
according to the age. In the current stage of work, He does not show signs and
wonders; that He showed some signs and wonders in the age of Jesus was because
His work in that age was different. God does not do that work today, and some people
believe Him incapable of displaying signs and wonders, or else they think that if He
does not display signs and wonders, then He is not God. Is that not a fallacy? God is
able to display signs and wonders, but He is working in a different age, and so He
does not do such work. Because this is a different age, and because this is a different
stage of God’s work, the deeds made plain by God are also different. Man’s belief in
God is not the belief in signs and wonders, nor the belief in miracles, but the belief in
His real work during the new age. Man comes to know God through the manner in
which God works, and this knowledge produces in man the belief in God, which is to
say, the belief in the work and deeds of God. In this stage of work, God mainly
speaks. Do not wait to see signs and wonders; you will not see any! This is because
you were not born during the Age of Grace. If you had been, you could have seen
signs and wonders, but you were born during the last days, and so you can see only
the reality and normality of God. Do not expect to see the supernatural Jesus during
the last days. You are only able to see the practical God incarnate, who is no
different from any normal human being. In each age, God makes plain different
deeds. In each age, He makes plain part of the deeds of God, and the work of each
age represents one part of the disposition of God, and one part of the deeds of God.
The deeds that He makes plain vary with the age in which He works, but they all
give man a knowledge of God that is deeper, a belief in God that is truer and more
down-to-earth. Man believes in God because of all of the deeds of God, because
God is so wondrous, so great, because He is almighty and unfathomable. If you
believe in God because He is able to perform signs and wonders and can heal the
sick and cast out demons, then your view is wrong, and some people will say to
you, “Are not evil spirits also able to do such things?” Does this not constitute
confusing the image of God with the image of Satan? Today, man’s belief in God is
because of His many deeds and the great amount of work He does and the many
ways in which He speaks. God uses His utterances to conquer man and make him
perfect. Man believes in God because of His many deeds, not because He is able
to show signs and wonders; people only get to know God by witnessing His deeds.
Only by knowing the actual deeds of God, how He works, what wise methods He
uses, how He speaks, and how He makes man perfect—only by knowing these
aspects—can you comprehend the reality of God and understand His disposition,
knowing what He likes, what He loathes, and how He works upon man. By
understanding the likes and dislikes of God, you can differentiate between that which
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is positive and negative, and through your knowledge of God there is progress in
your life. In short, you must gain a knowledge of God’s work, and you must put
straight your views about believing in God.

IS THE WORK OF GOD AS SIMPLE AS MAN IMAGINES?
As believers in God, each of you should appreciate how you have truly gained the
utmost exaltation and salvation by receiving the work of God in the last days and the
work of His plan that He does in you today. God has made this group of people the
sole focus of His work throughout all the universe. He has sacrificed all His heart’s
blood for you; He has reclaimed and given to you all the work of the Spirit throughout
the universe. That is why you are the fortunate ones. Moreover, He has shifted His
glory from Israel, His chosen people, onto you, and He shall make the purpose of His
plan fully manifest through this group. Therefore, you are the ones who will receive
the inheritance of God, and even more than this, you are the heirs to God’s glory.
Perhaps you all remember these words: “For our light affliction, which is but for a
moment, works for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” You have
all heard these words before, yet none of you understood their true meaning. Today,
you are profoundly aware of their true significance. These words shall be fulfilled by
God during the last days, and they shall be fulfilled in those who have been brutally
persecuted by the great red dragon in the land where it lies coiled. The great red
dragon persecutes God and is the enemy of God, and so, in this land, those who
believe in God are thus subjected to humiliation and oppression, and these words
are fulfilled in you, this group of people, as a result. Because it is embarked upon in
a land that opposes God, all of God’s work faces tremendous obstacles, and
accomplishing many of His words takes time; thus, people are refined as a result of
God’s words, which is also part of suffering. It is tremendously difficult for God to
carry out His work in the land of the great red dragon—but it is through this difficulty
that God does one stage of His work, making manifest His wisdom and His wondrous
deeds, and using this opportunity to make this group of people complete. It is through
people’s suffering, through their caliber, and through all the satanic dispositions of
the people of this filthy land that God does His work of purification and conquest, so
that, from this, He may gain glory, and so that He may gain those who will bear
witness to His deeds. Such is the entire significance of all the sacrifices that God has
made for this group of people. That is, it is through those who oppose Him that God
does the work of conquest, and only thus can the great power of God be made
manifest. In other words, only those in the unclean land are worthy of inheriting the
glory of God, and only this can highlight the great power of God. That is why it is from
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the unclean land, and from those who live in the unclean land, that the glory of God
is gained. Such is the will of God. Jesus’ stage of work was the same: He could only
gain glory among those Pharisees who persecuted Him; if not for the persecution of
the Pharisees and the betrayal of Judas, Jesus would not have been ridiculed or
slandered, much less crucified, and thus could not have gained glory. Where God
works in each age, and where He does His work in the flesh, is where He gains glory
and where He gains those He intends to gain. This is the plan of God’s work, and this
is His management.
In God’s plan of several thousand years, two parts of work are done in the flesh:
First is the work of the crucifixion, for which He gains glory; the other is the work of
conquest and perfection in the last days, for which He gains glory. This is the
management of God. So do not regard God’s work, or God’s commission to you, as
a simple matter. You are all heirs to God’s far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory, and this was specially ordained by God. Of the two parts of His glory, one is
manifest in you; the entirety of one part of God’s glory has been bestowed upon you,
that it may be your inheritance. This is God’s exaltation of you, and it is also the plan
that He predetermined long ago. Given the greatness of the work God has done in
the land where the great red dragon resides, if this work were moved elsewhere, it
would have long ago borne great fruit and been readily accepted by man. Moreover,
this work would be far too easy to accept for those clergy of the West who believe in
God, for the stage of work by Jesus serves as a precedent. This is why God is unable
to achieve this stage of the work of gaining glory elsewhere; when the work is
supported by the people and recognized by the nations, God’s glory cannot take hold.
This is precisely the extraordinary significance that this stage of work holds in this
land. There is not one person among you who is protected by the law—you are,
instead, sanctioned by the law. Even more problematic is that people do not
understand you: Be it your relatives, your parents, your friends, or your colleagues,
none of them understand you. When you are abandoned by God, it is impossible for
you to continue living on earth, but even so, people cannot bear to be away from
God, which is the significance of God’s conquest of people, and is the glory of God.
What you have inherited this day surpasses that of the apostles and prophets
throughout the ages and is greater even than that of Moses and Peter. Blessings
cannot be obtained in a day or two; they must be earned through great sacrifice.
Which is to say, you must possess a love that has undergone refinement, you must
possess great faith, and you must have the many truths that God requires you to
attain; what is more, you must turn toward justice, without being cowed or evasive,
and must have a love for God that is constant unto death. You must have resolve,
changes must occur in your life disposition, your corruption must be healed, you must
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accept all of God’s orchestrations without complaint, and you must be obedient even
unto death. This is what you ought to attain, this is the final aim of God’s work, and it
is what God asks of this group of people. Since He gives to you, so He will surely ask
of you in return, and will surely make fitting demands of you. Therefore, there is
reason to all the work God does, which shows why, time and time again, God does
work that sets high standards and strict requirements. It is because of this that you
should be filled with faith in God. In short, all the work of God is done for your sake,
so that you may become worthy of receiving His inheritance. This is not so much for
the sake of God’s own glory but for the sake of your salvation and for perfecting this
group of people who have been so profoundly afflicted in the unclean land. You
should understand the will of God. And so, I exhort the many ignorant people who
are without any insight or sense: Do not test God, and resist no more. God has
already undergone suffering never endured by any man, and long ago endured even
greater humiliation in man’s stead. What else can you not let go of? What could be
more important than the will of God? What could be higher than God’s love? It is hard
enough for God to carry out His work in this unclean land; if, on top of this, man
knowingly and willfully transgresses, the work of God will have to be prolonged. In
short, this is in no one’s best interest, it does not benefit anyone. God is not bound
by time; His work and His glory come first. Therefore, He will pay any price for His
work, no matter how long it takes. This is the disposition of God: He will not rest until
His work is done. His work will only end when He gains the second part of His glory.
If, in all the universe, God does not finish the second part of His work of gaining glory,
His day will never come, His hand will never leave His chosen people, His glory will
never descend upon Israel, and His plan will never be concluded. You should be able
to see the will of God, and should see that the work of God is not as simple as the
creation of the heavens and earth and all things. That is because the work of today
is the transformation of those who have been corrupted, who are numb to the utmost
degree, it is to purify those who were created but processed by Satan. It is not the
creation of Adam or Eve, still less is it the creation of the light, or the creation of every
plant and animal. God makes pure the things that have been corrupted by Satan and
then gains them anew; they become things that belong to Him, and they become His
glory. This is not as man imagines, it is not as simple as the creation of the heavens
and the earth and everything in them, or the work of cursing Satan to the bottomless
pit; rather, it is the work of transforming man, turning things that are negative, and do
not belong to Him, into things that are positive, and do belong to Him. This is the truth
behind this stage of God’s work. You must understand this, and avoid oversimplifying
matters. The work of God is unlike any ordinary work. Its wonderfulness and wisdom
are beyond the mind of man. God does not create all things during this stage of work,
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but nor does He destroy them. Instead, He transforms all the things He created, and
purifies all the things that have been defiled by Satan. And thus does God embark
upon a great enterprise, which is the entire significance of the work of God. Do you
see in these words that the work of God is really so simple?

ONLY THOSE WHO KNOW
THE WORK OF GOD TODAY MAY SERVE GOD
To bear testimony to God and to shame the great red dragon, one must have a
principle, and one must meet a condition: One must love God in their heart and enter
into His words. If you do not enter into the words of God, then you will have no way
of shaming Satan. Through growth in your life, you renounce the great red dragon
and bring utter humiliation upon it; only this is truly to shame the great red dragon.
The more you are willing to put the words of God into practice, the greater the proof
of your love of God and your loathing of the great red dragon; the more you obey the
words of God, the greater the proof of your longing for the truth. People who do not
long for the words of God are people without life. Such people are those outside the
words of God, who belong to religion. People who truly believe in God have a more
profound knowledge of God’s words through eating and drinking His words. If you do
not long for the words of God, then you cannot truly eat and drink His words, and if
you have no knowledge of the words of God, then you have no means of testifying
to God or satisfying God.
In believing in God, how should one know God? One should come to know God
based on the words and work of God today, without deviation or fallacy, and, before
all else, one should know the work of God. This is the foundation of knowing God. All
those various fallacies that lack a pure understanding of the words of God are
religious notions; they are deviant and erroneous understandings. The greatest skill
of religious figures is taking the words of God understood in the past and measuring
the words of God today against them. If, when serving the God of today, you cling to
the things revealed by the Holy Spirit’s enlightenment in the past, then your service
will cause disruption, and your practice will be outdated, nothing more than religious
ceremony. If you believe that those who serve God must outwardly be humble and
patient, among other qualities, and if you put this kind of knowledge into practice
today, then such knowledge is a religious notion; such practice has become a
hypocritical performance. The phrase “religious notions” refers to things that are
outmoded and obsolete (including the understanding of words previously spoken by
God and light directly revealed by the Holy Spirit), and if they are put into practice
today, then they disrupt God’s work and bring no benefit to man. If people are unable
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to purge those things from themselves that belong to religious notions, then these
things will become a great hindrance to their serving God. People with religious
notions have no way of keeping up with the steps of the Holy Spirit’s work—they fall
one step behind, then two. This is because these religious notions cause man to
become extraordinarily self-righteous and arrogant. God feels no nostalgia for what
He said and did in the past; if something is obsolete, He eliminates it. Are you truly
unable to let go of your notions? If you cling to the words that God spoke in the past,
does this prove that you know the work of God? If you are unable to accept the light
of the Holy Spirit today, and instead cling to the light of the past, can this prove that
you follow the footsteps of God? Are you still unable to let go of religious notions? If
that is the case, then you will become someone who opposes God.
If people can let go of religious notions, they will not use their minds to measure
the words and work of God today, and instead will obey directly. Even though God’s
work today is manifestly unlike that of the past, you are yet able to let go of the
views of the past and obey the work of God today directly. If you are capable of
understanding that you must give pride of place to the work of God today, regardless
of how God worked in the past, then you are someone who has let go of their notions,
who obeys God, and who is able to obey the work and words of God and follow His
footsteps. In this, you will be someone who truly obeys God. You do not analyze or
scrutinize the work of God; it is as if God has forgotten His previous work, and you,
too, have forgotten it. The present is the present, and the past is the past, and since
today, God has put aside that which He did in the past, you should not dwell on it.
Only such a person is one who obeys God completely and has let go of their religious
notions completely.
Because there are always new developments in God’s work, there is work that
becomes obsolete and old as new work arises. These different types of work, old and
new, are not contradictory, but complementary; each step follows from the last.
Because there is new work, the old things must, of course, be eliminated. For
example, some of the long-established practices and habitual sayings of man,
coupled with man’s many years of experience and teachings, have formed all manner
and form of notions in the mind of man. That God has yet fully to reveal His true face
and inherent disposition to man, along with the spread, over many years, of traditional
theories from ancient times have been yet more propitious to man’s formation of such
notions. It may be said that, over the course of man’s belief in God, the influence of
various notions has led to the continual formation and evolution of all sorts of notional
understandings of God in people, which has caused many religious people who serve
God to become His enemies. So, the stronger people’s religious notions are, the
more they oppose God, and the more they are the enemies of God. The work of God
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is always new and never old; it never forms doctrine, instead changing continually
and being renewed to a greater or lesser extent. Working in this way is an expression
of the inherent disposition of God Himself. It is also the inherent principle of God’s
work, and one of the means by which God accomplishes His management. If God
did not work in this way, man would not change or be able to know God, and Satan
would not be defeated. Thus, in His work, changes continually occur that appear
erratic, but which are actually periodic. The way in which man believes in God,
however, is quite different. He clings to old, familiar doctrines and systems, and the
older they are, the more palatable they are to him. How could the foolish mind of
man, a mind that is as intransigent as stone, accept so much unfathomable new work
and words of God? Man abhors the God who is always new and never old; he likes
only the old God, who is long of tooth, white of hair, and stuck in place. Thus, because
God and man each have their own likes, man has become the enemy of God. Many
of these contradictions still exist even today, at a time when God has been doing new
work for almost six thousand years. They are, then, beyond remedy. Perhaps it is
because of the stubbornness of man, or the inviolability of God’s administrative
decrees by any man—but those clergymen and women cling still to moldy old books
and papers, while God carries on with His uncompleted work of management, as if
He had no one by His side. Though these contradictions make enemies of God and
man, and are even irresolvable, God pays them no heed, as if they were at once
there and not there. Man, however, still sticks by his beliefs and notions, and never
lets go of them. Yet one thing is self-evident: Even though man does not deviate from
his stance, God’s feet are always moving, and He is always changing His stance
according to the environment. In the end, it is man who will be defeated without a
fight. God, meanwhile, is the greatest enemy of all His defeated foes, and is also the
champion of mankind, defeated and undefeated alike. Who can compete with God
and be victorious? Man’s notions seem to come from God because many of them
were born in the wake of God’s work. However, God does not forgive man because
of this, nor, moreover, does He pour praise on man for producing batch after batch
of products “for God” in the wake of His work that are outside of His work. Instead,
He is extremely disgusted by man’s notions and old, pious beliefs, and does not even
have a mind to acknowledge the date on which these notions first emerged. He does
not accept at all that these notions are caused by His work, for the notions of man
are spread by man; their source is the thoughts and mind of man—not God, but
Satan. God’s intention has always been for His work to be new and alive, not old and
dead, and what He has man adhere to varies with the age and period, and is not
everlasting and immutable. This is because He is a God who causes man to live and
be new, rather than a devil who causes man to die and be old. Do you still not
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understand this? You have notions about God and are incapable of letting go of them
because you are close-minded. It is not because there is too little sense within God’s
work, nor because the work of God diverges from human wishes, nor, moreover, is
it because God is always negligent in His duties. You cannot let go of your notions
because you are too lacking in obedience, and because you have not the slightest
likeness of a created being; it is not because God is making things difficult for you.
You caused all of this, and it bears no relation at all to God; all suffering and
misfortune is created by man. God’s thoughts are always good: He does not wish to
cause you to produce notions, but wishes for you to change and be renewed as the
ages pass. Yet you do not know what is good for you, and are always either
scrutinizing or analyzing. It is not that God is making things difficult for you, but that
you have no reverence for God, and your disobedience is too great. A tiny created
being, daring to take some trivial part of that which was previously given by God, then
turning around and using it to attack God—is this not the disobedience of man?
Humans, it is fair to say, are utterly unqualified to express their views before God,
and less still are they qualified to parade around their worthless, stinking, rotten,
flowery language as they wish—to say nothing of those moldy notions. Are they not
even more worthless?
Someone who truly serves God is someone who is after God’s heart, who is fit for
use by God, and who is able to let go of religious notions. If you wish for your eating
and drinking of the words of God to be effective, then you must let go of your religious
notions. If you wish to serve God, then it is even more necessary first to let go of
religious notions and obey the words of God in everything. This is what should be
possessed by someone who serves God. If you lack this knowledge, then as soon
as you serve, you will cause disruption and disturbances, and if you hold on to your
notions, then you will inevitably be knocked down by God, never to get up again.
Take the present, for example: Many of the utterances and work of today are
incompatible with the Bible and with the work previously done by God, and if you
have no desire to obey, then you may fall at any time. If you wish to serve in
accordance with the will of God, then you must first let go of religious notions and
rectify your own views. Much of what will be said will be incompatible with what was
said in the past, and if you now lack the will to obey, you will be unable to walk the
path that lies ahead. If one of God’s methods of working has taken root inside you
and you never let it go, then this method will become your religious notion. If what
God is has taken root within you, then you have gained the truth, and if the words
and truth of God are capable of becoming your life, you will no longer have notions
about God. Those who possess true knowledge of God will have no notions and will
not abide by doctrine.
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Ask these questions to keep yourself vigilant:
1. Does the knowledge within you interfere with your service to God?
2. How many religious practices are there in your daily life? If you only present the
appearance of piety, does this mean that your life has grown up and matured?
3. When you eat and drink the words of God, are you able to let go of your religious
notions?
4. When you pray, are you able to do away with religious ceremony?
5. Are you someone who is fit for use by God?
6. How much of your knowledge of God contains religious notions?

KNOW GOD’S NEWEST
WORK AND FOLLOW HIS FOOTSTEPS
Now, you are to pursue becoming the people of God, and shall begin the entire
entry onto the right track. To be the people of God means entering into the Age of
Kingdom. Today, you officially begin to enter into the training of the kingdom, and
your future lives shall cease to be as slack and sloppy as they were before; living in
such a way, it is impossible to attain the standards required by God. If you do not feel
any urgency, then this shows that you have no desire to improve yourself, that your
pursuit is muddled and confused, and you are incapable of fulfilling God’s will. Entry
into the training of the kingdom means beginning the life of the people of God—are
you willing to accept such training? Are you willing to feel a sense of urgency? Are
you willing to live under God’s discipline? Are you willing to live under God’s
chastisement? When God’s words come upon you and test you, how will you act?
And what will you do when faced with all manner of facts? In the past, your focus was
not on life; today, you must focus on entering into the reality of life, and pursue
changes in your life disposition. This is what must be achieved by the people of the
kingdom. All those who are the people of God must possess life, they must accept
the training of the kingdom, and pursue changes in their life disposition. This is what
God requires of the people of the kingdom.
God’s requirements for the people of the kingdom are as follows:
1. They must accept God’s commissions. This is to say, they must accept all of
the words spoken in God’s work of the last days.
2. They must enter into the training of the kingdom.
3. They must pursue having their hearts touched by God. When your heart has
completely turned to God, and you have a normal spiritual life, you will live in the
realm of freedom, which means you will live under the care and protection of God’s
love. Only when you live under the care and protection of God will you belong to God.
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4. They must be gained by God.
5. They must become a manifestation of God’s glory on earth.
These five points are My commissions for you. My words are spoken unto the
people of God, and if you are unwilling to accept these commissions, I will not force
you—but if you truly accept them, then you will be able to do the will of God. Today,
you begin to accept God’s commissions, and pursue becoming the people of the
kingdom and attaining the standards required to be the people of the kingdom. This
is the first step of entry. If you wish to fully do God’s will, then you must accept these
five commissions, and if you are able to achieve them, you will be after God’s heart
and surely God will make great use of you. What is crucial today is entering into the
training of the kingdom. Entry into the training of the kingdom involves the spiritual
life. Previously, there was no talk of the spiritual life, but today, as you begin entry
into the training of the kingdom, you officially enter into the spiritual life.
What kind of life is the spiritual life? The spiritual life is one in which your heart has
completely turned to God, and is able to be mindful of God’s love. It is one in which
you live in God’s words, and nothing else occupies your heart, and you are able to
grasp the will of God today, and are guided by the light of the Holy Spirit today in
order to fulfill your duty. Such a life between man and God is the spiritual life. If you
are unable to follow the light of today, then a distance has opened up in your
relationship with God—it may even have been severed—and you are without a
normal spiritual life. A normal relationship with God is built upon the foundation of
accepting the words of God today. Do you have a normal spiritual life? Do you have
a normal relationship with God? Are you someone who follows the work of the Holy
Spirit? If you are able to follow the light of the Holy Spirit today, and can grasp God’s
will within His words, and enter into these words, then you are someone who follows
the stream of the Holy Spirit. If you do not follow the stream of the Holy Spirit, then
you are undoubtedly someone who does not pursue the truth. The Holy Spirit has no
chance of working within those who have no desire to improve themselves, and as a
result, such people are never able to summon their strength, and are always passive.
Today, do you follow the stream of the Holy Spirit? Are you in the stream of the Holy
Spirit? Have you emerged from a passive state? All those who believe in the words
of God, who take the work of God as the foundation, and follow the light of the Holy
Spirit today—they are all in the stream of the Holy Spirit. If you believe that God’s
words are unequivocally true and correct, and if you believe the words of God no
matter what He says, then you are someone who pursues entry into the work of God,
and in this way you fulfill God’s will.
To enter into the stream of the Holy Spirit, you must have a normal relationship
with God, and you must first rid yourself of your passive state. Some people always
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follow the crowd, and their hearts stray too far from God; such people have no desire
to improve themselves, and the standards they pursue are too low. Only the pursuit
of loving God and being gained by God is God’s will. There are people who only use
their conscience to repay God’s love, but this cannot meet God’s will; the higher the
standards you pursue, the more it will be in harmony with God’s will. As someone
who is normal, and who pursues the love of God, entry into the kingdom to become
one of the people of God is your true future, and a life that is of the utmost value and
significance; no one is more blessed than you. Why do I say this? Because those
who do not believe in God live for the flesh, and they live for Satan, but today you
live for God, and live to do the will of God. That is why I say your lives are of the
utmost significance. Only this group of people, who have been selected by God, are
able to live out a life of the utmost significance: No one else on earth is able to live
out a life of such value and meaning. Because you have been selected by God, and
are raised up by God, and, moreover, because of God’s love for you, you have
grasped the true life, and know how to live a life that is of the utmost value. This is
not because your pursuit is good, but because of the grace of God; it was God who
opened the eyes of your spirit, and it was the Spirit of God that touched your heart,
giving you the good fortune to come before Him. If the Spirit of God had not
enlightened you, then you would be incapable of seeing what is lovely about God,
nor would it be possible for you to love God. It is wholly because the Spirit of God
has touched people’s hearts that their hearts have turned to God. Sometimes, when
you are enjoying the words of God, your spirit is touched, and you feel that you cannot
help but love God, that there is great strength within you, and that there is nothing
that you cannot put aside. If you feel like this, then you have been touched by the
Spirit of God, and your heart has wholly turned to God, and you will pray to God and
say: “O God! We truly have been predestined and chosen by You. Your glory gives
me pride, and it feels glorious for me to be one of Your people. I will expend anything
and give anything to do Your will, and will devote all my years, and an entire lifetime
of efforts, to You.” When you pray like this, there will be unending love and true
obedience toward God in your heart. Have you ever had such an experience as this?
If people are often touched by the Spirit of God, then they are especially willing to
devote themselves to God in their prayers: “O God! I wish to behold Your day of glory,
and I wish to live for You—nothing is more worthy or meaningful than to live for You,
and I have not the slightest desire to live for Satan and the flesh. You raise me up by
enabling me to live for You today.” When you have prayed in this way, you will feel
that you cannot help but give your heart to God, that you must gain God, and that
you would hate to die without having gained God while you are alive. Having spoken
such a prayer, there will be an inexhaustible strength within you, and you will not
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know from where it comes; in your heart there will be limitless power, and you will
have a sense that God is so lovely, and that He is worth loving. This is when you will
have been touched by God. All those who have had such an experience have been
touched by God. For those who are often touched by God, changes occur in their
lives, they are able to make their resolution and are willing to completely gain God,
the love for God in their hearts is stronger, their hearts have completely turned to
God, they hold no regard for family, the world, entanglements, or their future, and
they are willing to devote a lifetime of efforts to God. All those who have been touched
by the Spirit of God are people who pursue the truth, and who have hope of being
made perfect by God.
Have you turned your heart to God? Has your heart been touched by the Spirit of
God? If you have never had such an experience, and if you have never prayed in
such a way, then this shows that God has no place in your heart. All those who are
guided by the Spirit of God and who have been touched by the Spirit of God are
possessed of the work of God, which shows that God’s words and God’s love have
taken root within them. Some people say: “I am not as earnest as you in my prayers,
nor am I so touched by God; sometimes—when I meditate and pray—I feel that God
is lovely, and my heart is touched by God.” Nothing is more important than man’s
heart. When your heart has turned to God, your entire being will have turned to God,
and at that time your heart will have been touched by the Spirit of God. Most among
you have had such an experience—it is just that the depths of your experiences are
not the same. Some people say: “I don’t say many words of prayer, I just listen to the
communion of others and the strength rises up within me.” This shows that you have
been touched by God inside. People who have been touched by God inside are
inspired when they hear the communion of others; if a person’s heart remains totally
unmoved when they hear inspiring words, then this proves that the work of the Holy
Spirit is not within them. There is no yearning inside them, which proves that they
have no resolve, and thus they are without the work of the Holy Spirit. If a person has
been touched by God, they will have a reaction when they hear the words of God; if
they have not been touched by God, then they have not engaged with the words of
God, they bear no relation to them, and they are incapable of being enlightened.
Those who have heard the words of God and had no reaction are people who have
not been touched by God—they are people who are without the work of the Holy
Spirit. All those who are able to accept the new light are touched, and possessed of
the work of the Holy Spirit.
Measure yourself:
1. Are you in the midst of the present work of the Holy Spirit?
2. Has your heart turned to God? Have you been touched by God?
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3. Have God’s words taken root inside you?
4. Is your practice built upon the foundation of God’s requirements?
5. Do you live under the guidance of the present light of the Holy Spirit?
6. Is your heart ruled by old notions, or is it ruled by the words of God today?
Hearing these words, what is the reaction within you? Having believed for all these
years, do you have God’s words as your life? Has there been a change in your
previous, corrupt disposition? Do you, in accordance with the words of God today,
know what it is to have life, and what it is to be without life? Is this clear to you? Of
principal importance in following God is that everything should be according to the
words of God today: Whether you are pursuing entry into life or the fulfillment of God’s
will, everything should be centered around the words of God today. If what you
commune and pursue are not centered around the words of God today, then you are
a stranger to the words of God, and totally bereft of the work of the Holy Spirit. What
God wants are people who follow His footsteps. No matter how wonderful and pure
what you understood before is, God does not want it, and if you are unable to put
aside such things, then they will be a tremendous obstacle to your entry in the future.
All those who are able to follow the present light of the Holy Spirit are blessed. The
people of ages past also followed the footsteps of God, yet they could not follow until
today; this is the blessing of the people of the last days. Those who can follow the
present work of the Holy Spirit, and who are able to follow the footsteps of God, such
that they follow God wherever He leads them—these are people who are blessed by
God. Those who do not follow the present work of the Holy Spirit have not entered
into the work of God’s words, and no matter how much they work, or how great their
suffering, or how much they run about, none of it means anything to God, and He will
not commend them. Today, all those who follow the present words of God are in the
stream of the Holy Spirit; those who are strangers to the words of God today are
outside of the stream of the Holy Spirit, and such people are not commended by God.
Service that is divorced from the present utterances of the Holy Spirit is service that
is of the flesh, and of notions, and it is impossible for it to be in accordance with God’s
will. If people live among religious notions, then they are unable to do anything that
is fit for God’s will, and even though they serve God, they serve in the midst of their
imaginings and notions, and are totally incapable of serving in accordance with the
will of God. Those who are unable to follow the work of the Holy Spirit do not
understand the will of God, and those who do not understand the will of God cannot
serve God. God wants service that is after His own heart; He does not want service
that is of notions and the flesh. If people are incapable of following the steps of the
Holy Spirit’s work, then they live amid notions. The service of such people interrupts
and disturbs, and such service runs contrary to God. Thus those who are unable to
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follow the footsteps of God are incapable of serving God; those who are unable to
follow the footsteps of God most certainly oppose God, and are incapable of being
compatible with God. “Following the work of the Holy Spirit” means understanding
the will of God today, being able to act in accordance with the present requirements
of God, being able to obey and follow the God of today, and entering in accordance
with the newest utterances of God. Only this is someone who follows the work of
the Holy Spirit and is in the stream of the Holy Spirit. Such people are not only
capable of receiving God’s praise and seeing God, but can also know God’s
disposition from the latest work of God, and can know man’s notions and
disobedience, and man’s nature and essence, from His latest work; furthermore,
they are able to gradually achieve changes in their disposition during their service.
Only people such as this are those who are able to gain God, and who have
genuinely found the true way. Those who are eliminated by the work of the Holy
Spirit are people who are incapable of following the latest work of God, and who
rebel against the latest work of God. That such people openly oppose God is
because God has done new work, and because the image of God is not the same
as that in their notions—as a result of this, they openly oppose God and pass
judgment upon God, which results in God loathing and rejecting them. Possessing
the knowledge of the latest work of God is no easy matter, but if people have a mind
to obey the work of God and seek the work of God, then they will have the chance
to see God, and will have the chance to gain the newest guidance of the Holy Spirit.
Those who intentionally oppose the work of God cannot receive the enlightenment
of the Holy Spirit or the guidance of God. Thus, whether or not people can receive
the latest work of God depends on the grace of God, it depends on their pursuit,
and it depends on their intentions.
All who are able to obey the present utterances of the Holy Spirit are blessed. It
does not matter how they used to be, or how the Holy Spirit used to work within
them—those who have gained the latest work of God are the most blessed, and those
who are unable to follow the latest work today are eliminated. God wants those who
are able to accept the new light, and He wants those who accept and know His latest
work. Why is it said that you must be a chaste virgin? A chaste virgin is able to seek
the work of the Holy Spirit and understand the new things, and moreover, able to put
aside old notions, and obey the work of God today. This group of people, who accept
the newest work of today, were predestined by God before the ages, and are the
most blessed of people. You hear the voice of God directly, and behold the
appearance of God, and so, throughout heaven and earth, and throughout the ages,
none have been more blessed than you, this group of people. All this is because of
God’s work, because of God’s predestination and selection, and because of God’s
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grace; if God did not speak and utter His words, could your conditions be as they are
today? Thus, may all glory and praise be to God, for all this is because God raises
you up. With these things in mind, could you still be passive? Could your strength still
be unable to rise up?
That you are able to accept the judgment, chastisement, smiting, and refinement
of God’s words, and, moreover, are able to accept God’s commissions, was
predestined by God before the ages, and thus you must not be too distressed when
you are chastised. No one can take away the work that has been done in you, and
the blessings that have been bestowed upon you, and no one can take away all that
has been given to you. People of religion brook no comparison with you. You are not
possessed of great expertise in the Bible, and are not equipped with religious theory,
but because God has worked within you, you have gained more than anyone
throughout the ages—and so this is your greatest blessing. Because of this, you must
be even more dedicated to God, and even more loyal to God. Because God raises
you up, you must bolster your efforts, and must ready your stature to accept the
commissions of God. You must stand firm in the place God has given you, pursue
becoming one of the people of God, accept the training of the kingdom, be gained by
God and ultimately become a glorious testimony to God. Are you possessed of these
resolves? If you are possessed of such resolves, then ultimately you are sure to be
gained by God, and will become a glorious testimony to God. You should understand
that the principal commission is being gained by God and becoming a glorious
testimony to God. This is the will of God.
The words of the Holy Spirit today are the dynamics of the work of the Holy Spirit,
and the Holy Spirit’s continual enlightenment of man during this period is the trend of
the work of the Holy Spirit. And what is the trend in the work of the Holy Spirit today?
It is the leadership of the people into the work of God today, and into a normal spiritual
life. There are several steps to entry into a normal spiritual life:
1. First, you must pour your heart into the words of God. You must not pursue
God’s words in the past, and must not study them nor compare them with the words
of today. Instead, you must completely pour your heart into the present words of God.
If there are people who still wish to read the words of God, spiritual books, or other
accounts of preaching from the past, and who do not follow the words of the Holy
Spirit today, then they are the most foolish of people; God detests such people. If you
are willing to accept the light of the Holy Spirit today, then completely pour your heart
into the utterances of God today. This is the first thing you must achieve.
2. You must pray upon the foundation of the words spoken by God today, enter
into the words of God and commune with God, and make your resolutions before
God, establishing what standards you wish to pursue the accomplishment of.
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3. You must pursue profound entry into the truth upon the foundation of the work
of the Holy Spirit today. Do not hold on to outdated utterances and theories from
the past.
4. You must seek to be touched by the Holy Spirit, and enter into the words of God.
5. You must pursue entry into the path walked by the Holy Spirit today.
And how do you seek being touched by the Holy Spirit? The crucial thing is to live
in God’s present words, and to pray upon the foundation of God’s requirements.
Having prayed in this way, the Holy Spirit is sure to touch you. If you do not seek with
a basis in the foundation of the words spoken by God today, then this is fruitless. You
should pray, and say: “O God! I oppose You, and I owe You so much; I am so
disobedient, and never able to satisfy You. O God, I wish for You to save me, I wish
to give service to You to the very end, I wish to die for You. You judge me and
chastise me, and I have no complaints; I oppose You and I deserve to die, so that all
people may behold Your righteous disposition in my death.” When you pray from
within your heart in this way, God will hear you, and will guide you; if you do not pray
upon the foundation of the words of the Holy Spirit today, then there is no possibility
of the Holy Spirit touching you. If you pray according to God’s will, and according to
that which God wishes to do today, you will say: “O God! I wish to accept Your
commissions and be faithful to Your commissions, and I am willing to devote my
entire life to Your glory, so that all that I do can reach the standards of the people of
God. May my heart be touched by You. I wish for Your Spirit to ever enlighten me, to
make all I do bring shame upon Satan, that I am ultimately gained by You.” If you
pray in this way, in a way that is centered around the will of God, then the Holy Spirit
will inevitably work in you. It matters not how many are the words of your prayers—
what is key is whether or not you grasp the will of God. You may all have had the
following experience: Sometimes, whilst praying in an assembly, the dynamics of the
work of the Holy Spirit reach their peak, causing everyone’s strength to rise up. Some
people cry bitterly and weep tears while praying, overcome with remorse before God,
and some people show their resolve, and make vows. Such is the effect to be
achieved by the work of the Holy Spirit. Today, it is crucial that all people completely
pour their hearts into the words of God. Do not focus on the words that were spoken
before; if you still hold on to what came before, then the Holy Spirit will not work within
you. Do you see how important this is?
Do you know the path walked by the Holy Spirit today? The several points above
are what is to be accomplished by the Holy Spirit today and in the future; they are the
path taken by the Holy Spirit, and the entry that ought to be pursued by man. In your
entry into life, at the very least you must pour your heart into the words of God, and
be able to accept the judgment and chastisement of God’s words; your heart must
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yearn for God, you must pursue profound entry into the truth, and the objectives
required by God. When you are possessed of this strength, then it shows that you
have been touched by God, and your heart has begun to turn to God.
The first step of entry into life is to completely pour your heart into the words of
God, and the second step is to accept being touched by the Holy Spirit. What is the
effect to be achieved by accepting being touched by the Holy Spirit? It is to be
able to yearn for, seek, and explore a more profound truth, and to be capable of
cooperating with God in a positive manner. Today, you cooperate with God, which is
to say there is an objective to your pursuit, to your prayers, and to your communion
of God’s words, and you perform your duty in accordance with God’s requirements—
only this is cooperating with God. If you only speak of letting God act, but do not take
any action, neither praying nor seeking, then could this be called cooperation? If you
have no trace of cooperation in you, and are bereft of training for entry that has an
objective, then you are not cooperating. Some people say: “Everything depends on
the predestination of God, it is all done by God Himself; if God did not do it, then how
could man?” God’s work is normal, and not the slightest bit supernatural, and it is
only through your active seeking that the Holy Spirit works, for God does not force
man—you must give God the opportunity to work, and if you do not pursue or enter,
and if there is not the slightest yearning in your heart, then God has no chance of
working. By what path can you seek to be touched by God? Through prayer, and
coming closer to God. But most importantly, remember, it must be upon the
foundation of the words spoken by God. When you are often touched by God, you
are not enslaved by the flesh: Husband, wife, children, and money—they are all
incapable of shackling you, and you wish only to pursue the truth and to live before
God. At this time, you will be someone who lives in the realm of freedom.

THE WORK IN THE AGE OF LAW
The work that Jehovah did upon the Israelites established among humanity God’s
earthly place of origin, which was also the sacred place where He was present. He
confined His work to the people of Israel. At first, He did not work outside of Israel,
but instead, He chose people He found suitable in order to restrict the scope of His
work. Israel is the place where God created Adam and Eve, and out of the dust of
that place Jehovah made man; this place became the base of His work on earth. The
Israelites, who were the descendants of Noah and also the descendants of Adam,
were the human foundation of Jehovah’s work on earth.
At this time, the significance, purpose, and steps of Jehovah’s work in Israel were
to initiate His work on the whole earth, which, taking Israel as its center, gradually
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spread into the Gentile nations. This is the principle according to which He works
throughout the universe—to establish a model and then broaden it until all people in
the universe shall have received His gospel. The first Israelites were the descendants
of Noah. These people were endowed only with the breath of Jehovah, and
understood enough to take care of the basic necessities of life, but they did not know
what kind of God Jehovah was, or His will for man, much less how they should revere
the Lord of all creation. As for whether there were rules and laws to be obeyed,[a] or
whether there was a duty that created beings should perform for the Creator, Adam’s
descendants knew nothing of these things. All they knew was that the husband
should sweat and labor to provide for his family, and that the wife should submit to
her husband and perpetuate the race of humans that Jehovah had created. In other
words, such people, who had only Jehovah’s breath and His life, knew nothing of
how to follow God’s laws or how to satisfy the Lord of all creation. They understood
far too little. So even though there was nothing crooked or deceitful in their hearts
and jealousy and contention seldom arose among them, nevertheless they had no
knowledge or understanding of Jehovah, the Lord of all creation. These ancestors of
man knew only to eat the things of Jehovah, and to enjoy the things of Jehovah, but
they did not know to revere Jehovah; they did not know that Jehovah was the One
they should worship on bended knees. So how could they be called His creatures? If
this were so, would not the words, “Jehovah is the Lord of all creation” and “He
created man in order that man might manifest Him, glorify Him, and represent Him”
have been spoken in vain? How could people who had no reverence for Jehovah
become a testimony to His glory? How could they become manifestations of His
glory? Would not Jehovah’s words “I created man in My image” then become a
weapon in the hands of Satan, the evil one? Would these words not then become a
mark of humiliation to Jehovah’s creation of man? In order to complete that stage of
work, Jehovah, after creating mankind, did not instruct or guide them from Adam to
Noah. Rather, it was not until after the flood destroyed the world that He formally
began to guide the Israelites, who were the descendants of Noah and also of Adam.
His work and utterances in Israel gave guidance to all the people of Israel as they
lived their lives throughout the land of Israel, thereby showing humanity that Jehovah
was not only able to blow breath into man, so that he might have life from Him and
rise up from the dust into a created human being, but that He could also incinerate
mankind, and curse mankind, and use His rod to govern mankind. So, too, did they
see that Jehovah could guide man’s life on earth, and speak and work among
humanity according to the hours of the day and of the night. The work He did was
a. The original text does not contain the phrase “to be obeyed.”
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only so that His creatures might know that man came from dust picked up by Him,
and moreover that man had been made by Him. Not only this, but He first did His
work in Israel so that other peoples and nations (who in fact were not separate from
Israel, but rather had branched off from the Israelites, yet were still descended from
Adam and Eve) might receive the gospel of Jehovah from Israel, so that all created
beings in the universe might be able to revere Jehovah and hold Him to be great.
Had Jehovah not begun His work in Israel, but instead, having created mankind, let
them live carefree lives on the earth, then in that case, owing to man’s physical nature
(nature means that man can never know the things he cannot see, which is to say
that he would not know that it was Jehovah who created mankind, and even less why
He did so), he would never know that it was Jehovah who created mankind or that
He is the Lord of all creation. If Jehovah had created man and placed him on the
earth, and simply dusted off His hands and left, rather than remaining among
mankind to give them guidance for a period of time, then all humanity would have
returned to nothingness; even heaven and earth and all the myriad things of His
making, and all of humanity, would have returned to nothingness and moreover
would have been trampled upon by Satan. In this way Jehovah’s wish that “On the
earth, that is, in the midst of His creation, He should have a place to stand, a holy
place” would have been shattered. And so, after creating mankind, that He was able
to remain in their midst to guide them in their lives, and speak to them from within
their midst—all of this was in order to realize His desire, and to achieve His plan. The
work He did in Israel was meant only to execute the plan He had made before His
creation of all things, and therefore His working first among the Israelites and His
creation of all things were not at odds with each other, but were done both for the
sake of His management, His work, and His glory, and were done in order to deepen
the meaning of His creation of mankind. He guided the life of mankind on earth for
two thousand years after Noah, during which He taught humanity to understand how
to revere Jehovah, the Lord of all creation, how to conduct their lives, and how to go
on living, and most of all, how to act as a witness for Jehovah, render Him obedience,
and give Him reverence, even praising Him with music as did David and his priests.
Prior to the two thousand years during which Jehovah did His work, man knew
nothing, and almost all humanity had fallen into depravity, until, before the destruction
of the world by the flood, they had reached a depth of promiscuity and corruption in
which their hearts were entirely devoid of Jehovah, and further wanting of His way.
They never understood the work Jehovah was going to do; they lacked reason, had
even less knowledge, and, like machines that breathed, were consummately ignorant
of man, God, the world, life, and so on. On earth, they engaged in many seductions,
like the serpent, and said many things that were offensive to Jehovah, but because
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they were ignorant, Jehovah did not chastise or discipline them. Only after the flood,
when Noah was 601 years old, did Jehovah formally appear to Noah and guide him
and his family, leading the birds and beasts that had survived the flood along with
Noah and his descendants, until the end of the Age of Law, lasting a total of 2,500
years. He was at work in Israel, that is, formally at work, for a total of 2,000 years,
and at work simultaneously in Israel and outside of it for 500 years, together making
2,500 years. During this period, He instructed the Israelites that to serve Jehovah,
they should build a temple, put on priestly robes, and walk barefoot into the temple
at dawn, lest their shoes sully the temple and the fire be sent down on them from the
pinnacle of the temple and burn them to death. They carried out their duties and
submitted to Jehovah’s plans. They prayed to Jehovah in the temple, and after
receiving Jehovah’s revelation, that is, after Jehovah had spoken, they led the
multitudes and taught them that they should show reverence to Jehovah—their God.
And Jehovah told them that they should build a temple and an altar, and at the time
set by Jehovah, that is, on Passover, they should prepare newborn calves and lambs
to place on the altar as sacrifices to serve Jehovah, so as to restrain them and put
reverence for Jehovah in their hearts. Whether they obeyed this law became the
measure of their loyalty to Jehovah. Jehovah also ordained the Sabbath day for them,
the seventh day of His creation. The day after the Sabbath, He made the first day, a
day for them to praise Jehovah, to offer Him sacrifices, and to make music for Him.
On this day, Jehovah called together all the priests to divide the sacrifices on the altar
for the people to eat, so that they could enjoy the sacrifices on Jehovah’s altar. And
Jehovah said that they were blessed, that they shared a portion with Him, and that
they were His chosen people (which was Jehovah’s covenant with the Israelites).
This is why, up to this day, the people of Israel still say that Jehovah is only their God,
and not the God of the Gentiles.
During the Age of Law, Jehovah laid down many commandments for Moses to
pass on to the Israelites who followed him out of Egypt. These commandments were
given by Jehovah to the Israelites and bore no relation to the Egyptians; they were
meant to restrain the Israelites, and He used the commandments to make demands
of them. Whether they observed the Sabbath, whether they respected their parents,
whether they worshiped idols, and so forth—these were the principles by which they
were judged sinful or righteous. Among them, there were some who were struck by
Jehovah’s fire, some who were stoned to death, and some who received Jehovah’s
blessing, and this was determined according to whether or not they obeyed these
commandments. Those who did not observe the Sabbath were stoned to death.
Those priests who did not observe the Sabbath were struck by Jehovah’s fire. Those
who did not show respect to their parents were also stoned to death. This was all
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commended by Jehovah. Jehovah established His commandments and laws so that,
as He led them in their lives, the people would listen to and obey His word and not
rebel against Him. He used these laws to keep the newborn human race under
control, the better to lay the foundation for His future work. And so, based on the work
that Jehovah did, the first age was called the Age of Law. Though Jehovah made
many utterances and did much work, He only guided the people positively, teaching
these ignorant people how to be human, how to live, how to understand Jehovah’s
way. For the most part, the work He did was to cause the people to observe His way
and follow His laws. The work was done on people who were shallowly corrupted; it
did not extend as far as transforming their disposition or progress in life. He was only
concerned with using laws to restrict and control the people. For the Israelites at that
time, Jehovah was merely a God in the temple, a God in the heavens. He was a pillar
of cloud, a pillar of fire. All Jehovah required them to do was obey what people today
know as His laws and commandments—one could even say rules—because what
Jehovah did was not meant to transform them, but to give them more things that man
ought to have and to instruct them from His own mouth because, after being created,
man had nothing that he ought to possess. And so, Jehovah gave to the people the
things they ought to possess for their lives on earth, making the people that He had
led surpass their ancestors, Adam and Eve, because what Jehovah gave them
surpassed what He had given Adam and Eve in the beginning. Regardless, the work
Jehovah did in Israel was only to guide humanity and make humanity recognize their
Creator. He did not conquer them or transform them, but merely guided them. This
is the sum of Jehovah’s work in the Age of Law. It is the background, the true story,
the essence of His work in the whole land of Israel, and the beginning of His six
thousand years of work—to keep mankind under the control of Jehovah’s hand. Out
of this was born more work in His six-thousand-year management plan.

THE TRUE STORY BEHIND
THE WORK OF THE AGE OF REDEMPTION
My entire management plan, the six-thousand-year management plan, consists of
three stages, or three ages: the Age of Law of the beginning; the Age of Grace (which
is also the Age of Redemption); and the Age of Kingdom of the last days. My work in
these three ages differs in content according to the nature of each age, but at each
stage this work befits the needs of man—or, to be more precise, is done according
to the tricks that Satan employs in the war that I wage against it. The purpose of My
work is to defeat Satan, to make manifest My wisdom and omnipotence, to expose
all of Satan’s tricks, and thereby to save the entire human race, which lives under
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Satan’s domain. It is to show My wisdom and omnipotence, and to reveal the
unbearable hideousness of Satan; even more than that, it is to allow created beings
to discriminate between good and evil, to know that I am the Ruler of all things, to
see clearly that Satan is the enemy of humanity, a degenerate, the evil one, and to
allow them to tell, with absolute certainty, the difference between good and evil, truth
and falsehood, holiness and filth, and what is great and what is ignoble. Thus will
ignorant humanity become able to bear witness to Me that it is not I who corrupt
humanity, and only I—the Creator—can save humanity, can bestow upon people the
things that they can enjoy; and they will come to know that I am the Ruler of all things
and Satan is merely one of the beings that I created and that later turned against
Me. My six-thousand-year management plan is divided into three stages, and I work
thus to achieve the effect of enabling created beings to bear witness to Me, and
comprehend My will, and know that I am the truth. Thus, during the early work of My
six-thousand-year management plan, I performed the work of the law, which was the
work in which Jehovah led the people. The second stage ushered in the work of the
Age of Grace in the villages of Judea. Jesus represents all the work of the Age of
Grace; He was incarnated in the flesh, and nailed to the cross, and He also began
the Age of Grace. He was crucified in order to complete the work of redemption, to
end the Age of Law and begin the Age of Grace, and so He was called the “Supreme
Commander,” the “Sin Offering,” and the “Redeemer.” As a result, the work of Jesus
differed in content from the work of Jehovah, although they were the same in
principle. Jehovah began the Age of Law, establishing the base—the point of origin—
for God’s work on earth, and issuing the laws and commandments. These are the
two pieces of work He carried out, and they represent the Age of Law. The work
Jesus did in the Age of Grace was not to issue laws, but to fulfill them, thereby
ushering in the Age of Grace and concluding the Age of Law that had lasted two
thousand years. He was the trailblazer, who came in order to begin the Age of Grace,
yet the main part of His work lay in redemption. And so His work was also twofold:
opening up a new age, and completing the work of redemption through His
crucifixion, after which He departed. And henceforth was the Age of Law ended and
the Age of Grace begun.
The work Jesus did was in accordance with the needs of man in that age. His task
was to redeem humanity, to forgive them their sins, and so His disposition was wholly
one of humility, patience, love, piety, forbearance, mercy, and lovingkindness. He
brought to humanity abundant grace and blessings, and all the things that people
could possibly enjoy, He gave to them for their enjoyment: peace and happiness, His
tolerance and love, His mercy and lovingkindness. At the time, the abundance of
things to enjoy that people were faced with—the sense of peace and security within
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their hearts, the feeling of reassurance within their spirits, and their dependence on
Jesus the Savior—was all down to the age in which they lived. In the Age of Grace,
man had already been corrupted by Satan, and so to achieve the work of redeeming
all humanity required an abundance of grace, infinite forbearance and patience, and
even more than that, an offering sufficient to atone for humanity’s sins, in order to
have an effect. What humanity saw in the Age of Grace was merely My offering of
atonement for the sins of humanity: Jesus. All they knew was that God could be
merciful and forbearing, and all they saw was the mercy and lovingkindness of Jesus.
This was entirely because they were born in the Age of Grace. And so, before they
could be redeemed, they had to enjoy the many kinds of grace that Jesus bestowed
on them in order to benefit from it. This way, they could be forgiven of their sins
through their enjoyment of grace, and could also have the chance to be redeemed
through enjoying Jesus’ forbearance and patience. Only through Jesus’ forbearance
and patience did they win the right to receive forgiveness and enjoy the abundance
of grace bestowed by Jesus. Just as Jesus said: I have come to redeem not the
righteous but sinners, to allow sinners to be forgiven of their sins. If, when He became
flesh, Jesus had brought the disposition of judgment, curse, and intolerance of man’s
offenses, then man would never have had the chance to be redeemed, and would
have remained forever sinful. Had this been so, the six-thousand-year management
plan would have come to a stop in the Age of Law, and the Age of Law would have
been prolonged for six thousand years. Man’s sins would only have grown more
numerous and more grievous, and the creation of humanity would have been for
naught. Men would only have been able to serve Jehovah under the law, but their
sins would have exceeded those of the first created humans. The more Jesus loved
mankind, forgiving them their sins and bringing unto them sufficient mercy and
lovingkindness, the more mankind was entitled to be saved by Jesus, to be called
the lost lambs that Jesus bought back at a great price. Satan could not meddle in this
work, for Jesus treated His followers as a loving mother treats the infant at her bosom.
He did not grow angry or disdainful toward them, but was full of comfort; He never
flew into a rage among them, but forbore with their sins and turned a blind eye to
their foolishness and ignorance, to the point of saying, “Forgive others seventy times
seven times.” Thus were the hearts of others transformed by His heart, and only thus
did people receive forgiveness of their sins through His forbearance.
Though Jesus in His incarnation was utterly without emotion, He always comforted
His disciples, provided for them, helped them, and supported them. However much
work He did, or however much suffering He endured, He never made excessive
demands of people, but was always patient and forbearing of their sins, such that the
people of the Age of Grace affectionately called Him “the lovable Savior Jesus.” To
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the people of that time—to all people—what Jesus had and was, was mercy and
lovingkindness. He never remembered people’s transgressions, and His treatment of
them was never based on their transgressions. Because that was a different age, He
often bestowed plentiful food upon people so that they could eat their fill. He treated
all His followers with grace, healing the sick, driving out demons, raising the dead. In
order that people might believe in Him and see that all that He did was done earnestly
and sincerely, He went so far as to resurrect a rotting corpse, showing them that in
His hands even the dead could come back to life. In this way He endured silently and
carried out His work of redemption among them. Even before He was nailed to the
cross, Jesus had already taken upon Himself the sins of humanity and become a sin
offering for mankind. Even before being crucified, He had opened the way to the
cross in order to redeem mankind. Ultimately, He was nailed to the cross, sacrificing
Himself for the sake of the cross, and He bestowed all of His mercy, lovingkindness,
and holiness upon mankind. Toward humanity, He was always tolerant, never
vengeful, forgiving them their sins, exhorting them to repent, and teaching them to
have patience, forbearance, and love, to follow in His footsteps and sacrifice
themselves for the sake of the cross. His love for the brothers and sisters exceeded
His love for Mary. The work that He did took as its principle healing the sick and
driving out demons, all for the sake of His redemption. No matter where He went, He
treated all who followed Him with grace. He made the poor rich, the lame walk, the
blind see, and the deaf hear. He even invited the lowliest, destitute ones, the sinners,
to sit at the same table with Him, never shunning them but always being patient, even
saying: When a shepherd loses one sheep out of a hundred, he will leave behind the
ninety-nine to seek the one lost sheep, and when he finds it he will rejoice greatly.
He loved His followers as a ewe loves her lambs. Though they were foolish and
ignorant, and were sinners in His eyes, and furthermore were the humblest members
of society, He considered these sinners—men whom others despised—as the apple
of His eye. Since He favored them, He gave up His life for them, as a lamb was
offered up on the altar. He went about in their midst as if He were their servant, letting
them use Him and slaughter Him, submitting to them unconditionally. To His followers
He was the lovable Savior Jesus, but to the Pharisees, who lectured people from a
high pedestal, He showed not mercy and lovingkindness, but loathing and
resentment. He did not do much work among the Pharisees, only occasionally
lecturing and rebuking them; He did not go about in their midst doing the work of
redemption, nor did He perform signs and wonders. He bestowed all His mercy and
lovingkindness upon His followers, enduring for the sake of these sinners till the very
end, when He was nailed to the cross, and suffering every humiliation until He had
fully redeemed all humanity. This was the sum total of His work.
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Without Jesus’ redemption, mankind would forever have lived in sin and become
the progeny of sin, the descendants of demons. Continuing thus, the whole world
would have become the land where Satan dwells, the place of its habitation. The
work of redemption, however, required showing mercy and lovingkindness toward
mankind; only by such means could mankind receive forgiveness and ultimately win
the right to be made complete and fully gained by God. Without this stage of work,
the six-thousand-year management plan would not have been able to progress. If
Jesus had not been crucified, if He had only healed the sick and exorcised demons,
then people could not have been completely forgiven of their sins. In the three and a
half years that Jesus spent doing His work on earth, He completed only half of His
work of redemption; then, by being nailed to the cross and becoming the likeness of
sinful flesh, by being handed over to the evil one, He completed the work of crucifixion
and mastered the destiny of mankind. Only after He was delivered into Satan’s hands
did He redeem mankind. For thirty-three and a half years He suffered on earth, being
ridiculed, slandered, and forsaken, even to the point where He had no place to lay
His head, no place of rest, and He was later crucified, with His whole being—a holy
and innocent body—nailed to the cross. He endured every kind of suffering there is.
Those in power mocked and whipped Him, and the soldiers even spat in His face;
yet He remained silent and endured until the end, submitting unconditionally to the
point of death, whereupon He redeemed all of humanity. Only then was He permitted
to rest. The work that Jesus did represents only the Age of Grace; it does not
represent the Age of Law, nor is it a substitute for the work of the last days. This is
the essence of Jesus’ work in the Age of Grace, the second age that mankind has
passed through—the Age of Redemption.

THE AGE OF KINGDOM IS THE AGE OF WORD
In the Age of Kingdom, God uses words to usher in the new age, to change the
means by which He works, and to do the work of the entire age. This is the principle
by which God works in the Age of Word. He became flesh to speak from different
perspectives, so that man could truly see God, who is the Word appearing in the
flesh, and could behold His wisdom and wondrousness. Such work is done in order
better to achieve the goals of conquering man, perfecting man, and eliminating man,
which is the true meaning of the use of words to work in the Age of Word. Through
these words, people come to know the work of God, the disposition of God, the
substance of man, and what man ought to enter into. Through words, the work God
wishes to do in the Age of Word is brought to fruition in its entirety. Through these
words, people are exposed, eliminated, and tried. People have seen God’s words,
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heard these words, and recognized the existence of these words. As a result, they
have come to believe in the existence of God, in the omnipotence and wisdom of
God, as well as in God’s love for man and His desire to save man. The word “words”
may be simple and ordinary, but the words spoken from the mouth of the incarnate
God shake the universe, they transform people’s hearts, transform their notions and
old dispositions, and transform the way the whole world used to appear. Through the
ages, only the God of today has worked in this way, and only He speaks thus and
comes to save man thus. From this time forward, man lives under the guidance of
God’s words, shepherded and supplied by His words. People live in the world of
God’s words, amid the curses and the blessings of God’s words, and there are even
more people who have come to live under the judgment and chastisement of His
words. These words and this work are all for the sake of man’s salvation, for the sake
of fulfilling God’s will, and for the sake of changing the original appearance of the
world of old creation. God created the world using words, He leads people throughout
the universe using words, and He conquers and saves them using words. Ultimately,
He shall use words to bring the entire world of old to an end, thus completing the
entirety of His management plan. Throughout the Age of Kingdom, God uses words
to do His work, and to achieve the results of His work. He does not work wonders or
perform miracles, but merely does His work through words. Because of these words,
man is nourished and supplied, and gains knowledge and true experience. In the Age
of Word, man has been exceptionally blessed. He suffers no physical pain and simply
enjoys the bountiful supply of the words of God; without needing to go blindly seeking
or journeying forth blindly, from amid his ease, he sees the appearance of God, hears
Him speak with His own mouth, receives that which He supplies, and watches Him
personally doing His work. These are things that the people of ages past were unable
to enjoy, and they are blessings that they could never receive.
God has resolved to make man complete, and regardless of the perspective from
which He speaks, it is all for the sake of making people perfect. Words spoken from
the perspective of the Spirit are difficult for people to understand; they have no means
of finding the path to practice, for their capacity for understanding is limited. The work
of God achieves different effects, and in taking each step of the work He has His
purpose. Moreover, it is imperative that He speak from different perspectives, for only
in so doing can He perfect man. If He were only to utter His voice from the perspective
of the Spirit, there would be no way to complete this stage of God’s work. From the
tone with which He speaks, you can see He is determined to make this group of
people complete. So what should be the first step for each of those who wish to be
made perfect? Above all, you must know the work of God. Today, a new method has
begun in God’s work; the age has transitioned, the way God works has also changed,
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and the method by which God speaks is different. Today, not only has the method of
His work changed, but so too has the age. Now is the Age of Kingdom. It is also the
age of loving God. It is a foretaste of the Age of Millennial Kingdom—which is also
the Age of Word, and in which God uses many means of speaking to perfect man,
and speaks from different perspectives to supply man. Upon entry into the Age of
Millennial Kingdom, God will begin to use words to make man perfect, allowing man
to enter into the reality of life and leading him onto the right track. Having experienced
so many steps of God’s work, man has seen that the work of God does not remain
unchanged, but is evolving and deepening without cease. After people have
experienced it for so long, the work has revolved repeatedly, changing again and
again. However much it changes, though, it never deviates from God’s purpose of
bringing salvation to humanity. Even through ten thousand changes, it never strays
from its original purpose. No matter how the method of God’s work might change,
this work never departs from truth or from the life. Changes in the method by which
work is done merely involve a change in the format of work, and the perspective from
which God speaks; there is no change in the central objective of God’s work.
Changes in God’s tone of voice and the method of His work are made in order to
achieve an effect. A change in tone of voice does not mean a change in the purpose
or the principle behind the work. People believe in God chiefly in order to seek life; if
you believe in God yet do not seek life or pursue the truth or the knowledge of God,
then this is not belief in God! And is it realistic to still seek to enter the kingdom to
be king? Achieving true love for God through seeking life—only this is reality; the
pursuit and the practice of truth—these are all reality. Reading God’s words, and
experiencing these words, you will come to grasp the knowledge of God amid actual
experience, and this is what it means to truly pursue.
Now is the Age of Kingdom. Whether you have entered into this new age depends
on whether you have entered into the reality of God’s words, on whether His words
have become the reality of your life. The words of God are made known to every
person so that, in the end, all people will live in the world of God’s words, and His
words will enlighten and illuminate each person from within. If, during this time, you
are careless in reading the words of God, and have no interest in His words, then this
shows that your state is wrong. If you are unable to enter into the Age of Word, then
the Holy Spirit does not work in you; if you have entered into this age, He will do His
work. What can you do at the onset of the Age of Word in order to gain the work of
the Holy Spirit? In this age, and among you, God shall accomplish the following fact:
that every person shall live out the words of God, shall be able to put truth into
practice, and shall love God earnestly; that all people shall use the words of God as
a foundation and as their reality, and shall have hearts that revere God; and that,
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through practicing the words of God, man shall then wield kingly power together with
God. This is the work to be achieved by God. Can you go without reading the words
of God? Today, there are many who feel that they cannot go even a day or two
without reading His words. They have to read His words every day, and if time does
not permit, listening to them will suffice. This is the feeling that the Holy Spirit gives
people, and it is the way He begins to move them. That is, He governs people through
words, so that they can enter into the reality of the words of God. If, after just one day
without eating and drinking the words of God, you feel darkness and thirst, and
cannot stand it, this shows that you have been moved by the Holy Spirit, and that He
has not turned away from you. You are, then, one who is in this stream. However, if
after a day or two without eating and drinking the words of God, you don’t feel a thing,
if you have no thirst, and are not at all moved, this shows that the Holy Spirit has
turned away from you. This means, then, that there is something wrong with the state
within you; you have not entered into the Age of Word, and you are one of those who
have fallen behind. God uses words to govern people; you feel good if you eat and
drink the words of God, and if you do not, you have no path to follow. The words of
God become people’s food, and the force that drives them. The Bible says that “Man
shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that proceeds out of the mouth of
God.” Today, God will bring this work to completion, and He shall accomplish this
fact in you. How is it that in the past, people could go many days without reading the
words of God and yet be able to eat and work as usual, but this is not the case today?
In this age, God chiefly uses words to govern all. Through the words of God, man is
judged and perfected, then finally taken into the kingdom. Only the words of God can
supply the life of man, and only the words of God can give man light and a path for
practice, particularly in the Age of Kingdom. As long as you do not stray from the
reality of God’s words, eating and drinking His words each day, God will be able to
make you perfect.
Pursuit of life is not something that can be rushed; growth of life does not happen
in just a day or two. The work of God is normal and practical, and there is a process
that it necessarily undergoes. It took the incarnate Jesus thirty-three and a half years
to complete His work of crucifixion—so what of purifying man and transforming his
life, work of the utmost difficulty? It is no easy task to make a normal man who
manifests God. This is particularly so for the people who are born in the nation of the
great red dragon, who are of poor caliber and require a long period of God’s words
and work. So do not be impatient to see results. You must be proactive in eating and
drinking God’s words, and put more effort into the words of God. When you are
finished reading His words, you must be able to put them into actual practice, growing
in knowledge, insight, discernment, and wisdom in the words of God. Through this,
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you will change without realizing it. If you are able to take as your principle the eating
and drinking of God’s words, reading them, coming to know them, experiencing them,
and practicing them, you will come to maturity without realizing it. There are those
who say that they are unable to put the words of God into practice even after reading
them. What is your hurry? When you reach a certain stature, you will be able to put
His words into practice. Would a four- or five-year-old child say that they are unable
to support or honor their parents? You should know how great your current stature
is. Put into practice what you are able to put into practice, and avoid being someone
who disrupts the management of God. Just eat and drink God’s words, and take that
as your principle from now on. Do not worry, for the time being, about whether God
can make you complete. Do not delve into that yet. Just eat and drink God’s words
as they come to you, and God will be certain to make you complete. However, there
is a principle by which you must eat and drink His words. Do not do so blindly. In
eating and drinking the words of God, on the one hand, seek out the words that you
should come to know—that is, those that relate to visions—and on the other, seek
out that which you should put into actual practice—that is, what you should enter into.
One aspect has to do with knowledge, and the other with entering. Once you have
grasped both—when you have grasped what you should know and what you should
practice—you will know how to eat and drink the words of God.
Going forward, talk of God’s words should be the principle by which you speak.
Ordinarily, when you come together, you should engage in fellowship about the
words of God, taking God’s words as the content of your interactions, talking about
what you know of these words, how you put them into practice, and how the Holy
Spirit works. As long as you fellowship the words of God, the Holy Spirit will illuminate
you. Achieving the world of God’s words requires the cooperation of man. If you do
not enter into this, God will have no way of working; if you keep your mouth shut and
do not talk about His words, He will have no way of illuminating you. Whenever you
are not otherwise occupied, talk about the words of God, and do not just engage in
idle chit chat! Let your life be filled with the words of God—only then will you be a
devout believer. It does not matter if your fellowship is superficial. Without
shallowness there can be no depth. There must be a process. Through your training,
you will grasp the illumination of the Holy Spirit upon you, and how to effectively eat
and drink the words of God. After an interval of probing, you will enter into the reality
of the words of God. Only if you are resolved to cooperate will you be able to receive
the work of the Holy Spirit.
Of the principles of eating and drinking the words of God, one relates to
knowledge, and the other to entry. Which words should you come to know? You
should come to know the words that relate to visions (such as, those relating to which
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age God’s work has now entered, what God wishes to achieve now, what the
incarnation is, and so on; all these are related to visions). What is meant by the path
that man should enter into? This refers to the words of God that man should practice
and enter into. The above are the two aspects of eating and drinking the words of
God. From now on, eat and drink the words of God in this way. If you have a clear
understanding of His words concerning visions, then there is no need to keep reading
all the time. Of primary importance is to eat and drink more of the words on entering,
such as how to turn your heart toward God, how to quiet your heart before God, and
how to forsake the flesh. These are the things you should put into practice. Without
knowing how to eat and drink the words of God, true fellowship is impossible. Once
you know how to eat and drink His words, when you have grasped what is key,
fellowship will become free, and whatever issue is raised, you will be able to
fellowship and grasp the reality. If, when fellowshiping the words of God, you have
no reality, then you have not grasped what is key, which shows that you do not know
how to eat and drink God’s words. Some people may find reading the words of God
tiresome, which is not a normal state. What is normal is never growing tired of reading
God’s words, always thirsting for them, and always finding the words of God to be
good. This is how one who has really entered eats and drinks the words of God.
When you feel that the words of God are exceedingly practical and are exactly what
man should enter into; when you feel that His words are greatly helpful and beneficial
to man, and that they are the provision of man’s life—it is the Holy Spirit that gives
you this feeling, and it is the Holy Spirit that moves you. This proves that the Holy
Spirit is working in you and that God has not turned away from you. Some people,
seeing that God is always speaking, become tired of His words, and think it of no
consequence whether they read them or not—which is not a normal state. They lack
a heart that thirsts to enter into reality, and such people neither thirst for nor place
importance on being perfected. Whenever you find you do not thirst for the words of
God, this shows that you are not in a normal state. In the past, whether God had
turned away from you could be determined by whether you were at peace within, and
whether you experienced enjoyment. Now the key is whether you thirst for the words
of God, whether His words are your reality, whether you are faithful, and whether you
are able to do all that you can for God. In other words, man is judged by the reality
of the words of God. God directs His words to all of humanity. If you are willing to
read them, He will enlighten you, but if you are not, He will not. God enlightens those
who hunger and thirst for righteousness, and He enlightens those who seek Him.
Some say that God did not enlighten them even after they read His words. But in
what way did you read these words? If you read His words in the way a man on
horseback looks at flowers, and placed no importance on reality, how could God
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enlighten you? How can one who does not treasure God’s words be made perfect by
Him? If you do not treasure the words of God, then you will have neither truth nor
reality. If you treasure His words, then you will be able to put the truth into practice,
and only then will you possess reality. This is why you must eat and drink the words
of God at all times, whether you are busy or not, whether the circumstances are
adverse or not, and whether you are being tried or not. All in all, the words of God
are the foundation of man’s existence. No one can turn away from His words, but
must eat His words as they do the three meals of the day. Could being made perfect
and gained by God be that easy? Whether or not you understand at present, and
whether or not you have insight into the work of God, you must eat and drink the
words of God as much as possible. This is entering in a proactive way. After reading
the words of God, hasten to put into practice what you can enter into, and set aside
for the moment what you cannot. There may be many of the words of God that you
cannot understand in the beginning, but after two or three months, perhaps even a
year, you will. How can this be? It is because God cannot make people perfect in a
day or two. Most of the time, when you read His words, you may not understand right
away. At that time, they may seem like nothing more than mere text; you must
experience them for a time before you can understand them. God having spoken so
much, you should do your utmost to eat and drink His words, and then, without you
realizing it, you will come to understand, and without you realizing it, the Holy Spirit
will enlighten you. When the Holy Spirit enlightens man, it is often without man’s
awareness. He enlightens and guides you when you thirst and seek. The principle
by which the Holy Spirit works is centered around the words of God that you eat
and drink. All those who place no importance on the words of God and are always
of a different attitude toward His words—believing, in their befuddled thinking, it a
matter of indifference whether they read His words or not—are those who do not
possess reality. Neither the Holy Spirit’s work nor His enlightenment can be seen in
such a person. People like this are merely coasting along, pretenders without true
qualifications, like Mr. Nanguo of the parable.[a]
Without the words of God as your reality, you have no real stature. When the time
comes to be tried, you will certainly fall, and then your true stature will be revealed.
But those who regularly seek to enter into reality shall, when beset by trials, come to
understand the purpose of God’s work. One who is possessed of conscience, and
who thirsts for God, should take practical action to repay God for His love. Those who
are not possessed of reality cannot stand firm in the face of even trivial matters. Such
is the difference between those with real stature and those without. Why is it that,
a. The original text does not contain the phrase “of the parable.”
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though they both eat and drink the words of God, some are able to stand firm amid
trials, while others flee? The obvious difference is that some lack real stature; they
do not have the words of God to serve as their reality, and His words have not taken
root within them. As soon as they are tried, they reach the end of their path. Why is
it, then, that some are able to stand firm amid trials? It is because they understand
the truth and have a vision, and they understand God’s will and His requirements,
and thus they are able to stand firm through trials. This is real stature, and this, too,
is life. Some may also read the words of God, but do not put them into practice, do
not take them seriously; those who do not take them seriously place no importance
on practice. Those who do not have the words of God to serve as their reality are
without real stature, and such people cannot stand firm through trials.
When the words of God come forth, you should immediately receive them, and eat
and drink them. No matter how much you understand, the one point of view to which
you must hold fast is to eat and drink, to know, and to practice His words. This is
something you should be able to do. Never mind about how great your stature may
become; simply focus on eating and drinking His words. This is what man should
cooperate in. Your spiritual life is mainly to try to enter into the reality of eating and
drinking God’s words and putting them into practice. It is not your business to focus
on anything else. Church leaders should be able to guide all their brothers and sisters
so that they know how to eat and drink God’s words. This is the responsibility of every
single church leader. Be they young or old, all should regard the eating and drinking
of God’s words as of great significance and should have His words in their hearts.
Entering into this reality means entering the Age of Kingdom. Today, most people
feel that they cannot live without eating and drinking the words of God, and feel that
His words are fresh regardless of the time. This means that they are beginning to set
upon the right track. God uses words to do His work and provide for man. When
everyone yearns after and thirsts for the words of God, humanity shall enter into the
world of His words.
God has spoken a great deal. How much have you come to know? How much
have you entered into? If a church leader has not guided their brothers and sisters
into the reality of God’s words, then they will have been derelict in their duty, and will
have failed to fulfill their responsibilities! Whether your understanding is profound or
superficial, regardless of the degree of your understanding, you must know how to
eat and drink His words, you must pay great attention to His words, and understand
the importance and the necessity of eating and drinking them. God having spoken so
much, if you do not eat and drink His words, or try to seek, or put His words into
practice, this cannot be called believing in God. Since you do believe in God, then
you must eat and drink His words, experience His words, and live out His words. Only
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this can be called belief in God! If you say you believe in God with your mouth and
yet are unable to put any of His words into practice or to produce any reality, this is
not called believing in God. Rather, it is “seeking bread to satisfy hunger.” Speaking
only of trivial testimonies, useless things, and superficial matters, without possessing
even the slightest bit of reality: these do not constitute belief in God, and you have
simply not grasped the right way of believing in God. Why must you eat and drink as
many as possible of God’s words? If you do not eat and drink His words but seek
only to ascend to heaven, is that believing in God? What is the first step one who
believes in God should take? By what path does God perfect man? Can you be
perfected without eating and drinking the words of God? Can you be considered a
person of the kingdom without the words of God to serve as your reality? What
exactly does belief in God mean? Believers in God should, at the very least, be wellbehaved on the outside; most important of all is to be possessed of the words of
God. No matter what, you can never turn away from His words. Knowing God and
fulfilling His intentions are all achieved through His words. In future, every nation,
denomination, religion, and sector will be conquered through God’s words. God will
speak directly, and all people will hold the words of God in their hands, and by
means of this, humanity will be perfected. Within and without, the words of God
pervade throughout: Humanity will speak God’s words with their mouths, practice in
accordance with God’s words, and keep the words of God within, remaining steeped
in God’s words both inside and out. Thus will humanity be perfected. Those who fulfill
the intentions of God and are able to bear witness to Him, these are the people who
possess the words of God as their reality.
Entering into the Age of Word—the Age of Millennial Kingdom—is the work that is
being accomplished today. From now on, practice engaging in fellowship about the
words of God. Only by means of eating and drinking as well as experiencing the
words of God will you be able to live out the words of God. You must produce some
practical experience in order to convince others. If you cannot live out the reality of
God’s words, no one will be persuaded! All those who are used by God can live out
the reality of God’s words. If you cannot produce this reality and bear testimony to
God, this shows that the Holy Spirit has not worked in you, and that you have not
been perfected. This is the importance of the words of God. Do you have a heart that
thirsts for the words of God? Those who thirst for the words of God thirst for truth,
and only people such as this are blessed by God. In the future, there are many more
words that God will say to all religions and all denominations. He first speaks and
utters His voice among you to make you complete before moving on to speak and
utter His voice among the Gentiles to conquer them. Through His words, all will be
sincerely and utterly convinced. Through the words of God and His revelations, man’s
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corrupt disposition diminishes, he gains the appearance of a man, and his rebellious
disposition lessens. The words work upon man with authority and conquer man within
the light of God. The work that God does in the present age, as well as the turning
points of His work, can all be found within His words. If you do not read His words,
you will understand nothing. Through your own eating and drinking His words, and
through engaging in fellowship with your brothers and sisters and your actual
experiences, you will gain the full knowledge of God’s words. Only then will you be
able to truly live out their reality.

ALL IS ACHIEVED BY THE WORD OF GOD
God speaks His words and does His work according to different ages, and in
different ages, He speaks different words. God does not abide by rules, or repeat the
same work, or feel nostalgia for the things of the past; He is a God who is always
new and never old, and He speaks new words every day. You should abide by that
which should be abided by today; this is the responsibility and duty of man. It is crucial
that practice be centered around the light and words of God in the present day. God
does not abide by rules, and is able to speak from many different perspectives to
make plain His wisdom and omnipotence. It matters not whether He speaks from the
perspective of the Spirit, or of man, or of the third person—God is always God, and
you cannot say that He is not God because of the perspective of man from which He
speaks. Among some people there have emerged notions as a result of the different
perspectives from which God speaks. Such people have no knowledge of God, and
no knowledge of His work. If God always spoke from one perspective, would man not
lay down rules about God? Could God allow man to act in such a way? Regardless
of which perspective God speaks from, He has reasons for doing so. If God were to
always speak from the perspective of the Spirit, would you be able to engage with
Him? Thus, sometimes He speaks in the third person to provide His words to you
and guide you into reality. Everything that God does is fitting. In short, it is all done
by God, and you should not doubt this. He is God, and thus no matter what
perspective He speaks from, He will always be God. This is an immutable truth.
However He works, He is still God, and His essence will not change! Peter so loved
God and was a man after God’s own heart, but God did not witness him as the Lord
or Christ, for a being’s essence is what it is, and it can never change. In His work,
God does not abide by rules, but employs different methods to make His work
effective and deepen man’s knowledge of Him. His every method of working helps
man know Him, and is in order to make man perfect. No matter which method of
working He employs, each is in order to build up man and make man perfect. Though
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one of His methods of working may have lasted for a very long time, this is in order
to temper man’s faith in Him. Thus, there should be no doubt in your heart. These
are all the steps of God’s work, and you must obey them.
What is spoken of today is entry into reality—not ascending to heaven, or ruling
as kings; all that is spoken of is the pursuit of entry into reality. There is no pursuit
more practical than this, and to talk of ruling as kings is not practical. Man possesses
great curiosity, and he still measures God’s work today by his religious notions.
Having experienced so many of God’s methods of working, man still does not know
the work of God, still seeks signs and wonders, and still looks to see whether God’s
words have been fulfilled. Is this not stupendous ignorance? Without the fulfillment
of God’s words, would you still believe that He is God? Today, many such people in
the church are waiting to behold signs and wonders. They say that if God’s words
are fulfilled, then He is God; if God’s words are not fulfilled, then He is not God. Do
you, then, believe in God because of the fulfillment of His words, or because He is
God Himself? Man’s view of belief in God must be put right! When you see that God’s
words have not been fulfilled, you scamper away—is this belief in God? When you
believe in God, you must leave everything to the mercy of God and obey all the work
of God. God spoke so many words in the Old Testament—which of them did you see
fulfilled with your own eyes? Can you say that Jehovah is not the true God because
you did not see that? Even though many words may have been fulfilled, man is
incapable of seeing that clearly because man does not have the truth and
understands nothing. Some wish to run away when they feel God’s words have not
been fulfilled. Try it. See if you can run away. Having run away, you will still come
back. God controls you with His word, and if you leave the church and the word of
God, you will have no way to live on. If you do not believe this, try it yourself—do you
think you can just leave? The Spirit of God controls you. You cannot leave. This is
an administrative decree of God! If some people want to try, they can! You say this
person is not God, so commit a sin against Him and see what He does. It is possible
that your flesh will not die and you will still be able to feed and clothe yourself, but
mentally it will be unbearable; you will feel stressed and tormented; nothing will be
more painful. Man cannot bear the mental torment and devastation—perhaps you
are able to endure the suffering of the flesh, but you are utterly incapable of enduring
mental stress and long-lasting torment. Today, some people become negative
because they have not been able to see any signs and wonders, yet none dare run
away no matter how negative they get, for God controls man with His word. Despite
there having been no advent of facts, yet still no one can flee. Are these not the
actions of God? Today, God has come to earth to provide man with life. He does not,
as people imagine, coax you by showing signs and wonders in order to ensure a
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peaceful relationship between God and man. All those whose concentration is not on
life, and who instead focus on making God show signs and wonders, are Pharisees!
And it was the Pharisees who nailed Jesus to the cross. If you measure God
according to your own view of belief in God, believing in God if His words are fulfilled,
and being doubtful and even blaspheming against God if they are not, then do you
not nail Him to the cross? People such as this are negligent of their duties, and
greedily revel in comfort!
On the one hand, the biggest problem with man is that he does not know the work
of God. Though man’s attitude is not one of denial, it is one of doubt. Man does not
deny, but he also does not fully acknowledge. If people have a thorough knowledge
of God’s work, they will not run away. The other problem is that man does not know
reality. Today, it is with the word of God that each person has engaged; indeed, in
the future, you should not think of beholding signs and wonders. I tell you plainly:
During the present stage, all you are capable of seeing are the words of God, and
though there are no facts, the life of God can still be wrought into man. It is this work
which is the main work of the Millennial Kingdom, and if you cannot perceive this
work, then you will become weak and topple down; you will descend amid trials and,
yet more grievously, be taken captive by Satan. God has come to earth principally to
speak His words; what you engage with is the word of God, what you see is the word
of God, what you hear is the word of God, what you abide by is the word of God,
what you experience is the word of God, and this incarnation of God principally uses
the word to make man perfect. He does not show signs and wonders, and especially
does not do the work Jesus did in the past. Although They are God, and are both
flesh, Their ministries are not the same. When Jesus came, He also did part of God’s
work and spoke some words—but what was the main work He accomplished? What
He mainly accomplished was the work of crucifixion. He became the likeness of sinful
flesh to complete the work of crucifixion and redeem all mankind, and it was for the
sake of all mankind’s sins that He served as a sin offering. This is the main work He
accomplished. Ultimately, He provided the path of the cross to guide those who came
later. When Jesus came, it was primarily to complete the work of redemption. He
redeemed all mankind, and brought the gospel of the kingdom of heaven to man,
and, furthermore, He brought forth the path to the kingdom of heaven. As a result, all
those who came after said, “We should walk the path of the cross, and sacrifice
ourselves for the cross.” Of course, in the beginning, Jesus also did some other work
and spoke some words to make man repent and confess his sins. But His ministry
was still the crucifixion, and the three and a half years He spent preaching the way
were in preparation for the crucifixion that came after. The several times that Jesus
prayed were also for the sake of the crucifixion. The life of a normal man that He led
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and the thirty-three and a half years that He lived on earth were primarily for the sake
of completing the work of crucifixion; they were to give Him strength to undertake this
work, as a result of which God entrusted the work of crucifixion to Him. What work
will God incarnate accomplish today? Today, God has become flesh primarily to
complete the work of “the Word appearing in the flesh,” to use the word to make man
perfect, and make man accept the dealing with the word and the refinement of the
word. In His words He causes you to gain provision and gain life; in His words you
see His work and deeds. God uses the word to chastise and refine you, and thus, if
you suffer hardship, it is also because of the word of God. Today, God does work not
with facts, but with words. Only after His word has come upon you can the Holy Spirit
work within you and cause you to suffer pain or feel sweetness. Only the word of God
can bring you into reality, and only the word of God is capable of making you perfect.
And so, at the very least you must understand this: The work done by God during the
last days is principally the use of His word to make every person perfect and to guide
man. All the work that He does is through the word; He does not use facts to chastise
you. There are times when some people resist God. God does not cause you great
discomfort, your flesh is not chastised, nor do you suffer hardship—but as soon as
His word comes upon you, and refines you, it is unbearable for you. Is that not so?
During the time of the service-doers, God said to throw man into the bottomless pit.
Did man really arrive at the bottomless pit? Simply through the use of words to refine
man, man entered into the bottomless pit. And so, during the last days, when God
becomes flesh, He principally uses the word to accomplish all and make all clear.
Only in His words can you see what He is; only in His words can you see that He is
God Himself. When God incarnate comes to earth, He does no other work but the
speaking of words—thus there is no need for facts; words suffice. That is because
He has principally come to do this work, to allow man to behold His power and
supremacy in His words, to allow man to see in His words how He humbly hides
Himself, and to allow man to know His entirety in His words. All that He has and all
that He is are in His words. His wisdom and wondrousness are in His words. In this
are you made to see the many methods with which God speaks His words. Most of
God’s work during all this time has been provision, revelation, and dealing to man.
He does not curse a person lightly, and even when He does, it is through the word
that He curses them. And so, in this age of God become flesh, do not try to see God
heal the sick and cast out demons again, and stop constantly looking for signs—there
is no point! Those signs cannot make man perfect! To speak plainly: Today, the real
God Himself of the flesh does not act; He only speaks. This is the truth! He uses
words to make you perfect, and uses words to feed and water you. He also uses
words to work, and He uses words in place of facts to make you know His reality. If
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you are capable of perceiving this manner of God’s work, then it is difficult to be
negative. Instead of focusing on things that are negative, you should focus only on
that which is positive—which is to say, regardless of whether or not the words of God
are fulfilled, or whether or not there is the advent of facts, God causes man to gain
life from His words, and this is the greatest of all signs; and even more so, it is an
undisputable fact. This is the best evidence through which to know God, and is an
even greater sign than signs. Only these words can make man perfect.
As soon as the Age of Kingdom began, God began to release His words. In the
future, these words will be gradually fulfilled, and at that time, man will grow into life.
God’s use of the word to reveal the corrupt disposition of man is more real, and more
necessary, and He uses nothing but the word to do His work in order to make perfect
the faith of man, for today is the Age of Word, and it requires the faith, resolution, and
cooperation of man. The work of God incarnate of the last days is the use of His word
to serve and provide for man. Only after God incarnate has finished speaking His
words will they begin to be fulfilled. During the time that He speaks, His words are
not fulfilled, because when He is in the stage of the flesh, His words cannot be
fulfilled. This is so that man may see that God is flesh and not Spirit; so that man may
behold the reality of God with his own eyes. On the day that His work is complete,
when all the words that should be spoken by Him on earth have been spoken, His
words will begin to be fulfilled. Now is not the age of the fulfillment of God’s words,
because He has not yet finished speaking His words. So, when you see that God is
still speaking His words on earth, do not await the fulfillment of His words; when God
stops speaking His words, and when His work on earth has been completed, that will
be when His words begin to be fulfilled. In the words He speaks on earth, there is, in
one regard, the provision of life, and in another, there is prophecy—the prophecy of
things to come, of things that will be done, and of the things that have yet to be
accomplished. There was also prophecy in the words of Jesus. In one regard, He
supplied life, and in another regard, He spoke prophecy. Today, there is no talk of
carrying out words and facts at the same time because there is too great a difference
between that which can be seen by man’s own eyes and that which is done by God.
It can only be said that once the work of God has been completed, His words will be
fulfilled, and the facts will come after the words. During the last days, God incarnate
performs the ministry of the word on earth, and in performing the ministry of the word,
He only speaks words, and cares not for other matters. Once God’s work changes,
His words will start to be fulfilled. Today, words are first used to make you perfect;
when He gains glory throughout the entire universe, His work will be complete—all
the words that should be spoken will have been spoken, and all words will have
become facts. God has come to earth during the last days to perform the ministry of
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the word so that mankind may know Him, and so that mankind may see what He is,
and see His wisdom and all of His wondrous deeds from His word. During the Age of
Kingdom, God principally uses the word to conquer all of mankind. In the future, His
word will also come upon every religion, sector, nation and denomination. God uses
the word to conquer, to make all men see that His word carries authority and might—
and so today, you face only the word of God.
The words spoken by God in this age are different from those spoken during the
Age of Law, and so, too, do they differ from the words spoken during the Age of
Grace. In the Age of Grace, God did not do the work of the word, but simply described
the crucifixion in order to redeem all mankind. The Bible only describes why Jesus
was to be crucified, and the suffering He was subjected to on the cross, and how
man should be crucified for God. During that age, all the work done by God was
centered around the crucifixion. During the Age of Kingdom, God incarnate speaks
words to conquer all those who believe in Him. This is “the Word appearing in the
flesh”; God has come during the last days to do this work, which is to say, He has
come to accomplish the actual significance of the Word appearing in the flesh. He
only speaks words, and rarely is there the advent of facts. This is the very essence
of the Word appearing in the flesh, and when God incarnate speaks His words, this
is the appearance of the Word in the flesh, and is the Word coming into the flesh. “In
the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God,
and the Word became flesh.” This (the work of the appearance of the Word in the
flesh) is the work that God will accomplish in the last days, and is the final chapter of
His entire management plan, and so God has to come to earth and manifest His
words in the flesh. That which is done today, that which will be done in the future,
that which will be accomplished by God, man’s final destination, those who will be
saved, those who will be destroyed, and so on—all of this work that should be
achieved in the end has all been clearly stated, and is all in order to accomplish the
actual significance of the Word appearing in the flesh. The administrative decrees
and constitution that were previously issued forth, those who will be destroyed, those
who will enter into rest—these words must all be fulfilled. This is the work principally
accomplished by God incarnate during the last days. He makes people understand
where those predestined by God belong and where those not predestined by God
belong, how His people and sons will be classified, what will happen to Israel, what
will happen to Egypt—in the future, every one of these words will be accomplished.
The pace of God’s work is accelerating. God uses the word as the means to reveal
to man what is to be done in every age, what is to be done by God incarnate during
the last days, and His ministry that is to be performed, and these words are all in
order to accomplish the actual significance of the Word appearing in the flesh.
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I have previously said that “All who focus on beholding signs and wonders will be
forsaken; they are not those who will be made perfect.” I have spoken so many words,
yet man has not the slightest knowledge of this work, and, having arrived at this point,
still people ask for signs and wonders. Is your belief in God nothing more than the
pursuit of signs and wonders, or is it in order to gain life? Jesus also spoke many
words, and some of them have yet to be fulfilled. Can you say that Jesus is not God?
God witnessed that He was Christ and the beloved Son of God. Can you deny this?
Today, God only speaks words, and if you do not know this thoroughly, then you
cannot stand fast. Do you believe in Him because He is God, or do you believe in
Him based on whether or not His words are fulfilled? Do you believe in signs and
wonders, or do you believe in God? Today, He does not show signs and wonders—
is He really God? If the words He speaks are not fulfilled, is He really God? Is the
essence of God determined by whether or not the words He speaks are fulfilled? Why
is it that some people are always waiting for the fulfillment of God’s words before they
will believe in Him? Does this not mean they do not know Him? All those who possess
such notions are those who deny God. They use notions to measure God; if God’s
words are fulfilled, they believe in Him, and if they are not, then they do not believe
in Him; and they always pursue signs and wonders. Are these people not the
Pharisees of modern times? Whether or not you are able to stand firm depends on
whether or not you know the real God—this is crucial! The greater the reality of God’s
word in you, the greater your knowledge of the reality of God, and the more you are
able to stand fast during trials. The more you focus on seeing signs and wonders, the
less you are able to stand firm, and you will fall amid trials. Signs and wonders are
not the foundation; only the reality of God is life. Some people do not know the effects
that are to be achieved by God’s work. They spend their days in bewilderment, not
pursuing the knowledge of God’s work. The aim of their pursuit is only ever to make
God fulfill their desires, and only then will they be serious in their belief. They say that
they will pursue life if the words of God are fulfilled, but that if His words are not
fulfilled, then there is no possibility of them pursuing life. Man thinks that belief in God
is the pursuit of beholding signs and wonders and the pursuit of ascending to heaven
and the third heaven. None of them say that their belief in God is the pursuit of entry
into reality, the pursuit of life, and the pursuit of being gained by God. What is the
value in pursuit such as this? Those who do not pursue the knowledge of God and
the satisfaction of God are those who do not believe in God; they are the ones who
blaspheme God!
Now do you understand what belief in God is? Does belief in God mean beholding
signs and wonders? Does it mean ascending to heaven? Believing in God is not easy
in the slightest. Those religious practices should be purged; pursuing the healing of
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the sick and the casting out of demons, focusing on signs and wonders, coveting
more of God’s grace, peace and joy, pursuing the prospects and comforts of the
flesh—these are religious practices, and such religious practices are a vague kind of
belief. What is real belief in God today? It is the acceptance of God’s word as the
reality of your life and the knowing of God from His word in order to achieve a true
love of Him. To be clear: Belief in God is so that you may obey God, love God, and
perform the duty that should be performed by a creature of God. This is the aim of
believing in God. You must achieve a knowledge of the loveliness of God, of how
worthy God is of reverence, of how, in His creatures, God does the work of salvation
and making them perfect—these are the bare essentials of your belief in God. Belief
in God is principally the switch from a life of the flesh to a life of loving God; from
living within corruption to living within the life of God’s words; it is coming out from
under the domain of Satan and living under the care and protection of God; it is being
able to achieve obedience to God and not obedience to the flesh; it is allowing God
to gain your entire heart, allowing God to make you perfect, and freeing yourself from
the corrupt satanic disposition. Belief in God is principally so that the power and glory
of God may be manifested in you, so that you may do God’s will, and accomplish
God’s plan, and be able to bear testimony to God before Satan. Belief in God should
not revolve around the desire to behold signs and wonders, nor should it be for the
sake of your personal flesh. It should be about the pursuit of knowing God, and being
able to obey God, and, like Peter, obeying Him until one’s death. These are the main
aims of believing in God. One eats and drinks the word of God in order to know God
and satisfy Him. Eating and drinking the word of God gives you a greater knowledge
of God, only after which can you obey Him. Only with knowledge of God can you love
Him, and this is the goal man should have in his belief in God. If, in your belief in God,
you are always trying to behold signs and wonders, then the viewpoint of this belief
in God is wrong. Belief in God is principally the acceptance of the word of God as the
reality of life. The aim of God is only attained by putting into practice the words of
God from His mouth and carrying them out within yourself. In believing in God, man
should strive to be made perfect by God, to be able to submit to God, and for
complete obedience to God. If you can obey God without complaint, be mindful of
God’s desires, achieve the stature of Peter, and possess the style of Peter spoken
of by God, then that will be when you have achieved success in belief in God, and it
will signify that you have been gained by God.
God does His work throughout the entire universe. All those who believe in Him
must accept His word, and eat and drink His word; no one can be gained by God by
seeing the signs and wonders shown by God. Throughout the ages, God has always
used the word to make man perfect. Thus you should not devote all your attention to
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signs and wonders, but should strive to be made perfect by God. In the Old
Testament Age of Law, God spoke some words, and in the Age of Grace, Jesus, too,
spoke many words. After Jesus had said many words, the later apostles and disciples
led people to practice according to the commandments issued by Jesus and
experienced according to the words and principles spoken of by Jesus. In the last
days, God principally uses the word to make man perfect. He does not use signs and
wonders to oppress man, or convince man; this cannot make plain the power of God.
If God only showed signs and wonders, then it would be impossible to make plain the
reality of God, and thus impossible to make man perfect. God does not make man
perfect by signs and wonders, but uses the word to water and shepherd man, after
which is achieved the complete obedience of man and man’s knowledge of God. This
is the aim of the work He does and the words He speaks. God does not use the
method of showing signs and wonders to make man perfect—He uses words, and
uses many different methods of work to make man perfect. Whether it be the
refinement, dealing, pruning, or provision of words, God speaks from many different
perspectives to make man perfect, and to give man a greater knowledge of the work,
wisdom and wondrousness of God. When man is made complete at the time that
God concludes the age in the last days, then he will be qualified to look upon signs
and wonders. When you come to know God and are able to obey God no matter what
He does, you will no longer have any notions about Him when you see signs and
wonders. At the moment, you are corrupt and incapable of complete obedience to
God—do you think you are qualified to see signs and wonders in this state? When
God shows signs and wonders, that is when God punishes man, and also when the
age changes, and, moreover, when the age concludes. When God’s work is being
carried out normally, He does not show signs and wonders. Showing signs and
wonders is laughably simple for Him, but that is not the principle of God’s work, nor
is it the aim of God’s management of man. If man saw signs and wonders, and if the
spiritual body of God were to appear to man, would all people not believe in God? I
have previously said that a group of overcomers are gained from the East,
overcomers who come from amid the great tribulation. What is meant by these
words? They mean that these people who have been gained only truly obeyed after
undergoing judgment and chastisement, and dealing and pruning, and all kinds of
refinement. The belief of these people is not vague and abstract, but real. They have
not seen any signs and wonders, or any miracles; they do not speak of abstruse
letters and doctrines, or profound insights; instead they have reality, and the words
of God, and a true knowledge of the reality of God. Is such a group not more capable
of making plain the power of God? God’s work during the last days is real work.
During the age of Jesus, He did not come to make man perfect, but to redeem man,
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and so He displayed some miracles to make people follow Him. For He principally
came to complete the work of crucifixion, and showing signs was not part of the work
of His ministry. Such signs and wonders were work that was done in order to make
His work effective; they were extra work, and did not represent the work of the entire
age. During the Old Testament Age of Law, God also showed some signs and
wonders—but the work God does today is real work, and He would definitely not
show signs and wonders now. If He showed signs and wonders, His real work would
be thrown into disorder, and He would be unable to do any more work. If God said to
use the word to make man perfect, but also showed signs and wonders, then could
it be made plain whether or not man truly believes in Him? Thus, God does not do
such things. There is too much of religion within man; God has come during the last
days to expel all the religious notions and supernatural things within man, and make
man know the reality of God. He has come to remove an image of a God that is
abstract and fanciful—an image of a God who, in other words, does not exist at all.
And so, now the only thing that is precious is for you to have a knowledge of reality!
The truth overrides everything. How much truth do you possess today? Is all that
shows signs and wonders God? Evil spirits can also show signs and wonders; are
they all God? In his belief in God, what man searches for is the truth, and what he
pursues is life, rather than signs and wonders. This should be the goal of all those
who believe in God.

THE MYSTERY OF THE INCARNATION (4)
You should know of the story behind the Bible and of its making. This knowledge
does not belong to those who have not accepted the new work of God. They do not
know. If you were to speak plainly of these matters of essence to them, they would
no longer be sticklers about the Bible with you. They are constantly digging into what
has been prophesied: Has this statement come to pass? Has that statement come
to pass? Their acceptance of the gospel is in accordance with the Bible, and they
preach the gospel according to the Bible. Their belief in God rests on the words of
the Bible; without the Bible, they will not believe in God. This is the manner in which
they live, subjecting the Bible to petty scrutiny. When they once again come digging
into the Bible and ask you for explanations, you say, “First, let us not verify each
statement. Instead, let us look at how the Holy Spirit works. Let us take the path we
walk and compare it with the truth to see if this path is indeed the work of the Holy
Spirit, and let us use the work of the Holy Spirit to check whether such a path is
correct. As for whether this statement or that statement has come to pass as foretold,
we humans should not stick our noses into it. It is better for us to speak instead of
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the work of the Holy Spirit and the latest work that God has been doing.” The
prophecies in the Bible are words of God transmitted at the time by the prophets and
words written by men whom God used, having obtained inspiration; only God Himself
can explain those words, only the Holy Spirit can make known the meaning of those
words, and only God Himself can break the seven seals and open the scroll. You
say: “You are not God, and neither am I, so who dares lightly to explain the words of
God? Do you dare to explain those words? Even if the prophets Jeremiah, John and
Elijah were to come, they would not dare to try and explain those words, for they are
not the Lamb. Only the Lamb can break the seven seals and open the scroll, and
none other can explain His words. I dare not usurp the name of God, much less
attempt to explain God’s words. I can only be one who obeys God. Are you God?
None of God’s creatures dare to open the scroll or explain those words, and so I dare
not explain them either. You had better not attempt to explain them. No one should
try to explain them. Let us talk about the work of the Holy Spirit; this much man can
do. I know a little of the work of Jehovah and Jesus, but as I have no personal
experience of such work, I can only speak of it to a slight extent. As for the meaning
of the words that Isaiah or Jesus spoke in their time, I will make no explanation. I do
not study the Bible, but rather I follow the present work of God. You actually regard
the Bible as the little scroll, but is it not something that only the Lamb can open? Apart
from the Lamb, who else can open it? You are not the Lamb, and even less do I dare
claim to be God Himself, so let us not analyze the Bible or subject it to petty scrutiny.
Far better to discuss the work done by the Holy Spirit, that is, the present work done
by God Himself. Let us see what the principles by which God works are and what the
essence of His work is, using these to verify whether the path we walk on today is
right, and in this way make certain of it.” If you wish to preach the gospel, particularly
to those in the religious world, you must understand the Bible and have a mastery of
its inside story; otherwise, there is no way for you to preach the gospel. Once you
have mastered the bigger picture, and cease to scrutinize the dead words of the Bible
in a petty way, but speak only of the work of God and the truth of life, then you shall
be able to gain those who seek with a true heart.
Jehovah’s work, the laws He put in place, and the principles by which He guided
men in living their lives, the content of the work He did in the Age of Law, the
significance of Him putting His laws in place, the significance of His work to the Age
of Grace, and what work God does in this final stage: these are things that you should
understand. The first stage is the work of the Age of Law, the second the work of the
Age of Grace, and the third the work of the last days. You must be clear about these
stages of God’s work. From beginning to end, there are three stages in total. What is
the essence of each stage of work? How many stages are carried out in the work of
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the six-thousand-year management plan? How are these stages carried out, and why
is each carried out in its particular way? These are all crucial questions. The work of
each age has representational value. What work did Jehovah carry out? Why did He
do it in that particular way? Why was He called Jehovah? Again, what work did Jesus
carry out in the Age of Grace, and in what manner did He do it? Which aspects of
God’s disposition are represented by each stage of work and each age? Which
aspects of His disposition were expressed in the Age of Law? And which in the Age
of Grace? And which in the final age? These are essential questions that you must
be clear about. The whole of God’s disposition has been revealed in the course of
the six-thousand-year management plan. It is not revealed only in the Age of Grace,
nor only in the Age of Law, even less so only in this period of the last days. The work
carried out in the last days represents judgment, wrath, and chastisement. The work
carried out in the last days cannot replace the work of the Age of Law or that of the
Age of Grace. However, the three stages, interconnecting, form one entity, and all
are the work of one God. Naturally, the execution of this work is divided into separate
ages. The work done in the last days brings everything to a close; that done in the
Age of Law was the work of commencement; and that done in the Age of Grace was
the work of redemption. As for the visions of the work in this entire six-thousand-year
management plan, no one is able to gain insight or understanding, and these visions
remain riddles. In the last days, only the work of the word is carried out in order to
usher in the Age of Kingdom, but it is not representative of all the ages. The last days
are no more than the last days and no more than the Age of Kingdom, and they do
not represent the Age of Grace or the Age of Law. It is just that, during the last days,
all the work in the six-thousand-year management plan is revealed to you. This is the
unveiling of the mystery. This kind of mystery is something that can be unveiled by
no man. No matter how great an understanding man has of the Bible, it remains
nothing more than words, for man does not understand the essence of the Bible. In
reading the Bible, man may understand some truths, explain some words, or subject
some famous passages and chapters to his petty scrutiny, but he will never be able
to extricate the meaning contained within those words, for all man sees are dead
words, not the scenes of the work of Jehovah and of Jesus, and man has no way of
unraveling the mystery of this work. Therefore, the mystery of the six-thousand-year
management plan is the greatest mystery, the most profoundly hidden, and wholly
unfathomable to man. No one can directly grasp the will of God, unless God Himself
explains and reveals it to man; otherwise, these things will forever remain riddles to
man, remaining forever sealed mysteries. Never mind those in the religious world; if
you had not been told today, you would not have grasped it either. This work of six
thousand years is more mysterious than all the prophecies of the prophets. It is the
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greatest mystery from creation to the present, and no one among the prophets
throughout the ages has ever been able to fathom it, for this mystery is only unveiled
in the final age and has never before been revealed. If you can grasp this mystery, and
if you are able to receive it in its entirety, then all religious persons will be vanquished
by this mystery. Only this is the greatest of visions; it is that which man longs most
keenly to grasp but it is also that which is most unclear to him. When you were in the
Age of Grace, you did not know what the work done by Jesus or that done by Jehovah
was about. People did not understand why Jehovah set forth laws, why He asked the
multitude to keep the laws or why the temple had to be built, and still less did people
understand why the Israelites were led from Egypt into the wilderness and then on to
Canaan. It was not until this day that these matters have been revealed.
The work in the last days is the final stage of the three. It is the work of another
new age and does not represent the entirety of the work of management. The sixthousand-year management plan is divided into three stages of work. No one stage
alone can represent the work of the three ages, but only one part of a whole. The
name Jehovah cannot represent the whole of God’s disposition. The fact that He
carried out His work in the Age of Law does not prove that God can only be God
under the law. Jehovah set forth laws for man and handed down commandments to
him, asking man to build the temple and the altars; the work He did represents only
the Age of Law. This work that He did does not prove that God is only a God who
asks man to keep the law, or that He is the God in the temple, or that He is the God
before the altar. To say this would be untrue. The work done under the law can only
represent one age. Therefore, if God only did the work in the Age of Law, then man
would confine God within the following definition, saying, “God is the God in the
temple, and, in order to serve God we must put on priestly robes and enter the
temple.” If the work in the Age of Grace had never been carried out and the Age of
Law had continued until the present, man would not know that God is also merciful
and loving. If the work in the Age of Law had not been done, and instead only the
work in the Age of Grace, then all man would know is that God can only redeem man
and forgive man’s sins. Man would know only that He is holy and innocent, and that
for man’s sake He is able to sacrifice Himself and be crucified. Man would know only
these things but have no understanding of anything else. Each age therefore
represents one part of God’s disposition. As for which aspects of God’s disposition
are represented in the Age of Law, which in the Age of Grace, and which in this
present stage: only when all three stages have been integrated into one whole can
they reveal the entirety of God’s disposition. Only when man has come to know all
three stages can he understand it fully. None of the three stages can be omitted. You
will only see the disposition of God in its entirety after coming to know these three
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stages of work. The fact that God completed His work in the Age of Law does not
prove that He is only the God under the law, and the fact that He completed His work
of redemption does not mean that God will forever redeem mankind. These are all
conclusions drawn by man. The Age of Grace having come to an end, you cannot
then say that God belongs only to the cross and that the cross alone represents the
salvation of God. To do so would be to define God. In the present stage, God is
mainly doing the work of the word, but you cannot say then that God has never been
merciful to man and that all He has brought is chastisement and judgment. The work
in the last days lays bare the work of Jehovah and Jesus and all mysteries not
understood by man, so as to reveal the destination and the end of mankind and end
all the work of salvation among mankind. This stage of work in the last days brings
everything to a close. All mysteries not understood by man need to be unraveled to
allow man to plumb them to their depths and have a completely clear understanding
in his heart. Only then can the human race be classed according to kind. Only after
the six-thousand-year management plan is completed will man come to understand
the disposition of God in its entirety, for His management will then have come to an
end. Now that you have experienced the work of God in the final age, what is the
disposition of God? Do you dare say that God is the God who merely speaks words
and no more? You would not dare render such a conclusion. Some would say that
God is the God who unveils mysteries, that God is the Lamb and the One who breaks
the seven seals. But no one dares to render such a conclusion. Others might say that
God is the incarnate flesh, but this would still not be correct. Still others might say
that God incarnate only speaks words and does not work signs and wonders, but you
would dare even less to speak in this way, for Jesus became flesh and worked signs
and wonders, so you would not dare to define God so lightly. All of the work done
throughout the six-thousand-year management plan has only now come to a close.
Only after all of this work has been revealed to man and carried out in the midst of
mankind will humanity know all of God’s disposition and what He has and is. When
the work of this stage has been fully completed, all mysteries not understood by man
shall have been revealed, all truths previously not understood shall have been made
clear, and the human race shall have been told of their future path and destination.
This is the whole of the work that is to be done in the present stage. Even though the
path that man walks today is also the path of the cross and the path of suffering, what
man practices, and what he eats, drinks and enjoys today are greatly different from
that which fell to man under the law and in the Age of Grace. What is asked of man
this day is unlike that in the past and even more unlike that asked of man in the Age
of Law. Now, what was asked of man under the law when God was doing His work
in Israel? It was no more than that man should keep the Sabbath and the laws of
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Jehovah. No one was to labor on the Sabbath or transgress the laws of Jehovah. But
it is not so now. On the Sabbath, man works, gathers, and prays as usual, and no
restrictions are imposed on him. Those in the Age of Grace had to be baptized, and
they were further asked to fast, break bread, drink wine, cover their heads and wash
the feet of others for them. Now, these rules have been abolished, but greater
demands are made of man, for the work of God grows ever deeper and the entry of
man reaches ever higher. In the past, Jesus laid His hands upon man and prayed,
but now that everything has been said, what is the use of the laying on of hands?
Words alone can achieve results. When He laid His hands upon man in the past, it
was to bless man and also to heal him of his diseases. This was how the Holy Spirit
worked at that time, but it is not so now. Now the Holy Spirit uses words in order to
work and achieve results. His words have been made clear to you, and you should
put them into practice just as you have been told. His words are His will; they are the
work He wishes to do. Through His words, you will understand His will and that which
He asks you to attain, and you may just put His words into practice directly without
any need for the laying on of hands. Some may say, “Lay Your hands upon me! Lay
Your hands upon me that I may receive Your blessing and that I may partake of You.”
All these are outdated practices from the past, now obsolete, for the age has
changed. The Holy Spirit works in accordance with the age, neither at random nor in
conformity to set rules. The age has changed, and a new age necessarily brings with
it new work. This is true of every stage of work, and so His work is never repeated.
In the Age of Grace, Jesus did a fair amount of that kind of work, such as healing
sickness, casting out demons, laying His hands upon man to pray for him, and
blessing man. However, to do so again would be meaningless in the present day.
The Holy Spirit worked in that way at the time, for it was the Age of Grace, and there
was sufficient grace for man to enjoy. No payment of any kind was asked of him, and
so long as he had faith, he would receive grace. All were treated very graciously.
Now the age has changed, and the work of God has progressed further; it is through
chastisement and judgment that the rebelliousness of man and the unclean things
within man will be purged away. That stage being the stage of redemption, it
behooved God to work in that way, showing enough grace for man to enjoy, so that
man might be redeemed from sin and, by means of grace, be forgiven his sins. This
present stage is to expose the unrighteousness within man by means of
chastisement, judgment, the smiting of words, as well as the discipline and revelation
of words, so that humanity may afterward be saved. This is work more in-depth than
redemption. The grace in the Age of Grace was sufficient for man’s enjoyment; now
that man has already experienced this grace, he is no longer to enjoy it. This work is
now past its time and is no longer to be done. Now man is to be saved through the
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judgment of the word. After man is judged, chastised, and refined, his disposition is
thereby changed. Is this not all because of the words I have spoken? Each stage of
work is done in line with the progress of the whole human race and with the age. The
work is all significant, and it is all done for the sake of the final salvation, that mankind
may have a good destination in the future, and that humanity may be classed
according to kind in the end.
The work of the last days is to speak words. Great changes can be effected in man
by means of words. The changes now effected in these people upon their accepting
these words are much greater than those effected in people upon their accepting the
signs and wonders of the Age of Grace. For, in the Age of Grace, the demons were
cast out from man with the laying on of hands and prayer, but the corrupt dispositions
within man still remained. Man was healed of his sickness and forgiven his sins, but
as for just how man was to be purged of the corrupt satanic dispositions within him,
this work had yet to be done. Man was only saved and forgiven his sins for his faith,
but the sinful nature of man was not extirpated and still remained within him. The sins
of man were forgiven through the agency of the incarnate God, but this did not mean
that man no longer had sin within him. The sins of man could be forgiven through the
sin offering, but as for just how man can be made to sin no more, and how his sinful
nature may be extirpated completely and transformed, he has no way of solving this
problem. The sins of man were forgiven, and this is because of the work of God’s
crucifixion, but man continued to live within his corrupt satanic disposition of old. This
being so, man must be completely saved from his corrupt satanic disposition, so that
his sinful nature may be completely extirpated, never to develop again, thus enabling
the disposition of man to be transformed. This would require man to grasp the path
of growth in life, to grasp the way of life, and to grasp the way to change his
disposition. Furthermore, it would require man to act in accordance with this path, so
that his disposition may gradually be changed and he may live under the shining of
the light, so that all that he does may be in accord with the will of God, so that he may
cast away his corrupt satanic disposition, and so that he may break free from Satan’s
influence of darkness, thereby emerging fully from sin. Only then will man receive
complete salvation. At the time that Jesus was doing His work, man’s knowledge of
Him was still vague and unclear. Man always believed Him to be the son of David,
and proclaimed Him to be a great prophet, the benevolent Lord who redeemed man’s
sins. Some, on the strength of their faith, were healed just from touching the edge of
His garment; the blind could see and even the dead could be restored to life.
However, man was unable to discover the corrupt satanic disposition deeply rooted
within himself, neither did he know how to cast it away. Man received much grace,
such as the peace and happiness of the flesh, the faith of one member bringing
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blessing on an entire family, the healing of sickness, and so on. The rest were the
good deeds of man and his godly appearance; if someone could live on the basis of
these, they were considered an acceptable believer. Only believers of this kind could
enter heaven after death, which meant that they were saved. But, in their lifetime,
these people did not understand at all the way of life. All they did was to commit sins
and then confess their sins in a constant cycle without any path to change their
disposition: Such was the condition of man in the Age of Grace. Has man received
complete salvation? No! Therefore, after that stage of work was finished, there still
remained the work of judgment and chastisement. This stage is to make man pure
by means of the word, and thereby give him a path to follow. This stage would not be
fruitful or meaningful if it continued with the casting out of demons, for it would fail to
extirpate man’s sinful nature, and man would come to a standstill at the forgiveness
of his sins. Through the sin offering, man has been forgiven his sins, for the work of
the crucifixion has already come to an end and God has prevailed over Satan. But
the corrupt disposition of man still remaining within him, man can still sin and resist
God, and God has not gained mankind. That is why in this stage of work God uses
the word to expose the corrupt disposition of man, causing him to practice in
accordance with the right path. This stage is more meaningful than the previous one,
as well as more fruitful, for now it is the word that directly supplies man’s life and
enables the disposition of man to be completely renewed; it is a much more thorough
stage of work. Therefore, the incarnation in the last days has completed the
significance of God’s incarnation and completely finished God’s management plan
for man’s salvation.
God’s saving of man is not done directly using the method of the Spirit and the
identity of the Spirit, for His Spirit can neither be touched nor seen by man, neither
can man draw near. If He tried to save man directly using the perspective of the Spirit,
man would be unable to receive His salvation. If God did not put on the outward form
of a created man, there would be no way for man to receive this salvation. For man
has no way of approaching Him, much as no one was able to go near the cloud of
Jehovah. Only by becoming a created human being, that is, only by putting His word
into the body of flesh that He is about to become, can He personally work the word
into all who follow Him. Only then can man personally see and hear His word, and
moreover enter into possession of His word, and by this means come to be fully
saved. If God did not become flesh, no one of flesh and blood would be able to
receive such great salvation, nor would a single person be saved. If the Spirit of God
worked directly in the midst of mankind, all humanity would be struck down, or else,
with no way of coming into touch with God, they would be completely carried away
captive by Satan. The first incarnation was to redeem man from sin, to redeem him
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by means of the fleshly body of Jesus, that is, He saved man from the cross, but the
corrupt satanic disposition still remained within man. The second incarnation is no
longer to serve as a sin offering but rather to save fully those who were redeemed
from sin. This is done so that those who have been forgiven may be delivered from
their sins and made fully clean, and by attaining a changed disposition, break free of
Satan’s influence of darkness and return before the throne of God. Only in this way
can man be fully sanctified. After the Age of Law had come to an end, and beginning
with the Age of Grace, God began the work of salvation, which continues until the
last days when, in judging and chastising the human race for their rebelliousness, He
will completely purify mankind. Only then will God conclude His work of salvation and
enter into rest. Therefore, in the three stages of work, only twice has God become
flesh to carry out His work among man Himself. That is because only one in the three
stages of work is to guide men in leading their lives, while the other two consist of the
work of salvation. Only by becoming flesh can God live alongside man, experience
the suffering of the world, and live in a normal body of flesh. Only in this way can He
supply men with the practical way that they need as created beings. It is through the
incarnation of God that man receives full salvation from God, and not directly from
heaven in answer to his prayers. For, man being of flesh and blood, he has no way
of seeing the Spirit of God, much less of approaching His Spirit. All that man can
come into contact with is God’s incarnate flesh, and only by means of this is man
able to grasp all the ways and all the truths and receive full salvation. The second
incarnation will be sufficient to purge away the sins of man and to fully purify him.
Hence, with the second incarnation, the entirety of God’s work in the flesh will be
brought to a close and the significance of God’s incarnation be made complete.
Thenceforth, the work of God in the flesh will have entirely come to an end. After the
second incarnation, He will not become flesh a third time for His work. For His entire
management will have come to an end. The incarnation of the last days will have fully
gained His chosen people, and humanity in the last days will all have been classed
according to kind. He will no longer do the work of salvation, nor will He return to the
flesh to carry out any work. In the work of the last days, the word is mightier than the
manifestation of signs and wonders, and the authority of the word surpasses that of
signs and wonders. The word exposes all the corrupt dispositions buried deep in the
heart of man. You have no way of recognizing them on your own. When they are laid
bare before you through the word, you will naturally come to discover them; you will
not be able to deny them, and you will be utterly convinced. Is this not the authority
of the word? This is the result achieved by the work of the word today. Therefore, it
is not through the healing of sickness and casting out of demons that man can be
fully saved from his sins, nor can he be made fully complete by the manifestation of
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signs and wonders. The authority to heal sickness and cast out demons only gives
man grace, but the flesh of man still belongs to Satan and the corrupt satanic
disposition still remains within man. In other words, that which has not been made
clean still pertains to sin and to filth. Only after he has been made clean through the
agency of the word can man be gained by God and become sanctified. When the
demons were cast out of man and he was redeemed, this meant only that he was
wrested out of Satan’s hands and returned to God. However, without being
made clean or changed by God, he remains as corrupt man. Within man still
exist filth, opposition, and rebelliousness; man has only returned to God through His
redemption, but he has not the slightest knowledge of God and is still capable of
resisting and betraying Him. Before man was redeemed, many of Satan’s poisons
had already been planted within him and, after thousands of years of being corrupted
by Satan, he has within him an established nature that resists God. Therefore, when
man has been redeemed, it is nothing more than a case of redemption in which man
is bought at a high price, but the poisonous nature within him has not been eliminated.
Man that is so defiled must undergo a change before becoming worthy to serve God.
By means of this work of judgment and chastisement, man will fully come to know
the filthy and corrupt essence within his own self, and he will be able to change
completely and become clean. Only in this way can man become worthy to return
before the throne of God. All the work done this day is so that man can be made
clean and be changed; through judgment and chastisement by the word, as well as
through refinement, man can purge away his corruption and be made pure. Rather
than deeming this stage of work to be that of salvation, it would be more apt to say it
is the work of purification. In truth, this stage is that of conquest as well as the second
stage in the work of salvation. It is through judgment and chastisement by the word
that man arrives at being gained by God, and it is through the use of the word to
refine, judge, and disclose that all of the impurities, notions, motives, and individual
aspirations within man’s heart are completely revealed. For all that man may have
been redeemed and forgiven of his sins, it can only be considered as God not
remembering the transgressions of man and not treating man in accordance with his
transgressions. However, when man, who lives in a body of flesh, has not been set
free from sin, he can only continue to sin, endlessly revealing his corrupt satanic
disposition. This is the life that man leads, an endless cycle of sinning and being
forgiven. The majority of mankind sin in the day only to confess in the evening. This
way, even though the sin offering is forever effective for man, it will not be able to
save man from sin. Only half the work of salvation has been completed, for man still
has a corrupt disposition. For instance, when people realized that they were
descended from Moab, they brought forth words of complaint, ceased to pursue life,
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and became utterly negative. Does this not show that humanity is still unable to fully
submit under the dominion of God? Is this not precisely their corrupt satanic
disposition? When you were not being subjected to chastisement, your hands were
raised higher than all others, even that of Jesus. And you cried out in a loud voice:
“Be a beloved son of God! Be an intimate of God! We would rather die than bow
down to Satan! Revolt against the old Satan! Revolt against the great red dragon!
May the great red dragon fall abjectly from power! May God make us complete!” Your
cries were louder than all others. But then came the time of chastisement and, once
again, the corrupt disposition of humanity was revealed. Then, their cries ceased,
and their resolution failed. This is the corruption of man; running deeper than sin, it
is something planted by Satan and deeply rooted within man. It is not easy for man
to become aware of his sins; he has no way of recognizing his own deeply rooted
nature, and he must rely on judgment by the word in order to achieve this result. Only
thus can man gradually be changed from this point onward. Man shouted thus in the
past because he had no understanding of his inherent corrupt disposition. These are
the impurities that exist within man. Throughout such a long period of judgment and
chastisement, man lived in an atmosphere of tension. Was this not all achieved
through the agency of the word? Did you not also cry out with a very loud voice prior
to the trial of the service-doers? “Enter the kingdom! All those who accept this name
shall enter into the kingdom! All shall partake of God!” When the trial of the servicedoers came, you no longer cried out. At the very beginning, all cried out, “Oh God!
Wherever You place me, I shall submit to being steered by You.” Upon reading the
words of God, “Who will be My Paul?” people said, “I am willing!” Then they saw the
words, “And what of the faith of Job?” and said, “I am willing to take upon myself the
faith of Job. God, please put me to the test!” When the trial of the service-doers came,
they collapsed at once and could hardly stand up again. After that, little by little, the
impurities in their heart gradually diminished. Was this not achieved through the
word? So, what you have experienced today are results achieved through the word,
even greater than those achieved through Jesus’ working of signs and wonders. The
glory of God that you see and the authority of God Himself that you see are not merely
seen by means of the crucifixion, by means of the healing of sickness and the casting
out of demons, but even more so by means of the judgment of His word. This shows
you that the authority and power of God do not consist only of the working of signs,
the healing of sickness, and the casting out of demons, but that the judgment of God’s
word is better able to represent the authority of God and to reveal His almightiness.
What man has achieved now—his present stature, knowledge, love, loyalty,
obedience, and insight—these are results attained through the judgment of the word.
That you are able to have loyalty and to remain standing until this day is attained
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through the agency of the word. Now man sees that the work of God incarnate is
indeed extraordinary, and there is much in it that cannot be attained by man, and that
are mysteries and wonders. Therefore, many have submitted. Some have never
submitted to any man since the day of their birth, yet when they see the words of God
this day, they fully submit without noticing they have done so, and they do not venture
to scrutinize or say anything else. Humanity has fallen under the word and lies
prostrate under the judgment of the word. If the Spirit of God spoke directly to man,
mankind would all submit to the voice, falling down without words of revelation, much
in the way that Paul fell to the ground in the light on the road to Damascus. If God
continued to work in this way, man would never be able to come to know his own
corruption through the judgment of the word and thereby attain salvation. Only
through becoming flesh can God personally deliver His words into the ears of each
and every human being, so that all who have ears may hear His words and receive
His work of judgment by the word. Only this is the result achieved by His word, rather
than the Spirit becoming manifest to frighten man into submission. It is only through
this practical and yet extraordinary work that the old disposition of man, hidden deep
within for many years, can be fully exposed, so that man may recognize it and have
it changed. These things are all the practical work of God incarnate, in which,
speaking and executing judgment in a practical manner, He achieves the results of
judgment upon man by the word. This is the authority of God incarnate and the
significance of God’s incarnation. It is done to make known the authority of God
incarnate, to make known the results achieved by the work of the word, and to make
known that the Spirit has come in the flesh and demonstrates His authority through
judging man by the word. Although His flesh is the outward form of an ordinary and
normal humanity, it is the results His words achieve that show to man He is full of
authority, that He is God Himself, and that His words are the expression of God
Himself. By this means all humanity is shown that He is God Himself, that He is God
Himself who became flesh, that He is to be offended by none, and that no one can
surpass His judgment by the word, and no force of darkness can prevail over His
authority. Man submits to Him entirely because He is the Word become flesh,
because of His authority, and because of His judgment by the word. The work brought
by His incarnate flesh is the authority that He possesses. The reason why He
becomes flesh is because the flesh can also possess authority, and He is capable of
carrying out work in a practical manner among mankind, in such a way that it is visible
and tangible to man. This work is much more realistic than the work done directly by
the Spirit of God, who possesses all authority, and its results are also apparent. This
is because God’s incarnate flesh can speak and work in a practical way. The outward
form of His flesh holds no authority, and can be approached by man, whereas His
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essence does carry authority, but His authority is visible to none. When He speaks
and works, man is unable to detect the existence of His authority; this facilitates Him
in doing work of a practical nature. All this practical work can achieve results. Even
though no man realizes that He holds authority, or sees that He is not to be offended,
or sees His wrath, He achieves the intended results of His words through His veiled
authority, His hidden wrath, and the words He openly speaks. In other words, through
His tone of voice, the sternness of His speech, and all the wisdom of His words, man
is utterly convinced. In this way, man submits to the word of God incarnate, who
seemingly has no authority, thereby fulfilling God’s aim of saving man. This is another
aspect of the significance of His incarnation: to speak more realistically and allow the
reality of His words to have an effect upon man, so that man may witness the power
of the word of God. Therefore, were this work not done by means of the incarnation,
it would not achieve the slightest results and would not be able to fully save sinful
people. If God did not become flesh, He would remain the Spirit who is both invisible
and intangible to man. Man being a creature of flesh, he and God belong to two
different worlds and are possessed of different natures. The Spirit of God is
incompatible with man, who is of flesh, and there is simply no way of establishing
relations between them, not to mention that man is incapable of turning into a spirit.
This being so, the Spirit of God must become a created being in order to do His
original work. God can both ascend to the highest place and humble Himself to
become a human creature, doing work among mankind and living in their midst, but
man cannot ascend to the highest place and become a spirit, and even less can he
descend to the lowest place. This is why God must become flesh to carry out His
work. By the same token, during the first incarnation, only the flesh of God incarnate
could redeem man through His crucifixion, whereas there would have been no way
for the Spirit of God to be crucified as a sin offering for man. God could directly
become flesh to serve as a sin offering for man, but man could not directly ascend to
heaven to take the sin offering that God had prepared for him. This being so, all that
is possible would be to ask God to run back and forth a few times between heaven
and earth, not to have man ascend to heaven to take this salvation, for man had
fallen and, moreover, man simply could not ascend to heaven, much less obtain the
sin offering. Therefore, it was necessary for Jesus to come among mankind and
personally do the work that simply could not be accomplished by man. Every time
God becomes flesh, it is out of absolute necessity. If any of the stages could have
been carried out directly by the Spirit of God, He would not have submitted to the
indignity of being incarnated.
In this final stage of work, results are achieved through the agency of the word.
Through the word, man comes to understand many mysteries and the work that God
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has done through generations past; through the word, man is enlightened by the Holy
Spirit; through the word, man comes to understand the mysteries never before
unraveled by past generations, as well as the work of prophets and apostles of times
past, and the principles by which they worked; through the word, man also comes to
understand the disposition of God Himself, as well as the rebelliousness and
resistance of man, and he comes to know his own essence. Through these steps of
work and through all the words spoken, man comes to know the work of the Spirit,
the work God’s incarnate flesh does, and even more, His entire disposition. Your
knowledge of God’s work of management over six thousand years was also gained
through the word. Was not the knowledge of your former notions and your success
in putting them aside also attained through the word? In the previous stage, Jesus
worked signs and wonders, but there are no signs and wonders in this stage. Was
not your understanding of why God does not reveal signs and wonders also achieved
through the word? Therefore, the words spoken in this stage surpass the work done
by the apostles and prophets of generations past. Even the prophecies told by the
prophets could not have achieved this result. The prophets spoke only prophecies,
they spoke of what would happen in the future, but not of the work God wished to do
at the time. Nor did they speak to guide mankind in their lives, or to bestow truths
upon mankind, or to reveal mysteries to them, much less to bestow life. Of the words
spoken in this stage, there is prophecy and truth, but mainly these words serve to
bestow life upon man. The words at present are unlike the prophecies of the
prophets. This is a stage of work for the life of man, to change man’s life disposition,
and not for the sake of speaking prophecy. The first stage was the work of Jehovah:
His work was to prepare a path for man to worship God on earth. It was the work of
commencement to find a place of origin for the work on earth. At that time, Jehovah
taught the Israelites to observe the Sabbath, honor their parents, and live peaceably
with one another. This was because the people of that time did not understand what
constituted man, nor did they understand how to live on earth. It was necessary for
Him in the first stage of work to guide mankind in leading their lives. All that Jehovah
spoke to them had not previously been known to mankind or been in their possession.
At that time, God raised up many prophets to speak prophecies, and they all did so
under the guidance of Jehovah. This was simply one item in the work of God. In the
first stage, God did not become flesh, and so He instructed all tribes and nations
through the prophets. When Jesus worked in His time, He did not speak as much as
in the present day. This stage of the work of the word in the last days has never been
done before in ages and generations past. Though Isaiah, Daniel and John spoke
many prophecies, their prophecies were entirely different from the words spoken
now. What they spoke were only prophecies, but the words spoken now are not. If I
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turned all I speak of now into prophecies, would you be able to understand?
Supposing that what I spoke of was about matters after I had gone, how could you
then gain understanding? The work of the word was never done in the time of Jesus
or in the Age of Law. Perhaps some will say, “Did not Jehovah also speak words in
the time of His work? Did Jesus not, in addition to healing sickness, casting out
demons, and working signs and wonders, also speak words at that time He was
working?” There are differences between the things that are said. What was the
essence of the words uttered by Jehovah? He was only guiding mankind to lead
their lives on earth, which did not touch on spiritual matters in life. Why is it said
that, when Jehovah spoke, it was to instruct the people of all places? The word
“instruct” means to tell explicitly and command directly. He did not supply man with
life; rather, He simply took man by the hand and taught man how to revere Him,
without too much in the way of parables. The work Jehovah did in Israel was not
to deal with or discipline man or to deliver judgment and chastisement, it was to
guide him. Jehovah commanded Moses to tell His people to gather manna in the
wilderness. Every morning before sunrise, they were to gather manna, just enough
for them to eat that day. The manna could not be kept until the next day, as it
would then become moldy. He did not lecture people or expose their natures, nor
did He expose their ideas and thoughts. He did not change people but rather
guided them in leading their lives. The people of that time were like children,
understanding nothing and capable only of some basic mechanical movements, and
so Jehovah only decreed laws to guide the multitudes.
In order to spread the gospel, so that all who seek with a true heart may gain
knowledge of the work done this day and be thoroughly convinced, you must arrive
at a clear understanding of the inside story, the essence, and the significance of the
work done in each stage. Make it so that, by listening to your fellowship, others may
understand the work of Jehovah, the work of Jesus and, even more, all the work of
the God of today, as well as the connections and the differences between the three
stages of work. Make it so that, after they have finished listening, others will see that
the three stages do not disrupt one another, but that all are the work of the same
Spirit. Although They work in different ages, the content of the work They carry out is
different, and the words They speak are different, yet the principles by which They
work are one and the same. These things are the greatest visions that all people who
follow God should understand.
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KNOWING THE THREE STAGES OF GOD’S
WORK IS THE PATH TO KNOWING GOD
The work of managing mankind is divided into three stages, which means that the
work of saving mankind is divided into three stages. These three stages do not
include the work of creating the world, but are rather the three stages of the work of
the Age of Law, the Age of Grace, and the Age of Kingdom. The work of creating the
world was the work of producing the whole of mankind. It was not the work of saving
mankind, and bears no relation to the work of saving mankind, for when the world
was created, mankind had not been corrupted by Satan, and so there was no need
to carry out the work of mankind’s salvation. The work of saving mankind only
began when mankind had been corrupted by Satan, and so the work of managing
mankind also only began when mankind had been corrupted. In other words, God’s
management of man began as a result of the work of saving mankind, and did not
arise from the work of creating the world. It was only after mankind acquired a corrupt
disposition that the work of management came into existence, and so the work of
managing mankind includes three parts, rather than four stages, or four ages. Only
this is the correct way to refer to God’s management of mankind. When the final age
comes to a close, the work of managing mankind will have come to a complete end.
The conclusion of the work of management means that the work of saving all mankind
will have been completely finished, and that this phase will thenceforth have
concluded for mankind. Without the work of saving all mankind, the work of managing
mankind would not exist, nor would there be the three stages of work. It was precisely
because of mankind’s depravity, and because mankind was in such urgent need of
salvation, that Jehovah concluded the creation of the world and began the work of
the Age of Law. Only then did the work of managing mankind begin, which means
that only then did the work of saving mankind begin. “Managing mankind” does not
mean guiding the life of mankind, newly created, on earth (which is to say, a mankind
that had yet to be corrupted). Rather, it is the salvation of a mankind that has been
corrupted by Satan, which is to say, it is to transform this corrupt mankind. This is the
meaning of “managing mankind.” The work of saving mankind does not include the
work of creating the world, and so the work of managing mankind also does not
include the work of creating the world, but rather only includes three stages of work
that are separate from the world’s creation. To understand the work of managing
mankind, it is necessary to be aware of the history of the three stages of work—this
is what everyone must be aware of in order to be saved. As creatures of God, you
should recognize that man was created by God, and you should recognize the source
of mankind’s corruption, and, moreover, the process of man’s salvation. If you only
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know how to act according to doctrine in an attempt to gain God’s favor, but have no
inkling of how God saves mankind, or of the source of mankind’s corruption, then this
is what you lack as a creature of God. You should not be satisfied with just
understanding those truths that can be put into practice, while remaining ignorant of
the wider scope of God’s management work—if this is the case, then you are too
dogmatic. The three stages of work are the inside story of God’s management of
man, the advent of the gospel of the whole world, the greatest mystery among all
mankind, and they are also the foundation of spreading the gospel. If you only focus
on understanding simple truths that relate to your life, and know nothing of this, the
greatest of all mysteries and visions, then is your life not akin to a defective product,
good for nothing except being looked at?
If man only concentrates on practice, and sees the work of God and what man
should know as secondary, is this not penny-wise and pound-foolish of him? That
which you must know, you must know; that which you must put into practice, you
must put into practice. Only then will you be someone who knows how to pursue the
truth. When the day comes for you to spread the gospel, if you are only able to say
that God is a great and righteous God, that He is the supreme God, a God with whom
no great man can compare, and that He is a God above whom there is none…, if you
can only say these irrelevant and superficial words while being utterly incapable of
speaking words which are of crucial importance and which have essence; if you have
nothing to say about knowing God or the work of God, and, furthermore, cannot
explain the truth, or provide what is lacking in man, then someone such as you is
incapable of performing their duty well. Bearing testimony to God and spreading the
gospel of the kingdom is no simple matter. You must first be equipped with the truth,
and the visions that must be understood. When you are clear about the visions and
truth of the different aspects of God’s work, and in your heart you come to know the
work of God, and regardless of what God does—whether it be righteous judgment or
refinement of man—you possess the greatest vision as your foundation, and you
possess the right truth to put into practice, then you will be able to follow God to the
very end. You must know that regardless of what work He does, the aim of God’s
work does not change, the heart of His work does not change, and His will toward
man does not change. No matter how severe His words, no matter how adverse the
environment, the principles of His work will not change, and His intention of saving
man will not change. Provided that it is not the work of the revelation of the end of
man or the destination of man, and is not the work of the final phase, or the work of
bringing God’s entire plan of management to an end, and provided that it is during
the time He works man, then the heart of His work will not change. It will always be
the salvation of mankind. This should be the foundation of your belief in God. The
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aim of the three stages of work is the salvation of all mankind—this means the
complete salvation of man from the domain of Satan. Though each of the three
stages of work has a different objective and significance, each is part of the work of
saving mankind, and each is different work of salvation carried out according to the
requirements of mankind. Once you are aware of the aim of these three stages of
work, then you will be aware of how to appreciate the significance of each stage of
work, and will recognize how to act in order to satisfy the desire of God. If you can
reach this point, then this, the greatest of all visions, will become the foundation of
your belief in God. You should not only seek after easy ways of practice or deep
truths, but should combine visions with practice, so that there are both truths that can
be put into practice and knowledge that is based on visions. Only then will you be
someone who comprehensively pursues the truth.
The three stages of work are at the heart of God’s entire management, and in
them are expressed the disposition of God and what He is. Those who do not know
of the three stages of God’s work are incapable of realizing how God expresses His
disposition, nor do they know the wisdom of God’s work. They also remain ignorant
of the many ways in which He saves mankind, and of His will for the whole of
mankind. The three stages of work are the full expression of the work of saving
mankind. Those who do not know the three stages of work will be ignorant of the
various methods and principles of the Holy Spirit’s work, and those who only rigidly
stick to doctrine that is left over from a certain stage of work are people who limit God
to doctrine, and whose belief in God is vague and uncertain. Such people will never
receive God’s salvation. Only the three stages of God’s work can fully express the
entirety of God’s disposition and completely express God’s intention of saving the
whole of mankind, and the entire process of mankind’s salvation. This is proof that
He has defeated Satan and gained mankind; it is proof of God’s victory, and is the
expression of God’s entire disposition. Those who understand only one stage of the
three stages of God’s work know only part of God’s disposition. In the notions of man,
it is easy for this single stage of work to become doctrine, and it becomes likely that
man will establish fixed rules about God and use this single part of God’s disposition
as a representation of God’s entire disposition. Furthermore, much of man’s
imagination is mixed within, such that man rigidly constrains the disposition, being,
and wisdom of God, as well as the principles of God’s work, within limited parameters,
believing that if God was like this once, then He will remain the same for all time and
never change. Only those who know and appreciate the three stages of work can
fully and accurately know God. At the very least, they will not define God as the God
of the Israelites, or the Jews, and will not see Him as a God who will be forever nailed
to the cross for the sake of man. If one only comes to know God from one stage of
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His work, then their knowledge is far too small, and amounts to no more than a drop
in the ocean. If not, why would many of the religious old guard nail God to the cross
alive? Is it not because man confines God within certain parameters? Do many
people not oppose God and obstruct the work of the Holy Spirit because they do not
know the varied and diverse work of God, and, furthermore, because they possess
but a smidgeon of knowledge and doctrine with which to measure the work of the
Holy Spirit? Though the experiences of such people are superficial, they are arrogant
and indulgent in nature and they regard the work of the Holy Spirit with contempt,
ignore the disciplines of the Holy Spirit and, moreover, use their trivial old arguments
to “confirm” the work of the Holy Spirit. They also put on an act, and are wholly
convinced of their own learning and erudition, and convinced that they are able to
travel across the world. Are such people not those who are despised and rejected by
the Holy Spirit, and will they not be eliminated by the new age? Are not those who
come before God and openly oppose Him ignorant and under-informed villains, who
are merely trying to show how brilliant they are? With but a meager knowledge of the
Bible, they try to run riot in the world’s “academia”; with but a superficial doctrine to
teach people, they try to reverse the work of the Holy Spirit and attempt to make it
revolve around their own thought process. Short-sighted as they are, they try to
behold in one glance 6,000 years of God’s work. These people do not have any sense
worth mentioning! In fact, the greater people’s knowledge of God, the slower they are
to judge His work. Furthermore, they only talk a little of their knowledge of God’s work
today, but they are not rash in their judgments. The less people know of God, the
more arrogant and overconfident they are and the more wantonly they proclaim
God’s being—yet they only talk of theory, and offer no real evidence. Such people
are of no value whatsoever. Those who see the work of the Holy Spirit as a game
are frivolous! Those who are not cautious when they encounter the new work of the
Holy Spirit, who run their mouths off, are quick to judge, who give free rein to their
temperament to deny the rightness of the Holy Spirit’s work, and who also insult and
blaspheme it—are such disrespectful people not ignorant of the Holy Spirit’s work?
Are they not, furthermore, people of great arrogance, people who are inherently
proud and ungovernable? Even if a day comes when such people accept the new
work of the Holy Spirit, still God will not tolerate them. Not only do they look down
upon those who work for God, but they also blaspheme against God Himself. Such
desperate people will not be forgiven, either in this age or the age to come, and they
shall forever perish in hell! Such disrespectful, indulgent people are pretending to
believe in God, and the more people are like this, the more liable they are to offend
God’s administrative decrees. Do not all those arrogant ones who are innately
unbridled, and who have never obeyed anyone, all walk upon this path? Do they not
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oppose God day after day, God who is always new and never old? Today, you should
understand why you must know the importance of the three stages of God’s work.
The words I say are of benefit to you, and are not just empty talk. If you simply read
them as if admiring flowers whilst galloping past on horseback, will not all My hard
work be for naught? Each of you should know your own nature. Most of you are
skilled at argument; the answers to theoretical questions roll off your tongue, but you
have nothing to say to questions involving essence. Even today, you still indulge in
frivolous conversation, incapable of changing your old dispositions, and most of you
have no intention of changing the way in which you pursue in order to achieve higher
truth, but instead only live your lives half-heartedly. How are such people capable of
following God to the very end? Even if you do make it to the end of the path, what
benefit will it be to you? It is better to change your ideas before it is too late, either
truly pursuing, or else withdrawing early. As time goes on you will become a
freeloading parasite—are you willing to play such a low and ignoble role?
The three stages of work are a record of the entire work of God; they are a record
of God’s salvation of mankind, and they are not imaginary. If you truly wish to seek a
knowledge of God’s entire disposition, then you must know the three stages of work
carried out by God, and, furthermore, you must not omit any stage. This is the
minimum that must be achieved by those who seek to know God. Man himself cannot
fabricate a true knowledge of God. This is not something that man himself can
imagine, nor is it the consequence of the Holy Spirit’s special favor granted to a single
person. Rather, it is a knowledge that comes after man has experienced the work of
God, and it is a knowledge of God that only comes after having experienced the facts
of God’s work. Such a knowledge cannot be gotten readily, and nor is it something
that can be taught. It is wholly related to personal experience. God’s salvation of
mankind is at the core of these three stages of work, yet within the work of salvation
are included several methods of working and several means by which God’s
disposition is expressed. This is what is most difficult for man to identify, and it is this
that is difficult for man to understand. The separation of the ages, changes in God’s
work, changes in the location of work, changes in the recipient of this work, and so
on—these are all included in the three stages of work. In particular, the difference in
the Holy Spirit’s way of working, as well as alterations in God’s disposition, image,
name, identity, or other changes, are all part of the three stages of work. One stage
of work can only represent one part, and is limited within a certain scope. It does not
involve the separation of the ages, or changes in God’s work, much less the other
aspects. This is a clearly obvious fact. The three stages of work are the entirety of
God’s work in saving mankind. Man must know God’s work and God’s disposition in
the work of salvation; without this fact, your knowledge of God consists of nothing but
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hollow words, nothing more than armchair pontification. Such knowledge can neither
convince nor conquer man; it is at odds with reality, and it is not the truth. It may be
very plentiful and pleasing to the ear, but if it is at odds with God’s inherent
disposition, then God will not spare you. Not only will He not commend your
knowledge, but He will also take retribution on you for being a sinner who has
blasphemed Him. The words of knowing God are not spoken lightly. Though you may
be glib and silver-tongued, and though your words are so clever that you can argue
black into being white and white into being black, still you are out of your depth when
it comes to speaking of the knowledge of God. God is not someone that you can
judge rashly or casually praise, or nonchalantly denigrate. You praise anyone and
everyone, yet you struggle to find the right words to describe the supreme grace of
God—this is what every loser comes to realize. Even though there are many masters
of language who are capable of describing God, the accuracy of what they describe
is but a hundredth of the truth spoken by people who belong to God, people who
though possessing only a limited vocabulary, have rich experience to draw upon.
Thus it can be seen that knowledge of God lies in accuracy and actuality, and not in
the clever use of words or a rich vocabulary, and that man’s knowledge and the
knowledge of God are completely unrelated. The lesson of knowing God is higher
than any of the natural sciences of mankind. It is a lesson that can only be achieved
by an extremely small number of those who seek to know God, and cannot be
achieved by just any person of talent. So, you must not view knowing God and
pursuing the truth as if they are things that could be achieved by a mere child.
Perhaps you have been completely successful in your family life, or your career, or
in your marriage, but when it comes to the truth and the lesson of knowing God, you
have nothing to show for yourself and you have achieved nothing. Putting the truth
into practice, it can be said, is of great difficulty for you, and knowing God is an even
greater problem. This is your difficulty, and this is also the difficulty faced by the whole
of mankind. Among those who have had some achievements in the cause of knowing
God, there are almost none who are up to standard. Man does not know what it
means to know God, or why it is necessary to know God, or to what degree one must
attain in order to know God. This is what is so confounding to mankind, and it is quite
simply the biggest riddle faced by mankind—no one is capable of answering this
question, nor is anyone willing to answer this question, because, to date, no one
among mankind has had any success in the study of this work. Perhaps, when the
riddle of the three stages of work is made known to mankind, there will appear in
succession a group of talented people who know God. Of course, I hope that is the
case, and, furthermore, I am in the process of carrying out this work, and hope to see
the appearance of more such talented people in the near future. They will become
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those who bear testimony to the fact of these three stages of work, and, of course,
they will also be the first to bear testimony to these three stages of work. But nothing
would be more distressing and regrettable than if such talented people do not emerge
on the day that God’s work comes to an end, or if there are only one or two such
people who have personally accepted being made perfect by God incarnate.
However, this is only the worst case scenario. Whatever the case may be, I still hope
that those who truly pursue can gain this blessing. Since the beginning of time, there
has never before been work such as this; such an undertaking has never occurred in
the history of human development. If you can truly become one of the first of those
who know God, would this not be the highest honor among all creatures? Would any
creature among mankind be more commended by God? Such work is not easy to
achieve, but will ultimately still reap rewards. Regardless of their gender or
nationality, all those who are capable of achieving the knowledge of God will, in the
end, receive God’s greatest honor, and will be the only ones that possess the
authority of God. This is the work of today, and it is also the work of the future; it is
the last and highest work to be accomplished in 6,000 years of work, and it is a way
of working that reveals each category of man. Through the work of causing man to
know God, the different ranks of man are revealed: Those who know God are
qualified to receive God’s blessings and accept His promises, while those who do not
know God are unqualified to receive God’s blessings and accept His promises. Those
who know God are the intimates of God, and those who do not know God cannot be
called the intimates of God; the intimates of God can receive any of God’s blessings,
but those who are not His intimates are not worthy of any of His work. Whether it be
tribulations, refinement, or judgment, all these things are for the sake of allowing man
to ultimately achieve a knowledge of God, and so that man may submit to God. This
is the only effect that will ultimately be achieved. Nothing of the three stages of work
is hidden, and this is advantageous to man’s knowledge of God, and helps man gain
a more complete and thorough knowledge of God. All this work is of benefit to man.
The work of God Himself is the vision that man must know, for the work of God
cannot be achieved by man, and is not possessed by man. The three stages of work
are the entirety of God’s management, and there is no greater vision that should be
known by man. If man does not know this mighty vision, then it is not easy to know
God, it is not easy to understand God’s will, and, furthermore, the path that man walks
upon will become increasingly arduous. Without visions, man would not have been
able to come this far. It is the visions that have safeguarded man until today, and
which have provided the greatest protection to man. In the future, your knowledge
must deepen, and you must come to know the entirety of His will and the essence of
His wise work within the three stages of work. Only this is your true stature. The final
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stage of work does not stand alone, but is part of the whole formed together with the
two previous stages, which is to say that it is impossible to complete the entire work
of salvation by only doing one of the three stages of work. Even though the final stage
of work is able to fully save man, this does not mean that it is only necessary to carry
out this single stage on its own, and that the two previous stages of work are not
required to save man from the influence of Satan. No single stage of the three stages
can be held up as the only vision that must be known by all mankind, for the entirety
of the work of salvation is the three stages of work, not a single stage among them.
As long as the work of salvation has not been accomplished, the management of
God will be unable to come to a complete end. God’s being, His disposition, and His
wisdom are expressed in the entirety of the work of salvation; they are not revealed
to man at the very beginning, but have been gradually expressed in the work of
salvation. Each stage of the work of salvation expresses part of the disposition of
God, and part of His being; no one stage of work can directly and completely express
the entirety of God’s being. As such, the work of salvation can only be fully concluded
once the three stages of work have been completed, and so man’s knowledge of the
entirety of God is inseparable from the three stages of God’s work. What man gains
from one stage of work is merely the disposition of God that is expressed in a single
part of His work. It cannot represent the disposition and being that is expressed in
the stages before or after. That is because the work of saving mankind cannot be
finished straight away during one period, or in one location, but gradually becomes
deeper according to man’s level of development at different times and places. It is
work that is carried out in stages, and it is not completed in a single stage. So, God’s
entire wisdom is crystallized in the three stages, rather than in one individual stage.
His entire being and His entire wisdom are laid forth in these three stages, and each
stage contains His being, and each stage is a record of the wisdom of His work. Man
should know the entire disposition of God expressed in these three stages. All this of
God’s being is of the utmost importance to all mankind, and if people do not have this
knowledge when they worship God, then they are no different from those who
worship Buddha. God’s work among man is not hidden from man, and should be
known by all of those who worship God. Since God has carried out the three stages
of the work of salvation among man, man should know the expression of what He
has and is during these three stages of work. This is what must be done by man.
What God hides from man is that which man is incapable of achieving, and that which
man should not know, whereas that which God shows to man is that which man
should know, and that which man should possess. Each of the three stages of work
is carried out upon the foundation of the previous stage; it is not carried out
independently, separate from the work of salvation. Though there are great
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differences in the age and the work that is carried out, at its core is still the salvation
of mankind, and each stage of the work of salvation is deeper than the last. Each
stage of work continues on from the foundation of the last, which is not abolished. In
this way, in His work that is always new and never old, God is constantly expressing
aspects of His disposition that have never before been expressed to man, and is
always revealing to man His new work and His new being, and even though the
religious old guard does its utmost to resist this, and openly opposes it, God always
does the new work that He intends to do. His work is always changing, and because
of this, it is always encountering the opposition of man. So, too, is His disposition
always changing, as are the age and recipients of His work. Furthermore, He is
always doing work that has never been done before, even carrying out work that
appears to man to be in contradiction to the work done before, to run counter to it.
Man is only able to accept one kind of work, or one way of practice, and it is difficult
for man to accept work, or ways of practice, that are at odds with, or higher than,
them. But the Holy Spirit is always doing new work, and so there appear group after
group of religious experts that oppose the new work of God. These people have
become experts precisely because man has no knowledge of how God is always new
and never old, and has no knowledge of the principles of God’s work, and,
furthermore, has no knowledge of the many ways in which God saves man. As such,
man is utterly unable to tell if it is work that comes from the Holy Spirit, and if it is the
work of God Himself. Many people cling to an attitude in which, if something
corresponds with the words that came before, then they accept it, and if there are
differences with the work of before, then they oppose and reject it. Today, do you all
not abide by such principles? The three stages of the work of salvation have not had
any great effect on you, and there are those who believe that the two previous stages
of work are a burden they simply do not need to know. They think that these stages
should not be declared to the masses and should be retracted as soon as possible,
so that people do not feel overwhelmed by the previous two stages of the three
stages of work. Most believe that making the two previous stages of work known is a
step too far, and is of no help in knowing God—that is what you think. Today, you all
believe that it is right to act in this way, but the day will come when you realize the
importance of My work: Know that I do not do any work that is of no significance.
Since I am declaring the three stages of work to you, they must be of benefit to you;
since these three stages of work are at the heart of God’s entire management, they
must become the focus of everyone throughout the universe. One day, you will all
realize the importance of this work. Know that you oppose God’s work, or use your
own notions to measure the work of today, because you do not know the principles
of God’s work, and because of your rash treatment of the work of the Holy Spirit.
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Your opposition to God and obstruction of the work of the Holy Spirit is caused by
your notions and inherent arrogance. It is not because God’s work is wrong, but
because you are naturally too disobedient. After finding their belief in God, some
people cannot even say with certainty where man came from, yet they dare to make
public speeches appraising the rights and wrongs of the Holy Spirit’s work. They even
lecture the apostles who have the Holy Spirit’s new work, passing comment and
speaking out of turn; their humanity is too low, and there is not the slightest sense in
them. Will the day not come when such people are rejected by the work of the Holy
Spirit, and burned by the fires of hell? They do not know the work of God, but instead
criticize His work, and also try to instruct God how to work. How can such
unreasonable people know God? Man comes to know God during the process of
seeking and experiencing; it is not through criticizing at whim that man comes to know
God through the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. The more accurate people’s
knowledge of God becomes, the less they oppose Him. In contrast, the less people
know of God, the more likely they are to oppose Him. Your notions, your old nature,
and your humanity, character and moral outlook are the capital with which you resist
God, and the more corrupted your morals, odious your qualities, and low your
humanity, the more you are the enemy of God. Those who are possessed of strong
notions and who have a self-righteous disposition are even more in enmity of God
incarnate; such people are the antichrists. If your notions are not rectified, then they
will always be against God; you will never be compatible with God, and will always
be apart from Him.
Only by putting aside your old notions can you gain new knowledge, yet old
knowledge is not necessarily equivalent to old notions. “Notions” refers to the things
imagined by man that are at odds with reality. If the old knowledge was already
outdated in the old age and stopped man from entering into the new work, then such
knowledge is also a notion. If man is able to take the correct approach to such
knowledge and can come to know God from several different aspects, combining the
old and the new, then the old knowledge becomes an aid to man, and becomes the
basis by which man enters the new age. The lesson of knowing God requires you to
master many principles: how to enter onto the path to knowing God, which truths you
must understand in order to know God, and how to get rid of your notions and old
dispositions so that you may submit to all of the arrangements of God’s new work. If
you use these principles as the foundation for entering into the lesson of knowing
God, then your knowledge will become deeper and deeper. If you have a clear
knowledge of the three stages of work—which is to say, of God’s entire plan of
management—and if you can fully correlate the previous two stages of God’s work
with the present stage, and see that it is work done by one God, then you will have
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an incomparably sturdy foundation. The three stages of work were done by one God;
this is the greatest vision, and this is the only path to knowing God. The three stages
of work could only have been done by God Himself, and no man could do such work
on His behalf—this is to say that only God Himself could have done His own work
from the beginning until today. Though the three stages of God’s work have been
carried out in different ages and locations, and though the work of each is different,
it is all work done by one God. Of all the visions, this is the greatest vision that man
should know, and if it can be completely understood by man, then he will be able to
stand fast. Today, the biggest problem facing various religions and denominations is
that they do not know the work of the Holy Spirit, and are unable to differentiate
between the work of the Holy Spirit and work that is not of the Holy Spirit—because
of this, they cannot tell whether this stage of work is, like the last two stages of work,
also done by Jehovah God. Though people follow God, most are still unable to tell
whether it is the right way. Man worries whether this way is the way personally led by
God Himself, and whether God’s incarnation is a fact, and most people still have no
clue about how to discern such things. Those who follow God are unable to determine
the way, and so the messages which are spoken only have a partial effect among
these people, and are incapable of being fully effective, and so this then affects the
life entry of such people. If man can see in the three stages of work that they were
carried out by God Himself at different times, in different places, and in different
people; if man can see that although the work is different, it is all done by one God,
and that since it is work done by one God, then it must be right and without error, and
that though it is at odds with the notions of man, there is no denying that it is the work
of one God—if man can say for sure that it is the work of one God, then the notions
of man will be reduced to mere trifles, unworthy of mention. Because the visions of
man are unclear, and because man only knows Jehovah as God, and Jesus as the
Lord, and is in two minds about the God incarnate of today, many people remain
devoted to the work of Jehovah and Jesus, and are beset by notions about the work
of today, most people are always doubtful, and do not take the work of today
seriously. Man has no notions toward the last two stages of work, which were
invisible. That is because man does not understand the reality of the last two stages
of work, and did not personally witness them. It is because these stages of work
cannot be seen that man imagines as he likes; regardless of what he comes up with,
there are no facts to prove such imaginings, and no one to correct them. Man gives
free rein to his temperament, throwing caution to the wind and letting his imagination
run free; there are no facts to verify his imaginings, and so man’s imaginings become
“fact,” regardless of whether there is any proof to them. Thus man believes in his own
imagined God in his mind, and does not seek the God of reality. If one person has
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one kind of belief, then among a hundred people there are a hundred kinds of belief.
Man is possessed of such beliefs because he has not seen the reality of God’s work,
because he has only heard it with his ears and has not beheld it with his eyes. Man
has heard legends and stories—but rarely has he heard the knowledge of the facts
of God’s work. Thus it is that people who have only been believers for a year come
to believe in God through their own notions. The same is also true for those who have
believed in God their entire lives. Those who cannot see the facts will never be able
to escape from a faith in which they have notions about God. Man believes that he
has freed himself from the bonds of his old notions, and has entered new territory.
Does man not know that the knowledge of those who cannot see the true face of God
is nothing but notions and hearsay? Man thinks that his notions are right and without
error, and he thinks that these notions come from God. Today, when man witnesses
the work of God, he lets loose notions that have built up over many years. The
imaginings and ideas of the past have become an obstruction to the work of this
stage, and it has become difficult for man to let go of such notions and to refute such
ideas. The notions toward this step-by-step work of many of those who have followed
God until today have become ever more grievous, and these people have gradually
formed a stubborn enmity to the God incarnate. The source of this hatred lies in the
notions and imaginings of man. The notions and imaginings of man have become the
enemy of the work of today, work which is at odds with the notions of man. This has
happened precisely because facts do not allow man to give free rein to his
imagination, and, moreover, cannot be easily refuted by man, and the notions and
imaginings of man do not brook the existence of facts, and, furthermore, because
man does not give thought to the correctness and veracity of facts, and merely singlemindedly lets loose his notions and employs his own imagination. This can only be
said to be the fault of the notions of man, and cannot be said to be a fault of the work
of God. Man may imagine whatever he wishes, but he may not freely dispute any
stage of God’s work or any bit of it; the fact of God’s work is inviolable by man. You
may give free rein to your imagination, and may even compile fine stories about the
work of Jehovah and Jesus, but you may not refute the fact of each stage of the work
of Jehovah and Jesus; this is a principle, and it is also an administrative decree, and
you should understand the importance of these issues. Man believes that this stage
of work is incompatible with the notions of man, and that this is not the case for the
two previous stages of work. In his imagination, man believes that the work of the
two previous stages is surely not the same as the work of today—but have you ever
considered that the principles of God’s work are all the same, that His work is always
practical, and that, regardless of the age, there will always be a deluge of people who
resist and oppose the fact of His work? All those who today resist and oppose this
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stage of work would also undoubtedly have opposed God in times past, for such
people will always be the enemies of God. The people who know the fact of God’s
work will see the three stages of work as the work of one God, and will let go of their
notions. These are people who know God, and such people are those who truly follow
God. When the entire management of God is nearing its end, God will class all things
according to kind. Man was made by the hands of the Creator, and in the end He
must completely return man under His dominion; this is the conclusion of the three
stages of work. The stage of work of the last days, and the previous two stages in
Israel and Judea, are God’s plan of management in the entire universe. No one can
deny this, and it is the fact of God’s work. Although people have not experienced or
witnessed much of this work, the facts are still the facts, and this is undeniable by
any man. People who believe in God in every land of the universe will all accept the
three stages of work. If you only know one particular stage of work, and do not
understand the other two stages of work, do not understand the work of God in times
past, then you are unable to speak the whole truth of God’s entire plan of
management, and your knowledge of God is one-sided, for in your belief in God you
do not know or understand Him, and so you are not fit to bear testimony to God.
Regardless of whether your current knowledge of these things is profound or
superficial, in the end, you must have knowledge, and must be thoroughly convinced,
and all people will see the entirety of God’s work and submit under the dominion of
God. At the end of this work, all religions will become one, all creatures will return
under the dominion of the Creator, all creatures will worship the one true God, and
all evil religions will come to nothing, never to appear again.
Why this continual reference to the three stages of work? The passing of the ages,
social development, and the changing face of nature all follow alterations in the three
stages of work. Mankind changes in time with the work of God, and does not develop
by itself. The three stages of God’s work are referred to in order to bring all creatures,
and all people of every religion and denomination, under the dominion of one God.
Regardless of what religion you belong to, ultimately you will all submit under the
dominion of God. Only God Himself can carry out this work; it cannot be done by any
religious head. There are several major religions in the world, and each has its own
head, or leader, and the followers are spread across different countries and regions
all over the world; almost every country, be it large or small, has different religions
within it. However, regardless of how many religions there are across the world, all
people within the universe ultimately exist under the guidance of one God, and their
existence is not guided by religious heads or leaders. This is to say that mankind is
not guided by a particular religious head or leader; rather, the whole of mankind is
led by the Creator, who created the heavens and earth and all things, and who also
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created mankind—this is a fact. Although the world has several major religions,
regardless of how great they are, they all exist under the dominion of the Creator,
and none of them can exceed the scope of this dominion. The development of
mankind, the supersedure of society, the development of natural sciences—each is
inseparable from the arrangements of the Creator, and this work is not something
that can be done by any given religious head. A religious head is merely the leader
of a particular religion, and cannot represent God, nor can they represent the One
who created the heavens and earth and all things. A religious head can lead all those
within the entire religion, but they cannot command all creatures beneath the
heavens—this is a universally acknowledged fact. A religious head is merely a
leader, and cannot stand equal to God (the Creator). All things are in the hands of
the Creator, and in the end they will all return to the hands of the Creator. Mankind
was made by God, and regardless of the religion, every person will return under the
dominion of God—this is inevitable. Only God is the Most High among all things, and
the highest ruler among all creatures must also return under His dominion. No matter
how high the status of a man, that man cannot take mankind to a suitable destination,
and no one is able to class all things according to kind. Jehovah Himself created
mankind and classed each according to kind, and when the end time arrives He will
still do His own work Himself, classing all things according to kind—this work cannot
be done by any apart from God. The three stages of work carried out from the
beginning until today were all carried out by God Himself, and were carried out by
the one God. The fact of the three stages of work is the fact of God’s leadership of
all mankind, a fact that no one can deny. At the end of the three stages of work, all
things will be classed according to kind and return under the dominion of God, for
throughout the entire universe there only exists this one God, and there are no other
religions. He who is incapable of creating the world will be incapable of bringing it to
an end, whereas He who created the world will surely be capable of bringing it to an
end. Therefore, if one is unable to bring the age to an end and is merely able to help
man cultivate his mind, then he will surely not be God, and will surely not be the Lord
of mankind. He will be incapable of doing such great work; there is only one who can
carry out such work, and all that are unable to do this work are surely enemies and
not God. All evil religions are incompatible with God, and since they are incompatible
with God, they are enemies of God. All work is done by this one true God, and the
entire universe is commanded by this one God. Regardless of whether it is His work
in Israel or in China, regardless of whether the work is carried out by the Spirit or by
the flesh, all is done by God Himself, and can be done by no one else. It is precisely
because He is the God of all mankind that He works freely, unconstrained by any
conditions—this is the greatest of all visions. As a creature of God, if you wish to
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perform the duty of a creature of God and understand the will of God, you must
understand the work of God, you must understand God’s will for creatures, you must
understand His plan of management, and you must understand all the significance
of the work He does. Those who do not understand this are not qualified creatures
of God! As a creature of God, if you do not understand where you came from, do
not understand the history of mankind and all the work done by God, and,
furthermore, do not understand how mankind has developed up to today, and do
not understand who commands the whole of mankind, then you are incapable of
performing your duty. God has led mankind up until today, and ever since He
created man upon the earth He has never left him. The Holy Spirit never stops
working, has never stopped leading mankind, and has never left mankind. But
mankind does not realize that there is a God, much less does he know God. Is there
anything more humiliating than this for all creatures of God? God personally leads
man, but man does not understand the work of God. You are a creature of God, yet
you do not understand your own history, and are unaware of who has led you on
your journey, you are oblivious of the work done by God, and so you cannot know
God. If you still do not know now, then you will never be qualified to bear testimony
to God. Today, the Creator personally leads all people once again, and causes all
people to behold His wisdom, almightiness, salvation, and wonderfulness. Yet you
still do not realize or understand—are you not therefore the one who will not receive
salvation? Those who belong to Satan do not understand the words of God, while
those who belong to God can hear the voice of God. All those who realize and
understand the words I speak are the ones who will be saved and who will bear
testimony to God; all those who do not understand the words that I speak cannot
bear testimony to God, and are the ones who will be eliminated. Those who do not
understand God’s will and do not realize the work of God are incapable of achieving
the knowledge of God, and such people cannot bear testimony to God. If you wish to
bear testimony to God, then you must know God; the knowledge of God is
accomplished through the work of God. All in all, if you wish to know God, then you
must know God’s work: Knowing God’s work is of the utmost importance. When the
three stages of work come to an end, there will be made a group of those who bear
testimony to God, a group of those who know God. These people will all know God
and will be able to put the truth into practice. They will possess humanity and sense,
and will all know the three stages of God’s work of salvation. This is the work that will
be accomplished at the end, and these people are the crystallization of the work of
6,000 years of management, and are the most powerful testimony to the ultimate
defeat of Satan. Those who can bear testimony to God will be able to receive God’s
promise and blessing, and will be the group that remains at the very end, the group
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which possesses the authority of God and bears testimony to God. Perhaps those
among you can all become a member of this group, or perhaps only half, or only a
few—it depends on your will and on your pursuit.

ONLY THOSE WHO KNOW GOD AND
HIS WORK CAN SATISFY GOD
The work of God incarnate includes two parts. When He became flesh for the first
time, people did not believe in Him or know Him, and they nailed Jesus to the cross.
Then, when He became flesh for the second time, people still did not believe in Him,
much less know Him, and once again they nailed Christ to the cross. Is man not the
enemy of God? If man does not know Him, how could man be the intimate of God?
How could he be qualified to bear testimony to God? Are man’s claims of loving God,
serving God, and glorifying God not all deceitful lies? If you devote your life to these
unrealistic, impractical things, do you not labor in vain? How could you be God’s
intimate when you do not even know who God is? Is such a pursuit not vague and
abstract? Is it not deceitful? How can one be an intimate of God? What is the practical
significance of being an intimate of God? Can you be an intimate of God’s Spirit?
Can you see how great and exalted the Spirit is? To be the intimate of an invisible,
intangible God—is that not vague and abstract? What is the practical significance of
such a pursuit? Is it not all a deceitful lie? What you pursue is to become God’s
intimate, yet in fact you are Satan’s lapdog, for you do not know God, and you pursue
the non-existent “God of all things,” which is invisible, intangible, and a product of
your own notions. Vaguely speaking, such a “God” is Satan, and practically speaking,
it is you yourself. You seek to be your own intimate, yet still say you pursue to become
the intimate of God—is that not blasphemy? What is the value of such a pursuit? If
the Spirit of God does not become flesh, then the essence of God is merely an
invisible, intangible Spirit of life, formless and amorphous, of the nonmaterial kind,
unapproachable and incomprehensible to man. How could man be the intimate of an
incorporeal, wondrous, unfathomable Spirit such as this? Is this not a joke? Such
absurd reasoning is invalid and impractical. Created man is of an inherently different
kind to the Spirit of God, so how could the two of them be intimates? If the Spirit of
God were not realized in the flesh, if God did not become flesh and humble Himself
by becoming a created being, then created man would be both unqualified and
unable to be His intimate, and apart from those godly believers who may have the
chance to be God’s intimates after their souls have entered into heaven, most people
would be unable to become the intimates of God’s Spirit. And if people wish to
become the intimates of God in heaven under the guidance of God incarnate, are
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they not astonishingly foolish non-humans? People merely pursue “faithfulness” to
an invisible God, and pay not the slightest attention to the God that can be seen, for
it is so easy to pursue an invisible God. People may do this however they like, but
the pursuit of the visible God is not so easy. The person that seeks a vague God is
absolutely unable to gain God, for things that are vague and abstract are all imagined
by man, and incapable of being gained by man. If the God that came among you
were a lofty and exalted God who was inaccessible to you, then how could you grasp
His will? And how could you know and understand Him? If He only did His work, and
had no normal contact with man, or was possessed of no normal humanity and
unapproachable to mere mortals, then, even if He did much work for you but you had
no contact with Him, and were unable to see Him, how could you know Him? If it
were not for this flesh possessed of normal humanity, man would have no way of
knowing God; it is only because of God’s incarnation that man is qualified to be the
intimate of God in the flesh. People become God’s intimates because they come into
contact with Him, because they live together with Him and keep Him company, and
so gradually come to know Him. If it were not thus, would man’s pursuit not be in
vain? That is to say, it is not all because of God’s work that man is able to be God’s
intimate, but because of the reality and normality of God incarnate. It is only because
God becomes flesh that people have the chance to perform their duty, and the
chance to worship the true God. Is this not the most real and practical truth? Now, do
you still wish to be the intimate of God in heaven? Only when God humbles Himself
to a certain point, which is to say, only when God becomes flesh, can man be His
intimate and confidant. God is of the Spirit: How are people qualified to be the
intimates of this Spirit, who is so exalted and unfathomable? Only when the Spirit of
God descends into the flesh, and becomes a creature with the same exterior as man,
can people understand His will and actually be gained by Him. He speaks and works
in the flesh, shares in the joys, sorrows, and tribulations of humankind, lives in the
same world as humankind, protects humankind, and guides them, and through this
He cleanses people and allows them to gain His salvation and His blessing. Having
gained these things, people truly understand God’s will, and only then can they be
the intimates of God. Only this is practical. If God were invisible and intangible to
people, how then could they be His intimates? Is this not empty doctrine?
Having believed in God till now, many people still pursue that which is vague and
abstract. They have no grasp of the reality of God’s work today, and still live among
letters and doctrines. Moreover, most have yet to enter into the reality of new phrases
such as the “new generation of those who love God,” the “intimate of God,” the
“exemplar and model of loving God,” and the “style of Peter”; instead, their pursuit is
still vague and abstract, they still grope around in doctrine, and they have no
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comprehension of the reality of these words. When the Spirit of God becomes flesh,
you can see and touch His work in the flesh. Yet if you are still incapable of becoming
His intimate, if you are still unable to be His confidant, then how could you be the
confidant of the Spirit of God? If you do not know the God of today, how can you be
one of the new generation of those who love God? Are these phrases not empty
letters and doctrines? Are you able to see the Spirit and grasp His will? Are these
phrases not empty? It is not enough for you to simply speak these phrases and terms,
and nor can you achieve God’s satisfaction through resolution alone. You are
satisfied with only speaking these words, and you do so to satisfy your own desires,
to satisfy your own unrealistic ideals, and to satisfy your own notions and thinking. If
you do not know the God of today, then regardless of what you do, you will be unable
to satisfy God’s heart’s desire. What does it mean to be a confidant of God? Do you
still not understand this? Since God’s intimate is man, so God is also man. That is,
God has become flesh, and has become man. Only those who are of the same kind
can call each other confidants, only then can they be considered intimates. If God
were of the Spirit, how could created man become His intimate?
Your belief in God, your pursuit of the truth, and even the way you conduct yourself
should all be based on reality: Everything you do should be practical, and you should
not pursue things that are illusory and fanciful. There is no value to behaving in this
way, and, moreover, no meaning to such a life. Because your pursuit and life are
spent amid nothing more than falsehood and deceit, and because you do not pursue
things that have value and significance, the only things you gain are absurd reasoning
and doctrine that are not of the truth. Such things bear no relation to the significance
and value of your existence, and can only bring you to a hollow realm. In this way,
your whole life will be without any value or meaning—and if you do not pursue a life
of meaning, then you could live a hundred years and it would all be for nothing. How
could that be called a human life? Is it not actually the life of an animal? Likewise, if
you try to follow the path of belief in God, yet make no attempt to pursue the God that
can be seen and instead worship an invisible and intangible God, then is such pursuit
not even more futile? In the end, your pursuit will become a pile of ruins. Of what
benefit is such a pursuit to you? The biggest problem with man is that he only loves
things that he cannot see or touch, things that are supremely mysterious and
wondrous, and that are unimaginable by man and unattainable by mere mortals. The
more unrealistic these things, the more they are analyzed by people, and people
even pursue them heedless of all else, and attempt to obtain them. The more
unrealistic they are, the more closely people scrutinize and analyze them, even going
so far as to make up their own exhaustive ideas about them. On the contrary, the
more realistic things are, the more dismissive people are toward them; they simply
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look down their noses at them, and are even contemptuous of them. Is this not
precisely your attitude toward the realistic work I do today? The more realistic such
things are, the more prejudiced you are against them. You do not spare any time to
examine them, but simply ignore them; you look down your noses at these realistic,
low-standard requirements, and even harbor numerous notions about this God who
is most real, and are simply incapable of accepting His reality and normality. In this
way, do you not hold to a vague belief? You have an unshakable belief in the vague
God of times past, and no interest in the real God of today. Is this not because the
God of yesterday and the God of today are from two different eras? Is it not also
because the God of yesterday is the exalted God of heaven, whereas the God of
today is a tiny human being on earth? Is it not, moreover, because the God worshiped
by man is the one produced by his notions, whereas the God of today is of real flesh,
produced on earth? When all is said and done, is it not because the God of today is
too real that man does not pursue Him? For what the God of today asks of people is
precisely that which people are most unwilling to do, and which makes them feel
ashamed. Is this not making things difficult for people? Does this not lay bare people’s
scars? In this way, many people do not pursue the real God, the practical God, and
so they become enemies of the incarnate God, which is to say, antichrists. Is this not
an obvious fact? In the past, when God had yet to become flesh, you may have been
a religious figure, or a devout believer. After God became flesh, many such devout
believers unwittingly became antichrists. Do you know what is going on here? In your
belief in God, you do not concentrate on reality or pursue the truth, but instead obsess
over falsehoods—is this not the clearest source of your enmity to God incarnate?
God incarnate is called Christ, so are not all those who do not believe in God
incarnate antichrists? So, is the one you believe in and love truly this God in the
flesh? Is it really this living, breathing God who is most real and extraordinarily
normal? What, exactly, is the objective of your pursuit? Is it in heaven or on earth? Is
it a notion or is it the truth? Is it God or is it some supernatural being? In fact, the truth
is the most real of life’s aphorisms, and the highest of such aphorisms among all
mankind. Because it is the requirement that God makes of man, and is the work
personally done by God, thus it is called “life’s aphorism.” It is not an aphorism
summed up from something, nor is it a famous quote from a great figure. Instead, it
is the utterance to mankind from the Master of the heavens and earth and all things;
it is not some words summed up by man, but the inherent life of God. And so it is
called “the highest of all life’s aphorisms.” People’s pursuit of putting the truth into
practice is the performance of their duty—that is to say, it is the pursuit of satisfying
God’s requirement. The essence of this requirement is the most real of all truths,
rather than empty doctrine achievable by no man. If your pursuit is nothing but
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doctrine and contains no reality, do you not rebel against the truth? Are you not
someone who attacks the truth? How could such a person be someone who seeks
to love God? People who are without reality are those who betray the truth, and they
are all inherently rebellious!
Regardless of how you pursue, you must, above all else, understand the work that
God does today, and you must know the significance of this work. You must
understand and know what work God brings when He comes in the last days, what
disposition He brings, and what will be made complete in man. If you do not know or
understand the work that He has come to do in the flesh, then how can you grasp
His will, and how can you become His intimate? In fact, being the intimate of God is
not complicated, but neither is it simple. If people can understand it thoroughly and
put it into practice, then it becomes uncomplicated; if people cannot understand it
thoroughly, then it becomes a lot harder, and, furthermore, they become prone to
having their pursuit lead them into vagueness. If, in the pursuit of God, people do not
have their own position to stand by, and do not know what truth they should hold to,
then this means that they have no foundation, and so it becomes difficult for them to
stand firm. Today, there are so many who do not understand the truth, who cannot
distinguish between good and evil or tell what to love or hate. Such people can hardly
stand firm. Key to the belief in God is being able to put the truth into practice, to care
for God’s will, to know God’s work on man when He comes in the flesh and the
principles by which He speaks. Do not follow the masses. You must have principles
in what you should enter into, and you must hold to them. Holding firm to those things
within you that are brought by God’s enlightenment will be of help to you. If you do
not, today you will veer one way, tomorrow you will veer the other, and you will never
gain anything real. To be like this is of no benefit to your own life. Those who do not
understand the truth always follow others: If people say that this is the work of the
Holy Spirit, then you, too, say it is the work of the Holy Spirit; if people say it is the
work of an evil spirit, then you, too, become doubtful, or also say it is the work of an
evil spirit. You always parrot the words of others, and are incapable of distinguishing
anything by yourself, nor are you able to think for yourself. This is someone without
a position, who is unable to differentiate—such a person is a worthless wretch! You
always repeat the words of others: Today it is said that this is the work of the Holy
Spirit, but there is a probability that one day someone will say it is not the work of the
Holy Spirit, and that it is in fact nothing but the deeds of man—yet you cannot discern
this, and when you witness it being said by others, you say the same thing. It is
actually the work of the Holy Spirit, but you say it is the work of man; have you not
become one of those who blaspheme against the work of the Holy Spirit? In this,
have you not opposed God because you cannot differentiate? Perhaps one day some
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fool will appear who says that “this is the work of an evil spirit,” and when you hear
these words you will be at a loss, and once again you will be bound up by the
words of others. Every time someone stirs up disturbance, you are incapable of
standing by your position, and this is all because you do not possess the truth.
Believing in God and seeking to know God is no simple matter. These things
cannot be achieved simply by gathering together and listening to preaching, and
you cannot be perfected by passion alone. You must experience, and know, and
be principled in your actions, and gain the work of the Holy Spirit. When you have
undergone experiences, you will be able to discern many things—you will be able
to distinguish between good and evil, between righteousness and wickedness,
between what is of flesh and blood and what is of the truth. You should be able to
distinguish between all these things, and in so doing, no matter the circumstances,
you will never be lost. Only this is your real stature.
Knowing the work of God is no simple matter. You should have standards and an
objective in your pursuit, you should know how to seek the true way, how to measure
whether or not it is the true way, and whether or not it is the work of God. What is the
most basic principle in seeking the true way? You have to look at whether or not there
is the work of the Holy Spirit in this way, whether or not these words are the
expression of the truth, who is testified to, and what it can bring you. Distinguishing
between the true way and the false way requires several aspects of basic knowledge,
the most fundamental of which is to tell whether or not the work of the Holy Spirit is
present therein. For the essence of people’s belief in God is the belief in the Spirit of
God, and even their belief in God incarnate is because this flesh is the embodiment
of the Spirit of God, which means that such belief is still belief in the Spirit. There are
differences between the Spirit and the flesh, but because this flesh comes from the
Spirit, and is the Word become flesh, thus what man believes in is still the inherent
essence of God. So, in distinguishing whether or not it is the true way, above all you
must look at whether or not it has the work of the Holy Spirit, after which you must
look at whether or not there is truth in this way. The truth is the life disposition of
normal humanity, which is to say, that which was required of man when God created
him in the beginning, namely, normal humanity in its entirety (including human sense,
insight, wisdom, and the basic knowledge of being man). That is, you need to look at
whether or not this way can lead people into a life of normal humanity, whether or not
the truth that is spoken of is required according to the reality of normal humanity,
whether or not this truth is practical and real, and whether or not it is most timely. If
there is truth, then it is able to lead people into normal and real experiences; people,
furthermore, become ever more normal, their human sense becomes ever more
complete, their life in the flesh and the spiritual life become ever more orderly, and
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their emotions become ever more normal. This is the second principle. There is one
other principle, which is whether or not people have an increasing knowledge of God,
and whether or not experiencing such work and truth can inspire a love of God in
them and bring them ever closer to God. In this it can be measured whether or not
this way is the true way. Most fundamental is whether this way is realistic rather than
supernatural, and whether or not it is able to provide for the life of man. If it conforms
to these principles, the conclusion can be drawn that this way is the true way. I say
these words not to make you accept other ways in your future experiences, nor as a
prediction that there will be the work of another new age in the future. I say them so
that you may be certain that the way of today is the true way, so that you will not only
be partially sure in your belief in the work of today and unable to gain insight into it.
There are even many who, despite being certain, still follow in confusion; such
certainty has no principle to it, and such people must be eliminated sooner or later.
Even those who are especially ardent in their following are three parts sure and five
parts unsure, which shows that they have no foundation. Because your caliber is too
poor and your foundation too shallow, you have no understanding of differentiation.
God does not repeat His work, He does not do work that is not realistic, He does not
make excessive requirements of man, and He does not do work that is beyond the
sense of man. All the work He does is within the scope of man’s normal sense, and
does not exceed the sense of normal humanity, and His work is done according to
man’s normal requirements. If it is the work of the Holy Spirit, people become ever
more normal, and their humanity becomes ever more normal. People gain an
increasing knowledge of their corrupt satanic disposition, and of the substance of
man, and they also gain an ever greater longing for the truth. That is to say, the life
of man grows and grows, and the corrupt disposition of man becomes more and more
capable of change—all of which is the meaning of God becoming the life of man. If a
way is incapable of revealing those things that are the substance of man, is incapable
of changing the disposition of man, and, moreover, is incapable of bringing people
before God or giving them a true understanding of God, and even causes their
humanity to become ever more lowly and their sense ever more abnormal, then this
way must not be the true way, and it may be the work of an evil spirit, or the old way.
In short, it cannot be the present work of the Holy Spirit. You have believed in God
for all these years, yet you have no inkling of the principles for differentiating between
the true way and the false way, or for seeking the true way. Most people are not even
interested in these matters; they merely go where the majority go, and repeat what
the majority say. How is this someone who seeks the true way? And how can such
people find the true way? If you grasp these several key principles, then whatever
happens, you will not be deceived. Today, it is crucial that people be able to make
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distinctions; this is what should be possessed by normal humanity, and this is what
people must possess in their experience. If, even today, people still distinguish
nothing in the process of following, and if their human sense still has not grown, then
people are too foolish, and their pursuit is mistaken and deviated. There is not the
slightest differentiation in your pursuit today, and while it is true, as you say, that you
have found the true way, have you gained it? Have you been able to distinguish
anything? What is the essence of the true way? In the true way, you have not gained
the true way; you have not gained anything of the truth. This is to say, you have not
achieved that which God requires of you, and thus there has been no change in your
corruption. If you continue to pursue in this way, you will ultimately be eliminated.
Having followed to this day, you should be certain that the way that you have taken
is the right way, and should have no further doubts. Many people are always
uncertain and stop pursuing the truth because of some small matters. Such people
are those who have no knowledge of God’s work; they are those who follow God in
confusion. People who do not know God’s work are incapable of being His intimates,
or of bearing testimony to Him. I advise those who only seek blessings and only
pursue that which is vague and abstract to pursue the truth as soon as possible, so
that their life may have meaning. Do not fool yourselves anymore!

HOW CAN MAN WHO HAS DELIMITED GOD IN HIS
NOTIONS RECEIVE THE REVELATIONS OF GOD?
The work of God is always moving forward, and though the purpose of His work
does not change, the method by which He works constantly changes, which means
that those who follow God are constantly changing, too. The more work God does,
the more thorough man’s knowledge of God is. Corresponding changes occur, too,
in man’s disposition in the wake of God’s work. However, it is because the work of
God is ever-changing that those who do not know the work of the Holy Spirit and
those absurd people who do not know the truth become people who resist God. Not
ever does the work of God conform to the notions of man, for His work is always new
and never old, and never does He repeat old work, but rather forges ahead with work
never done before. As God does not repeat His work, and man invariably judges
God’s current work by the work He did in the past, it has become exceedingly difficult
for God to carry out each stage of work of the new age. Man has far too many
difficulties! He is too conservative in his thinking! No one knows the work of God, yet
everyone delimits it. When he leaves God, man loses life, truth, and God’s blessings,
yet neither does he accept life nor truth, much less the greater blessings God bestows
upon mankind. All men wish to gain God, yet are unable to tolerate any changes in
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God’s work. Those who do not accept God’s new work believe that the work of God
is immutable, that it forever remains at a standstill. In their belief, all that is needed
to gain eternal salvation from God is to observe the law, and as long as they repent
and confess their sins, the will of God will always be satisfied. They are of the opinion
that God can only be the God under the law and the God who was nailed to the cross
for man; it is their opinion, too, that God should not and cannot exceed the Bible. It is
precisely these opinions that have shackled them firmly to the laws of old and nailed
them to dead rules. There are even more who believe that whatever the new work of
God might be, it has to be substantiated by prophecies, and that in each stage of
such work, all those who follow Him with a “true” heart must also be shown
revelations; if not, such work could not be the work of God. It is already no easy task
for man to come to know God. Taken in addition to man’s absurd heart and his
rebellious nature of self-importance and self-conceit, it becomes all the more difficult
for him to accept God’s new work. Man neither gives careful scrutiny to the new work
of God, nor accepts it with humility; instead, he adopts an attitude of contempt as he
awaits revelations and guidance from God. Is this not the behavior of those who rebel
against and resist God? How can such people gain God’s approval?
Jesus said that the work of Jehovah had fallen behind in the Age of Grace, just as
I say today, that the work of Jesus has also fallen behind. If there had been only the
Age of Law and not the Age of Grace, then Jesus would not have been crucified and
could not have redeemed all mankind. If there had only been the Age of Law, could
mankind ever have gotten as far as today? History moves forward, and is not history
the natural law of God’s work? Is this not a depiction of His management of man
throughout the entire universe? History moves forward, and so does the work of God.
God’s will is constantly changing. He could not remain at a single stage of work for
six thousand years, for as everyone knows, God is always new and never old, and
He could not possibly keep doing work like the crucifixion, being nailed to the cross
once, twice, three times…. It would be ridiculous to think thus. God does not keep on
doing the same work; His work is ever-changing and always new, much as how I
speak new words to you and do new work each day. This is the work I do, and what
is key are the words “new” and “wondrous.” “God is immutable, and God will always
be God”: this saying is indeed true; the substance of God does not change, God is
always God, and He could never become Satan, but this does not prove that His
work is as constant and invariable as His substance. You declare God is immutable,
but how, then, can you explain that God is always new and never old? The work of
God continuously spreads and constantly changes, and His will is continuously
manifested and made known to man. As man experiences God’s work, his disposition
changes without cease, as does his knowledge. Whence, then, does this change
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arise? Is it not from the ever-changing work of God? If the disposition of man can
change, why cannot man allow My work and My words to continuously change also?
Must I be subject to the restrictions of man? In this, are you not using forced
arguments and perverted logic?
Following His resurrection, Jesus appeared to the disciples and said, “I send the
promise of My Father on you: but tarry you in the city of Jerusalem, until you be
endued with power from on high.” Do you know how these words can be explained?
Are you, now, endued with His power? Do you understand what “power” refers to?
Jesus proclaimed that the Spirit of truth would be bestowed upon man during the last
days. The last days are here now; do you understand how the Spirit of truth
expresses words? Where does the Spirit of truth appear and work? In the book of
prophecy of the prophet Isaiah, there was never any mention that a child named
Jesus would be born in the age of the New Testament; it was merely written that a
male infant named Emmanuel would be born. Why was the name “Jesus” not
mentioned? Nowhere in the Old Testament does this name appear, so why, then, do
you still believe in Jesus? Surely you did not only start believing in Jesus after seeing
Him with your own eyes, did you? Or did you begin to believe upon receiving a
revelation? Would God really show you such grace? Would He bestow such great
blessings upon you? What is the basis of your belief in Jesus? Why do you not
believe that God has become flesh today? Why do you say that the absence of a
revelation to you from God proves that He has not incarnated in the flesh? Must God
inform people prior to commencing His work? Must He first receive their approval?
Isaiah merely proclaimed that a male infant would be born in a manger; he never
prophesied that Mary would give birth to Jesus. What exactly do you base your belief
in Jesus born of Mary on? Surely your belief is not muddled? Some say that the name
of God does not change. Why, then, did the name of Jehovah become Jesus? It was
prophesied that the Messiah would come, so why then did a man by the name of
Jesus come? Why did the name of God change? Was such work not carried out long
ago? May God not do newer work today? The work of yesterday can be altered, and
the work of Jesus can follow on from that of Jehovah. Cannot, then, the work of Jesus
be succeeded by other work? If the name of Jehovah can be changed to Jesus, then
cannot the name of Jesus also be changed? None of this is odd; it is just that people
are too simple-minded. God will always be God. No matter how His work changes,
and regardless of how His name might change, His disposition and wisdom will never
change. If you believe that God can only be called by the name of Jesus, then your
knowledge is far too limited. Do you dare assert that Jesus will forever be the name
of God, that God will forever and always go by the name of Jesus, and that this will
never change? Dare you assert with certainty that it is the name of Jesus that
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concluded the Age of Law and will also conclude the final age? Who can say that the
grace of Jesus can bring the age to an end? If you lack a clear understanding of
these truths, then not only will you be incapable of preaching the gospel, but you
yourself will be unable to stand firm. When the day comes on which you resolve all
the difficulties of those religious people and refute all their fallacies, that shall be proof
that you are absolutely certain of this stage of work and have not the slightest doubt.
If you are unable to refute their fallacies, then they will frame you and slander you.
Would that not be disgraceful?
The Jews all read the Old Testament and knew of Isaiah’s prophecy that a male
infant would be born in a manger. Why, then, despite being fully aware of this
prophecy, did they still persecute Jesus? Was it not because of their rebellious nature
and ignorance of the work of the Holy Spirit? At the time, the Pharisees believed the
work of Jesus to be different from what they knew of the prophesied male infant, and
people today reject God because the work of God incarnate does not conform to the
Bible. Is not the essence of their rebelliousness toward God the same? Can you
accept, without question, all the work of the Holy Spirit? If it is the work of the Holy
Spirit, then it is the right stream, and you should accept it without any misgivings; you
should not pick and choose what to accept. If you gain more insight into God and
exercise more caution toward Him, then is this not uncalled for? You need not look
for further substantiation from the Bible; if it is the work of the Holy Spirit, then you
must accept it, for you believe in God to follow God, and you should not investigate
Him. You should not seek further evidence of Me to prove that I am your God, but
should be able to discern whether I am of benefit to you—this is what is most crucial.
Even if you find much irrefutable proof within the Bible, it cannot bring you fully before
Me. You merely live within the confines of the Bible, and not before Me; the Bible
cannot help you know Me, nor can it deepen your love for Me. Though the Bible
prophesied that a male infant would be born, none could fathom upon whom that
prophecy would come to pass, for man did not know the work of God, and this is what
caused the Pharisees to stand against Jesus. Some know that My work is in man’s
interests, yet they continue to believe that Jesus and I are two entirely separate,
mutually incompatible beings. At the time, Jesus only gave His disciples a series of
sermons in the Age of Grace on such subjects as how to practice, how to gather
together, how to supplicate in prayer, how to treat others, and so forth. The work He
carried out was that of the Age of Grace, and He expounded only on how the disciples
and those who followed Him ought to practice. He only did the work of the Age of
Grace, and none of the work of the last days. When Jehovah set down the Old
Testament law in the Age of Law, why did He not then do the work of the Age of
Grace? Why did He not make clear in advance the work of the Age of Grace? Would
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this not have helped man to accept it? He only prophesied that a male infant would
be born and come to power, but He did not carry out in advance the work of the Age
of Grace. The work of God in each age has clear boundaries; He does only the work
of the current age, and never carries out the next stage of work in advance. Only thus
can His representative work of each age be brought to the fore. Jesus spoke only of
the signs of the last days, of how to be patient and how to be saved, of how to repent
and confess, and of how to bear the cross and endure suffering; never did He speak
of how man in the last days should achieve entry, nor of how he should seek to satisfy
God’s will. As such, is it not ridiculous to search the Bible for God’s work of the last
days? What can you see by merely clutching the Bible? Be it an expositor of the Bible
or a preacher, who could have seen the work of today in advance?
“He that has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches.” Have you
now heard the words of the Holy Spirit? The words of God have come upon you. Do
you hear them? God does the work of words in the last days, and such words are
those of the Holy Spirit, for God is the Holy Spirit and can also become flesh;
therefore, the words of the Holy Spirit, as spoken of in the past, are the words of God
incarnate today. There are many absurd people who believe that since it is the Holy
Spirit talking, His voice should speak from the heavens for people to hear. Anyone
who thinks this way does not know the work of God. In truth, the utterances spoken
by the Holy Spirit are those spoken by God become flesh. The Holy Spirit cannot
speak directly to man; even in the Age of Law, Jehovah did not speak directly to the
people. Would it not be far less likely that He would do so in this age today? For God
to speak utterances to carry out work, He must become flesh; otherwise, His work
would not be able to accomplish its goals. Those who deny God incarnate are those
who do not know the Spirit or the principles by which God works. Those who believe
that now is the age of the Holy Spirit, yet do not accept His new work, are those who
live amid a vague and abstract faith. Such people shall never receive the work of the
Holy Spirit. Those who ask only for the Holy Spirit to speak and carry out His work
directly, and do not accept the words or work of God incarnate, shall never be able
to step into the new age or be brought complete salvation by God!

TO HAVE AN UNCHANGED DISPOSITION
IS TO BE IN ENMITY TO GOD
After several thousand years of corruption, man is numb and dull-witted; he has
become a demon that opposes God, to the extent that man’s rebelliousness toward
God has been documented in the books of history, and even man himself is incapable
of giving a full account of his rebellious behavior—for man has been profoundly
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corrupted by Satan, and has been led astray by Satan such that he knows not where
to turn. Even today, man still betrays God: When man sees God, he betrays Him,
and when he cannot see God, so too does he betray Him. There are even those who,
having witnessed God’s curses and God’s wrath, still betray Him. And so I say that
man’s sense has lost its original function, and that man’s conscience, too, has lost
its original function. The man that I look upon is a beast in human attire, he is a
venomous snake, and no matter how pitiable he tries to appear before My eyes, I
will never be merciful toward him, for man has no grasp of the difference between
black and white, of the difference between truth and non-truth. Man’s sense is so
benumbed, yet still he wishes to gain blessings; his humanity is so ignoble yet still he
wishes to possess the sovereignty of a king. Who could he be the king of, with sense
such as that? How could he with such a humanity sit atop a throne? Man truly has
no shame! He is a conceited wretch! For those of you who wish to gain blessings, I
suggest you first find a mirror and look at your own ugly reflection—do you have what
it takes to be a king? Do you have the face of one who could gain blessings? There
has not been the slightest change in your disposition and you have not put any of the
truth into practice, yet still you wish for a wonderful tomorrow. You are deluding
yourself! Born into such a filthy land, man has been severely blighted by society, he
has been influenced by feudal ethics, and he has been taught at “institutes of higher
learning.” The backward thinking, corrupt morality, mean view on life, despicable
philosophy for living, utterly worthless existence, and depraved lifestyle and
customs—all of these things have severely intruded upon man’s heart, and severely
undermined and attacked his conscience. As a result, man is ever more distant from
God, and ever more opposed to Him. Man’s disposition becomes more vicious by the
day, and there is not a single person who will willingly give up anything for God, not
a single person who will willingly obey God, nor, moreover, a single person who will
willingly seek the appearance of God. Instead, under the domain of Satan, man does
nothing but pursue pleasure, giving himself over to the corruption of the flesh in the
land of mud. Even when they hear the truth, those who live in darkness give no
thought to putting it into practice, nor are they inclined to seek out God even if they
have beheld His appearance. How could a mankind so depraved have any chance
of salvation? How could a mankind so decadent live in the light?
Changing man’s disposition starts with knowledge of his essence and through
changes in his thinking, nature, and mental outlook—through fundamental changes.
Only in this way will true changes be achieved in the disposition of man. Man’s corrupt
disposition stems from his being poisoned and trampled upon by Satan, from the
egregious harm that Satan has inflicted upon his thinking, morality, insight, and
sense. It is precisely because the fundamental things of man have been corrupted
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by Satan, and are utterly unlike how God originally created them, that man opposes
God and does not understand the truth. Thus, changes in man’s disposition should
begin with changes in his thinking, insight, and sense that will change his knowledge
of God and his knowledge of the truth. Those who were born in the most deeply
corrupted of all lands are even more ignorant of what God is, or what it means to
believe in God. The more corrupted people are, the less they know the existence of
God, and the poorer their sense and insight. The source of man’s opposition and
rebelliousness against God is his corruption by Satan. Because of Satan’s corruption,
man’s conscience has grown numb; he is immoral, his thoughts are degenerate, and
he has a backward mental outlook. Before he was corrupted by Satan, man naturally
followed God and obeyed His words after hearing them. He was naturally of sound
sense and conscience, and of normal humanity. After being corrupted by Satan,
man’s original sense, conscience, and humanity grew dull and were impaired by
Satan. Thus, he has lost his obedience and love toward God. Man’s sense has
become aberrant, his disposition has become the same as that of an animal, and his
rebelliousness toward God is ever more frequent and grievous. Yet man still neither
knows nor recognizes this, and merely opposes and rebels blindly. Man’s disposition
is revealed in expressions of his sense, insight, and conscience; because his sense
and insight are unsound, and his conscience has grown supremely dull, thus his
disposition is rebellious against God. If man’s sense and insight cannot change, then
changes in his disposition are out of the question, as is conforming to God’s will. If
man’s sense is unsound, then he cannot serve God and is unfit for use by God.
“Normal sense” refers to obeying and being faithful to God, to yearning for God, to
being absolute toward God, and to having a conscience toward God. It refers to being
of one heart and mind toward God, and not deliberately opposing God. Having an
aberrant sense is not like this. Since man was corrupted by Satan, he has come up
with notions about God, and he has had no loyalty to God or yearning for Him, to say
nothing of a conscience toward God. Man deliberately opposes God and passes
judgments on Him, and, furthermore, hurls invective at Him behind His back. Man
passes judgment on God behind His back, with clear knowledge that He is God; man
has no intention of obeying God, and merely makes blind demands and requests of
Him. Such people—people who have aberrant sense—are incapable of knowing their
own despicable behavior or of regretting their rebelliousness. If people are capable
of knowing themselves, then they have regained a little of their sense; the more
rebellious against God people who cannot yet know themselves are, the less are they
sound of sense.
The revelation of man’s corrupt disposition has its source in nothing more than
man’s dulled conscience, his malicious nature, and his unsound sense; if man’s
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conscience and sense are able to become normal again, then he will become
someone fit for use before God. It is simply because man’s conscience has always
been numb, and because man’s sense, which has never been sound, is growing ever
duller that man is increasingly rebellious toward God, such that he even nailed Jesus
to the cross and refuses God’s incarnation in the last days entry into his home, and
condemns God’s flesh, and sees God’s flesh as lowly. If man had but a little humanity,
he would not be so cruel in his treatment of God’s incarnate flesh; if he had but a little
sense, he would not be so vicious in his treatment of the flesh of God incarnate; if he
had but a little conscience, he would not “give thanks” to God incarnate in this way.
Man lives in the era of God become flesh, yet he is incapable of thanking God for
giving him such a good opportunity, and instead curses the coming of God, or
completely ignores the fact of God’s incarnation, and is seemingly against it and
weary of it. Regardless of how man treats the coming of God, God, in short, has
always carried on patiently with His work—even though man has not been the
slightest bit welcoming toward Him, and blindly makes requests of Him. Man’s
disposition has become supremely vicious, his sense has grown supremely dull, and
his conscience has been completely trampled by the evil one and long ago ceased
to be the original conscience of man. Man is not only ungrateful to God incarnate for
bestowing so much life and grace upon mankind, but has even become resentful
toward God for giving him the truth; it is because man has not the slightest interest
in the truth that he has grown resentful toward God. Not only is man unable to lay
down his life for God incarnate, but he also tries to extract favors from Him, and
claims an interest that is dozens of times greater than what man has given to God.
People of such conscience and sense think this is no great matter, and still believe
that they have expended so much of themselves for God, and that God has given
them too little. There are people who, having given Me a bowl of water, hold out their
hands and demand I pay them for two bowls of milk, or, having given Me a room for
one night, demand I pay rent for several. With such a humanity and such a
conscience, how could you still wish to gain life? What contemptible wretches you
are! This sort of humanity in man and this sort of conscience in man are what cause
God incarnate to wander across the land, with no place to find shelter. Those who
are truly possessed of conscience and humanity should worship and wholeheartedly
serve God incarnate not because of how much work He has done, but even if He
were to do no work at all. This is what should be done by those who are of sound
sense, and it is the duty of man. Most people even speak of conditions in their service
to God: They do not care whether He is God or man, and they only talk of their own
conditions, and only seek to satisfy their own desires. When you cook for Me, you
demand a service fee, when you run for Me, you ask for running fees, when you work
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for Me you demand work fees, when you wash My clothes you demand laundry fees,
when you provide for the church you demand recuperation costs, when you speak
you demand speaker’s fees, when you give out books you demand distribution fees,
and when you write you demand writing fees. Those I have dealt with even demand
recompense from Me, while those who have been sent home demand reparations
for the damage to their name; those who are unmarried demand a dowry, or
compensation for their lost youth; those who kill a chicken demand butcher’s fees,
those who fry food demand frying fees, and those who make soup demand payment
for that, too…. This is your lofty and mighty humanity, and these are the actions your
warm conscience dictates. Where is your sense? Where is your humanity? Let Me
tell you! If you carry on like this, I will cease to work among you. I will not work among
a pack of beasts in human attire, I will not suffer thus for such a group of people
whose fair faces hide feral hearts, I will not endure for such a pack of animals that
has not the slightest possibility of salvation. The day I turn My back on you is the day
you die, it is the day that darkness comes upon you, and the day that you are forsaken
by the light. Let Me tell you! I will never be benevolent to a group such as yours, a
group which is beneath even animals! There are limits to My words and actions, and
with your humanity and conscience as they are, I will do no more work, for you are
too lacking in conscience, you have caused Me too much pain, and your despicable
behavior disgusts Me too much. People who are so lacking in humanity and
conscience will never have a chance at salvation; I would never save such heartless
and ungrateful people. When My day comes, I will rain down My scorching flames for
all eternity upon the children of disobedience that once provoked My fierce wrath, I
will impose My everlasting punishment upon those animals that once hurled invective
at Me and forsook Me, I will burn for all time with the fires of My anger the sons of
disobedience who once ate and lived together with Me but did not believe in Me, who
insulted and betrayed Me. I will subject all those who provoked My anger to My
punishment, I will rain down the entirety of My anger upon those beasts that once
wished to stand beside Me as My equals yet did not worship or obey Me; the rod with
which I strike man will fall upon those animals who once enjoyed My care and once
enjoyed the mysteries that I spoke, and who once tried to take material enjoyments
from Me. I will be forgiving of no person who tries to take My place; I will spare none
of those who attempt to wrest food and clothes from Me. For now, you remain free
from harm and continue to overreach in the demands you make of Me. When the day
of wrath arrives, you will not make any more demands of Me; at that time, I will let
you “enjoy” yourselves to your heart’s content, I will force your face into the earth,
and you will never be able to get up again! Sooner or later, I am going to “repay” this
debt to you—and I hope you patiently await the arrival of this day.
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If these contemptible people can truly set aside their extravagant desires and
return to God, then they still have the chance of salvation; if man has a heart that
truly yearns for God, then he will not be abandoned by God. Man fails to gain God
not because God has emotion, or because God is unwilling to be gained by man, but
because man does not want to gain God, and because man does not seek God
urgently. How could one of those who truly seek God be cursed by God? How could
one of sound sense and sensitive conscience be cursed by God? How could one
who truly worships and serves God be consumed by the fires of His wrath? How
could one who is happy to obey God be kicked out of God’s house? How could one
who could not love God enough live in God’s punishment? How could someone who
is happy to forsake everything for God be left with nothing? Man is unwilling to pursue
God, unwilling to expend his possessions for God, and unwilling to devote a lifetime’s
effort to God; instead, he says that God has gone too far, that too much about God
is at odds with man’s notions. With a humanity like this, even if you were unstinting
in your efforts you would still be unable to gain God’s approval, to say nothing of the
fact that you do not seek God. Do you not know that you are the defective goods of
mankind? Do you not know that no humanity is lowlier than yours? Do you not know
what others call you to honor you? Those who truly love God call you the father of
the wolf, the mother of the wolf, the son of the wolf, and the grandson of the wolf; you
are the descendants of the wolf, the people of the wolf, and you should know your
own identity and never forget it. Do not think that you are some superior figure: You
are the most vicious group of non-humans among mankind. Do you not know any of
this? Do you know how much of a risk I have taken by working among you? If your
sense cannot become normal again, and your conscience cannot work normally, then
you will never cast off the name of “wolf,” you will never escape the day of curse and
will never escape the day of your punishment. You were born inferior, a thing without
any worth. You are by nature a pack of hungry wolves, a pile of debris and rubbish,
and, unlike you, I do not work upon you in order to gain favors, but because of the
need of work. If you carry on being rebellious in this way, then I will stop My work,
and will never work upon you again; on the contrary, I will transfer My work to another
group that pleases Me, and in this way will leave you forever, because I am unwilling
to look upon those who are in enmity to Me. So then, do you wish to be compatible
with Me, or in enmity against Me?
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ALL PEOPLE WHO DO NOT KNOW GOD
ARE PEOPLE WHO OPPOSE GOD
To grasp the purpose of God’s work, the effect His work achieves in man, and
what exactly is His will for man: this is what every person who follows God should
attain to. Nowadays knowledge of God’s work is just what all people are lacking. The
deeds that God has worked upon people, the entirety of the work of God, and what
exactly is God’s will for man, from the creation of the world to the present time—these
are things that man neither knows nor comprehends. Not only is this inadequacy
seen throughout the religious world, but also in all those who believe in God. When
the day comes that you truly behold God, when you really appreciate His wisdom,
when you behold all the deeds that God has worked, when you recognize what God
is and has—when you have seen His bounty, wisdom, wonder, and all that He has
worked upon people—it is then you will have achieved success in your faith in God.
When God is said to be all-encompassing and all-bountiful, in what way exactly is He
all-encompassing, and in what way is He all-bountiful? If you do not understand this,
then you cannot be deemed to believe in God. Why do I say that those in the religious
world are not believers in God but are evildoers, of the same ilk as the devil? When
I say they are evildoers, it is because they do not understand the will of God and are
unable to see His wisdom. God at no time reveals His work to them. They are blind;
they cannot see the deeds of God, they have been forsaken by God, and they
completely lack the care and protection of God, not to mention the work of the Holy
Spirit. Those without the work of God are all evildoers and opponents of God. The
opponents of God of which I speak refer to those who do not know God, those who
acknowledge God with their lips and yet do not know Him, those who follow God and
yet do not obey Him, and those who revel in the grace of God and yet are unable to
stand witness to Him. Without an understanding of the purpose of God’s work or an
understanding of the work that God does in man, he cannot be in accord with the will
of God, nor can he stand witness to God. The reason why man opposes God stems,
on the one hand, from his corrupt disposition, and on the other hand, from ignorance
of God and lack of understanding of the principles by which God works and of His
will for man. These two aspects, taken together, constitute a history of man’s
resistance to God. Novices in the faith oppose God because such opposition lies
within their nature, while the opposition to God of those with many years in the faith
results from their ignorance of Him, in addition to their corrupt disposition. In the time
before God became flesh, the measure of whether a man opposed God was based
on whether he kept the decrees set forth by God in heaven. For instance, in the Age
of Law, whoever did not keep the laws of Jehovah was regarded as one who opposed
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God; whoever stole the offerings to Jehovah, or whoever stood against those favored
by Jehovah, was regarded as one who opposed God and would be stoned to death;
whoever did not respect his father and mother, and whoever struck or cursed another,
was regarded as one who did not keep the laws. And all who did not keep the laws
of Jehovah were regarded as standing against Him. This was no longer so in the Age
of Grace, when whoever stood against Jesus was regarded as one who stood against
God, and whoever did not obey the words uttered by Jesus was regarded as one
who stood against God. At this time, the way in which opposition to God was defined
became both more accurate and more practical. In the time when God had not yet
become flesh, the measure of whether man opposed God was based on whether
man worshiped and looked up to the invisible God in heaven. The way in which
opposition to God was defined at that time was not all that practical, for man could
not see God, nor did he know what the image of God was like, or how He worked
and spoke. Man had no notions about God whatsoever, and he believed in God
vaguely, because God had not yet appeared to man. Therefore, no matter how man
believed in God in his imagination, God did not condemn man or make too many
demands of him, because man was completely unable to see God. When God
becomes flesh and comes to work among men, all behold Him and hear His words,
and all see the deeds that God works from within His body of flesh. At that moment,
all man’s notions become foam. As for those who have seen God appearing in the
flesh, they shall not be condemned if they willingly obey Him, whereas those who
purposefully stand against Him shall be deemed an opponent of God. Such people
are antichrists, enemies who willfully stand against God. Those who harbor notions
regarding God but are still ready and willing to obey Him will not be condemned. God
condemns man on the basis of man’s intentions and actions, never for his thoughts
and ideas. If He were to condemn man on the basis of his thoughts and ideas, then
not a single person would be able to escape from the wrathful hands of God. Those
who willfully stand against the incarnate God shall be punished for their
disobedience. With regard to these people that willfully stand against God, their
opposition stems from the fact that they harbor notions about God, which leads them
in turn into actions that disrupt God’s work. These people intentionally resist and
destroy the work of God. They do not merely have notions about God, but they
also engage in activities that disrupt His work, and for this reason people of this
kind shall be condemned. Those who do not willfully disrupt God’s work shall not be
condemned as sinners, because they are able to willingly obey and not engage in
activities that cause disruption and disturbance. People like this shall not be
condemned. However, when people have experienced God’s work for many years,
if they continue to harbor notions about God and remain unable to know the work of
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the incarnate God, and if, no matter how many years they have experienced His
work, they continue to be filled with notions about God and are still unable to come
to know Him, then even if they do not engage in disruptive activities, their hearts are
nevertheless filled with many notions about God, and even if these notions do not
become apparent, people like this are of no help whatsoever to the work of God.
They are unable to spread the gospel for God or stand witness to Him. People like
this are good-for-nothings and imbeciles. Because they do not know God and are
moreover wholly incapable of casting away their notions about Him, they are
therefore condemned. It can be said like this: It is normal for novices in the faith to
hold notions about God or to know nothing of Him, but for one who has believed in
God for many years and experienced a good deal of His work, it would not be normal
for such a person to continue to hold notions, and it would be even less normal for
someone like this to have no knowledge of God. It is because this is not a normal
state that they are condemned. These abnormal people are all garbage; they are the
ones who oppose God the most and who have enjoyed the grace of God for nothing.
All such people shall be eliminated in the end!
Anyone who does not understand the purpose of God’s work is one who opposes
Him, and one who has come to understand the purpose of God’s work but still does
not seek to satisfy God is even more to be deemed an opponent of God. There are
those who read the Bible in grand churches and recite it all day long, yet not one
among them understands the purpose of God’s work. Not one among them is able
to know God; still less can any one among them accord with God’s will. They are all
worthless, vile people, each standing on high to lecture God. They willfully oppose
God even as they carry His banner. Claiming faith in God, still they eat the flesh and
drink the blood of man. All such people are devils that devour the soul of man, head
demons that deliberately get in the way of those trying to step onto the right path, and
stumbling blocks impeding those who seek God. They may appear of “sound
constitution,” but how are their followers to know that they are none other than
antichrists who lead people to stand against God? How are their followers to know
that they are living devils dedicated to the devouring of human souls? Those who
hold themselves in high esteem in God’s presence are the most abject of men, while
those who think themselves lowly are the most honored. And those who think they
know the work of God and who are, moreover, capable of proclaiming the work of
God to others with great fanfare even as they look directly at Him—these are the
most ignorant of men. Such people are without the testimony of God, arrogant and
full of conceit. Those who believe that they have too little knowledge of God, despite
having actual experience and practical knowledge of Him, are those most beloved by
Him. Only such people truly have testimony and are truly capable of being perfected
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by God. Those who do not understand the will of God are opponents of God; those
who understand the will of God and yet do not practice the truth are opponents of
God; those who eat and drink the words of God, and yet go against the essence of
God’s words, are opponents of God; those who have notions about the incarnate
God, and moreover have a mind to engage in rebellion, are opponents of God; those
who pass judgment on God are opponents of God; and whoever is unable to know
God or to bear witness to Him is an opponent of God. So I urge you: If you really
have faith that you can walk this path, then keep on following it. But if you are unable
to refrain from opposing God, then you had best walk away before it is too late.
Otherwise, the chances of things turning out badly for you run extremely high,
because your nature is simply too corrupt. Of loyalty or obedience, or a heart that
thirsts for righteousness and truth, or love for God, you have not one jot or iota. It
may be said that your situation before God is an utter shambles. You cannot abide
by what you ought to abide by, and are unable to say what ought to be said. What
you ought to put into practice, you have failed to put into practice; and the function
that you ought to fulfill, you have been unable to fulfill. You do not have the loyalty,
conscience, obedience, or resolution that you ought. You have not endured the
suffering that it behooves you to endure, and you do not have the faith that you ought.
Quite simply, you are completely devoid of any merit: Are you not ashamed to go on
living? Let Me persuade you that you would be better off closing your eyes in eternal
rest, thereby sparing God from worrying on your account and suffering for your sake.
You believe in God and yet do not know His will; you eat and drink the words of God
and yet are unable to keep to what God demands of man. You believe in God and
yet do not know Him, and you stay alive without a goal to strive for, without any
values, without any meaning. You live as a human being and yet have no conscience,
integrity, or credibility in the slightest degree—can you still call yourselves human
beings? You believe in God and yet deceive Him; what is more, you take God’s
money and eat up the offerings that are made to Him. And yet, in the end you still fail
to show the slightest consideration for God’s feelings or the faintest conscience
toward Him. Not even the most trivial of God’s demands can you meet. Can you still
call yourselves human beings? Eating the food God provides you and breathing the
oxygen He gives you, enjoying His grace, yet, in the end, you do not have the
slightest knowledge of God. On the contrary, you have become good-for-nothings
that oppose God. Does that not make you a beast even lower than a dog? Among
animals, are there any that are more malicious than you?
Those pastors and elders who stand in the high pulpit teaching others are
opponents of God and allies of Satan; would not those of you who do not stand in the
high pulpit teaching others be even greater opponents of God? Are you not, even
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more than they, in cahoots with Satan? Those who do not understand the purpose
of God’s work do not know how to accord with the will of God. Surely, it cannot be
that those who do understand the purpose of His work would not know how to accord
with God’s will. The work of God is never in error; rather, it is man’s pursuit that is
flawed. Are not those degenerates who willfully oppose God even more sinister and
malevolent than those pastors and elders? Many are those who oppose God, but
among them there are also many different ways in which they oppose God. As there
are all manner of believers, so too are there all manner of those who oppose God,
each unlike the other. Not a single one of those who fail to recognize clearly the
purpose of God’s work can be saved. Regardless of how man may have opposed
God in the past, when man comes to understand the purpose of God’s work and
dedicates his efforts to satisfying God, God will wipe clean all of his former sins. As
long as man seeks the truth and practices the truth, God will not keep in mind what
he has done. Moreover, it is on the basis of man’s practice of the truth that God
justifies him. This is the righteousness of God. Before man has seen God or
experienced His work, regardless of how man acts toward God, He does not keep it
in mind. However, once man has seen God and experienced His work, all the deeds
and actions of man will be entered by God into the “annals,” for man has seen God
and lived amid His work.
When man has truly seen what God has and is, when he has seen His supremacy,
and when he has truly come to know the work of God, and furthermore, when the old
disposition of man is changed, then man will have completely cast away his rebellious
disposition that opposes God. It can be said that everyone has at some time opposed
God and everyone has at some time rebelled against God. However, if you willingly
obey the incarnate God, and from this point satisfy God’s heart with your loyalty,
practice the truth that you ought, perform your duty as you ought, and keep the
regulations that you ought, then you are one who is willing to cast away your
rebelliousness to satisfy God and one who can be perfected by God. Should you
stubbornly refuse to see your errors and have no intention of repenting yourself,
should you persist in your rebellious conduct without the least intention of cooperating
with God and satisfying Him, then such an obstinate and incorrigible person as you
will certainly be punished and will certainly never be one to be perfected by God. This
being so, you are the enemy of God today and tomorrow you will also be the enemy
of God, and so too will you remain the enemy of God the day after; you will forever
be an opponent of God and the enemy of God. In that case, how could God possibly
let you off? It is in the nature of man to oppose God, but man must not seek out on
purpose the “secret” of opposing God just because changing his nature is an
insurmountable task. If that were the case, then you had better walk away before it
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were too late, lest your chastisement in the future become more severe, and lest your
brutish nature erupt and become ungovernable, until your fleshly body were
terminated by God in the end. You believe in God to receive blessings; but if in the
end only misfortune befell you, would not that be a shame? I urge you, you had better
make another plan. Anything that you can do would be better than believing in God:
Surely it cannot be that there is just this one path. Would you not go on surviving if
you did not seek the truth? Why must you be at odds with God in this way?

CORRUPT MANKIND IS MORE IN NEED OF THE
SALVATION OF THE INCARNATE GOD
God became flesh because the object of His work is not the spirit of Satan, or any
incorporeal thing, but man, who is of the flesh and has been corrupted by Satan. It is
precisely because the flesh of man has been corrupted that God has made fleshly
man the object of His work; moreover, because man is the object of corruption, God
has made man the only object of His work throughout all the stages of His salvation
work. Man is a mortal being, is of flesh and blood, and God is the only One who can
save man. In this way, God must become a flesh that possesses the same attributes
as man in order to do His work, so that His work might achieve better effects. God
must become flesh to do His work precisely because man is of the flesh, and
incapable of overcoming sin or divesting himself of the flesh. Though the essence
and identity of God incarnate differ greatly from the essence and identity of man, yet
His appearance is identical to that of man; He has the appearance of a normal
person, and leads the life of a normal person, and those who see Him can discern
no difference to a normal person. This normal appearance and normal humanity are
sufficient for Him to do His divine work in normal humanity. His flesh allows Him to
do His work in normal humanity, and helps Him do His work among man, and His
normal humanity, moreover, helps Him carry out the work of salvation among man.
Although His normal humanity has caused much tumult among man, such tumult has
not impacted the normal effects of His work. In short, the work of His normal flesh is
of supreme benefit to man. Though most people do not accept His normal humanity,
His work can still achieve results, and these results are achieved thanks to His normal
humanity. Of this there is no doubt. From His work in the flesh, man gains ten times
or dozens of times more things than the notions that exist among man about His
normal humanity, and such notions shall all ultimately be swallowed by His work. And
the effect that His work has achieved, which is to say, the knowledge that man has
toward Him, far outweighs man’s notions about Him. There is no way to imagine or
measure the work He does in the flesh, for His flesh is unlike that of any fleshly human
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being; although the outer shell is identical, the essence is not the same. His flesh
engenders many notions among man about God, yet His flesh can also allow man to
acquire much knowledge, and can even conquer any person possessed of a similar
outer shell. For He is not merely human, but is God with the outer shell of a human,
and none can completely fathom or understand Him. An invisible and intangible God
is loved and welcomed by all. If God is just a Spirit that is invisible to man, it is so
easy for man to believe in God. People can give free rein to their imaginations, can
choose whatever image they like as God’s image to please themselves and make
themselves feel happy. In this way, people may do whatever their own God most
likes and wishes for them to do, without any scruples. What is more, people believe
that no one is more loyal and devout than they toward God, and that all others are
Gentile dogs, and disloyal to God. It can be said that this is what is sought by those
whose belief in God is vague and based on doctrine; what they seek is all much the
same, with little variation. It is merely that the images of God in their imaginations are
different, yet their essence is actually the same.
Man is untroubled by his carefree belief in God and believes in God however he
pleases. This is one of the “rights and freedoms of man,” with which no one may
interfere, for people believe in their own God and not the God of anyone else; it is
their own private property, and almost everyone possesses this kind of private
property. People regard this property as a precious treasure, but to God there is
nothing more lowly or worthless, for there is no clearer indication of opposition to God
than this private property of man. It is because of the work of God incarnate that God
becomes a flesh with a tangible form, and who can be seen and touched by man. He
is not a formless Spirit, but a flesh that man can see and come into contact with.
However, most of the Gods people believe in are fleshless deities that are formless,
which are also of a free form. In this way, the incarnate God has become the enemy
of most of those who believe in God, and those who cannot accept the fact of God’s
incarnation have, similarly, become the adversaries of God. Man is possessed of
notions not because of his way of thinking, or because of his rebelliousness, but
because of this private property of man. It is because of this property that most people
die, and it is this vague God that cannot be touched, cannot be seen, and does not
exist in reality that ruins man’s life. Man’s life is forfeited not by the incarnate God,
much less by the God of heaven, but by the God of man’s own imagining. The only
reason that the incarnate God has come into the flesh is because of the needs of
corrupt man. It is because of the needs of man, not of God, and all His sacrifices and
sufferings are for the sake of mankind, and not for the benefit of God Himself. There
are no pros and cons or rewards for God; He shall not reap some future harvest, but
that which was originally owed to Him. All that He does and sacrifices for mankind is
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not so that He might gain great rewards, but purely for the sake of mankind. Though
God’s work in the flesh involves many unimaginable difficulties, the effects that it
ultimately achieves far exceed those of the work done directly by the Spirit. The work
of the flesh entails much hardship, and the flesh cannot possess the same great
identity as the Spirit, He cannot carry out the same supernatural deeds as the Spirit,
much less can He possess the same authority as the Spirit. Yet the essence of the
work done by this unremarkable flesh is far superior to that of the work done directly
by the Spirit, and this flesh Himself is the answer to the needs of all mankind. For
those to be saved, the use value of the Spirit is far inferior to that of the flesh: The
work of the Spirit is able to cover the entire universe, across all mountains, rivers,
lakes, and oceans, yet the work of the flesh more effectively relates to every person
with whom He comes into contact. What is more, God’s flesh with tangible form can
better be understood and trusted by man, and can further deepen man’s knowledge
of God, and can leave upon man a more profound impression of the actual deeds of
God. The work of the Spirit is shrouded in mystery; it is difficult for mortal beings to
fathom, and even harder for them to see, and so they can only rely on hollow
imaginings. The work of the flesh, however, is normal, and based on reality, and
possessed of rich wisdom, and is a fact that can be beheld by the physical eye of
man; man can personally experience the wisdom of the work of God, and has no
need to employ his bountiful imagination. This is the accuracy and real value of the
work of God in the flesh. The Spirit can only do things that are invisible to man and
difficult for him to imagine, for example the enlightenment of the Spirit, the moving
of the Spirit, and the guidance of the Spirit, but for man who has a mind, these do
not provide any clear meaning. They only provide a moving, or a broad meaning,
and cannot give an instruction with words. The work of God in the flesh, however,
is greatly different: It involves the accurate guidance of words, it has clear will, and
has clear required goals. And so man does not need to grope around, or employ
his imagination, much less make guesses. This is the clarity of the work in the flesh,
and its great difference from the work of the Spirit. The work of the Spirit is only
suitable for a limited scope and cannot replace the work of the flesh. The work of
the flesh gives man far more exact and necessary goals and far more real, valuable
knowledge than the work of the Spirit. The work that is of greatest value to corrupt
man is that which provides accurate words, clear goals to pursue, and which can
be seen and touched. Only realistic work and timely guidance are suited to man’s
tastes, and only real work can save man from his corrupt and depraved disposition.
This can only be achieved by the incarnate God; only the incarnate God can save
man from his formerly corrupt and depraved disposition. Although the Spirit is the
inherent essence of God, work such as this can only be done by His flesh. If the Spirit
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worked single-handedly, then it would not be possible for His work to be effective—
this is a plain truth. Though most people have become the enemies of God because
of this flesh, when He concludes His work, those who are against Him will not only
cease to be His enemies, but on the contrary will become His witnesses. They will
become the witnesses that have been conquered by Him, witnesses that are
compatible with Him and inseparable from Him. He shall cause man to know the
importance of His work in the flesh to man, and man shall know the importance of
this flesh to the meaning of man’s existence, shall know His real value to the growth
of man’s life, and, moreover, shall know that this flesh will become a living fountain
of life from which man cannot bear to part. Though the incarnate flesh of God is far
from matching God’s identity and position, and seems to man to be incompatible with
His actual status, this flesh, who does not possess the true image of God, or the true
identity of God, can do the work that God’s Spirit is unable to do directly. Such is the
true significance and value of God’s incarnation, and it is this significance and value
which man is unable to appreciate and acknowledge. Though all mankind look up to
God’s Spirit and look down on God’s flesh, irrespective of how they view or think, the
real significance and value of the flesh far exceed those of the Spirit. Of course, this
is only with regard to corrupt mankind. For everyone who seeks the truth and longs
for the appearance of God, the Spirit’s work can only provide moving or inspiration,
and a sense of wondrousness that it is inexplicable and unimaginable, and a sense
that it is great, transcendent, and admirable, yet also unattainable and unobtainable
to all. Man and the Spirit of God can only look upon each other from afar, as if there
were a great distance between them, and they can never be alike, as if man and God
were separated by an invisible divide. In fact, this is an illusion given to man by the
Spirit, which is because the Spirit and man are not of the same kind and shall never
coexist in the same world, and because the Spirit possesses nothing of man. So man
does not have need of the Spirit, for the Spirit cannot directly do the work most
needed by man. The work of the flesh offers man real objectives to pursue, clear
words, and a sense that He is real and normal, that He is humble and ordinary.
Although man may fear Him, for most people He is easy to relate to: Man can behold
His face, and hear His voice, and he does not need to look at Him from afar. This
flesh feels approachable to man, not distant, or unfathomable, but visible and
touchable, for this flesh is in the same world as man.
For all of those who live in the flesh, changing their disposition requires goals to
pursue, and knowing God requires witnessing the real deeds and the real face of
God. Both can only be achieved by God’s incarnate flesh, and both can only be
accomplished by the normal and real flesh. This is why the incarnation is necessary,
and why it is needed by all corrupt mankind. Since people are required to know God,
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the images of the vague and supernatural Gods must be dispelled from their hearts,
and since they are required to cast off their corrupt disposition, they must first know
their corrupt disposition. If only man does the work to dispel the images of the vague
Gods from people’s hearts, then he will fail to achieve the proper effect. The images
of the vague Gods in people’s hearts cannot be exposed, cast off, or completely
expelled by words alone. In doing so, ultimately it would still not be possible to dispel
these deep-rooted things from people. Only by replacing these vague and
supernatural things with the practical God and the true image of God, and making
people gradually know them, can the due effect be achieved. Man recognizes that
the God whom he sought in times past is vague and supernatural. That which can
achieve this effect is not the direct leadership of the Spirit, much less the teachings
of a certain individual, but the incarnate God. The notions of man are laid bare when
the incarnate God officially does His work, because the normality and reality of the
incarnate God is the antithesis of the vague and supernatural God in man’s
imagination. The original notions of man can only be revealed when contrasted
against the incarnate God. Without the comparison to the incarnate God, the notions
of man could not be revealed; in other words, without reality as a foil, the vague things
could not be revealed. No one is capable of using words to do this work, and no one
is capable of articulating this work using words. Only God Himself can do His own
work, and no one else can do this work on His behalf. No matter how rich the
language of man is, he is incapable of articulating the reality and normality of God.
Man can only know God more practically, and can only see Him more clearly, if God
personally works among man and completely shows forth His image and His being.
This effect cannot be achieved by any human being of flesh. Of course, God’s Spirit
is also incapable of achieving this effect. God can save corrupt man from the
influence of Satan, but this work cannot be directly accomplished by the Spirit of God;
rather, it can only be done by the flesh God’s Spirit wears, by God’s incarnate flesh.
This flesh is man and is also God, is a man possessed of normal humanity and also
God possessed of full divinity. And so, even though this flesh is not the Spirit of God,
and differs greatly from the Spirit, it is still the incarnate God Himself who saves man,
who is the Spirit and also the flesh. No matter what He is called by, ultimately it is still
God Himself who saves mankind. For the Spirit of God is indivisible from the flesh,
and the work of the flesh is also the work of the Spirit of God; it is just that this work
is not done using the identity of the Spirit, but is done using the identity of the flesh.
Work that needs to be done directly by the Spirit does not require incarnation, and
work that requires the flesh to do cannot be done directly by the Spirit, and can only
be done by God incarnate. This is what is required for this work, and it is what is
required by corrupt mankind. In the three stages of God’s work, only one stage was
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carried out directly by the Spirit, and the remaining two stages are carried out by the
incarnate God, and not directly by the Spirit. The work of the Age of Law done by the
Spirit did not involve changing the corrupt disposition of man, and neither did it bear
any relation to man’s knowledge of God. The work of God’s flesh in the Age of Grace
and the Age of Kingdom, however, involves man’s corrupt disposition and his
knowledge of God, and is an important and crucial part of the work of salvation.
Therefore, corrupt mankind is more in need of the salvation of the incarnate God, and
is more in need of the direct work of the incarnate God. Mankind needs the incarnate
God to shepherd him, support him, water him, feed him, judge and chastise him, and
he needs more grace and greater redemption from the incarnate God. Only God in
the flesh can be the confidant of man, the shepherd of man, the very present help of
man, and all of this is the necessity of the incarnation both today and in times past.
Man has been corrupted by Satan and is the highest of all God’s creatures,
therefore man is in need of God’s salvation. The object of God’s salvation is man, not
Satan, and that which shall be saved is the flesh of man, and the soul of man, and
not the devil. Satan is the object of God’s annihilation, man is the object of God’s
salvation, and the flesh of man has been corrupted by Satan, so the first to be saved
must be the flesh of man. The flesh of man has been most profoundly corrupted, and
it has become something which opposes God, so much so that it even openly
opposes and denies the existence of God. This corrupt flesh is simply too intractable,
and nothing is more difficult to deal with or change than the corrupt disposition of the
flesh. Satan comes into the flesh of man to stir up disturbances, and it uses the flesh
of man to disturb the work of God and impair the plan of God, and thus man has
become Satan, and become the enemy of God. For man to be saved, he must first
be conquered. It is because of this that God rises to the challenge and comes into
the flesh to do the work He intends to do, and to do battle with Satan. His aim is the
salvation of man, who has been corrupted, and the defeat and annihilation of Satan,
which rebels against Him. He defeats Satan through His work of conquering man,
while at the same time He saves corrupt mankind. Thus, it is a work that achieves
two aims at once. He works in the flesh, and speaks in the flesh, and undertakes all
work in the flesh in order to better engage with man, and better conquer man. The
last time that God becomes flesh, His work of the last days will be concluded in the
flesh. He will class all men according to kind, conclude His entire management, and
also conclude all His work in the flesh. After all His work on earth comes to an end,
He will be completely victorious. Working in the flesh, God will have fully conquered
mankind, and fully gained mankind. Does this not mean that His entire management
will have come to an end? When God concludes His work in the flesh, as He has fully
defeated Satan and has been victorious, Satan will have no further opportunity to
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corrupt man. The work of the first incarnation of God was the redemption and
forgiveness of man’s sins. Now it is the work of conquering and fully gaining mankind,
so that Satan will no longer have any way to do its work, and will have completely
lost, and God will have been completely victorious. This is the work of the flesh, and
is the work done by God Himself. The initial work of the three stages of God’s work
was done directly by the Spirit, and not by the flesh. The final work of the three stages
of God’s work, however, is done by the incarnate God, and not directly by the Spirit.
The work of redemption of the intermediary stage was also done by God in the flesh.
Throughout the entire management work, the most important work is to save man
from the influence of Satan. The key work is the complete conquest of corrupt man,
thus restoring the original reverence of God in the heart of conquered man, and
allowing him to achieve a normal life, which is to say, the normal life of a creature of
God. This work is crucial, and it is the core of the management work. In the three
stages of the work of salvation, the first stage of the work of the Age of Law was far
from the core of the management work; it only had the slight appearance of the work
of salvation, and was not the beginning of God’s work of saving man from the domain
of Satan. The first stage of work was done directly by the Spirit because, under the
law, man only knew to abide by the law, and man did not have more truth, and
because the work in the Age of Law hardly involved changes in the disposition of
man, much less was it concerned with the work of how to save man from the domain
of Satan. Thus the Spirit of God completed this supremely simple stage of work that
did not concern the corrupt disposition of man. This stage of work bore little relation
to the core of the management, and it had no great correlation to the official work of
the salvation of man, and so it did not require God to become flesh to personally do
His work. The work done by the Spirit is implicit and unfathomable, and it is deeply
frightening and unapproachable to man; the Spirit is not suited to directly doing the
work of salvation, and is not suited to directly providing life to man. Most suitable for
man is to transform the work of the Spirit into an approach that is close to man, which
is to say, what is most suitable for man is for God to become an ordinary, normal
person to do His work. This requires God to be incarnated to take the place of the
Spirit in His work, and for man, there is no more suitable way for God to work. Among
these three stages of work, two stages are carried out by the flesh, and these two
stages are the key phases of the management work. The two incarnations are
mutually complementary and they complement each other perfectly. The first stage
of God’s incarnation laid the foundation for the second stage, and it can be said that
the two incarnations of God form one whole and are not incompatible with each other.
These two stages of God’s work are carried out by God in His incarnate identity
because they are so important to the entire management work. It could almost be
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said that, without the work of the two incarnations of God, the entire management
work would have ground to a halt, and the work of saving mankind would be nothing
but empty talk. Whether or not this work is important is based on the needs of
mankind, on the reality of mankind’s depravity, and on the severity of Satan’s
disobedience and its disturbance of the work. The right one who is up to the task is
predicated upon the nature of the work performed by the worker, and the importance
of the work. When it comes to the importance of this work, in terms of what method
of work to adopt—work done directly by God’s Spirit, or work done by God incarnate,
or work done through man—the first to be eliminated is work done through man, and,
based on the nature of the work, and the nature of the Spirit’s work versus that of the
flesh, it is ultimately decided that work done by the flesh is more beneficial for man
than work done directly by the Spirit, and that it offers more advantages. This is God’s
thought at the time when He decided whether the work was to be done by the Spirit
or by the flesh. There is a significance and a basis to each stage of work. They are
not groundless imaginings, nor are they carried out arbitrarily; there is a certain
wisdom to them. Such is the truth behind all of God’s work. In particular, there is even
more of God’s plan in such a great work as God incarnate personally working among
man. Therefore, God’s wisdom and the entirety of His being are reflected in every
action, thought, and idea in His work; this is the more concrete and systematic being
of God. These subtle thoughts and ideas are difficult for man to imagine, and difficult
for man to believe, and, moreover, difficult for man to know. Work done by man is
done according to general principle, which, for man, is highly satisfactory. Yet
compared to the work of God, there is simply too great a disparity; although the deeds
of God are great and the work of God is of a magnificent scale, behind them are
many minute and precise plans and arrangements that are unimaginable to man.
Each stage of His work is not only performed according to principle, but each stage
also contains many things that cannot be articulated by human language, and these
are the things that are invisible to man. Regardless of whether it is the work of the
Spirit or the work of God incarnate, each contains the plans of His work. He does not
work groundlessly, and He does not do insignificant work. When the Spirit works
directly, it is with His goals, and when He becomes man (which is to say, when He
transforms His outer shell) to work, it is even more with His purpose. Why else would
He readily change His identity? Why else would He readily become a person who is
regarded as lowly and is persecuted?
His work in the flesh is of the utmost significance, which is spoken with regard to
the work, and the One who ultimately concludes the work is the incarnate God, and
not the Spirit. Some believe that God may at some unknown time come to earth and
appear to man, whereupon He shall personally judge the whole of mankind, testing
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them one by one without anyone being left out. Those who think in this way do not
know this stage of work of the incarnation. God does not judge man one by one, and
He does not test man one by one; to do thus would not be the work of judgment. Is
not the corruption of all mankind the same? Is not the essence of all mankind the
same? What is judged is mankind’s corrupt essence, man’s essence corrupted by
Satan, and all the sins of man. God does not judge the trifling and insignificant faults
of man. The work of judgment is representative, and it is not carried out especially
for a certain person. Rather, it is work in which a group of people are judged in order
to represent the judgment of all of mankind. By personally carrying out His work on a
group of people, God in the flesh uses His work to represent the work of the whole
of mankind, after which it is gradually spread. This is also how the work of judgment
is. God does not judge a certain kind of person or a certain group of people, but
instead judges the unrighteousness of the whole of mankind—man’s opposition to
God, for example, or man’s irreverence toward Him, or man’s disturbance of the work
of God, and so on. What is judged is mankind’s essence of opposition to God, and
this work is the work of conquest of the last days. The work and word of the incarnate
God witnessed by man are the work of judgment before the great white throne during
the last days, which was conceived by man during times past. The work that is
currently being done by the incarnate God is exactly the judgment before the great
white throne. The incarnate God of today is the God who judges the whole of mankind
during the last days. This flesh and His work, His word, and His entire disposition are
the entirety of Him. Although the scope of His work is limited, and does not directly
involve the entire universe, the essence of the work of judgment is the direct judgment
of all mankind—not only for the sake of the chosen people of China, nor for the sake
of a small number of people. During the work of God in the flesh, although the scope
of this work does not involve the entire universe, it represents the work of the entire
universe, and after He concludes the work within the work scope of His flesh, He will
immediately expand this work to the entire universe, in the same way that the gospel
of Jesus spread throughout the universe following His resurrection and ascension.
Regardless of whether it is the work of the Spirit or the work of the flesh, it is work
that is carried out within a limited scope, but which represents the work of the entire
universe. During the last days, God performs His work by appearing in His incarnate
identity, and God in the flesh is the God who judges man before the great white
throne. Regardless of whether He is the Spirit or the flesh, He who does the work of
judgment is the God who judges mankind during the last days. This is defined based
on His work, and it is not defined according to His external appearance or several
other factors. Although man harbors notions about these words, no one can deny the
fact of the incarnate God’s judgment and conquest of all mankind. Regardless of
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what man thinks of it, facts are, after all, facts. No one can say that “The work is done
by God, but the flesh is not God.” This is nonsense, for this work can be done by no
one except God in the flesh. Since this work has already been completed, following
this work the work of God’s judgment of man shall not appear for a second time; God
in His second incarnation has already concluded all of the work of the entire
management, and there shall not be a fourth stage of God’s work. Because the one
who is judged is man, man who is of the flesh and has been corrupted, and it is not
the spirit of Satan that is judged directly, the work of judgment is therefore not carried
out in the spiritual world, but among man. No one is more suitable, and qualified, than
God in the flesh for the work of judging the corruption of man’s flesh. If judgment were
carried out directly by the Spirit of God, then it would not be all-embracing.
Furthermore, such work would be difficult for man to accept, for the Spirit is unable
to come face-to-face with man, and because of this, the effects would not be
immediate, much less would man be able to behold the unoffendable disposition of
God more clearly. Satan can only be fully defeated if God in the flesh judges the
corruption of mankind. Being the same as man possessed of normal humanity, God
in the flesh can directly judge the unrighteousness of man; this is the mark of His
innate holiness, and of His extraordinariness. Only God is qualified to, and is in the
position to, judge man, for He is possessed of the truth, and righteousness, and so
He is able to judge man. Those who are without truth and righteousness are not fit to
judge others. If this work were done by the Spirit of God, then it would not mean
victory over Satan. The Spirit is inherently more exalted than mortal beings, and the
Spirit of God is inherently holy, and triumphant over the flesh. If the Spirit did this
work directly, He would not be able to judge all of man’s disobedience and could not
reveal all of man’s unrighteousness. For the work of judgment is also carried out
through man’s notions about God, and man has never had any notions about the
Spirit, and so the Spirit is incapable of better revealing the unrighteousness of man,
much less of completely disclosing such unrighteousness. The incarnate God is the
enemy of all those who do not know Him. Through judging man’s notions and
opposition to Him, He discloses all the disobedience of mankind. The effects of His
work in the flesh are more apparent than those of the work of the Spirit. And so, the
judgment of all mankind is not carried out directly by the Spirit but is the work of the
incarnate God. God in the flesh can be seen and touched by man, and God in the
flesh can completely conquer man. In his relationship with God in the flesh, man
progresses from opposition to obedience, from persecution to acceptance, from
notions to knowledge, and from rejection to love—these are the effects of the work
of the incarnate God. Man is only saved through the acceptance of His judgment,
man only gradually comes to know Him through the words of His mouth, man is
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conquered by Him during his opposition to Him, and he receives the life supply from
Him during the acceptance of His chastisement. All of this work is the work of God in
the flesh, and not the work of God in His identity as the Spirit. The work done by
God incarnate is the greatest work, and the most profound work, and the crucial
part of the three stages of God’s work are the two stages of the work of incarnation.
The profound corruption of man is a great obstacle to the work of God incarnate.
In particular, the work carried out on the people of the last days is tremendously
difficult, and the environment is hostile, and the caliber of every kind of person is
quite poor. Yet at the end of this work, it will still achieve the proper effect, without
any flaws; this is the effect of the work of the flesh, and this effect is more
persuasive than that of the work of the Spirit. The three stages of God’s work shall
be concluded in the flesh, and they must be concluded by the incarnate God. The
most important and most crucial work is done in the flesh, and the salvation of man
must be personally carried out by God in the flesh. Even though all mankind feels
that God in the flesh seems unrelated to man, in fact this flesh concerns the fate
and existence of the whole of mankind.
Every stage of God’s work is implemented for the sake of all mankind and is
directed at the whole of mankind. Even though it is His work in the flesh, it is still
directed at all mankind; He is the God of all mankind, and He is the God of all created
and non-created beings. Although His work in the flesh is within a limited scope, and
the object of this work is also limited, each time He becomes flesh to do His work He
chooses an object of His work that is supremely representative; He does not select
a group of simple and unremarkable people on which to work, but instead picks as
the object of His work a group of people capable of being the representatives for His
work in the flesh. This group of people is chosen because the scope of His work in
the flesh is limited, and is prepared especially for His incarnate flesh, and is chosen
especially for His work in the flesh. God’s selection of the objects of His work is not
baseless, but is done according to principle: The object of the work must be of benefit
to the work of God in the flesh, and must be able to represent the whole of mankind.
For example, the Jews were able to represent the whole of mankind in accepting the
personal redemption of Jesus, and the Chinese are able to represent the whole of
mankind in accepting the personal conquest of the incarnate God. There is a basis
to the Jews’ representation of the whole of mankind, and there is also a basis to
Chinese people’s representation of the whole of mankind in accepting the personal
conquest of God. Nothing reveals the significance of redemption more than the work
of redemption done among the Jews, and nothing reveals the thoroughness and
success of the work of conquest more than the work of conquest being done among
Chinese people. The work and word of God incarnate appear to only be aimed at a
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small group of people, but in fact, His work among this small group is the work of the
entire universe, and His word is directed at the whole of mankind. After His work in
the flesh comes to an end, those who follow Him shall begin to spread the work He
has done among them. The best thing about His work in the flesh is that He can leave
accurate words and exhortations, and His specific will for mankind to those who follow
Him, so that afterward His followers can more accurately and more concretely pass
on all of His work in the flesh, and His will for the whole of mankind, to those who
accept this way. Only the work of God in the flesh among man truly accomplishes the
fact of God’s being together and living together with man. Only this work fulfills man’s
desire to behold the face of God, witness the work of God, and hear the personal
word of God. The incarnate God brings to an end the age when only the back of
Jehovah appeared to mankind, and He also concludes the age of mankind’s belief in
the vague God. In particular, the work of the last incarnate God brings all mankind
into an age that is more realistic, more practical, and more beautiful. He not only
concludes the age of law and doctrine but, more importantly, He reveals to mankind
a God who is real and normal, who is righteous and holy, who unlocks the work of
the management plan and who demonstrates the mysteries and destination of
mankind, who created mankind and brings to an end the management work, and who
has remained hidden for thousands of years. He brings the age of vagueness to a
complete end, He concludes the age in which the whole of mankind wished to seek
God’s face but was unable to, He ends the age in which the whole of mankind served
Satan, and He leads the whole of mankind all the way into a completely new era. All
this is the outcome of the work of God in the flesh in place of God’s Spirit. When God
works in His flesh, those who follow Him no longer seek and grope after those things
which seem to both exist and not exist, and they cease to guess at the will of the
vague God. When God spreads His work in the flesh, those who follow Him shall
pass on the work that He has done in the flesh to all religions and denominations,
and they shall communicate all of His words to the ears of the whole of mankind. All
that is heard by those who receive His gospel shall be the facts of His work, shall be
things personally seen and heard by man, and shall be facts and not hearsay. These
facts are the evidence with which He spreads the work, and they are also the tools
that He uses in spreading the work. Without the existence of facts, His gospel would
not spread across all countries and to all places; without facts but only with man’s
imaginings, He would never be able to do the work of conquering the entire universe.
The Spirit is impalpable to man, and invisible to man, and the work of the Spirit is
incapable of leaving any further evidence or facts of God’s work for man. Man shall
never behold the real face of God, he shall always believe in a vague God that does
not exist. Man shall never behold the face of God, nor will man ever hear words
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personally spoken by God. Man’s imaginings are, after all, empty, and cannot replace
the true face of God; the inherent disposition of God, and the work of God Himself,
cannot be impersonated by man. The invisible God in heaven and His work can only
be brought to earth by God incarnate who personally does His work among man.
This is the most ideal way for God to appear to man, in which man sees God and
comes to know the true face of God, and it cannot be achieved by a non-incarnate
God. Having carried out His work to this stage, God’s work has already achieved the
optimal effect, and has been a complete success. The personal work of God in the
flesh has already completed ninety percent of the work of His entire management.
This flesh has provided a better beginning to all of His work, and a summary for all
of His work, and has promulgated all of His work, and made the last thorough
replenishment to all of this work. Henceforth, there will not be another incarnate God
to do the fourth stage of God’s work, and never will there be any wondrous work of a
third incarnation of God.
Each stage of work of God in the flesh represents His work of the entire age, and
it does not represent a certain period, as does the work of man. And so the end of
the work of His last incarnation does not mean that His work has come to a complete
end, for His work in the flesh represents the entire age, and does not only represent
the period in which He does His work in the flesh. It is just that He finishes His work
of the entire age during the time that He is in the flesh, after which it spreads to all
places. After the incarnate God fulfills His ministry, He will entrust His future work to
those who follow Him. In this way, His work of the entire age will be carried on
unbroken. The work of the entire age of incarnation shall only be considered complete
once it has spread throughout the entire universe. The work of God incarnate begins
a new era, and those who continue His work are those who are used by Him. The
work done by man is all within the ministry of God in the flesh, and it is incapable of
going beyond this scope. If God incarnate had not come to do His work, man would
not be able to bring the old age to an end and would not be able to usher in a new
era. The work done by man is merely within the range of his duty that is humanly
possible to do, and it does not represent the work of God. Only the incarnate God
can come and complete the work that He should do and, besides Him, no one can
do this work on His behalf. Of course, what I speak of is in regard to the work of
incarnation. This incarnate God first carries out a step of work that does not conform
to the notions of man, after which He does more work that does not conform to the
notions of man. The aim of the work is the conquest of man. In one regard, God’s
incarnation does not conform to the notions of man, in addition to which He does
more work that does not conform to the notions of man, and so man develops even
more critical views about Him. He just does the work of conquest among people who
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have myriad notions about Him. Regardless of how they treat Him, once He has
fulfilled His ministry, all people will have become subject to His dominion. The fact of
this work is not only reflected among Chinese people, but it also represents how the
whole of mankind shall be conquered. The effects that are achieved on these people
are a precursor to the effects that shall be achieved on the whole of mankind, and
the effects of the work that He does in the future shall increasingly exceed even the
effects on these people. The work of God in the flesh does not involve great fanfare,
nor is it wreathed in obscurity. It is real and actual, and it is work in which one and one
equals two. It is not hidden from anyone, nor does it deceive anyone. What people see
are real and genuine things, and what man gains is real truth and knowledge. When
the work ends, man shall have a new knowledge of Him, and those who truly pursue
shall no longer have any notions about Him. This is not just the effect of His work on
Chinese people, but it also represents the effect of His work in conquering the whole
of mankind, for nothing is more beneficial to the work of conquering the whole of
mankind than this flesh, and the work of this flesh, and everything of this flesh. They
are beneficial to His work today, and beneficial to His work in the future. This flesh
shall conquer the whole of mankind and shall gain the whole of mankind. There is no
better work through which the whole of mankind shall behold God, and obey God, and
know God. The work done by man only represents a limited scope, and when God
does His work He does not speak to a certain person, but speaks to the whole of
mankind, and all those who accept His words. The end that He proclaims is the end of
all mankind, not just the end of a certain person. He does not give anyone special
treatment, nor does He victimize anyone, and He works for, and speaks to, the whole
of mankind. This incarnate God has therefore already classed the whole of mankind
according to kind, has already judged the whole of mankind, and has arranged a
suitable destination for the whole of mankind. Although God only does His work in
China, in fact He has already resolved the work of the entire universe. He cannot wait
until His work has spread among the whole of mankind before making His utterances
and arrangements step by step. Would that not be too late? Now He is fully able to
complete the future work in advance. Because the One who is working is God in the
flesh, He is doing limitless work within a limited scope, and afterward He shall make
man perform the duty that man should perform; this is the principle of His work. He
can only live with man for a time and cannot accompany man until the work of the
whole era is concluded. It is because He is God that He foretells His future work in
advance. Afterward, He shall class the whole of mankind according to kind by His
words, and mankind shall enter into His step-by-step work according to His words.
None shall escape, and all must practice according to this. So, in the future the age
shall be guided by His words, and not guided by the Spirit.
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The work of God in the flesh must be done in the flesh. If it were done directly by
the Spirit of God, it would yield no effects. Even if it were done by the Spirit, the work
would be of no great significance, and would ultimately be unpersuasive. All
creatures wish to know whether the work of the Creator has significance, and what it
represents, and what it is done for the sake of, and whether the work of God is full of
authority and wisdom, and whether it is of the utmost value and significance. The
work He does is done for the salvation of the whole of mankind, for the sake of
defeating Satan, and for bearing testimony to Himself among all things. As such, the
work that He does must be of great significance. The flesh of man has been corrupted
by Satan, and it has been most deeply blinded, and profoundly harmed. The most
fundamental reason why God works personally in the flesh is because the object of
His salvation is man, who is of the flesh, and because Satan also uses the flesh of
man to disturb the work of God. The battle with Satan is actually the work of
conquering man, and at the same time, man is also the object of God’s salvation. In
this way, the work of God incarnate is essential. Satan corrupted the flesh of man,
and man became the embodiment of Satan, and became the object to be defeated
by God. In this way, the work of doing battle with Satan and saving mankind occurs
on earth, and God must become human in order to do battle with Satan. This is work
of the utmost practicality. When God is working in the flesh, He is actually doing battle
with Satan in the flesh. When He works in the flesh, He is doing His work in the
spiritual realm, and He makes the whole of His work in the spiritual realm real on
earth. The one who is conquered is man, man who is disobedient to Him, and the
one who is defeated is the embodiment of Satan (of course, this is also man), who is
in enmity to Him, and the one who is ultimately saved is also man. In this way, it is
even more necessary for God to become a human who has the outer shell of a
creation, so that He is able to do real battle with Satan, to conquer man, who is
disobedient to Him and possessed of the same outer shell as Him, and to save man,
who is of the same outer shell as Him and has been harmed by Satan. His enemy
is man, the object of His conquest is man, and the object of His salvation is man,
who was created by Him. So He must become human, and in this way, His work
becomes much easier. He is able to defeat Satan and conquer mankind, and,
moreover, is able to save mankind. Although this flesh is normal and real, He is no
common flesh: He is not flesh that is only human, but flesh that is both human and
divine. This is the difference between Him and man, and it is the mark of the identity
of God. Only flesh such as this can do the work that He intends to do, and fulfill the
ministry of God in the flesh, and fully complete His work among man. If it were not
thus, His work among man would always be empty and flawed. Even though God
can do battle with the spirit of Satan and emerge victorious, the old nature of
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corrupted man can never be resolved, and those who are disobedient to God and
oppose Him can never truly become subject to His dominion, which is to say, He
can never conquer mankind, and can never gain the whole of mankind. If His work
on earth cannot be resolved, then His management shall never be brought to an
end, and the whole of mankind will not be able to enter rest. If God cannot enter
rest with all of His creatures, then there shall never be an outcome to such
management work, and the glory of God shall consequently disappear. Although
His flesh has no authority, the work He does will have achieved its effect. This is
the inevitable direction of His work. Regardless of whether or not His flesh is
possessed of authority, as long as He is capable of doing the work of God Himself,
then He is God Himself. Regardless of how normal and ordinary this flesh is, He
can do the work He should do, for this flesh is God and is not just a human. The
reason this flesh can do the work that man cannot is because His inner essence is
unlike that of any human, and the reason He can save man is because His identity
is different from that of any human. This flesh is so important to mankind because
He is man and, even more so, He is God, because He can do the work that no
ordinary man of flesh can do, and because He can save corrupt man, who lives
together with Him on earth. Though He is identical to man, the incarnate God is
more important to mankind than any person of value, for He can do the work that
cannot be done by the Spirit of God, is more able than the Spirit of God to bear
testimony to God Himself, and is more able than the Spirit of God to fully gain
mankind. As a result, although this flesh is normal and ordinary, His contribution to
mankind and His significance to the existence of mankind make Him highly
precious, and the real value and significance of this flesh is immeasurable to any
human. Although this flesh cannot directly destroy Satan, He can use His work to
conquer mankind and defeat Satan, and make Satan fully submit to His dominion.
It is because God is incarnated that He can defeat Satan and is able to save
mankind. He does not directly destroy Satan, but instead becomes flesh to do the
work to conquer mankind, who has been corrupted by Satan. In this way, He is better
able to bear testimony to Himself among His creatures, and He is better able to save
corrupted man. God incarnate’s defeat of Satan bears greater testimony, and is more
persuasive, than the direct destruction of Satan by the Spirit of God. God in the flesh
is better able to help man know the Creator and is better able to bear testimony to
Himself among His creatures.
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THE ESSENCE OF THE FLESH INHABITED BY GOD
God in His first incarnation lived upon the earth for thirty-three and a half years,
and He performed His ministry for only three and a half of those years. Both during
the time He worked, and before He began His work, He was possessed of normal
humanity; He inhabited His normal humanity for thirty-three and a half years.
Throughout the last three and a half years, He revealed Himself to be the incarnate
God. Before He began performing His ministry, He appeared with ordinary, normal
humanity, showing no sign of His divinity, and it was only after He began formally
performing His ministry that His divinity was made manifest. His life and work during
those first twenty-nine years demonstrated that He was a genuine human being, a
son of man, and a fleshly body, for His ministry only began in earnest after the age
of twenty-nine. The “incarnation” is God’s appearance in the flesh; God works among
created mankind in the image of the flesh. So for God to be incarnated, He must first
be flesh, flesh with normal humanity; this is the most basic prerequisite. In fact, the
implication of God’s incarnation is that God lives and works in the flesh, that God in
His very essence becomes flesh, becomes a man. His incarnate life and work can
be divided into two stages. First is the life He lives before performing His ministry. He
lives in an ordinary human family, in utterly normal humanity, obeying the normal
morals and laws of human life, with normal human needs (food, clothing, sleep,
shelter), normal human weaknesses, and normal human emotions. In other words,
during this first stage He lives in non-divine, completely normal humanity, engaging
in all the normal human activities. The second stage is the life He lives after beginning
to perform His ministry. He still dwells in the ordinary humanity with a normal human
shell, showing no outward sign of the supernatural. Yet He lives purely for the sake
of His ministry, and during this time His normal humanity exists entirely in order to
sustain the normal work of His divinity, for by then His normal humanity has matured
to the point of being able to perform His ministry. So, the second stage of His life is
to perform His ministry in His normal humanity, when it is a life both of normal
humanity and complete divinity. The reason why, during the first stage of His life, He
lives in completely ordinary humanity is that His humanity is not yet able to maintain
the entirety of the divine work, is not yet mature; only after His humanity grows
mature, becomes capable of shouldering His ministry, can He set about performing
the ministry that He ought to perform. Since He, as flesh, needs to grow and mature,
the first stage of His life is that of normal humanity—while in the second stage,
because His humanity is capable of undertaking His work and performing His
ministry, the life the incarnate God lives during His ministry is one of both humanity
and complete divinity. If, from the moment of His birth, the incarnate God began His
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ministry in earnest, performing supernatural signs and wonders, then He would have
no corporeal essence. Therefore, His humanity exists for the sake of His corporeal
essence; there can be no flesh without humanity, and a person without humanity is
not a human being. In this way, the humanity of God’s flesh is an intrinsic property of
God’s incarnate flesh. To say that “when God becomes flesh He is entirely divine,
and not at all human,” is blasphemy, for this statement simply does not exist, and
violates the principle of incarnation. Even after He begins to perform His ministry, He
still lives in His divinity with a human outer shell when He does His work; it is just that
at the time, His humanity serves the sole purpose of allowing His divinity to perform
the work in the normal flesh. So the agent of the work is the divinity inhabiting His
humanity. His divinity, not His humanity, is at work, yet this divinity is hidden within
His humanity; in essence, His work is done by His complete divinity, not by His
humanity. But the performer of the work is His flesh. One could say that He is a man
and also is God, for God becomes a God living in the flesh, with a human shell and
a human essence but also the essence of God. Because He is a man with the
essence of God, He is above all created humans, above any man who can perform
God’s work. And so, among all those with a human shell like His, among all those
who possess humanity, only He is the incarnate God Himself—all others are created
humans. Though they all have humanity, created humans have nothing but humanity,
while God incarnate is different: In His flesh He not only has humanity but, more
importantly, divinity. His humanity can be seen in the outer appearance of His flesh
and in His everyday life, but His divinity is difficult to perceive. Because His divinity is
expressed only when He has humanity, and is not as supernatural as people imagine
it to be, it is extremely difficult for people to see. Even today, people have the utmost
difficulty fathoming the true essence of the incarnate God. Even after I have spoken
about it at such length, I expect it is still a mystery to most of you. In fact, this issue
is very simple: Since God becomes flesh, His essence is a combination of humanity
and divinity. This combination is called God Himself, God Himself on earth.
The life that Jesus lived on earth was a normal life of the flesh. He lived in the
normal humanity of His flesh. His authority—to do His work and speak His word, or
to heal the sick and cast out demons, to do such extraordinary things—did not
manifest itself, for the most part, until He began His ministry. His life before age
twenty-nine, before He performed His ministry, was proof enough that He was just a
normal fleshly body. Because of this, and because He had not yet begun to perform
His ministry, people saw nothing divine in Him, saw nothing more than a normal
human being, an ordinary man—just as at that time, some people believed Him to be
Joseph’s son. People thought that He was the son of an ordinary man, they had no
way of telling that He was God’s incarnate flesh; even when, in the course of
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performing His ministry, He performed many miracles, most people still said that He
was Joseph’s son, for He was Christ with the outer shell of normal humanity. His
normal humanity and His work both existed in order to fulfill the significance of the
first incarnation, to prove that God had entirely come into the flesh, that He had
become an utterly ordinary man. His normal humanity before He began His work was
proof that He was an ordinary flesh; and that He worked afterward also proved that
He was an ordinary flesh, for He performed signs and wonders, healed the sick and
cast out demons in the flesh with normal humanity. The reason that He could work
miracles was that His flesh bore the authority of God, was the flesh in which God’s
Spirit was clothed. He possessed this authority because of the Spirit of God, and it
did not mean that He was not a flesh. Healing the sick and casting out demons was
the work that He needed to perform in His ministry, it was an expression of His divinity
hidden in His humanity, and no matter what signs He showed or how He
demonstrated His authority, He still lived in normal humanity and was still a normal
flesh. Up to the point that He was resurrected after dying upon the cross, He dwelt
within normal flesh. Bestowing grace, healing the sick, and casting out demons were
all part of His ministry, they were all work He performed in His normal flesh. Before
He went to the cross, He never departed from His normal human flesh, regardless of
what He was doing. He was God Himself, doing God’s own work, yet because He
was the incarnate flesh of God, He ate food and wore clothing, had normal human
needs, had normal human reason, and a normal human mind. All of this was proof
that He was a normal man, which proved that God’s incarnate flesh was a flesh with
normal humanity, and not supernatural. His job was to complete the work of God’s
first incarnation, to fulfill the ministry that the first incarnation ought to perform.
The significance of incarnation is that an ordinary, normal man performs the work
of God Himself; that is, that God performs His divine work in humanity and thereby
vanquishes Satan. Incarnation means that God’s Spirit becomes a flesh, that is, God
becomes flesh; the work that the flesh does is the work of the Spirit, which is realized
in the flesh, expressed by the flesh. No one except God’s flesh can fulfill the ministry
of the incarnate God; that is, only God’s incarnate flesh, this normal humanity—and
no one else—can express the divine work. If, during His first coming, God had not
possessed normal humanity before the age of twenty-nine—if as soon as He was
born He could work miracles, if as soon as He learned to speak He could speak the
language of heaven, if the moment He first set foot upon the earth He could
apprehend all worldly matters, discern every person’s thoughts and intentions—such
a person could not have been called a normal man, and such flesh could not have
been called human flesh. If this were the case with Christ, then the meaning and the
essence of God’s incarnation would be lost. That He possesses normal humanity
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proves that He is God incarnated in the flesh; the fact that He undergoes a normal
human growth process further demonstrates that He is a normal flesh; moreover, His
work is sufficient proof that He is God’s Word, God’s Spirit, become flesh. God
becomes flesh because of the needs of His work; in other words, this stage of work
must be done in the flesh, it must be performed in normal humanity. This is the
prerequisite for “the Word become flesh,” for “the Word’s appearance in the flesh,”
and it is the true story behind God’s two incarnations. People may believe that Jesus
performed miracles throughout His life, that He showed no sign of humanity right up
until His work on earth ended, that He did not have normal human needs or
weaknesses or human emotions, did not require the basic necessities of life or
entertain normal human thoughts. They imagine Him to only have a superhuman
mind, a transcendent humanity. They believe that since He is God, He should not
think and live as normal humans do, that only a normal person, a bona fide human
being, can think normal human thoughts and live a normal human life. These are all
human ideas and human notions, and these notions run counter to the original
intentions of God’s work. Normal human thinking sustains normal human reason and
normal humanity; normal humanity sustains the normal functions of the flesh; and the
normal functions of the flesh enable the normal life of the flesh in its entirety. Only by
working in such flesh can God fulfill the purpose of His incarnation. If the incarnate
God possessed only an outer shell of the flesh, but did not think normal human
thoughts, then this flesh would not possess human reason, much less bona fide
humanity. How could a flesh like this, without humanity, fulfill the ministry that the
incarnate God ought to perform? A normal mind sustains all aspects of human life;
without a normal mind, one would not be human. In other words, a person who does
not think normal thoughts is mentally ill, and a Christ who has no humanity but only
divinity cannot be said to be God’s incarnate flesh. So, how could God’s incarnate
flesh have no normal humanity? Is it not blasphemy to say that Christ has no
humanity? All activities that normal humans engage in rely on the functioning of a
normal human mind. Without it, humans would behave aberrantly; they would even
be unable to tell the difference between black and white, good and evil; and they
would have no human ethics and moral principles. Similarly, if the incarnate God did
not think like a normal human, then He would not be a bona fide flesh, a normal flesh.
Such non-thinking flesh would not be able to take on the divine work. He would not
be able to normally engage in the activities of the normal flesh, much less live
together with humans on earth. And so, the significance of God’s incarnation, the
very essence of God’s coming into the flesh, would have been lost. The humanity of
God incarnate exists to maintain the normal divine work in the flesh; His normal
human thinking sustains His normal humanity and all His normal corporeal activities.
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One could say that His normal human thinking exists in order to sustain all the work
of God in the flesh. If this flesh did not possess a normal human mind, then God could
not work in the flesh, and what He needs to do in the flesh could never be
accomplished. Though the incarnate God possesses a normal human mind, His work
is not adulterated by human thought; He undertakes the work in the humanity with a
normal mind, under the precondition of possessing the humanity with a mind, not by
the exercise of normal human thought. No matter how lofty the thoughts of His flesh
are, His work is not tainted by logic or thinking. In other words, His work is not
conceived by the mind of His flesh, but is a direct expression of the divine work in His
humanity. All of His work is the ministry He must fulfill, and none of it is conceived by
His brain. For example, healing the sick, casting out demons, and the crucifixion were
not products of His human mind, and could not have been achieved by any man with
a human mind. Likewise, today’s work of conquest is a ministry that must be
performed by the incarnate God, but it is not the work of a human will, it is the work
His divinity should do, work of which no fleshly human is capable. So the incarnate
God must possess a normal human mind, must possess normal humanity, because
He must perform His work in the humanity with a normal mind. This is the essence
of the work of the incarnate God, the very essence of the incarnate God.
Before Jesus performed the work, He merely lived in His normal humanity. No one
could tell that He was God, no one found out that He was the incarnate God; people
just knew Him as a completely ordinary man. His utterly ordinary, normal humanity
was proof that God was incarnated in the flesh, and that the Age of Grace was the
age of the work of the incarnate God, not the age of the Spirit’s work. It was proof
that the Spirit of God was realized completely in the flesh, that in the age of God’s
incarnation His flesh would perform all the work of the Spirit. The Christ with normal
humanity is a flesh in which the Spirit is realized, and is possessed of normal
humanity, normal sense, and human thought. “Being realized” means God becoming
man, the Spirit becoming flesh; to put it more plainly, it is when God Himself inhabits
a flesh with normal humanity, and through it expresses His divine work—this is what
it means to be realized, or incarnated. During His first incarnation, it was necessary
for God to heal the sick and cast out demons, because His work was to redeem. In
order to redeem the entire human race, He needed to be compassionate and
forgiving. The work that He did before He was crucified was healing the sick and
casting out demons, which presaged His salvation of man from sin and filth. Because
it was the Age of Grace, it was necessary for Him to heal the sick, thereby showing
signs and wonders, which were representative of grace in that age—for the Age of
Grace centered around the bestowal of grace, symbolized by peace, joy, and material
blessings, all tokens of people’s faith in Jesus. That is to say, healing the sick, casting
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out demons, and bestowing grace were instinctive abilities of Jesus’ flesh in the Age
of Grace, they were the work the Spirit realized in the flesh. But while He was
performing such work, He was living in the flesh, and did not transcend the flesh. No
matter what acts of healing He performed, He still possessed normal humanity, still
lived a normal human life. The reason I say that during the age of God’s incarnation
the flesh performed all the work of the Spirit, is that no matter what work He did, He
did it in the flesh. But because of His work, people did not regard His flesh as having
a completely corporeal essence, for this flesh could work wonders, and at certain
special moments could do things that transcended the flesh. Of course, all these
happenings occurred after He began His ministry, such as His being tested for forty
days or being transfigured on the mountain. So with Jesus, the meaning of God’s
incarnation was not completed, but only partially fulfilled. The life that He lived in the
flesh before beginning His work was utterly normal in all respects. After He began
the work, He retained only the outer shell of His flesh. Because His work was an
expression of divinity, it exceeded the normal functions of the flesh. After all, God’s
incarnate flesh was different from flesh-and-blood humans. Of course, in His daily
life, He required food, clothing, sleep, and shelter, He needed all the normal
necessities, and had the sense of a normal human being, and thought like a normal
human being. People still held Him to be a normal man, except that the work He did
was supernatural. Actually, no matter what He did, He lived in an ordinary and normal
humanity, and insofar as He performed the work, His sense was particularly normal,
His thoughts especially lucid, more so than those of any other normal man. It was
necessary for the incarnate God to have such thinking and sense, for the divine work
needed to be expressed by a flesh whose sense was very much normal and whose
thoughts were very lucid—only in this way could His flesh express the divine work.
All throughout the thirty-three and a half years that Jesus lived on earth, He retained
His normal humanity, but because of His work during His three-and-a-half-year
ministry, people thought that He was very transcendent, that He was much more
supernatural than before. In actuality, Jesus’ normal humanity remained unchanged
before and after He began His ministry; His humanity was the same throughout, but
because of the difference before and after He began His ministry, two different views
emerged concerning His flesh. No matter what people thought, God incarnate
retained His original, normal humanity the entire time, for since God was incarnated,
He lived in the flesh, the flesh that had normal humanity. Regardless of whether He
was performing His ministry or not, the normal humanity of His flesh could not be
erased, for humanity is the basic essence of flesh. Before Jesus performed His
ministry, His flesh remained completely normal, engaging in all ordinary human
activities; He did not appear in the least bit supernatural, did not show any miraculous
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signs. At that time, He was simply a very common man who worshiped God, though
His pursuit was more honest, more sincere than anyone’s. This was how His utterly
normal humanity manifested itself. Because He did no work at all before assuming
His ministry, no one was aware of His identity, no one could tell that His flesh was
different from all the others, for He did not work even a single miracle, did not perform
one bit of God’s own work. However, after He began to perform His ministry, He
retained the outer shell of normal humanity and still lived with normal human reason,
but because He had begun to do the work of God Himself, assume the ministry of
Christ and do work that mortal beings, flesh-and-blood humans, were incapable of,
people assumed that He did not have normal humanity and was not a completely
normal flesh, but an incomplete flesh. Because of the work He performed, people
said that He was a God in the flesh who did not have normal humanity. Such an
understanding is erroneous, for people did not grasp the significance of God’s
incarnation. This misunderstanding arose from the fact that the work expressed by
God in the flesh was the divine work, expressed in a flesh that had normal humanity.
God was clothed in flesh, He dwelt within flesh, and His work in His humanity
obscured the normality of His humanity. For this reason, people believed that God
did not have humanity but only divinity.
God in His first incarnation did not complete the work of incarnation; He only
completed the first step of the work that it was necessary for God to do in the flesh.
So, in order to finish the work of incarnation, God has returned to the flesh once
again, living out all the normality and reality of the flesh, that is, making God’s Word
manifest in an entirely normal and ordinary flesh, thereby concluding the work that
He left undone in the flesh. In essence, the second incarnate flesh is like the first, but
it is even more real, even more normal than the first. As a consequence, the suffering
the second incarnate flesh endures is greater than that of the first, but this suffering
is a result of His ministry in the flesh, which is unlike the suffering of corrupted man.
It also stems from the normality and reality of His flesh. Because He performs His
ministry in utterly normal and real flesh, the flesh must endure a great deal of
hardship. The more normal and real this flesh is, the more He will suffer in the
performance of His ministry. God’s work is expressed in a very common flesh, one
that is not supernatural at all. Because His flesh is normal and must also shoulder
the work of saving man, He suffers in even greater measure than a supernatural flesh
would—and all this suffering stems from the reality and normality of His flesh. From
the suffering that the two incarnate fleshes have undergone while performing Their
ministries, one can see the essence of the incarnate flesh. The more normal the flesh,
the greater hardship He must endure while undertaking the work; the more real the
flesh that undertakes the work, the harsher people’s notions, and the more dangers
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are likely to befall Him. And yet, the more real the flesh is, and the more the flesh
possesses the needs and complete sense of a normal human being, the more
capable He is of taking on God’s work in the flesh. It was Jesus’ flesh that was nailed
to the cross, His flesh that He gave up as a sin offering; it was by means of a flesh
with normal humanity that He defeated Satan and completely saved man from the
cross. And it is as a complete flesh that God in His second incarnation performs the
work of conquest and defeats Satan. Only a flesh that is completely normal and real
can perform the work of conquest in its entirety and bear powerful testimony. That is
to say, the conquest of man is made effective through the reality and normality of
God in the flesh, not through supernatural miracles and revelations. The ministry of
this incarnate God is to speak, and thereby to conquer and perfect man; in other
words, the work of the Spirit realized in the flesh, the flesh’s duty, is to speak and
thereby conquer, reveal, perfect, and eliminate man completely. And so, it is in the
work of conquest that God’s work in the flesh will be accomplished in full. The initial
work of redemption was only the beginning of the work of incarnation; the flesh that
performs the work of conquest will complete the entire work of incarnation. In gender,
one is male and the other female, so completing the significance of God’s incarnation,
and dispelling man’s notions of God: God can become both male and female, and in
essence, the incarnate God is genderless. He made both man and woman, and to
Him, there is no division of gender. In this stage of the work, God does not perform
signs and wonders, so that the work will achieve its results by means of words. The
reason for this, moreover, is because the work of God incarnate this time is not to
heal the sick and cast out demons, but to conquer man by speaking, which is to say
that the native ability possessed by this incarnate flesh of God is to speak words and
to conquer man, not to heal the sick and cast out demons. His work in normal
humanity is not to perform miracles, not to heal the sick and cast out demons, but to
speak, and so the second incarnate flesh seems to people much more normal than
the first. People see that God’s incarnation is no lie; but this incarnate God is different
from Jesus incarnate, and though They are both God incarnate, They are not
completely the same. Jesus possessed normal humanity, ordinary humanity, but He
was accompanied by many signs and wonders. In this incarnate God, human eyes
will see no signs or wonders, neither healing the sick nor driving out demons, nor
walking on the sea, nor fasting for forty days…. He does not do the same work that
Jesus did, not because, in essence, His flesh is any different from Jesus’, but
because it is not His ministry to heal the sick and cast out demons. He does not tear
down His own work, does not disturb His own work. Since He conquers man through
His real words, there is no need to subdue him with miracles, and so this stage is to
complete the work of incarnation. The incarnate God you see today is entirely a flesh,
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and there is nothing supernatural about Him. He gets sick as others do, needs food
and clothing just as others do; He is wholly a flesh. If, this time around, God incarnate
performed supernatural signs and wonders, if He healed the sick, cast out demons,
or could kill with one word, how could the work of conquest be carried out? How could
the work be spread among the Gentile nations? Healing the sick and casting out
demons was the work of the Age of Grace, it was the first step in the work of
redemption, and now that God has saved man from the cross, He no longer performs
that work. If, during the last days, a “God” the same as Jesus appeared, one who
healed the sick, cast out demons, and was crucified for man, that “God,” though
identical to the description of God in the Bible and easy for man to accept, would not,
in its essence, be the flesh worn by the Spirit of God, but by an evil spirit. For it is the
principle of God’s work never to repeat what He has already completed. And so, the
work of God’s second incarnation is different from the work of the first. In the last
days, God realizes the work of conquest in an ordinary, normal flesh; He does not
heal the sick, will not be crucified for man, but simply speaks words in the flesh, and
conquers man in the flesh. Only such flesh is God’s incarnate flesh; only such flesh
can complete God’s work in the flesh.
Whether in this stage God incarnate is enduring hardship or performing His
ministry, He does so to complete the meaning of incarnation, for this is God’s last
incarnation. God can only be incarnated twice. There cannot be a third time. The first
incarnation was male, the second female, and so the image of God’s flesh is
completed in man’s mind; moreover, the two incarnations have already finished
God’s work in the flesh. The first time, God incarnate possessed normal humanity in
order to complete the meaning of incarnation. This time He also possesses normal
humanity, but the meaning of this incarnation is different: It is deeper, and His work
is of more profound significance. The reason God has become flesh once more is to
complete the meaning of incarnation. When God has wholly ended this stage of His
work, the entire meaning of incarnation, that is, God’s work in the flesh, will be
complete, and there will be no more work to be done in the flesh. Which is to say,
from now on God will never again come into the flesh to do His work. Only to save
and perfect mankind does God do the work of incarnation. In other words, it is by no
means usual for God to come into the flesh, except for the sake of the work. By
coming into the flesh to work, He shows Satan that God is a flesh, a normal person,
an ordinary person—and yet He can reign triumphant over the world, can vanquish
Satan, redeem mankind, conquer mankind! The goal of Satan’s work is to corrupt
mankind, while the goal of God’s is to save mankind. Satan traps man in a bottomless
pit, while God rescues him from it. Satan makes all men worship it, while God makes
them subject to His dominion, for He is the Lord of creation. All this work is achieved
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through God’s two incarnations. In essence, His flesh is the union of humanity and
divinity, and is possessed of normal humanity. So without God’s incarnate flesh, God
could not achieve the results of saving mankind, and without the normal humanity of
His flesh, His work in the flesh still could not achieve these results. The essence of
God’s incarnation is that He must possess normal humanity; for it to be otherwise
would run counter to God’s original intention in being incarnated.
Why do I say that the meaning of incarnation was not completed in Jesus’ work?
Because the Word did not entirely become flesh. What Jesus did was only one part
of God’s work in the flesh; He only did the work of redemption, and did not do the
work of completely gaining man. For this reason, God has become flesh once again
in the last days. This stage of the work is also done in an ordinary flesh; it is performed
by an utterly normal human being, one whose humanity is not in the least bit
transcendent. In other words, God has become a complete human being; He is a
person whose identity is that of God, a complete human being, a complete flesh, who
is performing the work. Human eyes see a fleshly body that is not transcendent at
all, a very ordinary person who can speak the language of heaven, who shows no
miraculous signs, works no miracles, much less exposes the inside truth about
religion in great assembly halls. To people, the work of the second incarnate flesh
seems utterly unlike that of the first, so much so that the two seem to have nothing
in common, and nothing of the first’s work can be seen this time. Though the work of
the second incarnate flesh is different from the first, that does not prove that Their
source is not one and the same. Whether Their source is the same depends on the
nature of the work done by the fleshes, and not on Their outer shells. During the three
stages of His work, God has been incarnated twice, and both times the work of God
incarnate inaugurates a new age, ushers in a new work; the incarnations complement
each other. It is impossible for human eyes to tell that the two fleshes actually come
from the same source. It goes without saying that this is beyond the capacity of the
human eye or the human mind. But in Their essence, They are the same, for Their
work originates from the same Spirit. Whether the two incarnate fleshes arise from
the same source cannot be judged by the era and the place in which They were born,
or other such factors, but by the divine work expressed by Them. The second
incarnate flesh does not perform any of the work that Jesus did, for God’s work does
not adhere to convention, but opens up a new path each time. The second incarnate
flesh does not aim to deepen or solidify the impression of the first flesh in people’s
minds, but to complement and perfect it, to deepen man’s knowledge of God, to break
all the rules that exist in people’s hearts, and to wipe out the fallacious images of God
in their hearts. It can be said that no individual stage of God’s own work can give man
a complete knowledge of Him; each gives only a part, not the whole. Though God
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has expressed His disposition in full, because of man’s limited faculties of
understanding, his knowledge of God still remains incomplete. It is impossible, using
human language, to convey the entirety of God’s disposition; moreover, how can a
single stage of His work fully express God? He works in the flesh under the cover of
His normal humanity, and one can only know Him by the expressions of His divinity,
not by His bodily shell. God comes into the flesh to allow man to know Him by means
of His various work, and no two stages of His work are alike. Only in this way can
man have a full knowledge of God’s work in the flesh, not confined to one single
facet. Though the work of the two incarnate fleshes is different, the essence of the
fleshes, and the source of Their work, are identical; it is just that They exist to perform
two different stages of the work, and arise in two different ages. No matter what,
God’s incarnate fleshes share the same essence and the same origin—this is a truth
no one can deny.

THE TWO INCARNATIONS COMPLETE
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE INCARNATION
Each stage of work done by God has its own practical significance. Back then,
when Jesus came, He came in male form, and when God comes this time, His form
is female. From this, you can see that God’s creation of both men and women can
be of use in His work, and with Him there is no distinction of gender. When His Spirit
comes, He can take on any flesh He pleases, and that flesh can represent Him;
whether male or female, it can represent God as long as it is His incarnate flesh. If
Jesus had appeared as a female when He came, in other words, if an infant girl, and
not a boy, had been conceived by the Holy Spirit, that stage of work would have been
completed all the same. If that had been the case, then the present stage of work
would have to be completed by a male instead, but the work would be completed all
the same. The work done in each stage has its significance; neither stage of work is
repeated, nor does it conflict with the other. At the time, Jesus, in doing His work,
was called the only Son, and “Son” implies the male gender. Why is the only Son not
mentioned in this current stage? Because the requirements of the work have
necessitated a change in gender from that of Jesus. With God there is no distinction
of gender. He does His work as He wishes, and in doing His work He is not subject
to any restrictions, but is especially free. Yet every stage of work has its own practical
significance. God became flesh twice, and it is self-evident that His incarnation during
the last days is the final time. He has come to make known all His deeds. If in this
stage He did not become flesh in order personally to do work for man to witness, man
would forever cling to the notion that God is only male, not female. Before this, all
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humanity believed that God could only be male and that a female could not be called
God, for all humanity regarded men as having authority over women. They believed
that no woman could take on authority, only men. What is more, they even said that
man was the head of woman and that woman must obey man and could not surpass
him. In times past, when it was said that man was woman’s head, this was directed
at Adam and Eve, who had been beguiled by the serpent—not at man and woman
as they had been created by Jehovah in the beginning. Of course, a woman must
obey and love her husband, and a husband must learn to feed and support his family.
These are the laws and decrees set forth by Jehovah that humankind must abide by
in their lives on earth. Jehovah said to woman, “Your desire shall be to your husband,
and he shall rule over you.” He spoke thus only so that humankind (that is, both man
and woman) might live normal lives under the dominion of Jehovah, and so that the
lives of humankind might have a structure, and not fall out of their proper order.
Therefore, Jehovah made appropriate rules for how man and woman should act,
though this was only in regard to all the created beings living on the earth, and bore
no relation to God’s incarnate flesh. How could God be the same as His created
beings? His words were directed only toward the humankind of His creation; it was
in order for humankind to live normal lives that He established rules for man and
woman. In the beginning, when Jehovah created humankind, He made two kinds of
human being, both male and female; and so there is the division of male and female
in His incarnate fleshes. He did not decide His work based on the words He spoke to
Adam and Eve. The two times He has become flesh have been determined entirely
according to His thinking at the time He first created humankind; that is, He has
completed the work of His two incarnations based on the male and the female before
they were corrupted. If humanity took the words spoken by Jehovah to Adam and
Eve, who had been beguiled by the serpent, and applied them to the work of God’s
incarnation, would not Jesus also have to love His wife as He ought? This way, would
God still be God? And this being so, would He still be able to complete His work? If
it be wrong for God’s incarnate flesh to be female, then would it not also have been
an error of the greatest magnitude for God to have created woman? If people still
believe that it would be wrong for God to be incarnated as female, then would not
Jesus, who did not get married and was therefore unable to love His wife, be as much
in error as the present incarnation? Since you use the words spoken to Eve by
Jehovah to measure the truth of God’s incarnation in the present day, then you must
use Jehovah’s words to Adam to judge the Lord Jesus who became flesh in the Age
of Grace. Are these not one and the same? Since you take the measure of the Lord
Jesus according to the male who had not been beguiled by the serpent, then you
may not judge the truth of today’s incarnation according to the female who had been
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beguiled by the serpent. This would be unfair! Measuring God in this way proves that
you lack rationality. When Jehovah twice became flesh, the gender of His flesh was
related to the male and the female who had not been beguiled by the serpent; it was
in accordance with the male and the female who had not been beguiled by the
serpent that He twice became flesh. Do not think that the maleness of Jesus was the
same as that of Adam, who was beguiled by the serpent. The two are completely
unrelated, they are males of two different natures. Surely it cannot be that the
maleness of Jesus proves He is the head of all women but not of all men? Is He not
the King of all the Jews (including both men and women)? He is God Himself, not
just the head of woman but the head of man as well. He is the Lord of all creatures
and the head of all creatures. How could you determine the maleness of Jesus to be
the symbol of the head of woman? Would this not be blasphemy? Jesus is a male
who has not been corrupted. He is God; He is Christ; He is the Lord. How could He
be a male like Adam who was corrupted? Jesus is the flesh worn by the most holy
Spirit of God. How could you say He is a God who possesses the maleness of Adam?
In that case, would not all of God’s work have been wrong? Would Jehovah have
incorporated within Jesus the maleness of Adam who was beguiled by the serpent?
Is not the incarnation of the present time another instance of the work of God
incarnate, who is different in gender from Jesus but like Him in nature? Do you still
dare say that God incarnate could not be female, because woman was the first to be
beguiled by the serpent? Do you still dare say that, as woman is the most unclean
and the source of the corruption of humankind, God could not possibly become flesh
as a female? Do you dare to persist in saying that “woman shall always obey man
and may never manifest or directly represent God”? You did not understand in the
past, but can you now go on blaspheming the work of God, especially the incarnate
flesh of God? If this is not clear to you, best mind your tongue, lest your foolishness
and ignorance be revealed and your ugliness exposed. Do not think that you
understand everything. I tell you that all you have seen and experienced is insufficient
for you to understand even a thousandth of My management plan. So why then do
you act so haughty? That little bit of talent and tiny bit of knowledge you have are
insufficient for Jesus to use in even a single second of His work! How much
experience do you actually possess? What you have seen and all that you have
heard in your lifetime and what you have imagined are less than the work I do in a
single moment! You had best not nitpick and find fault. You can be as arrogant as
you want, but you are nothing more than a creature not even the equal of an ant! All
that you hold within your belly is less than what is in an ant’s belly! Do not think, just
because you have gained some experience and seniority, that this entitles you to
gesticulate wildly and talk big. Are not your experience and your seniority the product
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of the words I have uttered? Do you believe that they were in exchange for your own
labor and toil? Today, you see that I have become flesh, and on this account alone
there is in you a glut of concepts, and no end of notions therefrom. If not for My
incarnation, even if you were possessed of extraordinary talents, you would not have
so many concepts; and is it not from these that your notions arise? If Jesus had not
become flesh that first time, would you even know of the incarnation? Is it not
because the first incarnation gave you knowledge that you have the impudence to try
to judge the second incarnation? Why, instead of being an obedient follower, are you
subjecting it to study? When you have entered into this stream and come before the
incarnate God, would He allow you to research Him? You can research your own
family history, but if you try to research the “family history” of God, would the God of
today allow you to conduct such a study? Are you not blind? Do you not bring
contempt upon yourself?
If only the work of Jesus was done, and was not complemented by work in this
stage of the last days, man would forever cling to the notion that Jesus alone is the
only Son of God, that is, that God has only one son, and that anyone who comes
thereafter by another name would not be the only Son of God, much less God
Himself. Man has the notion that anyone who serves as a sin offering or who
assumes power on God’s behalf and redeems all humankind, is the only Son of God.
There are some who believe that as long as the One who comes is a male, He may
be deemed the only Son of God and God’s representative. There are even those who
say that Jesus is the Son of Jehovah, His only Son. Are such notions not overblown?
If this stage of work were not done in the final age, then toward God the whole of
humankind would be veiled under a dark shadow. If this were the case, man would
think himself higher than woman, and women would never be able to hold their heads
up, and then not even a single woman could be saved. People always believe that
God is male, and moreover that He has always despised woman and would not grant
her salvation. If this were the case, would it not be true that all women, who were
created by Jehovah and who have also been corrupted, would never have the
opportunity to be saved? Then would it not have been pointless for Jehovah to have
created woman, that is, to have created Eve? And would not woman perish for
eternity? For this reason, the stage of work in the last days is undertaken in order to
save the whole of humankind, not just woman. If anyone should think that were God
to be incarnated as female, it would solely be for the sake of saving woman, then that
person would indeed be a fool!
The work of today has pushed forward the work of the Age of Grace; that is, the
work under the entire six-thousand-year management plan has moved forward.
Though the Age of Grace has ended, there has been progress in God’s work. Why
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do I say time and again that this stage of work builds upon the Age of Grace and the
Age of Law? Because the work of this day is a continuation of the work done in the
Age of Grace, and an advance over that done in the Age of Law. The three stages
are tightly interconnected, with each link in the chain closely tied to the next. Why do
I also say that this stage of work builds on that done by Jesus? Supposing that this
stage did not build on the work done by Jesus, another crucifixion would have to take
place in this stage, and the redemptive work of the previous stage would have to be
done all over again. This would be meaningless. And so it is not that the work is
completely finished, but that the age has moved forward and the level of the work
has been raised higher than before. It can be said that this stage of work is built on
the foundation of the Age of Law and upon the rock of Jesus’ work. God’s work is
built stage by stage, and this stage is not a new beginning. Only the combination of
the three stages of work may be deemed the six-thousand-year management plan.
The work of this stage is done on the foundation of the work of the Age of Grace. If
these two stages of work were unrelated, then why is the crucifixion not repeated in
this stage? Why do I not bear the sins of man, but instead come to judge and chastise
man directly? If My work to judge and chastise man did not follow the crucifixion, with
My coming now not conceived of the Holy Spirit, then I would not be qualified to judge
and chastise man. It is precisely because I am one with Jesus that I come directly to
chastise and judge man. The work at this stage is built entirely on the work in the
preceding stage. That is why only work of this kind can bring man, step by step, into
salvation. Jesus and I come from one Spirit. Even though We are unrelated in Our
fleshes, Our Spirits are one; even though the content of what We do and the work
that We take on are not the same, We are alike in essence; Our fleshes take different
forms, but this is due to the change in era and the differing requirements of Our work;
Our ministries are not alike, so the work We bring forth and the dispositions We reveal
to man are also different. That is why what man sees and understands this day is
unlike in the past, which is because of the change in era. For all that They are different
in the gender and the form of Their fleshes, and that They were not born of the same
family, still less in the same time period, Their Spirits are nonetheless one. For all
that Their fleshes share neither blood nor physical kinship of any kind, it cannot be
denied that They are the incarnate fleshes of God in two different time periods. That
They are the incarnate fleshes of God is an irrefutable truth. However, They are not
of the same bloodline and do not share a common human language (one was a male
who spoke the language of the Jews and the other a female who only speaks
Chinese). It is for these reasons that They have lived in different countries to do the
work that it behooves each one to do, and in different time periods too. Despite the
fact that They are the same Spirit, possessed of the same essence, there are no
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absolute similarities between the outward shells of Their fleshes. All They share is
the same humanity, but as far as external appearance of Their fleshes and the
circumstances of Their birth are concerned, They are not alike. These things have
no impact on Their respective work or on the knowledge that man has of Them, for,
in the final analysis, They are the same Spirit and none can separate Them. Even
though They are not related by blood, Their entire beings are in the charge of Their
Spirits, which allocate to Them different work in different time periods, and Their
fleshes are of different bloodlines. The Spirit of Jehovah is not the father of the Spirit
of Jesus, and the Spirit of Jesus is not the son of the Spirit of Jehovah: They are one
and the same Spirit. Similarly, the incarnate God of today and Jesus are not related
by blood, but They are one, this is because Their Spirits are one. God can do the
work of mercy and lovingkindness, as well as that of the righteous judgment and of
chastisement of man, and that of calling down curses on man; and in the end, He
can do the work of destroying the world and punishing the wicked. Does He not do
all of this Himself? Is this not the omnipotence of God? He was able both to
promulgate laws for man and to issue him commandments, and He was also able to
lead the early Israelites in living their lives on earth, and to guide them in building the
temple and altars, holding all the Israelites under His dominion. Because of His
authority, He lived on earth with the people of Israel for two thousand years. The
Israelites dared not rebel against Him; all revered Jehovah and observed His
commandments. Such was the work that was done by virtue of His authority and
His omnipotence. Then, during the Age of Grace, Jesus came to redeem the whole
of fallen humankind (not only the Israelites). He showed mercy and lovingkindness
to man. The Jesus that man saw in the Age of Grace was filled with lovingkindness
and was always loving toward man, for He had come to save humanity from sin. He
was able to forgive men their sins until His crucifixion completely redeemed
humankind from sin. During this period, God appeared before man with mercy and
lovingkindness; that is, He became a sin offering for man and was crucified for the
sins of man, so that they might forever be forgiven. He was merciful, compassionate,
patient, and loving. And all those who followed Jesus in the Age of Grace likewise
sought to be patient and loving in all things. They were long-suffering, and never
fought back even when beaten, cursed, or stoned. But during the final stage it can
no longer be so. The work of Jesus and Jehovah was not entirely the same even
though They were of one Spirit. The work of Jehovah did not bring the age to an end,
but guided the age, ushering in the life of humankind on earth, and the work of today
is to conquer those in the Gentile nations who have been deeply corrupted, and to
lead not only God’s chosen people in China, but the entire universe and all
humankind. It may appear to you that this work is being done only in China, but in
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fact it has already begun to spread abroad. Why is it that people outside China seek
the true way, time and time again? It is because the Spirit has already set to work,
and the words spoken today are directed toward people throughout the universe.
With this, half of the work is already under way. From the creation of the world to the
present, the Spirit of God has set this great work in motion, and has moreover done
different work in different ages and among different nations. The people of each age
see a different disposition of His, which is naturally revealed through the different
work that He does. He is God, filled with mercy and lovingkindness; He is the sin
offering for man and man’s shepherd; but He is also man’s judgment, chastisement,
and curse. He could lead man to live on earth for two thousand years, and He could
also redeem corrupted humankind from sin. Today, He is also able to conquer
humankind, who does not know Him, and to prostrate them under His dominion, so
that all submit to Him fully. In the end, He will burn away all that is unclean and
unrighteous within people throughout the universe, to show them that He is not only
a merciful and loving God, not only a God of wisdom and wonders, not only a holy
God, but furthermore, a God who judges man. To the evil ones among humankind,
He is burning, judgment, and punishment; to those who are to be perfected, He is
tribulation, refinement, and trials, as well as comfort, sustenance, the provision of
words, dealing, and pruning. And to those who are eliminated, He is punishment and
retribution. Tell Me, is God not almighty? He is capable of any and all work, not just
the crucifixion, as you imagine. You think too little of God! Do you believe that all He
can do is redeem the whole of humankind through His crucifixion, and that’s it? And
after that, you will follow Him up to heaven to eat of the fruit from the tree of life and
drink from the river of life? … Could it be that simple? Tell Me, what have you
accomplished? Do you have the life of Jesus? You were indeed redeemed by Him,
but the crucifixion was the work of Jesus Himself. What duty have you fulfilled as a
human being? You have only outward piety, but you do not understand His way. Is
that how you manifest Him? If you have not attained the life of God or seen the
entirety of His righteous disposition, then you cannot claim to be one that has life,
and you are not worthy to pass through the gate of the kingdom of heaven.
Not only is God a Spirit, He can also become flesh. He is, moreover, a body of
glory. Jesus, though you have not seen Him, was witnessed by the Israelites—the
Jews of that time. He was at first a fleshly body, but after He was crucified, He
became the body of glory. He is the all-encompassing Spirit and can do work in every
place. He can be Jehovah, or Jesus, or Messiah; in the end, He can also become
Almighty God. He is righteousness, judgment, and chastisement; He is curse and
wrath; but He is also mercy and lovingkindness. All the work He has done is capable
of representing Him. What manner of God do you say He is? You cannot explain. If
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you truly cannot explain, you should not come to conclusions about God. Do not draw
the conclusion that God is forever a God of mercy and lovingkindness just because
He did the work of redemption in one stage. Can you be certain that He is only a
merciful and loving God? If He is merely a merciful and loving God, why will He bring
the age to an end in the last days? Why will He send down so many disasters?
According to people’s notions and thoughts, God should be merciful and loving to the
very end, so that every last member of humankind can be saved. But why, in the last
days, does He send down such great disasters as earthquake, pestilence, and
famine to destroy this evil humankind, which regards God as an enemy? Why does
He allow man to suffer these disasters? As for what manner of God He is, no one
among you dares to say, and none is able to explain. Can you be certain that He is
the Spirit? Do you dare say that He is none other than the flesh of Jesus? And do
you dare say that He is a God who will forever be crucified for man’s sake?

THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
INCARNATE GOD AND THE PEOPLE USED BY GOD
Many are the years that the Spirit of God has been searching as He works on
earth, and many are those whom God has used to perform His work throughout the
ages. Yet for all this time, God’s Spirit has been without a suitable resting place,
which is why God switches among different people to do His work. All told, it is
through people that His work is done. Which is to say, for all these years, God’s work
has never stopped, but it has continued to be carried forward in people, all the way
to today. Although God has spoken so many words and done so much work, man
still does not know God, all because God has never appeared to man and also
because He has no tangible form. And so God must bring this work—the work of
causing all men to know the practical significance of the practical God—to
completion. To achieve this end, God must reveal His Spirit tangibly to humanity and
perform His work in their midst. That is, only when God’s Spirit assumes physical
form, puts on flesh and bone, and visibly walks among people, accompanying them
in their lives, sometimes showing and sometimes hiding Himself, only then are people
able to arrive at a deeper understanding of Him. If God only remained in the flesh,
He would not be able to complete His work in its entirety. And after working in the
flesh for a period of time, fulfilling the ministry that needs to be done in the flesh, God
will depart the flesh and work in the spiritual realm in the image of the flesh, just as
Jesus did so after He had worked for a period of time in normal humanity and
completed all the work that He needed to complete. You may remember this passage
from “The Path … (5)”: “I remember My Father saying to Me, ‘On earth, seek only to
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do Your Father’s will and complete His commission. Nothing else concerns You.’”
What do you see in this passage? When God comes to the earth, He does only His
work within divinity, which is what the heavenly Spirit has entrusted to the incarnate
God. When He comes, He but speaks across the land, to give voice to His utterances
by different means and from different perspectives. He chiefly takes supplying man
and teaching man as His goals and working principle, and does not concern Himself
with such things as interpersonal relationships or the details of people’s lives. His
main ministry is to speak for the Spirit. That is, when God’s Spirit appears tangibly in
the flesh, He only provides for man’s life and releases the truth. He does not involve
Himself in man’s work, which is to say, He does not partake in the work of humanity.
Humans cannot do divine work, and God does not partake in human work. In all the
years since God came to this earth to perform His work, He has always done it
through people. These people, however, cannot be considered God incarnate—only
those who are used by God. The God of today, meanwhile, can speak directly from
the perspective of divinity, sending forth the Spirit’s voice and working on behalf of
the Spirit. All those whom God has used throughout the ages are, likewise, instances
of God’s Spirit working within a fleshly body—so why can’t they be called God? But
today’s God is also God’s Spirit working directly in the flesh, and Jesus too was God’s
Spirit working in the flesh; both of Them are called God. So what’s the difference?
The people that God has used throughout the ages have all been capable of normal
thought and reason. They have all understood the principles of human conduct. They
have had normal human ideas, and have been possessed of all the things that normal
people should possess. Most of them have had exceptional talent and innate
intelligence. In working upon these people, God’s Spirit harnesses their talents, which
are their God-given gifts. God’s Spirit brings their talents into play, using their
strengths in God’s service. Yet the essence of God is without ideas or thought,
unadulterated with human intentions, and even lacks what normal humans possess.
Which is to say, He is not even conversant with the principles of human conduct. This
is how it is when today’s God comes to the earth. His work and His words are
unadulterated with human intentions or human thought, but they are a direct
manifestation of the intentions of the Spirit, and He works directly on God’s behalf.
This means that the Spirit directly speaks, that is, the divinity directly does the
work, without mixing in even one bit of man’s intentions. In other words, the
incarnate God embodies divinity directly, is without human thought or ideas, and has
no understanding of the principles of human conduct. If only divinity were at work
(meaning if only God Himself were at work), there would be no way for God’s work
to be carried out on earth. So when God comes to earth, He must have a small
number of people He uses to work within humanity in conjunction with the work that
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God does in divinity. In other words, He uses human work to uphold His divine work.
If not, there would be no way for man to directly engage with the divine work. This is
how it was with Jesus and His disciples. During His time in the world, Jesus abolished
the old laws and established new commandments. He also spoke many words. All
this work was done in divinity. The others, such as Peter, Paul, and John, all rested
their subsequent work on the foundation of Jesus’ words. Which is to say, God
launched His work in that age, ushering in the beginning of the Age of Grace; that is,
He ushered in a new era, abolishing the old, and also fulfilling the words, “God is the
Beginning and the End.” In other words, man must perform human work upon the
foundation of divine work. Once Jesus had said all He needed to say and finished
His work on earth, He left man. After this, all people, in working, did so according to
the principles expressed in His words, and practiced according to the truths of which
He spoke. All of these people worked for Jesus. If it had been Jesus alone doing the
work, no matter how many words He spoke, people would have had no means of
engaging with His words, because He was working in divinity and could only speak
words of divinity, and He could not have explained things to the point where normal
people could understand His words. And so He had to have the apostles and
prophets who came after Him supplement His work. This is the principle of how God
incarnate does His work—using the incarnate flesh to speak and to work so as to
complete the work of divinity, and then using a few, or perhaps more, people after
God’s own heart to supplement His work. That is, God uses people after His heart to
do the work of shepherding and watering in humanity so that God’s chosen people
may enter the reality of the truth.
If, when He came to the flesh, God only did the work of divinity, and there were no
people after His heart to work in concert with Him, then man would be incapable of
understanding God’s will or engaging with God. God must use normal people who
are after His heart to complete this work, to watch over and shepherd the churches,
so that the level that man’s cognitive processes, his brain, are capable of imagining
can be achieved. In other words, God uses a small number of people who are after
His heart to “translate” the work that He does within His divinity, so that it can be
opened up—to transform divine language into human language, so that people can
comprehend and understand it. If God did not do so, no one would understand God’s
divine language, because the people after God’s heart are, after all, a small minority,
and man’s ability to comprehend is weak. That is why God chooses this method only
when working in the incarnate flesh. If there were only divine work, there would be
no way for man to know or engage with God, because man does not understand
God’s language. Man is able to understand this language only through the agency of
the people after God’s heart, who clarify His words. However, if there were only such
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people working within humanity, that could only maintain man’s normal life; it could
not transform man’s disposition. God’s work could not have a new starting point; there
would only be the same old songs, the same old platitudes. Only through the agency
of the incarnate God, who says all that needs to be said and does all that needs to
be done during the period of His incarnation, after which people work and experience
according to His words, only thus will their life disposition be able to change, and only
thus will they be able to flow with the times. He who works within divinity represents
God, while those who work within humanity are people used by God. Which is to say,
the incarnate God is essentially different from the people used by God. The incarnate
God is able to do the work of divinity, whereas the people used by God are not. At
the beginning of each age, God’s Spirit speaks personally and launches the new era
to bring man into a new beginning. When He has finished speaking, this signifies that
God’s work within His divinity is done. Thereafter, people all follow the lead of those
used by God to enter into their life experience. By the same token, this is also the
stage in which God brings man into the new age and gives people a new starting
point—at which time God’s work in the flesh concludes.
God does not come to the earth to perfect His normal humanity, nor to perform the
work of normal humanity. He comes only to do the work of divinity in normal humanity.
What God speaks of normal humanity is not as people imagine. Man defines “normal
humanity” as having a wife, or a husband, and sons and daughters, which are proof
that one is a normal person; God, however, does not see it this way. He sees normal
humanity as having normal human thoughts, normal human lives, and being born of
normal people. But His normality does not include having a wife, or a husband, and
children in the way that man speaks about normality. That is, to man, the normal
humanity that God speaks of is what man would consider the absence of humanity,
almost lacking in emotion and seemingly devoid of fleshly needs, just like Jesus, who
had only the exterior of a normal person and took on the appearance of a normal
person, but in essence did not entirely possess all that a normal person should
possess. From this it can be seen that the incarnate God’s essence does not
encompass the entirety of normal humanity, but only a portion of the things which
people should possess, in order to support the routines of normal human life and
sustain normal human powers of reason. But these things have nothing to do with
what man considers normal humanity. They are what God incarnate should possess.
There are those who maintain, however, that God incarnate can be said to possess
normal humanity only if He has a wife, sons and daughters, a family; without these
things, they say, He is not a normal person. I ask you then, “Does God have a wife?
Is it possible for God to have a husband? Can God have children?” Are these not
fallacies? Yet the incarnate God cannot spring from a crack between rocks or fall
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down from the sky. He can only be born into a normal human family. That is why He
has parents and sisters. These are the things that the normal humanity of the
incarnate God should have. Such was the case with Jesus; Jesus had a father and
mother, sisters and brothers, and all this was normal. But if He had had a wife and
sons and daughters, then His would not have been the normal humanity that God
intended for the God incarnate to possess. If this were the case, He would not have
been able to work on behalf of divinity. It was precisely because He did not have a
wife or children, and yet was born of normal people into a normal family, that He was
able to do the work of divinity. To clarify this further, what God considers a normal
person is a person born into a normal family. Only such a person is qualified to do
divine work. If, on the other hand, the person had a wife, children, or a husband, that
person would not be able to do divine work, because they would possess only the
normal humanity that humans require but not the normal humanity that God requires.
That which is deemed by God, and what people understand, are often hugely
different, leagues apart. In this stage of God’s work there is much that runs counter
to and vastly differs from people’s notions. One could say that this stage of God’s
work consists entirely of divinity working hands-on, with humanity playing a
supporting role. Because God comes to the earth to perform His work Himself, rather
than allowing man to put his hand to it, He incarnates Himself in the flesh (in an
incomplete, normal person) to do His work. He uses this incarnation to present
mankind with a new age, to tell mankind of the next step in His work, and to ask
people to practice in accordance with the path described in His words. Thus is God’s
work in the flesh concluded; He is about to depart mankind, no longer residing in the
flesh of normal humanity, but rather moving away from man to proceed upon another
part of His work. Then, using people after His own heart, He continues His work on
earth among this group of people, but in their humanity.
The incarnate God cannot stay with man forever because God has a lot more other
work to do. He cannot be bound to the flesh; He has to shed the flesh to do the work
He must do, even though He does that work in the image of the flesh. When God
comes to the earth, He does not wait until He has reached the form that a normal
person ought to attain before dying and leaving mankind. No matter how old His flesh
is, when His work is finished, He goes and leaves man. There is no such thing as
age for Him, He does not count His days according to the human lifespan; instead,
He ends His life in the flesh in accordance with the steps of His work. There may be
those who feel that God, in coming into the flesh, must age to a certain extent, must
grow into an adult, reach old age, and leave only when that body fails. This is man’s
imagination; God does not work thus. He comes into the flesh only to do the work
He is supposed to do, and not to live a normal man’s life of being born to parents,
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growing up, forming a family and starting a career, having and raising children, or
experiencing life’s ups and downs—all the activities of a normal man. When God
comes to earth, this is God’s Spirit putting on the flesh, coming into the flesh, but God
does not live the life of a normal person. He only comes to accomplish one part in
His management plan. After that He will leave mankind. When He comes into the
flesh, God’s Spirit does not perfect the normal humanity of the flesh. Rather, at a time
that God has predetermined, the divinity goes to work directly. Then, after doing all
that He needs to do and fully completing His ministry, the work of God’s Spirit in this
stage is done, at which point the life of the incarnate God also ends, regardless of
whether His fleshly body has lived out its span of longevity. That is to say, whatever
stage of life the fleshly body reaches, however long it lives on earth, everything is
decided by the work of the Spirit. It has nothing to do with what man considers to be
normal humanity. Take Jesus as an example. He lived in the flesh for thirty-three and
a half years. In terms of the lifespan of a human body, He should not have died at
that age, and He should not have left. But this was of no concern to God’s Spirit. His
work being finished, at that point the body was taken away, disappearing along with
the Spirit. This is the principle by which God works in the flesh. And so, strictly
speaking, the humanity of God incarnate is not of primary importance. To reiterate,
He comes to the earth not to live the life of a normal human being. He does not first
establish a normal human life and then begin working. Rather, as long as He is born
into a normal human family, He is able to do divine work, work that is unblemished
by man’s intentions, that is not fleshly, that certainly does not adopt the ways of
society or involve man’s thoughts or notions, and, moreover, that does not involve
man’s philosophies for living. This is the work that God incarnate intends to do, and
it is also the practical significance of His incarnation. God comes into the flesh
primarily to do a stage of the work that needs to be done in the flesh, without
undergoing other trivial processes, and, as for the experiences of a normal man, He
does not have them. The work that God’s incarnate flesh needs to do does not
include normal human experiences. So God comes into the flesh for the sake of
accomplishing the work He needs to accomplish in the flesh. The rest has nothing to
do with Him; He does not go through so many trivial processes. Once His work is
done, the significance of His incarnation also ends. Finishing this stage means the
work that He needs to do in the flesh has concluded, and the ministry of His flesh is
complete. But He cannot keep working in the flesh indefinitely. He has to move on to
another place to work, a place outside of the flesh. Only thus can His work be
performed fully, and advance to greater effect. God works according to His original
plan. What work He needs to do and what work He has concluded, He knows as
clearly as the palm of His hand. God leads every individual to walk a path that He
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has already predetermined. No one can escape this. Only those who follow the
guidance of God’s Spirit will be able to enter into rest. It may be that, in later work, it
will not be God speaking in the flesh to guide man, but a Spirit with tangible form
guiding man’s life. Only then will man be able concretely to touch God, look upon
God, and better enter into the reality God requires, so as to become perfected by the
practical God. This is the work that God intends to accomplish, and what He planned
long ago. From this, you should all see the path you should take!

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MINISTRY OF GOD
INCARNATE AND THE DUTY OF MAN
You must come to know the visions of God’s work and grasp the general direction
of His work. This is positive entry. Once you have accurately mastered the truth of
visions, your entry will be secure; no matter how God’s work changes, you will remain
steadfast in your heart, be clear about the visions, and have a goal for your entry and
your pursuit. In this way, all the experience and knowledge within you will grow
deeper and become more detailed. Once you have grasped the bigger picture in its
entirety, you will suffer no losses in life, nor will you go astray. If you do not come to
know these steps of work, you shall suffer loss at each step, and it will take you more
than a few days to turn things around, nor will you be able to set upon the right track
in even a couple of weeks. Will this not cause delays? There is much in the way of
positive entry and practice that you must master. As for the visions of God’s work,
you must grasp the following points: the significance of His work of conquest, the
future path to being made perfect, what must be achieved through experiencing trials
and tribulations, the significance of judgment and chastisement, the principles behind
the work of the Holy Spirit, and the principles behind perfection and conquest. These
all belong to the truth of visions. The rest are the three stages of work in the Age of
Law, the Age of Grace, and the Age of Kingdom, as well as future testimony. These,
too, are the truth of visions, and they are what is most fundamental as well as most
crucial. At present, there is so much that you should enter into and practice, and it is
now more layered and more detailed. If you have no knowledge of these truths, this
proves that you have yet to achieve entry. Most of the time, people’s knowledge of
the truth is too shallow; they are unable to put into practice certain basic truths and
do not know how to handle even trivial matters. The reason that people are unable
to practice truth is because their disposition is rebellious, and because their
knowledge of the work of today is too superficial and one-sided. Thus, it is no easy
task for people to be made perfect. You are much too rebellious, and you retain too
much of your old self; you are unable to stand on the side of truth, and you are unable
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to practice even the most self-evident of truths. Such people cannot be saved and
are those who have not been conquered. If your entry has neither detail nor
objectives, growth will be slow in coming to you. If there is not the slightest reality to
your entry, then your pursuit will be in vain. If you are unaware of the essence of
truth, you will remain unchanged. Growth in man’s life and changes in his disposition
are achieved by entering into reality and, moreover, through entering into detailed
experiences. If you have many detailed experiences during your entry, and you have
much actual knowledge and entry, your disposition shall quickly change. Even if, at
present, you are not completely clear about practice, you must at the very least be
clear about the visions of God’s work. If not, you shall be incapable of entry; entry is
only possible once you have knowledge of the truth. Only if the Holy Spirit enlightens
you in your experience will you gain a deeper understanding of the truth, and deeper
entry. You must come to know the work of God.
In the beginning, after the creation of mankind, it was the Israelites who served as
the basis of God’s work. The whole of Israel was the base of Jehovah’s work on
earth. The work of Jehovah was to lead and shepherd man directly by setting forth
the laws, so that man could live a normal life and worship Jehovah in a normal
manner on earth. God in the Age of Law could be neither seen nor touched by man.
Because all He did was to guide the earliest people corrupted by Satan, teaching and
shepherding them, His words contained nothing but laws, statutes, and the norms of
human behavior, and did not provide them with the truths of life. The Israelites under
His leadership had not been profoundly corrupted by Satan. His work of law was only
the very first stage in the work of salvation, the very beginning of the work of salvation,
and had practically nothing to do with changes in the life disposition of man.
Therefore, there was no need at the beginning of the work of salvation for Him to
assume flesh for His work in Israel. This is why He required a medium—a tool—
through which to engage with man. Thus, there arose among created beings those
who spoke and worked on behalf of Jehovah, which is how the sons of man and
prophets came to work among man. The sons of man worked among man on behalf
of Jehovah. To be called “sons of man” by Jehovah means that such people set forth
the laws on behalf of Jehovah. They were also priests among the people of Israel,
priests who were watched over and protected by Jehovah, and in whom the Spirit of
Jehovah worked; they were leaders among the people and directly served Jehovah.
The prophets, on the other hand, were dedicated to speaking, on behalf of Jehovah,
to the people of all lands and tribes. They also prophesied the work of Jehovah. Be
they the sons of man or the prophets, all were raised up by the Spirit of Jehovah
Himself and had the work of Jehovah in them. Among the people, they were the ones
who directly represented Jehovah; they did their work only because they were raised
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up by Jehovah and not because they were the flesh in which the Holy Spirit Himself
was incarnated. Therefore, though they were alike in speaking and working on behalf
of God, those sons of man and prophets in the Age of Law were not the flesh of God
incarnate. God’s work in the Age of Grace and the last stage was precisely the
opposite, for the work of salvation and judgment of man were both done by God
incarnate Himself, and so there was simply no need to raise up once more the
prophets and sons of man to work on His behalf. In the eyes of man, there are no
essential differences between the essence and the method of their work. And it is for
this reason that people are constantly confusing the work of God incarnate with that
of the prophets and sons of man. The appearance of God incarnate was basically
the same as that of the prophets and sons of man. And God incarnate was even
more normal and more real than the prophets. Hence, man is incapable of
distinguishing between them. Man focuses solely on appearances, completely
unaware that, even though the two are alike in being working and speaking, there is
an essential difference between them. Because man’s ability to tell things apart is too
poor, he is unable to distinguish between simple issues, much less something so
complex. When the prophets and those people used by the Holy Spirit spoke and
worked, this was to carry out the duties of man, it was to serve the function of a
created being, and it was something that man ought to do. However, the words and
the work of God incarnate were to carry out His ministry. Though His external form
was that of a created being, His work was not to carry out His function but His
ministry. The term “duty” is used with regard to created beings, whereas “ministry” is
used with regard to the flesh of God incarnate. There is a substantive difference
between the two; they are not interchangeable. The work of man is only to do his
duty, whereas the work of God is to manage, and to carry out His ministry. Therefore,
though many apostles were used by the Holy Spirit and many prophets were filled
with Him, their work and words were merely to perform their duty as created beings.
Their prophecies may have exceeded the way of life spoken of by God incarnate,
and their humanity may have even transcended that of God incarnate, but they were
still doing their duty, and not fulfilling a ministry. The duty of man refers to the function
of man; it is what is attainable by man. However, the ministry carried out by God
incarnate is related to His management, and this is unattainable by man. Whether
God incarnate speaks, works, or manifests wonders, He is doing great work amidst
His management, and such work cannot be done by man in His stead. The work of
man is only to do his duty as a created being in a given stage of God’s work of
management. Without God’s management, that is, if the ministry of God incarnate
were to be lost, the duty of a created being would be lost. God’s work in carrying out
His ministry is to manage man, whereas man’s performance of his duty is the
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fulfillment of his own obligation to meet the demands of the Creator, and can in no
way be considered the carrying out of one’s ministry. To the inherent substance of
God—to His Spirit—the work of God is His management, but to God incarnate, who
wears the external form of a created being, His work is the carrying out of His ministry.
Whatever work He does is to carry out His ministry; all that man can do is to give his
best within the scope of God’s management and under His guidance.
Man’s performance of his duty is, in actuality, the accomplishment of all that is
inherent within man, which is to say, that which is possible for man. It is then that his
duty is fulfilled. The defects of man during his service are gradually reduced through
progressive experience and the process of his undergoing judgment; they do not
hinder or affect man’s duty. Those who cease to serve or yield and fall back for fear
that there may be drawbacks to their service are the most cowardly of all. If people
cannot express what they ought to express during service or achieve what is
inherently possible for them, and instead fool about and go through the motions, they
have lost the function that a created being should have. Such people are what are
known as “mediocrities”; they are useless refuse. How can such people properly be
called created beings? Are they not corrupt beings that shine on the outside but are
rotten within? If a man calls himself God yet is unable to express the being of divinity,
do the work of God Himself, or represent God, he is undoubtedly not God, for he has
not the substance of God, and that which God can inherently achieve does not exist
within him. If man loses what is inherently attainable by him, he can no longer be
considered man, and he is not worthy to stand as a created being or come before
God and serve Him. Moreover, he is not worthy to receive the grace of God or to be
watched over, protected, and made perfect by God. Many who have lost the trust of
God go on to lose the grace of God. Not only do they not despise their misdeeds, but
they brazenly propagate the idea that the way of God is incorrect, and the rebellious
ones even deny the existence of God. How can such people, who are possessed of
such rebelliousness, be entitled to enjoy the grace of God? Those who do not perform
their duty are very rebellious against God, and owe much to Him, yet they turn around
and lambaste that God is wrong. How could such kind of man be worthy of being
made perfect? Is this not the precursor to being eliminated and punished? People
who do not do their duty before God are already guilty of the most heinous of crimes,
for which even death is an insufficient punishment, yet they have the gall to argue
with God and match themselves against Him. What is the worth of perfecting such
people? When people fail to fulfill their duty, they should feel guilt and indebtedness;
they ought to despise their weakness and uselessness, their rebelliousness and
corruption, and moreover, ought to give their life to God. Only then are they created
beings who truly love God, and only such people are worthy of enjoying the blessings
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and promise of God, and of being made perfect by Him. And what of the majority of
you? How do you treat the God who lives among you? How have you performed your
duty before Him? Have you done all you were called upon to do, even at the expense
of your own life? What have you sacrificed? Have you not received much from Me?
Can you discern? How loyal are you to Me? How have you served Me? And what of
all that I have bestowed upon you and have done for you? Have you taken measure
of it all? Have you all judged and compared this with what little conscience you have
within you? Who could your words and actions be worthy of? Could it be that such
minuscule sacrifice of yours is worthy of all I have bestowed upon you? I have no
other choice and have been wholeheartedly devoted to you, yet you harbor wicked
intentions and are half-hearted toward Me. That is the extent of your duty, your only
function. Is this not so? Do you not know that you have utterly failed to perform the
duty of a created being? How can you be considered a created being? Is it not clear
to you what it is you are expressing and living out? You have failed to fulfill your duty,
but you seek to gain the tolerance and bountiful grace of God. Such grace has not
been prepared for ones as worthless and base as you, but for those who ask for
nothing and gladly sacrifice. People such as you, such mediocrities, are utterly
unworthy of enjoying the grace of heaven. Only hardship and interminable
punishment shall accompany your days! If you cannot be faithful to Me, your fate
shall be one of suffering. If you cannot be accountable to My words and My work,
your outcome will be one of punishment. All grace, blessings, and the wonderful life
of the kingdom shall have nothing to do with you. This is the end you deserve to meet
and a consequence of your own making! Not only do those of ignorance and
arrogance not try their best, nor perform their duty, they hold out their hands for grace,
as if what they ask for is deserved. And if they fail to gain what they ask for, they
become ever less faithful. How can such people be considered reasonable? You are
of poor caliber and devoid of reason, completely incapable of fulfilling the duty you
ought to fulfill during the work of management. Your worth has already plummeted.
Your failure to repay Me for showing you such grace is already an act of extreme
rebelliousness, sufficient to condemn you and demonstrate your cowardice,
incompetence, baseness, and unworthiness. What entitles you to keep your hands
outstretched? That you are unable to be of the slightest assistance to My work,
unable to be loyal, and unable to stand witness for Me are your misdeeds and failings,
yet you instead attack Me, tell falsehoods of Me, and complain that I am unrighteous.
Is this what constitutes your loyalty? Is this what constitutes your love? What other
work can you do beyond this? How have you contributed to all the work that has been
done? How much have you expended? I have already shown great tolerance by not
blaming you, yet still you shamelessly make excuses to Me and complain about Me
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in private. Do you have even the slightest trace of humanity? Though the duty of man
is tainted by the mind of man and his notions, you must do your duty and show your
loyalty. The impurities in the work of man are an issue of his caliber, whereas, if man
does not perform his duty, it shows his rebelliousness. There is no correlation
between the duty of man and whether he is blessed or cursed. Duty is what man
ought to fulfill; it is his heaven-sent vocation, and should not depend on recompense,
conditions, or reasons. Only then is he doing his duty. To be blessed is when
someone is made perfect and enjoys God’s blessings after experiencing judgment.
To be cursed is when someone’s disposition does not change after they have
experienced chastisement and judgment, it is when they do not experience being
made perfect but are punished. But regardless of whether they are blessed or cursed,
created beings should fulfill their duty, doing what they ought to do, and doing what
they are able to do; this is the very least that a person, a person who pursues God,
should do. You should not do your duty only to be blessed, and you should not refuse
to act for fear of being cursed. Let Me tell you this one thing: Man’s performance of
his duty is what he ought to do, and if he is incapable of performing his duty, then this
is his rebelliousness. It is through the process of doing his duty that man is gradually
changed, and it is through this process that he demonstrates his loyalty. As such, the
more you are able to do your duty, the more truth you shall receive, and the more
real your expression shall become. Those who merely go through the motions in
doing their duty and do not seek the truth shall be eliminated in the end, for such
people do not do their duty in the practice of truth, and do not practice truth in the
fulfillment of their duty. They are those who remain unchanged and will be cursed.
Not only are their expressions impure, but everything they express is wicked.
In the Age of Grace, Jesus also spoke many words and did much work. How was
He different from Isaiah? How was He different from Daniel? Was He a prophet? Why
is it said that He is Christ? What are the differences between them? They were all
men who spoke words, and their words appeared more or less the same to man.
They all spoke words and did work. The prophets of the Old Testament spoke
prophecies, and similarly, so could Jesus. Why is this so? The distinction here is
based on the nature of the work. To discern this matter, you must not consider the
nature of the flesh, nor should you consider the depth or superficiality of their words.
Always you must first consider their work and the effects their work achieves in man.
The prophecies spoken by the prophets at the time did not supply the life of man, and
the inspirations received by those such as Isaiah and Daniel were merely prophecies,
and not the way of life. If not for the direct revelation of Jehovah, none could have
done that work, which is not possible for mortals. Jesus, too, spoke many words, but
such words were the way of life from which man could find a path to practice. That is
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to say, first, He could supply the life of man, for Jesus is life; second, He could reverse
the deviations of man; third, His work could succeed that of Jehovah in order to carry
on the age; fourth, He could grasp the needs within man and understand what man
lacks; fifth, He could usher in a new age and conclude the old. That is why He is
called God and Christ; not only is He different from Isaiah but also from all other
prophets. Take Isaiah as a comparison for the work of the prophets. First, he could
not supply the life of man; second, he could not usher in a new age. He was working
under the leadership of Jehovah and not to usher in a new age. Third, the words he
spoke were beyond him. He was receiving revelations directly from the Spirit of God,
and others would not understand, even having listened to them. These few things
alone are sufficient to prove that his words were no more than prophecies, no more
than an aspect of work done in Jehovah’s stead. He could not, however, completely
represent Jehovah. He was Jehovah’s servant, an instrument in Jehovah’s work. He
was only doing work within the Age of Law and within the scope of the work of
Jehovah; he did not work beyond the Age of Law. On the contrary, the work of Jesus
differed. He surpassed the scope of Jehovah’s work; He worked as God incarnate
and underwent crucifixion in order to redeem all mankind. That is to say, He carried
out new work outside of the work done by Jehovah. This was the ushering in of a
new age. In addition, He was able to speak of that which man could not achieve. His
work was work within the management of God and involved the whole of mankind.
He did not work in just a few men, nor was His work meant to lead a limited number
of men. As for how God was incarnated as a man, how the Spirit gave revelations at
that time, and how the Spirit descended upon a man to do work—these are matters
that man cannot see or touch. It is utterly impossible for these truths to serve as proof
that He is God incarnate. As such, distinction can only be made among the words
and work of God, which are tangible to man. Only this is real. This is because matters
of the Spirit are not visible to you and are known clearly only by God Himself, and not
even God’s incarnate flesh knows all; you can only verify whether He is God from the
work He has done. From His work, it can be seen that, first, He is able to open up a
new age; second, He is able to supply the life of man and show man the way to follow.
This is sufficient to establish that He is God Himself. At the very least, the work He
does can fully represent the Spirit of God, and from such work it can be seen that the
Spirit of God is within Him. As the work done by God incarnate was mainly to usher
in a new age, lead new work, and open up a new realm, these alone are sufficient to
establish that He is God Himself. This thus differentiates Him from Isaiah, Daniel, and
the other great prophets. Isaiah, Daniel, and the others were all of a class of highly
educated and cultured men; they were extraordinary men under the leadership of
Jehovah. The flesh of God incarnate too was knowledgeable and had no lack of
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sense, but His humanity was particularly normal. He was an ordinary man, and the
naked eye could not discern any special humanity about Him or detect anything in
His humanity unlike that of others. He was not at all supernatural or unique, and He
did not possess any higher education, knowledge, or theory. The life He spoke of and
the path He led were not gained through theory, through knowledge, through life
experience, or through family upbringing. Rather, they were the direct work of the
Spirit, which is the work of the incarnate flesh. It is because man has great notions
of God, and particularly because these notions are made of too many vague and
supernatural elements that, in the eyes of man, a normal God with human weakness,
who cannot work signs and wonders, is assuredly not God. Are these not the
erroneous notions of man? If the flesh of God incarnate was not a normal man, then
how could He be said to have become flesh? To be of the flesh is to be an ordinary,
normal man; if He had been a transcendent being, then He would not have been of
the flesh. To prove that He is of the flesh, God incarnate needed to possess normal
flesh. This was simply to complete the significance of the incarnation. However, this
was not the case for the prophets and sons of man. They were gifted men used by
the Holy Spirit; in the eyes of man, their humanity was particularly great, and they
performed many acts that surpassed normal humanity. For this reason, man
regarded them as God. Now you all must understand this clearly, for it has been the
issue most easily confused by all men in ages past. Additionally, the incarnation is
the most mysterious of all things, and God incarnate is the most difficult for man to
accept. What I say is conducive to fulfilling your function and your understanding the
mystery of the incarnation. This is all related to God’s management, to the visions.
Your understanding of this will be more beneficial to gaining knowledge of the
visions, that is, God’s work of management. In this way, you will also gain much
understanding of the duty that different kinds of people ought to perform. Though
these words do not directly show you the way, they are still of great help to your entry,
for your lives at present are much lacking in visions, and this will become a significant
obstacle preventing your entry. If you have been unable to understand these issues,
then there will be no motivation driving your entry. And how can such a pursuit enable
you best to fulfill your duty?

GOD’S WORK AND MAN’S WORK
How much of man’s work is the work of the Holy Spirit and how much is man’s
experience? It may be said that people still do not understand these questions, and
the reason for that is they do not understand the principles of the Holy Spirit’s work.
When I say “man’s work,” I am, of course, referring to the work of those who have
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the Holy Spirit’s work or those who are used by the Holy Spirit. I am not referring to
work that originates from the will of man, but to the work of the apostles, workers, or
ordinary brothers and sisters that falls within the scope of the Holy Spirit’s work. Here,
“the work of man” does not refer to the work of the incarnate God, but to the scope
and principles of the work the Holy Spirit performs on people. While these principles
are the principles and scope of the work of the Holy Spirit, they are not the same as
the principles and scope of the work of God incarnate. The work of man has man’s
essence and principles, and the work of God has God’s essence and principles.
The work in the stream of the Holy Spirit, whether it is God’s own work or the work
of people being used, is the work of the Holy Spirit. The essence of God Himself is
the Spirit, which can be called the Holy Spirit or the sevenfold intensified Spirit. All in
all, They are the Spirit of God, though the Spirit of God has been called different
names in different eras. Their essence is still one. Therefore, the work of God Himself
is the work of the Holy Spirit, while the work of the incarnate God is nothing less than
the Holy Spirit at work. The work of people who are used is also the work of the Holy
Spirit. Yet the work of God is the complete expression of the Holy Spirit, which is
absolutely true, whereas the work of people being used is mixed with many human
things, and is not the direct expression of the Holy Spirit, let alone His complete
expression. The work of the Holy Spirit is varied and not limited by any conditions.
The work of the Holy Spirit varies in different people; it manifests different essences,
and it differs by era, as well as by country. Of course, although the Holy Spirit works
in many different ways and according to many principles, no matter how the work is
done or on what kind of people, its essence is always different; all the work done on
different people has its principles, and all of it can represent the essence of its
objects. This is because the work of the Holy Spirit is quite specific in scope and quite
measured. The work done in the incarnate flesh is not the same as the work
conducted on people, and the work varies, too, according to the caliber of the person
on whom it is conducted. Work done in the incarnate flesh is not done on people, and
it is not the same work as that done on people. In brief, no matter how it is done, the
work performed on different objects is never the same, and the principles by which
He works differ in accordance with the states and natures of the different people on
whom He works. The Holy Spirit works on different people based on their inherent
essence and does not make demands on them that exceed that essence, nor does
He do work on them that exceeds their inherent caliber. So, the work of the Holy
Spirit on man allows people to see the essence of that work’s object. The inherent
essence of man does not change; his inherent caliber is limited. The Holy Spirit uses
people or works on them in accordance with the limitations of their caliber, that they
may benefit from it. When the Holy Spirit works on people being used, those people’s
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talents and inherent caliber are unleashed, not withheld. Their inherent caliber is
exerted in service of the work. It may be said that He uses the parts of men that can
be used in His work, in order to achieve results in that work. By contrast, work done
in the incarnate flesh expresses the work of the Spirit directly and is unadulterated
by the human mind and thoughts; neither man’s gifts, nor man’s experience, nor
man’s innate condition can reach it. All the myriad work of the Holy Spirit is meant
to benefit and edify man. However, some people can be perfected while others do
not possess the conditions for perfection, which means they cannot be perfected
and can hardly be saved, and though they may have had the work of the Holy Spirit,
they are ultimately eliminated. This is to say that though the work of the Holy Spirit
is to edify people, one cannot say that all those who have had the Holy Spirit’s work
will be perfected completely, because the path many people follow in their pursuit
is not the path to being perfected. They have only the unilateral work of the Holy
Spirit, not subjective human cooperation nor correct human pursuit. Thus, the work
of the Holy Spirit on these people comes to serve those who are being perfected.
The work of the Holy Spirit cannot be seen directly by people, nor can it be touched
directly by people themselves. It can only be expressed by those with the gift of
work, which means that the work of the Holy Spirit is provided to followers through
the expressions people make.
The work of the Holy Spirit is accomplished and completed through many types of
people and many different conditions. Although the work of God incarnate can
represent the work of an entire era, and can represent people’s entry in an entire era,
work on the details of people’s entry still needs to be done by men who are used by
the Holy Spirit, not by God incarnate. So, God’s work, or God’s own ministry, is the
work of God’s incarnate flesh, which man cannot do in His stead. The work of the
Holy Spirit is completed through many different types of people; no single person can
achieve it entirely, and no single person can express it completely. Those who lead
the churches also cannot represent the work of the Holy Spirit completely; they can
only do some leading work. The work of the Holy Spirit can thus be divided into three
parts: God’s own work, the work of people who are used, and the work on all those
in the stream of the Holy Spirit. God’s own work is to lead the entire era; the work of
those who are used is, by being sent or receiving commissions after God has done
His own work, to lead all God’s followers, and these are the ones who cooperate with
God’s work; the work done by the Holy Spirit on those in the stream is to maintain all
His own work, that is, to maintain His entire management and His testimony, while at
once perfecting those who can be perfected. Together, these three parts are the
complete work of the Holy Spirit, but without the work of God Himself, the
management work would stagnate in its entirety. The work of God Himself involves
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the work of all of mankind, and it also represents the work of the entire era, which
means that God’s own work represents every dynamic and trend of the work of the
Holy Spirit, whereas the work of the apostles comes after God’s own work and follows
from it, and it does not lead the era, nor does it represent trends of the Holy Spirit’s
work in a whole era. They only do the work man ought to do, which has nothing at all
to do with the management work. The work God does Himself is a project within the
management work. Man’s work is only the duty that people who are used fulfill, and
it is unrelated to the management work. Despite the fact that they are both the work
of the Holy Spirit, due to differences in identities and representations of the work,
there are clear and essential differences between God’s own work and the work of
man. Moreover, the extent of the work done by the Holy Spirit varies on objects with
different identities. These are the principles and scope of the work of the Holy Spirit.
The work of man signifies his experience and his humanity. What man provides
and the work he does represent him. Man’s insight, man’s reasoning, man’s logic,
and his rich imagination are all included in his work. Man’s experience is particularly
able to signify his work, and a person’s experiences become the components of his
work. Man’s work can express his experience. When some people experience
negatively, most of the language of their fellowship will consist of negative elements.
If their experience for a period of time is positive and they are especially possessed
of a path in the positive aspect, their fellowship is very encouraging, and people can
obtain positive provisions from them. If a worker becomes negative for a period of
time, his fellowship will always carry negative elements. This kind of fellowship is
depressing, and others will unconsciously become depressed after his fellowship.
The state of followers changes depending on that of the leader. Whatever a worker
is like inside, that is what he expresses, and the work of the Holy Spirit often changes
with man’s state. He works according to people’s experience and does not force
them, but makes demands of people according to the normal course of their
experience. This is to say that man’s fellowship differs from the word of God. What
people fellowship conveys their individual insights and experience, expressing their
insights and experience on the basis of God’s work. Their responsibility is to find out,
after God works or speaks, what of it they ought to practice or enter into, and then to
deliver it to followers. Therefore, man’s work represents his entry and practice. Of
course, such work is mixed with human lessons and experience or some human
thoughts. However the Holy Spirit works, whether on man or in God incarnate, the
workers always express what they are. Though it is the Holy Spirit who works, the
work is founded on what man inherently is, because the Holy Spirit does not work
without foundation. In other words, the work does not come from nothing, but is
always done in accord with actual circumstances and real conditions. Only in this
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way can man’s disposition be transformed and his old notions and old thoughts be
changed. What man expresses is what he sees, experiences, and can imagine, and
it is attainable by man’s thinking, even if it is doctrine or notions. Man’s work cannot
exceed the scope of man’s experience, nor what man sees, nor what man can
imagine or conceive, regardless of the size of that work. All God expresses is what
He Himself is, and this is unattainable by man—that is, beyond the reach of man’s
thinking. He expresses His work of leading all mankind, and this is unrelated to the
details of human experience, but is concerned instead with His own management.
What man expresses is his experience, while what God expresses is His being, which
is His inherent disposition, beyond the reach of man. Man’s experience is his insight
and knowledge acquired on the basis of God’s expression of His being. Such insight
and knowledge are called man’s being, and the basis of their expression is man’s
inherent disposition and caliber—this is why they are also called man’s being. Man
is able to fellowship what he experiences and sees. No one can fellowship that which
they have not experienced, have not seen, or their thinking cannot reach, those being
things they do not have inside of them. If what man expresses is not from his
experience, it is then his imagination or doctrine. Simply put, there is no reality in his
words. Were you never to come into contact with the things of society, you would not
be able to fellowship clearly the complex relationships of society. If you had no family,
were others to talk about family issues, you would not understand most of what they
said. So, what man fellowships and the work he does represent his inner being. If
someone fellowshiped his understanding of chastisement and judgment, but you had
no experience of it, you would dare not deny his knowledge, much less dare to be
one hundred percent confident in it. This is because their fellowship is something that
you have never experienced, something you have never known, and your mind
cannot imagine it. From their knowledge, all you can take is a path to undergo
chastisement and judgment in the future. But this path can only be one of doctrinal
knowledge; it cannot take the place of your own understanding, much less your
experience. Perhaps you think what they say is quite correct, but in your own
experience, you find it impracticable in many ways. Perhaps you feel some of what
you hear is completely impracticable; you harbor notions about it at the time, and
although you accept it, you only do so reluctantly. But in your own experience, the
knowledge from which you derived notions becomes your way of practice, and the
more you practice, the more you understand the true value and meaning of the words
you heard. After having had your own experience, you can then talk about the
knowledge you should have of what you experienced. In addition, you can also
distinguish between those whose knowledge is real and practical and those whose
knowledge is based on doctrine and worthless. So, whether the knowledge you
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profess accords with the truth largely depends on whether you have practical
experience of it. Where there is truth in your experience, your knowledge will be
practical and valuable. Through your experience, you can also gain discernment and
insight, deepen your knowledge, and increase your wisdom and common sense
about how you should conduct yourself. The knowledge expressed by people who
do not possess the truth is doctrine, no matter how lofty it may be. This type of person
may well be very intelligent when it comes to matters of the flesh but cannot make
distinctions when it comes to spiritual matters. This is because such people have no
experience at all of spiritual affairs. These are people who are not enlightened in
spiritual affairs and do not understand spiritual matters. Whatever sort of knowledge
you express, as long as it is your being, then it is your personal experience, your real
knowledge. What people who speak only of doctrine—those being people who
possess neither the truth nor reality—discuss can also be called their being, because
they have arrived at their doctrine only through deep contemplation and it is the result
of their deep rumination. Yet it is only doctrine, nothing more than imagination! The
experiences of all types of people represent the things within them. Anyone without
any spiritual experience cannot speak of knowledge of the truth, nor of correct
knowledge about various spiritual things. What man expresses is what he is inside—
this is certain. If one wishes to have knowledge of spiritual things and knowledge of
the truth, one must have real experience. If you cannot speak clearly about common
sense in human life, how much less will you be able to talk about spiritual things?
Those who can lead churches, supply people with life, and be apostles to the people
must have actual experience; they must have a correct understanding of spiritual
things and a correct appreciation and experience of the truth. Only such people are
qualified to be workers or apostles who lead the churches. Otherwise, they can only
follow as the least and cannot lead, much less be apostles who are able to supply
people with life. This is because the function of apostles is not to rush about or to
fight; it is to do the work of ministering life and leading others in transforming their
dispositions. Those who perform this function are commissioned to shoulder a heavy
responsibility, one that not just anyone can shoulder. This kind of work can only be
undertaken by those with life being, that is, those who have experience of the truth.
It cannot be undertaken by merely anyone who can renounce, who can rush about,
or who is willing to expend themselves; people who have no experience of the truth,
who have not been pruned or judged, are unable to do this type of work. People with
no experience, who are people without reality, are unable to see reality clearly
because they themselves are without this kind of being. So, this type of person is not
only unable to do leadership work, but, if they remain without the truth for a long
while, they will become an object of elimination. The insight you express can stand
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as proof of the hardships you have experienced in life, the things for which you are
chastised, and the issues for which you have been judged. This is also true of trials:
Where one is refined, where one is weak—these are the areas in which one has
experience, in which one has a path. For example, if someone suffers frustrations in
marriage, they will often fellowship, “Thank God, praise God, I must satisfy God’s
heart’s desire and offer up my entire life, and I must place my marriage entirely in
God’s hands. I am willing to pledge my whole life to God.” All the things within man
can demonstrate what he is through fellowship. The pace of a person’s speech,
whether they speak loudly or quietly—such matters are not matters of experience
and cannot represent what they have and are. These things can only tell whether a
person’s character is good or bad, or whether their nature is good or bad, but they
cannot be equated with whether someone has experience. The ability to express
oneself when speaking, or the skill or speed of speech, is just a matter of practice
and cannot replace one’s experience. When you talk about your individual
experiences, you fellowship that which you find important and all the things within
you. My speech represents My being, but what I say is beyond the reach of man.
What I say is not that which man experiences, and it is not something that man can
see; it is also not something that man can touch, but is what I am. Some people
acknowledge only that what I fellowship is what I have experienced, but they do not
recognize that it is the direct expression of the Spirit. Of course, what I say is what I
have experienced. It is I who have done the management work for six thousand
years. I have experienced everything from the beginning of the creation of mankind
until now; how would I be unable to discuss that? When it comes to man’s nature, I
have seen clearly; I observed it long ago. How would I be unable to talk clearly about
it? Since I have seen the substance of man clearly, I am qualified to chastise man
and judge him, because all of man came from Me but has been corrupted by Satan.
Of course, I am also qualified to assess the work I have done. Although this work is
not done by My flesh, it is the direct expression of the Spirit, and this is what I have
and what I am. Therefore, I am qualified to express it and to do the work I ought to
do. What people say is what they have experienced. It is what they have seen, what
their minds can reach, and what their senses can detect. That is what they can
fellowship. The words spoken by God’s incarnate flesh are the direct expression of
the Spirit and they express the work that has been done by the Spirit, which the flesh
has not experienced or seen, yet He still expresses His being, for the essence of the
flesh is the Spirit, and He expresses the work of the Spirit. It is work already done by
the Spirit, though it is beyond the reach of the flesh. After incarnation, through the
expression of the flesh, He enables people to know God’s being and allows people
to see God’s disposition and the work that He has done. The work of man gives
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people greater clarity about what they should enter into and what they should
understand; it involves leading people toward understanding and experiencing the
truth. Man’s work is to sustain people; God’s work is to open up new paths and new
eras for mankind, and to reveal to people that which is not known by mortals, enabling
them to know His disposition. God’s work is to lead all of mankind.
All the work of the Holy Spirit is performed to benefit people. It is all about edifying
people; there is no work that does not benefit people. No matter whether the truth is
deep or shallow, and no matter the caliber of those who accept the truth, whatever
the Holy Spirit does, it benefits people. But the work of the Holy Spirit cannot be done
directly; it must be expressed through the people who cooperate with Him. Only thus
can the results of the work of the Holy Spirit be obtained. Of course, when the Holy
Spirit works directly, it is not adulterated at all; but when the Holy Spirit works through
man, it becomes very tainted and is not the original work of the Holy Spirit. This being
so, the truth changes to differing degrees. Followers do not receive the original
intention of the Holy Spirit but a combination of the work of the Holy Spirit and the
experience and knowledge of man. The part of what followers receive that is the
work of the Holy Spirit is correct, whereas the experience and the knowledge of
man they receive vary because the workers are different. Workers with the
enlightenment and guidance of the Holy Spirit will go on to have experiences based
on this enlightenment and guidance. Within these experiences are combined man’s
mind and experience, as well as the being of humanity, and afterward, they gain the
knowledge or insight they should have. This is man’s way of practice after
experiencing the truth. This way of practice is not always the same, because people
experience differently and the things people experience are different. In this way, the
same enlightenment of the Holy Spirit results in different knowledge and practice,
because those who receive the enlightenment are different. Some people make
minor mistakes during practice while some make major mistakes, and some make
nothing but mistakes. This is because people differ in their ability to understand
and also because their inherent calibers differ. Some people have one sort of
understanding after hearing a message, and some people have another after hearing
a truth. Some people deviate slightly, while some do not understand the real meaning
of the truth at all. Therefore, one’s understanding dictates how one will lead others;
this is exactly true, because one’s work is simply an expression of one’s being.
People led by those who have a correct understanding of the truth will also have a
correct understanding of the truth. Even if there are people with errors in their
understanding, there are very few of them, and not everyone will have errors. If one
has errors in his understanding of the truth, those who follow him will undoubtedly
also be erroneous, and these people will be erroneous in every sense of the word.
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The degree to which followers understand the truth largely depends on the workers.
Of course, the truth from God is correct and without error, and it is absolutely certain.
The workers, however, are not completely correct and cannot be said to be completely
reliable. If workers have a very practical way to put the truth into practice, then followers
will also have a way to practice. If workers do not have a way to practice the truth but
have only doctrine, then followers will have no reality. The caliber and nature of
followers are determined by birth and are not associated with workers, but the extent
to which followers understand the truth and know God depends on the workers (this is
only so for some people). Whatever a worker is like, so will the followers he leads be.
What a worker expresses is his own being, without reservation. The demands he
makes of those who follow him are what he himself is willing or able to achieve. Most
workers use what they do themselves as a basis to make demands of their followers,
despite there being much their followers cannot achieve at all—and that which one
cannot achieve becomes an obstacle to one’s entry.
There is far less deviation in the work of those who have undergone pruning, being
dealt with, judgment and chastisement, and the expression of their work is much
more accurate. Those who rely on their naturalness to work make quite major
mistakes. The work of unperfected people expresses too much of their own
naturalness, which poses a major obstacle to the work of the Holy Spirit. However
good a person’s caliber, they must also undergo pruning, being dealt with, and
judgment before they can do the work of God’s commission. If they have not
undergone such judgment, their work, no matter how well done, cannot accord with
the principles of the truth and is always a product of their own naturalness and human
goodness. The work of those who have undergone pruning, being dealt with, and
judgment is much more accurate than the work of those who have not been pruned,
dealt with, and judged. Those who have not undergone judgment express nothing
but human flesh and thoughts, mingled with much human intelligence and innate
talent. This is not man’s accurate expression of God’s work. Those who follow such
people are brought before them by their innate caliber. Because they express too
much of the insight and experience of man, which are almost disconnected from
God’s original intention and deviate too far from it, the work of this type of person
cannot bring people before God, but brings them rather before man. So, those who
have not undergone judgment and chastisement are unqualified to carry out the work
of God’s commission. The work of a qualified worker can bring people to the right
way and grant them greater entry into the truth. His work can bring people before
God. In addition, the work he does can vary from individual to individual and is not
bound by rules, allowing people liberation and freedom, and the capacity gradually
to grow in life and to have a more profound entry into the truth. The work of an
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unqualified worker falls far short. His work is foolish. He can only bring people into
rules, and what he demands of people does not vary from individual to individual; he
does not work according to people’s actual needs. In this type of work, there are too
many rules and too many doctrines, and it cannot bring people into reality, nor into
normal practice of growth in life. It can only enable people to adhere to a few
worthless rules. Such guidance can only lead people astray. He leads you to
become like him; he can bring you into what he has and is. For followers to discern
whether leaders are qualified, the key is to look at the path on which they lead and
the results of their work, and to see whether followers receive principles in
accordance with the truth, and whether they receive ways of practice suitable for
their transformation. You should distinguish between the different work of different
types of people; you should not be a foolish follower. This bears on the matter of
people’s entry. If you are unable to distinguish which person’s leadership has a path
and which does not, you will easily be deceived. All of this has a direct bearing on
your own life. There is too much naturalness in the work of unperfected people; it is
mixed with too much of human will. Their being is naturalness—what they are born
with. It is not life after having been dealt with or reality after having been transformed.
How can such a person support those who are pursuing life? The life that man has
originally is his innate intelligence or talent. This kind of intelligence or talent is quite
far from God’s exact demands for man. If a man has not been perfected and his
corrupt disposition has not been pruned and dealt with, there will be a wide gap
between what he expresses and the truth; what he expresses will be mixed with
vague things, such as his imagination and one-sided experience. Moreover,
regardless of how he works, people feel there is no overall goal and no truth
suitable for the entry of all people. Most of what is demanded of people is beyond
their ability, as if they were ducks being made to sit on perches. This is the work of
human will. Man’s corrupt disposition, his thoughts, and his notions pervade all parts
of his body. Man is not born with the instinct to practice the truth, nor does he have
the instinct to understand the truth directly. Add to that man’s corrupt disposition —
when this kind of natural person works, does it not cause interruptions? But a man
who has been perfected has experience of the truth that people should understand,
and knowledge of their corrupt dispositions, so that the vague and unreal things in
his work gradually diminish, the human adulterations become fewer, and his work
and service come ever closer to the standards required by God. Thus, his work has
entered the reality of the truth and it has also become realistic. The thoughts in
man’s mind in particular block the work of the Holy Spirit. Man has a rich
imagination and reasonable logic, and he has had long experience handling affairs.
If these aspects of man do not undergo pruning and correction, they are all
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obstacles to work. Therefore, man’s work cannot achieve the greatest degree of
accuracy, especially the work of unperfected people.
The work of man stays within a range and is limited. One person can only do work
of a certain phase and cannot do the work of the entire era—otherwise, he would
lead people into the midst of rules. The work of man can only apply to a particular
time or phase. This is because man’s experience has its scope. One cannot compare
the work of man with the work of God. Man’s ways of practice and his knowledge of
the truth are all applicable to a particular scope. You cannot say that the path man
treads is completely the will of the Holy Spirit, because man can only be enlightened
by the Holy Spirit, and cannot be completely filled with the Holy Spirit. The things
man can experience are all within the scope of normal humanity and cannot exceed
the range of thoughts in the normal human mind. All those who can live out the reality
of the truth experience within this range. When they experience the truth, it is always
an experience of normal human life enlightened by the Holy Spirit; it is not a way of
experiencing that deviates from normal human life. They experience the truth
enlightened by the Holy Spirit on the foundation of living their human lives. Moreover,
this truth varies from person to person, and its depth is related to the state of the
person. One can only say that the path they walk is the normal human life of someone
pursuing the truth, and it may be called the path walked by a normal person
enlightened by the Holy Spirit. One cannot say that the path they walk is the path the
Holy Spirit takes. In normal human experience, because people who pursue are not
the same, the work of the Holy Spirit is also not the same. In addition, because the
environments people experience and the ranges of their experience are not the
same, and because of the admixture of their mind and thoughts, their experience is
mixed to different degrees. Each person understands a truth according to their
different, individual conditions. Their understanding of the real meaning of the truth
is not complete and is only one or several aspects of it. The scope of the truth man
experiences differs from person to person in line with each person’s conditions. In
this way, the knowledge of the same truth, as expressed by different people, is not
the same. This is to say, man’s experience always has limitations and cannot
completely represent the will of the Holy Spirit, nor can the work of man be perceived
as the work of God, even if what is expressed by man corresponds very closely to
God’s will, and even if the experience of man is very close to the perfecting work that
the Holy Spirit performs. Man can only be God’s servant, doing the work that God
entrusts to him. Man can only express knowledge enlightened by the Holy Spirit and
truths obtained from his personal experiences. Man is unqualified and does not meet
the conditions to be the outlet of the Holy Spirit. He is not entitled to say that his work
is the work of God. Man has man’s working principles, and all men have different
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experiences and possess varying conditions. Man’s work includes all his experiences
under the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. These experiences can only represent
man’s being and do not represent the being of God or the will of the Holy Spirit.
Therefore, the path man walks cannot be said to be the path walked by the Holy
Spirit, because the work of man cannot represent the work of God, and man’s work
and man’s experience are not the complete will of the Holy Spirit. Man’s work is
susceptible to falling into rules, and the method of his work is easily confined to a
limited scope, and is unable to lead people to a free way. Most followers live within a
limited scope, and their way of experiencing is also limited in its scope. Man’s
experience is always limited; the method of his work is also limited to a few types and
cannot be compared with the work of the Holy Spirit or the work of God Himself. This
is because man’s experience, in the end, is limited. However God does His work, it
is unbound by rules; however it is done, it is not limited to a single method. There are
no rules whatsoever to God’s work—all His work is released and free. No matter how
much time man spends following Him, he cannot distill any laws that govern God’s
ways of working. Although His work is principled, it is always done in new ways and
always has new developments, and it is beyond man’s reach. In a single period, God
may have several different types of work and different ways of leading people, making
it so people always have new entries and changes. You cannot discern the laws of
His work because He is always working in new ways, and only thus do followers of
God not become bound by rules. The work of God Himself always avoids people’s
notions and counters them. Only those who follow and pursue Him with a true heart
can have their dispositions transformed and be able to live freely, not subjected to
any rules or restrained by any religious notions. The work of man makes demands of
people based on his own experience and what he himself can achieve. The standard
of these requirements is limited within a certain scope, and the methods of practice
are also very limited. Followers thus unconsciously live within this limited scope; as
time passes, these things become rules and rituals. If the work of one period is led
by someone who has not undergone God’s personal perfecting and not received
judgment, his followers will all become religionists and experts in resisting God.
Therefore, if someone is a qualified leader, that person must have undergone
judgment and accepted being perfected. Those who have not undergone judgment,
even though they may have the work of the Holy Spirit, express only vague and
unreal things. With time, they will lead people into vague and supernatural rules. The
work that God performs does not accord with the flesh of man. It does not accord
with man’s thoughts, but counters man’s notions; it is not tainted with vague religious
colorings. The results of God’s work cannot be achieved by someone who has not
been perfected by Him; they are beyond the reach of man’s thinking.
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Work in the mind of man is too easy for man to achieve. Pastors and leaders in
the religious world, for example, rely on their gifts and positions to do their work.
People who follow them for a long time will be infected by their gifts and influenced
by some of their being. They focus on people’s gifts, abilities and knowledge, and
they pay attention to supernatural things and many profound, unrealistic doctrines (of
course, these profound doctrines are unattainable). They do not focus on changes in
people’s dispositions, but rather on training people to preach and work, improving
people’s knowledge and their abundant religious doctrines. They do not focus on how
much people’s disposition is changed nor on how much people understand of the
truth. They do not concern themselves with people’s essence, and much less do they
try to know people’s normal and abnormal states. They do not counter people’s
notions, nor do they reveal their notions, much less do they prune people for their
deficiencies or corruptions. Most who follow them serve with their gifts, and all they
release is religious notions and theological theories, which are out of touch with reality
and completely unable to confer life onto people. In fact, the essence of their work is
nurturing talent, nurturing a person with nothing into a talented seminary graduate
who later goes on to work and lead. Can you discern any laws in God’s six thousand
years of work? There are many rules and restrictions in the work that man does, and
the human brain is too dogmatic. What man expresses, therefore, is knowledge and
realizations that are within the scope of his experience. Man is unable to express
anything apart from this. Man’s experiences or knowledge do not arise from his innate
gifts or his instinct; they arise because of God’s guidance and direct shepherding.
Man has only the faculty to accept this shepherding and no faculty that can express
directly what divinity is. Man is unable to be the source; he can only be a vessel that
accepts water from the source. This is the human instinct, the faculty that one should
have as a human being. If a person loses the faculty that accepts God’s word and
loses the human instinct, that person also loses what is most precious, and loses the
duty of created man. If a person has no knowledge or experience of God’s word or
His work, that person loses his duty, the duty he should perform as a created being,
and loses the dignity of a created being. It is God’s instinct to express what divinity
is, whether it is expressed in the flesh or directly by the Spirit; this is God’s ministry.
Man expresses his own experiences or knowledge (that is, expresses what he is)
during God’s work or afterward; this is man’s instinct and man’s duty, and it is what
man should achieve. Although man’s expression falls far short of what God
expresses, and although man’s expression is bound by many rules, man must fulfill
the duty he should fulfill and do what he must do. Man should do everything humanly
possible to fulfill his duty, and he should not have even the slightest reservation.
After working for years, man will summarize the experience of his many years of
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work, as well as the wisdom and rules he has accumulated. One who has worked for
a long time knows how to sense the movement of the work of the Holy Spirit; he
knows when the Holy Spirit is working and when He is not; he knows how to
fellowship while carrying a burden; and he is aware of the normal state of the Holy
Spirit’s work and the normal state of people’s growth in life. Such is a person who
has worked for years and knows the work of the Holy Spirit. Those who have worked
for a long time speak assuredly and unhurriedly; even when they have nothing to say,
they are composed. Inside, they can continue praying to seek the work of the Holy
Spirit. They are experienced in working. A person who has worked for a long time,
who has much experience and has learned many lessons, has much inside that
obstructs the work of the Holy Spirit; this is a defect of his long-term work. A person
who has just started working is unadulterated by human lessons or experience and
is particularly at a loss about how the Holy Spirit works. However, during the course
of work, he gradually learns to sense how the Holy Spirit works and becomes aware
of what to do in order to obtain the Holy Spirit’s work, what to do in order to strike
exactly at others’ vulnerabilities, and other such common knowledge that those who
work should possess. Over time, he comes to know such wisdom and common
knowledge of working like the back of his hand, and seems to use it easily when
working. However, when the Holy Spirit changes the way He works, he still adheres
to his old knowledge of work and old rules of work and knows very little about the
new dynamics of the work. Years of work and of being full of the presence and
guidance of the Holy Spirit give him ever more lessons on work and ever more
experience. Such things fill him with a self-confidence that is not pride. In other words,
he is quite pleased with his own work and content with the common knowledge he
has obtained about the work of the Holy Spirit. In particular, having obtained or
realized those things that others have not gives him even more confidence in himself;
it seems that the work of the Holy Spirit within him can never be extinguished, while
others do not qualify for this special treatment. Only people of his kind, who have
worked for years and whose use is of considerable value, are qualified to enjoy it.
These things become a great hindrance to his accepting the new work of the Holy
Spirit. Even if he can accept the new work, he cannot do so overnight. He is sure to
go through several twists and turns before accepting it. This situation can only be
reversed gradually, after his old notions are dealt with and his old disposition is
judged. Without going through these steps, he does not let go and easily accept new
teachings and work that are not in harmony with his old notions. This is the most
difficult thing to deal with in man, and it is not easy to change. If, as a worker, he is
able at once to achieve an understanding of the Holy Spirit’s work and to summarize
its dynamics, and if he is able not to be restricted by his experiences of work and to
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accept new work in light of old work, then he is a wise man and a qualified worker.
People are often like this: They work for several years without being able to
summarize their experience of work, or, after summarizing their experience and
wisdom concerning work, they are hindered from accepting the new work and cannot
properly understand or correctly treat the old and new work. People really are difficult
to handle! Most of you are like this. Those who have experienced years of the Holy
Spirit’s work find it hard to accept the new work, and they are always full of notions
that they cannot set aside, while a man who has just started working lacks common
knowledge about work and does not even know how to handle some of the simplest
matters. You people are really difficult! Those with some seniority are so proud and
conceited that they have forgotten where they came from. They always look down on
younger people, yet they are unable to accept the new work and to let go of the
notions they have collected and kept over the years. Although those young, ignorant
people are able to accept a little of the Holy Spirit’s new work and are quite
enthusiastic, they always become muddled and do not know what to do when
problems arise. They are enthusiastic but ignorant. They have only a little knowledge
of the Holy Spirit’s work and are unable to use it in their lives; it is just entirely useless
doctrine. There are too many people like you; how many are fit for use? How many
are there who can obey the enlightenment and illumination of the Holy Spirit and
manage to accord with God’s will? It seems those of you who have been followers
until now have been very obedient, but, in fact, you have not given up your notions,
you are still seeking in the Bible, believing in vagueness, or wandering in notions.
There is no one who investigates today’s actual work carefully or goes deeply into it.
You are accepting today’s way with your old notions. What can you gain with such a
belief? It could be said that in you are hidden many notions that have not been
revealed, and that you are simply making a supreme effort to hide them, without
revealing them easily. You do not accept the new work sincerely, and you do not plan
to give up your old notions; you have too many philosophies for living, and they are
too substantial. You do not give up your old notions and you deal with the new work
reluctantly. Your hearts are too sinister, and you simply do not take the steps of the
new work to heart. Can such wastrels as you do the work of spreading the gospel?
Are you able to undertake the work of spreading it to the entire universe? These
practices of yours are stopping you from transforming your disposition and knowing
God. If you continue thus, you are bound to be eliminated.
You must know how to differentiate God’s work from the work of man. What can
you see in the work of man? There are many elements of man’s experience in his
work; what man expresses is what he is. God’s own work also expresses what He is,
but His being is different from man’s. Man’s being represents man’s experience and
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life (what man experiences or encounters in his life, or the philosophies for living he
has), and people living in different environments express different beings. Whether
you have experiences of society and how you actually live in your family and
experience within it can be seen in what you express, whereas you cannot see in the
work of God incarnate whether He has social experiences. He is well aware of the
substance of man and can reveal all kinds of practices pertaining to all kinds of
people. He is even better at revealing the corrupt dispositions and the rebellious
behavior of humans. He does not live among worldly people, but He is aware of the
nature of mortals and all the corruptions of worldly people. This is His being. Though
He does not deal with the world, He knows the rules of dealing with the world,
because He understands human nature fully. He knows about the Spirit’s work that
man’s eyes cannot see and man’s ears cannot hear, both of today and of the past.
This includes wisdom that is not a philosophy for living and wonders that are hard for
people to fathom. This is His being, open to people and also hidden from people.
What He expresses is not the being of an extraordinary person, but the inherent
attributes and being of the Spirit. He does not travel the world but knows everything
of it. He contacts the “anthropoids” who have no knowledge or insight, but He
expresses words that are higher than knowledge and above great men. He lives
within a group of obtuse and numb people who are without humanity and who do not
understand the conventions and life of humanity, but He can ask mankind to live out
normal humanity, at the same time revealing the base and low humanity of mankind.
All this is His being, higher than the being of any flesh-and-blood person. For Him, it
is unnecessary to experience a complicated, cumbersome, and sordid social life to
do the work He needs to do and reveal the substance of corrupt mankind thoroughly.
A sordid social life does not edify His flesh. His work and words only reveal man’s
disobedience and do not provide man with experience and lessons for dealing with
the world. He does not need to investigate society or man’s family when He supplies
man with life. Exposing and judging man is not an expression of the experiences of
His flesh; it is His revelation of man’s unrighteousness after having known man’s
disobedience for a long time and abhorring mankind’s corruption. The work He does
is all meant to reveal His disposition to man and to express His being. Only He can
do this work; it is not something a flesh-and-blood person could achieve. From His
work, man cannot tell what kind of person He is. Man is also unable to classify Him
as a created person on the basis of His work. His being also makes Him
unclassifiable as a created person. Man can only consider Him a non-human, but
does not know in which category to put Him, so man is forced to list Him in the
category of God. It is not unreasonable for man to do so, for God has done much
work among people that man is unable to do.
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The work God does is not representative of the experience of His flesh; the work
man does is representative of his experience. Everyone talks about their personal
experience. God can express the truth directly, while man can only express the
experience that corresponds to his having experienced the truth. God’s work has no
rules and is not subject to time or geographical constraints. He can express what He
is at anytime, anywhere. He works as He pleases. Man’s work has conditions and
context; without them, he would be unable to work and unable to express his
knowledge of God or his experience of the truth. To tell whether something is God’s
own work or man’s work, you must simply compare the differences between the two.
If there is no work done by God Himself and there is only the work of man, you will
simply know that man’s teachings are high, beyond the capacity of anyone else; their
tones of speaking, their principles in handling things, and their experienced and
steady manner in working are beyond the reach of others. You all admire these
people of good caliber and lofty knowledge, but you cannot see from God’s work and
words how high His humanity is. Instead, He is ordinary, and, when working, He is
normal and real yet also immeasurable by mortals, which therefore makes people
feel a kind of reverence for Him. Perhaps a person’s experience in his work is
particularly advanced, or his imagination and reasoning are particularly advanced,
and his humanity is particularly good; such attributes can only gain people’s
admiration, but not arouse their awe and fear. People all admire those who can work
well, who have particularly deep experience, and who can practice the truth, but such
people can never elicit awe, only admiration and envy. But people who have
experienced God’s work do not admire God; instead, they feel His work is beyond
human reach and is unfathomable to man, that it is fresh and wonderful. When people
experience God’s work, their first knowledge of Him is that He is unfathomable, wise,
and wonderful, and they unconsciously revere Him and feel the mystery of the work
He does, which is beyond the ken of man’s mind. People want only to be able to meet
His requirements, to satisfy His desires; they do not wish to exceed Him, because
the work He does goes beyond man’s thinking and imagination and could not be
done by man in His stead. Even man himself does not know his own inadequacies,
yet God has forged a new path and has come to bring man into a newer and more
beautiful world, and so mankind has made new progress and has had a new start.
What people feel for God is not admiration, or rather, is not only admiration. Their
deepest experience is awe and love; their feeling is that God is indeed wonderful. He
does work that man is unable to do and says things that man is unable to say. People
who have experienced God’s work always have an indescribable feeling. People of
deep enough experience can understand the love of God; they can feel His
loveliness, that His work is so wise, so wonderful, and thereby is infinite power
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generated among them. It is not fear or occasional love and respect, but a deep
sense of God’s compassion for man and tolerance of him. However, people who have
experienced His chastisement and judgment sense His majesty and that He tolerates
no offense. Even people who have experienced much of His work are unable to
fathom Him; all who truly revere Him know that His work is not in line with people’s
notions but always goes against their notions. He does not need people to admire
him wholly or present the appearance of submission to Him; rather, they should
achieve true reverence and true submission. In so much of His work, anyone with
true experience feels reverence for Him, which is higher than admiration. People
have seen His disposition due to His work of chastisement and judgment, and they
therefore revere Him in their hearts. God is meant to be revered and obeyed, because
His being and His disposition are not the same as those of a created being and are
above those of a created being. God is self-existent and everlasting, He is a noncreated being, and only God is worthy of reverence and obedience; man is not
qualified for this. So, all who have experienced His work and truly known Him feel
reverence toward Him. However, those who do not let go of their notions about Him—
those who simply do not regard Him as God—have no reverence toward Him, and
though they follow Him, they are not conquered; they are disobedient people by
nature. What He means to achieve by working thus is for all created beings to have
hearts of reverence for the Creator, worship Him, and submit to His dominion
unconditionally. This is the final result that all His work is meant to achieve. If people
who have experienced such work do not revere God, even slightly, and if their past
disobedience does not change at all, then they are sure to be eliminated. If a person’s
attitude toward God is only to admire Him or to show Him respect from a distance,
and not to love Him in the slightest, then this is the result at which a person without
a heart of love for God has arrived, and that person lacks the conditions to be
perfected. If so much work is unable to obtain a person’s true love, then that person
has not gained God and does not genuinely pursue the truth. A person who does not
love God does not love the truth and thus cannot gain God, much less receive God’s
approval. Such people, however they experience the work of the Holy Spirit, and
however they experience judgment, are unable to revere God. These are people
whose nature is unchangeable and who have extremely wicked dispositions. All who
do not revere God are to be eliminated, to be objects of punishment, and to be
punished just like those who do evil, to suffer even more than those who have done
unrighteous things.
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GOD IS THE LORD OF ALL CREATION
One stage of the work of the two previous ages was carried out in Israel, and one
was carried out in Judea. Generally speaking, neither stage of this work left Israel,
and each was performed upon the first chosen people. As a result, the Israelites
believe that Jehovah God is only the God of the Israelites. Because Jesus worked in
Judea, where He carried out the work of the crucifixion, the Jews view Him as the
Redeemer of the Jewish people. They think that He is solely the King of the Jews,
not of any other people; that He is not the Lord who redeems the English, nor the
Lord who redeems the Americans, but the Lord who redeems the Israelites; and that
it was the Jews whom He redeemed in Israel. In actuality, God is the Master of all
things. He is the God of all creation. He is not only the God of the Israelites, nor of
the Jews; He is the God of all creation. The previous two stages of His work took
place in Israel, which has created certain notions in people. They believe that
Jehovah did His work in Israel, that Jesus Himself carried out His work in Judea, and,
furthermore, that He became flesh to work—and whatever the case, this work did not
extend beyond Israel. God did not work in Egyptians or Indians; He only worked in
the Israelites. Thus do people form various notions, and delineate God’s work within
a certain scope. They say that when God works, He must do so among the chosen
people, and in Israel; save for the Israelites, God works upon no others, nor is there
any greater scope to His work. They are especially strict when it comes to keeping
God incarnate in line, and do not permit Him to move beyond the bounds of Israel.
Are these not all just human notions? God made all of the heavens and earth and all
things, He made all of creation, so how could He restrict His work to only Israel? If
that were the case, what would be the point of Him making all creation? He created
the whole world, and He has carried out His six-thousand-year management plan not
only in Israel, but upon every person in the universe. Regardless of whether they live
in China, the United States, the United Kingdom or Russia, every person is a
descendant of Adam; they are all made by God. Not one of them can escape the
bounds of creation, and not one of them can separate themselves from the label of
“descendant of Adam.” They are all God’s creatures, they are all the offspring of
Adam, and they are also all the corrupted descendants of Adam and Eve. It is not
only the Israelites who are God’s creation, but all people; it is just that some have
been cursed, and some have been blessed. There are many agreeable things about
the Israelites; God worked upon them in the beginning because they were the least
corrupt. The Chinese do not bear comparison to them; they are far inferior. So, God
initially worked among the people of Israel, and the second stage of His work was
only carried out in Judea—which has led to a lot of notions and rules among man. In
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fact, if God were to act according to human notions, He would only be the God of the
Israelites, and would thus be incapable of extending His work to the Gentile nations,
for He would only be the God of the Israelites, and not the God of all creation. The
prophecies said that Jehovah’s name would be magnified among the Gentile nations,
that it would spread to the Gentile nations. Why was this prophesied? If God were
only the God of the Israelites, then He would only work in Israel. Moreover, He would
not spread this work, and He would not make such a prophecy. Since He did make
this prophecy, He will surely extend His work among the Gentile nations, among
every nation and all lands. Since He said this, He must do it; this is His plan, for He
is the Lord who created the heavens and earth and all things, and the God of all
creation. Regardless of whether He works among the Israelites, or throughout the
whole of Judea, the work He does is the work of the entire universe, and the work of
all humanity. The work He does today in the nation of the great red dragon—in a
Gentile nation—is still the work of all humanity. Israel could be the base for His work
on earth; likewise, China can also be the base for His work among the Gentile
nations. Has He not now fulfilled the prophecy that “the name of Jehovah shall be
magnified among the Gentile nations”? The first step of His work among the Gentile
nations is this work, the work He does in the nation of the great red dragon. That God
incarnate should work in this land, and work among these cursed people, is
particularly at odds with human notions; these are the lowliest people of all, they have
no worth, and they were initially forsaken by Jehovah. People can be abandoned by
other people, but if they are abandoned by God, then no one is more devoid of status,
no one is of lower worth. For a creature of God, being possessed by Satan or being
abandoned by people is something that feels very painful—but for a creature to be
forsaken by the Creator means that they could have no lower status. The
descendants of Moab were cursed, and they were born in this backward country;
without a doubt, of all the people under the influence of darkness, the descendants
of Moab have the lowest status. Because these people have heretofore been of the
lowest status, the work done upon them is best able to shatter human notions, and
is also most beneficial to the whole of God’s six-thousand-year management plan.
Doing such work among these people is the best way of shattering human notions,
and with this God launches an era; with this He shatters all human notions; with this
He ends the work of the entire Age of Grace. His first work was carried out in Judea,
within the bounds of Israel; among the Gentile nations, He did not do any work to
launch the new era. The final stage of work is not only carried out among the Gentiles,
but even more so among those who have been cursed. This one point is the evidence
most capable of humiliating Satan, and thus, God “becomes” the God of all creation
in the universe, the Lord of all things, the object of worship for everything with life.
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Today, there are those who still do not understand what new work God has begun.
Among the Gentile nations, God has ushered in a new beginning. He has begun a
new era, and initiated new work—and He performs this work upon the descendants
of Moab. Is this not His newest work? No one throughout history has ever
experienced this work before. No one has even heard of it, much less appreciated it.
God’s wisdom, God’s wonder, God’s unfathomability, God’s greatness, and God’s
holiness are all made manifest through this stage of work, the work of the last
days. Is this not new work, work that shatters human notions? There are those
who think thusly: “Since God cursed Moab and said that He would abandon Moab’s
descendants, how could He save them now?” These are the Gentiles who were
cursed by God and driven out of Israel; the Israelites called them “Gentile dogs.” In
everyone’s view, they are not only Gentile dogs, but even worse, the sons of
destruction; which is to say, they are not God’s chosen people. They may have been
born within the bounds of Israel, but they do not belong to the people of Israel, and
were expelled to Gentile nations. They are the lowliest of all people. It is precisely
because they are the lowliest among humanity that God carries out His work of
launching a new age among them, for they are representative of corrupt humanity.
God’s work is selective and targeted; the work He does in these people today is also
work that is performed upon creation. Noah was a creature of God, as are his
descendants. Anyone in the world who are of flesh and blood are creatures of God.
God’s work is directed at all of creation; it is not dependent on whether someone is
cursed after they were created. His management work is directed at all of creation,
not those chosen people who have not been cursed. Since God wishes to carry out
His work among His creation, He will certainly carry it out to successful completion,
and He will work among those people who are beneficial to His work. Therefore, He
shatters all conventions when He works among people; to Him, the words “cursed,”
“chastised” and “blessed” are meaningless! The Jewish people are good, as are the
chosen people of Israel; they are people of good caliber and humanity. In the
beginning, it was among them that Jehovah launched His work, and performed His
earliest work—but to perform the work of conquest on them today would be
meaningless. They, too, may be part of creation, and there may be much that is
positive about them, but to carry out this stage of work among them would be
pointless; God would not be able to conquer people, nor would He be able to
convince all of creation, which is precisely the point of switching His work to these
people of the nation of the great red dragon. Of greatest significance here is His
launching an era, His shattering of all rules and all human notions and His ending of
the work of the entire Age of Grace. If His current work were carried out among the
Israelites, by the time His six-thousand-year management plan comes to a close,
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everyone would believe that God is only the God of the Israelites, that only the
Israelites are God’s chosen people, that only the Israelites deserve to inherit God’s
blessing and promise. God’s incarnation during the last days in the Gentile nation of
the country of the great red dragon accomplishes the work of God as the God of all
creation; He completes the whole of His management work, and He ends the central
part of His work in the nation of the great red dragon. The core of these three stages
of work is the salvation of man—namely, making all of creation worship the Creator.
Thus, there is great meaning to each stage of work; God does nothing that is without
meaning or value. On one hand, this stage of work ushers in a new era and ends the
previous two eras; on the other hand, it shatters all human notions and all the old
ways of human belief and knowledge. The work of the previous two ages was carried
out according to different human notions; this stage, however, completely eliminates
human notions, thereby utterly conquering humanity. Through conquering the
descendants of Moab, through the work carried out among the descendants of
Moab, God shall conquer all people throughout the universe. This is the deepest
significance of this stage of His work, and it is the most valuable aspect of this stage
of His work. Even if you now know that your own status is lowly and that you are of
low worth, you will still feel that you have met with the most joyous thing: You have
inherited a great blessing, received a great promise, and you can help accomplish
this great work of God. You have beheld God’s true countenance, you know God’s
inherent disposition, and you do God’s will. The previous two stages of God’s work
were carried out in Israel. If this stage of His work during the last days were also
carried out among the Israelites, not only would all of creation believe that only the
Israelites were God’s chosen people, but God’s entire management plan would fail
to attain its desired effect. During the period in which the two stages of His work were
carried out in Israel, no new work—nor any work of launching a new era—was carried
out among the Gentile nations. Today’s stage of work—the work of launching a new
era—is first carried out among the Gentile nations, and is, furthermore, initially carried
out among the descendants of Moab, thus launching the entire era. God has
shattered any knowledge contained within human notions, permitting none of it to
remain. In His work of conquest, He has shattered human notions, those old, earlier
human ways of knowledge. He lets people see that with God there are no rules, that
there is nothing old about God, that the work He does is entirely liberated, entirely
free, and that He is right in all He does. You must fully submit to any work that He
does among creation. All of the work He does has meaning, and is carried out
according to His own will and wisdom, and not according to human choices and
notions. If something is beneficial to His work, He does it; and if something is not
beneficial to His work, He does not, no matter how good it is! He works and selects
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the recipients and location of His work in accordance with the meaning and purpose
of His work. He does not adhere to past rules when He works, nor does He follow old
formulas. Instead, He plans His work according to the work’s significance. Ultimately,
He will attain a genuine effect and the anticipated goal. If you do not understand
these things today, this work will have no effect in you.

DOES THE TRINITY EXIST?
After the truth of Jesus become flesh came to be, man believed that in heaven,
there is not only the Father, but also the Son, and even the Spirit. This is the
conventional notion man holds, that there is a God such as this in heaven: a triune
God who is the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. All mankind has these notions:
God is one God, but comprises three parts, what all those grievously entrenched in
conventional notions deem to be the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Only those
three parts made one is all of God. Without the Holy Father, God would not be whole.
Similarly, neither would God be whole without the Son or the Holy Spirit. In their
notions, they believe that neither the Father alone nor the Son alone can be deemed
God. Only the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit together can be deemed God
Himself. Now, all religious believers, and even each follower among you, hold this
belief. Yet, as for whether this belief is correct, none can explain, for you are always
in a fog of confusion about the matters of God Himself. Though these are notions,
you do not know whether they are right or wrong, for you have become too grievously
infected by religious notions. You have accepted too deeply these conventional
notions of religion, and this poison has seeped too deep within you. Therefore, so too
in this matter have you succumbed to this pernicious influence, for the triune God
simply does not exist. That is, the Trinity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit
simply does not exist. These are all conventional notions of man, and the fallacious
beliefs of man. Throughout many centuries, man has believed in this Trinity, conjured
up by notions in the mind of man, fabricated by man, and never before seen by man.
Throughout these many years, there have been many Bible expositors who have
explained the “true meaning” of the Trinity, but such explanations of the triune God
as three distinct consubstantial persons have been vague and unclear, and people
are all befuddled by the “construct” of God. No great man has ever been able to offer
a thorough explanation; most explanations pass muster in terms of reasoning and on
paper, but not a single man has a fully clear understanding of its meaning. This is
because this great Trinity man holds in the heart simply does not exist. For none have
ever seen the true countenance of God, nor have any been fortunate enough to
ascend to the abode of God for a visit so as to examine what items are present in the
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place where God lies, to determine exactly how many tens of thousands or hundreds
of millions of generations are in the “house of God” or to investigate just how many
parts compose the inherent construct of God. What mainly needs to be examined is
this: the age of the Father and the Son, as well as the Holy Spirit; the respective
appearances of each person; exactly how it is that They split up, and how it is that
They are made one. Unfortunately, in all these many years, not a single man has
been able to determine the truth of these matters. They all simply conjecture, for not
a single man has ever ascended to heaven for a visit and returned with an
“investigative report” for all mankind in order to report on the truth of the matter to all
those fervent and devout religious believers concerned about the Trinity. Of course,
the blame cannot be put on man for forming such notions, for why did Jehovah the
Father not have Jesus the Son accompany Him when He created mankind? If, in the
beginning, all had gone by the name of Jehovah, it would have been better. If blame
must be laid, let it be laid on the momentary lapse of Jehovah God, who did not call
the Son and the Holy Spirit before Him in the time of creation, but rather carried out
His work alone. If They had all worked simultaneously, then would They not have
become one? If, from the very beginning until the end, there was only the name
Jehovah and not the name of Jesus from the Age of Grace, or if He had then still
been called Jehovah, then would God not have been spared the suffering of this
division by mankind? To be sure, Jehovah cannot be blamed for all this; if blame
must be laid, let it be laid on the Holy Spirit, who for thousands of years continued
His work by the name of Jehovah, of Jesus, and even of the Holy Spirit, befuddling
and confusing man such that man could not know exactly who God is. If the Holy
Spirit Himself had worked without form or image, and moreover, without a name such
as Jesus, and man could neither touch nor see Him, only hearing the sounds of
thunder, then would not this kind of work have been of more benefit to mankind? So
what can be done now? The notions of man have amassed high as a mountain and
wide as the sea, to the extent that the God of the present day can no longer endure
them and is at a complete loss. In the past when it was only Jehovah, Jesus, and
between Them, the Holy Spirit, man was already at a loss as to how to cope, and
now there is the addition of the Almighty, who is even said to also be a part of God.
Who knows who He is and in which person of the Trinity He has been intermingled
with or hidden within for however many years? How can man bear this? The triune
God alone was enough to take man a lifetime to explain, but now there is “one God
in four persons.” How can this be explained? Can you explain it? Brothers and sisters!
How have you believed in such a God until this day? I take My hat off to you. The
triune God was already enough to bear; how could you continue to have such
unshakable faith in this one God in four persons? You have been urged to get out,
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yet you refuse. How inconceivable! You are really something! A person can actually
go so far as to believe in four Gods and make nothing of it; do you not think this is a
miracle? To look at you, no one would know you are able to work such a great
miracle! Let Me tell you that, in truth, the triune God does not exist anywhere in this
universe. God has no Father and no Son, and much less is there a concept that the
Father and Son jointly use the Holy Spirit as an instrument. All of this is the greatest
fallacy in this world and simply does not exist! Yet even such a fallacy has its origin
and is not entirely without basis, for your minds are not so simple, and your thoughts
are not without reason. Rather, they are quite appropriate and ingenious, so much
so that they are impregnable even to any Satan. The pity is that these thoughts are
all fallacies and simply do not exist! You have not seen the real truth at all; you are
merely making conjectures and imaginings, then fabricating it all into a story to
deceitfully gain others’ trust and to gain dominance over those most foolish of people
without wit or reason, so that they believe in your great and renowned “expert
teachings.” Is this truth? Is this the way of life that man should receive? It is all
nonsense! Not a single word is appropriate! Throughout these many years, God has
been split by you in this way, being split finer and finer with each generation, to the
extent that one God has been openly split into three Gods. And now it is simply
impossible for man to rejoin God as one, for you have split Him up too finely! If not
for My prompt work before it was too late, it is hard to say how long you would have
brazenly continued this way! To continue splitting God in this way, how can He still
be your God? Would you still recognize God? Would you still find your origins? If I
had arrived any later, it is likely that you would have sent the “Father and Son,”
Jehovah and Jesus, back to Israel and claimed that you yourselves are a part of God.
Fortunately, it is now the last days. Finally, this day I have long awaited has come,
and only after I carried out this stage of work by My own hand has your splitting of
God Himself been halted. If not for this, you would have escalated, even placing all
the Satans among you onto your tables for worship. This is your artifice! This is your
means of splitting God! Will you continue to do so now? Let Me ask you: How many
Gods are there? Which God will bring you salvation? Is it the first God, the second,
or the third that you always pray to? Which do you always believe in? Is it the Father?
Or the Son? Or is it the Spirit? Tell Me who it is that you believe in. Though with every
word you say you believe in God, what you actually believe is your own brain! You
simply do not have God in your hearts! And yet in your minds are a number of such
Trinities! Do you not agree?
If the three stages of work are assessed in accordance with this concept of the
Trinity, then there must be three Gods as the work carried out by each is not the
same. If any among you says that the Trinity indeed exists, then explain what exactly
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this one God in three persons is. What is the Holy Father? What is the Son? What is
the Holy Spirit? Is Jehovah the Holy Father? Is Jesus the Son? Then what of the Holy
Spirit? Is not the Father a Spirit? Is not the essence of the Son also a Spirit? Was not
the work of Jesus the work of the Holy Spirit? Was not the work of Jehovah at the
time carried out by a Spirit the same as Jesus’? How many Spirits can God have?
According to your explanation, the three persons of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit are one; if this be so, then there are three Spirits, but to have three Spirits
means there are three Gods. This means that there is no one true God; how can this
kind of God still have the inherent essence of God? If you accept that there is only
one God, then how can He have a son and be a father? Are these not all simply your
notions? There is only one God, only one person in this God, and only one Spirit of
God, much as it is written down in the Bible that “There is only one Holy Spirit and
only one God.” Regardless of whether the Father and the Son of which you speak
exist, there is only one God after all, and the essence of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit you believe in is the essence of the Holy Spirit. In other words, God is a
Spirit, but He is able to become flesh and live among men, as well as to be above all
things. His Spirit is all-inclusive and omnipresent. He can simultaneously be in the
flesh and in and above the universe. Since all people say that God is the only one
true God, then there is a single God, divisible at will by none! God is only one Spirit,
and only one person; and that is the Spirit of God. If it is as you say, the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit, then are They not three Gods? The Holy Spirit is one matter,
the Son another, and the Father yet another. Their persons are different and Their
essences are different, so how then can They each be part of a single God? The Holy
Spirit is a Spirit; this is easy for man to understand. If this be so, then the Father is
even more so a Spirit. He has never descended onto earth and has never become
flesh; He is Jehovah God in the heart of man, and He is certainly a Spirit as well.
Then what is the relationship between Him and the Holy Spirit? Is it the relationship
between Father and Son? Or is it the relationship between the Holy Spirit and the
Spirit of the Father? Is the essence of each Spirit the same? Or is the Holy Spirit an
instrument of the Father? How can this be explained? And then what is the
relationship between the Son and the Holy Spirit? Is it a relationship between two
Spirits or the relationship between a man and a Spirit? These are all matters that can
have no explanation! If They are all one Spirit, then there can be no talk of three
persons, for They are possessed of a single Spirit. If They were distinct persons, then
Their Spirits would vary in strength, and They simply could not be one single Spirit.
This concept of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is most absurd! This
segments God and splits Him into three persons, each with a status and Spirit; how
then can He still be one Spirit and one God? Tell Me, were the heavens and earth,
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and all things created by the Father, the Son, or the Holy Spirit? Some say that They
created it all together. Then who redeemed mankind? Was it the Holy Spirit, the Son,
or the Father? Some say it was the Son who redeemed mankind. Then who is the
Son in essence? Is He not the incarnation of the Spirit of God? The incarnation calls
God in heaven by the name of Father from the perspective of a created man. Are you
not aware that Jesus was born through the conception of the Holy Spirit? Within Him
is the Holy Spirit; whatever you say, He is still one with God in heaven, for He is the
incarnation of the Spirit of God. This idea of the Son is simply untrue. It is one Spirit
who carries out all of the work; only God Himself, that is, the Spirit of God carries out
His work. Who is the Spirit of God? Is it not the Holy Spirit? Is it not the Holy Spirit
who works in Jesus? If the work had not been carried out by the Holy Spirit (that is,
the Spirit of God), then could His work have represented God Himself? When Jesus
called God in heaven by the name of Father as He prayed, this was done only from
the perspective of a created man, only because the Spirit of God had put on an
ordinary and normal flesh and had the exterior cover of a created being. Even if within
Him was the Spirit of God, His exterior appearance was still that of a normal man; in
other words, He had become the “Son of man” of which all men, including Jesus
Himself, spoke. Given that He is called the Son of man, He is a person (whether man
or woman, in any case one with the exterior shell of a human being) born into a
normal family of ordinary people. Therefore, Jesus calling God in heaven by the name
of Father was the same as how you at first called Him Father; He did so from the
perspective of a created man. Do you still remember the Lord’s Prayer that Jesus
taught you to memorize? “Our Father in heaven….” He asked all men to call God in
heaven by the name of Father. And since He too called Him Father, He did so from
the perspective of one who stands on an equal footing with you all. Since you called
God in heaven by the name of Father, Jesus saw Himself to be on equal footing with
you, and as a man on earth chosen by God (that is, the Son of God). If you call God
Father, is this not because you are a created being? However great the authority of
Jesus on earth, prior to the crucifixion, He was merely a Son of man, governed by
the Holy Spirit (that is, God), and one of the earth’s created beings, for He had yet to
complete His work. Therefore, His calling God in heaven Father was solely His
humility and obedience. His addressing God (that is, the Spirit in heaven) in such a
manner, however, does not prove that He was the Son of the Spirit of God in heaven.
Rather, it was simply that His perspective was different, not that He was a different
person. The existence of distinct persons is a fallacy! Prior to His crucifixion, Jesus
was a Son of man bound by the limitations of the flesh, and He did not fully possess
the authority of the Spirit. That is why He could only seek the will of God the Father
from the perspective of a created being. It is as He thrice prayed in Gethsemane:
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“Not as I will, but as You will.” Before He was laid on the cross, He was but the King
of the Jews; He was Christ, the Son of man, and not a body of glory. That is why,
from the standpoint of a created being, He called God Father. Now, you cannot say
that all who call God Father are the Son. If this were so, then would you not have all
become the Son once Jesus taught you the Lord’s Prayer? If you are still not
convinced, then tell Me, who is the one that you call Father? If you are referring to
Jesus, then who is the Father of Jesus to you? After Jesus went away, this idea of
the Father and the Son was no more. This idea was only appropriate for the years
when Jesus became flesh; under all other circumstances, the relationship is one
between the Lord of creation and a created being when you call God Father. There
is no time at which this idea of the Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit can stand;
it is a fallacy rarely seen through the ages and it does not exist!
This may call to mind for most people the words of God from Genesis: “Let Us make
man in Our image, after Our likeness.” Given that God says “let Us make man in Our
image,” then “Us” indicates two or more; since He stated “Us,” then there is not just
one God. In this way, man began to think in the abstract of distinct persons, and from
these words arose the idea of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. What then is
the Father like? What is the Son like? And what is the Holy Spirit like? Could it possibly
be that the mankind of today was made in the image of one joined together from three?
Then is the image of man like that of the Father, the Son, or the Holy Spirit? Which of
the persons of God is man in the image of? This idea of man’s is simply incorrect and
nonsensical! It can only split one God into several Gods. At the time that Moses wrote
Genesis, it was after mankind was created following the creation of the world. In the
very beginning, when the world began, Moses did not exist. And it was not until much
later that Moses wrote the Bible, so how could he have possibly known what it was
that God in heaven spoke? He had not an inkling of how God created the world. In the
Old Testament of the Bible, there is no mention of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit, only of the one true God, Jehovah, carrying out His work in Israel. He is called
by different names as the age changes, but this cannot prove that each name refers
to a different person. If this were so, then would there not be innumerable persons in
God? What is written in the Old Testament is the work of Jehovah, a stage of work of
God Himself for commencement in the Age of Law. It was the work of God, where as
He spoke, it was, and as He commanded, it stood. At no time did Jehovah say that He
was the Father come to carry out work, nor did He ever prophesy the Son coming to
redeem mankind. When it came to the time of Jesus, it was only said that God had
become flesh to redeem all mankind, not that it was the Son who had come. Because
the ages are not alike and the work that God Himself does also differs, He needs to
carry out His work within different realms. In this way, the identity He represents also
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differs. Man believes that Jehovah is the Father of Jesus, but this was actually not
acknowledged by Jesus, who said: “We were never distinguished as Father and Son;
I and the Father in heaven are one. The Father is in Me and I am in the Father; when
man sees the Son, they are seeing the heavenly Father.” When all has been said, be
it the Father or the Son, They are one Spirit, not divided into separate persons. Once
man attempts to explain, matters are complicated with the idea of distinct persons, as
well as the relationship between Father, Son, and Spirit. When man speaks of separate
persons, does this not materialize God? Man even ranks the persons as first, second,
and third; these are all but the imaginings of man, not worthy of reference, and utterly
unrealistic! If you asked him: “How many Gods are there?” he would say that God is
the Trinity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit: the one true God. If you asked
further: “Who is the Father?” he would say: “The Father is the Spirit of God in heaven;
He is in charge of all, and is the Master of heaven.” “Then is Jehovah the Spirit?” He
would say: “Yes!” If you then asked him, “Who is the Son?” he would say that Jesus is
the Son, of course. “Then what is the story of Jesus? From whence did He come?” He
would say: “Jesus was born to Mary through the conception of the Holy Spirit.” Then
is His essence not the Spirit as well? Is not His work also representative of the Holy
Spirit? Jehovah is the Spirit, and so too is the essence of Jesus. Now in the last days,
there is less need to say that it is still the Spirit; how could They be different persons?
Is it not simply the Spirit of God carrying out the work of the Spirit from different
perspectives? As such, there is no distinction between persons. Jesus was conceived
by the Holy Spirit, and indubitably, His work was precisely that of the Holy Spirit. In the
first stage of work carried out by Jehovah, He neither became flesh nor appeared to
man. So man never saw His appearance. No matter how great and how tall He was,
He was still the Spirit, God Himself who created man in the beginning. That is, He was
the Spirit of God. He spoke to man from among the clouds, merely a Spirit, and none
witnessed His appearance. Only in the Age of Grace when the Spirit of God came into
the flesh and was incarnated in Judea did man see for the first time the image of the
incarnation as a Jew. There was nothing of Jehovah about Him. However, He was
conceived by the Holy Spirit, that is, conceived by the Spirit of Jehovah Himself, and
Jesus was still born as the embodiment of the Spirit of God. What man first saw was
the Holy Spirit descending like a dove upon Jesus; it was not the Spirit exclusive to
Jesus, but rather the Holy Spirit. Then can the Spirit of Jesus be separated from the
Holy Spirit? If Jesus is Jesus, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is the Holy Spirit, then how
could They be one? The work could not be carried out if so. The Spirit within Jesus,
the Spirit in heaven, and the Spirit of Jehovah are all one. It is called the Holy Spirit,
the Spirit of God, the sevenfold intensified Spirit, and the all-inclusive Spirit. The Spirit
of God can carry out much work. He is able to create the world and destroy it by
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flooding the earth; He can redeem all mankind, and moreover, He can conquer and
destroy all mankind. This work is all carried out by God Himself and cannot be done
by any of the personhoods of God in His stead. His Spirit can be called by the name
of Jehovah and Jesus, as well as the Almighty. He is the Lord, and Christ. He can also
become the Son of man. He is in the heavens and also on the earth; He is on high
above the universes and among the multitude. He is the only Master of the heavens
and earth! From the time of creation until now, this work has been carried out by the
Spirit of God Himself. Be it the work in the heavens or in the flesh, all is carried out by
His own Spirit. All creatures, whether in heaven or on earth, are in the palm of His
almighty hand; all of this is the work of God Himself and can be done by no other in
His stead. In the heavens, He is the Spirit but also God Himself; among men, He is
flesh but remains God Himself. Though He may be called by hundreds of thousands
of names, He is still Himself, the direct expression of His Spirit. The redemption of all
mankind through His crucifixion was the direct work of His Spirit, and so too is the
proclamation unto all nations and all lands during the last days. At all times, God can
only be called the almighty and one true God, the all-inclusive God Himself. The distinct
persons do not exist, much less this idea of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
There is only one God in heaven and on earth!
The management plan of God spans six thousand years and is divided into three
ages based on the differences in His work: The first age is the Old Testament Age of
Law; the second is the Age of Grace; and the third is that of the last days—the Age
of Kingdom. In each age a different identity is represented. This is only because of
the difference in the work, that is, the requirements of the work. The first stage of
work during the Age of Law was carried out in Israel, and the second stage of
concluding the work of redemption was carried out in Judea. For the work of
redemption, Jesus was born through the conception of the Holy Spirit and as the only
Son. All of this was due to the requirements of the work. In the last days, God wishes
to expand His work into the Gentile nations and conquer the people there, so that His
name may be great among them. He wishes to guide man in understanding and
entering into all the truth. All of this work is carried out by one Spirit. Though He may
do so from different standpoints, the nature and principles of the work remain the
same. Once you observe the principles and nature of the work They have carried out,
then you will know that it is all done by one Spirit. Still some may say: “The Father is
the Father; the Son is the Son; the Holy Spirit is the Holy Spirit, and in the end, They
will be made one.” Then how should you make Them one? How can the Father and
the Holy Spirit be made one? If They were inherently two, then no matter how They
are joined together, would They not remain two parts? When you talk about making
Them one, is that not simply joining two separate parts to make one whole? But were
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They not two parts before being made whole? Each spirit has a distinct essence, and
two spirits cannot be made into a single one. A spirit is not a material object and is
unlike anything else in the material world. As man sees it, the Father is one Spirit,
the Son another, and the Holy Spirit yet another, then the three Spirits mix like three
glasses of water into one whole. Is not that then the three made one? This is purely
an erroneous and absurd explanation! Is this not splitting up God? How can the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit all be made one? Are They not three parts each
of different natures? There are others who say, “Did not God expressly state that
Jesus was His beloved Son?” Jesus is the beloved Son of God, in whom He is well
pleased—this was certainly spoken by God Himself. That was God bearing witness
to Himself, but merely from a different perspective, that of the Spirit in heaven bearing
witness to His own incarnation. Jesus is His incarnation, not His Son in heaven. Do
you understand? Do not the words of Jesus, “I am in the Father, and the Father in
Me,” indicate that They are one Spirit? And is it not because of the incarnation that
They were separated between heaven and earth? In reality, They are still one; no
matter what, it is simply God bearing witness to Himself. Owing to the change in ages,
the requirements of the work, and the differing stages of His management plan, the
name by which man calls Him also differs. When He came to carry out the first stage
of work, He could only be called Jehovah, who is the shepherd of the Israelites. In
the second stage, the incarnate God could only be called Lord, and Christ. But at that
time, the Spirit in heaven stated only that He was the beloved Son of God and made
no mention of His being the only Son of God. This simply did not happen. How could
God have an only child? Then would God not have become man? Because He was
the incarnation, He was called the beloved Son of God, and, from this, came the
relationship between Father and Son. It was simply because of the separation
between heaven and earth. Jesus prayed from the perspective of the flesh. Since He
had put on a flesh of such normal humanity, it is from the perspective of the flesh that
He said: “My outer shell is that of a created being. Since I put on a flesh to come to
this earth, I am now a long, long way from heaven.” For this reason, He could only
pray to God the Father from the perspective of the flesh. This was His duty, and it
was that which the incarnate Spirit of God should be furnished with. It cannot be said
that He was not God simply because He prayed to the Father from the perspective
of the flesh. Though He was called the beloved Son of God, He was still God Himself,
for He was but the incarnation of the Spirit, and His essence was still the Spirit.
People wonder why He prayed if He was God Himself. This is because He was the
incarnate God, God living within the flesh, and not the Spirit in heaven. As man sees
it, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are all God. Only the three all made as one
can be deemed the one true God, and, in this way, His power is exceptionally great.
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There are those who say that only in this way is He the sevenfold intensified Spirit.
When the Son prayed after His coming, it was that Spirit to whom He prayed. In reality,
He was praying from the perspective of a created being. For the flesh is not whole, He
was not whole and had many weaknesses when He came into the flesh, and He was
much troubled as He carried out His work in the flesh. That is why He thrice prayed to
God the Father prior to His crucifixion, as well as many times even before that. He
prayed among His disciples; He prayed alone upon a mountain; He prayed aboard the
fishing boat; He prayed among a multitude of people; He prayed when breaking bread;
and He prayed when blessing others. Why did He do so? It was the Spirit to whom He
prayed; He was praying to the Spirit, to God in heaven, from the perspective of the
flesh. Therefore, from man’s standpoint, Jesus became the Son in that stage of work.
In this stage, however, He does not pray. Why is this? This is because what He brings
forth is the work of the word, and the judgment and chastisement of the word. He has
no need for prayers, and His ministry is to speak. He is not put upon the cross, and He
is not turned over by man to those in power. He simply carries out His work. At the
time when Jesus prayed, He was praying to God the Father for the descent of the
kingdom of heaven, for the will of the Father to be done, and for the work to come. In
this stage, the kingdom of heaven has already descended, so does He still need to
pray? His work is to bring the age to an end, and there are no more new ages, so is
there a need to pray for the next stage? I am afraid there is not!
There are many contradictions in the explanations of man. Indeed, these are all
the notions of man; without further scrutiny, you would all believe they are correct.
Do you not know that such ideas as a triune God are but the notions of man? No
knowledge of man is full and thorough. There are always impurities, and man has too
many ideas; this demonstrates that a created being simply cannot explain the work
of God. There is too much in the mind of man, all coming from logic and thought, that
conflicts with the truth. Can your logic thoroughly dissect the work of God? Can you
gain an insight into all the work of Jehovah? Is it you as a man who can see through
to it all, or is it God Himself who is able to see from everlasting to everlasting? Is it
you who can see from everlasting long ago to the everlasting to come, or is it God
who can do so? What do you say? How are you worthy to explain God? On what
basis is your explanation? Are you God? The heavens and earth, and all things were
created by God Himself. It was not you who did this, so why are you giving incorrect
explanations? Now, do you continue to believe in the triune God? Do you not think it
is too burdensome this way? It would be best for you to believe in one God, not in
three. It is best to be light, for the burden of the Lord is light.
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PART TWO

SELECTIONS OF KEY WORDS OF GOD
ON THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM

I. Which Is Greater: God, or the Bible? What Is the Relationship
Between God and the Bible?
1. For many years, people’s traditional means of belief (that of Christianity, one of
the world’s three major religions) has been to read the Bible; departure from the Bible
is not a belief in the Lord, departure from the Bible is heterodoxy and heresy, and
even when people read other books, the foundation of these books must be the
explanation of the Bible. Which is to say, if you believe in the Lord, then you must
read the Bible, and outside the Bible you must not worship any book that does not
involve the Bible. If you do, then you are betraying God. From the time when there
was the Bible, people’s belief in the Lord has been the belief in the Bible. Instead of
saying people believe in the Lord, it is better to say they believe in the Bible; rather
than saying they have begun reading the Bible, it is better to say they have begun
believing in the Bible; and rather than saying they have returned before the Lord, it
would be better to say they have returned before the Bible. In this way, people
worship the Bible as if it were God, as if it were their lifeblood, and losing it would be
the same as losing their life. People see the Bible as being as high as God, and there
are even those who see it as higher than God. If people are without the work of the
Holy Spirit, if they cannot feel God, they can carry on living—but as soon as they lose
the Bible, or lose the famous chapters and sayings from the Bible, then it is as if they
have lost their life. And so, as soon as people believe in the Lord they begin reading
the Bible, and memorizing the Bible, and the more of the Bible they are able to
memorize, the more this proves that they love the Lord and are of great faith. Those
who have read the Bible and can speak of it to others are all good brothers and
sisters. For all these years, people’s faith and loyalty to the Lord has been measured
according to the extent of their understanding of the Bible. Most people simply do not
understand why they should believe in God, nor how to believe in God, and do
nothing but search blindly for clues to decipher the chapters of the Bible. People have
never pursued the direction of the work of the Holy Spirit; all along, they have done
nothing but desperately study and investigate the Bible, and no one has ever found
newer work of the Holy Spirit outside of the Bible. No one has ever departed from the
Bible, nor have they ever dared to do so. People have studied the Bible for all these
years, they have come up with so many explanations, and put in so much work; they
also have many differences of opinion about the Bible, which they debate endlessly,
such that over two thousand different denominations have been formed today. They
all want to find some special explanations, or more profound mysteries in the Bible,
they want to explore it, and to find in it the background to Jehovah’s work in Israel, or
the background to Jesus’ work in Judea, or more mysteries that no one else knows.
People’s approach to the Bible is one of obsession and faith, and no one can be
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entirely clear about the inside story or essence of the Bible. So, today people still
have an indescribable sense of wonder when it comes to the Bible, and they are even
more obsessed with it, and have even more faith in it. Today, everyone wants to find
the prophecies of the work of the last days in the Bible, they want to discover what
work God does during the last days, and what signs there are for the last days. In
this way, their worship of the Bible becomes more fervent, and the closer it gets to
the last days, the more blind credence they give to the prophecies of the Bible,
particularly those about the last days. With such blind faith in the Bible, with such
trust in the Bible, they have no desire to seek the work of the Holy Spirit. In people’s
notions, they think that only the Bible can bring the work of the Holy Spirit; only in the
Bible can they find the footsteps of God; only in the Bible are hidden the mysteries of
God’s work; only the Bible—not other books or people—can clarify God’s everything
and the entirety of His work; the Bible can bring the work of heaven to earth; and the
Bible can both begin and conclude the ages. With these notions, people have no
inclination to search for the work of the Holy Spirit. So, regardless of how much of a
help the Bible was to people in the past, it has become an obstacle to God’s latest
work. Without the Bible, people can search for the footsteps of God elsewhere, yet
today, His footsteps have been contained by the Bible, and extending His latest work
has become doubly difficult, and an uphill struggle. This is all because of the famous
chapters and sayings from the Bible, as well as the various prophecies of the Bible.
The Bible has become an idol in people’s minds, it has become a puzzle in their
brains, and they are simply incapable of believing that God can work outside of the
Bible, they are incapable of believing that people can find God outside of the Bible,
much less are they able to believe that God could depart from the Bible during the
final work and start anew. This is unthinkable to people; they cannot believe it, and
neither can they imagine it. The Bible has become a great obstacle to people’s
acceptance of God’s new work, and a difficulty to God’s broadening this new work.
from “Concerning the Bible (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. Today, people believe the Bible is God, and that God is the Bible. So, too, do
they believe that all the words of the Bible were the only words God spoke, and that
they were all said by God. Those who believe in God even think that, although all of
the sixty-six books of the Old and New Testament were written by people, they were
all given by inspiration of God, and a record of the utterances of the Holy Spirit. This
is the erroneous comprehension of man, and it does not completely accord with the
facts. In fact, apart from the books of prophecy, most of the Old Testament is a
historical record. Some of the epistles of the New Testament come from people’s
experiences, and some come from the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit; the Pauline
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epistles, for example, arose from the work of a man, they were all the result of the
Holy Spirit’s enlightenment, and they were written for the churches, and were words
of exhortation and encouragement for the brothers and sisters of the churches. They
were not words spoken by the Holy Spirit—Paul could not speak on behalf of the Holy
Spirit, and neither was he a prophet, much less did he see the visions that John
beheld. His epistles were written for the churches of Ephesus, Philadelphia, Galatia,
and other churches. … If people see the epistles or words like Paul’s as the
utterances of the Holy Spirit, and worship them as God, then it can only be said that
they are too indiscriminating. To speak more harshly, is this not simply blasphemy?
How could a man talk on behalf of God? And how could people bow down before the
records of his epistles and of the words he spoke as if they were a holy book, or a
heavenly book? Could the words of God be casually uttered by a man? How could a
man talk on behalf of God?
from “Concerning the Bible (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. There are even more who believe that whatever the new work of God might be,
it has to be substantiated by prophecies, and that in each stage of such work, all
those who follow Him with a “true” heart must also be shown revelations; if not, such
work could not be the work of God. It is already no easy task for man to come to know
God. Taken in addition to man’s absurd heart and his rebellious nature of selfimportance and self-conceit, it becomes all the more difficult for him to accept God’s
new work. Man neither gives careful scrutiny to the new work of God, nor accepts it
with humility; instead, he adopts an attitude of contempt as he awaits revelations and
guidance from God. Is this not the behavior of those who rebel against and resist
God? How can such people gain God’s approval?
from “How Can Man Who Has Delimited God in His Notions Receive the
Revelations of God?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. During the time of Jesus, Jesus led the Jews and all those who followed Him
according to the Holy Spirit’s work in Him at the time. He did not take the Bible as the
basis of what He did, but spoke according to His work; He paid no heed to what the
Bible said, nor did He search in the Bible for a path to lead His followers. Right from
when He began to work, He spread the way of repentance—a word of which there
was absolutely no mention in the prophecies of the Old Testament. Not only did He
not act according to the Bible, but He also led a new path, and did new work. Never
did He refer to the Bible when He preached. During the Age of Law, no one had ever
been able to perform His miracles of healing the sick and casting out demons. So,
too, were His work, His teachings, and the authority and power of His words beyond
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any man in the Age of Law. Jesus simply did His newer work, and even though many
people condemned Him using the Bible—and even used the Old Testament to crucify
Him—His work surpassed the Old Testament; if this were not so, why did people nail
Him to the cross? Was it not because it said nothing in the Old Testament of His
teaching, and His ability to heal the sick and cast out demons? His work was done to
lead a new path, it was not to deliberately pick a fight against the Bible, or to
deliberately dispense with the Old Testament. He simply came to perform His
ministry, to bring the new work to those who yearned for and sought Him. He did not
come to explain the Old Testament or uphold its work. His work was not in order to
allow the Age of Law to continue developing, for His work gave no consideration to
whether it had the Bible as its base; Jesus simply came to do the work that He ought
to do. Thus, He did not explain the prophecies of the Old Testament, nor did He work
according to the words of the Old Testament Age of Law. He ignored what the Old
Testament said, He cared not whether it agreed with His work or not, and cared not
what others knew of His work, or how they condemned it. He simply kept doing the
work that He ought to do, even though many people used the foretelling of the
prophets of the Old Testament to condemn Him. To people, it appeared as if His work
had no basis, and there was much of it that was at odds with the records of the Old
Testament. Was this not man’s error? Does doctrine need to be applied to the work
of God? And must God work according to the foretelling of prophets? After all, which
is greater: God or the Bible? Why must God work according to the Bible? Could it be
that God has no right to exceed the Bible? Can God not depart from the Bible and do
other work? Why did Jesus and His disciples not keep the Sabbath? If He were to
practice in light of the Sabbath and according to the commandments of the Old
Testament, why did Jesus not keep the Sabbath after He came, but instead washed
feet, covered head, broke bread, and drank wine? Is this not all absent from the
commandments of the Old Testament? If Jesus honored the Old Testament, why did
He break with these doctrines? You should know which came first, God or the Bible!
Being the Lord of the Sabbath, could He not also be the Lord of the Bible?
… Thus, He said: “Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I
am not come to destroy, but to fulfill.” Thus, in accordance with what He
accomplished, much doctrine was broken with. On the Sabbath when He took the
disciples through the grain fields, they picked and ate the heads of grain; He did not
keep the Sabbath and said “the Son of man is Lord even of the sabbath day.” At the
time, according to the rules of the Israelites, whosoever did not keep the Sabbath
would be stoned to death. Jesus, however, neither entered the temple nor kept the
Sabbath, and His work had not been done by Jehovah during the time of the Old
Testament. Thus, the work done by Jesus exceeded the law of the Old Testament, it
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was higher than it, and was not in accordance with it. During the Age of Grace, Jesus
did not work according to the law of the Old Testament, and had already broken with
those doctrines. But the Israelites clung fiercely to the Bible and condemned Jesus—
was this not denying the work of Jesus? Today, the religious world also clings fiercely
to the Bible, and some people say, “The Bible is a holy book, and it must be read.”
Some people say, “God’s work must be upheld forever, the Old Testament is God’s
covenant with the Israelites, and cannot be dispensed with, and the Sabbath must
always be kept!” Are they not ridiculous? Why did Jesus not keep the Sabbath? Was
He sinning? Who can thoroughly understand such things?
from “Concerning the Bible (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. Jesus’ utterances and work at the time did not hold to doctrine, and He did not
carry out His work according to the work of the law of the Old Testament. It was
carried out according to the work that should be done in the Age of Grace. He labored
according to the work that He had brought forth, according to His own plan, and
according to His ministry; He did not work according to the law of the Old Testament.
Nothing that He did was according to the law of the Old Testament, and He did not
come to work to fulfill the words of the prophets. Each stage of God’s work was not
performed expressly in order to fulfill the predictions of the ancient prophets, and He
did not come to abide by doctrine or deliberately realize the predictions of the ancient
prophets. Yet His actions did not disrupt the predictions of the ancient prophets, nor
did they disturb the work that He had previously done. The salient point of His work
was not abiding by any doctrine, and instead doing the work that He Himself should
do. He was not a prophet or a seer, but a doer, who actually came to do the work He
was supposed to do, and He came to launch His new era and carry out His new work.
Of course, when Jesus came to do His work, He also fulfilled many of the words
spoken by the ancient prophets in the Old Testament. So too has the work of today
fulfilled the predictions of the ancient prophets of the Old Testament. It is just that I
do not hold up that “yellowed old almanac,” that is all. For there is more work that I
must do, there are more words that I must speak to you, and this work and these
words are of far greater importance than explaining passages from the Bible,
because work such as that has no great significance or value for you, and cannot
help you, or change you. I intend to do new work not for the sake of fulfilling any
passage from the Bible. If God only came to earth to fulfill the words of the ancient
prophets of the Bible, then who is greater, God incarnate or those ancient prophets?
After all, are the prophets in charge of God, or is God in charge of the prophets? How
do you explain these words?
from “Concerning Appellations and Identity” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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6. The work of God is always moving forward, and though the purpose of His work
does not change, the method by which He works constantly changes, which means
that those who follow God are constantly changing, too. The more work God does,
the more thorough man’s knowledge of God is. Corresponding changes occur, too,
in man’s disposition in the wake of God’s work. However, it is because the work of
God is ever-changing that those who do not know the work of the Holy Spirit and
those absurd people who do not know the truth become people who resist God. Not
ever does the work of God conform to the notions of man, for His work is always new
and never old, and never does He repeat old work, but rather forges ahead with work
never done before. As God does not repeat His work, and man invariably judges
God’s current work by the work He did in the past, it has become exceedingly difficult
for God to carry out each stage of work of the new age. Man has far too many
difficulties! He is too conservative in his thinking! No one knows the work of God, yet
everyone delimits it. When he leaves God, man loses life, truth, and God’s blessings,
yet neither does he accept life nor truth, much less the greater blessings God bestows
upon mankind. All men wish to gain God, yet are unable to tolerate any changes in
God’s work. Those who do not accept God’s new work believe that the work of God
is immutable, that it forever remains at a standstill. In their belief, all that is needed
to gain eternal salvation from God is to observe the law, and as long as they repent
and confess their sins, the will of God will always be satisfied. They are of the opinion
that God can only be the God under the law and the God who was nailed to the cross
for man; it is their opinion, too, that God should not and cannot exceed the Bible. It is
precisely these opinions that have shackled them firmly to the laws of old and nailed
them to dead rules.
from “How Can Man Who Has Delimited God in His Notions Receive the
Revelations of God?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. The Jews all read the Old Testament and knew of Isaiah’s prophecy that a male
infant would be born in a manger. Why, then, despite being fully aware of this
prophecy, did they still persecute Jesus? Was it not because of their rebellious nature
and ignorance of the work of the Holy Spirit? At the time, the Pharisees believed the
work of Jesus to be different from what they knew of the prophesied male infant, and
people today reject God because the work of God incarnate does not conform to the
Bible. Is not the essence of their rebelliousness toward God the same? Can you
accept, without question, all the work of the Holy Spirit? If it is the work of the Holy
Spirit, then it is the right stream, and you should accept it without any misgivings; you
should not pick and choose what to accept. If you gain more insight into God and
exercise more caution toward Him, then is this not uncalled for? You need not look
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for further substantiation from the Bible; if it is the work of the Holy Spirit, then you
must accept it, for you believe in God to follow God, and you should not investigate
Him. You should not seek further evidence of Me to prove that I am your God, but
should be able to discern whether I am of benefit to you—this is what is most crucial.
Even if you find much irrefutable proof within the Bible, it cannot bring you fully before
Me. You merely live within the confines of the Bible, and not before Me; the Bible
cannot help you know Me, nor can it deepen your love for Me. … The work of God in
each age has clear boundaries; He does only the work of the current age, and never
carries out the next stage of work in advance. Only thus can His representative work
of each age be brought to the fore. Jesus spoke only of the signs of the last days, of
how to be patient and how to be saved, of how to repent and confess, and of how to
bear the cross and endure suffering; never did He speak of how man in the last days
should achieve entry, nor of how he should seek to satisfy God’s will. As such, is it
not ridiculous to search the Bible for God’s work of the last days? What can you see
by merely clutching the Bible? Be it an expositor of the Bible or a preacher, who could
have seen the work of today in advance?
from “How Can Man Who Has Delimited God in His Notions Receive the
Revelations of God?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. The Jewish Pharisees used the law of Moses to condemn Jesus. They did not
seek compatibility with the Jesus of that time, but diligently followed the law to the
letter, to the extent that—after having charged Him with not following the law of the
Old Testament and not being the Messiah—they ultimately nailed the innocent Jesus
to the cross. What was their substance? Was it not that they didn’t seek the way of
compatibility with the truth? They obsessed over each and every word of Scripture
while paying heed neither to My will nor to the steps and methods of My work. They
were not people who sought the truth, but people who rigidly clung to words; they
were not people who believed in God, but people who believed in the Bible.
Essentially, they were watchdogs of the Bible. In order to safeguard the interests of
the Bible, to uphold the dignity of the Bible, and to protect the reputation of the Bible,
they went so far as to nail the merciful Jesus to the cross. This they did merely for
the sake of defending the Bible, and for the sake of maintaining the status of each
and every word of the Bible in people’s hearts. So they preferred to forsake their
future and the sin offering to condemn Jesus, who did not conform to the doctrine of
Scripture, to death. Were they not all lackeys to each and every word of Scripture?
And what of people today? Christ has come to release the truth, yet they would rather
expel Him from this world so that they may gain entry into heaven and receive grace.
They would rather completely deny the coming of the truth in order to safeguard the
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interests of the Bible, and they would rather nail the Christ returned to flesh to the cross
again in order to ensure the everlasting existence of the Bible. … Man searches for
compatibility with words and compatibility with the Bible, yet not a single person comes
before Me to seek the way of compatibility with the truth. Man looks up to Me in heaven
and devotes particular concern to My existence in heaven, yet no one cares about Me
in the flesh, for I who live among man am simply too insignificant. Those who only seek
compatibility with the words of the Bible and who only seek compatibility with a vague
God are a wretched sight to Me. That is because what they worship are dead words,
and a God that is capable of giving them untold treasures; what they worship is a God
that would lay Himself at the mercy of man—a God who does not exist. What, then,
can such people gain from Me? Man is simply too lowly for words. Those who are
against Me, who make limitless demands of Me, who have no love of the truth, who are
rebellious toward Me—how could they be compatible with Me?
from “You Should Seek the Way of Compatibility With Christ”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

9. There are those who say that they are compatible with Me, but such people all
worship vague idols. Although they acknowledge My name as holy, they tread a path
that runs contrary to Me, and their words are full of arrogance and self-confidence.
This is because, at root, they are all against Me and incompatible with Me. Every day,
they seek traces of Me in the Bible and find “suitable” passages at random which they
read endlessly and recite as scriptures. They do not know how to be compatible with
Me nor what it means to be against Me. They merely read scriptures blindly. Within the
Bible, they constrain a vague God that they have never seen, and are incapable of
seeing, and take it out to look at at their leisure. They believe in My existence only
within the scope of the Bible, and they equate Me with the Bible; without the Bible there
is no Me, and without Me there is no Bible. They pay no heed to My existence or
actions, but instead devote extreme and special attention to each and every word of
Scripture. Many more even believe that I should not do anything I wish to do unless it
is foretold by Scripture. They attach too much importance to Scripture. It can be said
that they see words and expressions as too important, to the extent that they use
verses from the Bible to measure every word I say and to condemn Me. What they
seek is not the way of compatibility with Me or the way of compatibility with the truth,
but the way of compatibility with the words of the Bible, and they believe that anything
that does not conform to the Bible is, without exception, not My work. Are such people
not the dutiful descendants of the Pharisees?
from “You Should Seek the Way of Compatibility With Christ”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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10. Those who only care about the words of the Bible and are concerned neither
with the truth nor with seeking My footsteps—they are against Me, for they limit Me
according to the Bible, constrain Me within the Bible, and so are blasphemous in the
extreme toward Me. How could such people come before Me? They pay no heed to
My deeds, or My will, or the truth, but instead obsess over words—words that kill.
How could such people be compatible with Me?
from “You Should Seek the Way of Compatibility With Christ”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. The Bible is a historical record of God’s work in Israel, and documents many
of the foretelling of ancient prophets as well as some of the utterances of Jehovah in
His work at that time. Thus, people all look upon this book as holy (for God is holy
and great). Of course, this is all a result of their reverence for Jehovah and their
adoration for God. People refer to this book in this way only because the creations of
God are so revering and adoring of their Creator, and there are even those who call
this book a heavenly book. In fact, it is merely a human record. It was not personally
named by Jehovah, nor did Jehovah personally guide its creation. In other words, the
author of this book is not God, but men. The Holy Bible is only the respectful title
given to it by man. This title was not decided by Jehovah and Jesus after They had
a discussion amongst each other; it is nothing more than a human idea. For this
book was not written by Jehovah, much less by Jesus. Instead, it is the accounts
given by many ancient prophets, apostles, and seers, which were compiled by later
generations into a book of ancient writings that, to people, seems especially holy, a
book that they believe contains many unfathomable and profound mysteries that are
waiting to be unlocked by future generations.
from “Concerning the Bible (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

12. The Old Testament is the work of God during the Age of Law. The Old
Testament of the Bible records all the work of Jehovah during the Age of Law and
His work of creation. All of it records the work done by Jehovah, and it ultimately ends
the accounts of Jehovah’s work with the Book of Malachi. The Old Testament records
two pieces of work done by God: One is the work of creation, and one is the decreeing
of the law. Both were the work done by Jehovah. The Age of Law represents the
work under the name of Jehovah God; it is the entirety of the work carried out
primarily under the name of Jehovah. Thus, the Old Testament records the work of
Jehovah, and the New Testament records the work of Jesus, work which was carried
out primarily under the name of Jesus. The significance of Jesus’ name and the work
He did are mostly recorded in the New Testament. During the Old Testament Age of
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Law, Jehovah built the temple and the altar in Israel, He guided the life of the
Israelites on earth, proving that they were His chosen people, the first group of people
that He selected on earth and who were after His own heart, the first group that He
had personally led. The twelve tribes of Israel were Jehovah’s first chosen ones, and
so He always worked in them, right up until the work of Jehovah of the Age of Law
was concluded. The second stage of work was the work of the Age of Grace of the
New Testament, and it was carried out among the Jewish people, among one of the
twelve tribes of Israel. The scope of this work was smaller because Jesus was God
become flesh. Jesus worked only throughout the land of Judea, and only did threeand-a-half years of work; thus, what is recorded in the New Testament is far from
able to surpass the amount of work recorded in the Old Testament. The work of Jesus
of the Age of Grace is primarily recorded in the Four Gospels. The path walked by
the people of the Age of Grace was that of the most superficial changes in their life
disposition, most of which is recorded in the epistles.
from “Concerning the Bible (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. The books of gospel of the New Testament were recorded twenty to thirty
years after Jesus was crucified. Before, the people of Israel only read the Old
Testament. That is to say, at the beginning of the Age of Grace people read the Old
Testament. The New Testament only appeared during the Age of Grace. The New
Testament did not exist when Jesus worked; the people after He was resurrected
and ascended to heaven recorded His work. Only then were there the Four Gospels,
in addition to which were also the epistles of Paul and Peter, as well as the Book of
Revelation. More than three hundred years after Jesus ascended to heaven,
subsequent generations collated these documents selectively, and only then was
there the New Testament of the Bible. Only after this work had been completed was
there the New Testament; it did not exist previously. … What they recorded, it can
be said, was according to their level of education and human caliber. What they
recorded was the experiences of men, and each had their own means of recording
and knowing, and each record was different. Thus, if you worship the Bible as God
you are extremely ignorant and stupid!
from “Concerning the Bible (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. The things that are recorded in the Bible are limited; they cannot represent the
work of God in its entirety. The Four Gospels have fewer than one hundred chapters
altogether, in which are written a finite number of happenings, such as Jesus cursing
the fig tree, Peter’s three denials of the Lord, Jesus appearing to the disciples
following His crucifixion and resurrection, teaching about fasting, teaching about
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prayer, teaching about divorce, the birth and genealogy of Jesus, Jesus’ appointment
of the disciples, and so forth. However, man values them as treasures, even
comparing the work of today against them. They even believe that all the work Jesus
did in His life amounted only to so much, as if God were only capable of doing this
much and nothing further. Is this not absurd?
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. In reading the Bible people can also gain many ways of life that cannot be
found in other books. These ways are the ways of life of the work of the Holy Spirit
experienced by prophets and apostles in ages past, and many of the words are
precious, and can provide what people need. Thus, people all like to read the Bible.
Because there is so much hidden in the Bible, people’s views toward it are unlike
those toward the writings of great spiritual figures. The Bible is a record and collection
of the experiences and knowledge of people who served Jehovah and Jesus in
the old and new age, and so later generations have been able to gain much
enlightenment, illumination, and paths to practice from it. The reason why the Bible
is higher than the writings of any great spiritual figure is because all of their writings
are drawn from the Bible, their experiences all come from the Bible, and they all
explain the Bible. And so, although people can gain provision from the books of any
great spiritual figure, they still worship the Bible, for it seems so high and profound to
them! Although the Bible brings together some of the books of the words of life, such
as the Pauline epistles and Petrine epistles, and although people can be provided for
and assisted by these books, these books are still out of date, they still belong to the
old age, and no matter how good they are, they are only suitable for one period, and
are not everlasting. For God’s work is always developing, and it cannot simply stop
at the time of Paul and Peter, or always remain in the Age of Grace in which Jesus
was crucified. And so, these books are only suitable for the Age of Grace, not for the
Age of Kingdom of the last days. They can only provide for the believers of the Age
of Grace, not for the saints of the Age of Kingdom, and no matter how good they are,
they are still obsolete. It is the same with Jehovah’s work of creation or His work in
Israel: No matter how great this work was, it would still become outdated, and the
time would still come when it passed. God’s work is also the same: It is great, but
there will come a time when it ends; it cannot always remain amidst the work of the
creation, nor among that of the crucifixion. No matter how convincing the work of the
crucifixion, no matter how effective it was in defeating Satan, work is, after all, still
work, and the ages are, after all, still ages; work cannot always stay on the same
foundation, nor can times never change, because there was the creation and there
must be the last days. This is inevitable! Thus, today the words of life in the New
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Testament—the epistles of the apostles, and the Four Gospels—have become
historical books, they have become old almanacs, and how could the old almanacs
take people into the new age? No matter how capable these almanacs are of
providing people with life, no matter how able they are to lead people to the cross,
are they not outdated? Are they not bereft of value?
from “Concerning the Bible (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. The Bible is nothing more than a historical record of God’s work, and a
testament to the previous two stages of God’s work, and that it offers you no
understanding of the aims of God’s work. Everyone who has read the Bible knows
that it documents the two stages of God’s work during the Age of Law and the Age
of Grace. The Old Testament chronicles the history of Israel and Jehovah’s work from
the time of creation until the end of the Age of Law. The New Testament records
Jesus’ work on earth, which is in the Four Gospels, as well as the work of Paul—are
these not historical records? Bringing up the things of the past today makes them
history, and no matter how true or real they might be, they are still history—and
history cannot address the present, for God does not look back on history! And so, if
you only understand the Bible, and understand nothing of the work God intends to
do today, and if you believe in God but do not seek the work of the Holy Spirit, then
you do not understand what it means to seek God. If you read the Bible in order to
study the history of Israel, to research the history of God’s creation of all the heavens
and earth, then you do not believe in God. But today, since you believe in God, and
pursue life, since you pursue the knowledge of God, and do not pursue dead letters
and doctrines or an understanding of history, you must seek God’s will of today, and
you must look for the direction of the Holy Spirit’s work. If you were an archeologist
you could read the Bible—but you are not, you are one of those who believe in God,
and you had best seek God’s will of today.
from “Concerning the Bible (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

17. If you wish to see the work of the Age of Law, and to see how the Israelites
followed the way of Jehovah, then you must read the Old Testament; if you wish
to understand the work of the Age of Grace, then you must read the New
Testament. But how do you see the work of the last days? You must accept the
leadership of the God of today, and enter into the work of today, for this is the new
work, and no one has previously recorded it in the Bible. Today, God has become
flesh and selected other chosen ones in China. God works in these people, He
continues on from His work on earth, and continues on from the work of the Age
of Grace. The work of today is a path that man has never walked, and a way that
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no one has ever seen. It is work that has never been done before—it is God’s
latest work on earth. Thus, work that has never been done before is not history,
because now is now, and has yet to become the past. People do not know that
God has done greater, newer work on earth, and outside of Israel, that it has
already gone beyond the scope of Israel, and beyond the foretelling of the
prophets, that it is new and marvelous work outside of the prophecies, and newer
work beyond Israel, and work that people can neither perceive nor imagine. How
could the Bible contain explicit records of such work? Who could have recorded
every single bit of today’s work, without omission, in advance? Who could have
recorded this mightier, wiser work that defies convention, in that moldy old book?
The work of today is not history, and as such, if you wish to walk the new path of
today, then you must depart from the Bible, you must go beyond the books of
prophecy or history in the Bible. Only then will you be able to walk the new path
properly, and only then will you be able to enter into the new realm and the new
work. You must understand why, today, you are asked not to read the Bible, why
there is another work that is separate from the Bible, why God does not look for
newer, more detailed practice in the Bible, and why there is instead mightier work
outside of the Bible. This is all what you should understand.
from “Concerning the Bible (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

18. For God, it is permissible to have a new beginning for much of the new work
He wants to do and the new words He wants to say. When He begins something
new, He neither mentions His previous work nor continues to carry it out. Because
God has His principles in His work, when He wants to begin new work, it is when
He wants to bring mankind into a new stage of His work, and when His work will
enter a higher phase. If people continue to act according to the old sayings or
regulations or continue to hold fast to them, He will not remember or approve that.
This is because He has already brought new work, and has entered a new phase
of His work. When He initiates new work, He appears to mankind with a completely
new image, from a completely new angle, and in a completely new way so that
people can see different aspects of His disposition and what He has and is. This
is one of His goals in His new work. God does not cling to old things or walk the
well-trodden path; when He works and speaks, He is not as prohibitive as people
imagine. In God, all is free and liberated, and there is no prohibition, no
constraints—what He brings to mankind is freedom and liberation. He is a living
God, a God who genuinely, truly exists. He is not a puppet or a clay figure, and
He is totally different from the idols that people enshrine and worship. He is living
and vibrant, and what His words and work bring to mankind is all life and light, all
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freedom and liberation, because He holds the truth, the life, and the way—He is
not constrained by anything in any of His work.
from “God’s Work, God’s Disposition, and God Himself III” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

19. Jesus said that the work of Jehovah had fallen behind in the Age of Grace, just
as I say today, that the work of Jesus has also fallen behind. If there had been only
the Age of Law and not the Age of Grace, then Jesus would not have been crucified
and could not have redeemed all mankind. If there had only been the Age of Law,
could mankind ever have gotten as far as today? History moves forward, and is not
history the natural law of God’s work? Is this not a depiction of His management of
man throughout the entire universe? History moves forward, and so does the work
of God. God’s will is constantly changing. He could not remain at a single stage of
work for six thousand years, for as everyone knows, God is always new and never
old, and He could not possibly keep doing work like the crucifixion, being nailed to
the cross once, twice, three times…. It would be ridiculous to think thus. God does
not keep on doing the same work; His work is ever-changing and always new, much
as how I speak new words to you and do new work each day. This is the work I do,
and what is key are the words “new” and “wondrous.”
from “How Can Man Who Has Delimited God in His Notions Receive the
Revelations of God?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

20. Since there is a higher way, why study that low, outdated way? Since there
are newer utterances, and newer work, why live amid old historical records? The
new utterances can provide for you, which proves that this is the new work; the
old records cannot sate you, or satisfy your current needs, which proves that they
are history, and not the work of the here and now. The highest way is the newest
work, and with the new work, no matter how high the way of the past, it is just
history that people are looking back on, and no matter its value as reference, it is
still the old way. Even though it is recorded in the “holy book,” the old way is
history; even though there is no record of it in the “holy book,” the new way is of
the here and now. This way can save you, and this way can change you, for this
is the work of the Holy Spirit.
from “Concerning the Bible (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

21. God Himself is life, and the truth, and His life and truth coexist. Those who
are incapable of gaining the truth shall never gain life. Without the guidance,
support, and provision of the truth, you shall only gain letters, doctrines, and, above
all, death. God’s life is ever-present, and His truth and life coexist. If you cannot find
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the source of truth, then you will not gain the nourishment of life; if you cannot gain
the provision of life, then you will surely have no truth, and so apart from
imaginations and notions, the entirety of your body shall be nothing but your flesh—
your stench-ridden flesh. Know that the words of books do not count as life, the
records of history cannot be worshiped as the truth, and the regulations of the past
cannot serve as an account of words presently spoken by God. Only that which is
expressed by God when He comes to earth and lives among man is the truth, life,
God’s will, and His current way of working. If you apply the records of words spoken
by God during ages past to today, that makes you an archaeologist, and the best
way of describing you is as an expert on historical heritage. That is because you
always believe in traces of the work that God did in times past, only believe in the
shadow of God left from when He previously worked among man, and only believe
in the way that God gave to His followers in former times. You do not believe in the
direction of God’s work today, do not believe in the glorious countenance of God
today, and do not believe in the way of truth presently expressed by God. And so
you are undeniably a daydreamer who is completely out of touch with reality. If now
you still cling to words that are incapable of bringing life to man, then you are a
hopeless piece of deadwood,[a] for you are too conservative, too intractable, too
impervious to reason!
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of Eternal Life”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

22. Christ of the last days brings life, and brings the enduring and everlasting
way of truth. This truth is the path by which man gains life, and it is the only path
by which man shall know God and be approved by God. If you do not seek the way
of life provided by Christ of the last days, then you shall never gain the approval of
Jesus, and shall never be qualified to enter the gate of the kingdom of heaven, for
you are both a puppet and prisoner of history. Those who are controlled by
regulations, by letters, and shackled by history will never be able to gain life nor
gain the perpetual way of life. This is because all they have is turbid water which
has been clung to for thousands of years instead of the water of life that flows from
the throne. Those who are not supplied with the water of life will forever remain
corpses, playthings of Satan, and sons of hell. How, then, can they behold God? If
you only try to hold on to the past, only try to keep things as they are by standing
still, and do not try to change the status quo and discard history, then will you not
always be against God? The steps of God’s work are vast and mighty, like surging
a. A piece of deadwood: a Chinese idiom, meaning “beyond help.”
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waves and rolling thunders—yet you sit passively awaiting destruction, clinging to
your folly and doing nothing. In this way, how can you be considered someone who
follows the footsteps of the Lamb? How can you justify the God that you hold on to
as a God who is always new and never old? And how can the words of your
yellowed books carry you across into a new age? How can they lead you to seek
the steps of God’s work? And how can they take you up to heaven? What you hold
in your hands are letters that can provide but temporary solace, not truths that are
capable of giving life. The scriptures you read can only enrich your tongue and are
not words of philosophy that can help you know human life, much less the paths
that can lead you to perfection. Does this discrepancy not give you cause for
reflection? Does it not make you realize the mysteries contained within? Are you
capable of delivering yourself to heaven to meet God on your own? Without the
coming of God, can you take yourself into heaven to enjoy family happiness with
God? Are you still dreaming now? I suggest, then, that you stop dreaming and
look at who is working now—look to see who is now carrying out the work of saving
man during the last days. If you do not, you shall never gain the truth, and shall
never gain life.
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of
Eternal Life” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

23. If you use your own notions to measure and delimit God, as if God were an
unchanging statue of clay, and if you completely delimit God within the parameters of
the Bible and contain Him within a limited scope of work, then this proves that you have
condemned God. Because the Jews in the age of the Old Testament took God to be an
idol of fixed form that they held in their hearts, as if God could only be called the Messiah,
and only He who was called the Messiah could be God, and because humanity served
and worshiped God as if He were a (lifeless) clay statue, they nailed the Jesus of that
time to the cross, sentencing Him to death—the guiltless Jesus was thus condemned to
death. God was innocent of any offense, yet man refused to spare Him, and insisted on
sentencing Him to death, and so Jesus was crucified. Man always believes that God is
unchanging, and defines Him on the basis of one single book, the Bible, as though man
has a perfect understanding of God’s management, as though man holds all that God
does in the palm of his hand. People are absurd in the extreme, arrogant in the extreme,
and they all have a flair for hyperbole. No matter how great your knowledge of God, I
still say that you do not know God, that you are someone who opposes God the most,
and that you have condemned God, because you are utterly incapable of obeying the
work of God and walking the path of being made perfect by God.
from “The Wicked Will Surely Be Punished” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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24. As for the visions of the work in this entire six-thousand-year management
plan, no one is able to gain insight or understanding, and these visions remain
riddles. In the last days, only the work of the word is carried out in order to usher
in the Age of Kingdom, but it is not representative of all the ages. The last days are
no more than the last days and no more than the Age of Kingdom, and they do not
represent the Age of Grace or the Age of Law. It is just that, during the last days,
all the work in the six-thousand-year management plan is revealed to you. This is
the unveiling of the mystery. This kind of mystery is something that can be unveiled
by no man. No matter how great an understanding man has of the Bible, it remains
nothing more than words, for man does not understand the essence of the Bible.
In reading the Bible, man may understand some truths, explain some words, or
subject some famous passages and chapters to his petty scrutiny, but he will never
be able to extricate the meaning contained within those words, for all man sees are
dead words, not the scenes of the work of Jehovah and of Jesus, and man has no
way of unraveling the mystery of this work. Therefore, the mystery of the sixthousand-year management plan is the greatest mystery, the most profoundly
hidden, and wholly unfathomable to man. No one can directly grasp the will of God,
unless God Himself explains and reveals it to man; otherwise, these things will
forever remain riddles to man, remaining forever sealed mysteries. Never mind
those in the religious world; if you had not been told today, you would not have
grasped it either. This work of six thousand years is more mysterious than all the
prophecies of the prophets. It is the greatest mystery from creation to the present,
and no one among the prophets throughout the ages has ever been able to fathom
it, for this mystery is only unveiled in the final age and has never before been
revealed. If you can grasp this mystery, and if you are able to receive it in its
entirety, then all religious persons will be vanquished by this mystery. Only this is
the greatest of visions; it is that which man longs most keenly to grasp but it is also
that which is most unclear to him.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

II. On the Truth of the Incarnation
1. The “incarnation” is God’s appearance in the flesh; God works among created
mankind in the image of the flesh. So for God to be incarnated, He must first be flesh,
flesh with normal humanity; this is the most basic prerequisite. In fact, the implication
of God’s incarnation is that God lives and works in the flesh, that God in His very
essence becomes flesh, becomes a man.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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2. Incarnation means that God’s Spirit becomes a flesh, that is, God becomes
flesh; the work that the flesh does is the work of the Spirit, which is realized in the
flesh, expressed by the flesh. No one except God’s flesh can fulfill the ministry of the
incarnate God; that is, only God’s incarnate flesh, this normal humanity—and no one
else—can express the divine work.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. The Christ with normal humanity is a flesh in which the Spirit is realized, and is
possessed of normal humanity, normal sense, and human thought. “Being realized”
means God becoming man, the Spirit becoming flesh; to put it more plainly, it is when
God Himself inhabits a flesh with normal humanity, and through it expresses His
divine work—this is what it means to be realized, or incarnated.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. God become flesh is called Christ, and so the Christ that can give people the
truth is called God. There is nothing excessive about this, for He possesses the
essence of God, and possesses God’s disposition, and wisdom in His work, that are
unattainable by man. Those who call themselves Christ, yet cannot do the work of
God, are frauds. Christ is not merely the manifestation of God on earth, but also the
particular flesh assumed by God as He carries out and completes His work among
man. This flesh cannot be supplanted by just any man, but is a flesh that can
adequately bear God’s work on earth, and express the disposition of God, and well
represent God, and provide man with life.
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of
Eternal Life” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. He who is God incarnate shall possess the essence of God, and He who is God
incarnate shall possess the expression of God. Since God becomes flesh, He shall
bring forth the work He intends to do, and since God becomes flesh, He shall express
what He is, and shall be able to bring the truth to man, bestow life upon him, and
point the way for him. Flesh that does not have the essence of God is decidedly not
the incarnate God; of this there is no doubt.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. The incarnate God is called Christ, and Christ is the flesh donned by the Spirit
of God. This flesh is unlike any man that is of the flesh. This difference is because
Christ is not of flesh and blood; He is the incarnation of the Spirit. He has both a
normal humanity and a complete divinity. His divinity is not possessed by any man.
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His normal humanity sustains all His normal activities in the flesh, while His divinity
carries out the work of God Himself.
from “The Essence of Christ Is Obedience to the Will of the
Heavenly Father” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. Because He is a man with the essence of God, He is above all created humans,
above any man who can perform God’s work. And so, among all those with a human
shell like His, among all those who possess humanity, only He is the incarnate God
Himself—all others are created humans. Though they all have humanity, created
humans have nothing but humanity, while God incarnate is different: In His flesh He
not only has humanity but, more importantly, divinity. His humanity can be seen in
the outer appearance of His flesh and in His everyday life, but His divinity is difficult
to perceive. Because His divinity is expressed only when He has humanity, and is
not as supernatural as people imagine it to be, it is extremely difficult for people to
see. … Since God becomes flesh, His essence is a combination of humanity and
divinity. This combination is called God Himself, God Himself on earth.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. His incarnate life and work can be divided into two stages. First is the life He
lives before performing His ministry. He lives in an ordinary human family, in utterly
normal humanity, obeying the normal morals and laws of human life, with normal
human needs (food, clothing, sleep, shelter), normal human weaknesses, and normal
human emotions. In other words, during this first stage He lives in non-divine,
completely normal humanity, engaging in all the normal human activities. The second
stage is the life He lives after beginning to perform His ministry. He still dwells in the
ordinary humanity with a normal human shell, showing no outward sign of the
supernatural. Yet He lives purely for the sake of His ministry, and during this time His
normal humanity exists entirely in order to sustain the normal work of His divinity, for
by then His normal humanity has matured to the point of being able to perform His
ministry. So, the second stage of His life is to perform His ministry in His normal
humanity, when it is a life both of normal humanity and complete divinity. The reason
why, during the first stage of His life, He lives in completely ordinary humanity is that
His humanity is not yet able to maintain the entirety of the divine work, is not yet
mature; only after His humanity grows mature, becomes capable of shouldering His
ministry, can He set about performing the ministry that He ought to perform. Since
He, as flesh, needs to grow and mature, the first stage of His life is that of normal
humanity—while in the second stage, because His humanity is capable of
undertaking His work and performing His ministry, the life the incarnate God lives
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during His ministry is one of both humanity and complete divinity. If, from the
moment of His birth, the incarnate God began His ministry in earnest, performing
supernatural signs and wonders, then He would have no corporeal essence.
Therefore, His humanity exists for the sake of His corporeal essence; there can be
no flesh without humanity, and a person without humanity is not a human being. In
this way, the humanity of God’s flesh is an intrinsic property of God’s incarnate
flesh. To say that “when God becomes flesh He is entirely divine, and not at all
human,” is blasphemy, for this statement simply does not exist, and violates the
principle of incarnation. Even after He begins to perform His ministry, He still lives
in His divinity with a human outer shell when He does His work; it is just that at the
time, His humanity serves the sole purpose of allowing His divinity to perform the
work in the normal flesh. So the agent of the work is the divinity inhabiting His
humanity. His divinity, not His humanity, is at work, yet this divinity is hidden within
His humanity; in essence, His work is done by His complete divinity, not by His
humanity. But the performer of the work is His flesh. One could say that He is a
man and also is God, for God becomes a God living in the flesh, with a human shell
and a human essence but also the essence of God.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

9. The humanity of God incarnate exists to maintain the normal divine work in the
flesh; His normal human thinking sustains His normal humanity and all His normal
corporeal activities. One could say that His normal human thinking exists in order
to sustain all the work of God in the flesh. If this flesh did not possess a normal
human mind, then God could not work in the flesh, and what He needs to do in the
flesh could never be accomplished. Though the incarnate God possesses a normal
human mind, His work is not adulterated by human thought; He undertakes the work
in the humanity with a normal mind, under the precondition of possessing the
humanity with a mind, not by the exercise of normal human thought. No matter how
lofty the thoughts of His flesh are, His work is not tainted by logic or thinking. In
other words, His work is not conceived by the mind of His flesh, but is a direct
expression of the divine work in His humanity. All of His work is the ministry He
must fulfill, and none of it is conceived by His brain. For example, healing the sick,
casting out demons, and the crucifixion were not products of His human mind, and
could not have been achieved by any man with a human mind. Likewise, today’s
work of conquest is a ministry that must be performed by the incarnate God, but it
is not the work of a human will, it is the work His divinity should do, work of which
no fleshly human is capable. So the incarnate God must possess a normal human
mind, must possess normal humanity, because He must perform His work in the
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humanity with a normal mind. This is the essence of the work of the incarnate God,
the very essence of the incarnate God.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

10. The incarnate Son of man expressed God’s divinity through His humanity and
conveyed the will of God to mankind. And through His expression of God’s will and
disposition, He also revealed to people the God that cannot be seen or touched who
dwells in the spiritual realm. What people saw was God Himself in tangible form,
made of flesh and blood. So the incarnate Son of man made things such as the
identity of God Himself, God’s status, image, disposition, and what He has and is,
concrete and humanized. Even though the external appearance of the Son of man
had some limitations regarding the image of God, His essence and what He has and
is were entirely able to represent the identity and status of God Himself—there were
merely some differences in the form of expression. We cannot deny that the Son of
man represented the identity and status of God Himself, both in the form of His
humanity and in His divinity. During this time, however, God worked through the flesh,
spoke from the perspective of the flesh, and stood before mankind with the identity
and status of the Son of man, and this gave people the opportunity to encounter and
experience the true words and work of God among mankind. It also allowed people
insight into His divinity and His greatness in the midst of humility, as well as to gain
a preliminary understanding and definition of the authenticity and reality of God.
from “God’s Work, God’s Disposition, and God Himself III” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. Although the outward appearance of God incarnate is exactly the same as a
human, and although He learns human knowledge and speaks human language, and
sometimes even expresses His ideas through mankind’s own methods or ways of
speaking, nevertheless, the way He sees humans and sees the essence of things
is absolutely not the same as the way corrupt people see mankind and the essence
of things. His perspective and the elevation at which He stands is something
unattainable for a corrupt person. This is because God is truth, because the flesh that
He wears also possesses the essence of God, and His thoughts and that which is
expressed by His humanity are also the truth. For corrupt people, what He expresses
in the flesh are provisions of the truth, and of life. These provisions are not just for
one person, but for all of mankind. … No matter how ordinary, how normal, how lowly
God’s incarnate flesh is, or even with what contempt people look down on Him, His
thoughts and His attitude toward mankind are things that no man could possess, that
no man could imitate. He will always observe mankind from the perspective of
divinity, from the elevation of His position as the Creator. He will always see mankind
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through the essence and the mindset of God. He absolutely cannot see mankind from
the lowly elevation of an average person, or from the perspective of a corrupt person.
When people look at mankind, they do so with human vision, and they use things
such as human knowledge and human rules and theories as their measure. This is
within the scope of what people can see with their eyes and the scope that is
achievable by corrupt people. When God looks at mankind, He looks with divine
vision, and He uses His essence and what He has and is as a measure. This scope
includes things that people cannot see, and this is where God incarnate and corrupt
humans are entirely different. This difference is determined by humans’ and God’s
different essences—it is these different essences that determine their identities and
positions as well as the perspective and elevation from which they see things.
from “God’s Work, God’s Disposition, and God Himself III” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

12. The flesh worn by the Spirit of God is God’s own flesh. The Spirit of God is
supreme; He is almighty, holy, and righteous. Likewise, His flesh is also supreme,
almighty, holy, and righteous. Such a flesh can only do that which is righteous and
beneficial to mankind, that which is holy, glorious, and mighty; He is incapable of
doing anything that violates the truth, that violates morality and justice, and much
less is He capable of anything that would betray God’s Spirit.
from “A Very Serious Problem: Betrayal (2)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. Given that God becomes flesh, He realizes His essence within His flesh, such
that His flesh is sufficient to undertake His work. Therefore, all the work of God’s Spirit
is replaced by the work of Christ during the time of incarnation, and at the core of all
work throughout the time of incarnation is the work of Christ. It cannot be commingled
with work from any other age. And since God becomes flesh, He works in the identity
of His flesh; since He comes in the flesh, He then finishes in the flesh the work that He
ought to do. Be it the Spirit of God or be it Christ, both are God Himself, and He does
the work that He ought to do and performs the ministry that He ought to perform.
from “The Essence of Christ Is Obedience to the Will of the
Heavenly Father” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. God’s saving of man is not done directly using the method of the Spirit and the
identity of the Spirit, for His Spirit can neither be touched nor seen by man, neither can
man draw near. If He tried to save man directly using the perspective of the Spirit, man
would be unable to receive His salvation. If God did not put on the outward form of a
created man, there would be no way for man to receive this salvation. For man has no
way of approaching Him, much as no one was able to go near the cloud of Jehovah.
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Only by becoming a created human being, that is, only by putting His word into the
body of flesh that He is about to become, can He personally work the word into all who
follow Him. Only then can man personally see and hear His word, and moreover enter
into possession of His word, and by this means come to be fully saved. If God did not
become flesh, no one of flesh and blood would be able to receive such great salvation,
nor would a single person be saved. If the Spirit of God worked directly in the midst of
mankind, all humanity would be struck down, or else, with no way of coming into touch
with God, they would be completely carried away captive by Satan.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. If God did not become flesh, He would remain the Spirit who is both invisible
and intangible to man. Man being a creature of flesh, he and God belong to two
different worlds and are possessed of different natures. The Spirit of God is
incompatible with man, who is of flesh, and there is simply no way of establishing
relations between them, not to mention that man is incapable of turning into a spirit.
This being so, the Spirit of God must become a created being in order to do His original
work. God can both ascend to the highest place and humble Himself to become a
human creature, doing work among mankind and living in their midst, but man cannot
ascend to the highest place and become a spirit, and even less can he descend to the
lowest place. This is why God must become flesh to carry out His work. By the same
token, during the first incarnation, only the flesh of God incarnate could redeem man
through His crucifixion, whereas there would have been no way for the Spirit of God to
be crucified as a sin offering for man. God could directly become flesh to serve as a
sin offering for man, but man could not directly ascend to heaven to take the sin offering
that God had prepared for him. This being so, all that is possible would be to ask God
to run back and forth a few times between heaven and earth, not to have man ascend
to heaven to take this salvation, for man had fallen and, moreover, man simply could
not ascend to heaven, much less obtain the sin offering. Therefore, it was necessary
for Jesus to come among mankind and personally do the work that simply could not
be accomplished by man. Every time God becomes flesh, it is out of absolute
necessity. If any of the stages could have been carried out directly by the Spirit of God,
He would not have submitted to the indignity of being incarnated.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. For those to be saved, the use value of the Spirit is far inferior to that of the
flesh: The work of the Spirit is able to cover the entire universe, across all mountains,
rivers, lakes, and oceans, yet the work of the flesh more effectively relates to every
person with whom He comes into contact. What is more, God’s flesh with tangible
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form can better be understood and trusted by man, and can further deepen man’s
knowledge of God, and can leave upon man a more profound impression of the actual
deeds of God. The work of the Spirit is shrouded in mystery; it is difficult for mortal
beings to fathom, and even harder for them to see, and so they can only rely on
hollow imaginings. The work of the flesh, however, is normal, and based on reality,
and possessed of rich wisdom, and is a fact that can be beheld by the physical eye
of man; man can personally experience the wisdom of the work of God, and has no
need to employ his bountiful imagination. This is the accuracy and real value of the
work of God in the flesh. The Spirit can only do things that are invisible to man and
difficult for him to imagine, for example the enlightenment of the Spirit, the moving of
the Spirit, and the guidance of the Spirit, but for man who has a mind, these do not
provide any clear meaning. They only provide a moving, or a broad meaning, and
cannot give an instruction with words. The work of God in the flesh, however, is
greatly different: It involves the accurate guidance of words, it has clear will, and has
clear required goals. And so man does not need to grope around, or employ his
imagination, much less make guesses. This is the clarity of the work in the flesh, and
its great difference from the work of the Spirit. The work of the Spirit is only suitable
for a limited scope and cannot replace the work of the flesh. The work of the flesh
gives man far more exact and necessary goals and far more real, valuable knowledge
than the work of the Spirit. The work that is of greatest value to corrupt man is that
which provides accurate words, clear goals to pursue, and which can be seen and
touched. Only realistic work and timely guidance are suited to man’s tastes, and only
real work can save man from his corrupt and depraved disposition. This can only be
achieved by the incarnate God; only the incarnate God can save man from his
formerly corrupt and depraved disposition.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

17. So, if this work were done by the Spirit—if God did not become flesh, and
instead the Spirit spoke directly through thunder so that man had no way to have
contact with Him, would man be able to know His disposition? If it were solely the
Spirit that did the work, then man would have no way of coming to know God’s
disposition. People can only behold God’s disposition with their own eyes when He
becomes flesh, when the Word appears in the flesh, and He expresses His entire
disposition through the flesh. God really and truly lives among men. He is tangible;
man can actually engage with His disposition, engage with what He has and is; only
in this way can man truly come to know Him.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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18. God’s arrival in the flesh is primarily meant to enable people to see the real
deeds of God, to give fleshly form to the formless Spirit, and to allow people to see
and touch Him. In this way, those who are made complete by Him will live Him out,
will be gained by Him, and will be after His heart. If God only spoke in heaven and
had not actually come onto the earth, then people would yet be incapable of
knowing God; they would only be able to preach God’s deeds using empty theory
and would not have God’s words as reality. God has come onto the earth primarily
to act as an exemplar and a model for those whom He is to gain; only thus can
people actually know God, touch God, and see Him, and only then can they truly
be gained by God.
from “You Should Know That the Practical God Is God Himself”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

19. Only when God humbles Himself to a certain point, which is to say, only when
God becomes flesh, can man be His intimate and confidant. God is of the Spirit: How
are people qualified to be the intimates of this Spirit, who is so exalted and
unfathomable? Only when the Spirit of God descends into the flesh, and becomes a
creature with the same exterior as man, can people understand His will and actually
be gained by Him. He speaks and works in the flesh, shares in the joys, sorrows,
and tribulations of humankind, lives in the same world as humankind, protects
humankind, and guides them, and through this He cleanses people and allows them
to gain His salvation and His blessing. Having gained these things, people truly
understand God’s will, and only then can they be the intimates of God. Only this is
practical. If God were invisible and intangible to people, how then could they be His
intimates? Is this not empty doctrine?
from “Only Those Who Know God and His Work Can Satisfy God”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

20. Because the one who is judged is man, man who is of the flesh and has
been corrupted, and it is not the spirit of Satan that is judged directly, the work of
judgment is therefore not carried out in the spiritual world, but among man. No
one is more suitable, and qualified, than God in the flesh for the work of judging
the corruption of man’s flesh. If judgment were carried out directly by the Spirit of
God, then it would not be all-embracing. Furthermore, such work would be difficult
for man to accept, for the Spirit is unable to come face-to-face with man, and
because of this, the effects would not be immediate, much less would man be
able to behold the unoffendable disposition of God more clearly. Satan can only
be fully defeated if God in the flesh judges the corruption of mankind. … If this work
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were done by the Spirit of God, then it would not mean victory over Satan. The
Spirit is inherently more exalted than mortal beings, and the Spirit of God is
inherently holy, and triumphant over the flesh. If the Spirit did this work directly,
He would not be able to judge all of man’s disobedience and could not reveal all
of man’s unrighteousness. For the work of judgment is also carried out through
man’s notions about God, and man has never had any notions about the Spirit, and
so the Spirit is incapable of better revealing the unrighteousness of man, much less
of completely disclosing such unrighteousness. The incarnate God is the enemy of
all those who do not know Him. Through judging man’s notions and opposition to
Him, He discloses all the disobedience of mankind. The effects of His work in the
flesh are more apparent than those of the work of the Spirit. And so, the judgment
of all mankind is not carried out directly by the Spirit but is the work of the incarnate
God. God in the flesh can be seen and touched by man, and God in the flesh can
completely conquer man.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

21. If the Spirit of God spoke directly to man, mankind would all submit to the voice,
falling down without words of revelation, much in the way that Paul fell to the ground
in the light on the road to Damascus. If God continued to work in this way, man would
never be able to come to know his own corruption through the judgment of the word
and thereby attain salvation. Only through becoming flesh can God personally deliver
His words into the ears of each and every human being, so that all who have ears
may hear His words and receive His work of judgment by the word. Only this is the
result achieved by His word, rather than the Spirit becoming manifest to frighten man
into submission. It is only through this practical and yet extraordinary work that the
old disposition of man, hidden deep within for many years, can be fully exposed, so
that man may recognize it and have it changed. These things are all the practical
work of God incarnate, in which, speaking and executing judgment in a practical
manner, He achieves the results of judgment upon man by the word. This is the
authority of God incarnate and the significance of God’s incarnation. It is done to
make known the authority of God incarnate, to make known the results achieved by
the work of the word, and to make known that the Spirit has come in the flesh and
demonstrates His authority through judging man by the word. Although His flesh is
the outward form of an ordinary and normal humanity, it is the results His words
achieve that show to man He is full of authority, that He is God Himself, and that His
words are the expression of God Himself.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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22. There is one truth that you may not know: The corrupt disposition of man and
his rebelliousness and resistance are exposed when he sees Christ, and the
rebelliousness and resistance exposed at this time are more absolutely and completely
exposed than at any other. It is because Christ is the Son of man—a Son of man who
possesses normal humanity—that man neither honors nor respects Him. It is because
God lives in the flesh that the rebelliousness of man is brought to light so thoroughly
and in such vivid detail. So I say that the coming of Christ has unearthed all the
rebelliousness of mankind and has thrown the nature of mankind into sharp relief. This
is called “luring a tiger down the mountain” and “luring a wolf out of its cave.”
from “Those Who Are Incompatible With Christ Are Surely Opponents of God”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

23. The reason why He becomes flesh is because the flesh can also possess
authority, and He is capable of carrying out work in a practical manner among
mankind, in such a way that it is visible and tangible to man. This work is much more
realistic than the work done directly by the Spirit of God, who possesses all authority,
and its results are also apparent. This is because God’s incarnate flesh can speak
and work in a practical way. The outward form of His flesh holds no authority, and
can be approached by man, whereas His essence does carry authority, but His
authority is visible to none. When He speaks and works, man is unable to detect the
existence of His authority; this facilitates Him in doing work of a practical nature.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

24. God became flesh because the object of His work is not the spirit of Satan, or
any incorporeal thing, but man, who is of the flesh and has been corrupted by Satan.
It is precisely because the flesh of man has been corrupted that God has made fleshly
man the object of His work; moreover, because man is the object of corruption, God
has made man the only object of His work throughout all the stages of His salvation
work. Man is a mortal being, is of flesh and blood, and God is the only One who can
save man. In this way, God must become a flesh that possesses the same attributes
as man in order to do His work, so that His work might achieve better effects. God
must become flesh to do His work precisely because man is of the flesh, and
incapable of overcoming sin or divesting himself of the flesh.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

25. Man has been corrupted by Satan and is the highest of all God’s creatures,
therefore man is in need of God’s salvation. The object of God’s salvation is man, not
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Satan, and that which shall be saved is the flesh of man, and the soul of man, and not
the devil. Satan is the object of God’s annihilation, man is the object of God’s salvation,
and the flesh of man has been corrupted by Satan, so the first to be saved must be
the flesh of man. The flesh of man has been most profoundly corrupted, and it has
become something which opposes God, so much so that it even openly opposes and
denies the existence of God. This corrupt flesh is simply too intractable, and nothing is
more difficult to deal with or change than the corrupt disposition of the flesh. Satan
comes into the flesh of man to stir up disturbances, and it uses the flesh of man to
disturb the work of God and impair the plan of God, and thus man has become Satan,
and become the enemy of God. For man to be saved, he must first be conquered. It is
because of this that God rises to the challenge and comes into the flesh to do the work
He intends to do, and to do battle with Satan. His aim is the salvation of man, who has
been corrupted, and the defeat and annihilation of Satan, which rebels against Him.
He defeats Satan through His work of conquering man, while at the same time He
saves corrupt mankind. Thus, it is a work that achieves two aims at once.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

26. The flesh of man has been corrupted by Satan, and it has been most deeply
blinded, and profoundly harmed. The most fundamental reason why God works
personally in the flesh is because the object of His salvation is man, who is of the
flesh, and because Satan also uses the flesh of man to disturb the work of God. The
battle with Satan is actually the work of conquering man, and at the same time, man
is also the object of God’s salvation. In this way, the work of God incarnate is
essential. Satan corrupted the flesh of man, and man became the embodiment of
Satan, and became the object to be defeated by God. In this way, the work of doing
battle with Satan and saving mankind occurs on earth, and God must become human
in order to do battle with Satan. This is work of the utmost practicality. When God is
working in the flesh, He is actually doing battle with Satan in the flesh. When He
works in the flesh, He is doing His work in the spiritual realm, and He makes the
whole of His work in the spiritual realm real on earth. The one who is conquered is
man, man who is disobedient to Him, and the one who is defeated is the embodiment
of Satan (of course, this is also man), who is in enmity to Him, and the one who is
ultimately saved is also man. In this way, it is even more necessary for God to
become a human who has the outer shell of a creation, so that He is able to do real
battle with Satan, to conquer man, who is disobedient to Him and possessed of the
same outer shell as Him, and to save man, who is of the same outer shell as Him
and has been harmed by Satan. His enemy is man, the object of His conquest is
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man, and the object of His salvation is man, who was created by Him. So He must
become human, and in this way, His work becomes much easier. He is able to defeat
Satan and conquer mankind, and, moreover, is able to save mankind.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

27. In one regard, the incarnation of God during the last days removes the place
held by the vague God in the notions of man, so that there is no longer the image of
the vague God in man’s heart. Through His actual words and actual work, His
movement across all lands, and the exceptionally real and normal work that He does
among man, He causes man to know the reality of God, and removes the place of
the vague God in man’s heart. In another regard, God uses the words spoken by His
flesh to make man complete, and to accomplish all things. This is the work that God
will accomplish during the last days.
from “Knowing God’s Work Today” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

28. For all of those who live in the flesh, changing their disposition requires goals
to pursue, and knowing God requires witnessing the real deeds and the real face of
God. Both can only be achieved by God’s incarnate flesh, and both can only be
accomplished by the normal and real flesh. This is why the incarnation is necessary,
and why it is needed by all corrupt mankind. Since people are required to know God,
the images of the vague and supernatural Gods must be dispelled from their hearts,
and since they are required to cast off their corrupt disposition, they must first know
their corrupt disposition. If only man does the work to dispel the images of the vague
Gods from people’s hearts, then he will fail to achieve the proper effect. The images
of the vague Gods in people’s hearts cannot be exposed, cast off, or completely
expelled by words alone. In doing so, ultimately it would still not be possible to
dispel these deep-rooted things from people. Only by replacing these vague and
supernatural things with the practical God and the true image of God, and making
people gradually know them, can the due effect be achieved. Man recognizes that
the God whom he sought in times past is vague and supernatural. That which can
achieve this effect is not the direct leadership of the Spirit, much less the teachings
of a certain individual, but the incarnate God. The notions of man are laid bare when
the incarnate God officially does His work, because the normality and reality of the
incarnate God is the antithesis of the vague and supernatural God in man’s
imagination. The original notions of man can only be revealed when contrasted
against the incarnate God. Without the comparison to the incarnate God, the notions
of man could not be revealed; in other words, without reality as a foil, the vague things
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could not be revealed. No one is capable of using words to do this work, and no one
is capable of articulating this work using words. Only God Himself can do His own
work, and no one else can do this work on His behalf. No matter how rich the
language of man is, he is incapable of articulating the reality and normality of God.
Man can only know God more practically, and can only see Him more clearly, if God
personally works among man and completely shows forth His image and His being.
This effect cannot be achieved by any human being of flesh. Of course, God’s Spirit
is also incapable of achieving this effect. God can save corrupt man from the
influence of Satan, but this work cannot be directly accomplished by the Spirit of God;
rather, it can only be done by the flesh God’s Spirit wears, by God’s incarnate flesh.
This flesh is man and is also God, is a man possessed of normal humanity and also
God possessed of full divinity. And so, even though this flesh is not the Spirit of God,
and differs greatly from the Spirit, it is still the incarnate God Himself who saves man,
who is the Spirit and also the flesh. No matter what He is called by, ultimately it is still
God Himself who saves mankind. For the Spirit of God is indivisible from the flesh,
and the work of the flesh is also the work of the Spirit of God; it is just that this work
is not done using the identity of the Spirit, but is done using the identity of the flesh.
Work that needs to be done directly by the Spirit does not require incarnation, and
work that requires the flesh to do cannot be done directly by the Spirit, and can only
be done by God incarnate. This is what is required for this work, and it is what is
required by corrupt mankind.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

29. The best thing about His work in the flesh is that He can leave accurate
words and exhortations, and His specific will for mankind to those who follow Him,
so that afterward His followers can more accurately and more concretely pass on
all of His work in the flesh, and His will for the whole of mankind, to those who
accept this way. Only the work of God in the flesh among man truly accomplishes
the fact of God’s being together and living together with man. Only this work fulfills
man’s desire to behold the face of God, witness the work of God, and hear the
personal word of God. The incarnate God brings to an end the age when only the
back of Jehovah appeared to mankind, and He also concludes the age of
mankind’s belief in the vague God. In particular, the work of the last incarnate God
brings all mankind into an age that is more realistic, more practical, and more
beautiful. He not only concludes the age of law and doctrine but, more importantly,
He reveals to mankind a God who is real and normal, who is righteous and holy,
who unlocks the work of the management plan and who demonstrates the
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mysteries and destination of mankind, who created mankind and brings to an end
the management work, and who has remained hidden for thousands of years. He
brings the age of vagueness to a complete end, He concludes the age in which the
whole of mankind wished to seek God’s face but was unable to, He ends the age
in which the whole of mankind served Satan, and He leads the whole of mankind
all the way into a completely new era. All this is the outcome of the work of God in
the flesh in place of God’s Spirit. When God works in His flesh, those who follow
Him no longer seek and grope after those things which seem to both exist and not
exist, and they cease to guess at the will of the vague God. When God spreads His
work in the flesh, those who follow Him shall pass on the work that He has done in
the flesh to all religions and denominations, and they shall communicate all of His
words to the ears of the whole of mankind. All that is heard by those who receive
His gospel shall be the facts of His work, shall be things personally seen and heard
by man, and shall be facts and not hearsay. These facts are the evidence with
which He spreads the work, and they are also the tools that He uses in spreading
the work. Without the existence of facts, His gospel would not spread across all
countries and to all places; without facts but only with man’s imaginings, He would
never be able to do the work of conquering the entire universe. The Spirit is
impalpable to man, and invisible to man, and the work of the Spirit is incapable of
leaving any further evidence or facts of God’s work for man. Man shall never behold
the real face of God, he shall always believe in a vague God that does not exist.
Man shall never behold the face of God, nor will man ever hear words personally
spoken by God. Man’s imaginings are, after all, empty, and cannot replace the true
face of God; the inherent disposition of God, and the work of God Himself, cannot
be impersonated by man. The invisible God in heaven and His work can only be
brought to earth by God incarnate who personally does His work among man. This
is the most ideal way for God to appear to man, in which man sees God and comes
to know the true face of God, and it cannot be achieved by a non-incarnate God.
Having carried out His work to this stage, God’s work has already achieved the
optimal effect, and has been a complete success. The personal work of God in the
flesh has already completed ninety percent of the work of His entire management.
This flesh has provided a better beginning to all of His work, and a summary for all
of His work, and has promulgated all of His work, and made the last thorough
replenishment to all of this work. Henceforth, there will not be another incarnate
God to do the fourth stage of God’s work, and never will there be any wondrous
work of a third incarnation of God.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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30. The only reason that the incarnate God has come into the flesh is because of
the needs of corrupt man. It is because of the needs of man, not of God, and all His
sacrifices and sufferings are for the sake of mankind, and not for the benefit of God
Himself. There are no pros and cons or rewards for God; He shall not reap some
future harvest, but that which was originally owed to Him. All that He does and
sacrifices for mankind is not so that He might gain great rewards, but purely for the
sake of mankind. Though God’s work in the flesh involves many unimaginable
difficulties, the effects that it ultimately achieves far exceed those of the work done
directly by the Spirit. The work of the flesh entails much hardship, and the flesh
cannot possess the same great identity as the Spirit, He cannot carry out the same
supernatural deeds as the Spirit, much less can He possess the same authority as
the Spirit. Yet the essence of the work done by this unremarkable flesh is far superior
to that of the work done directly by the Spirit, and this flesh Himself is the answer to
the needs of all mankind.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

31. The reason this flesh can do the work that man cannot is because His inner
essence is unlike that of any human, and the reason He can save man is because
His identity is different from that of any human. This flesh is so important to mankind
because He is man and, even more so, He is God, because He can do the work
that no ordinary man of flesh can do, and because He can save corrupt man, who
lives together with Him on earth. Though He is identical to man, the incarnate God
is more important to mankind than any person of value, for He can do the work that
cannot be done by the Spirit of God, is more able than the Spirit of God to bear
testimony to God Himself, and is more able than the Spirit of God to fully gain
mankind. As a result, although this flesh is normal and ordinary, His contribution to
mankind and His significance to the existence of mankind make Him highly
precious, and the real value and significance of this flesh is immeasurable to any
human. Although this flesh cannot directly destroy Satan, He can use His work to
conquer mankind and defeat Satan, and make Satan fully submit to His dominion.
It is because God is incarnated that He can defeat Satan and is able to save
mankind. He does not directly destroy Satan, but instead becomes flesh to do the
work to conquer mankind, who has been corrupted by Satan. In this way, He is
better able to bear testimony to Himself among His creatures, and He is better
able to save corrupted man. God incarnate’s defeat of Satan bears greater
testimony, and is more persuasive, than the direct destruction of Satan by the
Spirit of God. God in the flesh is better able to help man know the Creator and is
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better able to bear testimony to Himself among His creatures.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

32. In the three stages of God’s work, only one stage was carried out directly by
the Spirit, and the remaining two stages are carried out by the incarnate God, and
not directly by the Spirit. The work of the Age of Law done by the Spirit did not involve
changing the corrupt disposition of man, and neither did it bear any relation to man’s
knowledge of God. The work of God’s flesh in the Age of Grace and the Age of
Kingdom, however, involves man’s corrupt disposition and his knowledge of God,
and is an important and crucial part of the work of salvation. Therefore, corrupt
mankind is more in need of the salvation of the incarnate God, and is more in need
of the direct work of the incarnate God. Mankind needs the incarnate God to
shepherd him, support him, water him, feed him, judge and chastise him, and he
needs more grace and greater redemption from the incarnate God. Only God in the
flesh can be the confidant of man, the shepherd of man, the very present help of
man, and all of this is the necessity of the incarnation both today and in times past.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

33. In his relationship with God in the flesh, man progresses from opposition to
obedience, from persecution to acceptance, from notions to knowledge, and from
rejection to love—these are the effects of the work of the incarnate God. Man is only
saved through the acceptance of His judgment, man only gradually comes to know
Him through the words of His mouth, man is conquered by Him during his opposition
to Him, and he receives the life supply from Him during the acceptance of His
chastisement. All of this work is the work of God in the flesh, and not the work of God
in His identity as the Spirit. The work done by God incarnate is the greatest work, and
the most profound work, and the crucial part of the three stages of God’s work are
the two stages of the work of incarnation.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

34. The stage of work which Jesus performed only fulfilled the essence of “the
Word was with God”: The truth of God was with God, and the Spirit of God was with
the flesh and was inseparable from that flesh. That is, the flesh of God incarnate was
with the Spirit of God, which is greater proof that Jesus incarnate was the first
incarnation of God. This stage of work precisely fulfills the inner meaning of “the Word
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becomes flesh,” lent deeper meaning to “the Word was with God, and the Word was
God,” and allows you to firmly believe the words “In the beginning was the Word.”
Which is to say, at the time of creation God was possessed of words, His words were
with Him and inseparable from Him, and in the final age, He makes even clearer the
power and authority of His words, and allows man to see all of His ways—to hear all
of His words. Such is the work of the final age. … Because this is the work of the
second incarnation—and the last time that God becomes flesh—it fully completes the
significance of the incarnation, thoroughly carries out and issues forth all of God’s
work in the flesh, and brings to an end the era of God’s being in the flesh.
from “Practice (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

35. This time around, God comes to do work not in a spiritual body, but in a very
ordinary one. Moreover, not only is it the body of God’s second incarnation, it is also
the body through which God returns to the flesh. It is a very ordinary flesh. You cannot
see anything that makes Him stand out from others, but you can gain from Him
previously unheard-of truths. This insignificant flesh is what embodies all the words
of truth from God, undertakes God’s work in the last days, and expresses the whole
of God’s disposition for man to understand. Do you not desire greatly to see the God
in heaven? Do you not desire greatly to understand the God in heaven? Do you not
desire greatly to see the destination of mankind? He will tell you all these secrets—
secrets that no man has been able to tell you, and He will also tell you of the truths
that you do not understand. He is your gate into the kingdom, and your guide into the
new age. Such an ordinary flesh holds many unfathomable mysteries. His deeds may
be inscrutable to you, but the entire goal of the work He does is sufficient enough to
allow you to see that He is not, as people believe, a simple flesh. For He represents
the will of God and the care shown by God toward mankind in the last days. Though
you cannot hear His words seeming to shake the heavens and earth, though you
cannot see His eyes as a flame of fire, and though you cannot receive the discipline
of His iron rod, nevertheless you can hear from His words that God is wrathful and
know that God is showing compassion for mankind; you can see the righteous
disposition of God and His wisdom, and, moreover, realize God’s solicitude for all
mankind. The work of God in the last days is to allow man to see the God in heaven
living among men on earth, and to enable man to know, obey, revere, and love God.
This is why He has returned to the flesh for a second time. Though what man sees
this day is a God that is the same as man, a God with a nose and two eyes, and an
unremarkable God, in the end, God will show you that if this man did not exist, heaven
and earth would undergo a tremendous change; if this man did not exist, the heavens
would grow dim, the earth would be plunged into chaos, and all mankind would live
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amid famine and plagues. He will show you that if God incarnate did not come to
save you in the last days, then God would have long ago destroyed all mankind in
hell; if this flesh did not exist, then you would forever be arch-sinners, and you would
be corpses evermore. You should know that if this flesh did not exist, all mankind
would face an ineluctable calamity and find it impossible to escape the even more
severe punishment that God metes out to mankind in the last days. Had this ordinary
flesh not been born, you would all be in a state where you beg for life without being
able to live and pray for death without being able to die; if this flesh did not exist, then
you would not be able to gain the truth and come before the throne of God today, but
rather, you would be punished by God because of your grievous sins. Did you know
that were it not for the return of God to the flesh, none would have a chance at
salvation; and were it not for the coming of this flesh, God would have long ago put
an end to the age of old? This being so, are you still able to reject the second
incarnation of God? Since you can derive so many benefits from this ordinary man,
why would you not gladly accept Him?
from “Did You Know? God Has Done a Great Thing Among Men”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

36. All of God’s work in the last days is done through this ordinary man. He will
bestow everything upon you, and what is more, He will be able to decide everything
relating to you. Can such a man be as you believe Him to be: a man so simple as to
be unworthy of mention? Is His truth not enough to utterly convince you? Is witness of
His deeds not enough to utterly convince you? Or is it that the path He brings is not
worthy for you to walk on? When all is said and done, what is it that causes you to
abhor Him and to cast Him away and give Him a wide berth? It is this man who
expresses the truth, it is this man who provides the truth, and it is this man who gives
you a path to follow. Could it be that you are still unable to find the traces of God’s work
within these truths? Without the work of Jesus, mankind could not have come down
from the cross, but without the incarnation of today, those who come down from the
cross could never gain God’s approval or enter into the new age. Without the coming
of this ordinary man, you would never have the opportunity to see the true countenance
of God, nor would you be qualified to, for you are all objects that should have long ago
been destroyed. Because of the coming of the second incarnation of God, God has
forgiven you and shown you mercy. Regardless, the words I must leave you with in
the end are still these: This ordinary man, who is God incarnate, is of vital importance
to you. This is the great thing that God has already done among men.
from “Did You Know? God Has Done a Great Thing Among Men”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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37. God becomes flesh for the express purpose of ushering in a new age, and, of
course, when He ushers in a new age, He will have concluded the former age at the
same time. God is the Beginning and the End; it is He Himself who sets His work in
motion and so it must be He Himself who concludes the former age. That is the proof
of His defeat of Satan and of His conquest of the world. Each time He Himself works
among man, it is the start of a new battle. Without the beginning of new work, there
would naturally be no conclusion of the old. And when there is no conclusion of the
old, this is proof that the battle with Satan is yet to come to an end. Only if God
Himself comes, and carries out new work among man, can man break completely
free of the domain of Satan and gain a new life and a new beginning. Otherwise, man
shall forever live in the old age and forever live under the old influence of Satan. …
The work of God is to be done by God Himself. It is He who sets His work in motion,
and it is He who concludes His work. It is He who plans the work, and it is He who
manages it, and even more, it is He who brings the work to fruition. As stated in the
Bible, “I am the Beginning and the End; I am the Sower and the Reaper.” All that
pertains to the work of His management is done by God Himself. He is the Ruler of
the six-thousand-year management plan; no one can do His work in His stead and
no one can bring His work to a close, for it is He who holds everything in His hand.
Having created the world, He will lead the entire world to live in His light, and He will
also conclude the entire age, thereby bringing His entire plan to fruition!
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

III. On the Truth of God’s Name
1. Some say that the name of God does not change. Why, then, did the name of
Jehovah become Jesus? It was prophesied that the Messiah would come, so why
then did a man by the name of Jesus come? Why did the name of God change? Was
such work not carried out long ago? May God not do newer work today? The work of
yesterday can be altered, and the work of Jesus can follow on from that of Jehovah.
Cannot, then, the work of Jesus be succeeded by other work? If the name of Jehovah
can be changed to Jesus, then cannot the name of Jesus also be changed? None of
this is odd; it is just that people are too simple-minded. God will always be God. No
matter how His work changes, and regardless of how His name might change, His
disposition and wisdom will never change. If you believe that God can only be called
by the name of Jesus, then your knowledge is far too limited. Do you dare assert that
Jesus will forever be the name of God, that God will forever and always go by the
name of Jesus, and that this will never change? Dare you assert with certainty that it
is the name of Jesus that concluded the Age of Law and will also conclude the final
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age? Who can say that the grace of Jesus can bring the age to an end?
from “How Can Man Who Has Delimited God in His Notions Receive the
Revelations of God?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. You should know that God originally had no name. He only took on one, or two,
or many names because He had work to do and had to manage mankind. Whatever
name He is called by—did He not freely choose it Himself? Would He need you—
one of His creations—to decide it? The name by which God is called is a name that
accords with what man is capable of apprehending, with the language of mankind,
but this name is not something that man can encompass.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. In every age in which God personally does His own work, He uses a name
that befits the age in order to encapsulate the work that He intends to do. He uses
this particular name, one that possesses temporal significance, to represent His
disposition in that age. This is God using the language of mankind to express His
own disposition.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. Could the name of Jesus—“God with us”—represent God’s disposition in its
entirety? Could it fully articulate God? If man says that God can only be called Jesus
and may not have any other name because God cannot change His disposition, these
words are blasphemy indeed! Do you believe that the name Jesus, God with us, alone
can represent God in His entirety? God may be called by many names, but among
these many names, there is not one that is able to encapsulate all of God, not one that
can fully represent God. And so, God has many names, but these many names cannot
fully articulate God’s disposition, for God’s disposition is so rich that it simply exceeds
man’s capacity to know Him. There is no way for man, using the language of mankind,
to encapsulate God fully. Mankind has but a limited vocabulary with which to
encapsulate all that they know of God’s disposition: great, honored, wondrous,
unfathomable, supreme, holy, righteous, wise, and so on. So many words! This limited
vocabulary is incapable of describing the little that man has witnessed of God’s
disposition. Over time, many others added words that they thought better able to
describe the fervor in their hearts: God is so great! God is so holy! God is so lovely!
Today, human sayings such as these have reached their peak, yet man is still
incapable of clearly expressing himself. And so, for man, God has many names, yet
He has no one name, and this is because God’s being is so bountiful, and the language
of man so impoverished. One particular word or name does not have the capacity to
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represent God in His entirety, so do you think His name can be fixed? God is so great
and so holy, yet you will not permit Him to change His name in each new age?
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. Supposing that the work of God in every age is always the same, and He is
always called by the same name, how would man know Him? God must be called
Jehovah, and apart from a God called Jehovah, anyone called by any other name is
not God. Or else God can only be Jesus, and apart from the name of Jesus He may
not be called by any other name; apart from Jesus, Jehovah is not God, and Almighty
God is not God either. Man believes it is true that God is almighty, but God is a God
who is with man, and He must be called Jesus, for God is with man. To do this is to
conform to doctrine, and to confine God to a certain scope. So, in every age, the work
that God does, the name by which He is called, and the image that He assumes—
the work He does in every stage all the way down to today—these do not follow a
single regulation, and are not subject to any limitations whatsoever. He is Jehovah,
but He is also Jesus, as well as Messiah, and Almighty God. His work can undergo
gradual transformation, with corresponding changes in His name. No single name
can fully represent Him, but all the names by which He is called are able to represent
Him, and the work that He does in every age represents His disposition.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. In each age, God does new work and is called by a new name; how could He
do the same work in different ages? How could He cling to the old? The name of
Jesus was taken for the sake of the work of redemption, so would He still be called
by the same name when He returns in the last days? Would He still be doing the
work of redemption? Why is it that Jehovah and Jesus are one, yet They are called
by different names in different ages? Is it not because the ages of Their work are
different? Could a single name represent God in His entirety? This being so, God
must be called by a different name in a different age, and He must use the name to
change the age and to represent the age. For no one name can fully represent God
Himself, and each name is able only to represent the temporal aspect of God’s
disposition in a given age; all it needs to do is to represent His work. Therefore, God
can choose whatever name befits His disposition to represent the entire age.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. The work that Jesus did represented the name of Jesus, and it represented the
Age of Grace; as for the work done by Jehovah, it represented Jehovah, and it
represented the Age of Law. Their work was the work of one Spirit in two different
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ages. … Although They were called by two different names, it was the same Spirit
that accomplished both stages of work, and the work that was done was continuous.
As the name was different, and the content of the work was different, the age was
different. When Jehovah came, that was the age of Jehovah, and when Jesus came,
that was the age of Jesus. And so, with each coming, God is called by one name, He
represents one age, and He launches a new path; and on each new path, He
assumes a new name, which shows that God is always new and never old, and that
His work never ceases to progress in a forward direction. History is always moving
forward, and the work of God is always moving forward. For His six-thousand-year
management plan to reach its end, it must keep progressing in a forward direction.
Each day He must do new work, each year He must do new work; He must launch
new paths, launch new eras, begin new and greater work, and along with these, bring
new names and new work.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. “Jehovah” is the name that I took during My work in Israel, and it means the
God of the Israelites (God’s chosen people) who can take pity on man, curse man,
and guide the life of man; the God who possesses great power and is full of
wisdom. … That is to say, only Jehovah is the God of the chosen people of Israel,
the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob, the God of Moses, and
the God of all the people of Israel. And so, in the current age, all the Israelites, apart
from the Jewish people, worship Jehovah. They make sacrifices to Him on the altar
and serve Him in the temple wearing priests’ robes. What they hope for is the
reappearance of Jehovah. … The name Jehovah is a particular name for the people
of Israel who lived under the law. In each age and each stage of work, My name is
not baseless, but holds representative significance: Each name represents one age.
“Jehovah” represents the Age of Law and is the honorific by which the people of
Israel called the God whom they worshiped.
from “The Savior Has Already Returned Upon a ‘White Cloud’”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

9. During the Age of Law, the work of guiding mankind was done under the name
of Jehovah, and the first stage of work was initiated on earth. At this stage, the work
consisted of building the temple and the altar, and using the law to guide the people
of Israel and to work in their midst. By guiding the people of Israel, He launched a
base for His work on earth. From this base, He expanded His work beyond Israel,
which is to say that, starting from Israel, He extended His work outward, so that
later generations gradually came to know that Jehovah was God, and that it was
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Jehovah who created the heavens and earth and all things, and that it was Jehovah
who made all creatures. He spread His work through the people of Israel outward
beyond them. The land of Israel was the first holy place of Jehovah’s work on earth,
and it was in the land of Israel that God first went to work on earth. That was the
work of the Age of Law.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

10. The name Jehovah cannot represent the whole of God’s disposition. The fact
that He carried out His work in the Age of Law does not prove that God can only be
God under the law. Jehovah set forth laws for man and handed down commandments
to him, asking man to build the temple and the altars; the work He did represents only
the Age of Law. This work that He did does not prove that God is only a God who
asks man to keep the law, or that He is the God in the temple, or that He is the God
before the altar. To say this would be untrue. The work done under the law can only
represent one age.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. The Age of Grace began with Jesus’ name. When Jesus began to perform His
ministry, the Holy Spirit began to testify to the name of Jesus, and the name of
Jehovah was no longer spoken of; instead, the Holy Spirit undertook the new work
principally under the name of Jesus. The testimony of those who believed in Him was
borne for Jesus Christ, and the work they did was also for Jesus Christ. The
conclusion of the Old Testament Age of Law meant that the work principally
conducted under the name of Jehovah had come to an end. Henceforth, the name
of God was no longer Jehovah; instead He was called Jesus, and from here on the
Holy Spirit began the work principally under the name of Jesus.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

12. “Jesus” is Emmanuel, which means the sin offering that is full of love, full of
compassion, and which redeems man. He did the work of the Age of Grace, and
He represents the Age of Grace, and can only represent one part of the work of
the management plan. … Only Jesus is the Redeemer of mankind, and He is the
sin offering that redeemed mankind from sin. Which is to say, the name of Jesus
came from the Age of Grace and came into existence because of the work of
redemption in the Age of Grace. The name of Jesus came into existence to allow
the people of the Age of Grace to be reborn and saved, and is a particular name
for the redemption of the whole of mankind. Thus, the name Jesus represents the
work of redemption, and denotes the Age of Grace. … “Jesus” represents the Age
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of Grace, and is the name of the God of all those who were redeemed during the
Age of Grace.
from “The Savior Has Already Returned Upon a ‘White Cloud’”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. During the Age of Grace, Jesus was the God who saved man. What He had
and was was grace, love, compassion, forbearance, patience, humility, care, and
tolerance, and so much of the work that He did was for the sake of the redemption
of man. His disposition was one of compassion and love, and because He was
compassionate and loving, He had to be nailed to the cross for man, in order to show
that God loved man as Himself, so much so that He offered up Himself in His entirety.
During the Age of Grace, the name of God was Jesus, that is to say, God was a God
who saved man, and He was a compassionate and loving God. God was with man.
His love, His compassion, and His salvation accompanied each and every person.
Only by accepting the name of Jesus and His presence was man able to gain peace
and joy, to receive His blessing, His vast and numerous graces, and His salvation.
Through the crucifixion of Jesus, all those who followed Him received salvation and
were forgiven their sins. During the Age of Grace, Jesus was the name of God. In
other words, the work of the Age of Grace was done principally under the name of
Jesus. During the Age of Grace, God was called Jesus. He undertook a stage of new
work beyond the Old Testament, and His work ended with the crucifixion. This was
the entirety of His work.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. Although Jehovah, Jesus, and the Messiah all represent My Spirit, these
names only denote the different ages of My management plan, and do not
represent Me in My entirety. The names by which people on earth call Me cannot
articulate My entire disposition and all that I am. They are merely different names
by which I am called during different ages. And so, when the final age—the age of
the last days—arrives, My name shall change again. I shall not be called Jehovah,
or Jesus, much less the Messiah—I shall be called the powerful Almighty God
Himself, and under this name I shall bring the entire age to an end. I was once
known as Jehovah. I was also called the Messiah, and people once called Me
Jesus the Savior with love and esteem. Today, however, I am no longer the
Jehovah or Jesus that people knew in times past; I am the God who has returned
in the last days, the God who shall bring the age to an end. I am the God Himself
that rises up from the end of the earth, replete with My entire disposition, and full
of authority, honor, and glory. People have never engaged with Me, never known
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Me, and have always been ignorant of My disposition. From the creation of the
world until today, not one person has seen Me. This is the God who appears to
man in the last days but is hidden among man. He resides among man, true and
real, like the burning sun and the blazing flame, filled with power and brimming with
authority. There is not a single person or thing that shall not be judged by My words,
and not a single person or thing that shall not be purified through the burning of
fire. Eventually, all nations shall be blessed because of My words, and also
smashed to pieces because of My words. In this way, all people during the last
days shall see that I am the Savior returned, and that I am the Almighty God that
conquers all of mankind. And all shall see that I was once the sin offering for man,
but that in the last days I also become the flames of the sun that incinerate all
things, as well as the Sun of righteousness that reveals all things. This is My work
in the last days. I took this name and am possessed of this disposition so that all
people may see that I am a righteous God, the burning sun, the blazing flame, and
so that all may worship Me, the one true God, and so that they may see My true
face: I am not only the God of the Israelites, and I am not just the Redeemer; I am
the God of all creatures throughout the heavens and the earth and the seas.
from “The Savior Has Already Returned Upon a ‘White Cloud’”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. Since the time when Almighty God—the King of the kingdom—has been
witnessed, the scope of God’s management has unfolded in its entirety throughout
the whole universe. Not only has God’s appearance been witnessed in China, but
the name of Almighty God has been witnessed in all nations and all places. They are
all calling out this holy name, seeking to fellowship with God by any means possible,
grasping the will of Almighty God and serving Him cooperatively in the church. This
is the wondrous way in which the Holy Spirit works.
from “Chapter 8” of Utterances of Christ in the Beginning in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. Let all in the world see that I am the real and complete God Himself. All men
are fully convinced and none dare to resist Me again, nor to judge Me or slander Me
again. Otherwise, curses come at once upon them, and disaster befalls them. They
can only weep and gnash their teeth, having brought on their own destruction.
Let all peoples know, let it be known through the universe and at the ends of the
earth, in every household and by all people: Almighty God is the one true God. All,
one after another, will fall to their knees and worship Me, and even children who have
just learned to speak will call out “Almighty God”!
from “Chapter 35” of Utterances of Christ in the Beginning in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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17. There are those who say that God is immutable. That is correct, but it refers to
the immutability of God’s disposition and His essence. Changes in His name and
work do not prove that His essence has altered; in other words, God will always be
God, and this will never change. If you say that the work of God is unchanging, then
would He be able to finish His six-thousand-year management plan? You only know
that God is forever unchanging, but do you know that God is always new and never
old? If the work of God is unchanging, then could He have led mankind all the way
to the present day? If God is immutable, then why is it that He has already done the
work of two ages? His work never ceases to move forward, which is to say that His
disposition is gradually revealed to man, and what is revealed is His inherent
disposition. In the beginning, God’s disposition was hidden from man, He never
openly revealed His disposition to man, and man simply had no knowledge of Him.
Because of this, He uses His work to gradually reveal His disposition to man, but
working in this way does not mean that God’s disposition changes in every age. It is
not the case that God’s disposition is constantly changing because His will is always
changing. Rather, it is that, because the ages of His work are different, God takes
His inherent disposition in its entirety and, step by step, reveals it to man, so that man
may be able to know Him. But this is by no means proof that God originally has no
particular disposition or that His disposition has gradually changed with the passing
of the ages—such an understanding would be erroneous. God reveals to man His
inherent and particular disposition—what He is—according to the passing of the
ages; the work of a single age cannot express the entire disposition of God. And so,
the words “God is always new and never old” refer to His work, and the words “God
is immutable” refer to what God inherently has and is. Regardless, you cannot make
the work of six thousand years hinge upon a single point, or circumscribe it with dead
words. Such is the stupidity of man. God is not as simple as man imagines, and His
work cannot linger in any one age. Jehovah, for example, cannot always stand for
the name of God; God can also do His work under the name of Jesus. This is a sign
that God’s work is always progressing in a forward direction.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

18. God is always God, and He will never become Satan; Satan is always Satan,
and it will never become God. God’s wisdom, God’s wondrousness, God’s
righteousness, and God’s majesty shall never change. His essence and what He has
and is shall never change. As for His work, however, it is always progressing in a
forward direction, always going deeper, for He is always new and never old. In every
age God assumes a new name, in every age He does new work, and in every age
He allows His creations to see His new will and new disposition. If, in a new age,
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people fail to see the expression of God’s new disposition, would they not nail Him
to the cross forever? And by doing so, would they not define God?
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

19. If man always calls Me Jesus Christ, but does not know that I have begun a
new age during the last days and have embarked upon new work, and if man
continues to obsessively await the arrival of Jesus the Savior, then I shall call people
like this the ones who do not believe in Me; they are people who do not know Me,
and their belief in Me is false. Could such people witness the arrival of Jesus the
Savior from heaven? What they await is not My arrival, but the arrival of the King of
the Jews. They do not yearn for Me to annihilate this impure old world, but instead
long for the second coming of Jesus, whereupon they will be redeemed. They look
forward to Jesus once more redeeming all of mankind from this defiled and
unrighteous land. How can such people become ones who complete My work in the
last days? The desires of man are incapable of fulfilling My wishes or accomplishing
My work, for man merely admires or cherishes the work that I have done before, and
has no idea that I am the God Himself who is always new and never old. Man only
knows that I am Jehovah, and Jesus, and has no inkling that I am the One of the last
days who shall bring mankind to an end. All that man yearns for and knows comes
from their own notions, and is merely that which they can see with their own eyes. It
is not in line with the work I do, but in disharmony with it.
from “The Savior Has Already Returned Upon a ‘White Cloud’”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

20. Do you wish to know the root of why the Pharisees opposed Jesus? Do you
wish to know the essence of the Pharisees? They were full of fantasies about the
Messiah. What is more, they believed only that the Messiah would come, yet did not
pursue the truth of life. And so, even today they still await the Messiah, for they have
no knowledge of the way of life, and do not know what the way of truth is. How, say
you, could such foolish, stubborn and ignorant people gain God’s blessing? How
could they behold the Messiah? They opposed Jesus because they did not know the
direction of the Holy Spirit’s work, because they did not know the way of truth spoken
by Jesus, and, furthermore, because they did not understand the Messiah. And since
they had never seen the Messiah and had never been in the company of the Messiah,
they made the mistake of clinging to the mere name of the Messiah while opposing
the essence of the Messiah by any means possible. These Pharisees in essence
were stubborn, arrogant, and did not obey the truth. The principle of their belief in
God was: No matter how profound Your preaching, no matter how high Your
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authority, You are not Christ unless You are called the Messiah. Is this belief not
preposterous and ridiculous? I ask you further: Is it not extremely easy for you to
commit the mistakes of the earliest Pharisees, given that you have not the slightest
understanding of Jesus? Are you able to discern the way of truth? Can you truly
guarantee that you will not oppose Christ? Are you able to follow the work of the Holy
Spirit? If you do not know whether you will oppose Christ, then I say that you are
already living on the brink of death. Those who did not know the Messiah were all
capable of opposing Jesus, of rejecting Jesus, of slandering Him. People who do not
understand Jesus are all capable of rejecting Him and reviling Him. Moreover, they
are capable of seeing the return of Jesus as the deceit of Satan, and more people
shall condemn Jesus returned to flesh. Does not all of this make you afraid? What
you face shall be blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, the ruination of the words of the
Holy Spirit to the churches, and the spurning of all that is expressed by Jesus. What
can you gain from Jesus if you are so befuddled? How can you understand the work
of Jesus when He returns to flesh on a white cloud, if you obstinately refuse to realize
your errors? I tell you this: People who do not receive the truth, yet blindly await the
arrival of Jesus upon white clouds, will surely blaspheme against the Holy Spirit, and
they are the category that shall be destroyed. You merely wish for the grace of Jesus,
and merely want to enjoy the blissful realm of heaven, yet you have never obeyed
the words spoken by Jesus, and have never received the truth expressed by Jesus
when He returns to flesh. What will you hold up in exchange for the fact of Jesus’
return upon a white cloud? Is it the sincerity in which you repeatedly commit sins, and
then speak your confession, over and over? What will you offer in sacrifice to Jesus
who returns upon a white cloud? Is it the years of work with which you exalt
yourselves? What will you hold up to make the returned Jesus trust you? Is it that
arrogant nature of yours, which does not obey any truth?
from “By the Time You Behold the Spiritual Body of Jesus, God Will Have Made
Heaven and Earth Anew” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

IV. On the Truth of the Salvation in the Age of Grace and the
Salvation in the Age of Kingdom
1. At the time, Jesus’ work was the work to redeem all mankind. The sins of all
who believed in Him were forgiven; as long as you believed in Him, He would redeem
you; if you believed in Him, you were no longer of sin, you were relieved of your sins.
This is what it meant to be saved, and to be justified by faith. Yet in those who
believed, there remained that which was rebellious and opposed God, and which still
had to be slowly removed. Salvation did not mean man had been completely gained
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by Jesus, but that man was no longer of sin, that he had been forgiven his sins.
Provided you believed, you would never more be of sin.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (2)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. Mankind had only to accept the Lord Jesus as the Savior, and his sins would
be forgiven. Nominally speaking, the sins of man were no longer a barrier to his
achieving salvation and coming before God, and were no longer the leverage by
which Satan accused man. That is because God Himself had done real work, had
become the likeness and foretaste of sinful flesh, and God Himself was the sin
offering. In this way, man descended from the cross, and was redeemed and saved
through the flesh of God—the likeness of this sinful flesh.
from “Man Can Only Be Saved Amidst God’s Management”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. Man’s flesh is of Satan, it is full of rebellious dispositions, it is deplorably filthy,
and it is something unclean. People covet the enjoyment of the flesh too much and
there are too many manifestations of the flesh; this is why God despises man’s flesh
to a certain extent. When people cast off the filthy, corrupt things of Satan, they gain
God’s salvation. But if they still do not divest themselves of filth and corruption, then
they are still living under the domain of Satan. People’s conniving, deceitfulness, and
crookedness are all things of Satan. God’s salvation of you is to extricate you from
these things of Satan. God’s work cannot be wrong; it is all done in order to save
people from darkness. When you have believed to a certain point and can divest
yourself of the corruption of the flesh, and are no longer shackled by this corruption,
will you not have been saved? When you live under Satan’s domain you are
incapable of manifesting God, you are something filthy, and cannot receive God’s
inheritance. Once you have been cleansed and made perfect, you will be holy, you
will be a normal person, and you will be blessed by God and delightful to God.
from “Practice (2)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. Those who have been saved unto God are those who have undergone God’s
trials, and who have been tempted and attacked by Satan an untold number of times.
Those who have been saved unto God understand God’s will and requirements, and
are able to acquiesce to God’s sovereignty and arrangements, and they do not
forsake the way of fearing God and shunning evil amid Satan’s temptations. Those
who are saved unto God possess honesty, they are kindhearted, they differentiate
between love and hate, they have a sense of justice and are rational, and they are
able to care for God and treasure all that is of God. Such people are not bound, spied
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upon, accused, or abused by Satan; they are completely free, they have been
completely liberated and released.
from “God’s Work, God’s Disposition, and God Himself II” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. If one can satisfy God while fulfilling one’s duty, is principled in one’s words and
actions, and can enter the reality of all aspects of the truth, then one is a person who
is perfected by God. It can be said that the work and the words of God have been
completely effective for them, that God’s words have become their life, they have
obtained the truth, and they are able to live in accordance with God’s words. After
this, the nature of their flesh—that is, the very foundation of their original existence—
will shake apart and collapse. After people possess God’s words as their life, they
will become new people. If the words of God become their life, if the vision of God’s
work, His requirements of humanity, His revelations to humans, and the standards
for a true life that God requires them to meet become their life, if they live according
to these words and truths, then they are perfected by the words of God. Such people
are reborn, and have become new people through God’s words.
from “How to Walk the Path of Peter” in Records of Talks of Christ of the Last Days

6. Though Jesus did much work among man, He only completed the redemption
of all mankind and became man’s sin offering; He did not rid man of all his corrupt
disposition. Fully saving man from the influence of Satan not only required Jesus to
become the sin offering and bear the sins of man, but it also required God to do even
greater work to rid man completely of his satanically corrupted disposition. And so,
now that man has been forgiven of his sins, God has returned to the flesh to lead
man into the new age, and begun the work of chastisement and judgment. This work
has brought man into a higher realm. All those who submit under His dominion shall
enjoy higher truth and receive greater blessings. They shall truly live in the light, and
they shall gain the truth, the way, and the life.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. At the time that Jesus was doing His work, man’s knowledge of Him was still
vague and unclear. Man always believed Him to be the son of David, and proclaimed
Him to be a great prophet, the benevolent Lord who redeemed man’s sins. Some, on
the strength of their faith, were healed just from touching the edge of His garment; the
blind could see and even the dead could be restored to life. However, man was unable
to discover the corrupt satanic disposition deeply rooted within himself, neither did he
know how to cast it away. Man received much grace, such as the peace and happiness
of the flesh, the faith of one member bringing blessing on an entire family, the healing
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of sickness, and so on. The rest were the good deeds of man and his godly
appearance; if someone could live on the basis of these, they were considered an
acceptable believer. Only believers of this kind could enter heaven after death, which
meant that they were saved. But, in their lifetime, these people did not understand at
all the way of life. All they did was to commit sins and then confess their sins in a
constant cycle without any path to change their disposition: Such was the condition of
man in the Age of Grace. Has man received complete salvation? No! Therefore, after
that stage of work was finished, there still remained the work of judgment and
chastisement. This stage is to make man pure by means of the word, and thereby give
him a path to follow. This stage would not be fruitful or meaningful if it continued with
the casting out of demons, for it would fail to extirpate man’s sinful nature, and man
would come to a standstill at the forgiveness of his sins. Through the sin offering, man
has been forgiven his sins, for the work of the crucifixion has already come to an end
and God has prevailed over Satan. But the corrupt disposition of man still remaining
within him, man can still sin and resist God, and God has not gained mankind. That is
why in this stage of work God uses the word to expose the corrupt disposition of man,
causing him to practice in accordance with the right path. This stage is more
meaningful than the previous one, as well as more fruitful, for now it is the word that
directly supplies man’s life and enables the disposition of man to be completely
renewed; it is a much more thorough stage of work. Therefore, the incarnation in the
last days has completed the significance of God’s incarnation and completely finished
God’s management plan for man’s salvation.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. For all that man may have been redeemed and forgiven of his sins, it can only
be considered as God not remembering the transgressions of man and not treating
man in accordance with his transgressions. However, when man, who lives in a body
of flesh, has not been set free from sin, he can only continue to sin, endlessly
revealing his corrupt satanic disposition. This is the life that man leads, an endless
cycle of sinning and being forgiven. The majority of mankind sin in the day only to
confess in the evening. This way, even though the sin offering is forever effective for
man, it will not be able to save man from sin. Only half the work of salvation has been
completed, for man still has a corrupt disposition.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

9. A sinner such as you, who has just been redeemed, and has not been
changed, or been perfected by God, can you be after God’s heart? For you, you
who are still of your old self, it is true that you were saved by Jesus, and that you
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are not counted as a sinner because of the salvation of God, but this does not prove
that you are not sinful, and are not impure. How can you be saintly if you have not
been changed? Within, you are beset by impurity, selfish and mean, yet you still
wish to descend with Jesus—you should be so lucky! You have missed a step in
your belief in God: You have merely been redeemed, but you have not been
changed. For you to be after God’s heart, God must personally do the work of
changing and cleansing you; if you are only redeemed, you will be incapable of
attaining sanctity. In this way you will be unqualified to share in the good blessings
of God, for you have missed out a step in God’s work of managing man, which is
the key step of changing and perfecting. You, a sinner who has just been redeemed,
are therefore incapable of directly inheriting God’s inheritance.
from “Concerning Appellations and Identity” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

10. It is not through the healing of sickness and casting out of demons that man
can be fully saved from his sins, nor can he be made fully complete by the
manifestation of signs and wonders. The authority to heal sickness and cast out
demons only gives man grace, but the flesh of man still belongs to Satan and the
corrupt satanic disposition still remains within man. In other words, that which has
not been made clean still pertains to sin and to filth. Only after he has been made
clean through the agency of the word can man be gained by God and become
sanctified. When the demons were cast out of man and he was redeemed, this
meant only that he was wrested out of Satan’s hands and returned to God.
However, without being made clean or changed by God, he remains as corrupt
man. Within man still exist filth, opposition, and rebelliousness; man has only
returned to God through His redemption, but he has not the slightest knowledge of
God and is still capable of resisting and betraying Him. Before man was redeemed,
many of Satan’s poisons had already been planted within him and, after thousands
of years of being corrupted by Satan, he has within him an established nature that
resists God. Therefore, when man has been redeemed, it is nothing more than a
case of redemption in which man is bought at a high price, but the poisonous nature
within him has not been eliminated. Man that is so defiled must undergo a change
before becoming worthy to serve God. By means of this work of judgment and
chastisement, man will fully come to know the filthy and corrupt essence within his
own self, and he will be able to change completely and become clean. Only in this
way can man become worthy to return before the throne of God. All the work done
this day is so that man can be made clean and be changed; through judgment and
chastisement by the word, as well as through refinement, man can purge away his
corruption and be made pure. Rather than deeming this stage of work to be that of
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salvation, it would be more apt to say it is the work of purification.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. The work of the last days is to speak words. Great changes can be effected in
man by means of words. The changes now effected in these people upon their
accepting these words are much greater than those effected in people upon their
accepting the signs and wonders of the Age of Grace. For, in the Age of Grace, the
demons were cast out from man with the laying on of hands and prayer, but the
corrupt dispositions within man still remained. Man was healed of his sickness and
forgiven his sins, but as for just how man was to be purged of the corrupt satanic
dispositions within him, this work had yet to be done. Man was only saved and
forgiven his sins for his faith, but the sinful nature of man was not extirpated and still
remained within him. The sins of man were forgiven through the agency of the
incarnate God, but this did not mean that man no longer had sin within him. The sins
of man could be forgiven through the sin offering, but as for just how man can be
made to sin no more, and how his sinful nature may be extirpated completely and
transformed, he has no way of solving this problem. The sins of man were forgiven,
and this is because of the work of God’s crucifixion, but man continued to live within
his corrupt satanic disposition of old. This being so, man must be completely saved
from his corrupt satanic disposition, so that his sinful nature may be completely
extirpated, never to develop again, thus enabling the disposition of man to be
transformed. This would require man to grasp the path of growth in life, to grasp the
way of life, and to grasp the way to change his disposition. Furthermore, it would
require man to act in accordance with this path, so that his disposition may gradually
be changed and he may live under the shining of the light, so that all that he does
may be in accord with the will of God, so that he may cast away his corrupt satanic
disposition, and so that he may break free from Satan’s influence of darkness,
thereby emerging fully from sin. Only then will man receive complete salvation.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

12. When God gains people, He does so primarily by using the words and
utterances of the practical God as a way to deal with people’s deficiencies and to
judge and reveal their rebellious disposition, causing them to gain what they need
and showing them that God has come among man. Most important of all, the work
done by the practical God is that of saving every person from the influence of Satan,
taking them away from the land of filth, and dispelling their corrupt disposition. The
most profound significance of being gained by the practical God is being able to live
out normal humanity with the practical God as an exemplar and a model, being able
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to practice according to the words and requirements of the practical God without the
slightest deviation or departure, practicing in whatever way He says, and being able
to achieve whatever He asks. In this way, you will have been gained by God.
from “You Should Know That the Practical God Is God Himself”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. Those whom God obtains are those who submit to Him completely; they are
people who have been corrupted by Satan but have been saved and conquered by
God’s current work, who have endured tribulations, and who, in the end, have been
utterly obtained by God, who no longer live under Satan’s domain, who have broken
free from unrighteousness, and who are willing to live out holiness—such are the
holiest of people; they are indeed the holy ones.
from “You Should Know How the Whole of Humanity Has Developed to
the Present Day” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. When God makes people perfect, He purifies them, and the purer they are the
more they are made perfect by God. When the impurity, rebelliousness, opposition,
and things of the flesh within you are expelled, when you have been purified, then
you will be beloved by God (in other words, you will be a saint); when you have been
made perfect by God and become a saint, you will be in the Millennial Kingdom.
from “A Brief Talk About ‘The Millennial Kingdom Has Arrived’”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. After man has been refined, he will be without a sinful nature, because God
will have defeated Satan, meaning that there will be no encroachment by hostile
forces, and no hostile forces at all that can attack the flesh of man. And so man will
be free and holy—he will have entered eternity.
from “Restoring the Normal Life of Man and Taking Him to a Wonderful
Destination” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. Those who are able to stand firm during God’s work of judgment and
chastisement during the last days—that is, during the final work of purification—will be
the ones who will enter into the final rest alongside God; as such, all those who enter
into rest will have broken free of Satan’s influence and been obtained by God after
having undergone His final work of purification. These humans, who will have been
finally obtained by God, will enter into the final rest. The purpose of God’s work of
chastisement and judgment is in essence meant to purify humanity, for the sake of the
ultimate rest; without such cleansing, none of humanity could be classified into different
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categories according to kind, or enter into rest. This work is humanity’s only path
to enter into rest. Only God’s work of purification will cleanse humans of their
unrighteousness, and only His work of chastisement and judgment will bring to light
those disobedient elements of humanity, thereby separating those who can be saved
from those who cannot, and those who will remain from those who will not. When this
work ends, those people who are allowed to remain will all be cleansed and enter a
higher state of humanity in which they will enjoy a more wonderful second human life
upon the earth; in other words, they will commence their human day of rest, and coexist
with God. After those who are not allowed to remain have been chastised and judged,
their true colors will be entirely exposed, after which they will all be destroyed and, like
Satan, will no longer be permitted to survive upon the earth. The humanity of the future
will no longer include any of this type of people; such people are not fit to enter the
land of the ultimate rest, nor are they fit to join in the day of rest that God and humanity
will share, for they are the targets of punishment and are wicked, unrighteous people.
They were redeemed once, and they have also been judged and chastised; they
also once rendered service to God. However, when the final day comes, they will
still be eliminated and destroyed due to their wickedness and as a result of their
disobedience and inability to be redeemed; they will never again come into being
in the world of the future, and will no longer live among the human race of the future.
from “God and Man Will Enter Into Rest Together” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

17. The 6,000 years of work of God’s management are divided into three stages:
the Age of Law, the Age of Grace, and the Age of Kingdom. These three stages of
work are all for the sake of mankind’s salvation, which is to say, they are for the
salvation of mankind that has been severely corrupted by Satan. At the same time,
however, they are also so that God may do battle with Satan. Thus, just as the work
of salvation is divided into three stages, so the battle with Satan is also divided into
three stages, and these two aspects of God’s work are conducted simultaneously.
The battle with Satan is actually for the sake of mankind’s salvation, and because the
work of mankind’s salvation is not something that can be successfully completed in
a single stage, the battle with Satan is also divided into phases and periods, and war
is waged upon Satan in accordance with the needs of man and the extent of Satan’s
corruption of him. … There are three stages to the work of man’s salvation, which is
to say that the battle with Satan has been split into three stages in order to defeat
Satan once and for all. Yet the inner truth of the entire work of the battle with Satan
is that its effects are achieved through several steps of work: bestowing grace upon
man, becoming man’s sin offering, forgiving the sins of man, conquering man, and
making man perfect. As a matter of fact, the battle with Satan is not the taking up of
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arms against Satan, but the salvation of man, the working of the life of man, and the
changing of man’s disposition so that he may bear testimony to God. This is how
Satan is defeated. Satan is defeated through changing the corrupt disposition of man.
When Satan has been defeated, that is, when man has been completely saved, then
the humiliated Satan will be completely bound, and in this way, man will have been
completely saved. Thus, the essence of man’s salvation is the war against Satan,
and this war is primarily reflected in the salvation of man. The stage of the last days,
in which man is to be conquered, is the last stage in the battle with Satan, and it is
also the work of man’s complete salvation from the domain of Satan. The inner
meaning of man’s conquest is the return of the embodiment of Satan—man who has
been corrupted by Satan—to the Creator following his conquest, through which he
will forsake Satan and completely return to God. In this way, man will have been
completely saved. And so, the work of conquest is the last work in the battle against
Satan and the final stage in God’s management for the sake of Satan’s defeat.
Without this work, the full salvation of man would ultimately be impossible, the utter
defeat of Satan would also be impossible, and mankind would never be able to enter
the wonderful destination, or get free from Satan’s influence. Consequently, the work
of salvation of man cannot be concluded before the battle with Satan is concluded,
for the core of the work of God’s management is for the sake of mankind’s salvation.
Earliest mankind was in the hands of God, but because of Satan’s temptation and
corruption, man was bound up by Satan and fell into the hands of the evil one. Thus,
Satan became the object to be defeated in the work of God’s management. Because
Satan took possession of man, and because man is the capital which God uses to
carry out all management, if man is to be saved, then he must be snatched back from
the hands of Satan, which is to say that man must be taken back after having been
held captive by Satan. Thus, Satan must be defeated through changes in man’s old
disposition, changes which restore man’s original sense of reason. In this way, man,
who has been taken captive, can be snatched back from the hands of Satan. If man
is freed from the influence and bondage of Satan, then Satan will be shamed, man
will ultimately be taken back, and Satan will be defeated. And because man has been
freed from the dark influence of Satan, man will become the spoils of this entire battle,
and Satan will become the object to be punished once the battle has finished, after
which the entire work of mankind’s salvation will have been completed.
from “Restoring the Normal Life of Man and Taking Him to a Wonderful
Destination” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

18. The first incarnation was to redeem man from sin, to redeem him by means of
the fleshly body of Jesus, that is, He saved man from the cross, but the corrupt
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satanic disposition still remained within man. The second incarnation is no longer to
serve as a sin offering but rather to save fully those who were redeemed from sin.
This is done so that those who have been forgiven may be delivered from their sins
and made fully clean, and by attaining a changed disposition, break free of Satan’s
influence of darkness and return before the throne of God. Only in this way can man
be fully sanctified. After the Age of Law had come to an end, and beginning with the
Age of Grace, God began the work of salvation, which continues until the last days
when, in judging and chastising the human race for their rebelliousness, He will
completely purify mankind. Only then will God conclude His work of salvation and
enter into rest.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

V. Is the Lord Jesus’ Work of Redemption Truly the Work of
Concluding the Age?
1. Though Jesus did much work among man, He only completed the redemption
of all mankind and became man’s sin offering; He did not rid man of all his corrupt
disposition. Fully saving man from the influence of Satan not only required Jesus to
become the sin offering and bear the sins of man, but it also required God to do even
greater work to rid man completely of his satanically corrupted disposition. And so,
now that man has been forgiven of his sins, God has returned to the flesh to lead
man into the new age, and begun the work of chastisement and judgment. This work
has brought man into a higher realm. All those who submit under His dominion shall
enjoy higher truth and receive greater blessings. They shall truly live in the light, and
they shall gain the truth, the way, and the life.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. At the time, Jesus’ work was the work to redeem all mankind. The sins of all
who believed in Him were forgiven; as long as you believed in Him, He would redeem
you; if you believed in Him, you were no longer of sin, you were relieved of your sins.
This is what it meant to be saved, and to be justified by faith. Yet in those who
believed, there remained that which was rebellious and opposed God, and which still
had to be slowly removed. Salvation did not mean man had been completely gained
by Jesus, but that man was no longer of sin, that he had been forgiven his sins.
Provided you believed, you would never more be of sin. At the time, Jesus did much
work that was incomprehensible to His disciples and said much that people did not
understand. This is because, at the time, He did not give any explanation. … Jesus
did not come to perfect and gain man, but to do one stage of work: bringing forth the
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gospel of the kingdom of heaven and completing the work of the crucifixion. And so,
once Jesus was crucified, His work came to a complete end. But in the current
stage—the work of conquest—more words must be spoken, more work must be
done, and there must be many processes. So too must the mysteries of the work of
Jesus and Jehovah be revealed, so that all people may have understanding and
clarity in their belief, for this is the work of the last days, and the last days are the end
of God’s work, the time of the work’s conclusion.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (2)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. At the time that Jesus was doing His work, man’s knowledge of Him was still
vague and unclear. Man always believed Him to be the son of David, and proclaimed
Him to be a great prophet, the benevolent Lord who redeemed man’s sins. Some, on
the strength of their faith, were healed just from touching the edge of His garment;
the blind could see and even the dead could be restored to life. However, man was
unable to discover the corrupt satanic disposition deeply rooted within himself,
neither did he know how to cast it away. Man received much grace, such as the
peace and happiness of the flesh, the faith of one member bringing blessing on an
entire family, the healing of sickness, and so on. The rest were the good deeds of
man and his godly appearance; if someone could live on the basis of these, they
were considered an acceptable believer. Only believers of this kind could enter
heaven after death, which meant that they were saved. But, in their lifetime, these
people did not understand at all the way of life. All they did was to commit sins and
then confess their sins in a constant cycle without any path to change their
disposition: Such was the condition of man in the Age of Grace. Has man received
complete salvation? No! Therefore, after that stage of work was finished, there still
remained the work of judgment and chastisement. This stage is to make man pure
by means of the word, and thereby give him a path to follow. This stage would not be
fruitful or meaningful if it continued with the casting out of demons, for it would fail to
extirpate man’s sinful nature, and man would come to a standstill at the forgiveness
of his sins. Through the sin offering, man has been forgiven his sins, for the work of
the crucifixion has already come to an end and God has prevailed over Satan. But
the corrupt disposition of man still remaining within him, man can still sin and resist
God, and God has not gained mankind. That is why in this stage of work God uses
the word to expose the corrupt disposition of man, causing him to practice in
accordance with the right path. This stage is more meaningful than the previous one,
as well as more fruitful, for now it is the word that directly supplies man’s life and
enables the disposition of man to be completely renewed; it is a much more thorough
stage of work. Therefore, the incarnation in the last days has completed the
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significance of God’s incarnation and completely finished God’s management plan
for man’s salvation.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. As man sees it, God’s crucifixion had already concluded the work of God’s
incarnation, redeemed all of mankind, and allowed Him to seize the key to Hades.
Everyone thinks God’s work has been fully accomplished. In fact, from God’s
perspective, only a small part of His work had been accomplished. All He had done
was to redeem mankind; He had not conquered mankind, let alone changed man’s
satanic countenance. That is why God says, “Although My incarnate flesh went
through the pain of death, that was not the whole goal of My incarnation. Jesus is My
beloved Son and was nailed to the cross for Me, but He did not exhaustively conclude
My work. He only did a portion of it.” Thus God initiated the second round of plans to
continue the work of the incarnation. God’s ultimate intention was to perfect and to
gain all of the people rescued from Satan’s clutches.
from “Work and Entry (6)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. The work of the last days is to speak words. Great changes can be effected in
man by means of words. The changes now effected in these people upon their
accepting these words are much greater than those effected in people upon their
accepting the signs and wonders of the Age of Grace. For, in the Age of Grace, the
demons were cast out from man with the laying on of hands and prayer, but the
corrupt dispositions within man still remained. Man was healed of his sickness and
forgiven his sins, but as for just how man was to be purged of the corrupt satanic
dispositions within him, this work had yet to be done. Man was only saved and
forgiven his sins for his faith, but the sinful nature of man was not extirpated and still
remained within him. The sins of man were forgiven through the agency of the
incarnate God, but this did not mean that man no longer had sin within him. The sins
of man could be forgiven through the sin offering, but as for just how man can be
made to sin no more, and how his sinful nature may be extirpated completely and
transformed, he has no way of solving this problem. The sins of man were forgiven,
and this is because of the work of God’s crucifixion, but man continued to live within
his corrupt satanic disposition of old. This being so, man must be completely saved
from his corrupt satanic disposition, so that his sinful nature may be completely
extirpated, never to develop again, thus enabling the disposition of man to be
transformed. This would require man to grasp the path of growth in life, to grasp the
way of life, and to grasp the way to change his disposition. Furthermore, it would
require man to act in accordance with this path, so that his disposition may gradually
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be changed and he may live under the shining of the light, so that all that he does
may be in accord with the will of God, so that he may cast away his corrupt satanic
disposition, and so that he may break free from Satan’s influence of darkness,
thereby emerging fully from sin. Only then will man receive complete salvation.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. You will come to understand both the work done by Jesus, and the work of God
today; you will understand and behold all of the truth, the life, and the way. In the
stage of work done by Jesus, why did Jesus depart without doing the concluding
work? Because the stage of Jesus’ work was not the work of conclusion. When He
was nailed to the cross, His words also came to an end; after His crucifixion, His work
completely finished. The current stage is different: Only after the words are spoken
to the end and God’s entire work is concluded will His work have finished. During
Jesus’ stage of work, there were many words that remained unsaid, or which were
not fully articulated. Yet Jesus cared not what He did or did not say, for His ministry
was not a ministry of words, and so after He was nailed to the cross, He departed.
That stage of work was chiefly for the sake of the crucifixion, and is unlike the current
stage. This current stage of work is principally for the sake of completion, of clearing
up, and of bringing all work to a conclusion. If the words are not spoken to their very
end, there will be no way of concluding this work, for in this stage of work all work is
brought to an end and accomplished using words. At the time, Jesus did much work
that was incomprehensible to man. He departed quietly, and today there are still
many who do not understand His words, whose understanding is erroneous yet still
they believe it to be correct, and do not know that they are wrong. The final stage will
bring God’s work to a complete end and will provide its conclusion. All will come to
understand and know of God’s management plan. The notions within man, his
intentions, his erroneous and absurd understanding, his notions about the work of
Jehovah and Jesus, his views about the Gentiles, and his other deviations and errors
will be corrected. And man will understand all the right paths of life, and all the work
done by God, and the entire truth. When that happens, this stage of work will come
to an end. The work of Jehovah was the creation of the world, it was the beginning;
this stage of work is the end of work, and it is the conclusion. At the start, God’s work
was carried out among the chosen ones of Israel, and it was the dawn of a new epoch
in the most holy of all places. The last stage of work is carried out in the most impure
of all countries, to judge the world and bring the age to an end. In the first stage,
God’s work was done in the brightest of all places, and the last stage is carried out
in the darkest of all places, and this darkness will be driven out, the light brought
forth, and all the people conquered. When the people of this most impure and darkest
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of all places have been conquered, and the entire population has acknowledged that
there is a God, who is the true God, and every person has been utterly convinced,
then this fact will be used to carry out the work of conquest throughout the entire
universe. This stage of work is symbolic: Once the work of this age has been finished,
the work of six thousand years of management will come to a complete end.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (2)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. The purpose of God’s work of chastisement and judgment is in essence meant
to purify humanity, for the sake of the ultimate rest; without such cleansing, none of
humanity could be classified into different categories according to kind, or enter into
rest. This work is humanity’s only path to enter into rest. Only God’s work of
purification will cleanse humans of their unrighteousness, and only His work of
chastisement and judgment will bring to light those disobedient elements of humanity,
thereby separating those who can be saved from those who cannot, and those who
will remain from those who will not. When this work ends, those people who are
allowed to remain will all be cleansed and enter a higher state of humanity in which
they will enjoy a more wonderful second human life upon the earth; in other words,
they will commence their human day of rest, and coexist with God. After those who
are not allowed to remain have been chastised and judged, their true colors will be
entirely exposed, after which they will all be destroyed and, like Satan, will no longer
be permitted to survive upon the earth. The humanity of the future will no longer
include any of this type of people; such people are not fit to enter the land of the
ultimate rest, nor are they fit to join in the day of rest that God and humanity will
share, for they are the targets of punishment and are wicked, unrighteous people. …
The entire purpose behind God’s ultimate work of punishing evil and rewarding good
is to thoroughly purify all humans so that He may bring a purely holy humanity into
eternal rest. This stage of His work is the most crucial; it is the final stage of the whole
of His work of management.
from “God and Man Will Enter Into Rest Together” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. The 6,000 years of work of God’s management are divided into three stages:
the Age of Law, the Age of Grace, and the Age of Kingdom. These three stages of
work are all for the sake of mankind’s salvation, which is to say, they are for the
salvation of mankind that has been severely corrupted by Satan. At the same time,
however, they are also so that God may do battle with Satan. Thus, just as the work
of salvation is divided into three stages, so the battle with Satan is also divided into
three stages, and these two aspects of God’s work are conducted simultaneously.
The battle with Satan is actually for the sake of mankind’s salvation, and because the
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work of mankind’s salvation is not something that can be successfully completed in
a single stage, the battle with Satan is also divided into phases and periods, and war
is waged upon Satan in accordance with the needs of man and the extent of Satan’s
corruption of him. … There are three stages to the work of man’s salvation, which is
to say that the battle with Satan has been split into three stages in order to defeat
Satan once and for all. Yet the inner truth of the entire work of the battle with Satan
is that its effects are achieved through several steps of work: bestowing grace upon
man, becoming man’s sin offering, forgiving the sins of man, conquering man, and
making man perfect. As a matter of fact, the battle with Satan is not the taking up of
arms against Satan, but the salvation of man, the working of the life of man, and the
changing of man’s disposition so that he may bear testimony to God. This is how
Satan is defeated. Satan is defeated through changing the corrupt disposition of man.
When Satan has been defeated, that is, when man has been completely saved, then
the humiliated Satan will be completely bound, and in this way, man will have been
completely saved. Thus, the essence of man’s salvation is the war against Satan,
and this war is primarily reflected in the salvation of man. The stage of the last days,
in which man is to be conquered, is the last stage in the battle with Satan, and it is
also the work of man’s complete salvation from the domain of Satan. The inner
meaning of man’s conquest is the return of the embodiment of Satan—man who has
been corrupted by Satan—to the Creator following his conquest, through which he
will forsake Satan and completely return to God. In this way, man will have been
completely saved. And so, the work of conquest is the last work in the battle against
Satan and the final stage in God’s management for the sake of Satan’s defeat.
Without this work, the full salvation of man would ultimately be impossible, the utter
defeat of Satan would also be impossible, and mankind would never be able to enter
the wonderful destination, or get free from Satan’s influence. Consequently, the work
of salvation of man cannot be concluded before the battle with Satan is concluded,
for the core of the work of God’s management is for the sake of mankind’s salvation.
from “Restoring the Normal Life of Man and Taking Him to a Wonderful
Destination” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

VI. The Relationship Between the Work of the Age of Grace and
That of the Age of Kingdom
1. After the work of Jehovah, Jesus became flesh to do His work amongst man.
His work was not carried out in isolation, but was built upon the work of Jehovah. It
was work for a new age that God did after He had concluded the Age of Law.
Similarly, after the work of Jesus ended, God went on with His work for the next age,
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because the entire management of God is always progressing forward. When the old
age passes, it will be replaced by a new age, and once the old work has been
completed, there will be new work to continue God’s management. This incarnation
is God’s second incarnation, which follows upon Jesus’ work. Of course, this
incarnation does not occur independently; it is the third stage of work after the Age
of Law and the Age of Grace. … When Jesus came into the world of man, He ushered
in the Age of Grace and ended the Age of Law. During the last days, God once more
became flesh, and with this incarnation He ended the Age of Grace and ushered in the
Age of Kingdom. All those who are able to accept the second incarnation of God will
be led into the Age of Kingdom, and will moreover become able to personally accept
the guidance of God. Though Jesus did much work among man, He only completed
the redemption of all mankind and became man’s sin offering; He did not rid man of all
his corrupt disposition. Fully saving man from the influence of Satan not only required
Jesus to become the sin offering and bear the sins of man, but it also required God to
do even greater work to rid man completely of his satanically corrupted disposition.
And so, now that man has been forgiven of his sins, God has returned to the flesh to
lead man into the new age, and begun the work of chastisement and judgment. This
work has brought man into a higher realm. All those who submit under His dominion
shall enjoy higher truth and receive greater blessings. They shall truly live in the light,
and they shall gain the truth, the way, and the life.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. God in His first incarnation did not complete the work of incarnation; He only
completed the first step of the work that it was necessary for God to do in the flesh.
So, in order to finish the work of incarnation, God has returned to the flesh once
again, living out all the normality and reality of the flesh, that is, making God’s Word
manifest in an entirely normal and ordinary flesh, thereby concluding the work that
He left undone in the flesh. … It was Jesus’ flesh that was nailed to the cross, His
flesh that He gave up as a sin offering; it was by means of a flesh with normal
humanity that He defeated Satan and completely saved man from the cross. And it
is as a complete flesh that God in His second incarnation performs the work of
conquest and defeats Satan. Only a flesh that is completely normal and real can
perform the work of conquest in its entirety and bear powerful testimony. That is to
say, the conquest of man is made effective through the reality and normality of God
in the flesh, not through supernatural miracles and revelations. The ministry of this
incarnate God is to speak, and thereby to conquer and perfect man; in other words,
the work of the Spirit realized in the flesh, the flesh’s duty, is to speak and thereby
conquer, reveal, perfect, and eliminate man completely. And so, it is in the work of
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conquest that God’s work in the flesh will be accomplished in full. The initial work of
redemption was only the beginning of the work of incarnation; the flesh that performs
the work of conquest will complete the entire work of incarnation.
from “The Essence of the Flesh Inhabited by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. The work of today has pushed forward the work of the Age of Grace; that is, the
work under the entire six-thousand-year management plan has moved forward.
Though the Age of Grace has ended, there has been progress in God’s work. Why
do I say time and again that this stage of work builds upon the Age of Grace and the
Age of Law? Because the work of this day is a continuation of the work done in the
Age of Grace, and an advance over that done in the Age of Law. The three stages
are tightly interconnected, with each link in the chain closely tied to the next. Why do
I also say that this stage of work builds on that done by Jesus? Supposing that this
stage did not build on the work done by Jesus, another crucifixion would have to take
place in this stage, and the redemptive work of the previous stage would have to be
done all over again. This would be meaningless. And so it is not that the work is
completely finished, but that the age has moved forward and the level of the work
has been raised higher than before. It can be said that this stage of work is built on
the foundation of the Age of Law and upon the rock of Jesus’ work. God’s work is
built stage by stage, and this stage is not a new beginning. Only the combination of
the three stages of work may be deemed the six-thousand-year management plan.
The work of this stage is done on the foundation of the work of the Age of Grace. If
these two stages of work were unrelated, then why is the crucifixion not repeated in
this stage? Why do I not bear the sins of man, but instead come to judge and chastise
man directly? If My work to judge and chastise man did not follow the crucifixion, with
My coming now not conceived of the Holy Spirit, then I would not be qualified to judge
and chastise man. It is precisely because I am one with Jesus that I come directly to
chastise and judge man. The work at this stage is built entirely on the work in the
preceding stage. That is why only work of this kind can bring man, step by step, into
salvation. Jesus and I come from one Spirit. Even though We are unrelated in Our
fleshes, Our Spirits are one; even though the content of what We do and the work
that We take on are not the same, We are alike in essence; Our fleshes take different
forms, but this is due to the change in era and the differing requirements of Our work;
Our ministries are not alike, so the work We bring forth and the dispositions We reveal
to man are also different. That is why what man sees and understands this day is
unlike in the past, which is because of the change in era.
from “The Two Incarnations Complete the Significance of the Incarnation”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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4. The first time I came among humans was during the Age of Redemption. Of
course, I came into a Jewish family; as such, the first to see God’s coming to earth
were the Jews. The reason I did this work in person was that I wanted to use My
incarnate flesh as a sin offering in My work of redemption. Thus, the first to see Me
were the Jews in the Age of Grace. That was the first time I worked in the flesh. In the
Age of Kingdom, My work is to conquer and perfect, so I again do My shepherding
work in the flesh. This is My second time working in the flesh. … They are similar in
that both incarnate fleshes of God carry out the work of God the Father, and dissimilar
in that one performed the work of redemption while the other does the work of
conquest. Both represent God the Father, but one is the Redeemer, filled with
lovingkindness and mercy, and the other is the God of righteousness, filled with wrath
and judgment. One is the Supreme Commander who launched the work of redemption,
while the other is the righteous God who accomplishes the work of conquest. One is
the Beginning, the other the End. One is sinless flesh, while the other is flesh that
completes the redemption, continues the work, and is never sinful. Both are the same
Spirit, but They dwell in different fleshes and were born in different places, and They
are separated by several thousand years. However, all Their work is mutually
complementary, never conflicting, and can be spoken of in the same breath.
from “What Is Your Understanding of God?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. The entire management of God is divided into three stages, and in each stage,
fitting requirements are made of man. Furthermore, as the ages pass and progress,
God’s requirements of all mankind become ever higher. … In the past, man was
required to comply with the law and the commandments, and he was required to be
patient and humble. Today, man is required to obey all of God’s arrangements and
possess a supreme love of God, and he is ultimately required to still love God amid
tribulation. These three stages are requirements that God makes of man, step-by-step,
throughout His entire management. Each stage of God’s work goes deeper than the
last, and in each stage the requirements of man are more profound than the last, and
in this way, God’s entire management gradually takes shape. It is precisely because
the requirements of man are ever higher that man’s disposition comes ever closer to
the standards required by God, and only then does the whole of mankind begin to
gradually depart from the influence of Satan until, when God’s work comes to a
complete end, the whole of mankind will have been saved from the influence of Satan.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Practice” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. From the work of Jehovah to that of Jesus, and from the work of Jesus to that
of this current stage, these three stages cover in a continuous thread the entire gamut
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of God’s management, and they are all the work of one Spirit. Since the creation of
the world, God has always been at work managing mankind. He is the Beginning and
the End, He is the First and the Last, and He is the One who begins an age and the
One who brings the age to an end. The three stages of work, in different ages and
different locations, are unmistakably the work of one Spirit. All those who separate
these three stages stand in opposition to God. Now, it behooves you to understand
that all the work from the first stage until today is the work of one God, the work of
one Spirit. Of this there can be no doubt.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

VII. Christ of the Last Days Is the Lord of Judgment and the Lamb
Who Opens the Scroll
1. Almighty God is the all-powerful, all-achieving, and complete true God! He not
only holds the seven stars, is endowed with the seven Spirits, has seven eyes, opens
the seven seals, and opens the scroll, but more than that, He administers the seven
plagues and the seven bowls, and reveals the seven thunders. Long ago, too, He
sounded the seven trumpets! All things that He created and made complete should
praise Him, render Him glory, and exalt His throne. Oh, Almighty God! You are
everything. You have accomplished everything, and with You, all is complete, bright,
emancipated, free, strong, and powerful! There is nothing at all hidden or concealed;
with You, all mysteries are revealed. Furthermore, You have judged the multitudes
of Your enemies, You reveal Your majesty, manifest Your raging fire, You exhibit
Your wrath, and, moreover, You display Your unprecedented, everlasting, utterly
infinite glory! All peoples should awaken to cheer and sing without reserve, extolling
this almighty, completely genuine, all-living, bountiful, glorious, and true God who is
from everlasting to everlasting.
from “Chapter 34” of Utterances of Christ in the Beginning in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. I will punish the wicked and reward the good, and I will bring into force My
righteousness, and I will carry out My judgment. I will use My words to accomplish
everything, making all people and all things experience My chastising hand, and I
will make all people see My full glory, My full wisdom, and My full bounty. No person
will dare to rise up in judgment, for in Me, all things are accomplished; and here,
let every man see My full dignity, and taste My full victory, for in Me all things are
manifested.
from “Chapter 120” of Utterances of Christ in the Beginning in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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3. All those I love will surely live for eternity, and all those who stand against Me
will surely be chastised by Me for eternity. For I am a jealous God and will not lightly
spare men for all that they have done. I will watch over the whole earth and,
appearing in the East of the world with righteousness, majesty, wrath, and
chastisement, I shall reveal Myself to the myriad hosts of humanity!
from “Chapter 26” of God’s Words to the Entire Universe in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. The work of the last days is to separate all according to their kind, and to
conclude the management plan of God, for the time is near and the day of God has
come. God brings all who enter His kingdom—all who are loyal to Him to the very
end—into the age of God Himself. Yet prior to the arrival of the age of God Himself,
God’s work is not to observe the deeds of man, or to inquire into the life of man, but
to judge man’s disobedience, for God shall purify all those who come before His
throne. All who have followed the footsteps of God to this day are those who come
before the throne of God, and this being so, every single person who accepts God’s
work in its final phase is the object of God’s purification. In other words, everyone
who accepts God’s work in its final phase is the object of God’s judgment.
In the judgment beginning at the house of God spoken of in times past, the
“judgment” of these words refers to the judgment that God today passes on those
who come before His throne in the last days. There are, perhaps, those who believe
in such supernatural imaginings as that, when the last days have arrived, God will
erect a big table in the heavens, upon which a white tablecloth will be spread, and
then, sitting upon a great throne with all men kneeling on the ground, He will reveal
the sins of each man and thereby determine whether they are to ascend to heaven
or be sent down to the lake of fire and brimstone. No matter what man imagines, it
cannot alter the essence of God’s work. The imaginings of man are nothing but the
constructs of man’s thoughts; they come from the brain of man, summed up and
pieced together from what man has seen and heard. Therefore I say, however brilliant
the images conceived, they are but cartoon drawings, and are incapable of
substituting the plan of God’s work. Man, after all, has been corrupted by Satan,
so how could he fathom the thoughts of God? Man conceives God’s work of
judgment as something fantastic. He believes that since it is God Himself who does
the work of judgment, then this work must be of the most tremendous scale, and
incomprehensible to mortals, and must resound throughout the heavens and shake
the earth; if not, how could it be the work of judgment by God? He believes that,
as this is the work of judgment, then God must be particularly imposing and
majestic as He works, and those being judged must be howling with tears and on
their knees begging for mercy. Such scenes would surely be spectacular, and
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deeply affecting…. Everyone imagines God’s work of judgment to be miraculous.
Do you know, however, that, at the time when God has long since begun His work
of judgment among man, you remain nestled in lethargic slumber? That at the time
when you think God’s work of judgment has formally begun, God will have already
made heaven and earth anew? At that time, perhaps, you will have only just come
to understand the meaning of life, but God’s merciless work of punishment shall
bring you, still deep in sleep, into hell. Only then will you suddenly realize that God’s
work of judgment has already concluded.
from “Christ Does the Work of Judgment With the Truth” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. God’s work in the present incarnation is to express His disposition primarily
through chastisement and judgment. Building on this foundation, He brings more
truth to man and points out to him more ways of practice, thereby achieving His
objective of conquering man and saving him from his own corrupt disposition. This is
what lies behind the work of God in the Age of Kingdom.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. Christ of the last days uses a variety of truths to teach man, to expose the
substance of man, and to dissect the words and deeds of man. These words
comprise various truths.… These words are all directed at the substance of man
and his corrupt disposition. In particular, the words that expose how man spurns
God are spoken in regard to how man is an embodiment of Satan, and an enemy
force against God. In undertaking His work of judgment, God does not simply make
clear the nature of man with a few words; He exposes, deals with, and prunes over
the long term. All these different methods of exposure, dealing, and pruning cannot
be substituted with ordinary words, but with the truth of which man is utterly bereft.
Only methods such as these can be called judgment; only through judgment of this
kind can man be subdued and thoroughly convinced about God, and moreover
gain true knowledge of God. What the work of judgment brings about is man’s
understanding of the true face of God and the truth about his own rebelliousness.
The work of judgment allows man to gain much understanding of the will of God,
of the purpose of God’s work, and of the mysteries that are incomprehensible to
him. It also allows man to recognize and know his corrupt essence and the roots
of his corruption, as well as to discover the ugliness of man. These effects are all
brought about by the work of judgment, for the essence of this work is actually the
work of opening up the truth, the way, and the life of God to all those who have
faith in Him. This work is the work of judgment done by God.
from “Christ Does the Work of Judgment With the Truth” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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7. Some believe that God may at some unknown time come to earth and appear to
man, whereupon He shall personally judge the whole of mankind, testing them one by
one without anyone being left out. Those who think in this way do not know this stage
of work of the incarnation. God does not judge man one by one, and He does not test
man one by one; to do thus would not be the work of judgment. Is not the corruption of
all mankind the same? Is not the essence of all mankind the same? What is judged is
mankind’s corrupt essence, man’s essence corrupted by Satan, and all the sins of man.
God does not judge the trifling and insignificant faults of man. The work of judgment is
representative, and it is not carried out especially for a certain person. Rather, it is work
in which a group of people are judged in order to represent the judgment of all of
mankind. By personally carrying out His work on a group of people, God in the flesh
uses His work to represent the work of the whole of mankind, after which it is gradually
spread. This is also how the work of judgment is. God does not judge a certain kind of
person or a certain group of people, but instead judges the unrighteousness of the
whole of mankind—man’s opposition to God, for example, or man’s irreverence toward
Him, or man’s disturbance of the work of God, and so on. What is judged is mankind’s
essence of opposition to God, and this work is the work of conquest of the last days.
The work and word of the incarnate God witnessed by man are the work of judgment
before the great white throne during the last days, which was conceived by man during
times past. The work that is currently being done by the incarnate God is exactly the
judgment before the great white throne. The incarnate God of today is the God who
judges the whole of mankind during the last days. This flesh and His work, His word,
and His entire disposition are the entirety of Him. Although the scope of His work is
limited, and does not directly involve the entire universe, the essence of the work of
judgment is the direct judgment of all mankind—not only for the sake of the chosen
people of China, nor for the sake of a small number of people. During the work of God
in the flesh, although the scope of this work does not involve the entire universe, it
represents the work of the entire universe, and after He concludes the work within the
work scope of His flesh, He will immediately expand this work to the entire universe, in
the same way that the gospel of Jesus spread throughout the universe following His
resurrection and ascension. Regardless of whether it is the work of the Spirit or the
work of the flesh, it is work that is carried out within a limited scope, but which represents
the work of the entire universe. During the last days, God performs His work by
appearing in His incarnate identity, and God in the flesh is the God who judges man
before the great white throne. Regardless of whether He is the Spirit or the flesh, He
who does the work of judgment is the God who judges mankind during the last days.
This is defined based on His work, and it is not defined according to His external
appearance or several other factors. Although man harbors notions about these
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words, no one can deny the fact of the incarnate God’s judgment and conquest of all
mankind. Regardless of what man thinks of it, facts are, after all, facts. No one can
say that “The work is done by God, but the flesh is not God.” This is nonsense, for
this work can be done by no one except God in the flesh.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. No one is more suitable, and qualified, than God in the flesh for the work of
judging the corruption of man’s flesh. If judgment were carried out directly by the
Spirit of God, then it would not be all-embracing. Furthermore, such work would be
difficult for man to accept, for the Spirit is unable to come face-to-face with man, and
because of this, the effects would not be immediate, much less would man be able
to behold the unoffendable disposition of God more clearly. Satan can only be fully
defeated if God in the flesh judges the corruption of mankind. Being the same as
man possessed of normal humanity, God in the flesh can directly judge the
unrighteousness of man; this is the mark of His innate holiness, and of His
extraordinariness. Only God is qualified to, and is in the position to, judge man, for
He is possessed of the truth, and righteousness, and so He is able to judge man.
Those who are without truth and righteousness are not fit to judge others.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

9. It is precisely because of this judgment that you have been able to see that
God is the righteous God, and that God is the holy God; it is precisely because of
His holiness and His righteousness that He judges you and unleashes His wrath
upon you. Because He can reveal His righteous disposition when He sees the
rebelliousness of man, and because He can reveal His holiness when He sees the
filth of man, this is enough to show that He is God Himself, who is holy and pristine,
and yet lives in the land of filth.
from “How the Effects of the Second Step of the Work of Conquest
Are Achieved” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

10. By means of this work of judgment and chastisement, man will fully come to
know the filthy and corrupt essence within his own self, and he will be able to change
completely and become clean. Only in this way can man become worthy to return
before the throne of God. All the work done this day is so that man can be made
clean and be changed; through judgment and chastisement by the word, as well as
through refinement, man can purge away his corruption and be made pure. Rather
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than deeming this stage of work to be that of salvation, it would be more apt to say it
is the work of purification. In truth, this stage is that of conquest as well as the second
stage in the work of salvation. It is through judgment and chastisement by the word
that man arrives at being gained by God, and it is through the use of the word to
refine, judge, and disclose that all of the impurities, notions, motives, and individual
aspirations within man’s heart are completely revealed.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. God does the work of judgment and chastisement so that man may gain
knowledge of Him, and for the sake of His testimony. Without His judgment of man’s
corrupt disposition, man could not possibly know His righteous disposition, which
brooks no offense, and nor would man be able to turn his old knowledge of God into a
new one. For the sake of His testimony, and for the sake of His management, He makes
His entirety public, thus enabling man, through His public appearance, to arrive at
knowledge of God, to be transformed in his disposition, and to bear resounding
testimony to God. The transformation of the disposition of man is achieved through
many different kinds of God’s work; without such changes in his disposition, man would
be unable to bear testimony to God and to be after God’s heart. The transformation of
man’s disposition signifies that man has freed himself from Satan’s bondage and from
the influence of darkness, and has truly become a model and specimen of God’s work,
a witness of God, and one who is after God’s heart. Today, God incarnate has come to
do His work on earth, and He requires that man achieve knowledge of Him, obedience
to Him, testimony to Him, to know His practical and normal work, to obey all of His
words and work which do not accord with the notions of man, and to bear testimony to
all the work He does to save man, as well as all the deeds He accomplishes to conquer
man. Those who bear testimony to God must have knowledge of God; only this kind of
testimony is accurate and real, and only this kind of testimony can shame Satan. God
uses those who have come to know Him through undergoing His judgment and
chastisement, dealing and pruning, to bear testimony to Him. He uses those who have
been corrupted by Satan to bear testimony to Him, and so too does He use those whose
disposition has changed, and who have thus gained His blessings, to bear testimony
to Him. He does not need man to praise Him with his mouth, nor does He need the
praise and testimony of the ilk of Satan, who have not been saved by Him. Only those
who know God are qualified to bear testimony to Him, and only those who have been
transformed in their disposition are qualified to bear testimony to Him. God will not allow
man intentionally to bring shame upon His name.
from “Only Those Who Know God Can Bear Testimony to God”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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12. The function of My judgment is to enable man to better obey Me, and the
function of My chastisement is to allow man to more effectively be changed. Though
what I do is for the sake of My management, I have never done anything that was
without benefit to man, for I wish to make all the nations beyond Israel as obedient
as the Israelites, to make them into real human beings, that I might have a foothold
in the lands outside Israel. This is My management; it is the work I am accomplishing
among the Gentile nations.
from “The Work of Spreading the Gospel Is Also the Work of
Saving Man” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. Those who are able to obey the truth and submit to the work of God shall be
claimed under the name of the second incarnate God—the Almighty. They will be able
to accept God’s personal guidance, gaining more and higher truths, as well as real life.
They shall behold the vision never seen before by people of the past: “And I turned to
see the voice that spoke with me. And being turned, I saw seven golden candlesticks;
And in the middle of the seven candlesticks one like to the Son of man, clothed with a
garment down to the foot, and girt about the breasts with a golden girdle. His head and
His hairs were white like wool, as white as snow; and His eyes were as a flame of fire;
And His feet like to fine brass, as if they burned in a furnace; and His voice as the sound
of many waters. And He had in His right hand seven stars: and out of His mouth went
a sharp two edged sword: and His countenance was as the sun shines in its strength”
(Revelation 1:12–16). This vision is the expression of God’s entire disposition, and the
expression of His entire disposition is also the expression of the work of God in His
present incarnation. In the torrents of chastisements and judgments, the Son of man
expresses His inherent disposition by means of utterances, allowing all those who
accept His chastisement and judgment to see the true face of the Son of man, which is
a faithful depiction of the face of the Son of man seen by John. (Of course, all of this
will be invisible to those who do not accept the work of God in the Age of Kingdom.)
The true face of God cannot be fully articulated using human language, and so God
uses the means by which He expresses His inherent disposition to show His true face
to man. Which is to say that all those who have appreciated the inherent disposition of
the Son of man have seen the true face of the Son of man, for God is too great and
cannot be fully articulated using human language.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. God is silent, and has never appeared to us, yet His work has never stopped.
He surveys the whole earth, and commands all things, and beholds all the words and
deeds of man. He conducts His management with measured steps and according to
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His plan, silently and without dramatic effect, yet His footsteps advance, one by one,
ever closer to mankind, and His judgment seat is deployed in the universe at the speed
of lightning, following which His throne immediately descends into our midst. What a
majestic scene that is, what a stately and solemn tableau! Like a dove, and like a
roaring lion, the Spirit comes into our midst. He is wisdom, He is righteousness and
majesty, and He comes surreptitiously into our midst, wielding authority and filled with
love and mercy. No one is aware of His arrival, no one welcomes His arrival, and, what
is more, no one knows all that He is about to do. Man’s life goes on as before, his heart
no different, and the days go by as usual. God lives among us, a man like other men,
as one of the most insignificant of the followers and an ordinary believer. He has His
own pursuits, His own goals; and, what is more, He has divinity not possessed by
ordinary men. No one has noticed the existence of His divinity, and no one has
perceived the difference between His essence and that of man. We live together with
Him, unconstrained and unafraid, for in our eyes He is but an insignificant believer. He
watches our every move, and all of our thoughts and ideas are laid bare before Him.
…………
His words carry life power, show us the way we should walk, and enable us to
understand what the truth is. We begin to be drawn by His words, we begin to focus
on the tone and manner of His speaking, and subconsciously we begin to take an
interest in the innermost feelings of this unremarkable person. He spits up His heart’s
blood in working on our behalf, loses sleep and appetite on our account, weeps for
us, sighs for us, groans in sickness for us, suffers humiliation for the sake of our
destination and salvation, and our numbness and rebelliousness draw tears and
blood from His heart. This way of being and of having belongs to no ordinary person,
nor can it be possessed or attained by any corrupted human being. He shows
tolerance and patience possessed by no ordinary person, and His love is not
something with which any created being is endowed. No one apart from Him can
know all of our thoughts, or have such a clear and complete grasp of our nature and
essence, or judge the rebelliousness and corruption of mankind, or speak to us and
work on us like this on behalf of God in heaven. No one apart from Him is endowed
with the authority, wisdom, and dignity of God; the disposition of God and what God
has and is are brought forth, in their entirety, in Him. No one apart from Him can show
us the way and bring us light. No one apart from Him can reveal the mysteries that
God has not disclosed since creation until today. No one apart from Him can save us
from Satan’s bondage and our own corrupt disposition. He represents God. He
expresses the inmost heart of God, the exhortations of God, and God’s words of
judgment toward all mankind. He has begun a new age, a new era, and ushered in a
new heaven and earth and new work, and He has brought us hope, ending the life
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we led in vagueness and enabling our whole being to behold, in total clarity, the path
to salvation. He has conquered our whole being and gained our hearts.
from “Beholding the Appearance of God in His Judgment and
Chastisement” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. The last days are when all things will be classified according to kind through
conquering. Conquering is the work of the last days; in other words, judging each
person’s sins is the work of the last days. Otherwise, how could people be classified?
The work of classification that is done among you is the start of such work in the
entire universe. After this, those of all lands and all peoples will also be subjected to
the work of conquest. This means every person in creation will be classified according
to kind, submitting before the seat of judgment to be judged. No person and no thing
can escape suffering this chastisement and judgment, nor is any person or thing not
classified by kind; every person will be classed, for the end of all things draws near,
and all heaven and earth has reached its conclusion. How could man escape the final
days of human existence?
from “The Inside Truth of the Work of Conquest (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. In His final work of concluding the age, God’s disposition is one of
chastisement and judgment, in which He reveals all that is unrighteous, in order to
publicly judge all peoples, and to perfect those who love Him with a sincere heart.
Only a disposition such as this can bring the age to an end. The last days have
already arrived. All things in creation will be separated according to their kind, and
divided into different categories based on their nature. This is the moment when God
reveals humanity’s outcome and their destination. If people do not undergo
chastisement and judgment, then there will be no way of exposing their disobedience
and unrighteousness. Only through chastisement and judgment can the outcome of
all creation be revealed. Man only shows his true colors when he is chastised and
judged. Evil shall be put with evil, good with good, and all humanity shall be separated
according to their kind. Through chastisement and judgment, the outcome of all
creation will be revealed, so that the evil may be punished and the good rewarded,
and all people become subject to the dominion of God. All this work must be achieved
through righteous chastisement and judgment. Because man’s corruption has
reached its peak and his disobedience become exceedingly severe, only God’s
righteous disposition, one that is principally compounded of chastisement and
judgment and is revealed during the last days, can fully transform and complete man.
Only this disposition can expose evil and thus severely punish all the unrighteous.
from “The Vision of God’s Work (3)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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17. Do you understand now what is judgment and what is truth? If you do, then I
exhort you to submit obediently to being judged, otherwise you shall never have the
opportunity to be commended by God or to be brought by Him into His kingdom. Those
who only accept judgment but can never be purified, that is, those who flee amidst the
work of judgment, shall forever be detested and rejected by God. Their sins are more
numerous, and more grievous, than those of the Pharisees, for they have betrayed
God and are rebels against God. Such people who are not worthy even to do service
shall receive more severe punishment, a punishment that is, moreover, everlasting.
God shall not spare any traitor who once evinced loyalty with words but then betrayed
Him. People such as these shall receive retribution through punishment of the spirit,
soul, and body. Is this not precisely a revelation of the righteous disposition of God? Is
this not God’s purpose in judging man, and revealing him? God consigns all who
perform all kinds of wicked deeds during the time of judgment to a place infested with
evil spirits, and lets these evil spirits destroy their fleshly bodies as they wish, and those
people’s bodies emit the stench of corpses. Such is their fitting retribution. God writes
down in their record books each and every one of the sins of those disloyal false
believers, false apostles, and false workers; then, when the time is right, He casts them
amidst the unclean spirits, letting these unclean spirits defile their entire bodies at will,
so that they may never be reincarnated and never again see the light. Those hypocrites
who do service for a time but are incapable of remaining loyal to the end are numbered
by God among the wicked, so that they fall into cahoots with the wicked and become
part of their disorderly rabble; in the end, God shall annihilate them. God casts aside
and takes no notice of those who have never been loyal to Christ or have never
contributed anything of their strength, and at the changing of the age He shall
annihilate them all. They shall no longer exist on earth, much less gain passage into
the kingdom of God. Those who have never been sincere to God, but are forced by
circumstance into dealing with Him perfunctorily, are numbered among those who do
service for His people. Only a small number of such people will survive, while the
majority shall perish along with those who render service that is not up to standard.
Ultimately, God shall bring into His kingdom all those who are of the same mind as
God, the people and the sons of God, and those predestined by God to be priests.
They will be the distillation of God’s work. As for those who cannot be classed in any
of the categories set by God, they shall be numbered among the unbelievers—and
you can surely imagine what their outcome shall be. I have already said to you all that
I should say; the road that you select is your choice alone. What you should understand
is this: The work of God never waits for any that cannot keep pace with Him, and the
righteous disposition of God shows no mercy to any man.
from “Christ Does the Work of Judgment With the Truth” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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18. The prophecies in the Bible are words of God transmitted at the time by the
prophets and words written by men whom God used, having obtained inspiration;
only God Himself can explain those words, only the Holy Spirit can make known the
meaning of those words, and only God Himself can break the seven seals and open
the scroll. You say: “You are not God, and neither am I, so who dares lightly to explain
the words of God? Do you dare to explain those words? Even if the prophets
Jeremiah, John and Elijah were to come, they would not dare to try and explain those
words, for they are not the Lamb. Only the Lamb can break the seven seals and open
the scroll, and none other can explain His words.”
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

19. In the Bible it is written that only the Lamb can open the seven seals.
Throughout the ages, there have been many expositors of the scriptures among
those great figures, and so can you say that they are all the Lamb? Can you say that
their explanations all come from God? They are merely expositors; they do not have
the identity of the Lamb. How could they be worthy to open the seven seals?
from “Concerning Appellations and Identity” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

20. The seven stars of Almighty God are bright! The church has been perfected
by Him; He establishes His church messengers, and the entire church is within His
provision. He opens all seven seals, and He Himself brings His management plan
and His will to completion. The scroll is the arcane spiritual language of His
management, and has been unfurled and revealed by Him!
from “Chapter 34” of Utterances of Christ in the Beginning in The Word Appears in the Flesh

21. In the Age of Kingdom, God uses words to usher in the new age, to change
the means by which He works, and to do the work of the entire age. This is the
principle by which God works in the Age of Word. He became flesh to speak from
different perspectives, so that man could truly see God, who is the Word appearing
in the flesh, and could behold His wisdom and wondrousness. Such work is done in
order better to achieve the goals of conquering man, perfecting man, and eliminating
man, which is the true meaning of the use of words to work in the Age of Word.
Through these words, people come to know the work of God, the disposition of God,
the substance of man, and what man ought to enter into. Through words, the work
God wishes to do in the Age of Word is brought to fruition in its entirety. Through
these words, people are exposed, eliminated, and tried. People have seen God’s
words, heard these words, and recognized the existence of these words. As a result,
they have come to believe in the existence of God, in the omnipotence and wisdom
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of God, as well as in God’s love for man and His desire to save man. The word
“words” may be simple and ordinary, but the words spoken from the mouth of the
incarnate God shake the universe, they transform people’s hearts, transform their
notions and old dispositions, and transform the way the whole world used to appear.
Through the ages, only the God of today has worked in this way, and only He speaks
thus and comes to save man thus. From this time forward, man lives under the
guidance of God’s words, shepherded and supplied by His words. People live in the
world of God’s words, amid the curses and the blessings of God’s words, and there
are even more people who have come to live under the judgment and chastisement
of His words. These words and this work are all for the sake of man’s salvation, for
the sake of fulfilling God’s will, and for the sake of changing the original appearance
of the world of old creation. God created the world using words, He leads people
throughout the universe using words, and He conquers and saves them using words.
Ultimately, He shall use words to bring the entire world of old to an end, thus
completing the entirety of His management plan. Throughout the Age of Kingdom,
God uses words to do His work, and to achieve the results of His work. He does not
work wonders or perform miracles, but merely does His work through words.
from “The Age of Kingdom Is the Age of Word” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

22. The last days are no more than the last days and no more than the Age of
Kingdom, and they do not represent the Age of Grace or the Age of Law. It is just
that, during the last days, all the work in the six-thousand-year management plan is
revealed to you. This is the unveiling of the mystery. This kind of mystery is something
that can be unveiled by no man. No matter how great an understanding man has of
the Bible, it remains nothing more than words, for man does not understand the
essence of the Bible. In reading the Bible, man may understand some truths, explain
some words, or subject some famous passages and chapters to his petty scrutiny,
but he will never be able to extricate the meaning contained within those words, for
all man sees are dead words, not the scenes of the work of Jehovah and of Jesus,
and man has no way of unraveling the mystery of this work. Therefore, the mystery
of the six-thousand-year management plan is the greatest mystery, the most
profoundly hidden, and wholly unfathomable to man. No one can directly grasp the
will of God, unless God Himself explains and reveals it to man; otherwise, these
things will forever remain riddles to man, remaining forever sealed mysteries. … This
work of six thousand years is more mysterious than all the prophecies of the
prophets. It is the greatest mystery from creation to the present, and no one among
the prophets throughout the ages has ever been able to fathom it, for this mystery is
only unveiled in the final age and has never before been revealed. If you can grasp
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this mystery, and if you are able to receive it in its entirety, then all religious persons
will be vanquished by this mystery. Only this is the greatest of visions; it is that which
man longs most keenly to grasp but it is also that which is most unclear to him. When
you were in the Age of Grace, you did not know what the work done by Jesus or that
done by Jehovah was about. People did not understand why Jehovah set forth laws,
why He asked the multitude to keep the laws or why the temple had to be built, and
still less did people understand why the Israelites were led from Egypt into the
wilderness and then on to Canaan. It was not until this day that these matters have
been revealed.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

23. In this final stage of work, results are achieved through the agency of the word.
Through the word, man comes to understand many mysteries and the work that God
has done through generations past; through the word, man is enlightened by the Holy
Spirit; through the word, man comes to understand the mysteries never before
unraveled by past generations, as well as the work of prophets and apostles of times
past, and the principles by which they worked; through the word, man also comes to
understand the disposition of God Himself, as well as the rebelliousness and
resistance of man, and he comes to know his own essence. Through these steps of
work and through all the words spoken, man comes to know the work of the Spirit,
the work God’s incarnate flesh does, and even more, His entire disposition. Your
knowledge of God’s work of management over six thousand years was also gained
through the word. Was not the knowledge of your former notions and your success
in putting them aside also attained through the word? In the previous stage, Jesus
worked signs and wonders, but there are no signs and wonders in this stage. Was
not your understanding of why God does not reveal signs and wonders also achieved
through the word? Therefore, the words spoken in this stage surpass the work done
by the apostles and prophets of generations past. Even the prophecies told by the
prophets could not have achieved this result.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

24. The work in the last days lays bare the work of Jehovah and Jesus and all
mysteries not understood by man, so as to reveal the destination and the end of
mankind and end all the work of salvation among mankind. This stage of work in the
last days brings everything to a close. All mysteries not understood by man need to be
unraveled to allow man to plumb them to their depths and have a completely clear
understanding in his heart. Only then can the human race be classed according to kind.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (4)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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25. The way of life is not something that anyone can possess, nor is it something
anyone can attain easily. This is because life can only come from God, which is to
say, only God Himself possesses the essence of life, and only God Himself has the
way of life. And so only God is the source of life, and the ever-flowing wellspring of
living water of life. Ever since He created the world, God has done much work
involving the vitality of life, has done much work that brings life to man, and has paid
a great price so that man might gain life. This is because God Himself is eternal life,
and God Himself is the way by which man is resurrected. God is never absent from
the heart of man, and He lives among man at all times. He has been the driving force
of man’s living, the root of man’s existence, and a rich deposit for man’s existence
after birth. He causes man to be reborn, and enables him to tenaciously live in his
every role. Thanks to His power and His inextinguishable life force, man has lived for
generation after generation, throughout which the power of God’s life has been the
mainstay of man’s existence, and God has paid a price that no ordinary man has
ever paid. God’s life force can prevail over any power; moreover, it exceeds any
power. His life is eternal, His power extraordinary, and His life force cannot be
overwhelmed by any created being or enemy force. The life force of God exists and
shines its brilliant radiance regardless of time or place. Heaven and earth may
undergo great changes, but God’s life is forever the same. All things may pass away,
but God’s life will still remain, for God is the source of the existence of all things and
the root of their existence. Man’s life originates from God, the existence of heaven is
because of God, and the existence of earth stems from the power of God’s life. No
object possessed of vitality can transcend the sovereignty of God, and no thing with
vigor can elude the domain of God’s authority. In this way, regardless of who they
are, everyone must submit under the dominion of God, everyone must live under
God’s command, and no one can escape from His hands.
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of
Eternal Life” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

26. Christ of the last days brings life, and brings the enduring and everlasting
way of truth. This truth is the path by which man gains life, and it is the only path
by which man shall know God and be approved by God. If you do not seek the way
of life provided by Christ of the last days, then you shall never gain the approval of
Jesus, and shall never be qualified to enter the gate of the kingdom of heaven, for
you are both a puppet and prisoner of history. Those who are controlled by
regulations, by letters, and shackled by history will never be able to gain life nor
gain the perpetual way of life. This is because all they have is turbid water which
has been clung to for thousands of years instead of the water of life that flows from
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the throne. Those who are not supplied with the water of life will forever remain
corpses, playthings of Satan, and sons of hell. How, then, can they behold God? If
you only try to hold on to the past, only try to keep things as they are by standing
still, and do not try to change the status quo and discard history, then will you not
always be against God? The steps of God’s work are vast and mighty, like surging
waves and rolling thunders—yet you sit passively awaiting destruction, clinging to
your folly and doing nothing. In this way, how can you be considered someone who
follows the footsteps of the Lamb? How can you justify the God that you hold on to
as a God who is always new and never old?
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of
Eternal Life” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

27. Those who wish to gain life without relying on the truth spoken by Christ are
the most ridiculous people on earth, and those who do not accept the way of life
brought by Christ are lost in fantasy. And so I say that those who do not accept Christ
of the last days shall forever be loathed by God. Christ is man’s gateway to the
kingdom during the last days, and there are none who can go around Him. None may
be perfected by God except through Christ. You believe in God, and so you must
accept His words and obey His way. You cannot only think of gaining blessings while
being incapable of receiving the truth and incapable of accepting the provision of life.
Christ comes during the last days so that all those who truly believe in Him may be
provided with life. His work is for the sake of concluding the old age and entering the
new one, and His work is the path that must be taken by all those who would enter
the new age. If you are incapable of acknowledging Him, and instead condemn,
blaspheme, or even persecute Him, then you are bound to burn for eternity and shall
never enter the kingdom of God. For this Christ is Himself the expression of the Holy
Spirit, the expression of God, the One whom God has entrusted to do His work on
earth. And so I say that if you cannot accept all that is done by Christ of the last days,
then you blaspheme the Holy Spirit. The retribution to be had by those who
blaspheme the Holy Spirit is self-evident to all. I also tell you that if you resist Christ
of the last days, if you spurn Christ of the last days, there will be no one else to bear
the consequences on your behalf. Furthermore, from this day onward you will not
have another chance to gain the approval of God; even if you try to redeem yourself,
you will never again behold the face of God. For what you resist is not a man, what
you spurn is not some puny being, but Christ. Do you know what the consequences
of this will be? You will not have made a small mistake, but committed a heinous
crime. And so I advise everyone not to bare your fangs before the truth, or make
careless criticisms, for only the truth can bring you life, and nothing except the truth
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can allow you to be reborn and behold the face of God again.
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of
Eternal Life” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

28. Throughout the universe I am doing My work, and in the East, thunderous
crashes issue forth endlessly, shaking all nations and denominations. It is My voice
that has led all men into the present. I cause all men to be conquered by My voice,
to fall into this stream, and submit before Me, for I have long since reclaimed My glory
from all the earth and issued it forth anew in the East. Who does not long to see My
glory? Who does not anxiously await My return? Who does not thirst for My
reappearance? Who does not pine for My loveliness? Who would not come to the
light? Who would not look upon the richness of Canaan? Who does not long for the
return of the Redeemer? Who does not adore Him who is great in power? My voice
shall spread throughout the earth; I will face My chosen people and speak more
words to them. Like the mighty thunders that shake the mountains and rivers, I speak
My words to the whole universe and to mankind. Hence the words in My mouth have
become man’s treasure, and all men cherish My words. The lightning flashes from
the East all the way to the West. My words are such that man is loath to give them
up and at the same time finds them unfathomable, but rejoices in them all the more.
All men are glad and joyful, celebrating My coming, as if an infant had just been born.
By means of My voice, I shall bring all men before Me. Thenceforth, I shall formally
enter into the race of men so that they will come to worship Me. With the glory that I
radiate and the words in My mouth, I shall make it such that all men come before Me
and see that the lightning flashes from the East and that I have also descended unto
the “Mount of Olives” of the East. They will see that I have already long been on
earth, no longer as the Son of the Jews but as the Lightning of the East. For I have
long since been resurrected, and have departed from mankind’s midst, and then
reappeared with glory among men. I am He who was worshiped countless ages
before now, and I am also the infant forsaken by the Israelites countless ages before
now. Moreover, I am the all-glorious Almighty God of the present age! Let all come
before My throne and see My glorious countenance, hear My voice, and look upon
My deeds. This is the entirety of My will; it is the end and the climax of My plan, as
well as the purpose of My management: to have every nation worship Me, every
tongue acknowledge Me, every man repose his faith in Me, and every people be
subject unto Me!
from “The Seven Thunders Peal—Prophesying That the Gospel of the Kingdom Shall
Spread Throughout the Universe” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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VIII. There Is Only One God: The Trinity Does Not Exist
1. God is the One who rules over all things and administers all things. He created
all that there is, He administers all that there is, He rules over all that there is, and He
provides for all that there is. This is the status of God, and it is His identity. For all
things and all that there is, God’s true identity is the Creator and the Ruler of all of
creation. Such is the identity possessed by God, and He is unique among all things.
None of God’s creatures—whether they be among mankind or in the spiritual world—
can use any means or excuse to impersonate or replace God’s identity and status,
for there is only One, among all things, who is possessed of this identity, power,
authority, and ability to rule over creation: our unique God Himself.
from “God Himself, the Unique X” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. There are others who say, “Did not God expressly state that Jesus was His
beloved Son?” Jesus is the beloved Son of God, in whom He is well pleased—this
was certainly spoken by God Himself. That was God bearing witness to Himself, but
merely from a different perspective, that of the Spirit in heaven bearing witness to His
own incarnation. Jesus is His incarnation, not His Son in heaven. Do you understand?
Do not the words of Jesus, “I am in the Father, and the Father in Me,” indicate that
They are one Spirit? And is it not because of the incarnation that They were
separated between heaven and earth? In reality, They are still one; no matter what,
it is simply God bearing witness to Himself. Owing to the change in ages, the
requirements of the work, and the differing stages of His management plan, the name
by which man calls Him also differs. When He came to carry out the first stage of
work, He could only be called Jehovah, who is the shepherd of the Israelites. In the
second stage, the incarnate God could only be called Lord, and Christ. But at that
time, the Spirit in heaven stated only that He was the beloved Son of God and made
no mention of His being the only Son of God. This simply did not happen. How could
God have an only child? Then would God not have become man? Because He was
the incarnation, He was called the beloved Son of God, and, from this, came the
relationship between Father and Son. It was simply because of the separation
between heaven and earth. Jesus prayed from the perspective of the flesh. Since He
had put on a flesh of such normal humanity, it is from the perspective of the flesh that
He said: “My outer shell is that of a created being. Since I put on a flesh to come to
this earth, I am now a long, long way from heaven.” For this reason, He could only
pray to God the Father from the perspective of the flesh. This was His duty, and it
was that which the incarnate Spirit of God should be furnished with. It cannot be said
that He was not God simply because He prayed to the Father from the perspective
of the flesh. Though He was called the beloved Son of God, He was still God Himself,
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for He was but the incarnation of the Spirit, and His essence was still the Spirit.
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. This may call to mind for most people the words of God from Genesis: “Let Us
make man in Our image, after Our likeness.” Given that God says “let Us make man
in Our image,” then “Us” indicates two or more; since He stated “Us,” then there is
not just one God. In this way, man began to think in the abstract of distinct persons,
and from these words arose the idea of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. What
then is the Father like? What is the Son like? And what is the Holy Spirit like? Could
it possibly be that the mankind of today was made in the image of one joined together
from three? Then is the image of man like that of the Father, the Son, or the Holy
Spirit? Which of the persons of God is man in the image of? This idea of man’s is
simply incorrect and nonsensical! It can only split one God into several Gods. At the
time that Moses wrote Genesis, it was after mankind was created following the
creation of the world. In the very beginning, when the world began, Moses did not
exist. And it was not until much later that Moses wrote the Bible, so how could he
have possibly known what it was that God in heaven spoke? He had not an inkling
of how God created the world. In the Old Testament of the Bible, there is no mention
of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, only of the one true God, Jehovah, carrying
out His work in Israel. He is called by different names as the age changes, but this
cannot prove that each name refers to a different person. If this were so, then would
there not be innumerable persons in God? What is written in the Old Testament is
the work of Jehovah, a stage of work of God Himself for commencement in the Age
of Law. It was the work of God, where as He spoke, it was, and as He commanded,
it stood. At no time did Jehovah say that He was the Father come to carry out work,
nor did He ever prophesy the Son coming to redeem mankind. When it came to the
time of Jesus, it was only said that God had become flesh to redeem all mankind, not
that it was the Son who had come. Because the ages are not alike and the work that
God Himself does also differs, He needs to carry out His work within different realms.
In this way, the identity He represents also differs. Man believes that Jehovah is the
Father of Jesus, but this was actually not acknowledged by Jesus, who said: “We
were never distinguished as Father and Son; I and the Father in heaven are one. The
Father is in Me and I am in the Father; when man sees the Son, they are seeing the
heavenly Father.” When all has been said, be it the Father or the Son, They are one
Spirit, not divided into separate persons. Once man attempts to explain, matters are
complicated with the idea of distinct persons, as well as the relationship between
Father, Son, and Spirit. When man speaks of separate persons, does this not
materialize God? Man even ranks the persons as first, second, and third; these are
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all but the imaginings of man, not worthy of reference, and utterly unrealistic! If you
asked him: “How many Gods are there?” he would say that God is the Trinity of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit: the one true God. If you asked further: “Who is
the Father?” he would say: “The Father is the Spirit of God in heaven; He is in charge
of all, and is the Master of heaven.” “Then is Jehovah the Spirit?” He would say:
“Yes!” If you then asked him, “Who is the Son?” he would say that Jesus is the Son,
of course. “Then what is the story of Jesus? From whence did He come?” He would
say: “Jesus was born to Mary through the conception of the Holy Spirit.” Then is His
essence not the Spirit as well? Is not His work also representative of the Holy Spirit?
Jehovah is the Spirit, and so too is the essence of Jesus. Now in the last days, there
is less need to say that it is still the Spirit; how could They be different persons? Is it
not simply the Spirit of God carrying out the work of the Spirit from different
perspectives? As such, there is no distinction between persons. Jesus was
conceived by the Holy Spirit, and indubitably, His work was precisely that of the Holy
Spirit. In the first stage of work carried out by Jehovah, He neither became flesh nor
appeared to man. So man never saw His appearance. No matter how great and how
tall He was, He was still the Spirit, God Himself who created man in the beginning.
That is, He was the Spirit of God. He spoke to man from among the clouds, merely a
Spirit, and none witnessed His appearance. Only in the Age of Grace when the Spirit
of God came into the flesh and was incarnated in Judea did man see for the first time
the image of the incarnation as a Jew. There was nothing of Jehovah about Him.
However, He was conceived by the Holy Spirit, that is, conceived by the Spirit of
Jehovah Himself, and Jesus was still born as the embodiment of the Spirit of God.
What man first saw was the Holy Spirit descending like a dove upon Jesus; it was
not the Spirit exclusive to Jesus, but rather the Holy Spirit. Then can the Spirit of
Jesus be separated from the Holy Spirit? If Jesus is Jesus, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit is the Holy Spirit, then how could They be one? The work could not be carried
out if so. The Spirit within Jesus, the Spirit in heaven, and the Spirit of Jehovah are
all one. It is called the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of God, the sevenfold intensified Spirit,
and the all-inclusive Spirit. The Spirit of God can carry out much work. He is able to
create the world and destroy it by flooding the earth; He can redeem all mankind, and
moreover, He can conquer and destroy all mankind. This work is all carried out by
God Himself and cannot be done by any of the personhoods of God in His stead. His
Spirit can be called by the name of Jehovah and Jesus, as well as the Almighty. He
is the Lord, and Christ. He can also become the Son of man. He is in the heavens
and also on the earth; He is on high above the universes and among the multitude.
He is the only Master of the heavens and earth! From the time of creation until now,
this work has been carried out by the Spirit of God Himself. Be it the work in the
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heavens or in the flesh, all is carried out by His own Spirit. All creatures, whether in
heaven or on earth, are in the palm of His almighty hand; all of this is the work of God
Himself and can be done by no other in His stead. In the heavens, He is the Spirit
but also God Himself; among men, He is flesh but remains God Himself. Though He
may be called by hundreds of thousands of names, He is still Himself, the direct
expression of His Spirit. The redemption of all mankind through His crucifixion was
the direct work of His Spirit, and so too is the proclamation unto all nations and all
lands during the last days. At all times, God can only be called the almighty and one
true God, the all-inclusive God Himself. The distinct persons do not exist, much less
this idea of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. There is only one God in heaven
and on earth!
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. After the truth of Jesus become flesh came to be, man believed that in heaven,
there is not only the Father, but also the Son, and even the Spirit. This is the
conventional notion man holds, that there is a God such as this in heaven: a triune
God who is the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. All mankind has these notions:
God is one God, but comprises three parts, what all those grievously entrenched in
conventional notions deem to be the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Only those
three parts made one is all of God. Without the Holy Father, God would not be whole.
Similarly, neither would God be whole without the Son or the Holy Spirit. In their
notions, they believe that neither the Father alone nor the Son alone can be deemed
God. Only the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit together can be deemed God
Himself. Now, all religious believers, and even each follower among you, hold this
belief. Yet, as for whether this belief is correct, none can explain, for you are always
in a fog of confusion about the matters of God Himself. Though these are notions,
you do not know whether they are right or wrong, for you have become too grievously
infected by religious notions. You have accepted too deeply these conventional
notions of religion, and this poison has seeped too deep within you. Therefore, so too
in this matter have you succumbed to this pernicious influence, for the triune God
simply does not exist. That is, the Trinity of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit
simply does not exist. These are all conventional notions of man, and the fallacious
beliefs of man. Throughout many centuries, man has believed in this Trinity, conjured
up by notions in the mind of man, fabricated by man, and never before seen by man.
Throughout these many years, there have been many Bible expositors who have
explained the “true meaning” of the Trinity, but such explanations of the triune God
as three distinct consubstantial persons have been vague and unclear, and people
are all befuddled by the “construct” of God. No great man has ever been able to offer
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a thorough explanation; most explanations pass muster in terms of reasoning and on
paper, but not a single man has a fully clear understanding of its meaning. This is
because this great Trinity man holds in the heart simply does not exist.
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. If any among you says that the Trinity indeed exists, then explain what exactly
this one God in three persons is. What is the Holy Father? What is the Son? What is
the Holy Spirit? Is Jehovah the Holy Father? Is Jesus the Son? Then what of the Holy
Spirit? Is not the Father a Spirit? Is not the essence of the Son also a Spirit? Was not
the work of Jesus the work of the Holy Spirit? Was not the work of Jehovah at the
time carried out by a Spirit the same as Jesus’? How many Spirits can God have?
According to your explanation, the three persons of the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit are one; if this be so, then there are three Spirits, but to have three Spirits
means there are three Gods. This means that there is no one true God; how can this
kind of God still have the inherent essence of God? If you accept that there is only
one God, then how can He have a son and be a father? Are these not all simply your
notions? There is only one God, only one person in this God, and only one Spirit of
God, much as it is written down in the Bible that “There is only one Holy Spirit and
only one God.” Regardless of whether the Father and the Son of which you speak
exist, there is only one God after all, and the essence of the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Spirit you believe in is the essence of the Holy Spirit. In other words, God is a
Spirit, but He is able to become flesh and live among men, as well as to be above all
things. His Spirit is all-inclusive and omnipresent. He can simultaneously be in the
flesh and in and above the universe. Since all people say that God is the only one
true God, then there is a single God, divisible at will by none! God is only one Spirit,
and only one person; and that is the Spirit of God. If it is as you say, the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit, then are They not three Gods? The Holy Spirit is one matter,
the Son another, and the Father yet another. Their persons are different and Their
essences are different, so how then can They each be part of a single God? The Holy
Spirit is a Spirit; this is easy for man to understand. If this be so, then the Father is
even more so a Spirit. He has never descended onto earth and has never become
flesh; He is Jehovah God in the heart of man, and He is certainly a Spirit as well.
Then what is the relationship between Him and the Holy Spirit? Is it the relationship
between Father and Son? Or is it the relationship between the Holy Spirit and the
Spirit of the Father? Is the essence of each Spirit the same? Or is the Holy Spirit an
instrument of the Father? How can this be explained? And then what is the
relationship between the Son and the Holy Spirit? Is it a relationship between two
Spirits or the relationship between a man and a Spirit? These are all matters that can
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have no explanation! If They are all one Spirit, then there can be no talk of three
persons, for They are possessed of a single Spirit. If They were distinct persons, then
Their Spirits would vary in strength, and They simply could not be one single Spirit.
This concept of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit is most absurd! This
segments God and splits Him into three persons, each with a status and Spirit; how
then can He still be one Spirit and one God?
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. Still some may say: “The Father is the Father; the Son is the Son; the Holy Spirit
is the Holy Spirit, and in the end, They will be made one.” Then how should you make
Them one? How can the Father and the Holy Spirit be made one? If They were
inherently two, then no matter how They are joined together, would They not remain
two parts? When you talk about making Them one, is that not simply joining two
separate parts to make one whole? But were They not two parts before being made
whole? Each spirit has a distinct essence, and two spirits cannot be made into a
single one. A spirit is not a material object and is unlike anything else in the material
world. As man sees it, the Father is one Spirit, the Son another, and the Holy Spirit
yet another, then the three Spirits mix like three glasses of water into one whole. Is
not that then the three made one? This is purely an erroneous and absurd
explanation! Is this not splitting up God? How can the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit all be made one? Are They not three parts each of different natures?
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. When Jesus called God in heaven by the name of Father as He prayed, this
was done only from the perspective of a created man, only because the Spirit of God
had put on an ordinary and normal flesh and had the exterior cover of a created
being. Even if within Him was the Spirit of God, His exterior appearance was still that
of a normal man; in other words, He had become the “Son of man” of which all men,
including Jesus Himself, spoke. Given that He is called the Son of man, He is a
person (whether man or woman, in any case one with the exterior shell of a human
being) born into a normal family of ordinary people. Therefore, Jesus calling God in
heaven by the name of Father was the same as how you at first called Him Father;
He did so from the perspective of a created man. Do you still remember the Lord’s
Prayer that Jesus taught you to memorize? “Our Father in heaven….” He asked all
men to call God in heaven by the name of Father. And since He too called Him Father,
He did so from the perspective of one who stands on an equal footing with you all.
Since you called God in heaven by the name of Father, Jesus saw Himself to be on
equal footing with you, and as a man on earth chosen by God (that is, the Son of
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God). If you call God Father, is this not because you are a created being? However
great the authority of Jesus on earth, prior to the crucifixion, He was merely a Son of
man, governed by the Holy Spirit (that is, God), and one of the earth’s created beings,
for He had yet to complete His work. Therefore, His calling God in heaven Father
was solely His humility and obedience. His addressing God (that is, the Spirit in
heaven) in such a manner, however, does not prove that He was the Son of the Spirit
of God in heaven. Rather, it was simply that His perspective was different, not that
He was a different person. The existence of distinct persons is a fallacy! Prior to His
crucifixion, Jesus was a Son of man bound by the limitations of the flesh, and He did
not fully possess the authority of the Spirit. That is why He could only seek the will of
God the Father from the perspective of a created being. It is as He thrice prayed in
Gethsemane: “Not as I will, but as You will.” Before He was laid on the cross, He was
but the King of the Jews; He was Christ, the Son of man, and not a body of glory.
That is why, from the standpoint of a created being, He called God Father. Now, you
cannot say that all who call God Father are the Son. If this were so, then would you
not have all become the Son once Jesus taught you the Lord’s Prayer? If you are still
not convinced, then tell Me, who is the one that you call Father? If you are referring
to Jesus, then who is the Father of Jesus to you? After Jesus went away, this idea of
the Father and the Son was no more. This idea was only appropriate for the years
when Jesus became flesh; under all other circumstances, the relationship is one
between the Lord of creation and a created being when you call God Father. There
is no time at which this idea of the Trinity of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit can stand;
it is a fallacy rarely seen through the ages and it does not exist!
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. Let Me tell you that, in truth, the triune God does not exist anywhere in this
universe. God has no Father and no Son, and much less is there a concept that the
Father and Son jointly use the Holy Spirit as an instrument. All of this is the greatest
fallacy in this world and simply does not exist! Yet even such a fallacy has its origin
and is not entirely without basis, for your minds are not so simple, and your thoughts
are not without reason. Rather, they are quite appropriate and ingenious, so much so
that they are impregnable even to any Satan. The pity is that these thoughts are all
fallacies and simply do not exist! You have not seen the real truth at all; you are merely
making conjectures and imaginings, then fabricating it all into a story to deceitfully gain
others’ trust and to gain dominance over those most foolish of people without wit or
reason, so that they believe in your great and renowned “expert teachings.” Is this
truth? Is this the way of life that man should receive? It is all nonsense! Not a single
word is appropriate! Throughout these many years, God has been split by you in this
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way, being split finer and finer with each generation, to the extent that one God has
been openly split into three Gods. And now it is simply impossible for man to rejoin
God as one, for you have split Him up too finely! If not for My prompt work before it
was too late, it is hard to say how long you would have brazenly continued this way!
To continue splitting God in this way, how can He still be your God? Would you still
recognize God? Would you still find your origins? If I had arrived any later, it is likely
that you would have sent the “Father and Son,” Jehovah and Jesus, back to Israel and
claimed that you yourselves are a part of God. Fortunately, it is now the last days.
Finally, this day I have long awaited has come, and only after I carried out this stage
of work by My own hand has your splitting of God Himself been halted. If not for this,
you would have escalated, even placing all the Satans among you onto your tables for
worship. This is your artifice! This is your means of splitting God! Will you continue to
do so now? Let Me ask you: How many Gods are there? Which God will bring you
salvation? Is it the first God, the second, or the third that you always pray to? Which
do you always believe in? Is it the Father? Or the Son? Or is it the Spirit? Tell Me who
it is that you believe in. Though with every word you say you believe in God, what you
actually believe is your own brain! You simply do not have God in your hearts! And yet
in your minds are a number of such Trinities! Do you not agree?
from “Does the Trinity Exist?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

IX. The Difference Between the Work of God and That of Man
1. The work of God Himself involves the work of all of mankind, and it also
represents the work of the entire era, which means that God’s own work represents
every dynamic and trend of the work of the Holy Spirit, whereas the work of the
apostles comes after God’s own work and follows from it, and it does not lead the
era, nor does it represent trends of the Holy Spirit’s work in a whole era. They only
do the work man ought to do, which has nothing at all to do with the management
work. The work God does Himself is a project within the management work. Man’s
work is only the duty that people who are used fulfill, and it is unrelated to the
management work. Despite the fact that they are both the work of the Holy Spirit, due
to differences in identities and representations of the work, there are clear and
essential differences between God’s own work and the work of man.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. The work of God incarnate begins a new era, and those who continue His work
are those who are used by Him. The work done by man is all within the ministry of
God in the flesh, and it is incapable of going beyond this scope. If God incarnate had
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not come to do His work, man would not be able to bring the old age to an end and
would not be able to usher in a new era. The work done by man is merely within the
range of his duty that is humanly possible to do, and it does not represent the work
of God. Only the incarnate God can come and complete the work that He should do
and, besides Him, no one can do this work on His behalf. Of course, what I speak of
is in regard to the work of incarnation.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. The incarnate God is essentially different from the people used by God. The
incarnate God is able to do the work of divinity, whereas the people used by God are
not. At the beginning of each age, God’s Spirit speaks personally and launches the
new era to bring man into a new beginning. When He has finished speaking, this
signifies that God’s work within His divinity is done. Thereafter, people all follow the
lead of those used by God to enter into their life experience.
from “The Essential Difference Between the Incarnate God and the People
Used by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. The work of God is to be done by God Himself. It is He who sets His work in
motion, and it is He who concludes His work. It is He who plans the work, and it is
He who manages it, and even more, it is He who brings the work to fruition. As stated
in the Bible, “I am the Beginning and the End; I am the Sower and the Reaper.” All
that pertains to the work of His management is done by God Himself. He is the Ruler
of the six-thousand-year management plan; no one can do His work in His stead and
no one can bring His work to a close, for it is He who holds everything in His hand.
Having created the world, He will lead the entire world to live in His light, and He will
also conclude the entire age, thereby bringing His entire plan to fruition!
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. The work that God Himself does is entirely the work He intends to do in His own
management plan and it pertains to the great management. The work done by man
consists of supplying their individual experience. It consists of finding out a new path
of experience beyond that trodden by those who have gone before, and of guiding
their brothers and sisters while under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. What these
people supply is their individual experience or the spiritual writings of spiritual people.
Although these people are used by the Holy Spirit, the work they do is unrelated to
the great work of management in the six-thousand-year plan. They are merely those
who have been raised up by the Holy Spirit in different periods to lead the people in
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the stream of the Holy Spirit, until the functions they can perform are at an end or
until their lives come to an end. The work they do is only to prepare an appropriate
path for God Himself or to continue a certain aspect of the management of God
Himself on earth. In themselves, these people are unable to do the greater work of
His management, nor can they open up new ways out, even less can any of them
bring to a conclusion all of God’s work from the former age. Therefore, the work they
do represents only a created being performing his function and cannot represent God
Himself performing His ministry. This is because the work they do is unlike that done
by God Himself. The work of ushering in a new age is not something that can be
done by man in God’s place. It cannot be done by any other than God Himself. All
the work done by man consists of performing his duty as a created being and is done
when he is moved or enlightened by the Holy Spirit. The guidance that these people
provide consists entirely of showing man the path of practice in daily life and how he
should act in harmony with the will of God. The work of man neither involves the
management of God nor represents the work of the Spirit. … Therefore, since the
work of the people used by the Holy Spirit is unlike the work done by God Himself,
their identities and the subjects on behalf of whom they act are likewise different. This
is because the work the Holy Spirit intends to do is different, and on this account
those who alike do work are accorded different identities and statuses. The people
used by the Holy Spirit may also do some work that is new and may also eliminate
some work done in the former age, but what they do cannot express the disposition
and the will of God in the new age. They work only to do away with the work of the
former age, and not in order to do new work for the purpose of directly representing
the disposition of God Himself. Thus, no matter how many outdated practices they
abolish or how many new practices they introduce, they still represent man and
created beings. When God Himself carries out work, however, He does not openly
declare the abolishment of the practices of the old age or directly declare the
commencement of a new age. He is direct and straightforward in His work. He is
forthright in performing the work He intends to do; that is, He directly expresses the
work that He has brought about, directly does His work as originally intended,
expressing His being and disposition. As man sees it, His disposition and so too His
work differ from those in ages past. However, from the perspective of God Himself,
this is merely a continuation and further development of His work. When God Himself
works, He expresses His word and directly brings the new work. In contrast, when
man works, it is through deliberation and study, or it is an extension of knowledge
and systematization of practice founded on the work of others. That is to say, the
essence of the work done by man is to follow an established order and to “walk old
paths in new shoes.” This means that even the path walked by the people used by
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the Holy Spirit is built upon that launched by God Himself. So, when all is said and
done, man is still man, and God is still God.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. When the prophets and those people used by the Holy Spirit spoke and worked,
this was to carry out the duties of man, it was to serve the function of a created being,
and it was something that man ought to do. However, the words and the work of God
incarnate were to carry out His ministry. Though His external form was that of a
created being, His work was not to carry out His function but His ministry. The term
“duty” is used with regard to created beings, whereas “ministry” is used with regard
to the flesh of God incarnate. There is a substantive difference between the two; they
are not interchangeable. The work of man is only to do his duty, whereas the work of
God is to manage, and to carry out His ministry. Therefore, though many apostles
were used by the Holy Spirit and many prophets were filled with Him, their work and
words were merely to perform their duty as created beings. Their prophecies may
have exceeded the way of life spoken of by God incarnate, and their humanity may
have even transcended that of God incarnate, but they were still doing their duty, and
not fulfilling a ministry. The duty of man refers to the function of man; it is what is
attainable by man. However, the ministry carried out by God incarnate is related to
His management, and this is unattainable by man. Whether God incarnate speaks,
works, or manifests wonders, He is doing great work amidst His management, and
such work cannot be done by man in His stead. The work of man is only to do his
duty as a created being in a given stage of God’s work of management. Without
God’s management, that is, if the ministry of God incarnate were to be lost, the duty
of a created being would be lost. God’s work in carrying out His ministry is to manage
man, whereas man’s performance of his duty is the fulfillment of his own obligation
to meet the demands of the Creator, and can in no way be considered the carrying
out of one’s ministry. To the inherent substance of God—to His Spirit—the work of
God is His management, but to God incarnate, who wears the external form of a
created being, His work is the carrying out of His ministry. Whatever work He does is
to carry out His ministry; all that man can do is to give his best within the scope of
God’s management and under His guidance.
from “The Difference Between the Ministry of God Incarnate and the
Duty of Man” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. Jesus represented the Spirit of God and was the Spirit of God working directly.
He did the work of the new age, the work that no one had done before. He opened
up a new way, He represented Jehovah, and He represented God Himself, whereas
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with Peter, Paul, and David, regardless of what they were called, they only
represented the identity of a creature of God, and were sent by Jesus or Jehovah.
So no matter how much work they did, no matter how great the miracles they
performed, they were still just creatures of God, and incapable of representing the
Spirit of God. They worked in the name of God or worked after being sent by God;
furthermore, they worked in the ages begun by Jesus or Jehovah, and they did no
other work. They were, after all, merely creatures of God.
from “Concerning Appellations and Identity” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

8. John did only the initial portion of the work; the greater part of the new work was
done by Jesus. John did new work as well, but he was not the one who ushered in a
new age. … Though John also said, “Repent you: for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand,” and he too preached the gospel of the kingdom of heaven, his work was not
further developed and merely constituted a beginning. In contrast, Jesus ushered in
a new age as well as bringing the old to an end, but He also fulfilled the law of the
Old Testament. The work He did was greater than that of John, and what is more He
came to redeem all mankind—He accomplished that stage of work. As for John, he
simply prepared the way. Though his work was great, his words many, and those
disciples who followed him numerous, his work did no more than bring to man a new
beginning. Never did man receive from him life, the way, or deeper truths, nor did
man gain through him an understanding of the will of God. John was a great prophet
(Elijah) who opened up new ground for Jesus’ work and prepared the chosen; he
was the forerunner of the Age of Grace. Such matters cannot be discerned simply by
observing their normal human appearances. This is all the more apt as John also did
work that was quite considerable and, moreover, he was promised by the Holy Spirit,
and his work was upheld by the Holy Spirit. This being so, it is only through the work
that they do that one can distinguish between their respective identities, for there is
no way to tell a man’s essence from his outward appearance, nor is there any way
for man to ascertain what is the testimony of the Holy Spirit. The work done by John
and that done by Jesus were dissimilar and were of different natures. It is from this
that one may determine whether or not John was God. The work of Jesus was to
initiate, to continue, to conclude, and to bring to fruition. He carried out each of these
steps, whereas the work of John was no more than making a beginning. In the
beginning, Jesus spread the gospel and preached the way of repentance, and then
went on to baptize man, heal the sick, and cast out demons. In the end, He redeemed
mankind from sin and completed His work for the entire age. He also went about in
every place, preaching to man and spreading the gospel of the kingdom of heaven.
In this regard He and John were alike, the difference being that Jesus ushered in a
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new age and brought the Age of Grace to man. From His mouth came the word on
what man should practice and the way that man should follow in the Age of Grace,
and in the end, He finished the work of redemption. John could never have carried
out this work. And so it was Jesus who did the work of God Himself, and it is He who
is God Himself, and who directly represents God.
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

9. The words of God incarnate open up a new age, guide all of mankind, reveal
mysteries, and show man the direction he is to take in the new age. The
enlightenment obtained by man is but simple instructions for practice or knowledge.
It cannot guide all of mankind into a new age or reveal the mysteries of God Himself.
When all is said and done, God is God, and man is man. God has the essence of
God, and man has the essence of man.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

10. What people say is what they have experienced. It is what they have seen,
what their minds can reach, and what their senses can detect. That is what they can
fellowship. The words spoken by God’s incarnate flesh are the direct expression of
the Spirit and they express the work that has been done by the Spirit, which the flesh
has not experienced or seen, yet He still expresses His being, for the essence of the
flesh is the Spirit, and He expresses the work of the Spirit. It is work already done by
the Spirit, though it is beyond the reach of the flesh. After incarnation, through the
expression of the flesh, He enables people to know God’s being and allows people
to see God’s disposition and the work that He has done. The work of man gives
people greater clarity about what they should enter into and what they should
understand; it involves leading people toward understanding and experiencing the
truth. Man’s work is to sustain people; God’s work is to open up new paths and new
eras for mankind, and to reveal to people that which is not known by mortals, enabling
them to know His disposition. God’s work is to lead all of mankind.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. The prophets of the Old Testament spoke prophecies, and similarly, so could
Jesus. Why is this so? The distinction here is based on the nature of the work. To
discern this matter, you must not consider the nature of the flesh, nor should you
consider the depth or superficiality of their words. Always you must first consider their
work and the effects their work achieves in man. The prophecies spoken by the
prophets at the time did not supply the life of man, and the inspirations received by
those such as Isaiah and Daniel were merely prophecies, and not the way of life. If
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not for the direct revelation of Jehovah, none could have done that work, which is not
possible for mortals. Jesus, too, spoke many words, but such words were the way of
life from which man could find a path to practice. That is to say, first, He could supply
the life of man, for Jesus is life; second, He could reverse the deviations of man; third,
His work could succeed that of Jehovah in order to carry on the age; fourth, He
could grasp the needs within man and understand what man lacks; fifth, He could
usher in a new age and conclude the old. That is why He is called God and Christ;
not only is He different from Isaiah but also from all other prophets. Take Isaiah as
a comparison for the work of the prophets. First, he could not supply the life of man;
second, he could not usher in a new age. He was working under the leadership of
Jehovah and not to usher in a new age. Third, the words he spoke were beyond
him. He was receiving revelations directly from the Spirit of God, and others would
not understand, even having listened to them. These few things alone are sufficient
to prove that his words were no more than prophecies, no more than an aspect of
work done in Jehovah’s stead. He could not, however, completely represent
Jehovah. He was Jehovah’s servant, an instrument in Jehovah’s work. He was only
doing work within the Age of Law and within the scope of the work of Jehovah; he
did not work beyond the Age of Law. On the contrary, the work of Jesus differed.
He surpassed the scope of Jehovah’s work; He worked as God incarnate and
underwent crucifixion in order to redeem all mankind. That is to say, He carried out
new work outside of the work done by Jehovah. This was the ushering in of a new
age. In addition, He was able to speak of that which man could not achieve. His work
was work within the management of God and involved the whole of mankind. He did
not work in just a few men, nor was His work meant to lead a limited number of
men. … From His work, it can be seen that, first, He is able to open up a new age;
second, He is able to supply the life of man and show man the way to follow. This is
sufficient to establish that He is God Himself. At the very least, the work He does can
fully represent the Spirit of God, and from such work it can be seen that the Spirit of
God is within Him. As the work done by God incarnate was mainly to usher in a new
age, lead new work, and open up a new realm, these alone are sufficient to establish
that He is God Himself. This thus differentiates Him from Isaiah, Daniel, and the other
great prophets.
from “The Difference Between the Ministry of God Incarnate and the
Duty of Man” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

12. You must know how to differentiate God’s work from the work of man. What
can you see in the work of man? There are many elements of man’s experience in
his work; what man expresses is what he is. God’s own work also expresses what
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He is, but His being is different from man’s. Man’s being represents man’s experience
and life (what man experiences or encounters in his life, or the philosophies for living
he has), and people living in different environments express different beings.
Whether you have experiences of society and how you actually live in your family
and experience within it can be seen in what you express, whereas you cannot see
in the work of God incarnate whether He has social experiences. He is well aware of
the substance of man and can reveal all kinds of practices pertaining to all kinds of
people. He is even better at revealing the corrupt dispositions and the rebellious
behavior of humans. He does not live among worldly people, but He is aware of the
nature of mortals and all the corruptions of worldly people. This is His being.
Though He does not deal with the world, He knows the rules of dealing with the
world, because He understands human nature fully. He knows about the Spirit’s
work that man’s eyes cannot see and man’s ears cannot hear, both of today and
of the past. This includes wisdom that is not a philosophy for living and wonders
that are hard for people to fathom. This is His being, open to people and also
hidden from people. What He expresses is not the being of an extraordinary
person, but the inherent attributes and being of the Spirit. He does not travel the
world but knows everything of it. He contacts the “anthropoids” who have no
knowledge or insight, but He expresses words that are higher than knowledge and
above great men. He lives within a group of obtuse and numb people who are
without humanity and who do not understand the conventions and life of humanity,
but He can ask mankind to live out normal humanity, at the same time revealing
the base and low humanity of mankind. All this is His being, higher than the being
of any flesh-and-blood person. For Him, it is unnecessary to experience a
complicated, cumbersome, and sordid social life to do the work He needs to do
and reveal the substance of corrupt mankind thoroughly. A sordid social life does
not edify His flesh. His work and words only reveal man’s disobedience and do not
provide man with experience and lessons for dealing with the world. He does not
need to investigate society or man’s family when He supplies man with life.
Exposing and judging man is not an expression of the experiences of His flesh; it
is His revelation of man’s unrighteousness after having known man’s disobedience
for a long time and abhorring mankind’s corruption. The work He does is all meant
to reveal His disposition to man and to express His being. Only He can do this
work; it is not something a flesh-and-blood person could achieve. From His work,
man cannot tell what kind of person He is. Man is also unable to classify Him as a
created person on the basis of His work. His being also makes Him unclassifiable
as a created person. Man can only consider Him a non-human, but does not know
in which category to put Him, so man is forced to list Him in the category of God. It is
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not unreasonable for man to do so, for God has done much work among people that
man is unable to do.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. When God comes to the earth, He does only His work within divinity, which is
what the heavenly Spirit has entrusted to the incarnate God. When He comes, He
but speaks across the land, to give voice to His utterances by different means and
from different perspectives. He chiefly takes supplying man and teaching man as His
goals and working principle, and does not concern Himself with such things as
interpersonal relationships or the details of people’s lives. His main ministry is to
speak for the Spirit. That is, when God’s Spirit appears tangibly in the flesh, He only
provides for man’s life and releases the truth. He does not involve Himself in man’s
work, which is to say, He does not partake in the work of humanity. Humans cannot
do divine work, and God does not partake in human work.
from “The Essential Difference Between the Incarnate God and the People
Used by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. Satan can only be fully defeated if God in the flesh judges the corruption of
mankind. Being the same as man possessed of normal humanity, God in the flesh
can directly judge the unrighteousness of man; this is the mark of His innate holiness,
and of His extraordinariness. Only God is qualified to, and is in the position to, judge
man, for He is possessed of the truth, and righteousness, and so He is able to judge
man. Those who are without truth and righteousness are not fit to judge others.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. The work done by man only represents a limited scope, and when God does His
work He does not speak to a certain person, but speaks to the whole of mankind, and
all those who accept His words. The end that He proclaims is the end of all mankind,
not just the end of a certain person. He does not give anyone special treatment, nor
does He victimize anyone, and He works for, and speaks to, the whole of mankind.
from “Corrupt Mankind Is More in Need of the Salvation of the
Incarnate God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. God’s work has no rules and is not subject to time or geographical constraints.
He can express what He is at anytime, anywhere. He works as He pleases. Man’s
work has conditions and context; without them, he would be unable to work and
unable to express his knowledge of God or his experience of the truth. To tell whether
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something is God’s own work or man’s work, you must simply compare the
differences between the two.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

17. The work of man stays within a range and is limited. One person can only do
work of a certain phase and cannot do the work of the entire era—otherwise, he
would lead people into the midst of rules. The work of man can only apply to a
particular time or phase. This is because man’s experience has its scope. One cannot
compare the work of man with the work of God. Man’s ways of practice and his
knowledge of the truth are all applicable to a particular scope. You cannot say that
the path man treads is completely the will of the Holy Spirit, because man can only
be enlightened by the Holy Spirit, and cannot be completely filled with the Holy Spirit.
The things man can experience are all within the scope of normal humanity and
cannot exceed the range of thoughts in the normal human mind. All those who can
live out the reality of the truth experience within this range.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

18. The scope of the truth man experiences differs from person to person in line
with each person’s conditions. In this way, the knowledge of the same truth, as
expressed by different people, is not the same. This is to say, man’s experience always
has limitations and cannot completely represent the will of the Holy Spirit, nor can the
work of man be perceived as the work of God, even if what is expressed by man
corresponds very closely to God’s will, and even if the experience of man is very close
to the perfecting work that the Holy Spirit performs. Man can only be God’s servant,
doing the work that God entrusts to him. Man can only express knowledge enlightened
by the Holy Spirit and truths obtained from his personal experiences. Man is
unqualified and does not meet the conditions to be the outlet of the Holy Spirit. He is
not entitled to say that his work is the work of God. Man has man’s working principles,
and all men have different experiences and possess varying conditions. Man’s work
includes all his experiences under the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. These
experiences can only represent man’s being and do not represent the being of God or
the will of the Holy Spirit. Therefore, the path man walks cannot be said to be the path
walked by the Holy Spirit, because the work of man cannot represent the work of God,
and man’s work and man’s experience are not the complete will of the Holy Spirit.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

19. Man’s work is susceptible to falling into rules, and the method of his work is
easily confined to a limited scope, and is unable to lead people to a free way. Most
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followers live within a limited scope, and their way of experiencing is also limited in
its scope. Man’s experience is always limited; the method of his work is also limited
to a few types and cannot be compared with the work of the Holy Spirit or the work
of God Himself. This is because man’s experience, in the end, is limited. However
God does His work, it is unbound by rules; however it is done, it is not limited to a
single method. There are no rules whatsoever to God’s work—all His work is
released and free. No matter how much time man spends following Him, he cannot
distill any laws that govern God’s ways of working. Although His work is principled,
it is always done in new ways and always has new developments, and it is beyond
man’s reach. In a single period, God may have several different types of work and
different ways of leading people, making it so people always have new entries and
changes. You cannot discern the laws of His work because He is always working in
new ways, and only thus do followers of God not become bound by rules. The work
of God Himself always avoids people’s notions and counters them. Only those who
follow and pursue Him with a true heart can have their dispositions transformed and
be able to live freely, not subjected to any rules or restrained by any religious
notions. The work of man makes demands of people based on his own experience
and what he himself can achieve. The standard of these requirements is limited
within a certain scope, and the methods of practice are also very limited. Followers
thus unconsciously live within this limited scope; as time passes, these things
become rules and rituals.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

20. When people work, they seek and grope about, always imitating and
deliberating based on the foundation laid by others to achieve deeper entry. God’s
work is the provision of what He is, and He does the work that He Himself ought to
do. He does not provide sustenance to the church using knowledge from the work of
any man. Instead, He does the present work based on people’s states. Thus, working
in this way is thousands of times freer than the work people do. To people, it may
even appear that God does not abide by His duty and works however He pleases—
but all the work He does is new. Yet, you should know that the work of God incarnate
is never based on feelings.
from “Practice (5)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

21. The work of man signifies his experience and his humanity. What man provides
and the work he does represent him. Man’s insight, man’s reasoning, man’s logic,
and his rich imagination are all included in his work. Man’s experience is particularly
able to signify his work, and a person’s experiences become the components of his
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work. Man’s work can express his experience…, and the work of the Holy Spirit often
changes with man’s state. He works according to people’s experience and does not
force them, but makes demands of people according to the normal course of their
experience. This is to say that man’s fellowship differs from the word of God. What
people fellowship conveys their individual insights and experience, expressing their
insights and experience on the basis of God’s work. Their responsibility is to find out,
after God works or speaks, what of it they ought to practice or enter into, and then to
deliver it to followers. Therefore, man’s work represents his entry and practice. Of
course, such work is mixed with human lessons and experience or some human
thoughts. … What man expresses is what he sees, experiences, and can imagine,
and it is attainable by man’s thinking, even if it is doctrine or notions. Man’s work
cannot exceed the scope of man’s experience, nor what man sees, nor what man
can imagine or conceive, regardless of the size of that work. All God expresses is
what He Himself is, and this is unattainable by man—that is, beyond the reach of
man’s thinking. He expresses His work of leading all mankind, and this is unrelated
to the details of human experience, but is concerned instead with His own
management. What man expresses is his experience, while what God expresses is
His being, which is His inherent disposition, beyond the reach of man. Man’s
experience is his insight and knowledge acquired on the basis of God’s expression
of His being. Such insight and knowledge are called man’s being, and the basis of
their expression is man’s inherent disposition and caliber—this is why they are also
called man’s being.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

22. Work in the mind of man is too easy for man to achieve. Pastors and leaders
in the religious world, for example, rely on their gifts and positions to do their work.
People who follow them for a long time will be infected by their gifts and influenced
by some of their being. They focus on people’s gifts, abilities and knowledge, and
they pay attention to supernatural things and many profound, unrealistic doctrines (of
course, these profound doctrines are unattainable). They do not focus on changes in
people’s dispositions, but rather on training people to preach and work, improving
people’s knowledge and their abundant religious doctrines. They do not focus on how
much people’s disposition is changed nor on how much people understand of the
truth. They do not concern themselves with people’s essence, and much less do they
try to know people’s normal and abnormal states. They do not counter people’s
notions, nor do they reveal their notions, much less do they prune people for their
deficiencies or corruptions. Most who follow them serve with their gifts, and all they
release is religious notions and theological theories, which are out of touch with reality
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and completely unable to confer life onto people. In fact, the essence of their work is
nurturing talent, nurturing a person with nothing into a talented seminary graduate
who later goes on to work and lead. Can you discern any laws in God’s six thousand
years of work? There are many rules and restrictions in the work that man does, and
the human brain is too dogmatic. What man expresses, therefore, is knowledge and
realizations that are within the scope of his experience. Man is unable to express
anything apart from this. Man’s experiences or knowledge do not arise from his innate
gifts or his instinct; they arise because of God’s guidance and direct shepherding.
Man has only the faculty to accept this shepherding and no faculty that can express
directly what divinity is. Man is unable to be the source; he can only be a vessel that
accepts water from the source. This is the human instinct, the faculty that one should
have as a human being. If a person loses the faculty that accepts God’s word and
loses the human instinct, that person also loses what is most precious, and loses the
duty of created man. If a person has no knowledge or experience of God’s word or
His work, that person loses his duty, the duty he should perform as a created being,
and loses the dignity of a created being.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

23. After all, God’s work is different from man’s work and, moreover, how could
His expressions be the same as theirs? God has His own particular disposition,
while man has duties they ought to fulfill. God’s disposition is expressed in His work,
while man’s duty is embodied in the experiences of man and expressed in the
pursuits of man. It therefore becomes evident through the work that is done whether
something is God’s expression or man’s expression. It does not need to be
explained by God Himself, nor does it require man to strive to bear witness;
moreover, it does not need God Himself to suppress any person. All of this comes
as a natural revelation; it is neither forced nor something that man can interfere
with. Man’s duty can be known through their experiences, and it does not require
people to do any extra experiential work. All of man’s essence can be revealed as
they perform their duty, whereas God can express His inherent disposition while
performing His work. If it is man’s work then it cannot be covered up. If it is God’s
work, then God’s disposition is even more impossible to be concealed by anyone,
much less be controlled by man. No man can be said to be God, nor can their work
and words be looked upon as holy or regarded as immutable. God can be said to
be human because He clothed Himself in flesh, but His work cannot be considered
to be man’s work or man’s duty. Moreover, God’s utterances and Paul’s letters
cannot be equated, nor can God’s judgment and chastisement and man’s words of
instruction be spoken of on equal terms. There are, therefore, principles that
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distinguish God’s work from man’s work. These are differentiated according to their
essences, not by the scope of the work or its temporary efficiency. On this subject,
most people make mistakes of principle.
from “Where Do You Stand on the Thirteen Epistles?” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

24. Because humans are, after all, humans, and they can only look at everything
from the elevation and perspective of a human being. However, God incarnate is
entirely different from a corrupt human. No matter how ordinary, how normal, how
lowly God’s incarnate flesh is, or even with what contempt people look down on
Him, His thoughts and His attitude toward mankind are things that no man could
possess, that no man could imitate. He will always observe mankind from the
perspective of divinity, from the elevation of His position as the Creator. He will
always see mankind through the essence and the mindset of God. He absolutely
cannot see mankind from the lowly elevation of an average person, or from the
perspective of a corrupt person. When people look at mankind, they do so with
human vision, and they use things such as human knowledge and human rules
and theories as their measure. This is within the scope of what people can see with
their eyes and the scope that is achievable by corrupt people. When God looks at
mankind, He looks with divine vision, and He uses His essence and what He has
and is as a measure. This scope includes things that people cannot see, and this
is where God incarnate and corrupt humans are entirely different. This difference
is determined by humans’ and God’s different essences—it is these different
essences that determine their identities and positions as well as the perspective
and elevation from which they see things.
from “God’s Work, God’s Disposition, and God Himself III” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

25. Perhaps a person’s experience in his work is particularly advanced, or his
imagination and reasoning are particularly advanced, and his humanity is
particularly good; such attributes can only gain people’s admiration, but not arouse
their awe and fear. People all admire those who can work well, who have
particularly deep experience, and who can practice the truth, but such people can
never elicit awe, only admiration and envy. But people who have experienced
God’s work do not admire God; instead, they feel His work is beyond human reach
and is unfathomable to man, that it is fresh and wonderful. When people experience
God’s work, their first knowledge of Him is that He is unfathomable, wise, and
wonderful, and they unconsciously revere Him and feel the mystery of the work He
does, which is beyond the ken of man’s mind. People want only to be able to meet
His requirements, to satisfy His desires; they do not wish to exceed Him, because
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the work He does goes beyond man’s thinking and imagination and could not be
done by man in His stead. Even man himself does not know his own inadequacies,
yet God has forged a new path and has come to bring man into a newer and more
beautiful world, and so mankind has made new progress and has had a new start.
What people feel for God is not admiration, or rather, is not only admiration. Their
deepest experience is awe and love; their feeling is that God is indeed wonderful.
He does work that man is unable to do and says things that man is unable to say.
People who have experienced God’s work always have an indescribable feeling.
People of deep enough experience can understand the love of God; they can feel
His loveliness, that His work is so wise, so wonderful, and thereby is infinite power
generated among them. It is not fear or occasional love and respect, but a deep
sense of God’s compassion for man and tolerance of him. However, people who
have experienced His chastisement and judgment sense His majesty and that He
tolerates no offense. Even people who have experienced much of His work are
unable to fathom Him; all who truly revere Him know that His work is not in line with
people’s notions but always goes against their notions. He does not need people
to admire him wholly or present the appearance of submission to Him; rather, they
should achieve true reverence and true submission. In so much of His work,
anyone with true experience feels reverence for Him, which is higher than
admiration. People have seen His disposition due to His work of chastisement and
judgment, and they therefore revere Him in their hearts. God is meant to be revered
and obeyed, because His being and His disposition are not the same as those of
a created being and are above those of a created being. God is self-existent and
everlasting, He is a non-created being, and only God is worthy of reverence and
obedience; man is not qualified for this. So, all who have experienced His work and
truly known Him feel reverence toward Him. However, those who do not let go of
their notions about Him—those who simply do not regard Him as God—have no
reverence toward Him, and though they follow Him, they are not conquered; they
are disobedient people by nature. What He means to achieve by working thus is
for all created beings to have hearts of reverence for the Creator, worship Him, and
submit to His dominion unconditionally. This is the final result that all His work is
meant to achieve.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

26. If man were to do this work, then it would be too limited: It could take man to a
certain point, but it would not be able to bring man to the eternal destination. Man is
not able to decide man’s destiny, nor, moreover, is he able to ensure man’s prospects
and future destination. The work done by God, however, is different. Since He
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created man, He leads him; since He saves man, He will thoroughly save him, and
will completely gain him; since He leads man, He will bring him to the proper
destination; and since He created and manages man, He must take responsibility for
man’s fate and prospects. It is this which is the work done by the Creator.
from “Restoring the Normal Life of Man and Taking Him to a Wonderful
Destination” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

X. How to Discern False Shepherds, Antichrists, and False Christs
1. The work of a qualified worker can bring people to the right way and grant them
greater entry into the truth. His work can bring people before God. In addition, the
work he does can vary from individual to individual and is not bound by rules, allowing
people liberation and freedom, and the capacity gradually to grow in life and to have
a more profound entry into the truth. The work of an unqualified worker falls far short.
His work is foolish. He can only bring people into rules, and what he demands of
people does not vary from individual to individual; he does not work according to
people’s actual needs. In this type of work, there are too many rules and too many
doctrines, and it cannot bring people into reality, nor into normal practice of growth in
life. It can only enable people to adhere to a few worthless rules. Such guidance can
only lead people astray. He leads you to become like him; he can bring you into what
he has and is. For followers to discern whether leaders are qualified, the key is to
look at the path on which they lead and the results of their work, and to see whether
followers receive principles in accordance with the truth, and whether they receive
ways of practice suitable for their transformation. You should distinguish between the
different work of different types of people; you should not be a foolish follower. This
bears on the matter of people’s entry. If you are unable to distinguish which person’s
leadership has a path and which does not, you will easily be deceived. All of this has
a direct bearing on your own life.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

2. Those who do not follow the present work of the Holy Spirit have not entered
into the work of God’s words, and no matter how much they work, or how great their
suffering, or how much they run about, none of it means anything to God, and He will
not commend them. Today, all those who follow the present words of God are in the
stream of the Holy Spirit; those who are strangers to the words of God today are
outside of the stream of the Holy Spirit, and such people are not commended by God.
Service that is divorced from the present utterances of the Holy Spirit is service that
is of the flesh, and of notions, and it is impossible for it to be in accordance with God’s
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will. If people live among religious notions, then they are unable to do anything that
is fit for God’s will, and even though they serve God, they serve in the midst of their
imaginings and notions, and are totally incapable of serving in accordance with the
will of God. Those who are unable to follow the work of the Holy Spirit do not
understand the will of God, and those who do not understand the will of God cannot
serve God. God wants service that is after His own heart; He does not want service
that is of notions and the flesh. If people are incapable of following the steps of the
Holy Spirit’s work, then they live amid notions. The service of such people interrupts
and disturbs, and such service runs contrary to God. Thus those who are unable to
follow the footsteps of God are incapable of serving God; those who are unable to
follow the footsteps of God most certainly oppose God, and are incapable of being
compatible with God.
from “Know God’s Newest Work and Follow His Footsteps” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

3. Work in the mind of man is too easy for man to achieve. Pastors and leaders in
the religious world, for example, rely on their gifts and positions to do their work.
People who follow them for a long time will be infected by their gifts and influenced
by some of their being. They focus on people’s gifts, abilities and knowledge, and
they pay attention to supernatural things and many profound, unrealistic doctrines (of
course, these profound doctrines are unattainable). They do not focus on changes in
people’s dispositions, but rather on training people to preach and work, improving
people’s knowledge and their abundant religious doctrines. They do not focus on how
much people’s disposition is changed nor on how much people understand of the
truth. They do not concern themselves with people’s essence, and much less do they
try to know people’s normal and abnormal states. They do not counter people’s
notions, nor do they reveal their notions, much less do they prune people for their
deficiencies or corruptions. Most who follow them serve with their gifts, and all they
release is religious notions and theological theories, which are out of touch with reality
and completely unable to confer life onto people. In fact, the essence of their work is
nurturing talent, nurturing a person with nothing into a talented seminary graduate
who later goes on to work and lead.
from “God’s Work and Man’s Work” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

4. Many people behind My back covet the benefits of status, they gorge
themselves on food, they love to sleep and give every care to the flesh, always afraid
that there is no way out for the flesh. They do not perform their proper function in the
church, but freeload off the church, or else they admonish their brothers and sisters
with My words, lording themselves over others from positions of authority. These
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people keep saying they are doing God’s will and always say they are God’s
intimates—is this not absurd? If you have the right intentions, but are unable to serve
in accordance with God’s will, then you are being foolish; but if your intentions are
not right, and you still say you serve God, then you are someone who opposes God,
and you ought to be punished by God! I have no sympathy for such people! In the
house of God, they freeload, always coveting the comforts of the flesh, and give no
consideration to the interests of God. They always seek what is good for them, and
they pay no heed to God’s will. They do not accept the scrutiny of God’s Spirit in
anything they do. They are always maneuvering and deceiving their brothers and
sisters, and being two-faced, like a fox in a vineyard, always stealing grapes and
trampling over the vineyard. Could such people be God’s intimates? Are you fit to
receive God’s blessings? You take no burden for your life and the church, are you fit
to receive God’s commission? Who would dare trust someone like you? When you
serve like this, could God dare to entrust you with a greater task? Would this not
cause delays to the work?
from “How to Serve in Harmony With God’s Will” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

5. You serve God with your natural character, and according to your personal
preferences. What’s more, you always think that the things you are willing to do
are what are delightful to God, and that the things you do not wish to do are what
are hateful to God; you work entirely according to your own preferences. Can
this be called serving God? Ultimately, there will not be the slightest change in
your life disposition; instead, your service will make you even more stubborn,
thus deeply ingraining your corrupt disposition, and as such, there will be formed
within you rules about service to God that are primarily based on your own
character, and experiences derived from your service according to your own
disposition. These are the experiences and lessons of man. It is man’s
philosophy of living in the world. People like this can be classed as Pharisees
and religious officials. If they never wake up and repent, then they will surely turn
into the false Christs and the antichrists who deceive people in the last days. The
false Christs and the antichrists that were spoken of will arise from among such
people. If those who serve God follow their own character and act according to
their own will, they run the risk of being cast out at any time. Those who apply
their many years of experience acquired to serving God in order to win the hearts
of others, to lecture them and control them, and to stand on high—and who never
repent, never confess their sins, never renounce the benefits of position —these
people shall fall before God. They are of the same kind as Paul, presuming upon
their seniority and flaunting their qualifications. God will not bring people like this
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to perfection. Such service interferes with the work of God.
from “Religious Service Must Be Purged” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

6. You are able to speak as many pieces of knowledge as there are grains of sand
on a beach, yet none of it contains any real path. Are you not trying to fool people by
doing this? Are you not making an empty show, with no substance to back it up? All
such behavior is harmful to people! The higher the theory and the more it is devoid of
reality, the more it is incapable of taking people into reality. The higher the theory, the
more it makes you defy and oppose God. Do not cosset spiritual theory—it has no use!
Some people have been talking about spiritual theory for decades, and they have
become giants of spiritualism, but ultimately, they still fail to enter the reality of the truth.
Because they have not practiced or experienced the words of God, they have no
principles or path for practice. People like this are themselves without the reality of the
truth, so how can they bring other people onto the right track of faith in God? They can
only lead people astray. Is this not harming others and themselves? At the very least,
you must be able to solve real problems that are right in front of you. That is to say, you
must be able to practice and experience the words of God, and to put the truth into
practice. Only this is obedience to God. Only when you have entered into life are you
qualified to work for God, and only when you expend for God sincerely can you be
approved of by God. Don’t always make grand statements and talk of bombastic theory;
this is not real. Pontificating on spiritual theory to make people admire you is not
testifying to God, but rather flaunting yourself. It is of absolutely no benefit to people and
does not edify them, and can easily lead to them worshiping spiritual theory and not
focusing on practicing the truth—and is this not leading people astray? Carrying on like
this will give rise to numerous empty theories and rules that will constrain and entrap
people; it’s truly mortifying.
from “Focus More on Reality” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

7. Look at the leaders of each denomination—they are all arrogant and selfrighteous, and their interpretations of the Bible lack context and are guided by their
own imaginings. They all rely on gifts and erudition to do their work. If they could not
preach at all, would people follow them? They do, after all, possess some knowledge
and can preach on some doctrine, or they know how to win others over and make
use of some artifice. They use these to bring people before themselves and deceive
them. Nominally, those people believe in God, but in reality, they follow their leaders.
When they encounter someone preaching the true way, some of them say, “We have
to consult our leader about our faith.” A human is the medium of their faith in God; is
that not a problem? What have those leaders become, then? Have they not become
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Pharisees, false shepherds, antichrists, and stumbling blocks to people’s acceptance
of the true way? Such people are of the same ilk as Paul.
from “Only to Pursue the Truth Is Truly to Believe in God”
in Records of Talks of Christ of the Last Days

8. The manifestation of arrogance is rebellion and resistance against God. When
people are arrogant, self-important, and self-righteous, they tend to set up their own
independent kingdoms and do things however they want. They also bring others into
their own hands and draw them into their embraces. For people to be capable of
doing such things, it means the essence of their arrogant nature is that of Satan; it is
that of the archangel. When their arrogance and self-importance reach a certain level,
they become the archangel, and God must be put aside. If you possess such an
arrogant nature, God will have no place in your heart.
We have preached the gospel over and over to many leaders within religious
circles, but no matter how we fellowship on the truth with them, they do not accept it.
Why is this? It is because their arrogance has become second nature, and God no
longer has a place in their hearts! Some people might say, “People under the
leadership of certain pastors in the religious world really have a lot of drive; it is as
though they have God in their midst!” Do you take having enthusiasm for having
drive? No matter how lofty those pastors’ sermons might sound, do they know God?
If they truly revered God deep down, would they make people follow them and exalt
them? Would they monopolize others? Would they dare to prevent others from
seeking the truth and investigating the true way? If they believe that God’s sheep are
actually theirs, and that they should all listen to them, then is it not the case that they
regard themselves as God? Such people are even worse than the Pharisees. Are
they not antichrists? Thus, this arrogant nature of theirs can control them into doing
things that betray God.
from “An Arrogant Nature Is the Root of Man’s Resistance to God”
in Records of Talks of Christ of the Last Days

9. When God becomes flesh and comes to work among men, all behold Him and
hear His words, and all see the deeds that God works from within His body of flesh.
At that moment, all man’s notions become foam. As for those who have seen God
appearing in the flesh, they shall not be condemned if they willingly obey Him,
whereas those who purposefully stand against Him shall be deemed an opponent
of God. Such people are antichrists, enemies who willfully stand against God. …
Those who willfully stand against the incarnate God shall be punished for their
disobedience. With regard to these people that willfully stand against God, their
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opposition stems from the fact that they harbor notions about God, which leads them
in turn into actions that disrupt God’s work. These people intentionally resist and
destroy the work of God. They do not merely have notions about God, but they also
engage in activities that disrupt His work, and for this reason people of this kind shall
be condemned.
from “All People Who Do Not Know God Are People Who Oppose God”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

10. Most rebellious of all are those who intentionally defy and resist God. They are
the enemies of God, the antichrists. Theirs is always an attitude of hostility toward
the new work of God; they never have the slightest inclination to submit, nor have
they ever gladly submitted or humbled themselves. They exalt themselves before
others and never submit to anyone. Before God, they consider themselves the best
at preaching the word, and the most skillful in working on others. Never do they
discard the “treasures” in their possession, but treat them as family heirlooms for
worship, for preaching about to others, and they use them to lecture those fools who
idolize them. There are indeed a certain number of people like this in the church. It
can be said that they are “indomitable heroes,” generation after generation sojourning
in the house of God. They take preaching the word (doctrine) to be their highest duty.
Year after year, generation after generation, they go about vigorously enforcing their
“sacred and inviolable” duty. None dare touch them; not a single person dares openly
reproach them. They become “kings” in the house of God, running rampant as they
tyrannize others from age to age. This pack of demons seeks to join hands and
demolish My work; how can I allow these living devils to exist before My eyes?
from “Those Who Obey God With a True Heart Shall Surely Be Gained
by God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

11. Your opposition to God and obstruction of the work of the Holy Spirit is caused
by your notions and inherent arrogance. It is not because God’s work is wrong, but
because you are naturally too disobedient. After finding their belief in God, some
people cannot even say with certainty where man came from, yet they dare to make
public speeches appraising the rights and wrongs of the Holy Spirit’s work. They even
lecture the apostles who have the Holy Spirit’s new work, passing comment and
speaking out of turn; their humanity is too low, and there is not the slightest sense in
them. Will the day not come when such people are rejected by the work of the Holy
Spirit, and burned by the fires of hell? They do not know the work of God, but instead
criticize His work, and also try to instruct God how to work. How can such
unreasonable people know God? Man comes to know God during the process of
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seeking and experiencing; it is not through criticizing at whim that man comes to know
God through the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit. The more accurate people’s
knowledge of God becomes, the less they oppose Him. In contrast, the less people
know of God, the more likely they are to oppose Him. Your notions, your old nature,
and your humanity, character and moral outlook are the capital with which you resist
God, and the more corrupted your morals, odious your qualities, and low your
humanity, the more you are the enemy of God. Those who are possessed of strong
notions and who have a self-righteous disposition are even more in enmity of God
incarnate; such people are the antichrists.
from “Knowing the Three Stages of God’s Work Is the Path to
Knowing God” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

12. There are those who read the Bible in grand churches and recite it all day long,
yet not one among them understands the purpose of God’s work. Not one among
them is able to know God; still less can any one among them accord with God’s will.
They are all worthless, vile people, each standing on high to lecture God. They
willfully oppose God even as they carry His banner. Claiming faith in God, still they
eat the flesh and drink the blood of man. All such people are devils that devour the
soul of man, head demons that deliberately get in the way of those trying to step onto
the right path, and stumbling blocks impeding those who seek God. They may appear
of “sound constitution,” but how are their followers to know that they are none other
than antichrists who lead people to stand against God? How are their followers to
know that they are living devils dedicated to the devouring of human souls?
from “All People Who Do Not Know God Are People Who Oppose God”
in The Word Appears in the Flesh

13. He who is God incarnate shall possess the essence of God, and He who is
God incarnate shall possess the expression of God. Since God becomes flesh, He
shall bring forth the work He intends to do, and since God becomes flesh, He shall
express what He is, and shall be able to bring the truth to man, bestow life upon him,
and point the way for him. Flesh that does not have the essence of God is decidedly
not the incarnate God; of this there is no doubt. If man intends to inquire into whether
it is God’s incarnate flesh, then he must corroborate this from the disposition He
expresses and the words He speaks. Which is to say, to corroborate whether or not
it is God’s incarnate flesh, and whether or not it is the true way, one must discriminate
on the basis of His essence. And so, in determining whether it is the flesh of God
incarnate, the key lies in His essence (His work, His utterances, His disposition, and
many other aspects), rather than external appearance. If man scrutinizes only His
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external appearance, and as a result overlooks His essence, this shows that man is
benighted and ignorant.
from Preface to The Word Appears in the Flesh

14. God become flesh is called Christ, and so the Christ that can give people the
truth is called God. There is nothing excessive about this, for He possesses the
essence of God, and possesses God’s disposition, and wisdom in His work, that are
unattainable by man. Those who call themselves Christ, yet cannot do the work of
God, are frauds. Christ is not merely the manifestation of God on earth, but also the
particular flesh assumed by God as He carries out and completes His work among
man. This flesh cannot be supplanted by just any man, but is a flesh that can
adequately bear God’s work on earth, and express the disposition of God, and well
represent God, and provide man with life. Sooner or later, those who impersonate
Christ will all fall, for although they claim to be Christ, they possess none of the
essence of Christ. And so I say that the authenticity of Christ cannot be defined by
man, but is answered and decided by God Himself.
from “Only Christ of the Last Days Can Give Man the Way of
Eternal Life” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

15. The incarnate God is called Christ, and Christ is the flesh donned by the Spirit
of God. This flesh is unlike any man that is of the flesh. This difference is because
Christ is not of flesh and blood; He is the incarnation of the Spirit. He has both a
normal humanity and a complete divinity. His divinity is not possessed by any man.
His normal humanity sustains all His normal activities in the flesh, while His divinity
carries out the work of God Himself. Be it His humanity or divinity, both submit to the
will of the heavenly Father. The essence of Christ is the Spirit, that is, the divinity.
Therefore, His essence is that of God Himself; this essence will not interrupt His own
work, and He could not possibly do anything that destroys His own work, nor would
He ever utter any words that go against His own will.
…………
Even though Christ represents God Himself in the flesh and carries out in person
the work that God Himself ought to do, He does not deny the existence of God in
heaven, nor does He feverishly proclaim His own deeds. Rather, He remains hidden,
humbly, within His flesh. Apart from Christ, those who falsely claim to be Christ do
not possess His qualities. When juxtaposed against the arrogant and self-exalting
disposition of those false Christs, it becomes apparent what manner of flesh is truly
Christ. The falser they are, the more such false Christs flaunt themselves, and the
more capable they are of working signs and wonders to deceive man. False Christs
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do not have the qualities of God; Christ is not tainted by any element belonging to
false Christs. God becomes flesh only to complete the work of the flesh, not to merely
allow men to see Him. Rather, He lets His work affirm His identity, and lets that which
He reveals attest to His essence. His essence is not baseless; His identity was not
seized by His hand; it is determined by His work and His essence. …
The work and expression of Christ determines His essence. He is able to complete
with a true heart that which has been entrusted to Him. He is able to worship God in
heaven with a true heart, and with a true heart seek the will of God the Father. This
is all determined by His essence. And so too is His natural revelation determined by
His essence; the reason I call this His “natural revelation” is because His expression
is not an imitation, or the result of education by man, or the result of many years of
cultivation by man. He did not learn it or adorn Himself with it; rather, it is inherent
within Him.
from “The Essence of Christ Is Obedience to the Will of the
Heavenly Father” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

16. If, during the present day, there is to emerge a person who is able to display
signs and wonders, cast out demons, heal the sick, and perform many miracles, and
if this person claims that they are Jesus who has come, then this would be a
counterfeit produced by evil spirits which imitate Jesus. Remember this! God does
not repeat the same work. Jesus’ stage of work has already been completed, and
God will never again undertake that stage of work. The work of God is irreconcilable
with the notions of man; for example, the Old Testament foretold the coming of a
Messiah, and the result of this prophecy was Jesus’ coming. This having already
happened, it would be wrong for another Messiah to come again. Jesus has already
come once, and it would be wrong if Jesus were to come again this time. There is
one name for every age, and each name contains a characterization of that age. In
the notions of man, God must always display signs and wonders, must always heal
the sick and cast out demons, and must always be just like Jesus. Yet this time, God
is not like that at all. If, during the last days, God still displayed signs and wonders,
and still cast out demons and healed the sick—if He did exactly the same as Jesus—
then God would be repeating the same work, and the work of Jesus would have no
significance or value. Thus, God carries out one stage of work in every age. Once
each stage of His work has been completed, it is soon imitated by evil spirits, and
after Satan begins to follow on the heels of God, God changes to a different method.
Once God has completed a stage of His work, it is imitated by evil spirits. You must
be clear about this.
from “Knowing God’s Work Today” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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17. There are some who are possessed by evil spirits and cry out vociferously, “I
am God!” Yet, in the end, they are revealed, for they are wrong in what they
represent. They represent Satan, and the Holy Spirit pays them no heed. However
highly you exalt yourself or however strongly you cry out, you are still a created being
and one that belongs to Satan. I never cry out, “I am God, I am the beloved Son of
God!” But the work I do is God’s work. Need I shout? There is no need for exaltation.
God does His own work Himself and does not need man to accord Him a status or
give Him an honorific title: His work represents His identity and status. Prior to His
baptism, was not Jesus God Himself? Was He not the incarnate flesh of God? Surely
it cannot be said that it was only after receiving witness that He became the only Son
of God? Long before He began His work, was there not already a man by the name
of Jesus? You are unable to bring forth new paths or to represent the Spirit. You
cannot express the work of the Spirit or the words that He speaks. You are unable to
do the work of God Himself, and that of the Spirit you are unable to do. The wisdom,
wonder, and unfathomability of God, and the entirety of the disposition by which God
chastises man—all of these are beyond your capacity to express. It would therefore
be useless to try to claim to be God; you would have only the name and none of the
substance. God Himself has come, but no one recognizes Him, yet He continues on
in His work and does so in representation of the Spirit. Whether you call Him man or
God, the Lord or Christ, or call Her sister, it does not matter. But the work He does is
that of the Spirit and represents the work of God Himself. He does not care about the
name by which man calls Him. Can that name determine His work? Regardless of
what you call Him, as far as God is concerned, He is the incarnate flesh of the Spirit
of God; He represents the Spirit and is approved by the Spirit. If you are unable to
make way for a new age, or to bring the old to an end, or to usher in a new age, or
to do new work, then you cannot be called God!
from “The Mystery of the Incarnation (1)” in The Word Appears in the Flesh

18. If a man calls himself God yet is unable to express the being of divinity, do the
work of God Himself, or represent God, he is undoubtedly not God, for he has not
the substance of God, and that which God can inherently achieve does not exist
within him.
from “The Difference Between the Ministry of God Incarnate and the
Duty of Man” in The Word Appears in the Flesh
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